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The series of novels
The Lodging for the Rose - Episode 1
Civilization's last chance? The general welfare has become lost. Civilization is
hanging on a thread. We face the 'near' return of the Ice Age, financial collapse,
terrorism, a potential nuclear war, and a mounting food crisis with the danger of
unleashing pandemic diseases. This isn't fiction.
In the shadow of this rising spectre of a New Dark Age the writer is digging deep to
the heart of the Principle of Universal Love that stood at the center of every renaissance
in history. Here, a fictional story begins that explores the great depth of this all-uniting
principle and its challenges from the grassroots level up, as seen in the novel by a junior
diplomat who gets caught up in a flow of events that span 12 novels. His widely open
loving envelops four women and two men in the opening novel, Discovering Love. In the
novel, as in the series as a whole, each love is unfolding with its own romance and sexual
dimension, or the lack thereof. A story of great freedoms unfolds from this background.
It all begins ironically behind the Iron Curtain in an imprisoned land that the
Communist sector of Germany had been in the mid-1980s. In this unconventional world a
wider social freedom stages a 'sunshine' that far overpowers the conventional scene, but
in the end poses a challenge that suddenly becomes gigantic. Few people have dared to
cross the borders of this challenge and traveled its landscape. Nevertheless, without the
Principle of Universal Love we wouldn't have a civilization and may ultimately not
survive in a nuclear-armed world, much less in a world that is facing a New Ice Age in 30
years, and all this with a collapsing global economy and starvation already happening.
Here the Principle of Universal Love, and the science of it, promise a New
Renaissance. But is there anyone willing to face the challenges and boldly step forward to
discover the light they offer? Who stands courageous to break the strong chains build
over centuries of sexual division and isolation? Who dares to counter the many myths and
trained emotions that have been forged over the ages? Who is able to overrule them with
an honesty that embraces our humanity in truth? Here, romance becomes uplifted with a
brighter joy, and the erotic enriched with a passion for life that we all share as we enrich
our world and one-another.

Part I - The Profound Dawning

Chapter 1 - The Kaleidoscope
My thoughts had been focused on Nicolai when the submarine appeared in front of
our bay. I sensed that something had gone wrong in Murmansk. I could feel it. I had tried
to phone earlier. The lines were blocked. When the Typhoon suddenly came into sight in
front of our bay, I felt a mixture of fear, excitement, and apprehension. It seemed illogical
that Nicolai should come to us at this time and in this manner. On the other hand, few
things were logical that Nicolai had been involved in.
It was Tony who first noticed the sub. He said it was one of Nicolai's, to judge by
the bulge at the base of the sub's tower, one of the characteristic features of Russia's late
model Typhoon class nuclear missile submarines. The sub had surfaced while he strolled
on the beach. He came running up to the 'nest', punched me into the side, and still out of
breath, pointed out to the water.
There it lay, the Typhoon, like a black monster of some ancient mythology, a short
distance from shore. The sub lay motionless, as though it was grounded. No one could be
seen on deck. It had all the appearance of a ghost ship.
We watched the sub closely, magnified through Ross' video telescope system that
had stood idle for a year and a half. We all watched the screen. We could see every rivet,
every major weld seam that held the thing together as if it were some great iron
patchwork. But no life surrounded it, except for the seagulls. Every seagull in the vicinity
had come to test its gangways. The ghostly scene created a tenseness among us that
instantly turned into a great relief when Nicolai opened the tower hatch. He was in the
uniform of a high-ranking officer. He climbed quickly out of the hatch and disappeared
behind the tower. He re-emerged on the sub's deck. Then, another officer climbed out of
the hatch and lowered an inflated raft to him that he readied and proceeded to row to
shore in.
"Why doesn't he use the motorized raft?" Tony asked in amazement. "And why is
he coming alone?"
All I could think of at this moment was, "Nicolai, Nicolai, that's not your way of
doing things." Moments later I came to my senses. This wasn't Nicolai. This was
someone else, someone who looked like him in the dark light of the evening. Ross
rewound the tape for me to the point where the man had first appeared on top of the
tower, to study his face. No, that wasn't Nicolai. Something was missing, a familiar
expression, a faint smile?
Tony and I looked at each other. We both knew we had no option now, but to go
out and stop that man, whoever he was, before he set foot on our beach. No one was
allowed to set foot on our land unescorted. Tony and I agreed on this without
consultation. As if driven by the same instinct, we rushed to the beach towards the shed
that housed the Zodiac. That's when Ross called on the radio. He suggested that we

should use the fishing boat instead that was less threatening and more equal to the
approaching craft.
Since the boat was already on the beach, as it always was, we were on our way in
seconds. We rowed harder that day than we had ever rowed. We both knew, that if
Nicolai was not there himself, he was behind this visit, and things being as they were, our
worst fears might have come true. There was no time to waste.

The Russian officer hadn't reached the midway point when we came within
shouting distance. He saluted us in a gesture of friendship that we immediately returned.
He introduced himself as the captain of the sub, shouting in a mixture of broken English
and a heavy Russian dialect. I didn't understand much, but I did understand the name,
Nicolai. After we had drawn closer, he showed us a radiogram sent to us by Nicolai. "For
Peter VanDerMere" he said and pointed to the envelope.
Surprisingly, he knew our names, all of them. Nicolai must have briefed him well,
for only Nicolai knew all the details. The stranger also knew about my friendship with
Antonovna and my feelings for her, and told me that she sent her regards. I guess this was
clearance enough. Only when I asked about further details concerning Nicolai himself,
did he hesitate and become tight-lipped. He pointed out that all my questions were
addressed in the letter.
From the way he refused to talk further about Nicolai, one could sense that a great
tragedy had occurred that the man couldn't fully comprehend himself.
Tony rowed us closer towards the Russian boat, so that our vessels could touch. I
stood up and saluted the Russian captain, as he saluted us. I nearly fell into the water,
doing so. Still standing, I received the letter from him. It was sealed in an official looking
envelope.
I thanked the man with a handshake.
He asked me not to unseal the letter until we were back on shore. This was at
Nicolai's request. Not that it mattered. It was too dark to read, anyway. After this, the
man wished us farewell, sat down, and rowed his dinghy back to the sub.

Oh, I could imagine what the letter contained, nothing pleasant to be sure. Was
Nicolai out of danger, and Antonina? I dared not to think of it, as the worst might be true.
Silently, we rowed back towards the shoreline.

The time since my last meeting with Nicolai had been filled with trials and agonies
for all of us. Still, thinking farther back brought to the surface sweet memories, like those

that a child may remember of imaginary worlds that exist only in the realm of stories,
which it may prefer over the real Universe filled with the pain of discipline and endless
hours struggling with school work. Indeed, our life had been a kaleidoscope turning, with
beautiful and surprising images appearing. Every turn had brought new patterns of life
and love, and often reality itself was turned upside down. What at times appeared
agonizingly real, turned out to be nothing more than fiction, and what appeared fictional
turned out to be totally real. Life is like that. When one steps beyond the borders of its
conventional sphere, fact, fiction, and fantasy do indeed mingle so that one has to dig
deep and with a great honesty with oneself, to discover what actually is real. And even
then, the paradoxes continue.
What we faced in our rowboat with shadows fast falling around us, was one of
those paradoxes. Our world had become a mixture of hope and a feeling of hopelessness.
The hopelessness was echoed in the landscape around us, a gray Universe of water and
fog, through which a light shone faintly from between some trees off a distant high bluff,
where our home was located. Still, my thoughts were focused more on Nicolai, the
submarine, and on what it all meant, than on this light.
Was Nicolai out of danger, or was he dead? I pondered. If so, then his struggles
were over, but this would be a tragedy for the world. The thought brought on a certain
quiet anger, a feeling of loss. Still, it made the days we had shared more precious, more
golden, more secure, as secure as a fairy tale is in a child's mind.
It was important to me that my memories of Nicolai and Antonovna remained
secure. I needed to protect what we had shared together, what we had worked for
together, and had agonized over, what we had established between us. It pertained to the
substance of my being. All this welled up in my thoughts. It became as real and tangible
to me at this moment as the Typhoon was that lay like a dark shadow in the mist behind
us. What bright promises our days together had held!
How unaware I had been in those days of the gem that I had stumbled on when we
first met, especially when I met Antonina. Sometimes a person stops in the course of a
day's labor, looks down, and finds a coin on the ground, or a twenty-dollar bill. Things
like that do happen, though rarely. What happens much more rarely, is that one picks up
an item on the beach that turns out to be a great treasure when one works on it, cutting the
rough edges. And sometimes far greater things than this can happen.
With these thoughts I was struggling against the water, rowing hard, with Tony at
my side. Maybe they were not dead, I thought, but why haven't they phoned instead of
sending us a letter? We had always worked well together on the phone. Oh, yes the
phones were down. But for how long had they been down? Nothing made sense anymore.
Perhaps Nicolai had overstepped the line and was merely in trouble, needing my help. He
never knew how many steps more it would take for the balance to swing against him.
Even more agonizing than this thought was the thought that I may have contributed,
unknowingly, to swinging that balance. Then the thought reoccurred that he had died in
the disaster together with Antonovna, and that his message in the letter was the beginning
of the end for us all.

The thought brought a painful feeling, a feeling that welled up deep inside with all
the power and emotions of Giuseppe Verdi's great requiem in which Verdi had
dramatized the interface between life and the paradox called death. It was as if Verdi had
written this piece for the unfolding reality of the giant steel hull of the Typhoon looming
ominously in the dark, and the more ominous foreboding of the contents of the letter. But
there was a note of hope contained in the requiem?
This hope and the dread of doom became intermingled against the background of
the requiem that I knew all too well. In writing this requiem, Verdi appears to have
decided that one must truly experience the horror and the excitement of the ‘Dies Irae’,
the ‘Pathos’, the ‘ Kyrie’, and the peace in the ’Offertorio’, and most of all the joy of the
’Sanctus‘ and the urgency in the ‘Libera me’. Verdi might have found it imperative that
one experiences these in order that one recognize the infinite scope of this overwhelming
process of life that culminates into the unknown. Even now, I found it hard to accept
doom as a final reality. We had achieved so much, come through great trials, won
momentous victories, we even changed the world a little for the better. Maybe we were
facing merely another challenge, a challenge that we could win and come out richer in the
end? This had happened before, even if it would take years for the resolution to unfold.
Where there is love, there is always a reason for hope. We had experienced that.
In the Russian tradition the word, pathetique, means passion, perhaps this was the
pathos in Verdi's music. I could feel that passion Verdi had set to music, a passion for life
that was suddenly put into the twilight. I experienced the overriding urgency for ‘Libera
me’ and the hope that it represented, but where was the peace, the joyous peace of the
‘Sanctus?’
Maybe I shouldn't puzzle over this, I thought, and lose myself in this sullen mood
driven by fear mixed with self-accusation and hope, drawn with grief without knowing
the facts. One thing was certain, and I realized this clearly, this wasn't the way our life
had been. Our days had unfolded, play-like at first, but later rapturous like the sun. We
had had the world in our hands, had shaped its future. We had started tremendous
movements and Nicolai was strangely connected with them all. How could it now end
like this with the dreaded disintegration of sanity that we had already feared for decades,
the kind, which would unleash the final, unstoppable termination of human life?
This eventuality had been talked about for half a century, though it had never been
addressed in any meaningful way. We had made some strides in that direction? Had our
efforts been too slight, and our achievements too feeble?
Moments later when a cold wind swept in from the north, I wondered if my selfsurrender to grief was merely an echo of the nightfall, and nothing more than that. As the
darkness increased, it drew the ocean and sky together into one single featureless whole.
It darkened the soul, even though a tiny part of the real world that we had struggled
through and had explored, had been golden with a sparkle that nothing in this world had
caused or could erase.

In order to shake the grasp of the night, I applied myself harder to the oars,
wondering what Nicolai's letter might contain. Would it reflect Verdi's ‘Libera me’?
Eventually, as if a page had turned, I remembered another letter, Heather's letter of
many years ago. It was from a time long before Nicolai came onto the scene. Heather's
letter was one of those mementos that one treasures forever, which helps one to keep the
precious times alive, even if they were beset with great challenges that seemed
insurmountable at first. Indeed, can anything be truly insurmountable that is rooted in
love?
I needed the change in focus that the remembering of those happier times
promised. I clung to this promise.
As the mood changed the requiem of Verdi became supplanted with memories of a
beautiful and gentle world that was distant now in time, but near; that had been beautiful
even in times of great trials. I could still see Heather's letter as if it lay before me, and
remember its contents.

"You were asleep when I kissed you," Heather had written. "I kissed you gently, so
as not to wake you. There might have been questions raised, followed by arguments. Or I
might not have said anything, and then suffered the consequences. That would have been
unbearable. We would part in the middle of Pittsburgh, hurried by the traffic, a block
from your home where I would not be welcome. My life would have stopped, dearest,
while yours would have continued with your family and wife. Oh, what a crime is love,
for which we have been condemned to live in isolation?
"I wish you could have shared this last kiss. If only there was a way that would
allow us all to stay together the way we were. We were beautiful together. At least you
were beautiful. I was proud of you and still am. Oh that it were possible for us to part
with one last quiet embrace, gently, unhurried as our love had been. But even this seems
to be denied to us. Why on Earth is it, Pete, that the most precious is so hard to hold on
to?"

I could still remember how I felt when I had first read those words. How angry I
had been, not at her, but at myself for having been such a fool. I should have foreseen
this, done something, anything.... But there I was with all my years of training as a
diplomat, and with all the rich experiences I have had, and I could not move. I knew that
I had lacked whatever was needed for our love to continue, or even for that final embrace
to take place with joy, before parting.
I felt empty that day. I had failed. I stood dumbfounded, speechless. I had failed
miserably. I cursed myself a thousand times afterwards, for this failing. Still, all of this
had happened a long time ago. I could smile about it now. One thing puzzled me,
however. Why did her letter come to mind at this time of trial, amidst a crisis that had the

potential to be the deepest crisis in history? How distant those beautiful days were now,
the days before Nicolai's letter, as we now faced the reality of the giant hulk of the
Typhoon that lay at anchor in front of our bay.
To say that our situation was critical was an understatement. Everyone was at risk.
The world had become radically different from what it had been in the days when
Heather's letter was written. My memories of this precious time seemed like a dream
now, of fairy tale worlds, where everything is bright and wonderful, as fairy tales ought
to be. And even in these fairy tale worlds, that we had convinced ourselves to be normal,
our world had indeed been comparable to that of a fairy tale. All this stood now in
contrast with the gray and black reality that the Typhoon represented, a different reality
that we had learned to comprehend over the years, and hadn't been able to escape from.
Maybe Heather's letter came to mind as a diversion for an escape from the reality
that was confronting us. I had come across the letter just recently, while ordering my
desk. I had felt good about reading it again, though; of course I knew its contents by
heart. Except now, in the dark, in an atmosphere of crisis and apprehension the contents
of the letter was drawn together with everything else into a combination of fears, joys,
mixed together with the pain of my muscles being applied hard against the oars. And all
that was pervaded by the puzzle of the Russian captain, who was no longer visible in the
distance against the dark hull of his ship that barely stood out against the black of the
enfolding night.

It was as though I could still feel my hands shaking, as they did so long ago when I
had first put Heather's letter down onto the bed beside me. It had been written in fine
handwriting on the sand-colored stationery that the hotel had provided. Everything had
been sand-colored there. Heather had been delighted with the place. She had loved its
location, its atmosphere, and the way it blended into the background of the beach. She
had named it "The Sand Castle" and requested that we stay an extra day. Perhaps she had
intended this extra day to be set-aside for a final celebration. Oh, how unaware I was of
that!
I had noticed the letter the moment I woke the next morning. I found it stuck
behind the telephone dial. Some tiny wildflowers protruded from the turned over flap of
the envelope and some heather. We had picked those together the evening before, some
with tiny blue blossoms. I could still remember her shriek of delight when she found the
patch of heather. Perplexed, I held it in my hand with the envelope. The first paragraph
cut deep into my soul, but I couldn't cry that day. No tears came.
I looked at the wildflowers again, and the heather. I knew I would treasure those
tiny blossoms for the rest of my life. Eventually the tears came; bitter tears, but I felt no
remorse. We had done nothing wrong, committed no crime, we had dared to jump ahead
farther than we could see, into an unknown world. That wasn't a crime. Nothing evil had
been done. No immoral act had been committed.

I reached over to her side of the bed to figure out how long she had been gone. The
empty bed was cold. It was a quarter to ten. A streak of sunshine came into the room
through a space where the curtains didn't quite meet. I got up and opened them wide, and
the windows. Fresh air came flooding in. How often we had sat like this together, or in
bed propped up with pillows, looking out onto the world.
My hands were still trembling when I sat down by the open window with the
letter, holding it in my hands again. I closed my eyes. Only reluctantly did I open them
again to read on.

"By the time you read this, dearest, I may have reached my friend's cabin," she had
written. "It's not far from the Sand Castle. I'll be thinking of you. But, please, don't come
looking for me. I know my leaving will hurt. Forgive me for this, it hurts me, too. Forgive
me for having fallen in love with you. Try to understand that this pain is a small price to
pay, considering the alternative. I trust you agree.
"Before I kissed you," she wrote, "I kneeled at your bedside for a long time and
looked into your face. You smiled now and then. Were you dreaming? Were you
dreaming of me? I wished I could know some of your dreams, even though I have too
many dreams of my own to forget now."

I remembered putting the letter down, thinking of the wonders we had shared. In
time the tears stopped. How could I have known then how much our lives would be
uplifted by her simple, down to Earth, uncomplicated kind of love? I suppose I should
have guessed this by the way our days had unfolded prior to the Sand Castle. Our days
had been bright in the sunshine, carefree, exuberant, joyous, and filled with smiles,
laughter, kisses, and hugs. Tomorrow always seemed a long way off, too far to think
about, too unimportant to worry over.
Eventually I read on.

"It is starting to get light outside," she had written. "The sky is still overcast. I
thought earlier that if I went jogging in the brisk morning air, some fresh new ideas might
emerge that would somehow make it possible for us to remain together. It is beautiful
outside in the stillness of the morning. You should try jogging some day. I love breathing
the cold salty air, seeing the steam of my breath. I didn't run far, just to the tree where we
had picnic yesterday. I sat down to listen. Do you know how loud the wind and the surf
can be when one is alone and desperate? But no new ideas came.
"If we had found gold together, the whole world would congratulate us, and be
envious. Instead we found each other, something better, but this, the world despises. It is
deemed treason. I can't change the way the world thinks.

"I took my shoes off on the way back. It's great fun splashing through the surf. The
water felt warm, warmer than the rain. Have you ever taken a moment to feel the rain run
down your face? I looked into the sky until its cold flow ran down my neck in refreshing
streams, and thought of you, of us, of our love that can't be, and of this terrible agony of
parting forever."

Oh, how fragile those things are that we take for granted, I pondered, like the love
that we fail to nurture day by day. We safeguard our worldly goods with the greatest care,
in steel vaults, behind iron doors, locked by triple locks and bolts, but how do we
safeguard our heavenly riches, our love, so that we will never loose them? Perhaps she
felt the same way, as stupid and impotent as I did.

"Every thought seemed to confirm what I feared," she had written, "that our paths
must part, and that the parting must take place here at The Sand Castle. Here we are
equal. Here, I don't feel expendable as I would feel stepping out of your car and your life,
a mere block from your home, where I would not be welcome.
"Do you remember that you woke briefly when I returned from my jogging, all
drenched to the skin? You looked at me astonished and asked if I had had a good time.
But before I could answer, you went right back to sleep. Maybe I should envy you for the
simplicity of your style of living. To you the world is so uncomplicated, so luxuriously
peaceful, a series of dreams as it were, of luxury cruises crammed with the customary
social theatrics as people meet and touch briefly for some smiles and polite conversation,
only to part again like strangers on a city sidewalk. Or, maybe you ought to envy me.
Nothing ever came easily to me, except falling in love with you. I've heard it said that
diplomats are trained to 'manage' their feelings, in order that their hearts won't stand in
the way on assignments. I wish you could at least for once be as troubled as I am, just for
a day, and feel as alive as I feel because of it, although I still feel I have lived far too little
and dreamed all too much. Still, I am infinitely lucky to have lived these days we have
shared, and I will try to hold on to them now at all cost.
"Can you remember our first day, how it all began, me standing at the roadside,
dusty, burnt by the sun, thumbing a ride from you? What a sight I must have been! Still,
you made me feel welcome. You were the most perfect gentlemen, and still are. Who but
you would have cared during the drive later on that I was uncomfortable at being alone in
a car with a strange man? You seemed relieved when you saw Tony by the wayside, the
clean cut Air Force officer, also thumbing a ride of you. To respond to my feelings
seemed important to you, so much so that you re-packed half of your luggage to make
room for his. This is how I shall always remember you, as a sensitive and kind person.
"The rain has stopped now. I better be on my way. If I possessed something that is
of value, to give to you as a present, I would put it with this note for you to remember me
by. But I have nothing. All I have is this branch of heather, whose name I happen to

share. Please remember me from time to time when you're alone. I wish you a happy life,
wherever it will take you."
The letter was signed, "With all my love, Heather S. W. Correll."
There was a postscript added: "Dearest, I had to take your canvas bag. I needed
something to put my rain soaked clothes in. I hope you can do without it."

I had put the letter down, ashamed of my stupidity. Now, many years later, I
treasured this letter. I treasured it as a memento belonging to the brighter times I had
seen. It was a part of the brightest epochs in my life. It opened the portal to a time when I
was beginning to love myself; a period in which I became sane; a precious period of a
gentle time; a time that had not grown dim with the years of great challenges. Many
people had become a part of it. Heather, to some degree became intertwined with every
one of them, throughout all those years in which these times unfolded.
Some of the challenges appeared more severe when they unfolded than even the
challenge that we seemed to be facing this time, and they had all been met, one by one,
on the strength of what we had discovered about ourselves and one-another. Heather's
letter was intertwined with the beginning of that time, and the long string of little and big
victories that came out of it; that came out of the depth of our humanity. That's what
made her letter so precious.
Of course, I was unaware of that on the morning when I found the letter stuck
behind the telephone dial. I was angry with myself for not having been able to foresee her
reaction, which in hindsight had been inevitable under the circumstances. We had both
been drunk with a newfound love, and in this drunkenness, had ignored the challenges of
that New World we had stumbled into. We had been too overcome by the brightness of
that love to worry about those 'other' things that we had pushed into the background.
Maybe we had realized deep in our soul that "Rome hadn't been built in a day," as the
proverb reminds us. In our exuberance we had pretended that it had been the work of a
few days, because that was all the time we had had, and had pushed forward in that love
as if the world can be changed without effort.
The reality, though, had a way of reasserting itself when the impasse became
insurmountable. The world had remained the same. It hadn't changed. I had become
forced to face the cold hard fact that one can't change the world by dreaming. It changes
only when one labors to make the dreams come true. This lesson was drawn from the
rude awakening.
Oh what a fool I had been!
I had felt empty that day. There was nothing in my heart, or mind, or soul that
could have built that platform on which we could have remained together.

Now, in the dark, with the Typhoon barely a shadow, I felt the same emptiness
again. The sub's very existence represented the same impasse. The entire world seemed to
be moved by an insanity that created one impasse after another. Perhaps this was the
reason why I felt the same emptiness again. Still, I could count myself fortunate that I at
least was richer than most, for having met Heather.
I actually began to smile now in the dark, remembering those exuberant days.

Oh, I hadn't smiled the day when I found her letter. My eyes were wet with tears.
Her address was on the envelope, but I also knew that I could never use it.
I had been angry with myself that day, and many days thereafter. What a klutz I
had been. She had judged me right. I knew the exact place in Pittsburgh where I would
have let her out of the car, the very corner near my house, where I would have stopped
the car just long enough. She had figured me right; it would have been a quick ending
with a hurried kiss.

Against the background of this pain, my own unfolding love for myself, in which
my love for Heather had been anchored, came to light more and more. It became a source
of strength, a strength that would eventually make it possible to establish a basis for the
freedom that we had claimed so briefly, and to make this a platform, over time, that
uplifted everyone.

It is more than ironic, of course, that the basis for this freedom had been
discovered in the world's largest prison, the walled-in State of East Germany, with
borders guarded by tanks, land-mines, and machine-gun towers that were put into place
to keep the people in. I didn't realize at the time what worlds upon worlds would become
intertwined with the fate of the two spies who had been caught, one in New York, and
one in East Germany, whose exchange I had been assigned to arrange in this imprisoned
land behind the iron curtain. Heather came into my life as the direct result of that.

When I had finished reading her letter that day, my eyes wet with tears, I folded it
up again, carefully, placed it back into the envelope, and looked out of the window for a
long while. Heavy tears came in that moment of utter sadness, tears for Sylvia, my wife,
tears for the love that we shared that I had taken so long for granted and had allowed to
dim, rather than to be constantly enriched with new unfolding treasures of love.

It took a long time so it seemed, on that morning at the Sand Castle, before I was
in any acceptable shape to go to the coffee shop for breakfast, where I knew Tony would
be waiting. I saw Heather's footprints in the sand. What could I have done to prevent this
tragedy? If I had understood what Steve had been telling me in East Germany, the
impasse might have been resolved, or might not even have happened. But how could
anyone have comprehended so much in so short a space of time, as I had been confronted
with in the East?
My trip into the eastern part of Germany had been like a great unfolding mystery
to me that had been as impossible to see through as the Iron Curtain had been in a
political sense. Inside this militarily imprisoned land, I had found an oasis of freedom that
defied all imagination, which should never have been found there. It was built on a
platform as tall and as grand as the most advanced breakthrough in mathematics. I had
grasped a few crumbs, nothing more. Still, these crumbs had been tremendous. The little
that I had comprehended of the freedom I had experienced there, had allowed me to open
my eyes just far enough to meet Heather. Still this brief experience in the East had not
been sufficiently deep and wide to provide a platform for Heather and me to see this thing
through. Nevertheless, the precious privilege of meeting her had made a difference. It had
changed my life and would continue to do so. It had changed it even without me realizing
that it had.
I am certain that I would not have stopped the car for Heather, without the East
German experience being still fresh in the back of my mind. Much less would I have
dared to invite her into the car. I would have denied everything that I truly felt as, I had
done a thousand times before. Of course, had I continued in my accustomed manner there
would have been no agony, either. Would this have been better?

My heart had been pounding that day, when I stopped the car for Heather. It was
mid afternoon. The heat had been intense, almost white. I was tired and pressed for time
by a deadline I had to meet. I had to be in Key West in four days without fail. This was
the first day of my trip south from Pittsburgh. The sun had beat down from a cloudless
sky, making the Virginia landscape appear gray like a desert so that I squinted to cope
with the glare of it. The tires thumped over the cracks in the concrete. The monotonous
sound would have made anyone sleepy.
Her sunburnt face had startled me.
I know that I would have passed her by, had it not been for the freedom I had
experienced in East Germany that flashed into my mind. I brought the car to a halt a long
way beyond where she stood. She came running, short of breath, sweating. I opened the
passenger door. I had no idea then how lucky I was that I did.
Later that evening, after we had picked up Tony along the way, Tony noticed a
steak house, as we passed through Elizabeth City. He suggested that we should stop for
the night and go for dinner. We noticed a small motel, just down the road a block. It

appeared well kept, clean, with a small garden in front. Tony suggested that this was
heaven, and that we should treat our lady to a formal steak dinner "with all the
trimmings."
"Yes! Let's do that," I had agreed. Heather had nodded her approval and had
smiled.

The air was still hot when we set out that evening. I realized that the air would
likely remain warm all night. This set the stage for romance. Key West seemed so much
less important all of a sudden, compared to the new unfolding. I must have grinned from
ear to ear as I unloaded the luggage. Who in a situation like this would have cared about
the dumb Navy anyway?
I think we were both surprised when our lady stepped into the lobby after
freshening up. Could anyone have guessed that a backpack would contain an elegant
evening dress and a pair of delicate high-heeled shoes? Tony and I had argued, whether
or not we should wear suits. Luckily Tony had won. He looked dashing in his dress
uniform, his hair cut short, perfectly combed. My business suit was no match to his, and
my hair was a mess. It had dried in the wind, and just wouldn't stay in place. I would
normally have been ashamed to face someone like Heather the way I was, so elegant was
her appearance compared to mine, but those reservations where abruptly overruled the
moment she stepped out of the elevator into the lobby.
By an imperative beyond my own doing I asked her to stop. I stepped back to
relish the scene that was unfolding before me.
"You are royal beyond the royalty of any queen," I wanted to say to her in my
amazement, "and this without a crown on your head, and so much the better for it. You
are more brilliant than a star - a joy to behold - and more elegantly dressed than anyone
I've ever seen." But all that I managed to get across my lips was a small, three-letter
word: "Wow!" I offered her my hand and bowed.
No one could have been more beautiful in my sight. Her thin black dress matched
the dark of her hair. Her perfume blended with the aroma of the mid-summer-night
breeze. The dress was cut low. A tiny stone set in silver, a small diamond perhaps,
hanging from a silver chain, graced its opening. I felt, as though I was in the presence of
an angel from God, as we left arm in arm, with Heather in the middle. She reflected a
quality that I had embraced deep within myself, a quality that wasn't ordinary, which
existed on a higher level than the ordinary, a reflection not of dreams, but of my Soul. I
had fallen in love with her for the brightness of our humanity that was so beautifully
manifested in her.

The steak house wasn't more than a block away. I wished it had been ten blocks
distant. I felt like a prince going to a banquet at the court of the King of France, escorting

the loveliest of all the princesses of all the lands. This wonderful, crazy, beautiful feeling
somehow stayed with me right through the dinner. It had burned itself deep into my
mind. As far as I can recall, it remained that way through the night and through much of
the next day.
According to popular legends, these feelings shouldn't be possible unless people
are most intimately involved with one-another. Oh how the legends have cheated
mankind! In the car we had exchanged some quick glances with a few smiles, but now
those smiles seemed to last an eternity. God only knows why, against all logic, she even
bothered to smile at me. Tony was the far more dashing of us. He was handsome, and
certainly more proper. He addressed the waiter as sir, and the hostess as ma'am.

I never asked Heather why she smiled at me. The important thing was that she did.
It felt wonderful. I felt alive. Living was rich. I was happy, exuberant! I felt infinitely
grateful for the misfortunes of the two spies that had been caught, and for the chain of
events that had brought me to East Germany to arrange for their exchange. If it hadn't
been for that, I would not have been sent to Key West for a debriefing, I would not have
met Heather and Tony along the way, nor experienced a dimension of life that I hadn't
known before, could exists, in which heaven is unfolding on Earth.

Chapter 2 - A Mission that Can't Fail
Before I even accepted the mission to the East, I had been told by my boss that one
of the spies, a certain Leroy Anderson, an American, had been in prison there for over six
months. He was to be exchanged for one of the 'communist' spies that had worked for
East German intelligence, who had been caught in New York. The exchange had already
been agreed to in principle by both governments. It was an easy mission. Nothing could
possibly go wrong, right? Of course I said yes.

Actually, I met Leroy Anderson only once in all that time, on the day he was
released. Leroy had chosen to spend his first night as a free man in a West Berlin 'night
club.' I remembered the rhythm and wild music there, and a stripper who greatly
impressed him. I remarked to him, casually, that this particular stripper's act was the least
boring. To him such a suggestion was sacrilegious. So I said nothing more. After all, he
had just spent time in communist jails. Who was I to argue? And who was I anyway,
compared to him? He was the hero, the spy whose life had been in a balance. I was only a
civil servant, a technician who had worked out the detailed steps for his release. Anyone
could have done that. Leroy had risked his life for his country. Diplomats don't get into
tough spots like that. Still, I wondered if he knew how little he had asked for himself in
return. There was nothing at that strip show for which I would have exchanged a single
one of the bright moments that I had experienced in the process of gaining his release.
The 'Strip Palace,' as a neon sign bragged, was a pub off the main road going into
Berlin. The hotel's captain, who obviously had never been there, had praised it. None of
this, though, mattered to Leroy. He was the happiest man alive.
"Aren't they super!" he would say between bites of bratwurst or munching down
sauerkraut, followed by stein after stein of that heavy German beer. "You should come to
Pittsburgh," he would add, when he noticed that I wasn't too excited. "It is all right here,
but in Pittsburgh, the girls there, I mean, they're absolutely terrific! They've got girls
there, I tell you, better than anywhere."
I was glad he didn't know that I came from Pittsburgh, myself. There might have
been arguments that would have spoiled his evening.
"In Berlin, Rome, Paris, things are all right," he said, "but not like in Pittsburgh!"

Leroy was a playboy, no doubt, and a person not too keenly aware of the deeper
things. Still, in time I saw in him the very person that Heather had accused me of in her
letter. Oh, I had thought that I was so much better than he was. Later I felt that the
Foreign Service must have made the same mistake regarding me that the CIA had made
in hiring him. We were a match in that respect. I wondered if he had realized that.

Ursula Fleischer, from the Internal Security Service in East Germany, had instantly
figured him out, as she told me after we met. She had been my contact in the East. She
had told me details about Leroy's personality that I'm sure he wasn't aware of himself. It's
too bad, I had thought at the moment, that she worked for the opposite side. Fortunately
for me, I had come under more honorable circumstances than Leroy had. She had told me
that it was his insensitivity towards people's feelings that had caught her attention. She
said that he had behaved as though he was still wearing his CIA badge pinned to his shirt.
"I just knew," she said.

Negotiating for Leroy's release had been my first real foreign assignment. I was
eager. Of course, I hadn't expected a mission of great importance. Still, the thought was a
tremendously exciting one, to be sent alone behind the iron curtain. Nobody knew at this
time that the curtain would soon fall. Nobody even dared to hope. It appeared to be cast
in steel to remain forever.
According to my official career-plan I was to become an assistant to the boss some
day soon. He was waiting to be transferred to some consulate in a far off little country.
He had been hoping it would be Spain. In preparation, I had taken Spanish courses for
three years. Top diplomatic positions in exotic places are often granted as political favors,
which made him a candidate. In those cases the responsibility for doing all the detailed
work falls on the trained assistants. It was more or less in the same capacity, as an
assistant temporarily assigned to the US consul in West Germany, that I was able to
qualify for the assignment to cross the line into the East.
"Man, don't worry; it's an easy mission," my boss had said. "We already have an
agreement. You simply have to arrange for the steps and execute the exchange. Nothing
can go wrong, right?"
"Right!" I had agreed.
He had handed me the papers in an envelope. "You'll be leaving tomorrow," he
had said with a handshake.
Excited as I was, I hadn't checked the papers until I was on the plane the next day.
That's where I noticed the designation 'junior,' added to my title, which was duly noted in
Bonn. I supposed it was customary, but the guy in charge at the embassy didn't like any
assistants meddling in his affairs, especially not a greenhorn. And on top of it, he hated to
see 'his' embassy involved with the Leroy Anderson affair. He disliked anything
connected with the CIA. He was adamant about it.
The mission that I had looked forward to, and was still proud to have been selected
for, suddenly unfolded like a badly written spy novel. "So they're sending a baby," the
guy in charge remarked acidly after he had given me a good looking over as though the
entire mission depended on the quality of my suit. What gall this man had! I knew he
wasn't the ambassador, but I wasn't quite clear on whether I outranked him, or he me. It

seemed wiser to let him go on until he had enough of it. All I wanted was some
transportation.
"So, you want a car?" he grunted and took a puff on his cigar. "Take the train," he
added, "they don't like show-offs in the East."
When he was finished giving his 'advice,' he abruptly walked out of the room. This
ended our chat.
Of course, as a freshman, I had expected to get a shocking introduction to the real
world. The lesson I learned that day is that some people never grow up. I soon found out
that this happens to countries as well. Naturally it didn't occur to me that I, too, had a
great deal of growing up to do.
I decided not to take the man's advice. Instead of going by train I leased a silvergray Nissan Micra, the smallest car on the road that I felt comfortable enough to give
someone a ride in. I leased it for a whole month. It was cheap enough for that. And so,
with a diplomatic identity sticker pasted in the corner of the windshield I set out for East
Berlin, entering the walled-in city of a country guarded with machine gun towers, land
mines and trip wires that set off shrapnel throwing machines.
All that I knew about my mission within this fortress, were the objective, to get
Leroy Anderson out, and the name of my contact with whom the arrangements were to be
made.
At the ministry in Berlin I was told that my contact person, Ursula Fleischer,
worked in Leipzig, a city some distance away deep inside the fenced-in country.
Miraculously, it only took the better part of a day to find this out.
In Leipzig, a city with a long cultural history, life was definitely more relaxed than
in the capital city. I was told that I had come too late. I was told that Ursula Fleischer was
on vacation for a month. It seemed the whole country was on vacation. When I
mentioned the Anderson exchange, only a few people knew anything about it and most of
them didn't care. I should just wait, I was told repeatedly. I argued at great length with the
people at her office, after all those hours of trying to find it, and gaining access to it. I
tried to give them a sense of the importance of the mission, almost pleading with them,
suggesting that someone else might handle the case. No, it wasn't possible. Nor would
they give me her home address. That was against the rules. They also assured me with a
'smile' that this wasn't an urgent case. They said I should be patient and wait, or come
back in a month.
As I left the office, an older man came rushing after me. He took me aside, quietly.
"I know how you can locate her, if you're up to it." He spoke in broken English, but
excitedly. He told me that on the outskirts of the city a large man-made lake has been
created, with sandy beaches. "One of its beaches is reserved for people who want to swim
without bathing suits. She often goes there on her days off." The man spoke with a smile.
He described her as though he had seen her there himself.

I shook my head. This had all the appearance of a trap, perhaps to embarrass the
West.
"Trust me," the man said.
I smiled at him. This was fast becoming a comical situation. Still, I trusted him.
There we stood in the middle of a dimly lit corridor in an ancient castle, the air reeking of
floor wax mixed with kerosene that kept the aging linoleum from drying out, and he
speaks of trust. Worst of all, I responded. What inspired this trust? Was it this foreign
place? Trust and diplomacy were opposites on the same scale. Still, the man's eyes
sparkled. His face was bright. He was smiling at the idea, as though he would love to
trade places. He promised something exciting, something beyond diplomacy. Perhaps
that, all by itself, inspired the trust.
I thanked the kind man and told him that I wasn't sure I could follow his advice. I
also wasn't sure whether I might yet do it, regardless. Something didn't add up. This was
a different kind of diplomacy, with a human touch. I knew one thing for certain, that
waiting for a month wasn't my style, nor would Washington be satisfied with this lack of
results.
I parked the Micra on a dirt road at the edge of a field of wheat, far away from the
entrance of the nudist beach. I pretended that I set out from there for a hike across the
country. If someone were to connect my diplomatic mission with the nudist beach, the
consequences could be unimaginable. They could spell the end of a career that had barely
begun. Naturally the camp was legal, and certainly the public accepted it. The police had
assured me of that. But how would it be regarded at the home office if a scandal
developed?
The approach I took appeared to be save enough. No one had followed me. No one
was anywhere near to be seen. I was quite alone as I walked back along the dirt road
between the wire fence on one side and a field on the other, bathed in the brilliance of the
morning sunshine. I stole past the entrance gate like a bank robber preparing a heist. Still,
no one took notice. I quickly undressed to merge with the crowd. Now what?
There I sat, stark naked in the sand at the beach, and no one took the least notice of
me. Actually, it was rather nice to feel the wind and the sand. Also, there was a certain
sense of honesty connected with being totally naked, an honesty with others and myself.
There was nothing covered up! And surprisingly, no one stared. Maybe the world should
have stared. Ages of tradition had been broken. The clock had been turned back to those
ancient times before the tree of knowledge was invented. The tradition of seeing
categorical differences in people is the result of false education, but it comes to a halt
when the last vestige of artificial identities is shed. There is nothing left to veil,
embellish, twist the imagination, or invite hypocrisy! People seemed content to let
humanity be as it is: men, women, children, old people, some delicate and slender, some
robust, some fat, all together in one group. And they were all beautiful in their way,
though not always according to common perception.

Most people were darkly tanned, with a few among them as white as snow, and
some as pink, as I feared I would soon be. Unquestionably I belonged to the pink
category. Suddenly, I had to laugh. What a hypocrite I was! There I was at it again,
dividing people into categories. The idea was oddly invalid there.
I stood up and went for a swim, as others did. There was a wide sandy beach at the
lake. The people I met were easy going, friendly. They joked, laughed, and greeted each
other. After my swim I simply stretched myself onto my blanket on the lawn behind the
beach to dry off.
"Hello, Gertrude!" someone called.
One of the boys next to me sat up. I noticed a girl by the edge of the water; she
waved at him and came over for a chat. She stood in front of him and his friend and me,
naked as she was. The boys didn't bother getting up. It didn't seem expected. They were
comfortable where they were, and she remained standing. The conversation strayed over
many topics, from university plans to the boy's parents, the weather, and the beach. The
girl said that she came to the beach often and wished her mother would come, too. "I'm
sure she would love it here."
"Oh, if my mother saw me like this, looking at you," said one of the boys, "I can't
imagine what she would say!" He began to laugh.
"Your parents would die worrying about what the public and their precious
scholars might think," said the other. "Can you imagine, the gossip, the great Emil
Schwarz and his wife coming here? Can you imagine what this would do to the
University and his illustrious career?"
The girl smiled, "it would take all the starch out of it." She burst into laughter
before she had finished the sentence.
"Hey, it isn't fair to joke about that," said the older boy.
"No, what isn't fair is that people can be so small-minded, and cruel, and get away
with it," replied the other.
"And be so religious about it," added the girl.
The boys agreed.
She was a beautiful girl, exciting to look at. After a while she went on her way and
the boys put their heads down and dozed as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
To me, it was unbelievable that it had happened at all. It was honest, open, and
unpretentious.

I closed my eyes for a short snooze, comfortable and satisfied, enjoying the sun.
There was something healthy and natural about the way these kids related to one-another.
A while later I went swimming again and followed it up with a long walk around
the rest of the beach looking for Ursula Fleischer; someone tall, slender, with hair
"almost red" and breasts not too big, as the man had said. I could see at least a dozen
contenders. Since this was the holiday season, there was quite a crowd at the beach. I
wondered how best to begin my search. I couldn't just ask: "Verzeihen Sie bitte, sind Sie
Ursula Fleischer?"
But what else could I do? There was no official etiquette established for such a
situation. Diplomacy covered only 'starched' situations, the games where you operate
from known backgrounds and stereotyped behavior patterns that you have studied in
depth. In a chess game you know exactly how the figures move. But there was no game
played at this beach, or at least not one which rules I understood. So I just sat there and
enjoyed the day, studying the game that wasn't a game, and swam, slept some, walked
around, enjoyed the view. After sunset I got dressed again, rolled up my blanket and
journeyed back to the Micra.
The day's entry in the log read: "Ten hour search at Kolkwitzer See, to locate
Ursula Fleischer. Unsuccessful!"
The next day I tried again, with equally little success. By midday I must have
asked at least a dozen girls, from the far end of the beach all the way to the life guard
office, "Verzeihen Sie bitte, sind Sie Ursula Fleischer?"
It was quite frustrating in a way. Also, I got more than one curious reaction.

Chapter 3 - Erica's Flower Garden
Searching for Ursula Fleischer at the beach, with little to go by, may have been
frustrating in terms of the mission, but in real terms, it wasn't a total waste of time. In
fact, it became rather interesting later that day.
One of the women shook her head and said that she was sorry for having to
disappoint me, "I am not Ursula Fleischer," she said in near perfect English, "though I
wish I was," she added.
"How did you know I speak English?" I asked.
She pointed at the book in my hand.
"My name is Peter," I introduced myself. "I am supposed to meet someone here by
the name of Ursula Fleischer, someone I have never met before."
"Ah, a blind date, is it?" she asked with a grin.
"No, it is not exactly a date," I replied and paused for a moment. "As a matter of
fact, I am not even sure that she is here. Also, she won't know that I am looking for her."
I wasn't quite sure if what I said made sense. She was a fascinating woman to look
at, which meant that everything else became secondary. There was something wonderful
in the way she smiled. She said something about wanting to help me. She asked me to
describe the person I was looking for.
"Someone tall," I said, "slender, with hair almost red, and breasts not too big." I
explained to her that this was the way the man at the Rathaus had described her.
"The description fits me perfectly," she said, "but it is also quite broad."
"Yes, it fits quite a few other people," I added.
"Is this your first time here?" she asked while she scanned the shore. "By the way,
my name is Erica," she added, "I come here often."
"I am from Pittsburgh, I came here yesterday for the first time," I replied
mechanically. All this seemed unimportant at the moment. I couldn't help looking at her,
drinking in her warm smile and her graceful, beautiful, female shape. "I wish you were
Ursula Fleischer," I added, and began to grin now, too.
"You wouldn't say that if your wife was here," she replied, and smiled even more
now, "but I love you for saying it."
"Ah, but how did you know that I am married?" I asked.

"You told me."
"Me? I never mentioned anything like that."
"You told me with your eyes. The way you are fascinated by me seems to indicate
that you have been a happily married man for a dozen or more years and have never laid
eyes on another woman for all that time. You're like someone who has been locked up in
prison for a long time, and I am the first person to come your way."

"No, Erica, you are the most beautiful person here, that's why. And yes, I have
been married for thirteen years. My wife's name is Sylvia."
"Would she be shocked if she saw us here?" she asked.
I nodded silently.
"But why should she be, Peter?"
"I think she would feel dishonored by it," I said, "or cheated. The concept of
marital fidelity is such a convoluted one. It can cause so much pain when it is perceived
to be violated. However, even the best husband is still a human being, with human needs,
like any other man. Forgive me please for being human, for staring at you. You are right.
You fascinate me. You are a woman. Perhaps I shouldn't be looking at you, but to be
honest, I am deeply affected by your presence. It feels wonderful to look at someone as
beautifully female in every respect, as you are. I hope you're not offended."
She shook her head, "Why don't we sit down? Let's talk for a while. I will tell you
how Kolkwitzer Lake came to be."
"Are you sure?" I asked, "I must warn you, I may not be able to take my eyes off
you."
She replied with a beaming smile. "I am honored by your desire to look at me," she
said.
"Oh?" I said.
"If you were an artist," she said, "wouldn't I model for you? I would be honored if
you would choose me. You would create a painting that would capture the very essence
of me. It would tour all the great galleries of the world, and people would come and be
moved by what they saw. This would honor me. So, why should I feel less honored that
you want to look at me just for being myself?"
I didn't know what to reply to this. I simply nodded. I invited her to sit down on
my blanket. We were facing each other and smiled. She asked whether I had been to
Sunday School as a child, and if so, if I remembered some of it? She said she

remembered a parable by Christ Jesus that had stayed in her mind all these years. The
story was about inheriting a kingdom. The king addressed himself to two groups, one on
his right side, and one to his left. He praised those on the right and said that they would
inherit the kingdom. Then he gave his reasons, addressing those selected. Erica explained
that the king's reasons were profound. "I was hungry, and you gave me meat; I was
thirsty, and you gave me drink; I was a stranger, and you took me in; I was naked, and
you clothed me; I was sick, and you visited me; I was in prison, and you came to me."
She asked me if I could remember that story.
I nodded. I replied, that as I recalled the story, the selected people said to the king
that they never did such a thing. "When did we ever see you hungry, or thirsty, naked,
sick, in prison, or as a stranger?"
"Yes," said Erica, "but the king replied that they did these things to him indeed, in
as much as they had done them to the least person in his kingdom. Then he condemned
those others who were not selected, because they had not done so." Erica added that the
story presents a principle, or law, that is rarely recognized, because it goes so totally
against the grain of the world's conventions.
She paused for a moment. "If only more people would realize that the law is easily
fulfilled," she added, "and how richly rewarding it can be." Then she began to laugh, "All
that I have to do to fulfill the law, is to be myself. Nothing more is required, and look it
makes you so happy and I feel richer and more precious at the same time. That's why I
said to you that I am honored. I really am. Something beautiful is going on between us,
don't you agree that this is so?"
I would have dared for a kiss, but then she started to talk about the history of the
lake where the beach was located. She said that the lake was artificially created by
flooding a depleted open pit brown-coal mine. "It has become a resource for the soul
now," she commented.
We talked about many things that afternoon, about Ursula Fleischer, my
diplomatic mission, Pittsburgh, my marriage. She said that she was married, too, and that
her husband was away on an out of town assignment. Then we talked about the meaning
of fidelity, and whether our being together at the beach might be considered a breach of
trust, a loss of fidelity. We decided that it wasn't. She asked me to consider what Sylvia
and I had sworn to each other at our marriage ceremony: "to love, to respect, to honor,
and to support one-another. At least that's what I and Fritz have sworn to each other," she
added. "So we never swore that we would not look at another man or woman as a sexual
being for the remainder of our life, right? This means that there is room in our marriage
agreements to also fulfill the divine demand, which is a demand on each one of us to help
meet the human need in whatever form it may exist."
I fully agreed. Her reasoning amazed me. This beach was fast becoming one of the
most exciting, beautiful, and interesting places I had been at, for a long time. We stayed
till sunset, then I invited her to join me for a dinner fit for the occasion, and to a dance

afterwards. I suggested that this, too, would fulfill a deeply seated human need. She
agreed.
We went to a fine restaurant in the middle of the city, right as we were coming
from the beach. It was daring. This was certainly not customary. I was probably the only
man there without a tie. But we didn't care. More important things ruled the day. Sharing
ideas was more important than obeying conventions. We talked about many things over
dinner, personal things, and sometimes intimate things. One of the things that had
puzzled me ever since we met at the beach was her accuracy in perception, when she told
me that I had been married for a dozen years. "Was it just a lucky guess?" I asked her.
She shook her head and smiled. "You are like someone who lives in a beautiful
garden that has hundreds of types of flowers growing in it, but who is bound by some
code of ethics to look at only one single flower, and none other. Of course, living there,
you are aware of the rich profusion in the garden, all the colors and shades of colors, and
the delicate forms that have unfolded in the sunshine. Still, you dare not to look at them,
because of your commitment to the one single flower. You tell yourself that there is no
need to look further, because, as the old saying goes, once one has seen one flower one
has seen them all. Ah, but out of the corner of your eye you notice that the saying is not
true. So, one day you protest against the code of ethics that had narrowed your vision to
only one single flower. You open your heart to the rich profusion there is all around you.
You kneel down where you stand, and admire one of those other flowers that you had not
allowed yourself to look at before. Suddenly you find yourself immensely enriched by its
fragrance, its shape, and its hues of color. As a consequence of this experience you stop,
and take it all in, you drink in that beautiful moment, you store it away as a memory for
all those other days."
She smiled more sweetly now, a smile brighter than the light at noon. "Most men,"
she said, "if they are honest with themselves, get to this point in a dozen years. Some take
longer, and some never get there. Those who never get there, are usually blind to life.
They either don't live at all or tend to play cruel games, games that are focused on power,
wealth, prestige, rape, murder, crime. Also, there are some who never get married at all,
who may be totally blind to the garden, or who, in the other extreme, are so deeply aware
of it that they can never shut out anything of the beauty of life. So they remain unmarried,
because they can't meet what the conventions demand. But those are few, and few of
them are truly happy."

She reached across the table at this point and put her hand on mine. "You are one
of those honest married men, who after a dozen years, or so, recognize the paradox that
they have gotten themselves into, who then struggle to resolve it, courageously. It is a
beautiful and exciting experience to be able to witness this awakening in another person,
and to be a part of it, to experience the unfolding appreciation of the beauty of life. This
is much more rewarding than struggling alone. And, Peter, I am honored that you chose
me to be involved in your awakening."

I don't know what touched me the most about her. Her speech, her tone of voice,
her smile, the way her hair hung loosely, the way it complemented her complexion and
the dark yellow of her dress. They all added to the magic of the moment, the kind of
magic that one hopes will never end. But mostly it was what she said that made the
moment special. She had said that she felt honored by me sharing my awakening with
her. Wow!
"I feel honored likewise that you have taken the time to be here with me," I said to
her somewhat bewildered. I took hold of her hand, "Yes," I said quietly, "our life should
be like living in a garden; your life and mine."
"Of course it takes a lot of effort to cultivate a garden," she replied.
"This also means that we can have a great life ahead of us in our individual worlds
if we take care to tend that garden well, provided we awake to it more fully," I added
with a smile.

Perhaps it was the vase with three small roses on our table that inspired the
analogy.
I said that all of this was like a fairy tale coming true. Except, fairy tales don't exist
in the real world.
"I would like to suggest to you that you've got the world upside down," said Erica
with a smile. "What you call the real world is a world of fairy tales, and they don't come
true, as you have admitted yourself."
I just nodded in agreement.
"Tell me," she said, "if you can figure out an answer, why it is that most married
men dream about having an intimate relationship with other women, and women with
men?"
"The answer is obvious, isn't it?" I replied, "but why don't we accept the obvious? I
suppose the reason is that we have become slaves to a mythology that has nothing to do
with reality. We think like slaves. We behave like slaves. We dream of freedom, but we
live like slaves to that mythology."
"Welcome to Disneyland," said Erica. "Welcome to our fairy tale world, where
nothing is real and never will be." Then she stood up and kissed me right across the table.
"That was real," she added, "it reflects my love for you."

We had soup that evening, Wiener Schnitzel, and later, Black Forest cake, the
finest in German tradition, but none of that measured up to the feast for the heart that she
provided with her smiles, with the grandeur of her ideas, and the love of her sharing.
"I find everything extraordinarily beautiful that is happening tonight. Do you feel
the same way?" I asked her.
She nodded. "It is beautiful, yes," she agreed, "but the sad part about it is that this
beautiful happening is perceived to be extraordinary. It shouldn't be that way. It should be
happening all the time. It should be commonplace. We have learned to travel to the moon
and back. We have done this in an almost routine fashion, but we haven't yet learned to
freely cross the bridge between two human hearts except on extraordinary occasions.
Also, we find it easier to sit at our radio telescopes and study galaxies that are billions of
light years away, than to look at each other across the barriers we have created between
us. In a sense, we're hypocrites, Peter. We have made all these advances in
understanding, even to understand the inner spaces of atomic physics and microbiology,
but we haven't taken a significant step in almost two thousand years towards
understanding the strengths, the beauty, and the needs of our human Soul. In fact, we
have become more and more isolated from one-another. Only on extraordinarily rare
occasions, as this one, do we dare to take a tiny step in the right direction, if we dare at
all. This is a paradox that must be resolved, but how is one to do that?"
I shook my head. I had no idea. I had never made these comparisons that she had
so easily presented, and with such clear and simple logic. "You are a genius," I said in
utter amazement. "Where do you get these ideas from? What do you do for a living?
How...."
"I work at the university," she cut me off. "I do advanced research in organic
chemistry for microbiological engineering and bacteriological processing, that sort of
thing. I think this is the most exciting field that is on the move today. It is amazing what
one can do by rearranging the long carbon chains of organic molecules. And what is more
amazing, Peter, we can create bacteria that will do this rearranging work for us. This is
more exciting than nuclear physics that I lost interest in some years ago, when the
funding was canceled for the necessary labs. My new research is inexpensive compared
to that, and is highly promising. There is even evidence coming to the surface now that
the gasoline in your car had its origin in a bacteriological process that goes on naturally
deep inside the Earth. It has been noticed by some of our researchers that several big oil
fields in the world are actually getting bigger, even while the oil is being pumped out.
Also, they have found that the new oil is from an earlier biological age than the original
pools. It may well be that oil is a renewable resource, created by bacteria deep inside the
Earth."
As she spoke I nearly 'melted' away. This didn't seem real. This couldn't happen.
Here I was, an insignificant junior diplomat, sitting across an exquisitely beautiful
woman with two doctoral degrees who is engaged in leading edge research, and this
woman has chosen to take some time out for me! I felt so tiny, so infinitesimally small,
and yet so deeply honored. I asked cautiously if she was working at the leading edge of

this rich new frontier. She answered that she was. She said that her favorite field in
organic engineering was more advanced than nuclear physics, although nuclear physics
has also a great potential for benefiting all mankind. She pointed out that nuclear power is
the energy resource for mankind's future. "Nuclear physics and its branch of engineering
haven't even begun to be developed," she added, "but when it takes off, watch out! Here
mankind's renaissance begins."
"Aren't you a bit archaic using the term mankind?" I interjected. "The modern term
is humankind. We are no longer a male oriented society. We are not man-kind we are
human."
Erica just laughed. "Your newspeak is all backward, Peter. It is an insult to us
women. We are not wo-human. We are women. We are part of the species of man. Man
is a generic term than men and women share. Don't deny our birthright please. We are
more than just a human species. We are a spiritual species with a humanity that reflects
the Sublime to some degree. But we are man. We represent the Sublime. We are bigger
than anything, even than what we have so far discovered of ourselves. Man is an infinite
term. Don't ever shy away from using the term mankind, Peter, but use it with it with the
awe and reverence it disserves. Of course, that's a challenge. Take up that challenge.
Regard mankind as an infinite species with infinite resources at its feet, and the power in
itself to develop them. That is what it means to be man from the standpoint of a scientist.
Gender is something of lesser importance."

While talking about these things, and the vast potential of mankind's science, Erica
asked me if I knew that the entire mantle of the Earth is made up of metallic silicates of
magnesium and iron, and that these silicates constitute a body of high-grade ore for two
of the most useful metals known to us. She pointed out that this resource is unimaginably
huge, as it extends right around the Earth in a layer that is 2900 Km thick at any given
place.
I had to admit that I had no awareness of this.
She suggested that with a few advances in nuclear engineering these metals could
be snapped out off their molecular bonds with the silicates and be utilized to develop the
world. "We have riches at our feet that we have never dreamed of," she added. "With this
infinite resource of materials, we can easily build anything we can imagine. We can
create fifty story buildings thousands of acres wide, and grow our food indoors in totally
controlled environments, safely, without the use of pesticides that kill the microbes in the
soil. Soil microbes are crucial to human health, you know. They make our food rich in
minerals and make it nutritious...."
"Wait," I interrupted, "I thought that the research funds for this kind of research
has been cut, together with the funding cuts for nuclear-energy-related development
work."

"Of course, they have been cut," said Erica. This time she didn't smile. "Funding
for this has been cut all over the world, especially in the West, where you live. They want
to starve humanity to death. It's the same old story all over again. They want us to focus
our gaze onto the most primitive energy resources, and onto the most limited mineral
resources for our economy and for our nutrition."
She paused as if she was searching for an answer. "I see the same narrow kind of
thinking in the field of science, Peter, which I see also restricting the focus of a married
person onto only one single flower amidst the rich profusion of fragrance and color and
delicate shapes that abound in the garden of life. I see an enforcement of poverty in both
cases. They want humanity to close its eyes and minds to the infinite riches that lie at its
feet in the physical world. Nuclear fission, all by itself, can power the world with existing
resources for as long as the Earth exists, not to mention nuclear fusion power, which
promises to be two magnitudes greater and more efficient. But we aren't even allowed to
think about that. The people who rule the minds of humanity want to shut down this
notion, and get us to focus on the smallest and the most primitive energy resource, like
windmills."
Erica sighed. "Unfortunately, these people have a great deal of political power to
pursue their destructive demands," she said. "It's become risky to even talk about nuclear
power development. They want to steal humanity's future. It is more desirable for them to
rule a poverty stricken world, than to exist in an advanced and developing world in which
they would have no power over society. They need to spread poverty in order to be able
to continue their game of looting the world. Nuclear power would put an end to that chain
of poverty. That's why they aim to shut it down forever. They know that nuclear power is
humanity's future. They just don't want us to have a future, and most of all, they don't
want the public to know that. Every advance in civilization depends on expanding energy
production. If nuclear energy is fully developed, we have a resource for energy
production that will last us a billion years. This estimate doesn't even take under
consideration the vastly greater potential that nuclear fusion power opens up."
I just stared at her in disbelief. It was beautiful to see her so intensely excited about
the brightness of a human future that stood like a beacon in the darkness of a war-torn
world. She spoke of a world that seemed like a beautiful dream, but which had the
potential of becoming reality if....
"Peter, we stand at the threshold, today, to the brightest future imaginable," she
interrupted my dreamscape that I had begun to build up in my mind. "This future needs
not to be a dream," she said emphatically, "we have this truly infinite potential within us,
but we refuse it. We have our eyes trained onto poverty. We cling to poverty. We are
forced to accept it. And what is worse, people are prepared to sacrifice their life for it."
"Are you saying that this is the same type of paradox that limits a person's focus?"
I asked. "Are you saying this is the same kind of paradox than that, which puts out of
reach all, but one single flower, in the garden of life, as you had put it?"

"Yes, but is this really true?" she asked. "It seems that a lot of people are not
inclined to play this game as it has been designed. Some break the imposed rules, Peter.
Sexually, countless people look across the fence and dream. Some people even make that
dream, reality. Most married people do so. Only the dreams for human development are
still rigidly shut down. Those dreams have been killed. We talk about conservation
instead of development. We talk about poverty, even recycling garbage, to conserve,
rather than about creating new resources."
"If we can protest socially, we should also be protesting scientifically," I
suggested.
She agreed with me and smiled, but then she shook her head. "Love is fast
becoming unfashionable, too," she added. "The protests are being ruled out."
She predicted that if this paradoxical trend weren't resolved soon, humanity would
collapse itself into a New Dark Age, even while it has infinite resources at its feet, with
which to create the brightest future imaginable.
"Nevertheless, this commitment to poverty doesn't take anything away from the
potential that exists," I suggested to her. "This means that the bright future can be
initiated at any time during the present cycles of collapse."
She smiled again, but shook her head slightly. "No, Peter, this won't likely
happen," she countered, gently. "Vast economic infrastructures are required to develop
those infinite resources. If civilization collapses into a New Dark Age, which is more
likely than not, these infrastructures will not be built and the existing ones will be
destroyed."
She suggested that this doesn't have to happen, since we, ourselves, were proof
that a change can be brought about. "We delivered the proof today," said Erica, "that it is
possible to abandon a platform of poverty, and embrace the riches that are literally lying
at our feet. All it took was a grain of love and an honest response."
I agreed with her, fully.

We went to a different place after our dinner, to a place for dancing. A small band
provided the music. No disco music could be heard there. The mood was romantic, and
quiet enough for conversations. We spoke about different things now.
One of the more urgent topics that came to the forefront as the night wore on, was
related to the problem of parting. The question arose what the next logical step would be,
in the unfolding of our affair.
"I should invite you to my home for the night," said Erica, "or we should go to
your hotel and spend the night there. This would certainly meet one more deeply seated
human need. This would also make our affair complete, but I can't go that far. I just

can't," she added. "The foundation for this next step has not been built. You must forgive
me for having to disappoint you."
"My God, how can you say such a thing?" I replied. "Our getting together has been
a miracle, every last bit of it. It is something that shouldn't have been possible at all, but it
happened. It should have stopped right after the first few minutes when we were speaking
to each other, but your love has allowed it to go on. My day has been so rich, Erica, that
if it ends here, this day remains a miracle. I am not disappointed. Does one need more
than one miracle a day?"
She began to laugh. "I think you will agree, though, that a part of it remains
incomplete," she replied.
As the sad expression turned into laughter, she added. "It must be that way, Peter,
because neither of us is prepared to deal with the consequences, if we allow the next steps
to unfold. The foundation has not been built upon which we can justify to our spouses
what the next logical steps involve. We would both face agonies that would overshadow
what we have shared. That's why we must stop here. Don't you think we owe that much
consideration to our spouses, and to each other? We cannot force our spouses to accept,
what they are not able to comprehend. It would devastate my husband. His name is Fritz.
He is a proud, selfish, and possessive man."
"We will hold back for his sake," I answered, "but I can't see Sylvia in this light. I
think, if I were to explain the principle of being honest with oneself, which brought us
together, and the imperative of that principle in the context of your flower garden
metaphor, I believe Sylvia would understand the logic involved, and its logical
conclusion. It maybe difficult, but I believe she would see our being together as a
response to this principle of being honest with oneself, rather than as an act of dishonesty
towards her. I think I can trust her to reach up that high in perception, even when others
might not."
"You really mean this, or are just saying this because it's hypothetical anyway,"
she interrupted me surprised.
"Maybe, it being hypothetical takes the pressure off," I answered quietly. "Still, I
honestly think I might dishonor her more by assuming that she is incapable of this kind of
principle-oriented perception. Look, Erica, even I can understand the principle behind
your metaphor, and I'm not a great genius by any means."
"In this case, we are responding to two different situations. As for me, this has
something to do with accepting responsibility," she replied. "Do you know what my
definition for responsibility is?" she asked. "Taking responsibility means: To bless all,
and to injure none. I cannot cause injury to Fritz, even if this means that I have to stand
before the Lord and confess that I could not fully comply with the divine demand to meet
the human need of my fellow man."
"I think you are speaking for me, too," I answered. "I never had to think about
taking responsibility for such a thing, because it had never been required of me. Forgive

me, because I have only considered Sylvia in this equation, and not its impact on your
husband, Fritz. I had been faithful all my life to the boundaries that the narrow focus had
imposed, according to our social codes. But now that the flower garden opens up a new
territory for us, new responsibilities come to light with the new territory. We have to be
careful not to tread on anything in the garden. This means that the Lord will have to
pardon us both for not being able to achieve the ultimate," I suggested.
"No, a pardon won't be possible," she said, sadly. "Someone told me, 'Divine Love
never pardons our sins until they are corrected.' This means, there will be no reprieve
until the work is complete. And so it should be, because we cannot benefit from the
riches that we do not create. The simple fact is, Peter, we won't experience the riches that
these final steps might have brought into our lives. We will never be able to experience
the wonders of these steps unfolding, until they actually unfold, and our love becomes
complete. Only then will the last of the human needs be met and the task of love become
fulfilled. But until that is possible we have a long road still to travel, discoveries to make,
complexities to understand, infrastructures to build. Of course, when we finally take the
last step, it won't be anything extraordinary, but will then be just another beautiful
expression of our humanity."
"Perhaps this will happen some day," I suggested.
"But it has not happened, yet," she said. "We are not ready for this new land. We
can't survive there until we are ready. This is why we must draw a line for now, why we
must close the gate as it were, beyond which we cannot go. This means that the single
flower in our garden still controls the dimensions of our existence. This also means to me
that the goal of freedom has not yet been won, though it must be won. The point is, Peter,
that the freedom that we must seek, must be won on a responsible basis. Freedom must
never be destructive, but be enriching; it must never be imposing, but be uplifting; it must
never be irresponsible, but be a blessing to all."
"You are asking a lot, Erica," I said quietly. Deep down inside, I knew that she was
right.
"No, to the contrary, Peter, I am not asking for much. This is the most minimal
request that I must make. Anything less than this won't do. There can be no freedom
without responsibility. Each increment of freedom that we allow ourselves to experience
requires more than its equivalent in taking responsibility, and in scientifically
understanding the truth on which that freedom rests. It has to be that way. We are not in a
war where freedom must be won by the sword. We are in love where freedom must be
won by our scientific understanding of the truth of our humanity. This understanding
needs yet to be developed."
I wanted to shake my head, but who was I to argue. She was the scientist. Who
was I compared to that? I was like somebody who had just been shaken out of a long
sleep, still drowsy from the night. Nevertheless, I also realized that I was a human being
with the same scientific capacity that she had, as a human being.

"Let me illustrate the point," she said patiently. "For many years there had been no
speed limit on the autobahn. The drivers had total freedom, but they lacked responsibility.
Speeds of 200 Km/hr, and greater, were observed, rain or shine, sometimes even in fog.
Many times 50 to 80 cars would pile into each other when an accident occurred. This
freedom to embrace insanity, had to be curtailed to protect the public. Limits had to be
imposed, because people hadn't cared enough about one-another to act responsibly. Now,
the autobahn is safer. It is rare now, that more than ten cars pile into each other."
With this said, she expanded the illustration into all kinds of areas where people
claimed more and more freedoms without the slightest care about the consequences. She
spoke of children becoming engaged in violence against each other, as they see it acted
out on TV, even to the point of committing murder. She further expanded the scope,
speaking of wars being rushed into for political goals, without the slightest thought by
anyone about the dimension of human suffering. She expanded the scope even further
than that, speaking about the world's financial games of speculative profiteering, without
anyone having the slightest regard for who foots the bill for the profits that are demanded.
She was adamant that the shuffling of paper, from one hand to another, doesn't produce
anything tangible in real terms that could be counted as profit, which means that the
profits that are taken, are actually stolen. She was also adamant that the real economy, the
physical economy that alone produces things that profit society in real terms, is being
collapsed by this process of irresponsibility, by which the investment funds are channeled
into the dream world of financial profiteering. The end result is that the societies suffer,
which tolerate such insanity. She said, "It is irresponsible for people to steal from oneanother and from the industries that support society. But people do it to the point that
these industries are being collapsed thereby."
Of course she blamed America for this utter irresponsibility and insanity. But the
worst example, she said, was the depopulation game that the old British Empire, and its
modern stooges around the world, were pushing on humanity. "They want to cut the
world population back to the two billion mark, or less. They want to rid the world of four
thousand million people," she said, "by which, they say the Earth is overpopulated. And
you better believe that they've got plans for carrying out whatever their policies call for."
She said that the principle of taking responsibility goes very deep, and should not be
thrown out of the window for any reason.
Once Erica got going she spoke like a crusader that finally caught up with a patient
listener, someone who understood her, who didn't disagree. And, how could I disagree?
She was right on every point. The most despicable act of irresponsibility that I have ever
recognized is humanity's own lack of taking responsibility for its continued existence, in
the face of the most terrible attacks against it, such as the threat of a nuclear war,
economic disintegration, and those calls for depopulation. I told Erica that I totally agreed
with her. "It's ironic that nobody gives a damn while humanity is facing what may be the
greatest crisis in its history, even as all these threats are coming together," I said to her.
"You mean things can still get worse?" she answered perplexed.

I nodded my head. "Everything that our existence depends on is falling apart. It
doesn't take a genius to figure out what the end result will be."
I told her that I was quite aware of the need for living responsibly. "I just hadn't
seen it in the social context," I added. "Someone like you had to draw these realms
together for me."
I paused and smiled at her. For what seemed like a long time, I searched for how I
might continue this train of thought. "I mean to tell you that I agree with you totally," I
said in a serious tone of voice. "Fritz will not be hurt by us. However, does this not
conflict with the still greater responsibility that we all have for being honest with
ourselves? This kind of responsibility imposes no limits, but imposes the demand to
overcome all limits. Therefore, there should be no limits between us. Do you agree?"
She blushed in response, searched for words. "This takes time," she said quietly.
"What you suggest is correct, but it also makes a very strong demand on Fritz that he
grow up. Of course, this is ultimately his responsibility. Still, my task is to help him.
Taking responsibility means that we find a way by which we will all end up richer. Fritz
is not a rich man when it comes to love. If he saw us together, as we are now, he would
explode with anger. I am like a trophy to him that he owns, a specimen of his private zoo.
He proudly shows me off to his friends, as though he was saying, see what I bagged in
the hunt! He treats himself like a trophy, too. His status is a trophy to him. He brags to
people about where he was able to go on vacation, with his higher salary, and mine added
to it, to places that most people can only dream about. That's not love, Peter. It deepens
the separation. I wish I could get him to understand that. I almost hate vacations, because
of that. But you are not like that. You must have been all over the world, and done many
great things, but you said nothing. You probably have a beautiful house and a beautiful
wife, and a job that many would envy you for, but you said not a word that would make
me feel small. That's love, Peter. At least I think that's what love is."
I blushed, but deep inside I had to agree with her. I felt proud of myself that I
could agree with her on that. I also was ashamed of myself that I wasn't more nicely
dressed. Being touched by her love had made me more proud of myself. This had raised
the standard. I was ashamed to meet her so shabbily dressed. I should have worn a
spiffier shirt, rather than the raggedy dress-shirt that I wore, which had a stained color.
The stain hadn't bothered me before. Now it did. It wasn't that I would have loved to
impress her. It was more that I wanted to honor her for the pride she had inspired in me
for taking time out of her life to talk with me. She had made me more proud of myself,
which had set a new standard for me, against which I would judge myself from this time
on, and I couldn't live up to that new standard. I wanted to honor her properly for her
love, but couldn't in my ragged beach-clothes. I had to find another way.
"What makes us so special as human beings," I said her a while later, when we
danced once again, "is our ability to do all these things that we have talked about. We
have the power to take daring steps, and we have the power to draw a line when we can
go no further. We can go to the moon, and we can also dare to reach out a hand across the
table. We have the ability to test all limits, even those we draw as a line in the sand. We

can, and we will, redraw those lines when a higher perception unfolds. We are not
computers that derive at predictable results. I see us human beings as explorers, Erica.
We grow with the discoveries we make. We have the power to look at the world with as
wide a vision as we dare, and enrich our lives and our world by it, and enrich oneanother. We can also be so sensitive at the same time that not a blade of grass be harmed
as we forge ahead."
I added that these qualities are some of the many fine qualities that make us special
as human beings, especially her. "You are exceedingly precious to me, because of that," I
said. "Did you know that? Humanity is a miracle, Erica, and you and I are a part of that
miracle. With wonderful people like you around, I think we are beginning to become
aware of the miracle that we truly are. At least I am. Being touched by your kindness and
openness creates a wonderful feeling. Have you ever felt such a feeling as when the
whole sky becomes pink? If you have, won't you agree?"
She said that she didn't agree fully, because so little of our human capacity is
actually being utilized. She confessed that the entire day had been a profound experiment
for her from the moment we met. She said that she had never before allowed herself to
test the waters, as I had put it, of this wider vision. It was a mixture of daring and of
taking responsibility, a daring to push back the limits to freedom, and a taking
responsibility to cause no harm to anyone. So, in a way, she said, she did agree with me.
We left the dance floor happy and satisfied. The sadness for having to part soon,
without ever seeing each other again, had vanished. Also, as I had suggested that we
human beings could, she did redraw the line in the sand. She allowed me to drive her
home.
Earlier she had insisted that she would go home by streetcar, as she was used to.
She had felt that I shouldn't know where she lived. She had said that the temptation
would be too great for me to restart our affair the next day, and that we then might go
beyond the line that we agreed should not be crossed. But all this changed. Our dancing
had changed things. It had become possible for her to accept my offer to drive her home.
It felt strange having another woman in the car bedside me in the dark of night,
coming from a dance. It also felt strangely exciting. For a moment I wished I had rented a
more respectable car instead of the smallest thing on four wheels that I could find.
"Was your day satisfactory?" I asked cautiously. This was meant as a diversion to
draw the focus away from this obviously too primitive form of transport for such an
occasion.
Her answer startled me. "Are you asking me as a researcher, or as a woman?"
"A researcher of what?" I heard myself say in this moment of confusion.
"A researcher of love," she replied. She explained, as though it was an excuse, that
love is the most essential force in the Universe.

Here I was startled again. She didn't say it was the most powerful force, or the
most enriching force. She called it the most essential force. What made it that?
"What do you mean?" I asked cautiously. "Why is it essential?"
"It's actually more than essential," she said with a smile. "It's absolutely essential.
It took me a long time to realize that." She said that she started out studying nuclear
physics, because she wanted to help build a rich future for us all, which she said, won't be
possible without nuclear power. Later, when nuclear research became virtually
eliminated, she said that she realized that humanity needs richer food resources almost
more urgently than it needs nuclear power, since our foods had become nutritionally
hollow. This prompted her to make the tremendous shift from nuclear physics to
microbiology. Then, while working in this arena, she said that she realized one day that
there is something still more fundamental to our civilization and to human life. "This,"
she said, "is love."
She paused, and looked at me to judge my reactions. "I have begun to research
love," she added most earnestly. "Nothing is more crucial to human life. Our civilization,
as primitive as it still is, and riddled with turmoil, would not exist without love, and as a
consequence, neither would we. At least not many of us would be living."
"You are serious about that," I said astonished. I couldn't argue her point. It struck
me that she could be right about this, too. The apartment buildings that lined the street,
the street lantern at the corner, the stores that faced the sidewalk, the pub on the other
side of the street, all were manifests of people working together in some fashion to enrich
one-another's life. The driving force was clearly an element of love, though it is barely
ever defined as such. Perhaps she was correct in calling it that. I asked her about it.
"Actually, Peter, I have taken it deeper than that," was her answer. "At the absolute
level I recognize love to be a fundamental standard, to be God's standard, if you will
accept that. God is Love. If you take away love, there is very little left that defines our
humanity. I am concerned that if love dies in the human heart, civilization disintegrates,
and most of us die with it. That is why I must research love more than anything else, and
yes, in this respect, this day has been a grand day."

She smiled at me while she waited for a reaction.
I pondered what she said. "God's standard is Love!" What did she mean by that?
Eventually I nodded.
"It has also been a grand day for me as a woman," she added moments later, as in
response to my uncertainty. "But that is not so important," she said, "even though the two
aspects go hand in hand."
"Why would you say that?" I asked.

"I think, Peter, love is more important at the universal level than at the personal
level," said Erica. "If love unfolds at the universal level it pervades all, including our
personal lives."
"I can see that, Erica."
"Can you really, Peter? Take AIDS, for instance. AIDS would not exist if the kind
of research that I am doing had been done sooner, and by the global society."
"AIDS?" I replied. I stopped the car. "You are not talking about yourself?" I asked.
"No, Peter! It's not that." She began to laugh momentarily at my reaction. "AIDS is
the outcome of artificially created poverty. They wanted to destroy the population of
Africa to a large degree. So they did...."
"Who did what?" I interrupted.
"Your people did that, your own government, Peter. They created the conditions
for the kind of poverty that virtually assured a biological holocaust. They are not stupid,
you know. The interrelationship between poverty and the potential for a biological
holocaust is well understood. Poverty is the most potent mass killer there is. AIDS is your
people's creation, Peter, by means of policy. Your government may not have financed
biological labs to create the AIDS virus, as some people insist. They didn't have to do
that. They did it by policy, gradually, step by step. On the other hand, one mustn't forget
that the whole world stood idly by and did nothing while the holocaust was set up and
finally unfolded on schedule. Nobody gave a damn, as if love was already dead in the
human heart."
I shook my head. "How did you come to know all that? You couldn't possibly have
had access to US National Security Memorandum 200 that had laid the groundwork for
what you just described. Are your secret service spies that good?"
Almost before I had those words spoken, she put her hand over my mouth. "Do
you want to have a beer?" she asked.
I nodded, since I couldn't speak. She was right. If my car was bugged, this could
mean trouble. As she withdrew her hand, cautiously, I started the car up to go back to the
pub I had seen earlier, the one at the corner across the street. I made no more attempts at
speaking, except to ask if they still made that famous malt beer that I had heard so much
about from an ex-GI who had served in Germany after the war.

The pub was mostly dark, noisy, with a few still darker corners where we could be
more private.
"What was your reaction in the car about?" I asked, as we sat down facing each
other.

"Your car might have been wired by our state security people. It is routinely done
when diplomatic visitors arrive. I didn't want you to get into trouble revealing your
national security secrets."
"You mean you didn't know about NSSM200? The way you were talking about the
development of AIDS, you spoke with such confidence? How else could you have
known?"
"I have seen the results, Peter. You were merely confirming that my extrapolation
was correct."
"You were more on the mark than you may realize. This document, that I won't
mention again, calls for policies of depopulation, targeting Africa and other third world
nations. It calls for controlled depopulation for the purpose of conserving the natural
resources of these countries. These people were set up to be killed by policy so that they
won't use up the natural resources of their own countries, which the USA might require
for itself in the future. That is what the document states, in essence. It doesn't say it
directly, but it spells it out clearly enough across a hundred-twenty pages."
"Oh my God! You saw this spelled out in black and white?" she replied, putting
her hands over her face. "Couldn't you have...?"
"No," I interrupted her. "I didn't know anything about this document until recently,
when it became declassified. It's part of history now. Only a few people knew of its
existence at the time it became the centerpiece of our foreign policy from 1975 on.
Unfortunately, the document is very real. It's not an imaginary document of a 007-spy
fantasy tale. I saw the document."
"You are telling me that it became the official policy of the most powerful country
on the planet, to setup conditions for the depopulation of an entire continent for imperial
reasons? That's monstrous."
She buried her face again in her hands.
"I told you about the document, because I thought you already knew and
understood the reason why these things happened the way they happened. It seemed right
to tell you, because of your research in biology."
She didn't reply anything for a long time. When her hands came down, I saw her
smile again. "Thank you my friend," she said quietly, "I am honored by your courage,
and the risk you have taken to reveal a secret that was not known to me. It will remain
safe with me."
I reached out my hands. "It was for your research, Erica. I also know that I have
risked nothing. I know you won't abuse the information. Besides, nobody would believe
you anyway. I can barely believe it myself that human beings can stoop so low, but I saw
the evidence with my own eyes."

"I have seen the evidence, too, in Kenya and Tanzania," she added quietly. "I have
also seen a different kind of evidence today, tonight. I have seen evidence of an unfolding
love. That evidence is more important. It pertains to our future."

Chapter 4 - A Dream About Love.
"The past cannot be altered, but the future can be determined," said Erica. "This is
the reason why I have taken up the research of love."
"Really?" I asked. "Or was a part of the reason the potential it holds for wonderful
things to happen? Maybe I should take up the study myself."
"I would have recommended that you do, if you hadn't started that research
already," she answered, and laughed. "Once you have started, you cannot break away
from it; and believe me, you really have started, possibly for that reason. I took up the
study of love for a different reason. An incident happened some months ago, which
literally forced me into it. It wasn't the kind of incident you might suspect. Peter, I came
close to being raped."
I shook my head in disbelief. It took a long time to absorb that shock. "I am
terribly sorry," I said quietly when the shock wore off. "There shouldn't be men like that."
Erica agreed. "But don't be sorry for me," she added. "I am not sorry that it
happened. It was an eye-opener for me."
She told me that she was on her way home, walking from the mathematics
building to the streetcar-stop. It was late. It was dark. She said that she suddenly realized
that there was someone behind her. She turned around. It was a man. She walked faster.
So did he. She told me that as he was about to pass, he grabbed her, and held her mouth
shut from behind. He said he needed her. He pushed her towards a doorway. Once inside
the building, he told her not to make a sound, then slowly pulled his hand away from her
face. She said that he turned her around, towards him and held her tight. She said she felt
like screaming, but was too scared. "Then, as if someone spoke to me," she added, "the
idea came: Don't struggle. Don't resist. If he wants sex, give it to him. That way you
won't get hurt." So, instead of waiting for him to force the issue, I kissed the man quickly.
It wasn't easy to do that. Still, I even allowed him to kiss me back. I was resigned to let it
happen for as long as he needed it. But it only lasted for a few seconds, then the man
exploded into his pants. Moments later he sighed and apologized."
Erica said that he apologized profusely, saying again and again that he didn't know
what had come over him. She said that he even asked her for a date at the end, in a very
quiet tone of voice. She said she turned him down, of course. She told him that
friendships couldn't be established by force, but by kindness and by enriching oneanother's life. She told him that he looked like an intelligent person, and that he therefore
should be able to establish a proper relationship with someone. She said that she told him
that he didn't need her. She paused, and looked at me with a sad expression. "He replied
to me, 'I know, I know, but I find all the doors closed. For people on the outside, life is
difficult, lonely, and often desperate. You don't know how lucky you married folks are, to
have someone to be with.'"

Erica told me that she felt sorry for the man afterwards, when she was in the
streetcar, and that she felt also sorry for her that she hadn't given the man a chance to
have a date with her. She said, "emotionally, he was like a beggar who hadn't eaten for a
month, who needed something, anything, even if it was just a kiss."
"You felt compassion for the man who attacked you," I said quietly, "that's
remarkable, Erica. Not many people would be able to do that. He tried to force himself on
you to commit rape. I know only one person in the world who would feel sorry for such a
man, with an honest compassion, and that's you. It shows what a remarkable person you
really are."
"Thanks for the flattery, Peter," she said and smiled. "To me, that incident tells me
what a rotten society we have become. What a world have we created in which such
beggars are commonplace among such riches as we hold in ourselves? The man spoke of
closed doors, Peter, and he said please, and I answered him with a harsh, no! Why
couldn't I respond to his need, and say yes?"
She asked me what it would have cost her to give the man a date in a public place,
for a chat, for a kiss, or even a date at the beach. "It would have cost me nothing," she
said. "In fact I would have gained a little self-respect, by being able to help someone in
need."
She told me that if a student had asked her for a date to discuss microbiologic
engineering, she would have gladly helped. But the man had asked for so much less and
needed help badly. "What a person am I that I closed the door in the man's face, as
probably everyone else had done before me? Was he not a human being? That's when I
began my research of Love, Peter. That's what prompted it."
"But you couldn't have responded to the man's need, being a married woman," I
said to her. "If anyone had seen you kissing, all hell might have broken loose between
you and your husband. That's probably why you couldn't respond as you now feel you
should have. I also would venture to guess that you never had a boyfriend, much less a
close boyfriend for all the years since you were married."
"Of course not," she replied. "That's not possible. Obviously, neither did you ever
have a girl friend, much less one that you could be close to -- close enough for sex. That's
plain to see. But why haven't you, Peter? What crime have you committed that you may
never in your entire life be permitted to call another woman a friend, and have a close
association with that woman, meeting also each other's sexual needs, as would be natural
for human beings? You people in the West cry like hell about the Iron Curtain that
divides the East and West, and believe me we do this too, while each of us impose a
much more impregnable division against one-another in our private worlds. We impose a
division in our own life that goes deeper and is wider than all the political and religious
divisions. For this we trash our humanity and our civilization, without batting an eye. In
fact, we do it in the name of love. We are a bunch of hypocrites, really. Are we not?"

"Have you ever hoped," I asked her, "that it was possible for you to have a man, or
several men, as very close friends that you might go out with once in a while to the
movies, or for a dinner, or for a chat and a dance, someone to share your innermost
thoughts with, even a smile with a kiss and a sexual embrace?"
"You must be dreaming," she said and began to grin. "You obviously had similar
dreams. This too, is plain to see, but is the grass really greener on the opposite side of the
fence?"
"That's an invalid question," I interrupted her. "As a scientist studying love, you
should have asked, do we love one-another more as human beings by creating an
institution that radically prevents us from loving one-another on a wider scale? Does the
separation and isolation that we practice make us richer as a society, or does it make us
very much poorer? Do we even know how to love unconditionally and universally? I
would say that we don't. Yes, Erica, I have been dreaming such dreams as you suggest. I
would love to have a few girl friends. I have far too few friends as it is, except on a
superficial basis. The only basis on which those dreams could ever be fulfilled, would be
on a basis of concealing, hiding, scheming, and plain lying to one-another. I haven't
succumbed to that yet, and never will, Erica. Still, the tragedy cannot be ignored that we
call this tragedy, which we have created, civilized living. And it is a tragedy. The man
that you spoke of, who was desperate enough that he nearly raped you, was caught up in
this tragedy. But whose was the more honest reaction, his or yours?"
"You cannot quantify dishonesty," said Erica. "Dishonesty is absolute. We are all
champions of it. I would have loved to give that man a chance to turn his life around, but
I didn't respond to that love. You did the same thing for most of your life in a different
manner. You would have loved to have a close, intelligent association with a few women
in your life, the very thing that I have accused that man of for not being able to establish.
We all have the same need, so it seems. We merely respond differently in our individual
dishonesty. He tried to rape me; you tried to rape yourself; and I saw the man's need and
didn't respond, as I wanted to. Which of these three would you say is worse?"
"I think we should form a club," I said to her, and began to laugh. "But what shall
we call it? We can't call it the Flat Earth Society. That name has already been taken,
though it would fit. I'm also certain that this club would have a wider membership today,
under this parameter, than the original Flat Earth Society had in the past."
"Indeed it would," said Erica and began to grin. "That membership would include
every man who dreams about honest, close, and intelligent associations with women, and
women with men, the kind that we are not allowed to have. But who really prevents us
from fulfilling our hopes, except ourselves? No one, I think. Still, we do it, Peter, and so
we built more and more iron curtains. How silly of us! Except, is this process of isolating
and dividing ourselves from one-another just silly, or is it infinitely tragic? Tell me Peter,
will you ever be able to quit your membership in that club, and build for you an honest
and close friendship relationship with other women?"

I just shook my head. "I don't know Erica," I replied in an uncertain tone. "I may
die dreaming that dream, trying to find a solution for it, without ever finding one. Of
course, I am also a hypocrite, as you said we all are. If I ever had an honest to goodness
real girlfriend with a close, even intimate relationship, I wouldn't know what to do. I have
so little time left after work as it is, which I owe to my family."
"Thus, love becomes a duty for us all, doesn't it?" said Erica. "But don't we have a
paradox here? Love and duty negate each other. If you think in terms of duty, love is
already put out of your sight. Also why does everything have to be quantified? Do you
have any idea of how little time it takes to love a person? I fell in love once with a man in
less than a minute. This minute gave me a fuzzy warm feeling that lasted for days. It
brightened my life. Whenever we spoke afterwards, this fuzzy feeling was renewed. I
think we were both affected that way. We were both in a tizzy."
"But it did stop, I take it. Didn't it, Erica?"
Erica nodded silently.
"That's what I am afraid would inevitably happen in my case too," I said. "The
truth is, I don't have the financial resources for a fantastic involvement with another
person, like dinners, movies, theaters. I barely have enough left to take my own family to
the movies, not to mention dinners and theaters. A junior diplomat is a gopher. That puts
me at the lowest rank on the pay scale. I'm afraid Erica, love as we have defined it, will
likely always remain a dream for this very reason, even if it might magically become a
possibility."
"And that is why it remains a dream," she interrupted me. "But why do you have to
quantify everything?" she almost scolded me. "How much does it cost, Peter, to share a
cup of coffee? And who says that you have to foot the bill? What about sharing the cost?
What about accepting a gift, if another is better provided for, financially, than you are? In
my love affair with that man, I paid for the coffee. I always did. I was the big income
earner. It was natural to do that. Apart from that, it simply wasn't important who paid the
bill. And what about going for walks? That costs absolutely nothing at all. Or what about
spending an hour at the beach? That's what we did now and then. We were close enough
to one-another that this was enough. This wonderful relationship lasted for almost two
years. It wouldn't have ended if he hadn't been sent to the other end of the world and died
there in one of those wars our country got dragged into, to support. Of course, this was in
the days before Fritz came along. Nothing of that sort would be possible anymore."
"But suppose it were possible, Erica. Wouldn't it enrich your marriage?" I said
quietly. "If only obligation and duty rules, which take the place of love, as you say,
wouldn't your rediscovery of love outside of your marriage bring a new light and life into
it, by flooding it with a new sense of love that apparently needs to be always renewed?"
Erica nodded and grinned. "You got me on this one," she said. "You are totally
right. We do the absolute worst to ourselves. We prevent love by all possible means. And
then we are glum, because life isn't as bright anymore as it once was. Of course we blame

each other for it in our marriage, and so we should, because we both play this game that
has isolated us from the universal principle of Love. It should be embraced, rather than be
diminished. Our marriages should be buoyant with love, instead of being glum and filled
with want, tensions, expectations, fears, jealousy, frustrations, to the point that most of
them fall apart. We seem to be doing better politically, in spite of our tens of thousands of
nuclear bombs and our many wars, and threats, and large-scale looting."
I nodded. "Considering what we do to each other in our private world, it's probably
amazing that we haven't blown up the world yet, militarily. However, don't hold your
breath, this may yet happen," I said. "But what about you? How do you deal with that?
You are an intelligent person. You live in a world that seems to be more open than ours.
Are you able to follow your own advice?"
Erica just laughed. "We are more open to the truth, politically, in this country, than
you are in the West. Our system is so rotten that its stench cannot be concealed anymore
with brainwashing tricks. But socially, Peter, we share a common mythology with you
that started long before the East/West division began. That deeper mythology was born in
distant ages and probably for much more sinister purposes. It has kept us divided against
one-another ever since, and was probably meant to do that. The tragedy is that we are not
even allowed to talk about the paradox that our isolation and division represents. That's
already deemed treason. We shouldn't even be talking to one-another, you and I, as two
unrelated married persons of the opposite sex. That is why studying love is so difficult,
Peter. It's easier to study nuclear physics. Everybody respects me for that. Nuclear
physics is good for society. Bridging social isolation and sexual division, that's bad,
unless it is a part of the officially sanctioned game that gets us isolated more deeply than
any other form of division that we've come up with. And it's all done in the name of
Love."
She explained that nuclear physics is an important field of research for society, and
so is microbiology, but she added that Love is the one field that makes us most human,
which should therefore be deemed far more important. "What do all these other fields
matter, if we can't treat each other like human beings, with respect and loving, and
compassion? Why would we have industries if it wasn't for the purpose of enriching one
another?" She paused, and looked at me as if she was about to say something that may
sound silly. "I realize now before my research in physics and biology can have any
meaning to me," she said, "I must first research how to become a human being."
"I remember a lesson from my Sunday school days," I replied to Erica, "a parable,
actually." A man had entered a temple to offer gifts for atonement, but the priest asked
him if he had a brother in need of reconciliation. Since the man answered affirmatively,
the priest told him to take his gift and reconcile with his brother first. Afterwards he
could come and present gifts, for only then would the gift be acceptable. "Maybe you are
following that advice," I said to Erica. "Are you?"
She nodded. "But what about yourself?" she asked.

"Maybe I am at the stage at which the man stares at the priest in amazement,
asking, 'what did you just say?'" I told her that I realized that there is a whole world out
there that needs to be uplifted, but I also told her that I simply didn't know how to begin.
"That is why we go to peace marches and protest the stupid policies of governments that
lead to war, so that we can blame someone for our own failure. That makes us feel good.
I think the parable relates to that. I see the priest in the parable say to the peace-marchers,
'go home and don't come back until you can come with peace in your heart.' And he
would be right in saying this, Erica. We go to peace marches, but privately we treat each
other like enemies, except for some narrowly defined circumstances. I think we don't
know what Love is, because we don't allow ourselves to experience it. We raise barriers
upon barriers, obediently as we have been told to do, and for reasons we have long
forgotten, or never understood in the first place. My point is that the way we treat each
other makes no sense. Why can't we treat each other as human beings with respect,
generosity, and loving?
"So you agree that Love is the most important subject we can study?" Erica
answered. "I believe, all the rest that we do gains its value from that."
I agreed. "But now I must give you an exam question," I added. "If your previous
rape incident happened today, how would you respond to it?"
"No, Peter, you tell me," she replied. "If a similar thing happened to you, how
would you react?"
I said that would be like a blind leading the blind. I said that I would allow a date,
but that would be to explore together of how to open those doors that are closed, and how
to do it in a manner by which everyone becomes uplifted and enriched.
"That would be quite an experience," said Erica.
"I think this is a terribly hard thing to do," I said. "That may be the reason why we
have not achieved anything along this line in five thousand years. I'm afraid that I would
probably end up to be the learner in this case, which really isn't all that hypothetical," I
suggested and laughed.
"You would probably have the kind of conversation that we are having right now,
Peter."
"I should be so lucky," I replied, "but that's unlikely to happen."
"How do you know that, Peter? We can't know that. You can never know what
will happen in such a situation, unless you close the door on it as I had done, and say, no!
That's what I did to myself. I closed the door to myself. But if it happened again, I think I
would be wiser, this time. I really owe this to myself."
"So, how would you respond today, Erica?" I interjected. "Take this as a scientific
question. How would a pioneer respond, who is exploring and studying Love?"

"You are asking a tough question," she said and began to smile. "You may be
asking the impossible. If one is exploring Love, then one is exploring the future, and in
exploring the future the conventional yardsticks no longer apply for points of reference. If
one is exploring the future the only points of reference that apply are those rooted in
aspects of Principle that scientific thinking brings to light. Here the marriage boundary no
longer applies. Christ Jesus said this rather plainly. The sexual division of society, and its
isolation from one another along this line, doesn't apply anymore either. But it doesn't
stop there, does it? Even the age barrier can no longer be supported on the platform of
Principle. People are just as deeply divided by age, nowadays, than they are divided by
sex. To answer your question as to how I would respond today to the man asking for a
date, I would answer him with a yes, without hesitation. I would invite him to a place
where we could talk and explore together the enigma of the age barrier with a focus on
sex. What would come out of this exploration would likely widen his horizon five fold, in
addition to putting the marriage boundary out of the way."
"By invalidating the age barrier for sex, wouldn't you be exposing children to
abuse?" I interjected. "Isn't sex with children already allowed or even promoted in
Judaism, with tragic consequences? I believe the practice is based on the assumption that
children under a certain age have not yet developed a concept of sex, and that it is
therefore OK for adults to have sex with them, to abuse them. This opens up dangerous
territory for social interaction."
"The danger is intentional, Peter," said Erica. "You are standing at the portal of
another trap here that is essentially the same trap in a different color. Religions are easily
perverted into instruments for creating social division and isolation in the service of the
goals of empire. Don't fall into this trap. Sex with children doesn't define the face of
Judaism anymore than the bestial Spanish Inquisition, or the murderous medieval
Crusades, define the face of Christianity. The Golden Renaissance presents a much
clearer image of the substance of Christianity. In like measure did the Yiddish
Renaissance in Europe present a clearer image of the substance of Judaism. In fact, in the
light of an unfolding renaissance the religious division and isolation drifts deep into the
background and falls away. That is what Hitler had feared as an obstacle to his fascist
empire. He persecuted the Jews as a means to eliminate their renaissance potential. That's
the game of empire. This is how empire defends itself by the destroying the humanist
cultures in society, and with it the creative and productive power that flows from this
potential. There exists no natural basis for religious division and isolation, any more than
there exists a natural basis for every other form of division. Sex, of course, is easily, and
often deeply abused, for these games, to erode and besmirch the most advanced cultures.
In real terms, the case of sex with children that you have brought up, is not possible
anyway."
"But it is being done, isn't it?" I interjected.
"No Peter, what is being done isn't intimate sexual sharing. It's rape," Erica
interjected. "If sex with children happens, that's rape. When sex is not a process with the
intention to enrich both partners and to fulfill both partners' needs in the intimacy of
sharing, then the intention is to rape. The barrier against sex with children is not

fundamentally an age barrier then, but is a developmental factor that falls away at a
certain stage of development. The developmental factor excludes children from the
sexual scene. Love provides the protection that allows children to remain children and
become adults only by the natural factors of their development. From a certain stage on,
of course, we all have sexual needs as human beings, which our development brings to
the scene of human living, and those needs and the processes for fulfilling them, may be
as wide as the seashore. The man who attacked me was my age, Peter. He complained
that his doors are all closed. But did he ever consider establishing relationships with older
women, or younger women? I should have invited him to join me in exploring the
avenues that he himself had evidently closed to him by a too narrowly confined focus. I
am sure that there are many older women in the world sitting lonely at home, who would
love to have a relationship with a young man like him, inexperienced as he may be.
Likewise, there might be younger women out there who would love to have a relationship
with older men, who tend to be more mature in some regards. Rather than being isolated
from one-another, shouldn't society be closer with one another to benefit each other with
qualities of experience and character, and with whatever special attributes individuals
may have to bring to the celebration of Love. Why shouldn't this wider scene not also
include sex?"
"Wow! You are reaching far into the future indeed," I said to her, "I love this
future already."
"The future is now, Peter," said Erica with a smile. "Principle is now. It is the same
now as it is in the future. In fact, we are already practicing the principle that operates
without an age barrier in many different ways. The elders pass on their discoveries in the
classrooms of the schools and in life, and the younger challenge them with their
innocence and trust and sense of wonder as new worlds of discovery open up before
them. While the world is drifting away from that in the schoolrooms, some of it is still
happening. However, why should sex be exempted from this expression of an aspect of
Principle? Each dimension of age has its own riches to offer. Taking the age barriers
down would then enrich the scene, wouldn't it? Why should these barriers exist, that
make the wider sharing inaccessible, as we have it today? If we explore the future we
really need to let go of our old yardsticks, many of which arose from perversions and
artificial limits and divisions. Instead, in exploring the future we really must explore the
aspects of Principle that we know to be real. And there is one thing that we know to be
real and timeless. This is Love, and is reflected in the fact that we are all human beings
together and have it in our nature to respond to the movements of Love. I see no basis in
Principle for sexual and age divisions, and social isolation based on these imagined
divisions."
"By what you are saying, religion isn't the enemy of mankind, but has merely been
abused for creating divisions and evermore isolation," I interjected.
Erica nodded. "Empire is the enemy of mankind," she said quietly as if it was too
dangerous to say this too loudly. "Empire is the only enemy mankind has, and its nature
is absolute fascism," she added. "The entire world is now living under the fascist boot of
empire, and finds itself impotent to get away from it, from its looting. Even the Soviet

Union isn't free of this boot bearing down on it. It will likely be crushed by it, if the
Soviet leaders don't wake up. But this waking up is hard to do, and not just for the
Soviets. The entire world is trapped in the same way. Soon the whole world will be too
small to satisfy the insatiable thirst of empire for evermore looting. Then the nations will
be collapsing unless the people rouse themselves to get out from under the boot.
Tragically, I see no signs of this happening, because fascism has blurred the boundary
between its madness and Love. Empire exists as a world-force by looting society, and by
society allowing itself to be looted. I see no reversal for these interlocked trends. Instead I
see them being intensified. We live in a world where rape has become normal, instead of
Love. Society has been taught to enjoy being raped, which in turn enables empire to
perpetuate the looting it needs to keep itself alive. To facilitate this process society is
being kept small, impotent, divided, and compliant. It has been discovered long ago by
the masters of empire that the best way to accomplish its goal, is to promote the
destruction of society's very core, by the people themselves, by causing division and
isolation in society at the home gate, demolishing even the sexual scene where intimacy
is normally developed. If one wants to destroy a great building, the best way to do this, is
to demolish the foundation. The rest falls as a consequence. It is not possible, therefore,
to heal society from the top down, beginning at the political level, to prevent the fall. The
healing has to begin at the bottom, at the sexual grassroots level, where the intimacy in
society has been under attack for millennia already. This hidden attack is now also being
intensified. As a result of a lack of healing there, the world has become engulfed in an
ever-deepening mess. If you want to heal the world, you have to do this from the bottom
up. Without a serious effort for healing the world that starts a buildup of civilization from
the bottom upwards, we will loose whatever civilization we still have, and we loose most
of mankind with it. Those are the goals of empire as they have been stated many times.
The masters are clearly pursuing their goal of destroying society from the bottom up.
This means that we must heal ourselves and our world in like manner, staring the process
by healing and strengthening the foundation, by bringing Love to the foreground there
and putting it at the center of the stage. This involves a scientific process. Nothing can be
haphazard there, or proceed from any other basis. One cannot build a house from the top
down, Peter. Any attempt to do this will fail. To do this, the humanist building from the
bottom up invariably begins with aspects of Principle whose Spirit is Love. That's what I
have discovered in studying Love. I discovered that Love is the universal foundation, and
that one cannot exclude sex from it, as an element of it. Human intimacy is an element of
Love, and this trail takes us all the way back to sex as a closely linked aspect of it. It puts
sex onto the universal scale. On this scale the scene is so wide and rich that rape won't
even be considered then, whether it be sexual, economic, or political. Unfortunately,
modern society is far from that. We live in a world that is raped by empire at all levels
simultaneously, when Love is blocked and society is divided into confetti. All we can do
at the present time is dream of a future where Love is embraced, where we open
ourselves to let it unfold more fully in our heart, where we will celebrate what we
presently block of the colors of Love in our life. And so, Peter, I dream of a future where
Love is more fully reflected, where the barriers against it are so deeply diminished that
they fall away. This, in essence, is what I would discuss now with the man who had
aimed to rape me, to help him to gain a wider sense of Love, and of sex as an element of

it. If I had invited him to meet me for a discussion on these subjects, the result would
have been rather interesting."
"Your exploration that covers such a wide field, must result into some rather
beautiful dreaming along the way," I said, and began to grin, "especially with a lot of it
being reflected also in the dimension of sex."
"The study of love has become important to me," said Erica with a smile.
"Naturally, I like to banish the barriers that stand in the way of its unfolding, and this
includes also what stands in the way of sex, but the implementation of this banishment is
almost impossible to even contemplate in the present social scene, isn't it? Still, you are
right, I do dream about it. I have seen images of an unfolding of Love in my dreams, of a
type that one can only find in dreams."
"Did you have many dreams about love, deeply intimate dreams?" I asked, with
some hesitation while speaking.
She didn't answer. Her expression changed as if something suddenly troubled her.
I could see tension arising. Instead of answering, she nodded slightly. "Actually it was the
other way around," she added moments later. "My research of love became rather
interesting, because of one of those dreams, but I am not sure if I should tell you about
it."
"I understand, Erica," was my reply. "Dreams are too personal."
She shook her head. "Sometimes our dreams have a higher source than our own
conscience. I will tell you the dream if you promise not to judge me by it."
I raised my hand, "I swear I won't. How can I judge you by something you have no
control over? Who knows were dreams come from? We collect information that gets
stored away and gets compiled into the strangest constructs."
"The dream was strange and profound, Peter. I was visiting an oriental village
located in a valley between two canyons. The village was isolated from the outside world
by steep mountains surrounding it, and by tall cliffs rising out of the depth of a fast
flowing river that flowed through the canyons. The village that I found myself in was
built on a hillside. I found it to be a beautiful place of flowers, lush vegetation, and
terraced gardens everywhere that cascaded right down to the river. On a rocky
outcropping near the village, overlooking the river, was a temple.
"I saw one of the villagers coming by. I asked the villager to whom the temple was
dedicated. He didn't understand the question. He looked puzzled. Then he began to smile.
He asked me to sit down with him on the nearby rocky ledge overlooking the river.
Evidently, he felt that my question could not be answered without me first understanding
the history of the village. He said that the original builders of the village had arrived a
long time ago. They had escaped when their land became surrounded by war. Hastily
they had put together a flotilla of makeshift rafts, piled their belongings onto them, and
set out into an uncertain future. That's how they survived the war. The valley became

their place of refuge. Unable to go back, the valley became their new home, a place
where they could live in peace. But it presented challenges."
Here, Erica paused, as though she was searching for a way to continue the story.
Suddenly she smiled and went on.
"My dream about the village became a series of fragments of those earlier times
that the villager was relating to me. The settlers found life hard when they arrived, but
they had each other. They also understood that if they supported one-another to the fullest
extent possible, they would survive, and prosper once again. In order to assure that this
would happen, they developed a code of honor that they all committed themselves to. The
code required that the whole community should meet the individuals' most basic needs,
with everyone supporting and enriching one-another to the fullest extent possible. The
goal wasn't to support a community as an entity in itself, which then would dominate
everybody. Instead, their goal was to develop a commitment to support one-another, and
thereby enrich one-another's life, and the life of the community as a consequence. The
code of honor that they all had committed themselves to, assured that not a single person
would be left out, and no one ever ruled over them."

Here Erica paused once more, then continued softly, "To my surprise, the
requirement of the code was understood to also apply to the villager's sexual needs.
Under this code no one owned another person. Neither did any lord or king own their life,
as the royal rulers had before. They had escaped this scourge. It had become repulsive to
them on any level. Still the human need had to be met. In celebration of their newfound
freedom they wowed to purge from their conscience every last vestige of the old notion
of the ownership of a person by another person. They continued to honor the bonds they
had established before, but not the ownership notion, which had created boundaries. So,
they made a commitment to eradicate the boundaries, and to extend the principle of their
bonds, so that these bonds would embrace everyone in whatever form that appeared
appropriate according to the individual needs. This code of honor was their commitment
to assure that there would be no abuse within the framework of their newly established
freedom. They felt that this would result in a higher form of civilized living, a living built
on principles rather than on duty expressed in the enforcement of formal boundaries."
She explained that the villagers appeared to have recognized a principle that is
rarely recognized today. "They seem to have recognized that the solution to a problem
must always be sought on a higher level platform, than the platform on which the
problem is defined. They extended this recognition even into the sexual domain and
found a principle that elevated the entire sexual scene to a higher level of perception, than
the one that had prevailed before."

Erica said that she found their approach revolutionary, because it enabled them to
approach the sexual question in a human manner. She explained that there exists only one

major aspect that sets the human being apart from the world of animals and other forms
of life. "We call this element our cognitive powers. We have the ability to see with the
mind what the physical eyes cannot see," said Erica. "This gives us the ability to discover
principles. The discovering of principles, in turn, raises our platform of living to a higher
level. For example, in very early times, someone may have observed that it is easier to
move a heavy object by placing something round beneath it, over which it can roll.
Evidently the human mind extended that idea by 'seeing' the operating principle that was
involved, which became the foundation for the technology of building wheels. That
technology uplifted the entire civilization of mankind. That process of seeing with the
mind, of 'seeing' the principles of the Universe that no eye can see, is a uniquely human
quality. No animal has yet created the technology for building wheels. Humanity alone
has this ability to uplift its platform of living to a higher level, by discovering and
utilizing universal principles. The highest-level principle, of course, is Love, and its
highest expression is in universal loving."

Erica paused as if she was searching for words. " In my dream the villagers
approached the sexual dimension within this framework," she said. "In the animal world,
sex is for procreation, period. But we are human beings. We can uplift any idea to a
higher level, by recognizing associated principles that the eye cannot see. We see a
unique beauty in our diversity, some of which is sexually defined. We cherish the special
beauty we find there. We enrich it and embrace it, and in this framework of enriching and
embracing, our loving becomes defined. With this discovered principle of enriching and
embracing the elements of beauty that define our world, we enrich our life. And with it,
we enrich the world in which we live. In this context the human dimension of sex is no
longer just an element for procreation, but pertains to principles that enrich our existence.
You said as much yourself on the beach, when you warned me that you wouldn't be able
to keep your eyes of me. This really was an acknowledgment of that principle. It appears
that the villagers in my dream understood this. They made sure that this higher level
aspect of embracing their humanity, which defines them as human beings, would not be
hindered, but be advanced by honoring one-another. They made sure that this principle
would be acknowledged by all possible means."

I leaned back, and 'drank' it all in. Her beautiful dream was about a world akin to a
spiritual Eldorado, but it was real as far as I could tell. It was obviously an image of her
discoveries in scientific research. It also seemed to be something incredibly daring for her
to commit to, and yet, it was also the safest position from a scientific standpoint. She said
that once the commitment was made in her dream, by the villagers to enrich one-another's
life, individual safety would be assured as a matter of that principle, or by the still higher
principles built on that principle. The code of honor that she spoke of, became essentially
a commitment to those higher principles, a commitment to integrity and so on, without
which the basic principle of Love cannot be implemented. Yes, I loved her beautiful
dream. It was a scientific dream.

I said to Erica that her dream was an incredibly beautiful dream, because of those
higher dimensions. I also agreed that these higher dimensions cannot be found in the
animal world, but are uniquely human. I suggested that we should celebrate all those
higher dimensions in which our humanity is defined.

She smiled and continued her story. "The villagers did that. They were bound
together by this code of honor," she said. "I found it reflected in many small ways, but
also in profound happenings, especially in their sexual sharing of one-another. It appears
that on many occasions, before their sexual needs were satisfied, the individual partners
would conduct a private ritual, in which they exchanged gifts. In my dream I saw gifts of
food presented, or gifts they made for each other, useful items to honor one-another with,
and to honor the unfolding bond. As far as I remember my dream, there was no age
barrier evident. It didn't seem to exist. The focus was on people enriching one another in
the process of meeting each other's needs. Nothing else seemed important. There were no
closed doors evident either. Everyone seemed to be concerned with making the process
work, as it was deemed fundamental to their human culture.

"I was so amazed in my dream, that this worked," said Erica at one point, "that I
found myself to be one of them. I met a young man in my dream. He said gently that he
knew what my needs were, and he offered to fulfill them.
"'I am searching to discover what Love is,' I said to him.
"He put a finger over my lips and said, 'I know -- I can tell that you don't live here.
You come from a different world where Love is an enigma.'
"I responded to him. I followed him, and everything that unfolded from this, did so
magically as in a dream, but it seemed real. Nothing was forced. It all happened so freely.
We became engaged, intertwined, and became one. And when the world became 'normal'
again he showed me around the village. He showed me the gardens and the fields, and
explained how they had been built with rocks carried up from the edge of the river to
hold the earth in place mixed with silt and mud. He also showed me the irrigation system
they had built, an artificial lake that had been built far up on the high end of the valley.
"'Everything that you see,' he said, 'has been built by us as a gift for one-another.
We give each other gifts that keep on giving, and the blessings they bring keep on getting
bigger year after year,' he said. 'Our gifts are so rich that we have more than we can use,'
he added.
"He showed me the sheep pasture. He explained that a few sheep had been caught
up in the flood waters of the river in the early days, and had been rescued, and had
become a fine herd, providing milk and cheese, and meat. He told me that all the villagers

knew that if they should ever stop giving gifts to each other of the kind that I saw before
me and all around, that then the riches, which they now have, would vanish, and their life
would become so poor as a consequence that they would all die. Therefore, they were all
careful to never let this happen. He said that if Love would ever be turned off in their
heart, their civilization would collapse and they with them.
"I cried in my dream when he said this," said Erica, "because I could understand
suddenly the world that I had come from, where Love is blocked by barriers upon
barriers. But in their world, there were no barriers."

She told me a story next, that wasn't a part of her dream, but was related to it. The
story happened long before the dream. "One of the delivery men that regularly came to
the university offices, had noticed me," she said. "It appears that he fell in love with me
for nothing more than just seeing me there. One day he brought me a chocolate bar, just a
small one, but real chocolate nevertheless. Then a week later, he brought me another one.
He was an older man, and could have been my father. He may have treated me as if I was
one of his kids. I think I fell in love with him too, simply for his kindness. I even hugged
him for it on occasions, which once earned me kiss on the cheek. It just all happened
spontaneously. He always seemed to know when I needed an uplift, when I was down in
the dumps, or had an exceptionally tough day. Then one day, he even had a note attached
to the little chocolate bar, saying to me, 'Thank you for being in the world.' Can you
imagine what it feels like to be so honored? And I can tell you, I really needed this just
then. However, the affair never progressed past this point. I didn't realize then that life is
dynamic, that one either moves ahead with it, or one steps out of its way and lets go of it.
He invited me to share a coffee with him. I said maybe, but it never came to that. I didn't
let it happen. It just didn't seem possible. He never asked again. Eventually the time
between the chocolate bars became longer, with intervals stretching into many months,
and more, and then the process stopped. That's what I remembered in my dream, and had
cried over. I had cried, because I would have gladly given him the sex that he never asked
for, but might have loved if it had been possible, which the other man, who had come to
rape me, had intended to take by force. I had cried in my dream, because what we find so
impossible in our real world, had happened so freely in the beautiful world of that dream.
I had cried for all of us in that dream, because we have made our precious world such a
small world, laced with barriers that block even these little things that then eventually
fizz out into nothing."
"Are you saying with this that your story of the flower garden is really your own
story?" I interjected. "It is you then, who cultivates but one single flower and lets the rest
wither away?"
She nodded slightly. "The flower garden that I spoke of is also the experience of
the world, Peter, where nothing is being tended anymore, and everything withers into
dust and gets blown away with the wind. That's the world of today, in which we find
ourselves crowded in from all sides by tens of thousands of atom bombs -- enough to
eradicate the whole of mankind in the space of a morning, between breakfast and lunch.

Everything that was once precious in our civilization, even in our own life, is now wilted
and gone. No care remains to keep the precious alive. We live in a world without Love, a
world that is collapsing and is wired for automated destruction, which, when it begins, no
one can stop. I had cried in my dream, because our world seemed so hopeless while their
world seemed so free. They didn't even have a formal system established to assure
fairness in their free-flowing world of gifts, and of complex interrelationships that the
people had with each other. Nor did it appear that any such formal system was needed, as
no one was ever left out in the cold, wanting."
"How else could this have worked other than the way you have described it?" was
my reaction. "One obviously doesn't need a formal institution established that assures
something that is happing anyway as a matter of Principle. Besides, who would
administer such a formal system? Who would choose for another what is fair? Would it
be the one who honors the others the most? In this case one would attempt to quantify the
absolute, by which the weight of Principle becomes put out of sight. As you said yourself,
such things as fairness inspired by Love, cannot be quantified. But in our world we
quantify everything, and thereby we create barriers against ourselves and what is
precious. We have no choice, so it seems, for as long as the barriers rule our life."
"Isn't this why we were drawing a line in the sand?" said Erica.
"How did the people in your dream deal with such situations?" I asked.
"As in the case of you inviting me to your room, which didn't happen anyway, and
me saying that I couldn't do this if you had invited me, or the same happening the other
way around? Nothing would have blocked this in the world of my dream, Peter, nor
would anything have been happening, as the result of it, for which it should have been
blocked. But things appear to be different in our little world. With our line drawn in the
sand, as a blocking factor, we seem to be saying to each other that we have to dig deeper
to the principle involved for enriching one-another's experience, before this can happen.
If what we seek in our little ways involves causing harm, then it wouldn't reflect the
principle of enriching one-another's life, would it? Unfortunately, not all cases are as
clear cut as this. That's when we are prone to make mistakes and are tormented by the
outcome. That's also when we need one-another's support the most. Doors can open in
surprising ways, Peter, when we work at it, and sometimes this may happen only vial way
of a long detour. In my dreams I saw no such struggles. I only saw the end results. I
couldn't even imagine what struggles might have led up to some of the freedoms that I
have witnessed. Dreams tend to be somewhat superficial that way. And even the details
that I do remember are no longer as clear in my memory, as they were then. I do
remember, however, that the details were all extraordinary. This aspect may have been
the only real element in my dream, because meeting a deeply seated human need, when
we manage to actually do this, can be extraordinarily beautiful."
"Was this the effect on the village in your dream? Where the founder's
expectations realized? Did the village prosper?" I asked.

She nodded and smiled as if this was an answer in itself. "In its closely knit
environment the village was constructed into a virtual paradise," she said. "Everyone was
committed to the building for the good that they all shared. The hillsides had been
terraced into gardens that the whole village cared for. Silt, that accumulated where the
river had widened its course across the valley was dredged up and used as soil, as the
man had told me. Some of their former food-plants had been found at the edge of the
river. Apparently upstream-flooding had uprooted the plants. This bounty became their
planting stock. Obviously, they all shared in the harvest. The entire village economy
appeared to operate on the platform of honor and integrity that everyone had become
committed to. Evidently, the village was maintained that way.
"When the temple reappeared in my dream, I understood its significance. I also
understood why my earlier question couldn't be answered. My newfound friend had told
me that the villagers had built the temple as a monument to the commitment on which
their forbears' existence had depended, which they still understood and remained
committed to. In this sense the entire valley had become a temple, a Temple of living
Love. I saw the little temple that had been built on top of a ledge overlooking the river, as
it being but a symbol of this greater temple that their world had become. This is why my
earlier question about the temple could not have been answered. As a symbol it served as
a formal meeting place for village events, and as an informal place for quiet
contemplation. But even as a symbol, the small temple incorporated the wider scene of
their world. The small temple had no walls in its structure, only a delicately crafted roof
supported by carved pillars. Without walls, it was open on all sides from where one could
behold the beauty of the gardens that surrounded it, and the river below.
While I pondered in the temple, in order to fully comprehend its significance, I
awoke."

"What you have witnessed was a deeply honest commitment to the General
Welfare Principle," I said in response to her magical story.
She shook her head and grinned. "I would say, it was much more than that. It was
far more advanced than what you have enshrined in your American Constitution. It was
something deeper, something that should be enshrined in our very life."
"You were referring to the Preamble of our Federal Constitution," I corrected her.
"A preamble sets the stage for a beginning. It doesn't create a commitment. The
commitment has to come from within. There were a few isolated periods in American
history when the principle in the Preamble meant something to the people and caused a
commitment. Those were the great periods of prosperity when America became the envy
of the world."
"Would you also say that those were periods of Love being reflected?" she asked.
"Do you realize, that what I saw in my dream is a perfect platform for exploring the roots
of our loving in Love? Love isn't a shallow abstraction that one trots out in a parade of

emotions. There is a great Principle standing behind it, and unless one understands this
all-embracing Principle, one doesn't understand what Love is. Herein do we find its
mystery."
"And the magic of it," I added.

Erica agreed. She agreed with me on many things. Also she was a fascinating
person to listen to.
We exchanged thoughts for almost an hour on this subject, and on the worlds upon
worlds that it encompasses.
It all seemed magical to me, what went on between us, what we said to each other,
and what came out of our conversation that was almost unbelievable. What we shared
totally defied our surroundings. We were in a dark corner of a dark pub, but with
perceptions unfolding that made this ending of our day into a brighter event than we
ourselves could have imagined. The evidence for that became apparent when we stood up
to leave. We suddenly realized to our surprise that we had forgotten to order anything
from the bar.
"Who needs beer in times like these?" was my comment.
We left happy that night, far happier even than we were after our dancing.
Naturally, she allowed me to drive her all the way to her house.

It was near midnight when we left the pub.
When we arrived, she asked me to stop as we came to the block where she lived.
The street was empty, the night-breeze still warm. It was quiet, now. We, too, had
become quiet. We got out of the car. She pointed to her house, down the middle of the
block, but asked me not to follow her there. She said that she needed this space to
become herself again. After our final embrace and a kiss, she turned away without either
of us saying another word. Those words would have been too difficult to say. I watched
her silently. She never turned back until she reached her house.
I felt sad for this 'failed' ending to such a brilliant day as it had been. I felt sad,
because I felt that deep in her heart she had wanted this ending to be different. She drew
the line in the sand to prevent the sexual intimacy that she spoke of and evidently wanted,
but couldn't allow. If she had commented that sex isn't such a big thing in comparison to
this day of light that had unfolded between us, I would have accepted her answer with
joy. It would have reflected the truth. Our day together had been pervaded with a most
wondrous glow of joy from beginning to end. This glow had lasted for hours upon hours.
No sexual intimacy that I remembered, except from distant times, or elation, excitation,
or whatever my life had been of late, measured up to the splendor of our 'endless' day that

we had shared, and the memories of it that were now lodged in my heart. She had denied
herself the experience that very little would have been added by sexual sharing to what
we had already established. I was sad to see her walk away, realizing for what little thing
she forced herself to close the door to the brighter things that also mattered.
I watched her silently until she reached her house. Only then did she turn around.
She turned back to me, and waved, happily so it seemed. Now we spoke those words that
had been impossible to say for either of us, earlier. Those words rang loud and clear for
all the world to hear them. "Have a wonderful life, Peter," she called back. Her words cut
through the stillness and echoed in thought.
"I love you, Erica," I called back to her and waved. "Have a great life, too."
"I love you likewise, dearest," she replied in a happy voice and disappeared into
her house.
It seemed that those happy sounding words were also the hardest words that were
spoken that night. They even caused me to have some bitter regrets. I, too, have had the
urge to call her, dearest. This would have been honest. Except, a deep lying fear stood in
the way, that it would be misunderstood. This fear had blocked the admission.
Consequently, the admission was not made. Now the opportunity to do so was gone,
possibly forever. I shuddered, realizing how sadly we had both failed to treat each other
as human beings, even though we had moved so far, and so daringly. I felt a great sense
of compassion at this moment for the whole of mankind that faced still greater challenges
and greater obstacles. I felt this compassion, because two of mankind's most promising
soldiers in its struggle for freedom and humanity had suddenly quit and thrown in the
towel for the sake of one little thing.

The street suddenly felt emptier as I turned back to the car. It was emptier by one
person. The world had become silent. I felt chilly in the night-breeze, though in my
thoughts her warmth was still with me. I could feel the warmth of our last kiss and of our
final embrace, and my desire to call her, dearest, which would now never be fulfilled.

I stepped back into the car and started to drive away. I drove away sadly. I should
have been happy for this wonderful day that we had had together. That's when I
shuddered at the thought that the most advanced thinker that I had encountered, with
whom I had made a daring step forward into the realm of love, had found it nevertheless
impossible to take the last step that would have challenged the world's conventions more
fully and dethroned their poverty. I shuddered for realizing that if this daring pioneer and
scientist, and I who had become rather daring myself, who were aware of the world's selfimposed poverty and its implications, couldn't free ourselves from its stranglehold, what
chance did poor humanity have to do this with a much lesser scientific background? I
realized that we had both succumbed to the world's ingrained poverty, to its near
universal dishonesty, so that we both couldn't move honestly in respect to the truth in the

final moments when it really counted for taking that one last radical step. Some heroes
we were! She was right. Humanity is more than ignorant of its own focus on poverty, and
I had to admit that I wasn't much farther out of that hole than she was, or everyone else.
That's why humanity doesn't see the riches that lie at its feet, I reasoned. Indeed,
no one can see what lies outside one's field of vision? Erica was right on that point. She
was right about so many things. I felt grateful eventually, as I drove back into town, for
the miracle to have met her at all. I felt grateful for her sharing, and for the wondrous day
that we have had together. In this way, gradually, the happiness that I had felt earlier, was
finally breaking through again. I knew that the love she had shared would likely remain
as an echo in my thoughts, and would slowly change my life. Higher perceptions do tend
to have this effect. Yes, indeed, I welcomed this effect. I was looking forward to its
unfolding.

I drove back to the hotel. I parked the car. There was no way I could sleep now.
Too much had happened. I didn't even bother to go to my room. I went for a walk instead.
I walked the dimly lit streets of the inner city. My thoughts were on that lovely woman
called Erica, on her love, her smiles, the wonders of her ideas, and her dreams for
humanity. Especially the paradox that prevented both of us from moving further, was on
my mind. It came to light with all the perplexing demands for our honesty with ourselves.
As the night wore on, however, the other world re-emerged, with new questions
about my mission, about my loyalty to my country, my wife, and our goals and
aspirations.

Part II - Sex and Sacrament

Chapter 5 - Helen a Healer
The streets appeared much darker now, colder, and lifeless. The lanterns along the
sidewalks shone faintly in the veil of mist that had drifted in from the nearby park,
contrasting barely against the gray outline of the stone facades of buildings that lined the
street. Equally faint was the noise of the city in the fog, compared to the grinding of my
shoes on the sidewalk. The stillness though, wasn't productive. No answers emerged to
the questions that I felt too impotent to even ask. The only sign of 'civilization' that called
me to attention in this lonely silence, was the sour stench of another pub. I passed it by,
but then stopped and went back. The smell was vented to the outside by a single small fan
in the wall next to a window. I looked through the window. Only a few people could be
seen inside. Normally this kind of heavy smell would have caused a sense of revulsion,
but now it seemed inviting. There were people there, like me. It seemed natural to join
them, to sit down with a beer, or two, and watch the world fade from view.
By the time the beer was delivered, and most of it was gulped down as if I wanted
to drown myself in it, I noticed an elderly man on a stool not far from me. He had just
received a fresh beer. He smiled and motioned me to join him. He, too, was alone.
He nodded slightly, as I joined him. "Love pains bring you here, no doubt," he said
quietly, and put his beer down and looked at me as if he could find an answer in my
expression, or by analyzing my clothing.
I nodded back. "Yes, and much more," I answered. I didn't care whether or not he
understood what I meant.
"Most people who come here at this hour have love pains," he said. "They come
here when they cannot sleep." He turned his barstool a bit more into my direction as he
spoke. "Do you want to talk about it? Talking about it helps, you know."
I shook my head. Everything that troubled me was ultimately intertwined with the
mission, and that was classified. "I feel I am being abused," I said quietly, just to say
something. That much I could reveal. "I think I can understand what women must go
through when they're being abused. It creates a deep gulf between people."
"I understand," the man answered. "Most people are reluctant to talk about
specifics when they first come here, but let me tell you, most of the problems I have
heard about are artificial. In fact, I haven't heard about any that aren't."
"Eh, you must be a psychiatrist," I replied in a somewhat cynical tone, and then
emptied the last dregs of beer that were left.
He shrugged. "No, I am a professor of literature and history," he replied in a proud
tone of voice. "I've been retired. I can tell you things about the real world that no
psychiatrist knows. I can tell you about the separation of the sexes, and the separation of
the world. Those two have caused all the wars in history." He paused. "The separation

has been artificially created by people pursuing selfish purposes," he continued. "You can
rely on that. I may not be a genius, as you probably surmise, but this one thing I know,
and this, my friend, is already too much for anyone to hear."
"What are you saying?" I asked.
He shook his head slightly. "I cannot tell you more. If you knew what I know, it
would kill you, just as it is killing me."
"Does this mean you have big problems at home that you don't want anyone to
know about?" I said, probing.
A great burst of laughter was his response. "This place IS my home. I live here.
Here I do not need to lye to myself. The biggest mistake I've ever made, my friend, was
to study literature and history."
"So what?" I replied. "Many people study history and literature."
The man put his beer down. "Yes, they do. They read the textbooks and study lies.
They don't study the literature that lays bare a poet's soul. When I studied Schiller, I knew
I also had to study history in order to understand Schiller, because that man was deeply
aware of the universal history of mankind. The two are one. And this, my friend, is the
reason why I am here."
"History?" I repeated. I must have stared at him, perplexed by the paradox of a
professor of history clutching his beer mug in this stinking hole in the wall, at one o'clock
in the morning.
"Ah, I have you puzzled," he said smiling. He spoke English now. He spoke it
well. He must have noticed my accent. "You are American, aren't you?"
I nodded cautiously. "I'm not here as an enemy. I'm on a diplomatic mission."
"Of course you are an enemy, a bigger enemy that you can imagine." He raised his
beer mug. "You are a traitor to your country and an enemy to all mankind." He raised his
mug higher. "Didn't I tell you that you don't want to hear what I know?" He raised his
mug higher still. "Here is one for you!" he said and lowered the mug again, and turned to
the bar tender, saying in German, "bring my brother another beer."
"Are you American, too?" I asked.
"No I am not!" he said proudly. "But we are both fellow traitors. We are both
fighting on the wrong side in the war of empire versus civilization."
"The war of empire versus civilization?" I repeated. "We are not at war. World
War II has ended decades ago."

"Yes it has," he said and smiled, as if speaking to a child. "But the real war that
threads through all history, the war of empire versus civilization, has never ended. It
began in ancient times and has been maintained by every empire that ever was. Plato
understood this. The war of empire versus civilization had destroyed the Greek Classical
Culture. Athens has had its own Thirty Years War, by which it lost everything. Plato
discovered that the war of empire versus civilization is designed to diminish the human
being, to make the human being small, weak, dumb, and easily defeasible, so that society
will never become a threat to empire. Understanding this, Plato struggled to bring the lost
Greek culture back, by promoting a profound recognition of the greatness of the human
being. Some call him the precursor to the unfolding of Christianity. He was a great man,
but the war of empire versus civilization continued. After Persia destroyed itself with its
madness, Rome carried the torch of empire and proceeded to burn down civilization. It
nearly succeeded in destroying it, before it destroyed itself. Islam rose out of the ashes,
and brought the dignity of the human being back into view. With it, it brought back the
development of science, and of course Plato. Plato in turn rescued Europe when the war
of the Lombard banking empire versus civilization had created a disaster in the 14th
Century that had wiped out half the population. The revival of Plato by the Islamic
Renaissance, brought the perception of the value of the human being back to Europe, and
set the stage for the Golden Renaissance. The Renaissance nearly succeeded in closing
the door to empire, possibly forever, but the Pope intervened and kept the door open. The
Venetian Empire survived and started a subversive religious war to destroy the
Renaissance that had threatened its existence. It took more than a hundred years to
destroy the Renaissance completely. The devastation was so great that Europe lost a third
of its population, especially in the latter part of it, in the Thirty Years War. But a spark of
the Renaissance Spirit survived. It was brought back to the foreground where it caused a
renewed recognition of the value of the human being. Out of it came the greatest peace
treaty in history, the Treaty of Westphalia. While the Peace of Westphalia didn't last, the
little renaissance that had created it, gave rise to the founding of the USA as a Plato-type
republic in which the human being was recognized as of great value. The USA became
the guiding star of the world, and the hope of mankind. It was the most daring large-scale
breakout ever attempted by society, from the rule of empire. By this it posed the most
serious threat to the existence of empire itself. Thus the war of empire versus civilization
was put into high gear, in order to destroy the USA, and to also destroy all the intellectual
elements in Europe that had stood behind the American republic and had helped bring it
about. The empire's French Revolution, the war of empire that Napoleon rose from,
accomplished the desired intellectual destruction all across France, and then across
Europe. While Napoleon failed in his biggest task, to take Russia down, the empire
succeeded through the back door. The empire created communism as a Trojan horse that
succeeded subversively in what Napoleon had been unable to do with force. But the
biggest thrust in the war of empire versus civilization has always been directed against
America, as the chief threat to empire. The empire failed on the battlefield to recapture
America, it also failed on the high sees to defeat America there, but it nearly succeeded in
destroying America by way of a civil war. Still it failed. It failed on all of these fronts,
until it eventually succeeded subversively. This happened on the day before Christmas in
1913.On this day America was destroyed by traitors, traitors like you my friend. America

betrayed the whole of mankind." The man raised his beer mug and smiled, waiting for a
response.
"I'm not a traitor," I said, raising my hands with a gesture of protest.
"Oh yes you are a traitor to your country, and the thereby the enemy of mankind,"
he said and almost grinned. "And I can proof it to you?" he added.
I took my beer that the bar tender had brought. "This is going to be interesting," I
said.
The man shook his head. "That's easy! Can you name the one fundamental
difference that set the USA apart from any other nation on the planet, when it was
founded? And I mean something as distinctly different as black and white, and something
so profound that it became known in many parts of the world as the American system. I
bet you can't tell me what this is." The man raised his mug. "I think I got you on this
one," he added with a smile.
I looked down onto my beer mug as if an answer could be found there. "What do
you mean with, the American System? In today's world America is the world leader in
many types of systems."
"Your ignorance proves that you are a traitor," said the man and smiled. "There are
two types of economic systems in the world. Both are central to the war of empire versus
civilization. There is the monetarist system of empire that every empire must defend as it
is the very core of its existence. The monetarist system is a liberal system of private
money estates. The system is the bastion of the modern empire's liberal, unrestrained
power to loot. Everyone who has the power to do so is free to reap profit by any means
possible. It's done on a similar basis as the landed feudalism once functioned. Liberal
monetarism is essentially a private system of looting. It is a private method of stealing
from society in clever schemes. The process expresses the dictum of empire that aims to
diminish the value of the human being. It causes society to put value on money, while
this process takes more than the equivalent in value away from humanity itself. It says
that human productivity has little value. It says that only money invested for making
money makes society rich. So be greedy, it says, and speculate. Of course the empire runs
all the 'casinos' and only the empire gets rich in the process, flush with stolen loot, while
society foots the bill, and becomes poor and diminished, though it is actually the creator
of all the real wealth there is. The whole monetarist system is built on a lye that enables
the looting of society. The American system is the opposite. It is not a system of private
banks and private money estates. It is a system of banks owned by the nation for the
benefit of the nation. Thus the national bank utters financial credits specifically directed
to such enterprises that improve the general welfare, like productive industries, national
infrastructures such as railways and power systems. Here the wealth that is produced by
the productive processes that improve the living of society and uplift civilization, gives a
nation's currency its value. That's the American system of economy. It is a focused credit
system that functions specifically to improve the general welfare. That's the American
System of Political Economy. It doesn't diminish the human being, but develops the value

that is inherent in our common humanity. On this platform the USA stood as a pioneer
for all of humanity. Of course you wouldn't know anything about that, because this
system was destroyed on the day before Christmas in 1913, long before you were born,
and was replaced on this day with the old private monetarist system of empire. The old
private monetarist system of empire is obviously the only system that you ever knew.
And that is why I must call you a traitor," said the man and raised his beer mug again.
I shook my head. "You are crazy," I said to him. "How can you accuse me of
something that happened long before I was born?"
"You are a traitor, because you didn't make it your business to discover what your
country represents. It was the hope of mankind. It gave value to the human being. It
raised the general welfare. It defended mankind in the war of empire versus civilization.
It was the light on the hill that mankind looked up to. But America gave all that away. It
intentionally joined the empire, by accepting the rule of private imperial monetarism in
America. America became a traitor against its own birthright. It literally joined the enemy
of mankind. Is it any wonder then that World War I broke out less than a year later? You
are a traitor to your country, my friend, by not fighting for your country's birthright, and
by quietly abetting the enemy of mankind that diminishes the value of the human being,
and is now evermore demanding the mass-depopulation of the planet. If that doesn't make
you a traitor, what would? With traitors like you in the world, what hope is there left for
mankind? What hope does anyone have?"
I shook my head again in disbelief. He was right. I didn't want to hear this.
"In order for you Americans to understand anything at all about the history of
humanity and the world around you, you have to recognize that there are two opposing
forces in the world that have been at war with each other for the last six hundred years,"
said the man. "Before that time the war of empire versus civilization was virtually
unopposed. But will you ever discover that you are right in the middle of that war, and
oppose it once again, before it destroys America totally?"
He explained that "the war of empire versus civilization" as he called it, is rooted
in the oligarchic, feudal tradition that maintains a privately directed system of
government, which enables the rich to steal their opulent living from the labors of
humanity. "They do it by clever games and special privileges," he said.
"The other force that I spoke of," he said, "the one opposing them, is the republican
spirit of humanity, which promotes the self-development of individuals and nations. The
founding of America was mankind's proudest achievement on this front. Before it was
destroyed, the American System had uplifted all of Europe, especially Germany. The
great Bismarck reforms that had built-up Germany and had put it on the map of progress,
had been an expression of your achievements. But who remembers any of it? Who is
fighting to bring sanity back? And that makes me a traitor too, because I don't know how
to fight to get the kind of Germany back that had reflected your republican ideals of
uplifting the value of the human being. We got Hitler instead, another Trojan Horse
uttered in the war of empire versus civilization."

The man said that the greatest development period in history was the Golden
Renaissance. Its focus was on the dignity of man, and on the common welfare of society.
He went on to say that the unfolding new perception had been so immense at first that the
powers of the Renaissance had banded together to rid the world of the last major outpost
of feudalism. This happened to be the Venetian Empire, the foremost slave trader of the
Old World. The man said, that this quest by the Renaissance powers would surely have
succeeded had the Venetian Empire not persuaded the Pope as the head of another
empire, to intervene. His intervention saved the Venetian Empire from being wiped out.
From this point on, the feudal powers have been at war with the powers of the
Renaissance spirit. The Thirty Years War that devastated Europe, was the first major
outcome of this confrontation, and so was every war that followed, including the first and
second world wars. "Even communism was created as a part of the war of empire to
defeat the Renaissance spirit, that is, to defeat the self-development of humanity."
The man tried to catch the attention of the bar tender while he spoke, but this didn't
change his focus. "Carl Marx was not the creator of communism," he said to me. "Marx
was a willing student who was ideologically guided by a man named David Urquhard, a
British Aristocrat and specialist in the art of psychological warfare, under the direction of
Lord Palmerston set up by the second Earl of Shelburne. This means that communism
was the concoction of the aristocrats. The script was written in London. The project was
directed from the highest levels of the British Empire. Now I want to hear you tell me
that this game was invented to elevate humanity. The goal was to destroy the industrial
machine of continental Europe and Russia, which had become powerful, and had thereby
become a threat to the British Empire."
The man had emptied his glass before the bar tender came by again, then ordered
another one, though he didn't drink of it. He explained that a feudal empire exists entirely
from the proceeds of looting. "It's been like that throughout all history," he said. "In order
to maintain itself in power, a feudal empire must create poverty. Poverty prevents the rise
of a resistance to its rule. The empire has no choice in the matter. Unfortunately for us,
the last surviving feudal empire has become a near global empire that is determined to
create and maintain poverty on a global scale. History teaches us that a feudal empire has
no option, but to do this. History also teaches us that the best way to create large-scale
poverty is to cause wars, especially ideological wars, and internally subversive wars that
destroy industries and populations. Of course, in our modern world, the feudal powers
conduct these wars mainly financially, and in a hidden way, ideologically arranged, in
order to instigate division and universal chaos."
The man started to drink his beer now, but soon he put it down again. He brought a
tattered paperback book out of his coat pocket. He opened the book up and began to read
it and then closed it again. "That's why the British Empire has been such a vocal advocate
for world-depopulation, and still is," he said, "by whatever means this can be achieved.
It's part of the war of empire versus civilization."
He put the book down and muttered something about "the damn royals who think
they own the whole world." His hands were shaking. Then he muttered something about
a prince who wants to be reincarnated as a particularly deadly virus in order that he may

contribute to the world-population reduction. "Can you see the connection?" the man
asked. "The prince uses this ploy to achieve by means of mass murder what he knows his
empire must achieve to maintain its power. In real terms the world isn't too full by any
means. In comparison to what is required for humanity's proper self-development, our
world is dramatically under-populated. There aren't enough people in the world to fulfill
the human mission, to prepare this planet for the next Ice Age. We are the eighth human
species. The seven other species have all become extinct, probably in one of the many ice
ages."
It was hard to make out precisely what he was saying. Was he seriously speaking
of another Ice Age hitting this planet, or was he just 'dreaming?' The night wasn't young
by any means. According to the evidence, he had been at this pub for quite some time.
While holding the beer mug in both of his hands, carefully, as though it was a holy
object, he nodded to me. "Do you know what they refer to as over-population?" He
paused, and took another sip, as though he needed it to be able to announce the answer.
"They mean that two thirds of humanity must be culled like a bloated heard of cattle." He
spoke angrily now. No longer mentioning the Ice Age. His words were carefully spoken,
so that there would be no misunderstanding about the scale of the promoted genocide. "It
won't come to that," he added. "The Soviet Union will fall," he said, as if this explained it
all. I looked at him perplexed. He had obviously one too many.
"The Soviet Union can't survive the arms race against the whole world," he said
moments later. He pulled himself together and spoke clearly now. "The arms race will
destroy the Soviet economy," he said. "Then the empire's royals will come in with an
olive branch in hand, while their sharks will loot Russia through the back door to the
point that many millions of people can no longer maintain their existence. Russia is not
excluded from the war of empire versus civilization, my friend. The goal of empire is,
and always has been, to destroy any competition. Therefore, the policy targets Russia and
its population. This particular goal has been pursued for two hundred years already. At
the present stage in the war of empire versus civilization, they will do it. There is nothing
that can be done to stop them." The man put his mug down and sighed.
The old professor now spoke about Schiller again. He asked whether I read
Schiller. He said that Schiller was right when he lamented that all the great moments in
history, at which deep reaching changes could have been wrought, found humanity a
small-minded people so that in the end nothing was done. "That is how Hitler was able to
grab power, richly financed from England and America," he added, "and that's also why
the world is now poised to go to hell." He said that all of Europe should band together
when the Soviet Union falls. They should develop Europe, Russia and Asia into one
single, modern, efficient economy, so that there will be peace at last, but it won't happen.
Mark my word, it won't happen. And that is why the world is domed. If we were to stand
together, all of us, all nations, determined to put an end to the war of empire against
civilization, and redevelop the world with real economics, unfolding in real sovereign
nations, then we might have a chance. Otherwise doom awaits mankind. In the wake of
this doom no nation will survive when the next Ice Age transition begins, and our
agriculture fails. We have wasted fifty centuries being strangled in this war of empire

versus civilization, by which progress had been reduced to a snail's pace. We might only
have two centuries left, my friend, or one, if that. Don't even think about global warming,
that's the deadliest political farce ever unleashed in the war of empire versus civilization.
The return of the Ice Age is real. Galactic clockworks run its schedule. We know that ice
age cycles have hit us for the last two million years in roughly 100,000 year-intervals
without fail. The next one is now before us. Standing together as human beings we can
survive that threat, but we won't with the war of empire constantly killing us, bit by bit."
"Why then don't we stand together as one and end the war of empire against us?" I
interjected.
"Because America is a nation of traitors, as I pointed out before," said the man.
"We are all traitors on that count, and enemies of mankind, and thereby enemies of
ourselves. First, we have to learn to stop being traitors."
He reached for his glass again and emptied it to the last drop, then pointed to the
clock and said that it was time to go. He said he was tired enough now, to sleep.
Before he stood up I was able to ask him, how any of this could possibly be related
to love pains, as he had suggested in the beginning.
"That is for you to figure out," he said slowly, and began to grin. He wasn't too
steady on his feet. "For this you have to go much farther back into history," he added, and
tapped his fingers on my shoulder as he stood beside me. "If I was you, I wouldn't
concern myself with it," he reversed himself. "Concern yourself with the real world." He
emphasized, "real." "Respond to it honestly," he added. "Stop being a traitor. Maybe
people will respect you for the gesture. They certainly don't respect you if you tell them
the truth. That's why I am not teaching anymore. That's why I am here in this hellhole.
Our society has become a society of liars as well as traitors. People lye to their
governments, they lye to each other, to their friends, to their spouses, but most of all they
lye to themselves. And this, my friend, is destroying your chance to free yourself from
being a traitor. Think about that. "In Lies We Trust!" This is the modern watchword. One
of the biggest lies in modern times is the lye you Americans believe in, that you live in an
era of prosperity. The fact is, that the entire world-economy has collapsed to half of what
it used to be. It was once possible for a single worker to buy a house and support a family
of three. This was possible once in America, a few decades ago. I have read that it now
takes three people working full time, to accomplish the same, if they are lucky enough to
get the jobs. This leaves not a single person of the family left over to look after the
children. That isn't prosperity, it is insanity. Our world is doomed by insanity."
The man then laughed and put both his hands on my shoulders, as though he
would shake me to my senses. He said that people lye to themselves when they believe
that their laboriously accumulated financial portfolios represent riches. "There exists no
real wealth anywhere apart from that which society creates for itself," he said, "no matter
how much the people's financial portfolios hold."

He took hold of my beer mug. He said its content represents the total product of
society. He said that it doesn't really matter how much money society has in its portfolios,
it cannot buy more than what is in its mug, because that's all what is being produced.
Whether society has a trillion, or ten trillion, or a thousand trillion in financial wealth, it
can't buy anything more than what is being produced. He pointed to my beer mug. The
mug was almost empty.
"It is stupidity for society to imagine that its financial wealth can buy more than
what is being produced," he added. "But that's what people believe they can do. They
have become enslaved to empire. They accumulate financial wealth, and destroy by this
process the foundation for the economy that alone produces things of value. They are
traitors to themselves. They have joined the war of empire versus civilization on the side
of empire, fighting against their own welfare and existence."
He pointed out that over the last several decades the financial values have
increased twenty-fold, especially in America, while at the same time the economic output
has collapsed to half of what it was. He took a large sip from my mug, and pointed out
that it is now empty. "That's all what their trillions of money can buy," he said.
I shook my head in disbelief.
"Don't blame me," he said. "Blame the ancient Egyptians. Blame the Pharaohs.
They started the insanity of building empires on slavery. To be able to do this they
prevented the development of love in sexual intimacies. They sexually mutilated their
slaves in order to take that away from them. They mutilated them to make them better
slaves. They circumcised the men. They infibulated the women. The masters that the
Pharaohs set over the slaves took away the very heart of what holds a society together.
On this empty platform the masters of the slaves created one of the greatest slavery
empires. But it was precisely this success that destroyed Egypt. The slavery process
eventually destroyed all the cultural advances that the ancient Egyptians had developed.
No my friend, Egypt wasn't built on slavery, as most people think. It was destroyed by it
from within. It was collapsed by it. Now the world is following the same path. Almost a
third of the entire male population of our planet is living as victims of the circumcision.
Without even realizing it, the mutilated victims are swelling the ranks of the modern
slaves in the service of empire. Nothing has changed, my friend, since the Pharaohs ruled,
except perhaps the face of it. So you have come here with love pains. You are probably
here, because of something that the Pharaohs had set in motion almost five millennia ago,
that no one has so far dealt with, which has festered over time and grown worse. This
means, my friend, that you are not alone. The whole world is presently caught in the
same trap. The whole world should have love pains for reasons of what the Pharaohs had
started. It would, if it hadn't become desensitized, as slaves do become. Nevertheless,
what the Pharaohs have started is now destroying our world as surely as it once destroyed
theirs from within, and I see no way to stop the outcome that will end civilization."

The man paused, then added quietly that this is the future of humanity and the we
were getting close to the end of it. "Right now," he said, "the real value of the world's
money is worth 50 times less than what it used to be in the mid sixties. The collapse is
that fast and is accelerating. On this axis of poverty, everything is already in the process
of collapsing. With the process escalating exponentially, the outcome will likely be open
universal war, unless the process is reversed, and the war that results when the process is
not reverse will be a nuclear war, because that is the only type of warfare that remains
economically feasible in a physically collapsing world."
He then paused once more, and fumbled for something in his pockets. Eventually
he gave up searching. "This is the truth," he said, "except you can't tell it to anyone.
People want to hear lies. 'In Lies We Trust!' That's the motto. People want to hear that
they are rich, even though the world is collapsing under their feet. Nothing is real
anymore, my friend. What people believe in is artificial, even that which separates the
sexes. Nobody believes anymore in what is real, including the riches mankind has in sex.
Those are being shunned. We have become a society of perfect slaves, my friend. We
certainly behave like slaves."
With this said, the man walked away. He turned around at the door and smiled
with a wicked kind of look. "There, my friend, is your connection to the love pains.
People have been lying to each other and to themselves for centuries. Why would this
suddenly change? Why would people suddenly treat each other as human beings? Can
you solve that paradox? You can't, can you? That is why love pains are good for the pubs.
They will never run out of customers for that reason."

I remained at the bar after he was gone. The man seemed to know something about
the deep things Erica and I had explored, though we had explored them in a different
context. Nowhere in the world could I have listened to a more powerful lecture on this
subject, than in this hole in the wall in the middle of the night. In the context of what
Erica and I had explored all day in different ways, I knew the old professor was right in
his perception of the present world. That meant that all the political lectures and lectures
on economics and history that I had listened to before were totally built on fakery,
distortions of fact, and possibly deliberate lies. Perplexed, I ordered another beer. I could
see why the professor had called this hellhole his home. It had become a trap away from
the real trap.
I didn't finish the beer. I barely drank any of it. I left it sitting on the counter and
walked out.

On the way to the hotel I wished that I had never set foot in this damn, dark place,
where my illusions about the world had been so cruelly overturned with his blunt
exposition of what seemed to be the truth. The overturning of my perception of the world,
included the scope of my mission. Yes, he had answered some of my questions that I had

struggled to come to terms with, which I had tried to avoid in the hope of finding peace. I
had been clinging to answers that provided comfortable illusions, rather than the nagging
truth that was becoming evident everywhere. I also realized that I had found no peace in
the pub on this ground, only more pain. Something had been spiritually missing.
Strangely, I found myself being grateful for the rare opportunity that I had been given, to
be confronted with all the darkness that was obviously the state of the world. For me, his
blunt demand to face an ugly dimension, outweighed all the comforts that one imagines
to derive from comfortable lies.
I promised myself to be more sensitive to the truth in the future, and to be more
honest with myself. Except, I realized that this is more easily said than done. Perhaps, a
person like myself with a shallow perception of things and with less honesty than the
professor demanded, needs to go right back to the fundamentals and begin one’s own
research of the dimensions of love as Erica had found this necessary as a means for
dealing with the larger dimension.

I hadn't gone more than a hundred yards, towards the hotel, when a woman called
out to me. I glanced back. I saw her standing in front of the pub, waving. "Please wait,"
she called and started walking towards me, swiftly. When she arrived, she was quite out
of breath.
"You didn't find in the pub what you were seeking," she said and reached her hand
out. "Am I right? I can help you to find that," she added, still holding her hand out. "My
name is Helen."
I introduced myself and said that I was a diplomat. I told her that I had actually
found more in the pub than what I came for. "The professor explained a lot to me that I
knew little about," I said. "Now I understand a great deal more. At least I understand
something that I didn't understand before."
"Except Love," she added. "You don't understand what Love is. The professor is
right; you came here because of love pains, but he couldn't answer you, because he
doesn't know. So he told you all about the history of the world, at least what he knows
about it. I overheard some of your conversation. I also think that what you talked about
wasn't what you came to the pub for. I think that something went sour in your private
loving, or it didn't go far enough, or it has you puzzled. That's why you came to the pub,
right? You came to figure things out. Unfortunately, the professor couldn't help you. He
couldn't, because he doesn't understand what Love is. I know this, because I tried to teach
him. Eventually, I realized that the subject is too difficult for him."
"You taught the professor?"
"Not really. I taught him history. I tried to teach him the real history of humanity,
not that which empire teaches, but real history. Empire twists history to project a
humanity that is fractured and divided. It needs these distortions to promote its long-

standing game of divide and conquer. Are you willing to learn a bit of the Truth that the
professor knows nothing about?"
"I found the professor amazingly knowledgeable," I countered her.
"He appears that way, but appearances can be misleading if one lacks the necessary
points of reference," she said. She began to smile.
I loved her smile. Her face sparkled as she spoke. "You say, empire twists history,"
I repeated.
She nodded quietly. "It aids their game of divide and conquer. But it also has much
wider consequences. It divides us, sexually, you and me, and the whole of mankind,
causing love pains."
"You say, for this goal of divide to conquer, the official concepts of history are
twisted?" I said, to keep the conversation going. She intrigued me, suddenly. She was
older than Erica, but just as exciting to look at.
"It is archeology that has been twisted under the control of the British Empire," she
said. "It has been done for spreading the notion that the dawn of civilization has begun
independently in the great river valleys of the world, like in Mesopotamia, the Nile
Valley, or the Indus Valley, and produced fundamentally different races of people, and so
forth. This is a gross distortion of history."
This wasn't the answer I had expected. Also the timing was odd. It was past
midnight. Nevertheless, it seemed important to let her go on. I nodded.
"What the professor doesn't understand is simple," said Helen. "The dawn of
civilization began along the seashores, because living is easier there, especially where the
fish are plentiful. With the development of fishing, began the development of
shipbuilding, and out of that flowed an amazing mobility for people. With discoveries of
navigation, increasingly longer voyages became possible. As the result, the people began
to intermingle, sometimes across large distances. In real terms the entirety of mankind is
made up of one single people with the same innate human quality and the same capacity
for reason. The settlements along the river valleys, and the development of agriculture,
began much later in time. Mankind, the species called the homosapien, has been around
for roughly 200,000 years, spreading and intermingling. In real terms the whole of
mankind is one, like one universal family. Nothing fundamentally divides us. The
division became superimposed when the periods of empire began. Agriculture, is only
10,000 years old, and empire far less than that. Mankind has been one people, reflecting a
single fundamental humanity right across the planet. This happened long before the
regional developments began. Nor did the regional developments change our native
character as a people, and diminish our common humanity. The vast racial divisions that
we now have in the world, and the religious divisions, and economic divisions, are all
games built on lies. They are the lies of empire. Real history therefore comes to the
foreground by putting the lies aside, by stepping away from the games of empire, and by
recognizing ourselves as human beings, universally, undivided, unfettered. Love is

deeply intertwined with that. It stands at the core of it. Are you interested to learn
history?"
"History and Love, in the middle of the night?" I repeated. "Are you saying that
Love threads through all history?"
" This is what I had tried to teach the professor," she said. "I felt he should know
about that, if he wants to teach others. He understands some of it, but he doesn't
understand enough of it to understand what Love is. Love is anchored in Truth. It begins
with discovering aspects of Truth. In recent years I tried to get the professor to relive the
discoveries of the great pioneers of humanity, especially in terms of the discovery of
Love. I had many a long discussion with him on that point, however, it has become too
much of a challenge for him, especially the discovery of Love. And so, he couldn't really
answer your question, and help you with your love pain."
"The discovery of Love?" I repeated.
"We all need to replicate in our own mind the great discoveries that have come to
light and have created our civilization," said Helen. "We need to get to the core of what
the greatest pioneers of humanity have discovered in cultural and scientific terms to uplift
one another and enrich each other's life, which can be summed up as the discovery of
Love."
"Love is as ancient as the hills, Helen," I reminded her.
"That it is, but it wasn't put onto the map, formally for a very long time, actually
not until the early 1400s. Are you willing to learn? If so, I'll present to you a world that
the professor never understood, and probably never will. It may change your life."
Since her offer sounded intriguing, and she was already leading the way, I nodded,
and simply continued on following her. Also I loved her voice and her exciting
appearance as a woman.

But was she leading me into a trap? Was she a prostitute? "Don't do this! Don't
follow her! You are a married man," I heard a voice say within me, urging me. The voice
was quickly suppressed as if its warning was not applicable this time. I realized that if
that kind of warning had occurred earlier, I might not have allowed myself to meet Erica
at all. What a tragic loss that would have been in terms of the riches that we had shared?
Nor had my being open and honest with Erica, and with myself, done any harm. "Why
should there be any danger now?" I replied and hushed the voice.
"Don't be stupid. Go with her and embrace the wisdom that she may share," I heard
another voice saying within, a quieter and gentler voice.

I told the woman that I felt deeply honored by her offer to help me. I loved the
sound of her name, Helen. The name seemed related to hope. I hadn't actually accepted
that the professor was totally right. Also she was correct about figuring me out. I had
been struggling with love pains, trying to discover what had moved me so deeply. That
exploration had been interrupted with politics, because the professor didn't know what
else to talk about. She was right about that, too.

"Let me ask you one important question," Helen interrupted my pondering after a
while of silence. "Why are you allowing me so freely to invite you? What would your
wife say? I bet you are feeling deep in your heart that you shouldn't be here with me. Am
I correct? So, why are you?"
"I think I should ask you that question first," I replied. "You should tell me why
you are inviting me. Obviously you are not a prostitute. You are far too beautiful for that,
and too well dressed, and too kindly mannered. Prostitutes don't stay like that for long.
You say you want to teach me what Love is. You are inviting me into your home. If you
want to talk about Love, the pub would have been fine. Of course you are right, that is
what I came to the pub for. But why are you putting yourself at risk, inviting a strange
man into your home in the middle of the night?"
She began to laugh, interrupting me. "I am not putting myself at risk. I think I can
trust you, and you can trust me. I'm not trying to corrupt a foreign diplomat." She
intertwined her arm with mine as we walked. "I watched you, and the professor. I
watched your face, your reaction. You didn't quite believe the professor, but you listen to
him. You listened to him out of respect. That's what I think. You listened to his entire
story. I know his story by heart. Nor were you the first to leave, as other men might have
out of disgust. The professor left first."
"So you feel the same way about that, that his story isn't totally true," I said. "It
made sense to me to a point, Helen."
"Oh it's technically correct," she replied, "but too much is missing. There is no
reference to Love in what he says. There is something spiritually lacking. I could sense
that you understood this. I could sense your sadness." She laughed. "But now it is your
turn to answer me," she said. "Why are you following me so freely? Why do you allow
yourself to follow me and put yourself at risk with your wife? Is it really love-pains?"
I nodded. "The answer is both yes and no. There shouldn't be any love pain," I
replied. "I have been all day with a most wonderful woman. I met her at the KolkwitzerLake beach. We had dinner together. We had danced. We also had the deepest reaching
conversations. In the end, however, she couldn't bring herself to take that final step in
being close to each other. She barely allowed me to drive her home. We never touched
each other sexually. She is afraid that we might. You are right. Marriage is at the center
of this impasse. That's why she won't allow me to meet her again. She is afraid that going
further might hurt her husband. That's the very thing that puzzled you about me. And to

be honest, I am glad for the same reason, that she drew that line in the sand. I also think
she really wanted to take that next step. So did I. She spoke about living our life as being
in a flower garden with a vast profusion of beautiful shapes, colors, and fragrance all
around us. She evidently also sees herself forcefully isolated, almost forced to look at just
one of the flowers in the garden of life, as if life needs to be narrow, confined, without
the liberty to love fully. I think my love pain is more her pain. Can you understand what I
am saying? Do I make sense?"
Helen stopped and kissed me briefly, as if to make up for that pain, and she did so
with the most wonderful smile that seemed brighter than Erica's had been. "Your friend is
as wrong about her flower garden, as the professor is about politics," said Helen while we
continued walking. "However, I didn't ask you about your friend. I asked you about
yourself. Why do you allow yourself to follow me? Isn't there some inkling deep in your
heart, telling you that what you're doing is wrong?"
I nodded. "I think this inkling is wrong," I said quietly. "I think what I am doing is
right."
"Why Peter? Why is it right?"
I didn't know how to answer that. "Why shouldn't it be right?" I said in a small
tone of voice. "You are a human being as much as I am. You look the same, except you're
more beautiful than I. You speak the same language. You have the same wonderful
human concerns, the same feelings as a person, and the same intelligence that I admire,
which makes us both rather special as human beings. Why shouldn't I embrace that? Also
you talk about Love, a subject that is dear to my heart. The fact is, Helen, it appears to me
now that you make me look deep into myself. You force me to acknowledge that we are
more deeply and profoundly married to each other by what unites us on this platform of
truth, than by the marriage division that would isolate us. Why should I not respond to
such a beautiful human invitation, as you have extended? We are not enemies, you and I.
Just look at us. We could be brothers and sisters. Actually we are this, and in a more
truthful sense than people are who regard themselves merely biologically related. So why
shouldn't I respond to my sister when she offers to share a few insights about the nature
of Love? I think what you are offering is the most natural thing in the world.
Nevertheless, the voice within keeps nagging, saying this is wrong. To hell with this
chattering! What I am doing is right. The truth is the truth. We are two human beings, and
I admire you in this context. That is the truth. Maybe that is where loving begins, Helen.
Anyway, does that answer your question?"

She didn't answer, as if no answer was needed. The air didn't feel as cold anymore
as we walked, and the streets, as eerily empty. "My friend's name is Erica. She is
studying Love," I added moments later before Helen could answer my question.
"But your friend doesn't understand what Love is," Helen replied. "She doesn't
understand it, according to the way that you have just described your affair with her. I

think, that is why she can't acknowledge that she is in Love. I sense, that you have the
same problem. I sense a conflict in you. In fact, you said so yourself. You are scared to
accept the truth that you know to be true. You are scared that you will hurt your wife, if
you come with me to my apartment. On the other hand, you are also afraid that you will
hurt yourself, by denying yourself the chance to explore what you have closed your mind
to for almost your entire life, which is a truth that you have always known, and never
allowed yourself to acknowledge. But why should there be a conflict? Most people that I
know struggle with this conflict, and are actually afraid to resolve it. Just look at yourself,
you are a married man for a dozen years or more. But let me ask you this: When you put
on that ring, did you stop being a human being with human feelings and a need to
respond to these feelings? When you put on that ring, did you swear to isolate yourself
from your innermost humanity, that we all share, by which we are all united, which draws
us all together into a single, universal humanity? Did you swear to close the door on all
that? Obviously you haven't. Still, you treat yourself as if you had. You treat yourself
badly. You treat yourself like a criminal. In a way you are a criminal. You are denying
yourself and me, and the whole of humanity, as human beings. That's a paradox, isn't it? I
think your friend Erica doesn't understand a lot about that either, just like you. That is
why you're both glad that you didn't get any closer. You couldn't move further. You were
stuck. You didn't have a platform worked out, where Love can reign more freely. Of
course, you are also both sad about it. You embraced each other as two equal human
beings, and you were glad about it, but than you rejected the very thing that you
embraced, which is your common humanity? Why couldn't you treat each other as
brother and sister, as you really are in the most profound sense? I think, that is what your
friend doesn't understand. Neither do you understand this."
I nodded, but then shook my head. "I think she understands a lot about Love," I
said. "She has taught me a lot about myself."
"Except she fails to understand one thing," Helen interjected and shook her head
slightly. "She has read the textbooks, Peter. She has studied love that is written in small
letters. But in life Love isn't a small thing. She said no, to life! She said no, no, no, to
living in the realm of truth. She literally preferred clinging to a lye. That's not living,
Peter, is it? So, what is missing, Peter? Tell me!"
I couldn't answer. I let us fall silent again. I hated that.
"You accepted a great responsibility with that ring," Helen continued, "and I am
sure you're fulfilling it. But that shouldn't become so overbearing that it isolates you from
the rest of humanity and from yourself, and builds a fence around you. To the contrary,
you should see your marriage as but a first step towards embracing the universal marriage
of the whole of mankind on the basis of our common humanity that we all share. It seems
to me that you have been running backwards. You have been running away from Love,
and from your responsibility to be loving in ever brighter ways. But running away from
Love doesn't accord with the principle of life and of our humanity. Life isn't a catch-meif-you can race, in which a person becomes another's trophy. Life is wide, profound,
beautiful, rich and exciting, and it will be that if you allow it to unfold. We've got to

become responsive to its principles, Peter. Every lye hurts us. A lye is corrosive.
Embracing the truth, to as far as you can see it, brings stability and substance to living."
Helen paused and sighed. "Why couldn't you and Erica do that? What principle
that you know as a truth, didn't you understand, Peter, so that you got stuck?"
"I think Erica was afraid of committing adultery," I replied, just to say something.
"She still is. I think she would have loved to embrace living and loving more fully, even
as fully as possible, but she couldn't, and still can't. In a way we are all a bit like that. It
seems to me, that Erica doesn't own herself. She doesn't respect her sovereignty as a
human being. If she did, she wouldn't have hesitated to allow us to embrace one-another
fully, to the fullest extend that our loving would have urged us to go."
"Would you have respected her sovereignty?" Helen replied. This time she didn't
smile. "Would you have allowed anything to happen between you that you would ever
have to be ashamed about, both she and you, as two human beings bound in a bond of
Love? But before you answer, forget about marriage. Too many married people do things
to each other that a human being should never do to another person. Many ugly things
seem to be allowed in marriage. Especially a lot of cruel things are allowed in marriage.
People tare each other down, instead of aiding each other in building up their self-esteem.
I think this tearing down happens especially in marriage, because the currently narrow
marriage institution literally prevents the development of Love. It makes people enemies
of one-another. It shuts down the process of embracing one-another on the basis of what
is really true. That's sad, isn't it? So, Peter, I am offering you a chance to breathe freely
again as a human being. I am offering you a chance to discover Love, not to learn about
it. But isn't this what you really had hoped to accomplish in your association with Erica?
Be honest about it."
I nodded slightly.
"Would there have been any danger involved for her, or you, if you had allowed
yourself to accomplish that?" said Helen. "I want an unbiased honest answer that comes
from the heart," she added moments later. "Would you have respected her sovereignty?
Would anything have happened that would have violated that? Would you have allowed
anything to happen that either of you would afterwards have to be ashamed about in real
terms? I think the answer is obvious, you wouldn't have. You were more inclined to err
on the side of caution. You did this even if this meant closing the door to being totally
truthful with yourself. Isn't this what you did? You avoided the dimensions that you
couldn't fully understand. Am I correct?"
I squeezed her hand in reply. "You know me better than I know myself," I replied
moments later. "You are amazing!"
"There is no magic involved, Peter. I just see us from a higher level standpoint, as
human beings. That's all I do. That's all I can do. And what results from that often amazes
me too."

I shook my head again. "You are right. Nothing would have happened between
Erica and I, that either of us would have had to be ashamed about. This wouldn't have
been possible. I was too grateful for having met her, for having had the conversations
with her that we had, and for the beautiful kind of person that she is. How could I have
possibly hurt her or done anything degrading? I was so grateful just to be with her."
"Can you say then that you were grateful that she exists?" Helen asked.
"I still am, Helen. This grateful feeling has never gone away, or ever will," I
replied. "She is still in my heart. Indeed, I am grateful that she exists, wherever she may
be, even if I will never see her again. She has found a place in my thoughts. I am grateful
for that. Do I make any sense?"
Helen didn't answer no, or yes. She said something to the effect that gratitude
enables sovereignty to be. "But did you tell her that? There is so little gratitude for oneanother's existence. We take each other for granted, and in the process we loose sight of
our humanity. Without gratitude our lives become barren. People talk about Love, but
they cannot conceal the ingratitude that causes those barren lives. I think your friend
understands this, though she doesn't want to admit it. That is also why she doesn't see the
flower garden correctly. I remember a verse of an old hymn, Peter, which I have
remembered for a long time. It goes like this:
"A grateful heart a garden is, where there is always room, for every lovely Godlike
grace, to come to perfect bloom."
"That's beautiful," I said. I was tempted to kiss her spontaneously for it. I was
going to say that this verse is as beautiful as she is, and more so because she said those
words.
"People talk about respecting one-another," Helen cut off my dreaming. "Can you
imagine how much brighter the world would be, if people would be honestly grateful for
one-another's existence? I think most people are grateful for one-another, although they
rarely realize that. When I confront them with it, they are shocked, but a while later they
agree. And when they do agree, their life becomes brighter."

Our world soon became brighter in a different way, in a less important way, as we
reached the brightly-lit Railway Station Plaza. She pointed to a tall building at the
opposite end, which barely stood out against the black sky. The building looked like a
modern hotel. A few windows were lit up.
As we came closer it became gradually apparent that this was a high-rise
apartment, not a hotel. A hotel would have been logical right next to the Railway Station
Plaza. As we came to it, the building appeared to be new. It had a brightly-lit entrance. It
reflected the same air of elegance that she did.
She pointed out proudly that she lives on the top floor.

Her place wasn't as large as I had expected, but more beautiful than I had dared to
imagine. An oak table stood in a dining nook, right beside a large window. Four elegant
chairs surrounded the table.
The main room was largely taken up by a grand piano, an older model. The
window in the main room extended nearly across the entire wall. It offered a sweeping
view of the railway plaza below, a sea of glittering lights, backed by a dark park-like area
in the distance.
On the wall next to the piano was a bookshelf located with birthday cards set up
among glass ornaments. She told me that I should make myself feel at home, while she
put the coffee on.
My attention was drawn to the birthday cards. One of them was apparently custom
made. The creating artist had wished her a happy "forever-day" celebration, as he had
called her birthday. Inside the card he had written, "To my precious Love, and my
beautiful lover."
The care with which the apartment was arranged, testified to that great Love that
the artist spoke of in the card, which was evident everywhere. It evidently extended also
to her friends.

Since she hadn't returned from the kitchen, I ventured to join her there. The
kitchen was located off to the side of the dining nook, where the oak table stood. She had
left the sliding door to the kitchen partially open.
Almost in the last moment, just as I was about to enter, I noticed that she was
crying. A letter lay in front of her on the table together with a small booklet that appeared
to be a bankbook of some sort. She didn't notice me. Her head was bent low. Her hands
partially covered her face. A crumpled paper napkin lay on the table. I turned back and
looked out of the window again, waiting for her to deal with what was troubling her,
giving her time.
Money troubles? I pondered. What else would she be in the bar for so late at night?
Maybe somebody owed her and didn't pay her back. Maybe she had been waiting for this
person in the pub, who stood her up, for which she was now in a state of crisis. Or maybe
someone close whom she had trusted, had betrayed her. It usually hurts twice as bad,
when trust is betrayed. Or, maybe she just lost her job and didn't know how to make ends
meet. Or maybe she was just plain broke, or got robbed. I could think of a thousand
reasons why people might cry over money. I had been there myself. I felt almost ashamed
for how well I was being paid now in the diplomatic service, compared to most people
who struggle every day to make ends meet. I had to laugh at myself as I remembered a
time long ago, when I had been so broke that all I could afford to eat was a stick of
cheese and some dry buns, that both had to be rationed out for a week, till the next

payday came around. I had been too proud then to ask for help. It seemed easier to go
hungry for a week.
I was startled out of my dreaming when I felt her touch on my shoulder. I turned
around. I almost stared at her in surprise. She was a totally different person than the one I
had seen just minutes earlier in the kitchen. She stood beside me, her head held high, no
trace of tears, and her long hair neatly combed. She smiled and offered me some home
made cookies on a plate.
"So you have come to learn what Love is," she said, still smiling.
She didn't talk about money, or made any requests for money, or even hinted that
she was in trouble, as it appeared that she was.
I talked with her about Erica some more. I repeated that Erica was studying Love
as a scientific discipline, like someone would study physics, but who could still not move
with its demands from a certain point on. We didn't talk about the flower garden
anymore.

"You were lucky that your friend was able to move as far as she did," said Helen.
"Most people crawl into themselves much earlier, and close the door. Obedience has been
the curse of humanity for more than a thousand years. That's when the real dark ages
began. People were obedient slaves, lesser beings, humble and stupid, but this suddenly
changed in the middle of the 1300s. That's when people began to discover themselves
with a new vision, and with it, discover their true riches."
Helen suggested that we sit down in the "good room" to talk about this. She placed
the cookies on a small side table next to the sofa where she asked me to sit. "Would you
like a glass of port?" she asked. She didn't wait for an answer. She went to a nearby wallmounted miniature buffet and brought two glasses out.

Helen stood tall on high-heeled shoes. Her long dark hair covered the top of her
dress even though the top of the dress ended way below her shoulders. Her dress was
black. She wore black sheer stockings. The stockings were not seamless by design. An
artificial seam extended from her shoes all the way up as far as one could see, carefully
set into a perfectly straight line.
She put the glasses down and smiled. As if nothing had happened, she looked
away from me. She looked away quietly and smiled. No torrent of words flowed from her
lips in protesting my incursion into the privacy of her world. She went back into the
kitchen. Before she did, she turned around momentarily at the door, still smiling.
"Do you like Portuguese port?" she called back from the kitchen, as if this was an
important question.

She brought out a large bottle of Portuguese port. The bottle was still sealed. She
showed it to me. I simply nodded and smiled. The port wasn't important to me; she was
the gem that paled everything.
"I think this particular brand will do great for a special occasion like this," she
said, and took the bottle back. "I brought it back with me from a cultural exchange event.
We can learn from the Portuguese; they know how to celebrate. I think we give ourselves
far too few occasions when we feel it is appropriate to celebrate," she said. She opened
the bottle with a high tech corkscrew, and filled the glasses herself. As she did this, she
crouched down beside me, but carefully avoided eye contact, as if the resulting eye
connection would pose a danger to the mental portal that was beginning to open with the
unfolding intimacy of her closeness. However, her smile remained.
"It's a nice color, this one," she commented when she was finished filling the
glasses. She handed one of the glasses to me.
The color of the port was as dark as port is, almost as dark as her stockings were
that appeared even more prominent in the crouched position in which she tasted the port.
"It will do," she said. Then forced the cork back into the opened bottle. She handed
the bottle to me. There was eye contact this time, brief as it was. It was a contact with her
Soul so it seemed. It was a glimpse of a world that existed beyond the portal. It
strengthened the view; it widened it.
The whole process of this voiceless communication became rather richly erotic,
like an exciting ceremony of a distant culture that one barely understands, but that one
can identify with as though one had been born into it. At least that's how the unfolding
atmosphere appeared more and more in the way it touched a chord deep inside me that
had been kept hidden so deep in the background that it appeared almost foreign now as its
presence was felt again. What unfolded felt like a type of celebration that was gradually
and slowly 'erupting' into life. But what were we celebrating? Were we celebrating just
being alive?
Something was happening that I had long secretly challenged, that I couldn't deny
its unfolding, or wanted to deny. I relished its promise. I was falling in Love again with
still another woman. Wow! Two times on the same day! Wow!
I mentally slapped my face as if I needed to wake up. "Peter, don't do that!" said a
voice from within. But the voice was overruled.
"What you are about to do, Peter, cheapens the closeness that you have felt
towards Erica just a few hours ago, that you have treasured and still do, and probably will
treasure forever," said the voice within. The voice seemed strong, but its argument
hollow.
"Will the promising new eruption of Love cheapen anything?" I argued back at
myself. "How can one aspect of Love, unfolding on top of another, cheapen and dilute

anything? Should it not rather enrich both aspects, and this in a manner that the end result
is greater than the sum of both parts?"
I began to smile to myself that I had won this argument. But had I really won?
I wondered what Erica might have said, being the level-headed scientist that she
was, or what the professor might have said in the pub. I reasoned that the professor would
likely have ordered a glass of soda water with ice and poured an ounce of Whisky into it.
That would have been his style. "Now taste that!" I heard him say to me in my mind. And
I would have tasted it. Then he would have poured another ounce of Whisky into it.
"Now taste it again!" I heard him say. "Has the addition diluted the first taste? Or has the
taste become more powerful?"
"And what would Erica, the scientist, have said?" I questioned myself.
Ah, that one was easy to answer. "How can Love be a poison to itself?" I heard her
ask me in return. "How can the restricting of Love help us with learning to be more
loving, to love more fully, as we all should?" That's what Erica might have said. She
might have added, "Does increasing our austerity make the gold more precious that we
have, or does increasing our austerity merely enhance the resulting poverty?" I heard her
say to me in my mind, that we should be in Love more fully in order that we would love
ourselves more fully. "Don't we have ample reasons to do this for the wondrous humanity
that we have and all its rich dimensions that we share?"
I heard her say to me, "Peter, embrace Love at every chance that life presents, by
which loving becomes more diffusive, and by which the darkness of our days goes
away."
I heard Erica in my mind, add as if it were a comment to my expanding loving, "I
envy you, Peter."

"What do you wish for the most in your life?" Helen broke the silence that I drifted
into.
I was startled. I hesitated. "I really don't know what I wish for the most?" I said
finally. "Do I wish for a house, or a better one? No! I don't wish for that. I have a house
that is perfectly adequate. Do I wish for an interesting job that provides sufficient
income? No! I have that too. Do I wish for a loving wife? I have that already. Do I wish
for romance? I had that also. I had a beautifully romantic day."
I shook my head. "Isn't this silly? You asked me a simple question, what do you
want most in life, and I can't answer. I could say that I wished for sex, but if I did, I could
have had plenty of that for a twenty-dollar bill or whatever the going price is. So, I really
don't know what the answer is to your question."

"There was something that you deeply wanted in the pub and couldn't find there,
something that brought you to the pub in the first place," she said. "I don't think you came
there in the middle of the night to learn about politics, or to be scared by it even more that
you had been before."
I nodded. "Sure, something had been missing, Helen. That wonderfully bright day
that I had shared with Erica had ended with a sad failure," I said after a moment of
hesitation. "Something didn't happen, that perhaps should have happened. We had the
most wonderful day together as two human beings embracing each other in Love, but it
ended with us facing a barrier. It ended with a line drawn in the sand. In a way I was clad
at the time that the line was laid down. It closed the door to a difficult territory that
seemed both beautiful, but also immensely challenging. It seemed easier to avoid the
challenge than to deal with it. Isn't that what the whole world is doing? I think the
challenge was far greater than anything that either of us was prepared to deal with, so that
running away from it was the sanest response for the occasion."
Helen just laughed. "You are right on this one. The whole world is using this
excuse. That's the oldest excuse in the book. That's why nothing gets resolved. That is
why we have built tens of thousands of nuclear bombs to blow ourselves up with. You
are saying then that you are wishing for something that the whole world is wishing for,
that the problems would simply go away, or that somebody else would solve them for
you. How noble of you!" said Helen and began to grin.
"I can't deny that sex was an element. It always is an element of what I would wish
to be involved in," I replied, "though in the case with Erica it probably wouldn't have
been a big thing in comparison with what we already had. Still I had been hoping till the
last moment that our joining hands would include a sexual touch and that beyond it
something greater than mere sex would emerge. I was hoping for a kind of intimacy that
makes our sexual embracing something special that only human beings have the capacity
to develop, something in which we are uniquely human. It would then have the potential
to be something like a miracle that unfolds when our thinking is raised to a higher level
where such 'miracles' actually become real. The whole human dimension is like a miracle
in that way, isn't it? Maybe that is what I should be wishing for. What really defines us as
human beings takes us beyond what we can find in any other form of life, in the known
Universe. As human beings we are defined by a great profusion of 'miracles,' unfolding
as art, science, music, literature, beauty, creativity, compassion, loving, generosity,
honesty, to mention just a few. I suspect that sex also has this kind of a higher dimension,
if only we could find it. I think we should look at sex as a unique human dimension that
lies far above the level of the animal dimension of it as a means for procreation.
Unfortunately, the lower form of sex, is what society is commonly focusing on. I suspect,
that this is what Erica had felt impelled to close the door to. Maybe she had to do this
because the higher dimension hadn't been built where sex becomes meaningful in a
constructive way. I also suspect that we will never experience that higher dimension, for
as long as we find it easier to close the door to it, than to take up the challenge to explore
this higher level dimension and its advanced principles. The professor suggested that sex
has a profound purpose in the higher human dimension, to bring us into the realm of the
Principle of the General Welfare. I think I was in the pub to ponder where the boundary

lies between the possible and the miraculous," I added. "I suppose; I was dreaming a
dream that might always remain but a dream."
"Aren't we human beings a peculiar lot?" said Helen. "You were hoping for
something that the whole of humanity is hoping for, a kind of universal closeness. The
reality is that you were hoping for something that is easily fulfilled. Still, we find it
terribly hard to help one-another to take those simple steps across the barriers that we
have built up over centuries against the fulfillment of our needs. I find this so often,
Peter," she added quietly. She almost sighed.
"Perhaps it is fear," I said to her. "We've become locked into a prison of fear, like
Hamlet in Shakespeare's tragedy, who couldn't take that one simple step that he most
desired, and had the authority to take. Perhaps it is fear of the unknown country, for
which we have stayed away from it for centuries, because public opinion says, don't cross
that line. We even teach this to our children. We tell them; don't cross that line; don't go
into the forest; be aware of the wolf; be careful Little Red Riding-Hood."

Helen was sitting next to me on the sofa when we spoke about Hamlet and Little
Red Riding-Hood. After a while we said nothing more to each other. Evidently she
allowed me time to sort myself out. She may have realized that those movements in
thought that the unfolding of this new situation inspired, could have far reaching
consequences for good, if they were allowed to unfold and thereby provide a basis that
we could build on. Indeed, we could build on the riches of that wider world that Erica has
already opened up and that Helen now provided an even larger horizon for, that beckoned
me to move forward. What could come from that building might even prevent my
regression back into the old and narrow world of thinking, or even a deeper regression
into its poverty, with harsher limits than those that I had been struggling to break away
from.
Helen explained after a long period of silence, that after the great financial crash in
1345, and the Black Death plague had had ravished Europe two years later and killed a
third of its population, some people began to focus more and more on the value of the
human being. This value was discerned more and more against the emptiness of chaos. It
was found as something precious, reflecting a wondrous light that pervades the nature of
our humanity, which became recognized as the real nature of mankind. Especially some
of the younger people could recognize this light within. Helen told me that some young
boys who had been taught in the monasteries to read and write, in order to help the monks
to copy ancient manuscripts, had thereby become familiar with the humanist discoveries
of Plato and with Plato's scientific method of discovery. Thereby they grew up to become
accomplished independent thinkers of their own. Out of this background the first
'teaching' institution emerged, the famous teaching order called the Brotherhood of the
Common Life. It encouraged students to replicate in their own mind the discoveries of
the pioneers of humanity. It focused on the process of learning the process of discovery
itself.

"With this process a new perception of the human being emerged," Helen
continued. "The learning of the art of making discoveries even revolutionized religion.
The Platonic thinking process challenged the old notion that the Holy Spirit flows from
God to humanity, via the Son, as an intermediary. People began to see this hierarchical
model as a model that justified imperial rule. In the unfolding Golden Renaissance, a new
perception came to light that had its root in the original Christian perception, where
humanity was seen as being directly the reflected image of God and thereby of great
worth, with the Christ not being an intermediary, but being the Exemplar of it. This
perception attributed enormous value to each individual human being. It changed the
world. It was this elevated perception that became synonymous with the Renaissance. It
created the foundation for a deep-seated self-loving in humanity. People became more
aware of their capability as thinkers and creators. They also became more respectful of
each other, and thereby became closer to each other, and more cooperative with each
other. Out of this revolutionary development the Principle of the General Welfare was
born, and with it the concept of the nation-state, in which this principle would be
expressed. The imperial-state didn't allow such an expression. A new type of state was
required, in which Love was no longer recognized as a hierarchical flow from a superior
being to a lesser being, but was recognized as a lateral flow between equals that
combined God and mankind as one, and mankind with each other. With this new view
unfolded the people's self-loving, their loving of the truth of the humanity that they all
shared and were a part of. By this kind of development in looking at the truth, Love
became a totally different thing. People became connected laterally, as we do right here.
But Peter, if Love unfolds laterally, it has to be universal. Thus, ultimately, Love exists
only in the form of universal Love. Any other form of it is a distortion of it. Can you
understand this?"
I reached for the port. I looked at her face, into her eyes, drank in her smile. Yes, I
understood some of it. "I love your definition of Love as a lateral flow." I said with a
smile.
"You love it because it is true," she added. "That's what I think."
"I can sense that it is true," I said and smiled back. "This means I now have a solid
basis for loving you. There is something wonderful about you that I appreciate deep in
my heart, and it isn't all sexual."
"But some of it is sexual," she replied. "Be honest!"
"Oh, a lot of it is. What you are as a woman, and a beautiful woman at that, seems
to be a part of my humanity too, otherwise I wouldn't have this warm cuddly feeling just
looking at you. What motivates this response is already located in me. In responding to it,
I can't help feeling amazed. I am amazed at the great Intelligence that organized the
Universe, and this fantastic phenomenon of Life that now includes human living. It's
phenomenal, isn't it, considering how perfect it all is in its wondrous complexity. The
Intelligence that is reflected in our being gave us two legs to walk with, two eyes to see
with, and two sexes to develop intimacies with each other. Each aspect seems to have an
equally amazing purpose. Obviously the Intelligence of the Universe didn't give us sex

merely for procreation. Sure sex is an ideal means for genetically enhancing the diversity
of our species. But I think there is far more to it. There is something about it that affects
also the social and universal realm. The professor pointed out that in cultures were sex
has been mutilated, whereby its higher functions were diminished, the development of
civilization stopped and was reversed. It appears to me therefore that the great
Intelligence that is reflected in this wonder of human living, that we are a part of, has
given us the dimension of sex as a kind of foundation for developing a sense of closeness
with one-another that more and more reflects the lateral model that you spoke of, which
has started to come into light with the Renaissance. It appears to me even that this
developing sense of social and national intimacies, and their unfolding economic
potential for civilization to prosper, might be the greater purpose for the sexual intimacies
that are built into the human system. These private intimacies are expanding into all sorts
of larger intimacies, like family intimacies, neighborhood intimacies, cooperative
economic intimacies, and even national and political intimacies. We see this expanding
pattern reflected in people's sense of a nation and a world of cooperating sovereign
nation-states. So I don't think we are dealing with anything trivial when the subject of sex
comes to the forefront. As for me, I find its demands as powerful imperatives, otherwise I
wouldn't be here and be looking at you with a smile and feel al cuddly inside, and this so
much so that I don't want to take my eyes off you."

I paused and began to laugh suddenly.
She waved a finger at me, apparently in jest, and began to laugh likewise.
"It's true, what I said, and I couldn't keep my eyes off Erica either, as I come to
think of it," I said to her. "But this really isn't a laughing matter, is it? I feel so cuddly just
looking at you. That's built into the human system. Some purpose impels this. But what is
it? I think something greater than us is involved here that impels this. Maybe the purpose
behind this is far greater than we can imagine. It seems to me that life is a great
unexplored country that promises as yet unseen blessing with sex being a part of it."
Helen just smiled.
"What I said is all evident as far as I can tell, because nothing else makes sense," I
said.
"If sex existed exclusively for procreation, a lot of nations would have died out by
now, especially those whose culture demands the physical removal of their people's
sexual sensitivity in both men and women," said Helen. "The victims of those cultures
have nothing left of their genitalia that generates the supposedly necessary sexual drive
for procreation. Nevertheless, those nations still exist, the procreation continues in spite
of the mutilations, and this has continued down this road for thousands of years. Only
civilization has been collapsing in this background."
"This perplexed the professor too," I said to her.

"The simple fact that this perplexing thing happens," said Helen, "tells us that the
human sexual sensitivity has a much greater purpose than procreation, a purpose that has
not yet been recognized. What this purpose is, may be found in the factor that sets the
victimized nations apart from normal nations. In my estimation this factor is not
surprising. Nor is it hidden. In fact, it is universally apparent. All the victimized nations
have one thing in common. They have functionally become nations of slaves.
Economically they are radically underdeveloped. Socially they are torn by strive,
violence, and often civil war. And politically they are easily manipulated as if they had
no sense of being a part of a nation. They are prone to bow to whoever would be king
over them. So, Helen, if that is the evidence that we see associated with a nation or
culture that has excised the sexual sensitivity out of its people, by which that human
intimacy is prevented from becoming a factor, I am wondering what powerful factor the
sexual sensitivity and resulting intimacy really serve in the natural system of our
humanity."
"If sexual sensitivity isn't required for procreation, and procreation continues
without it," I interjected, "then we need to look for what we loose when the sexual
sensitivity is removed. The professor says that the lack of it causes a decrepit society in
the most crucial respects. Since he is apparently right, the factor of sexual sensitivity,
developing intimacy, comes to light as an immensely vital one for the very existence of
civilization. This factor might ultimately prove to be more crucial than procreation itself,
for mankind's existence as a whole. In this case all the world's problems, as far as I can
tell, from nuclear war to economic chaos, appear to be all forms of derivatives of
society's insanity in trashing this vital factor."
Helen leaned over and kissed me. "Congratulations!" she said to me holding her
hand out.
I returned the gesture.
"Do you realize that you have recognized and articulated in ten minutes what I
have tried for years to get the professor to understand?" said Helen. "I have pushed this
subject so extensively that it has become the talk of the university. Most people there
don't know me, but they do know the professor who now speaks of these things.
Unfortunately, with his reputation, the people at the university think he is nuts, when he
speaks about the circumcision as a danger to civilization."
"I think he is too bitter to understand the connection this has with Love, that is
reflected therein," I replied. "Maybe he is a victim of the circumcision himself."
"I don't think so," said Helen. "However, I think he is too scared of what he
already knows of the consequences that he sees unfolding, to trust Love as a sufficient
element of Principle to get us out of that mess. He is scared of the Truth that he sees
fading from sight, because with it comes the responsibility of facing up to it, truthfully,
and reversing the trend. That, Peter, can be terribly scary. And in that respect he is a
coward. His cowardice is eating him on the inside. It is gnawing on the soul."

"I think that what he said to me is true," I answered quietly. "This, all by itself,
means that he has every right to be scared. We all should be scared about what today's
society is doing to itself."
Helen shook her head. "This kind of thinking is a trap," she said. "It implies that
we don't have the capacity to change the world. The Renaissance once overturned this
kind of thinking. Just look at us, we are an example that the world can change. We were
both despondent less than one hour ago, sitting in that pub, both for our own reason.
Now, look at us. We are both smiling. You feel cuddly inside. You even say you are in
Love. I have a warm feeling for you too. Hasn't our world changed?"
"You are a genius," I said and leaned over and kissed her back. "You are totally
right. One idea can change the world. Maybe sex has a lot more to do with that than we
dare to acknowledge. Maybe we are all cowards in this sense. But we are waking up and
are becoming a bit more daring, you and I. It appears to be natural that an honest
responding to sex inspires a lot of loving. Shouldn't we recognize sex then as also being a
profound aspect of Love?"

Helen didn't answer. She got up and brought the letter from the kitchen that I had
seen earlier. "This is another proof that a single idea can change a person's life."
"Is this the reason you were in the pub?" I asked. "I saw you cry over that letter," I
said, and put my arm around her.
She bent her head down again. "Yes," she said quietly. "The letter says that a day
ago a close friend of mine had three fingers chopped off his right hand."
"That's barbaric," I muttered. "What kind of a country is this where such a thing
can happen?"
She began to laugh. "You are thinking of Islamic justice. This doesn't happen here.
My friend was injured in an industrial accident in a book binding shop. He was brushing
some cuttings away at the edge trimmer to get rid of some trimmings that the vacuum
system hadn't picked up. The interlocks must have been disabled. We don't know what
had tripped the switch."
"No wonder you were shook up," I said quietly. "What will happen to him now?"
Helen explained that he was extremely lucky. "He lost mostly the fingertips. The
cuts were clean and were repairable. Nothing had to be amputated." She said that he
would be well cared for by the state and wouldn't loose his job either, as this might have
happened in the West. She said, she couldn't help crying though, because the man was
also a concert pianist by profession. "Music is his life, Peter." She said that he would
probably never be able to play the piano again as a concert pianist. "Nevertheless
something happened tonight in my thinking about the tragedy," she added. "The idea
came that my friend would likely be able to play the violin in concert. He had talked

about playing the violin some day, except he had never been able to get enough money
together to buy a good-enough instrument for concert work. I don't have enough money
myself to buy him one, but I have a little that I can spare. It won't amount to anything
more than just a gesture. Still, that gesture will mean a great deal to him in this critical
time. I cried, because I realized that I am able to do this for him, which might change his
life. Can you see now how one idea can radically change a person's life, and all life on
the planet if it unfolds evermore fully?"
"We can change the world that way," I added some moments later. "You are right;
the professor's dire predictions don't have to come true. If we can solve this little problem
with an advanced idea, why can't we solve the great problems of the world by applying
the principle of the idea further? Maybe we can solve the deep problems that disable
entire nations."

Helen didn't answer. She took the letter back to the kitchen. I heard her filling the
kettle. When she returned I handed her three thousand East German marks in cash, all in
five hundred mark notes. "This should help a bit," I added.
"No, I can't accept that," she said and handed the money back.
I didn't take it back. I told her that I really didn't need it. I explained that all foreign
agents were required by the state to exchange a fixed amount of money each day. The
amount that is required is roughly the equivalent to what one would spend on a five-star
hotel in New York, meals included. I assured her that I wouldn't mind living in a low cost
motel by the highway for the duration of my stay, if doing so would put the money to use
where it can really make a difference for someone in a crisis, like that of her friend. I also
told her that a rule had come to mind that I had loved as a child. I had almost forgotten it.
It is based on the fact that we all live in this world together. We can do beautiful things
and make our world beautiful, or we can do terrible things and make our world
intolerable. "I was delighted as a child when I was able to say to myself before going to
bed at night, that I had made a difference in making the world a lovelier place to be in.
That's lateral loving, isn't it?" I added.
I explained that I didn't really need to stay in a five-star hotel. I urged her to keep
the money for her friend. "I would rather stay in a cheap place and eat with ordinary
people in an ordinary restaurant," I said to her, "and live like ordinary people do, and take
the money that I won't have to spend that way, to help someone in need with it. That's the
kind of stuff I had always been proud of when I was a kid. It seems I've been brought up
that way. It's time to get back to being proud for embracing what is good. It's not a
sacrifice then for me to do this. It's a nice thing to do that I will probably always cherish
when I think of it in future years. Isn't that how we brighten the world?"
Helen looked at the money, then looked at me, and began to cry again. "Thank
you," she said. She said it with new tears in her eyes. "Thank you from the bottom of my
heart." She took the money and placed it in an envelope together with a note that said

something about a violin. She added a check of her own and sealed the envelope. She
wrote the man's name on it and signed it, and asked me to sign it as well.
I signed it gladly. I signed my full name, Peter A. VanDerMere. I encircled my
first name.
"Maybe if it wasn't for the closeness that comes with people's intimacy that flows
from sex, your response and mine might have been quite different," she said.
"It might not have opened the door to the next stage of responding, such as his
response that will now give him his life back," I said to her. "Isn't it amazing how
powerfully effective and uplifting an honest response to sex can become?"
"I can agree with you on that," she said. "Sex is an expression of Love, a gift of the
Universe, and a vital one for civilization." She began to laugh with the tears still flowing.
We embraced each other for a long time after saying this. Something wonderful
had happened to our world that inspired this embrace. Our embrace lasted until our tears
stopped and the water kettle was whistling in the kitchen.
Helen returned to the kitchen. "And here, I thought I would be teaching you about
Love," she called back to me from the kitchen. "Instead you taught me."
"But you have started it all with your history lesson, and by being your wonderful
self," I said to her as, I followed her into the kitchen to be closer to her. "I hope you don't
mind me invading your kitchen," I said, as I entered. "I am still in awe of what you have
said. I am in Love with the wonderful person that you are. I amazed at the good that you
have already brought out in me. If anyone had predicted this back at the pub, I would
have laughed. What is happening here is revolutionary," I added. "It is as revolutionary,
as you are beautiful. I am in Love with you for something that seems to be greater than
all of us, which is wonderfully reflected in you." I ventured for another kiss.
She didn't answer me. She merely smiled. She got the tea started and began to
prepare us some sandwiches for a late-night snack. She put jars of olives on the counter,
three types, and butter, several types of sausage, and rye bread.

"Loving means more," she said while making the sandwiches, unwrapping the
butter. "Loving begins with loving oneself as a human being," she said. "Your friend
Erica hadn't discovered that yet, because she didn't know a thing abut the deep connection
between sex and Love. Our loving begins when we discover in ourselves the wonders of
our humanity. Then we discover beauty in our Soul. We discover joy, art, wisdom, and
scientific awareness. Human loving begins when we discover ourselves as being creators
in a 'divine' Universe, and the brightest stars of life that has developed out of Life's long
history on this planet. We begin to be in Love with ourselves, when we see in us the
image of God. When this happens we cannot help, but to be in Love with one-another,
and to be truly loving. People speak of loving, but this is often a front as they have

something else in mind. They say to a person, I love you, but they really should say, I am
compelled to be near you because I want you to brighten my life; I want you to give me
what I have not found in myself; I want you to fill my emptiness. This isn't Love, Peter.
This is a game of exploitation. This is crude selfishness that has nothing to do with Love.
"But you are not like that, Peter," she continued. "Still, you say you love me. You
say it with your eyes. You say with your eyes that you want to touch me, and that you
want to touch me as a woman, intimately. And so you should. When we begin to be in
Love, Peter, we find ourselves to be compelled to uplift the world around us. We are
compelled to uplift one-another to a higher level of joy, to a higher appreciation for who
and what we are, and to a greater honesty and openness, where we enrich one-another out
of the depth of our humanity that we all share. When we begin to do this, then loving is
no longer a game, but something that flows heart to heart, something that threads through
history, something that has shaped history and even darkened it when it was prevented.
Without understanding Love, one cannot understand history. You have already hinted at
this. In Love there is joy, and sex is a factor. And the three together are one, with sex
being a vital factor by which we enrich one-another in Love. Of course we embrace oneanother then, even as we embrace ourselves. Do you agree that this is what loving is?"

I didn't know how to answer. I agreed! But I had never lived in that dimension. To
say, yes, would have been dishonest. It would not have been born out of my own
experiences. I answered with a nod instead. I said that I was just beginning to fall in Love
again. I proved it with a kiss. I said, "Thank you for helping me." I think Helen
recognized the honesty involved.

Helen continued making the sandwiches, while we talked. "Something to go with
the tea," she said, when she noticed my being surprised by the careful preparation.
The tea was peppermint tea. The sandwiches were made of dark rye-bread served
with sweet pickles and three kinds of olives on the side, all beautifully arranged. She
arranged them with the same care that was reflected in everything about her, including in
the way she dressed; the way she kept her hair; and the way she made me feel
comfortable.

"You said that sex is a vital factor in history," I said to her to get the conversation
redirected back to it.
"Don't you agree with what I said about history?" she said, after she had sliced the
last pickle. She turned around and leaned against the counter.
"Did you know that Hitler is reported to have said in private circles that a fascist
state must never teach real history, because when real history is being taught, a fascist

state would have a revolution on its hand? I think this statement shows Hitler's real color
as a wise, but also a despicable person, the worst kind that one can imagine. But he was
not alone in that. He feared a society understanding history, because real history gives
people a vision of the great achievements of mankind and also of the consequences of its
failures. Every empire fears this awareness in society. The masters of empire know that a
society understanding universal history furnishes an open door for it to discover the
native freedom of the human being and the tragedy that flows from denying it. But where
does one begin the exploration of that freedom? In order to understand the universal
history of mankind, one needs to start at the beginning of civilization. This, Peter, takes
us far back in time all the way to the dynasties of the Pharaohs in Egypt where the
freedom of mankind was brutally denied. Ancient Egypt might have been the first of the
large-scale slavery empires. Slaves are human beings of course, and human beings will
naturally react when their humanity is massively violated. It appears therefore that this
natural reaction became a problem for the Pharaohs that they responded to overcome. The
problem was that a self-alert society doesn't lend itself easily to slavery. The Pharaohs
were likely 'intensely' scared of the slaves, but they also needed the slaves. So, Peter, how
do you think they solved their problem?"
"I think I know where this is leading," I said. "But I can't be sure. This has
something to do with sex, since you are responding to my question that is focused on sex.
Also the professor had a sense of such a connection existing."
Helen nodded and smiled. "Actually, we can only guess at the details," said Helen.
"But we do have historic pictographs inscribed in stone going as far back as 2,500 BC,
that suggest that the Egyptian masters had performed the circumcision on their male
slaves. The masters of the slaves had cut away the male slaves sexual sensitivity and
thereby prevented the natural intimacy from maturing that they would otherwise have had
with their women. The Egyptian masters thereby prevented the consequent closeness of
the slaves with one another, both individually and as a community. Diminishing the
slaves' sexual sensitivity thereby gave the slaves more time to do their assigned work. But
as you might guess, improving the work-efficiency of the slaves wasn't the dynasty's real
interest in this case. They had a different purpose in mind. They had a different target.
The real target that the masters of Egypt had evidently been aiming at was the Principle
of the General Welfare that flows from the natural social intimacy that is rooted in sexual
intimacy. The rulers evidently knew, perhaps from bitter experience, that whenever this
principle is allowed to develop in a society, the process of slavery ends. The Pharaohs
couldn't allow this. They addressed the problem in the only manner that it could have
been addressed, by intervening at the root. That, apparently is how the circumcision
began 4,500 years ago. Of course what the Pharaoh's had recognized then is still being
recognized today by the modern masters of empire. The Principle of the General Welfare
is still being regarded as the greatest poison to any process of slavery anywhere.
Consequently, the circumcision is still being performed, and for the original reason."
"This was probably also the reason why they mutilated the slave's women as well,"
I interjected. "According to the professor, that's what the Pharaohs had done. Improving
the slave-women's work efficiency obviously hadn't been a big factor in early Egypt, but
inhibiting the sexual intimacy that opens the gates to the Principle of the General

Welfare, was evidently a big factor. I think they waged a war against this principle in
order to shut it down, thereby shutting down a dangerous factor that any empire fears.
Evidently that had been a big factor for the Pharaohs. For what other reason would the
Pharaohs have infibulated their slave women? From an economic standpoint, it makes no
sense to do that. The procedure is too brutal, and the outcome too debilitating, and
probably often deadly as well."
"Oh yes, the infibulation of women stands among the most brutal crimes that were
ever dreamed up against humanity. It may be the worst torture that one can imagine," said
Helen quietly. "It tares one’s heart just to think of it. Those were primitive times, and the
methods were primitive. The operators ripped, cut, and scraped out the women's clitoris
in which a woman's sexual sensitivity is located. But the Pharaohs didn't leave it with
that, because the 'danger' for sexual intimacy might have still remained to some degree.
Consequently, they cut away the women's entire external vulva. They evidently saw
themselves impelled to do this, because as you know yourself, the very sight of a
woman's vulva inspires intimate sexual feelings in men. The Pharaohs evidently felt that
this 'danger' had to be stopped for the protection of their empire."
"I wonder if you know how right you are," I interjected. "Just go to any strip joint
and look at the men's faces. Their smiles become brighter when the vulva appears on the
scene. They literally come to see the vulva. They stare and smile. I have yet to meet a
man who isn't moved with a fuzzy feeling in some fashion at the sight of a vulva."
"That is why the Pharaohs had to remove it as a 'threat,' by cutting and scraping
every bit of the vulva away. They cut it all off and sowed what remained of the outer lips
together with thorns. Evidently this brutal procedure effectively ended all intimacies, and
any potential for the development of the Principle of the General Welfare among the
slaves. Thus the slaves were conditioned to remain slaves, even to become 'better' slaves.
The Pharaoh's empire proved to be safe after that. Obviously, a mutually isolated society
never causes a revolt of the kind that the Pharaohs might have experienced at an earlier
point. They probably responded to the logic of experience to prevent this from happening
again. It appears, perhaps, that as a measure for breaking down even the remotest social
connection, the masters of empire have forced the slave-women to perform the torturous
infibulation on each other. At least this became a tradition that is still being practiced to
the present day. For centuries the mutilation of women, that had been demanded by the
imperial system, and had been mostly carried out by the women on each other, had
assured the survival of the power of dynasties, which were all built to some degree on the
slavery system."
"This horror story then is what the glory of ancient Egypt was built on!" I
commended. "Evidently they didn't just capture people as ready-made slaves since
natural slaves don't exist. They captured people and modified them to become slaves
through and through."
Helen nodded. "As I said, the process still continues to the present day." Helen
spoke quietly now as if the soften the impact thereby. "A hundred million women are
victims of these kinds of sexual mutilation worldwide. Not all of the mutilations are as

extreme as the infibulation, but the extreme procedure that the Pharaohs started, still
continues. It remains the major part of the tragedy, and the Pharaohs as the source of it is
still being acknowledged. The infibulation of women is still being referred to as the
pharaonic procedure. And so, the brutality continues, because nothing has fundamentally
changed. We still have that old political system remaining in the world that the Pharaohs
have created. It is still here in spite of the liberation of mankind that started with the
Golden Renaissance. We have two systems now. One is called the Nation-State system.
Under this system people live free and fulfilling lives. This system is squarely built on the
Principle of the General Welfare. That's what the Nation-State becomes the very
expression of. The other system is the old system of empire. It's the slavery system. The
Nation-State system is under attack today all around the world, by the masters of empire.
Consequently, the slave-creating process still continues, Peter. Few nations exist today as
sovereign Nation-States. The masters of empire are still fighting against the same
principle that the Pharaohs fought against, and the are just as scared today of it today, as
the Pharaohs were then. The masters of empire are determined to prevent the Principle of
the General Welfare from coming to life. They are fighting to squash it at all cost, just as
the Pharaoh's had done. Only a few minor aspects have changed, between then and now.
The infibulation has given way to the far more powerful modern forms of sexual
isolation. The modern forms are specifically designed to prevent a new sense of social
intimacy from unfolding, which would create a new renaissance through the eruption of
the Principle of the General Welfare. But as I understand the principle involved, the
empire's war against this principle is all for naught. The platform that empire is built on is
becoming increasingly self-defeating. Empire is a political system that reaches out to
steal from its neighbors. It does this in ever-widening circles now. It is obvious that when
it has depleted what it is feeding on, it dies. It is important to understand this, because this
part of history is common to all forms of empire, and the trend isn't over yet. In fact, the
insanity that makes the system of empire self-defeating, is intensifying."
"Oh, but empire still rules," I interjected. "I wish it wasn't. But instead of
diminishing, it is getting bigger."
"History warns us that when nothing remains for the empire to loot, the empire
dies, but before it dies, it becomes increasingly fascist and takes society down with it,"
said Helen. "The death of empire is near, Peter. It cannot be avoided. But society is in
greater danger than ever, because of its being linked into it. Society is in danger, because
it is still a society of slaves. It has lost its self-interest and remains slavishly locked to the
system of empire. Modern western society defends the system of empire even at the cost
of loosing its civilization. That's the mark of a slave society, Peter. Sure, the infibulation
is fading, but the circumcision is on the rise, especially in America. Seventy percent of
the US mail population has already been victimized by it and turned into better slaves.
Most of that happened in the postwar period. The effect this had is astounding. Just open
your eyes, Peter, and look at how America has changed during the postwar period. The
circumcision has turned America from being the giant that it was at the end of the war,
into a slave to the empire, that it sells its heart and soul to support. America has become
doomed thereby. That's the effect when the foundation is being destroyed that sex
provides as a starting platform for social intimacies, reflected in national and cultural
intimacies. All of today's empires are now built on the circumcision, and they are

insanely fighting each other and are threatening everyone on the planet in the course of it.
Nevertheless, the system of empire is in the process of disintegrating. The consequences
of the collapse are truly enormous, because the empire and its insanity have become
enormous. My point is that the scope of the consequences that we now face, gives us a
sense of how important the sexual intimacies truly are to civilization."
"What we see happening now makes the modern master of empire far worse than
the Pharaohs had been," I interjected.
Helen nodded. "In the modern world, empire is a slime mould," said Helen. "It has
spread itself across the globe under the heading of globalization and cultural freedom.
This means it has given itself the freedom to mutilate almost the entire human landscape
as far as its tentacles can reach. From what I see happening, the masters of empire and
their slaves didn't just loot everything in sight, which is bad enough, but they also cut
deep into the very heart of the human system and have destroyed its integrity. Now the
whole world is in danger, because of that."
"We are now facing World War III coming out of the Middle East," I said quietly.
"The clash is not about religion. We have three mutilated societies brought together there,
which are presently being setup against each other, facing each other with rage. That's the
mark of insanity. That's the old British Empire strategy on a larger scale. I'm afraid my
own country is the worst of that triad of insanity that grew out of the circumcision that is
coming together there in the Middle East, which the British Empire wants to activate to
blow the world apart. The war cries are already heard, shrill voices reflecting the sheer
insanity of a disconnected people fighting each other in arenas, where nothing has any
connection at all with human living. I am afraid that you may be right, that our people in
America are being set up as slaves to be fighting other slaves in a Roman-style circus.
What is now unfolding in the Middle East is not a battle between human beings. It is a
battle between the slaves of circumcised cultures who had their humanity mutilated, and
made ineffective. But I fail to see how we can win the world back and prevent this
madness from progressing to its final stage that no one will likely survive. Without a
profound sense of history, which the modern people in America lack, people have
nothing to fall back on that would rescue them from their impending doom. As you
pointed out, almost our entire nation has become slaves in the hands of empire. Don't we
have any hope left? If we have, I don't see it. The professor saw no hope either."
"I would say you already know the answer, because as you said yourself,
America's survival rests with its people's understanding the universal history of
mankind," said Helen. She didn't smile this time. "The universal history of mankind is
also the universal history of Love coming to light," she said moments later. "That's the
key element that breaks the deadlock, Peter."
She paused to let me digest the idea.

"In the early times of the Pharaohs, history was not important," Helen continued.
"The people that were taken to become slaves had no great humanist achievements in
their past that would inspire them to rebuild their natural tendency towards the Principle
of the General Welfare. This development was just beginning to unfold. The early slaves
probably didn't even know what a great treasure had been ripped away from them as a
means for them becoming subjective slaves. The sexual mutilation was likely imposed
shortly after birth, or at an early age. In this way most of them never knew what they lost.
They never knew what the potential of a normal human being is, living in a normal
society. Of course this argument doesn't hold water anymore in today's age, especially for
America, that has had a proud history as the bastion of freedom and the beacon of liberty,
as it was once known in many parts of the world."
"In this case I would say that the history of America should apply to mankind as a
whole, as that of an exemplar of the freedoms that can be gleamed by stepping away from
the sphere of empire," I interjected. "Mankind as a whole has gone through incredibly
bright periods that were all built on the Principle of the General Welfare. America was
founded on the intellectual shoulders of the great humanist giants that stood at the center
of those bright periods. These were mostly located in Europe. In this sense the USA is
essentially a leading edge European creation. America is the end result of two periods of
renaissance happening in Europe. America's founding is these renaissance pioneers' gift
to mankind, with the attached responsibility, to maintain this gift."
"That is why understanding universal history is an absolutely vital resource for
mankind in today's troubled world, as a means for pulling itself out of its present trap,
and for getting back on track," said Helen. "By looking at universal history, one
invariably becomes a world-historic participant, Peter, rather than a bystander. One
becomes inspired to recognize the trap that has disabled the world, and to break it open.
That's Love coming to light. Sexual intimacy is evidently designed to play a part in it,
perhaps even a major part. To be in Love means that one is a world-historic person
fighting for the Principle of the General Welfare, by promoting all aspects that promote
it. Nothing less will do, Peter. This means that we all need to explore history and let its
logic guide our actions. In doing so we need to look at the great developments in the
world towards ever greater freedoms, and the development of the real riches of mankind,
and then note what had been done by the hired traitors to destroy those grand
achievements for the sake of protecting empires. In this context, society will discover that
America has been invaded by the circumcision, for the sake of empire. In that case, the
invasion of America started at the end of World War II. The world of Islam has been
invaded in the same manner some time earlier. The original Islam doesn't require the
circumcision, and so forth. The poison has been injected into the Islamic world quietly
over time, apparently by the masters of empire, whose tentacles reach far and wide, and
cover much of the world. The males of the new American generations, and of the new
Islamic generations, were given the exact same treatment that the slaves of the Pharaohs
were subjected to. That is how America has lost its focus on the Principle of the General
Welfare, the very principle that historically had been its hart and soul, without which the
USA wouldn't even exist. And Islam too, has lost thereby some of its most precious
elements. It might have lost all of what it had once been."

"Don't you think that it would be surprising if the masters of empire hadn't done
this?" I Interjected. "I would be surprised if they hadn't done this especially to their arch
enemy, America, that has been established as the world's foremost renaissance nation
built on the Principle of the General Welfare. I think that is what we once were, at least
by design. That's also what we lost. But it was taken away from us so gradually that
nobody had any sense of the loss. Now, surprise, surprise, the Principle of the General
Welfare is dead in America."
"The masters of empire must have studied the Pharaohs' methods well," said Helen.
"Now that America has fallen, the evidence that I see is that the forces of empire have
free reign almost across the whole world. Mankind's precious symbol for freedom, which
the USA was, no longer exists, except by name. America is hated now for what it has
come to represent."
"That is why I see no hope for the world now," I interjected. "With America having
been betrayed to become a traitor against itself, and to become the world's foremost
fighter against the Principle of the General Welfare, I am afraid that China, Russia, and
India, even if they all banded together, wouldn't have the strength to turn back the rising
tide of empire. Nor could they isolate themselves against it. They need America. They
need it to become again, what it was once was. The key for rescuing mankind evidently
lies in rescuing America from the trap of its slavery. But, Helen, I don't think this can be
done with Love alone. If the circumcision, which as you say underlies the entire
enslaving process, cannot be physically undone, what hope do we have? The
circumcision is permanent. Once a person's sexual sensitivity is cut away, the intimacy no
longer happens, and as the result over time, the sense of the people's intimacy as a nation
does no longer exist. And that is where we are. The Principle of the General Welfare is
now laughed at, even in America. The entire American culture has become enslaved to
the empire's money, since America isn't sovereign even over its currency anymore."

Helen nodded as I spoke. "Indeed there would be no hope for mankind if mankind
were mere apes as many 'scientists' suggest it is," said Helen, and than began to laugh.
"But we are human beings. This puts a whole new dimension on things. No matter how
deeply the mutilation of America has cut into the biological integrity that is designed to
enhance the sexual, and thereby social, economic, and political intimacy in society, a
mutilated society can still lift itself to a higher level of self-perception, where the
biological factors for intimacy can be superseded with more powerful factors. So it
doesn't really matter whether the biological mutilation is permanent or not. Our humanity
doesn't end at the threshold of the biological factors. It extends beyond that threshold,
where the spiritual dimension of our humanity unfolds. This doesn't mean that we should
scrap sex altogether. It merely means that we need to develop mankind's spiritual
dimension, that is richer and more secure than anything, that cannot be mutilated. To do
this we only have to step into the realm of Love, the greatest source for intimacy there is,
and also find our sex in its coming to light in countless forms of expression. Sex is no
longer a tool then, or a means to an end, but stands as a symbol for something that
biology merely hints at, and which we can embrace directly in a scientific manner and

honor in celebration. This process and its celebration has the potential to shape the world.
Even in a completely circumcised world, the sexual celebration remains a possibility. The
vulva is still there, though it is increasingly blocked by the numerous machination
conjured up by the empire's sewer rats. By uplifting sex to a level of spiritual celebration,
that the rats cannot reach up to, the redevelopment of the Principle of the General
Welfare on its original platform of intimacy, which biology merely builds a stage for, is
still possible through the scientific process that builds the higher spiritual stage. So
nothing is ultimately lost with the circumcision. We merely have to become more
scientifically human to gain the higher levels of freedom. This means falling in Love with
our amazingly wondrous and wide-ranging humanity. Most of that is located in the
spiritual realm anyway, that science opens a pathway to, and in the realm of Love
reflecting the qualities of the Universe and its underlying Intelligence."
"Are you saying that pursuing this path is what it means to become a worldhistoric person?" I interjected. "Are you saying that an uplifted sense of sex becomes the
death knell of empire? Are you saying to sex, 'I love your promise and your power, and I
love your assurance that the expression of the Principle of the General Welfare has not
ended on this planet, but is just beginning to be raised up with effects never envisioned
before?' If this is what we are saying when we speak of Love, Peter, which sex is just an
aspect of, then the night of horrors has begun to be drawing to a close."
"Isn't this the promise that we find when we begin to understand universal
history?" said Helen. "The more a person recognizes what mankind has accomplished
from time to time, in pulling itself out of the private zoo of empire, by refusing to play
the role of zoo animals or slaves, the more a person stands in awe of the unfolding
spiritual journey that still lays before us all. Of course the stooges of empire scream that
life isn't spiritual, but is material, and Love and Intelligence are irrelevant. They scream
this, because without that kind of arrogant screaming, the zoo animals, or the slaves,
would break out of their confinement. But do we heed the screaming? Many people do
heed it. But don't we rather look at the achievements in history when society has claimed
its humanity back? In a sense we are still fighting the effects of what the Pharaohs had
begun, which are now strangling the whole world. But we have also discovered the
historically proven resources to win our freedom back, by recognizing the Principle of the
General Welfare as an aspect of Love, which is itself an aspect of the Principle of the
Universe. If Love is not becoming manifest in a new renaissance of the Principle of the
General Welfare, at least in some form, then our sense of Love is far too small to be
counted. It's an empty shell then, a gong without a tone, a tale of dreams. That's a call
then to go back to the drawing board, back to history."
"I guess this is the reason why my friend Erica was stuck, and I was despondent
about it," I interjected. "She is a scientist, but she didn't know history. Neither did I. We
didn't know what a historically motivated individual is, as you have defined it. You say
that being in Love with our humanity opens up a frontier, but this is a demanding frontier.
It demands corresponding action that rebuilds, what has been lost to slavery. Of course
you are right. Without the motivation that brings the universal history of mankind into the
sphere of Love, the stumbling blocks appear insurmountable. Without the larger
dimension coming into view, our sense of Love tends to be too small. It tends to be too

encumbered and impotent. I think this is why Erica was afraid to let the intimacy of her
loving unfold fully. She was still playing the Pharaoh's game, but she does so
voluntarily."
"I don't know where the motivation comes from that limits the natural intimacy
between people," said Helen. "The Renaissance should have ended this trek to hell."
"Maybe Hobbes and the other philosophers like him have done this, who promoted
such ideas," I said to Helen. "Hobbes proclaimed in essence that a human being is
incapable of loving, and therefore the human being is his own worst enemy, so that the
hand of authoritarian power must control the human being as a protection from itself.
Hobbes suggested that the very notion of Love as a legitimate benign force in human
affairs must be deemed a notion of treason and be punished accordingly, even with the
death penalty if need be."
"I think Thomas Hobbes tried to break the last vestiges of the Golden Renaissance
that society had still in their hearts, after an entire century of psychological warfare
against it," said Helen. "Without Hobbes and other stooges of empire like him, the Thirty
Years War might have been completely avoided. Instead it became the most brutal
escapade of authoritarian madness prior to World War II. Thomas Hobbes, the
Englishman who with his pen helped to destroy Europe, was of course honored for his
achievement in the service of empire. He became the chosen 'philosopher of empire' and
is still being honored as such, except by those who can see his real face as the king of all
liars. 'In Lies We Trust!' was his hidden policy that enabled him to serve his masters well,
and to voluntarily take on the role of a slave for it. For playing this role, even to earn the
privilege to enter the palaces of his masters, Hobbes had to foreswear Love and the
natural intimacy of human beings that sets the stage for the Principle of the General
Welfare that the rulers of empire had feared like the plague. But I don't think that is
where today's limiting of the natural intimacy in society originated. I think our searching
for this takes us back much farther in time to the very early ages, where it might have
grown out directly out of the Pharaohs' slavery system. The rulers of other empires might
have recognized that the same effect that the Pharaohs had generated in the slave
population with the rather brutal circumcision and infibulation, which stopped all
intimacies, could be more easily achieved with the devices of religion. A religious dogma
had become imposed that literally prevented people from being in Love with one another.
In that religious dogma, Love was confined to the smallest possible form, the marriage of
only two people. The doctrine also rendered a man and a woman as a form of property,
governed by property laws, that define Love itself as subjected to these laws, so that its
universal Principle almost fades out of sight. In this way the masters of religion have
achieved the same effect that the Pharaohs had achieved by cutting away the foreskin of
men and ripping out the clitoris of women together with scraping away the entire external
vulva and sowing the large lips together with thorns. The inherent torture of this
horrendous butchery is still unimaginable to me, Peter. In this sense religion may have
offered a welcome compromise. Pious lifelong self-isolation was demanded from society
by religion. And that had the same effect. In this way the masters of society created an
effective alternative to sexual mutilation. In order to make the religiously created social
mutilation of society enforceable, the rulers imposed the death penalty for transgressions.

Hobbes didn't invent anything new, really. In some cases, the death penalty still applies,
just as it did under Hobbes, when people fail to bow to dogma. And of course the religion
continues to the present day. The dogma became tradition, called moral tradition. And
where the dogma still rules, to the very day, men and woman are still being stoned to
death for violating dogma. And of course, the dogma is still designed to protect empires.
It almost seems that in order to protect the dogma, the circumcision was re-introduced,
which creates willing slaves."
"Hasn't religion made matters worse?" I interjected. "Seeing that the circumcision
takes away so much of a man's sexual sensitivity and thereby inhibits the natural crosssexual intimacies, wouldn't the blocking of it open the door to homosexual practices.
When the natural system is mutilated, so that the men's door to the women becomes
closed, wouldn't this open the door wider between the men themselves, especially those
who share the predicament? But religion slanders this 'emergency' response by so many
men. Indeed, society itself calls them queer. Thus the victimized men in this trap, become
doubly mutilated, often without realizing that they are in this trap. Honest religion would
open the door towards healing the result of the first mutilation. Instead, religion has
become an enemy of the victim and adds to the mutilation. No wonder many of the
victims commit suicide."
"I think it is more complex than that, Peter," said Helen. "I think the human being
is basically homosexual in nature. It is natural for us all to be at peace with ourselves as
fully complete human beings, and to experience ourselves as being fully complete. We
don't hate ourselves for that. We love our self-completeness for the riches it includes.
That is our homosexuality. With that we can stand on the mountaintop and enrich one
another in the celebration of the riches we have and are able to bring to one another.
That's the natural outflow in the celebration of our completeness. The physical form of
the celebration doesn't really matter, dos it, though the heterosexual form, is the most
common form as it adds yet another dimension to the sense of self-completeness? If the
female dimension weren't in your heart, Peter, why would you fall in love with it, as you
do? Nevertheless, we are not merely male and female. We are spiritual beings with a vast
range of still other spiritual qualities. These 'higher qualities' make us producers, creators,
discoverers, and builders of civilizations. Here we stand not as male and female beside
each other, but also with a third sex so to speak, that comes to light above the biological
sphere, and the religions that would mutilate it. At the higher level of our third sex,
nothing is mutable. The biologically mutilated can still reach that level of their third sex
and embrace it fully, as we all must in the process of building our civilization. From this
level we can also reach down and pull the lower levels up. We bring Science to insanity
and create a sane world. The circumcision is insanity, Peter, and it can be left behind in
the landscape of an ever brighter loving of ourselves and others and the truthful scientific
platform."
"You are saying that religion was abused to isolate people, to prevent the
development of intimacy and thus to keep the Principle of the General Welfare far out of
sight?" I said quietly.

"For this objective the masters of religion have made the development of the
Principle of Universal Love, a crime of God against humanity," said Helen. "People were
taught to fear God, and to condemn Love in areas where it begins to unfold this
principle."
"It appears that this old crime is still in effect," I said. "Are you saying that our
modern society still lives in essentially the same environment that which the Pharaohs
had pioneered for creating better slaves and controlling the slaves? It appears to me that
in the case of the modern slavery, the enslaving environment goes deeper than what is
visible at the surface. I suppose that this might be the reason why Erica couldn't celebrate
her intimacy in Love, and ran away from it, when she found herself facing the deep
barriers that she had learned to fear."
"What she couldn't deal with, is nothing more than a cleverly engineered factor
that makes Hobbes look like an amateur in comparison," said Helen. "She couldn't deal
with it, because what she tried to deal with doesn't pertain to anything natural. It doesn't
even exist as a factor in the complex domain. It is nothing more in real terms than a fog.
This fog is currently pervading almost all cultures, turning societies into slave-like
subjects. Some societies have added the circumcision, to intensify the fog, and to further
blot out any chance for a developing intimacy that leads to the Principle of the General
Welfare. It is because of this treachery that empire still rules the world, and that society
bends to the will of its masters like a bunch of dancing slaves."
"Then the most valuable gift that Erica gave me is her honesty in illustrating how
dense that fog really is that the whole world is now facing," I said to Helen. "If she
couldn't cut through this fog as a scientist with two high academic degrees and being a
woman who is engaged in studying Love, the fog must be incredibly dense. How then
can anyone cut through it?"
"I would say that your friend Erica failed, because she does not yet see herself as a
world-historic person," Helen interjected. "She doesn't see the deep black void that all
insanity is, standing behind the fog. Nor does she recognize yet the sanity of Science.
Science is sanity. Science focuses for us the light of Intelligence. Insanity is a black void
in which nobody can really move."
"I think Erica has some inkling about what the Principle of the General Welfare is.
Maybe she merely lacks the historic examples of mankind's power in fighting for its
development. She seems to lack an understanding of the foundation that exists that she
could build on. Nevertheless, her sense of the sanity of Science gave her a lot of power
already. She has turned an experience of rape into a higher sense of loving."
"I see you are beginning to recognize what a world-historic person is," said Helen,
and began to smile. "You gave a wonderful gift today, to help a person in great need by
contributing a large sum for a violin that will give my friend his life back. But is your
heart aching just the same to uplift all mankind? Is your sense of Love still relatively
small and limited, or has it grown to be as wide as the world of Love really is? The
question is: are you still cheating yourself?"

"Maybe I am still caught in the same trap with her," I said quietly. "But I'm also
struggling to get out of it."
"Ah, then you want to fulfill the natural role of a human being, by moving deeper
into Love and struggling to become a world-historic person with the power to lighten the
world with the Principle of the General Welfare," said Helen.
"Maybe the transition has already begun without me knowing it," I said. "I
remember coming across a literature table of the LaRouche organization at the Chicago
airport. The organization was in a political mobilization drive to save mankind from the
potential of a nuclear holocaust. A proposal was put forward to bring the great nations of
the world together in a cooperative effort to create a missile defense system that would be
ten times more powerful in intercepting an attack than the attacking system was at the
time. The proposed system would be based on new physical principles, to meet this kind
of requirement, and that would require a cooperative development effort of many nations.
The proposal was logical, as this combined effort would be made for the common benefit
of all mankind. And more than that, the vast development effort would establish a
network of cooperative relationships between the feuding nations. The outcome would
have guaranteed peace in a world standing at the precipice, because of the growing
isolation of people and nations from one another. What the LaRouche people offered was
a great proposal, for building an active peace in a time when the doomsday clock was
standing at just minutes to midnight."
"So what happened to it?" Helen interjected.
"What do you think happened?" I said this with a wicked kind of smile. "The
LaRouche people had a large display poster set up by their table, and the table was set up
at the most prominent spot at the airport, where most of the foot traffic comes together.
Thousands of people must have walked by their table in the morning, before I saw them.
Let me tell you what happened. I came by there at around noon. I asked one of the
fellows during my conversation with them, for the sake of interest, how much money
they had collected this morning in support of their fight to save civilization against the
threat of those 65,000 nuclear bombs that had been deployed around the world.
Remember that the life of every person on the planet was in danger in this timeframe.
The fellow I spoke with showed me the collection box. It contained a single five-dollar
bill and a few coins. The entire donation added up to just over ten dollars. And that,
Helen, was all that those thousands, who saw the poster, had deemed civilization to be
worth, and their own existence with it. That's what happened. And that is why the
proposal died."
"What you saw was not a normal society, Peter. You saw the face of a
disconnected and isolated society," said Helen. "It would have been surprising if your
experience had been any different, considering that America has been smothered under
the mantle of the circumcision that has been thrown across America in the postwar
period. By this single act the American society lost whatever sense of intimacy with one
another, and with the nation, it might have had. I bet no one remembered the days when

the Principle of the General Welfare still meant something. You experienced a tragedy.
But you didn't answer my question, Peter. Are you a world-historic individual?"
"Well, I personally added a fifty to the collection can. Does this count for
something?" I said to Helen in defending myself. "Maybe I should have stood behind the
table with them and promoted an awareness of the Principle of the General Welfare.
Maybe this would have been better."
"That would have been a more active form of involvement," said Helen, and
nodded.
"I didn't do this; I regret to say. Maybe others did," I said. "Somehow the world
survived by the efforts of those others, and continues to do so. Still, I think I didn't fail
totally. I contributed something to the resources these people needed for them to raise the
issue of universal defense, and become successful in their fight of changing the political
landscape towards that. In fact, the landscape has changed after that, Helen. A gradual
trend of nuclear disarmament began. The global nuclear stockpile has been reduced by
10,000 since those days. Of course I could have done more, like being actively with them
on the front line. That's where I failed. And maybe, because of that failure, some of what
should have been accomplished was not accomplished, for which the nuclear insanity
now festers on in the background, enabling worse tragedies to happen, for which the
world's children and their children may curse me one day in the future."
"So, Peter, all this considered, is it worth putting yourself on the line, when so
much is at stake?" said Helen. "The more that people stay away from actively fighting for
their humanity and their civilization, the more precarious the world becomes. Can we
really afford that risk? In fact, can we even afford to sweep sex under the rug, as the
religions would have us do, as something to be shunned, when so much is now at stake?"
I shook my head. "You said yourself that the religions have merely convoluted the
process that the Pharaohs had started. The Pharaohs were more honest in their approach,
though. The religions were used to hide the process. Of course we do this all the time in
politics now at home," I said to Helen.
"Are you surprised, Peter?" said Helen. "When the goal is to enslave society to the
masters of empire, all methods become acceptable."
"Oh yes, we do it by hook and by crook, and by stealth now," I said to her. "For
example, if the empire-crowd that owns our President, wants something, they activate
their stooge in chief, and the stooge sends a ten-page request of his master's demands to
Congress to act on it. A ten-page request, however, tends to be too clear, so that the
demands that come down from the empire wouldn't gather enough votes to have a chance
to be accepted. When this happens, the request goes to committee. There it becomes
convoluted into a 100-page document in which the real intention behind the bill becomes
obscured with fancy formulations. If the resulting bill gets voted down in spite of all this,
the stooge in chief will go to the Senate that will take the 100-page document and expand
it into a 500-page document, interwoven with a bunch of trivial perks that the shallow-

minded congress men would like to vote for. In this even deeper hidden form, the
empire's bill goes back to Congress, wrapped up with glowing promises and pleas that it
is all necessary. But which of the congressmen has the time and the capacity to read a
500-page document and understand the finely hidden points, and vote on it the next day?
The result is that nobody reads the thing, and so it gets passed. In my book the entire
process is one gigantic fraud. The congressmen that vote the bill up under those
circumstances, commit treason by default. And of course society gets robbed in the
process, and the masters of empire get fatter. That's how we make history in America
now. We do it with treason. Stealth is treason."
"Are you surprised?" Helen interjected. "I would see it as a sign of a culturally
defeated nation. The black mark is on the nation. You should see it as a warning. And
what the stealth is all about is of the same category. Don't scream at the congressmen.
The cause goes deeper and farther back, all the way to the Pharaohs."
"What this is all about is usually money, money conjured up as debt to the
empire," I sad to Helen. "Of course we are a defeated nation, especially financially. The
whole world is in that trap. No tax-paying society in the world really knows how big its
debt really is, which is obviously so large that it can never be repaid. Nor is it intended to
be repaid. The intention is to cause debt-bound servitude, and maintain it forever. Except
that destroys the productive economy. So, the scheme can't possibly work. The whole
pyramid of empire monetarism is bound to collapse. That's the horrid face of the socalled glory of the western world, my dear. It's a mess. Unfortunately, nobody pays any
heed to the stinking mess behind the gilded front. I would say the whole world has been
defeated, without exception."
"Isn't that what I said, Peter," said Helen.
"But what does it take to get this squared away?"
"That's what I meant when I said to you that it takes a world-historic person to see
through the smokescreen before solutions can be found," said Helen. "You've got to
understand the problem to find the solution. A world-historic person has no difficulties
with that. Such a person, and there might be a few of them out there, would instantly see
the connection between the currently ongoing scam, and what the Pharaohs had set up
ages ago. So, I would say that the way in which you had reacted at the Chicago airport,
doesn't measure up to the level of competence that would have been required then for the
seriousness of the occasion."
"I did what I could, Helen."
"But were your actions any better in what you did, than the actions of those
congressmen who routinely commit treason by default? Indeed, where your actions in
Chicago significantly different than those of the thousands who walked by the LaRouche
table without giving a damn? I would say that what you saw, and unwittingly became a
part of, was not the response of a normal people. It was the response of a culturally
defeated people. Maybe it should have been called treason too. That's where the actual

tragedy lies that you encountered in Chicago. America is a defeated nation, Peter. You
said this yourself. America has been culturally defeated. Don't tell me that America won
World War II and saved the world. World War II was nothing in comparison to a cultural
warfare attack. World War II only killed 50 million people, and when it was over Europe
recovered and a decade later it was rebuilt. No nation was really defeated by that war. But
how does one really destroy a nation? How does one defeat a society more completely
than with the nuclear bomb? How does one defeat a nation so deeply that it can never
recover, possibly for centuries? How does one do this? One does it culturally. And that is
being done almost globally. The masters of empire who are greedy, mean, and insane do
this with intention. The process of the inner destruction is already so far advanced, Peter,
that even you have become too blind to recognize that it is happening."
"Are you saying that America has already been defeated that way?" I interjected.
"I can't accept that?"
"When a nation is in mortal danger and doesn't give a damn to protect itself, that
nation is a culturally defeated nation," said Helen. "It happens rarely in history. The last
time this happened was in the 14th Century, and that was a mild case in comparison with
what is happening today. Both the professor and I told you about the great Lombard
banking-collapse in 1345. The Lombard banks had looted all of Europe and put Europe
into an insane stranglehold of debt slavery. When the English king defaulted, and he
wasn't the only one who couldn't pay the interest of the debt, the entire debt-bound
system collapsed. But this collapse didn't free Europe from its stranglehold. When the
financial system collapsed, the economy collapsed with it. In this chaos all of Europe
collapsed. Two years later the weakened population was hit with the black plague. The
plague spread like wildfire. How do you think Europe recovered from the resulting
disintegration of its civilization? Well, it took Europe a hundred years to recover. Before
that happened, however, Europe lost a third of its population. The important thing now is;
how did it recover? Europe recovered through cultural development. It recovered through
the kind of cultural development that, for example, Dante Alighieri had already started
sometime earlier in Italy. Long before the collapse occurred and brought the house down,
Dante had warned the society of his time of the insanity in the financial system, and of
the dire consequences that would result on this path. He was exiled for his outspoken
opposition. He was banished for life from his beloved Florence. But Dante didn't
capitulate. He started to build up a cultural foundation for the recovery of society, that
was needed, whether the crash occurred or not. For this purpose, Dante traveled through
the whole of Italy and 'collected' the most expressive, and most beautifully sounding
dialects, and constructed with them a high level language that could express complex
ideas, which then would bring all of Italy together on those ideas, as an intimate and
culturally connected nation. He promoted his new language with his own poetry that
carried the kind of developmental ideas for which such a high-level language was needed.
This enormous task, which took a lifetime, laid the basis in part, for Europe's recovery
after its economy disintegrated, which he had predicted long before it happened. In the
recovery process, his high-level language became the foundation for the Golden
Renaissance in Italy. The same kind of language development was happening all over
Europe, as a means for cultural rebuilding, especially in England, in Spain, and in a few
other places. As I said earlier, a profound widespread scientific development was also a

part of the recovery process. This started with the rediscovery of Plato and his scientific
method for making discoveries, which later became institutionalized, in the teaching
order called the Brotherhood of the Common Life. Of course the scientific education also
took time to mature, but it was an essential component for the cultural recovery of
Europe. Scientific thinking is actually so vital in this context, that it is in fact a form of
spiritual development."
I raised my hand to interrupt her.
"No Peter, let me finish," said Helen. "I know what I am talking about. Let me
give you an example. I had a scientific experiment built for a friend of mine who taught
science in an elementary school. I had a cycloid experiment designed for her that
illustrated the Least Action Principle. The experiment illustrated that the shortest path
between to points is not always the quickest. The experiment used two steel balls, both
were released simultaneously, one to roll down a straight-line ramp, and the other to roll
down the steep curve of a cycloid ramp. The two ramps came together at the end. Each
time the experiment was run, the steel ball that rolled down the longer path of the cycloid
ramp, came to the endpoint before the one that rolled down the straight-line path, that
was shorter. This amazed the kids. Of course they wanted to explore why this happened.
I, in turn, was amazed by their dynamic involvement. They were in competition with
each other, in asking question. And, Peter, you should have seen their smiles and felt
their excitement in the process of making discoveries. It gave them a sense of identity.
They were all participating. The hands went up and up. Before I knew it, the hour that I
had been given had passed. This was a great hour. One of the kids even wiped the
blackboard for me. Of course this amazing happening wasn't at all to my credit. That it
wasn't became apparent during the next hour. I had been asked to present the same
experiment to another class of similar age, taught by a different teacher. This time the
class was a dead scene. No hands were raised. No questions were asked. I was done in ten
minutes. I asked a few questions to encourage a response, but nobody was willing to
answer. Most surprising was the lack of connection in this class between the kids. The
difference between the two classes was that the primary teacher of the first class was a
seventy-year-old teacher, who had been grounded in classical science, who had evidently
inspired the kids in the art of making fundamental discoveries, whereas the other teacher
was a product of the new-age teaching. The first teacher's background in classical science
had awakened a part of the kids’ humanity, which in turn had forged a link between
them."
"So you learned from the kids," I interjected.
"I did indeed, Peter. That day I began to discover how a renaissance is created. It
was an amazing discovery. Whoever wants to destroy a nation, Peter, has to take these
kinds of cultural aspects away that really create a nation. Taking that away is more
destructive than war. And that is what the masters of empire have done to America, and
likewise all over the world. That is what you have seen the end-result of in Chicago. The
cultural destruction of America began with the erosion of education, of classical science,
of the English language itself, by narrowing down their use. The cultural warfare then
added to this the erosion of music, and the erosion of sex, into an 'entertainment' pursuit.

And all of this happened in parallel, and is still happening. When this happens to an entire
nation, and to the whole world, culture disappears, civilization ends, and nothing of
substance remains in society to rebuild a nation with. There remains only an empty shell.
That is the kind of war that has already defeated America. Without a profound culture,
society looses its connection to one another, to its past, to its posterity, even to the future
of mankind. The focus becomes narrowed down to nothing greater than ones isolated
little self focused on the present moment. The rest falls out of sight as irrelevant. That's
why nobody could give a dam at the Chicago airport. Who in such a defeated state would
care, whether the nation be defended against an impending doom or not? That question
literally had become irrelevant. That's the current outcome of the imperial project for
cultural freedom, meaning freedom from culture. And this affects you, my friend, too.
You said you were surprised by what you saw, but you didn't ask the question of what it
takes to get out of the death stupor that you saw. I can tell you from history that in Europe
it took the defeated society a hundred years of development to get itself out of its mess of
a collapsed civilization and to rebuild what was lost. When the modern financial system
disintegrates, which it will, because the current debt-load can never be repaid but eats up
progressively all that is of value, then the sheer weight of the created debt will cause the
entire system to self-collapse. It may take America and the world a hundred years or
more to rebuild itself out of the resulting economic and cultural black hole. And this,
Peter, will happen all across the world. What happened in Europe in the 14th Century, is
now staged for the entire world. This time far more people will likely perish than merely
a third of the population, because in the modern world everything is financially
interconnected. When the financial system falls, nobody eats. If the collapse happens in
winter, few will have heated houses. God only knows how many will freeze to death
then, of those who don't starve to death first, or become victims of the 200 million
handguns that society is carrying. And as I said, this collapse will be global, because the
collapsing financial system is global, but the hardest hit will be America. The collapse is
actually already ongoing, because the focus has long ago been shifted away from
producing for one-another as a society, to stealing from one-another, and from cultural
development to cultural decay and cultural rape. That's America's mark in this age. Also
there might also be war in the near future. The war will likely be nuclear, biological, or
radiological, as if war could make matters worse in an already collapsed society. It will
likely take more than a hundred years this time, for society to recover from this kind of
collapse. This means that mankind cannot afford to go that route. But who will cause a
change in direction? Who will reverse the cultural defeat that has already gripped
America so deeply that nobody cares to defend it? America is set in the direction of a
defeated nation in which the defeat is far advanced. At the present stage it takes nothing
less than a world-historic person to recognize the danger that America is in, and more so
to develop the kind of aspirations of Love in society that restores culture, that develops
intimacy in society, that develops science, literacy, even music, and develops a nobler
sense of sex. All of these steps are needed to cause a cultural, and then an economic,
recovery. Economic prosperity is a cultural thing, Peter. It is not a monetary thing. The
production of goods is a cultural process. The foundation for this will not be restored,
however, until society becomes world-historically oriented. That's the only way in which
the scourge of empire can be vacated from this planet. Right now no one is interested.
This shows how great a task lies now before us, Peter. Also the cultural restoration has to

be achieved on every level, beginning with the Pharaoh's circumcision and its religious
derivatives, extending from there all the way to the cultural mutilation that the western
society has been increasingly subjected to in the postwar period. The reversal can be
achieved, Peter, but the longer society remains asleep on the job, and its world-historic
task is not taken up, the more revolutionary will the recovery have to become to avert
total chaos. A culturally defeated nation is a collapsing nation. Right now the growing
insanity is making the recovery increasingly more difficult. Society seems to be intent to
wait until its house falls down over its head. The injuries sustained thereby will make the
task of rebuilding more difficult and evermore dangerous. I for one would rather have us
repair our house to prevent its collapse. Maybe I am too idealistic to fight for that. What
do you think, Peter? Am I?"
"Who can be too idealistic in the crisis you described, which you say we are in?" I
said in my dazzled amazement. "Compared with you, I am an idiot. My reactions in
Chicago amounted to nothing, really. I can recognize this now. I am a traitor then."
"Don't say this," said Ushi gently. "You are not a traitor, Peter. You were asleep.
You are waking up. That's something to celebrate. What you did and didn't do when you
were asleep is water gone under the bridge. The important question is, will you join these
people's cultural restoration team today and lend a helping hand? Will you fight alongside
with those who devote their life to the protection of mankind as an aspect of the Principle
of the General Welfare? Doing that, is real living, Peter. You gave me three thousand
marks for a violin to help a single man. Would you give fifty thousand for the survival of
mankind if you had the money?"
I nodded quietly, but uncertainly. "Maybe I am still too much of a coward for
that," I added.
"Ah, at least you are honest," said Helen and smiled. "That's a start. In this case
you should awake yourself more completely to your native quality as a world-historic
person, and step out of your dark house into the sunshine. History isn't just defined by
what has happened in the past. History is made now. The more important part of it is how
our unfolding sense of universal humanity shapes the present in order to determine the
future. That is how we shape the flow of future history. If you are not concerned with
mankind's future history, the best knowledge of the past has no meaning and your
humanity remains an empty shell. The questions that you should ask yourself therefore
each night, before you go to bed, are strikingly similar to what you had once asked
yourself as a kid. You should ask yourself daily if our actions of the day have mattered to
mankind? You should ask yourself if it was worthwhile for the world that you have lived
in it. A positive answer would be good. It would be good for you, because then you
would see your living as having a tangible value and a real immortality? This means that
your evaluating yourself daily, must also include your asking if you see yourself actively
as an immortal person? Most people don't consider this question. That is why the world
remains just as poor as if its people had not lived at all, because they had contributed
nothing of value to the wealth of its culture. I suspect that this is the reason why the
world has become so incredibly poor and society has become so deeply defeated by the
masters of empire. With this in mind, I personally keep asking myself what the purpose

of living is, if it isn't for bringing out the colors of Love? This question brings to the
forefront wonderful answers, and opens the door to actively making history. Shaping the
world by acting from within the sphere of Love, is all that really counts in the end."
"Those thousands of people that I know must have passed by at the LaRouche
table at the O'Hare airport that day, who couldn't give a penny towards saving
civilization, were then essentially dead as human beings," I said. "As you said, they were
already culturally defeated. It is really not surprising then that they didn't give a penny," I
added quietly. "The dead won't give a penny. The dead have lost their will to live, and
have buried their heart in a coffin."

Chapter 6 - Forbidden Stories
Helen burst into laughter. "That's funny and tragic," she said. "I know a lot of those
kinds of people too. But I'm not letting them sleep in peace in their coffin, I can tell you
that. I make it too costly for them to sleep, because the outcome of their sleeping is too
costly for us all. Also I would be cruel not to wake them. Most of human history, as least
for the last five millennia, has been shaped by the slime molds of empire, that like a
narcotic have put people to sleep in order that they become better slaves. It's cruel
towards mankind to let this continue. In fact, it is a crime against humanity to sleep in
this crisis, when the very future of mankind is at stake. My question is, are you willing to
join me in waking people up from the slumber of their slavery, by helping them to
discover their native life? Are you willing to do this as an active expression of the
Principle of the General Welfare, which is an active aspect of their being in Love with
their humanity and the common universal humanity of mankind? You will be able to
recognize the spark of it when you are doing this, by the intensity of your own
celebration of the wonders of our humanity. This path involves discovering Love. If you
find great value in it, you invariably celebrate it by defending mankind and by organizing
the general development of mankind as an aspect of being in Love in the widest sense
possible. Also, if you celebrate the value of humanity in the truest sense as Love
demands, you will thereby celebrate the doom of empire, because empire, like the fabled
vampire, cannot exist in the sunshine. In the case of the unfolding light of universal Love,
the sunshine unfolds in the form of the Principle of the General Welfare. For five
thousand years the masters of the world have seen this principle on the horizon and seen
it as a poison to their existence. Now it finally may be raised taller, and be brought home
to become their doom. The unfolding of Love is on the horizon, Peter. Its dawn cannot
forever be held back."

Helen stopped talking after saying this. She quietly resumed making the
sandwiches. She sliced the olives in half, removing the stone. She sliced the pickles
diagonally, and arranged everything on a clear glass platter, with four pickled onions
placed at the center.
"May I touch your hair?" I said quietly, while she made the final arrangements.
She turned to me and smiled. "You may touch anything you are in Love with about
me, because your loving is honest."
"Honest?" I repeated.
"Of course, honest," she affirmed. "If loving is lustful, that's dishonest, because it
means rape. In that case, you wouldn't have asked, but forged ahead. But you couldn't
have done that, because you are a world historic person. And so you have asked. You
have asked with a respect for sovereignty in year heart, and you have asked also for the
sheer joy of it. That's obvious. This is honest, Peter, and it will make us both richer.

Intimacy is one of the pillars of civilization, if not the central pillar, but it is only possible
in celebration. When you enter the temple for celebration, then you recognize that being
honest means that you are in Love with me, and with yourself, primarily as a human
being. No lust enters there. Anything else would be dishonest."
"I see you first and foremost as both a human being and a woman," I interjected.
"Forget about all the other roles people play, hierarchical roles, like brother, sister, lover,
wife. We are much more closely related as human beings. Does that count?"
"Of course it counts. That's all what counts," said Helen. "Every vertical
relationship adds a touch of isolation. Hierarchical relationships create a vertical world.
They isolate people. They always have. But as human beings we stand side by side as
equals. Can you think of a closer relationship than that? Touching me on that platform is
honest, because that platform is true."
"Is this the zero-distance platform of the lateral world where Love is the Light of
Life?" I said and grinned.
She said that it was.
In this environment her hair felt beautiful to touch, as beautiful as it looked,
smooth, in flowing lines. There was a great sense of joy unfolding from this growing
intimacy.
I asked her moments later, "What did you mean, when you said, for the sheer joy
of it? Did you mean the joy that makes the very air sparkle?"
She didn't answer. She couldn't. I prevented the answer with a kiss. For a brief
moment I even dared to touch her breasts, but within seconds I pulled my hands back and
let them slide away along her side, down to her skirt. It seemed all too daring. "Popular
opinion says that one mustn't touch a woman if one is a man and is not married to her," I
said in a small voice.
"That's slavery, Peter," she replied. "Don't be a slave to that opinion. That's
Pharaoh speaking, disguised as morality, but with the original effect. Respond to Truth
instead of to Pharaoh. Be truthful. Respond to Love. Respond to your humanity, the
humanity that we all share."
She turned around with a smile. "The clasp for my skirt is at the back," she said,
and began to grin. "If it is too restrictive, take it off. Take the panties off, too." She said
that there is the same beauty in Life and in Love, as there is in Truth. "Those are the
constituents of our being."
She kissed me briefly. She took hold of the plate of sandwiches and complements
and carried them into the good room. I carried the tea and the cups.
As it turned out her skirt wasn't too restrictive. Nevertheless, she excused herself
after a few moments and changed into something "more appropriate," as she put it. She

should have called it something "more exciting." It certainly was that. She wore a fulllength, feather light dressing gown when she returned. It was almost transparent. Being
with her became a sexual delight. There was a beauty in these moments of a growing
intimacy in which there wasn't the slightest haste. It was born by a promise that felt
secure. Indeed, her earlier promise was already coming true, when she said, "You can
touch anything you are in Love with about me.'
I commented on what a delightful feast this had become; a feast enriched with sex,
olives, and smiles.
"That spells out SOS," she said and burst out laughing.
"Yes, it has become an SOS type of a day for both of us," I said and joined her
laughter.
"I think we both needed to be rescued," she added.
I agreed. Still, I shook my head in disbelief, as she stood before me like a beautiful
white angel. I shook my head and smiled.
"Enjoy yourself Peter, embrace the world," was her reply, "the principle of Love is
universal. It cannot be limited nor be made conditional. If you are in Love with yourself,
you simply are in Love with all. There is no isolation rational in this sphere, since we all
share the same humanity. I don't exist apart from it as someone different. That is the
truth. That's what Love acknowledges. That's what freedom is all about. Nicholas of
Cusa, a dear friend of mine, one of the creators of the Renaissance, championed the idea
of natural and universal freedom and unity."
"Heh, Cusa has lived 600 years ago," I reminded her.
"Of course he has," but he is still my friend. "I feel close to him, because of what
he represents."

I enjoyed listening to Helen. She was right about so many things. Certainly she
was right about me. I had not known before I met her, what Love is. I had never seen it as
an universal impetus that needs to be understood in its universal context, or else it can't
be understood at all. Helen had opened up a whole New World to me with vast new
implications that I now had to face. But did I understand any of it? Probably not.
Obviously, that was the reason why I had let my hands fall away from her breast.

At one point in our conversation, with our drinks and snacks in hand, Helen
showed me the rest of the apartment. The apartment had a balcony, accessible through the
kitchen. It offered a view of a small park as I could make out. The bathroom, however,
was tiny, with barely enough room for a tub and a small counter. There was a blue

glowing glass sculpture at the end of the counter. The single bedroom in the apartment
was large in comparison. The bedroom furniture was modern, painted white. Her bed was
huge, king sized, if not bigger. A floor-to-ceiling mirror graced one wall.
Shortly after we entered the bedroom Helen turned the main lights off. She shed
her gown and crawled into bed. "Come, Peter," she said gently.
My reaction must have seemed like that of an idiot. I just stood there, and couldn't
move. I wanted to respond. I wanted this above anything I could think of, just to be with
her, but I couldn't move.
"Do I make you feel uncomfortable?" she asked. "But why should you feel that
way? How many times a week do you go to bed with your wife? Every night, usually.
Am I right? So, why not now? Am I not a woman, just like your wife is? Or am I a lesser
woman?"
"No Helen, you are a great woman and a great person. You are a dream to be
with."
"Ah, that's not it then," she said and smiled. "Are you saying that you have never
had any close, intimate moments of sexual sharing with a woman before in your entire
life? Is that why you are hesitant?"
"Of course I have had sexual intimacies with a woman before, on countless
occasions, with my wife," I answered.

I remember that I had begun to laugh as I said this. I had sounded so stupid, so
silly. It was obvious what this was leading towards, but it was also rather beautiful what
was unfolding, because it brought to light what the principle of truthfulness with oneself
really is. What was unfolding came to light as something far greater than I had thought it
would be. I could think of no principle to support the narrow concept that I had clung to
for so long. Still, I had let the old train of thinking continue that night in order to discover
what else I had not discovered before.

"Then you are saying to me that I am not as much a human being as your wife is?"
Helen continued our conversation, which she may have recognized had become a game,
but one that needed to be played out to the logical end, to clear the air.
"No, Helen, you are a beautiful human being and a beautiful woman all at the same
time," I replied in my defense, "who could ask for anything more?"
"Tell me then, Peter, what prevents you from being truthful with yourself, and with
me? Would you not love to be with me in bed, at this very minute?"

"I would love nothing better," I answered. "It would be the greatest joy. I have
dreamed about a situation like this, for so long, like you wouldn't believe, and here I
stand and find it difficult to take that one last simple step. I am an idiot, right? I am
untruthful with myself and with you. Do you want me to tell you why? The reason is that
we have all been taught for centuries to be untruthful with ourselves and with oneanother. That's why I can't move. It's anchored in time!"
Helen began to laugh. "If you could only hear yourself! But what is time? That's a
tough one to break, Peter, isn't it?" She continued gently. "It is the toughest challenge that
I have encountered. It prevents us from accepting our universal humanity. Living as
slaves to time and tradition has become a deadly failure in civilization, Peter. What the
Pharaohs created also became a tradition. Do you know what the social name for the
infibulation of women is? The name is tradition! Do we need to honor tradition? Millions
of women are mutilated for the sake of tradition every year. Or do we need to honor
Truth? That is my imperative."
"We recognize the principle of the universality that supports our unity as human
beings, in which we are all one," I said to her.
"Oh yes, we even say we understand it," said Helen. "But do we understand it? We
have proof of it, as your dream illustrates, and still we deny ourselves, and doubt what
our scientific mind has already acknowledged as Truth. What a paradox! We have lived
like that for a very long time, Peter."
"The Truth is," I replied to her, and the laughter faded as I said this, "you are as
much a star in the heavens of our humanity, as a woman, as my wife is as a woman, or
any other woman I have ever met. At this level we are truly all one. We reflect and share
a common humanity. As you say, there is no difference at the leading edge."
"I didn't say, there is no difference," Helen replied immediately. "You said this.
But I can tell you this; we are both more profoundly and deeply married to each other,
you and I, as human beings, than the marriage division isolates us that you are putting so
much emphasis on. Our universal marriage as human beings is rooted in Truth. It is a part
of the reality of our being. What isolates us, in comparison with that, is artificial."

I was stunned. I didn't know what to reply. I had said almost the same thing to
Erica earlier, but that had been theoretically spoken then. Helen suggested that I be
honest with myself now and acknowledge what the Truth is that I had long recognized to
be true. This became a challenge I hadn't expected, or hadn't prepared myself for.

"I like to agree with you that you are right," I said in reply. "We are all married to
each other as human beings. We are this by the countless wonders that we share as
members of the human family. That's what we find reflected in our common humanity. I
suppose you are right also that this natural marriage goes deeper, and is more profound,

than anything we have come up with to artificially symbolize the principle that unites us.
I suppose the truth is, that we are brothers and sisters then, of the family of man, and
should treat each other that way."
I began to laugh as I said this. It seemed silly now to consider how badly we
respond to what is obviously true. "Isn't it silly," I said to her, "that we find it so hard to
accept what is so evidently anchored in the Truth? Isn't is silly that we are more inclined
to see each other as enemies, and treat each other that way, than to be in Love with each
other for what we all share? Isn't it silly of us that we do all of this in the name of some
superimposed civil arrangement that we have invented in the name of making our life
richer, but which denies the very reality that it aims to build on? Indeed, why should we
deny the riches of our humanity that unite us, for something that is artificial? Shouldn't it
be the other way around? Shouldn't the artificial be elevated to reflect the reality of our
being, by our commitment to embrace ever more of the wondrous reality by which we are
all united as human beings?"
Helen didn't respond with laughter this time. Her face lit up with something
brighter than a smile. "This is what I mean, Peter, and it starts here. I can also tell you
this," she added, "there are very few people who stood at this spot where you stand right
now, who have made this kind of profound statement and presented it so clearly. This
means that my invitation still stands for you to be truthful with yourself, and with me, and
the whole of humanity, and to acknowledge what you know to be true."
As she said this, she pulled the sheets back on the side of the bed where I stood.
But immediately she reversed the process, got out of bed, and put her gown back on.
"The air is still too heavy," she said. "More healing is needed. You face a barrier that you
don't even know of. Except this cannot be dealt with in bed."
Without another explanation she went into the kitchen and refilled the kettle. She
placed it on the stove, silently.
"What barrier?" I said cautiously. "Another tradition?"
"It's a tradition that was never understood, Peter," she said and brought a bag of
cookies to the table. She motioned me to join her there. "Would you like one?" she said.
"Does the tradition have a name?" I asked, as I reached for the cookie bag.
"The name is sacrament. That's what it is officially called. It is a concept in
Christian religion as a kind of celebration that celebrates mankind's oneness with the
divine. It celebrates a sacred purpose. Too much of what is real about sex has been
rendered shameful, rather than it being recognized as a divine idea with a sacred
purpose."
She stood up and went to her bookshelf and returned with an old book that had a
bookmarker placed into. She opened it at the place of the marker. "This is very old text,"
she said. It is attributed to one of the early Upanishads. It might have come from the time

before Hinduism became perverted by the Brahmins and later the Muslims and the
Buddhists. The Upanishad says about woman:
Her lap is the sacrificial altar,
Her hair the sacrificial grass,
Her skin within the organ a lighted fire,
Her two labia of the vulva are the two stones of the soma.
He who, knowing all this, practices sexual intercourse, assuredly wins as great a
world as would be won through the Vajapeya sacrifice.
"The Vajapeya sacrifice is a ritual thanksgiving 'sacrifice' for richer crops and for
cleansing the soul," said Helen. "The soma is a ritualistic holy drink believed to promote
the immortality of the soul. It is pressed from the soma plant, between stones. This means
that honoring the vulva has a multifaceted sacred root, related to a sacred purpose, similar
in purpose to what the Christian call, the sacrament."
"Don't say this too loud, the Church-establishment will have you arrested for
defaming one of their most sacred concepts," I interjected.
"I am not defaming anything," said Helen and laughed. "I am merely applying a
term that fits. They can't arrest me for that. What I am saying would stand up in court.
You know this yourself to be true. Just go to any pub that is also a strip joint, and you
will find the place crowded with men with happy faces and a smile from ear to ear. It's
the vulva they have come to see, and women's breasts, and whatever sexually defines a
woman. I have yet to meet a man who is alive as a person and is not affected by the sight
of the vulva. And this reaction doesn't render them to be scum. It is a reaction that has
developed over the past three million years, without which we probably wouldn't be here.
A man's reaction to the vulva developed into a powerful thing, because it evidently
needed to be that, as a power that advances human development. Deep sexual intimacies
create social attachments and bonding on which the Principle of the General Welfare
unfolds, and beyond that, the Principle of Universal Love. And this is precisely the power
that civilization is built on. An intelligent species requires a social environment with
wide-reaching cooperation. The technological processes that a species like mankind
depends on, are too big for single individuals to operate, including fishing and navigation
for fishing. It was widespread intelligent cooperation, probably more than any other
factor, which made mankind successful, and it was the bonding process that flowed from
sexual intimacies that furnished the foundation for cooperation."
"Aren't you pushing this a bit too far?" I interjected.
"Not at all," Helen replied strongly. "Sexual intimacies are a powerful factor. You
can't deny this Peter. Just go to a strip bar and watch the men's faces there and watch
them respond to sexual displays, especially when the vulva is 'dished up.' What you see
there, is a people responding to a conditioning that has become a part of their design over

a development period spanning several million years. The early Hindu appear to have had
a sense of this. We don't know how this conditioning developed. But we do know that it
made us an amazingly successful species. In a very real sense, you can witness the design
of the Universe unfolding in the strip pub when the men smile, and they all do smile.
Without them being aware of it, they are celebrating something that has a profound
purpose, something that is rooted in their heart and soul. For this profound celebration,
the term, sacrament, is not out of place. The people there are experiencing something
profound and amazingly real, which is built into the design of the Universe and
themselves."
"So, you are saying that all the roadblocks that the religions have put up against
this power, are the perversion?" I interjected.
Helen nodded. "I am saying that the people in the strip pub are the least perverted,
and the most honest to themselves. This is tragic Peter, because they are so few in
numbers, which actually isn't surprising if you understand the destructive dynamics of
empire. In today's age, empire rules the world, which had its beginning almost 7,000
years ago. Empire is a political arrangement in which thieves rule the world. Nothing is
built by empire. All of its conspicuous wealth is stolen loot. It's the new form of what is
called economics. The problem is that by looting society the masters of empire collapse
the real economy that they are feeding on. The masters know that such crashes are
inevitable. Their greatest fear, therefore, is that society will recognize the nature of the
process and will consequently shut it down. It is here where the greatest danger to society
begins, which is generally overlooked."
"Let me guess," I interjected. "Most people see the war of empire against mankind
only happening at the political level. They think they can heal the situation by instigating
laws that will bankrupt the empire and thereby shut it down. But it isn't that simple, is it?"
"No it isn't," said Helen quietly. "The masters know that their case is hopeless.
Consequently, they are focusing on every support structure that mankind has for its selfdevelopment, to undermine it and destroy it. They attacked society with a large arsenal of
weapons. One such weapon is, dope. The Opium Wars against China are perfect
examples. They nearly destroyed China as a nation. The erosion of education, culture,
and science, towards the general destruction of society is a similar weapon. It serves the
same purpose. Huge wars are fought on these platforms against mankind, with society
experiencing itself as impotent to halt the process. But they don't stop there. They take
their war against mankind to the deepest levels where it becomes a war against the
sacrament. Here the war is being fought against the very design of mankind that
developed over millions of years by the ever-unfolding Intelligence of the Universe, or
the design of God, if you will. If the sexual sacrament is so important for the cooperative
development of society, which became later recognized as the Principle of the General
Welfare, why wouldn't they fight against this very foundation? As an intelligent species
mankind cannot survive without this principle, because we live on platforms that depend
on wide-ranging cooperation in all key aspects, in the sciences, technological systems,
social environments, economic processes, energy systems, farming, transportation, and so
on. We depend on one another in all of these areas. The universal sexual sacrament is the

powerhouse behind the bonding process that unfolds the Principle of the General Welfare
from the individual level all the way to the tribal and national and universal level. The
sexual sacrament is the most powerful engine we've got for drawing us together as a
society. It's one of the grand divine ideas. Our intellect would be useless without it, as we
are beginning to recognize in modern times where the sacrament is being slandered,
cheapened, and intentionally inhibited by the masters of empire."
"Wow! I had no idea," I said in tone of utter amazement. "How did you figure this
out?"
"I figured this out when one of my male friends invited me to his favorite pub that
also served as a strip theatre every Wednesday," said Helen. "It was an eye opener in
more ways than one. When I watched the people's faces it was rather evident that
something moved them that wasn't cheap or artificial, and it heightened towards the vulva
appearing on the scene. And this reaction wasn't here and there isolated to a few
individuals, but was generally universal, and obviously honest. What I saw was evidently
a natural reaction that was built into their innermost design as men, something that all the
empires men and empires stooges have not been able to squash for 7,000 years, or for
however-long empires existed."
"That's a long time, 7,000 years," I interjected.
"We know that in very early times the masters of Egypt circumcised their slaves.
They amputated the men's foreskin where a large portion of a man's sexual sensitivity
resides, as you well know. A petroglyph that illustrates the process was found in a cave
near the Nile. Scholars have dated the origin back to about 4,500 years ago. Obviously
the process itself originated in much earlier times, possibly in the very earliest imperial
cultures. The Egyptians apparently, merely applied the process. And they didn't apply it
just to men. The Pharaoh's became famous for also 'excavating' the women's clitoris. The
procedure is called the present day, the Pharaonic cut. But it's mostly the male
circumcision that survived. The ratio is about seven to one, with the male circumcision
having victimized roughly 30% to 35% of the male population of the world. This all
means that the war of empire against the sexual sacrament in society has spread far and
wide, with as much as all of the men being affected in some cultures. This has been going
on for thousands of years. What I found so amazing therefore, when I watched the men's
faces in that pub, is that this huge warfare that has been going on for so long, had not
been able to eradicate the sexual sacrament. It may have diminished it somewhat, but not
eradicated it."
"And so it became plain to you that what you have witnessed is rooted in the very
design of mankind that developed over millions of years and has enabled us to become a
remarkably successful species," I interjected. "If this is what the masters of empire have
been fighting against throughout this long period, as you say they have, then I can see
why they would have unleashed their AIDS project that directly targets the sexual
sacrament in a big way. It makes perfect sense now, Helen. Even the timing makes now
sense. AIDS erupted in precisely the period when the masters of empire, as you call
them, where loosing their grip on the world. Their looting practice was running into

problems then, wasn't it? They needed something to change the tide in their favor. It all
makes sense now."
"AIDS is a small thing," said Helen and waved me off. "It evidently didn't have the
expected effect on the sacrament, to shut it down. That's why the masters are reactivating
their old weapons in a big way again, both their dope-war weapon and their war against
science. The dope-war process is a two edged sword. Dope destroys a people and causes
huge damage to society, which they want to see as it lessens society's power to oppose
empire. And the huge profits that flow from dope are used to finance terrorism.
Whenever you see terrorism and dope problems, you see the empire at work, pursuing
their war against mankind. And their second-biggest weapon against mankind is their war
against science. This form of warfare was developed by the Venetian Empire, primarily
by Paolo Sarpi, and was later developed in a big way by H. G. Wells. Wells understood
that if the scientific development of society is allowed to proceed at its maximum
potential, then the age of empire will be over, in short order. He literally ordered the
masters to wake up and inhibit scientific and technological progress with all means
possible."
"Isn't this what the church has done for centuries?" I interjected. "Hasn't it
inhibited the sexual sacrament, as you are calling it, from it being recognized as a valid
factor, much less a powerful factor? Hasn't the church inhibited the recognition of it by
all means possible, even to the point of imposing the death penalty against it? Isn't the
church a powerful warfare agent against scientific recognition? Maybe it was invented for
this purpose. Isn't the church also the biggest power standing behind the circumcision and
against the sacrament?"
Helen nodded. "This applies to many churches, Peter, and from this background
the traditions emerged that have prevented you from joining me in bed. Am I not right?
The church has become the biggest force against the real sacrament in society, by
superimposing an artificial sacrament centered on a mythical concept. This perversion
became tradition, and it's become a powerful tradition that has become so deep reaching
and dense that it is hard to look past its built-up facade. You were petrified by the
challenge, and deep down you still are, aren't you? You have become an agent in a war
against the innermost design of mankind, and I would add, aren't we all? It is hard to
break out of this trap."
"I think this will become easier in proportion to which one understands the nature
of the trap," I said.
"But do you really understand the nature of the trap, Peter? Do you understand the
dimension of the real sacrament outside the trap?"
I nodded.
"In this case, Peter, would you share with me to what extent you have carried your
own celebration of the sacrament? Are you honest with yourself about the beauty, power,
and enduring quality of our wondrous humanity, even in the sexual dimension, and to

make your sacrament a celebration of it? Or do you write off the concept as outdated, and
sex more a nuisance that causes problems? After all, the term sacrament is an archaic
term, or at least it seems so as hardly anyone uses it anymore."
"Being honest with myself at this level?" I sort of repeated. "I thought the term
sacrament has something to do with being honest with God, in celebration of what God is
and has created."
"Is there a difference, Peter? Isn't my concept of the sacrament the same? Isn't sex
a wise provision, produced by the Intelligence of the Universe that has created our design
and has developed it over the ages, which is now reflected in you and me, and in all of
us? There is nothing trashy about anything that defines us as men and women. Sex has a
huge purpose with an underlying intelligent intention. One part is procreation. This isn't a
big factor anymore. The other part is far more profound. It is expressed in sex bringing us
closer together as a society, unfolding into social bonding and a growing sense of the
general welfare. However, there are also dangers involved, such as in the form of
sexually transmitted diseases. In this context the sacrament includes factors of care and
honoring to the point that no one is put at risk, not to mention being injured or deeply
harmed."
"Oh, oh, I think I know where this is leading to," I interjected. "Is this what you
had in mind when you brought the factor of 'being honest' up, about loving, when I
touched your hair and so on, earlier in the kitchen?"
Helen nodded. "Tell me, what did you notice about me in your celebration? What
caused you to risk going to bed with me that you had eventually committed yourself to?"
"Oh I see," I said quietly. "What did I notice in the context of the sacrament? I
noticed that you were wearing loose cotton underpants, rather than those tight nylon ones
that cling to the body like a glove and seal everything off airtight. According to what I
know about the female anatomy, the vulva needs air around it to dry off the antibacterial
excretion that keeps bacteria out of the vagina and keeps it healthy, and so on. I have read
that most women are not sensitive to the natural requirements, and close it all off, and let
the bacteria develop in the increased moisture, rather than die in a dry environment, as
would be natural. You seem to be sensitive to this, and careful, like an alert person would
be. That's what I discovered. You are therefore fundamentally not someone risky to be
with."
Helen answered with a grin.
"But what about you?" I said. "What have you discovered about me?"
She raised a finger. "I noticed that you didn't have a condom in your hand when I
pulled the sheets back."
"Oh I see," I said. "The reason is that I never had an opportunity where I would
need one, nor have a desire for what I would need one for."

"That's interesting," said Helen.
"I have to confess something here," I replied. "You may think that I am someone
weird, but vaginal intercourse doesn't interest me. It never has. The way I see it, if I want
my penis massaged I can do this myself, and do so quite often to meet a certain need. I
don't have to involve another person for this. Why would I involve a woman to do
something for me that I can do for myself? I find the same problem with in science
fiction novels where space pioneers want to terraform other planets. Why would they go
to all this effort to create something in far off places that would be identical to what they
already have on Earth? Shouldn't they build something greater with a more powerful
environment than we have on Earth? Then all the effort would be worthwhile. What I
value in being with a woman is what I can't have without her, such as her breasts, her
vulva, and all the other nice female sexual things. Then the joining up sexually becomes a
celebration, something profound, something extraordinary. What I am trying to say is that
that I like to appreciate a woman in a way that makes sense, visually, by touch, for the
purpose of intimately and sexual excitement that sets a whole range of processes into
motion. To be honest, I have no interest in what I would need a condom for, and I guess
neither do you, or else you would have offered me one for your protection. I have seen
survey results from women that indicate that 88% of the respondents prefer sex the nonvaginal way. The Intelligence of the Universe that designed the human system seems to
concur, and designed it that way. I understand that most of the vagina, except for the
outer rim, does not have any erogenous sensitivity, or extremely little of it. The vulva
becomes more sensitive the further one gets from the vagina. Doesn't this tell us
something? I think men have followed this design for as long as mankind exists. In
Chinese Taoism it is even believed that oral sex with a woman is a profound spiritual act
that assures longevity. I like to agree with them in principle, though in practice the
opposite appears to be the case. In a world with more than 20 different Sexually
Transmitted Diseases, and more than 300 million new infections every year worldwide,
even oral sex has become a high-risk process so that great care is required to cause no
harm."
"So what's the answer then, Peter, for achieving 100% zero-risk sex," said Helen.
"Tell me what your answer is."
"The answer is theoretically simple, Helen. It involves latex gloves for the touch,
and a quality latex type barrier for the oral option."
"Would you use those in bed with me, and without cheating?" said Helen and
began to grin.
"Whatever is precious is worth protecting, Helen, and you definitely are of that
category. Sure, it would be more pleasant without that barriers, but choosing the safe
option adds a spiritual dimension to the process that reflects the worth of the other. I am
not so cheap as the nations are that let the most precious they have go to waste by not
providing quality healthcare for one another. By allowing this to happen society
demonstrates how lowly it regards its own value, like in the case of Hitler's T4 program
of healthcare that did away with the useless eaters. Engaging in unprotected sex is not

much different. It would demonstrate how little one cares for the other. I would choose
the opposite extreme for the opposite reason. My take on this is that it would add to the
power of the intercourse. It wouldn't be a demonstration that I don't trust you, but rather
be a demonstration that I value you. Maybe the day will come when this becomes
obsolete, when the zero risk environment can be guaranteed by medical tests and years of
closeness as I enjoy with my wife. But here, this level of trust needs first to be built with
unfailing respect."
"So where are you gloves then, Peter, and your protective barriers for oral
engagement? I didn't see you bring any, and you were ready to join me when I invited
you."
"Oh I see, you are testing me again," I said and began to smile. "I had no need to
bring any. You had several already laid out on the side table behind the dresser."
"Ah, so you noticed them," said Helen. "That's what I was really asking you when
I asked you what you had noticed about me. But let me ask you one more question. What
do you believe is the reason why the sex-play phase is so short in duration? As you may
know, it rarely lasts more than twenty minutes to half an hour. Why might this be so?"
"Isn't it obvious, Helen. The sex play is short in duration, because it isn't an end in
itself, but is merely the starting phase of a larger process. Once the start has been made
and the ball is rolling, the start phase has met its objective so that the rest of the day, or
whatever, can be devoted to social bonding, and cooperative efforts, social development,
cultural achievements, and so on. In real terms the sex play doesn't end in twenty
minutes, but goes on for a whole day or days in different phases and different
dimensions. Of course it needs to be restarted frequently so that the resulting process that
enriches all of our living is always new and never goes stale. However, if those twenty
minutes don't happen, like them being blocked for some reason, then what it would
enable subsequently doesn't happen either."
"This is where the tragedy begins when the sexual system is ignored," said Helen.
"The 'sterility' that would block the vital twenty minutes starting phase, would lead to a
dangerous failing in society and in individual living that could then have rather wide
consequences. So, let's not play this 'sterility' game. Let's celebrate the sacrament
instead."
"And what specifically are you saying with that?" I asked.
She began to grin again. "I am suggesting that it is safe for you and me to let the
gloves and the barrier sheet remain where they are. You have proved to me sufficiently
that we don't need them. How many years have you been exclusively with your wife, a
quarter century perhaps? All your reactions tonight and reluctance were focused on one
thing, to cause no harm to this relationship. You went to great extremes with this. What I
saw and heard tells me that I can trust you to be not a risk in coming to bed with me.
Your loving is honest. I need to honor that. Honesty is so precious to me, and more so
because it is so rare that our world is collapsing under the weight of lies, especially in the

politics, in the sciences, and also socially. There is almost no honesty left in the climate
sciences, in the energy sciences, in cosmology, and in political and economic science.
What is projected there, is determined by tenure, salary, prestige, outright bribery, threats,
political power, and so on, except by the face of truth."
"The world is ruled by lies," I interjected. "In lies we trust, is the modern motto.
And the motto is spreading."
"Global warming is a lye," said Helen. "Nuclear-fusion power is a lye; the BigBang Cosmology is a lye; the fusion-powered Sun is a lye; the insistence that there is no
electricity in space is a lye; the notion that one can make money from money with
speculative 'investment' is a lye, because that's stealing. The cries that the Earth is
running out of resources is a lye too; that deindustrialization leads to prosperity is a lye;
that depopulation creates stability is a lye; that private capital can power an economy is a
lye; that austerity creates a richer world is a lye; that disinvestment in the physical
economy leads to a stronger civilization is a lye; that nuclear bombs give us security is a
lye; that mankind is the offshoot from monkeys is a lye."
"In lies we trust, has become a huge banner strung around the world," I interjected.
"Monstrous consequences have flown from these lies. The DDT ban is based on a lye, but
has killed millions with the consequences. The list goes on and on."
"Another lye is that the coming ice age is still another thousand years away," said
Helen. The insistence that it is not possible to provide quality housing for everyone to
live in, and for free, is a lye too; that men and women must be isolated in life so they
won't destroy one another is a monstrous lye; that vice creates wealth is a lye of the worst
imaginable sort; and that stealing creates riches is no less a lye; that killing creates
security is another such lye; that there are not enough resources within reach for mankind
in the world is another lye that is designed to destroy us all; the insistence that we cannot
build floating bridges between Africa and America and Asia is another carefully crafted
lye in this direction; that we cannot produce enough food for ten billion people in an ice
age world is a lye too; and that the world doesn't have enough energy available is also a
lye."
"And where does it all end?" I interjected.
"It ends here, Peter. It ends in this house. It ends with valuing honesty. We step
away from lies to ourselves and to one-another. In the world nobody honors honesty
anymore, or very few, but in my house of healing it needs to be honored. There is no
sacrament possible without it, and without the sacrament nothing can be healed. So,
Peter, I have no option but to trust your honesty. I have screened your reasons that would
block this trust, and found none. My bedroom is therefore open to you. The invitation
stands. You are most perfectly welcome. But, let's take this in reverse now. Can you,
Peter, trust my honesty with you? For the answer I invite you to open my bedroom closet.
Go, Peter, do it!"

"Wow!" Both walls on either side were papered over with certificates by several
different doctors, certifying her to be free of any diseases, with the emphasis on sexually
transmittable ones. "Wow!" I repeated.
"The kind doctors in their generosity enable me to be honest with myself and
others, and be certain that I don't put anyone at risk," said Helen. "Most of my friends
have done the same."
"Do they show the certificates to you? Do you ask them to, Helen?"
"There is no need for that, Peter. I know they have them. They value me too much
not to have them. They don't risk becoming a danger to me, and to themselves. Some
have a sort of hinted at this. I value the care that stands in the background. It means more
to me than seeing their certificates would. I also know that they keep them in their closet
as I do, as a reminder of the principle to allow no harm to happen. My motto is to bless
all mankind and injure none. A great lady created this motto in 1908 for her newspaper
that she founded at the age of 87 in response to her understanding of the dynamics of the
Profound Sacrament. Her motto has become our motto now. It sets up a tall challenge,
but also a workable one."
"Do I qualify for the challenge?" I interjected.
"Oh you have already qualified on a higher level. You were already celebrating
the sacrament to some degree before we met. You honor almost scientifically what is
most precious, and this clearly includes sex, too."
"When I kiss the vulva, Helen, I kiss a part of the greatest creation in the Universe
that may some day be recognized as the keystone of civilization on which a majestic
structure is rising with limits yet unseen."
"When I have my vulva kissed, Peter, I see vistas of relationships in my mind,
wide, rich, gentle, and beautiful - precious relationships, and healing relationships."
"In this case, let's go to bed now and celebrate the sacrament together," I said to
Helen, "and let's discover together what wonderful happenings can unfold from it.
Helen stood up with a smile while I was still speaking and went towards the
bedroom.
My response to her invitation was immediate this time, and swift, and what came
out of it did make the air sparkle, even in the dark.

"You had come to the pub earlier, because there had been something incomplete in
your experience of loving," said Helen after a long while of vocal silence. She began to
smile as she said this. "Let me help you to fulfill what you had needed and had not been
fulfilled."

"You already have," I replied.
"No I haven't. Why should there be even the faintest trace of poverty in the realm
of Love, instead of the greatest fullness? Indeed, why should there be any poverty at all,
including in any other realm? Poverty is invalid. Love is the Spirit of universal Principle.
There is no reason why Love's color shouldn't unfold to the full and come to light
completely in your experience. Love is that wide, Peter. It certainly cannot be found in
isolation as tradition demands. What is real unfolds through all of us, pervading all of our
humanity, and this is Love. The sacrament and Love are one. Love is the cause. The
sacrament is an effect of it. Love flows through all human relationships. It urges us to
cooperate with one-another for the common good, and to build each other up, to nourish
and to protect one-another. Love is the divine element that makes us human, that
emanates in all of us. We often block it. But why should we block it? Let's not block it
tonight."

We continued to embrace each other. The concept of "inside" or "outside," as
related to Love appeared totally invalid. Oh, God, why wasn't I surprised that I drifted so
deeply into Love with this beautiful woman, who was evidently quite a bit older than I?
The age barrier, that might have existed, simply wasn't there. The very thought of an age
barrier seemed out of place. Such a barrier would have seemed unjustified by the reality
of our free and open affection.
One thing puzzled me, though. If Love is a fundamental principle, and its
manifestation is necessarily universal and illimitable, doesn't ones yielding to the
universality of Love cause problems in the conventional world where these principles are
not recognized, or are even rejected? We live in a world where our customs and reactions
are centered on far reaching divisions and deep isolation? As beautiful as the concept of
the universality of Love is, I could think of countless problems with marriage boundaries
in society, and ownership rights, flowing from age-old axioms, and so forth. I asked
Helen how she dealt with these. "Have you experienced any of these types of problems in
your efforts of bringing some scientific honesty into the social domain?" I asked.
She nodded, and sighed. "You have no idea. I have faced problems that you can't
imagine: jealousy, stupidity, obstinacy, and sheer insanity at times. People squabble over
whose friend a person is, or more correctly, whose trophy a person is. Yes, people treat
each other like that, like cattle that they utilize, like property that they own, and like a
trophy that they put on a shelf. It is surprising they don't use branding irons to stake their
claim. The possessiveness is often worse in close circles of friends. You open the door a
little to give universal loving a chance. Suddenly, all hell breaks loose. People don't treat
each other as human beings anymore. They treat each other as if their world is falling
apart whenever their notions about their own little world is being challenged. You
probably have noticed some of this by now. So, how does one react to that?"
"There is an old saying," I said to her, "if one can't stand the heat, one should stay
out of the kitchen."

"Except if one does this, one starves to death," she said, and laughed. "This means,
I must fight on," she added. "I must fight on, for the simple reason that none of those
problems have any relevance to the universality of Love. The problems don't alter what
Love is. After all, what do the problems have to do with anything? Do they change the
principle involved, the Principle of Universal Love?"
"That's a courageous stand to take," I said.
"No Peter, that's an easy stand to take when you know you're right. When your
stand is rooted in the Principle of Universal Love, then you suddenly know that you are
right, Peter, and you are empowered by this knowing to move forward."
"But how do you know, Helen,..."
She interrupted me before I finished the sentence. "Why do people treat each other
as property?" she said in a serious tone of voice. "Why do they privatize each other's
reflection of Love? Only their poverty would cause this. So, how should one respond to
that? Shouldn't one respond with following Love as a model? The very notion of
privatization and property runs contrary the Principle of the General Welfare that is an
expression of Love. Privatization means taking society's wealth and locking it up in the
private domain, where it becomes useless and is lost to society. A person shouldn't be
treated that way."

Helen gradually began to laugh at her own silly questions. "The Pharaohs couldn't
have privatized their slaves sex, as this is done in modern times under doctrines of
religion that have become traditions. The Pharaohs had no such option open to them. So
they resorted to cutting the people's sex off in order to make them real slaves that
wouldn't threaten the empire. In the modern world privatization accomplishes the same
thing without any force being used at all, and it makes people belief they are happy.
However, this grassroots privatization appears to be only symbolic for the ultimate
privatization of everything else that society depends on. The game is still on, Peter, to
promote what inhibits the Principle of the General Welfare."
"The masters of empire have privatized our money," I interjected, "and our
American central bank, also some of our railroads; now they want to privatize our
bridges, highways, canals, and so on. There is even talk being heard about privatizing our
nation's water. Next they'll privatize the air - they would do this if they could apply it for
looting society. In the system of empire, everything is privatized. The privatized
institutions operate like a wrecking ball in society, wrecking society from within, without
anyone having any way of stopping the wrecking ball. Whatever is privatized in the
world of empire, is taken outside the Principle of the General Welfare. On this course
entire industries can be trashed for making profit, and their workers be thrown onto the
street, because what is private is deemed to be an empire unto itself, and out of reach for
being accountable to society. Even our great Democratic Party in America, is deemed to
be a private club that is not accountable for how its votes are counted, provided that the

votes are counted at all. The party has become a privately owned empire, owned by
foreign interests. And as you might have guessed, the entire conglomeration of empire is
scared of the Principle of the General Welfare that would necessarily scrap all this
privatized insanity. That is why the masters of empire are fighting this principle at every
turn and chance that comes along. Like the Pharaohs were scared of it, so the modern
masters are scared of it and are determined to wreck it globally at all cost, even to the
point of imposing genocide and the most massive population 'reduction' like you can't
imagine, which has been on the drawing board for some time. The stated policy of
intention is to eliminate four to five billion people from the face of the planet."
"All of that is already being prepared?" said Helen with a sense of horror reflected
in her face. "You are saying they are prepared to go that far in order to prevent a new
renaissance from developing?"
"That is what the evidence is telling me, and what their own speeches indicate
rather openly and proudly. And who would prevent them, when everything and everyone
is privatized, and the people of society are but slaves?" I said quietly. "Their private
empire that rules America already, owns the entire political process. It owns the parties. It
owns the Congress and Senate. It owns the White House. It owns the entire nation as
slaves. It has developed a form of slavery that is more deep-reaching than anything the
Pharaohs had developed."
"Let me tell you a story," said Helen quietly. "This happened a long time ago in
distant history where the practice of privatization was already well established. It is the
story of a man named Jacob who had cheated his brother badly and consequently had to
flee as his brother aimed to kill him for his treachery. He escaped to a distant place, the
home of his mother's brother, who had two daughters. He fell in love with the younger of
the two, a beautiful girl, and offered to work for his brother-in-law for seven years in
order to obtain her to be his wife. On the day of his wedding, however, he found that he
had married the older daughter instead, which had to be married first according to
custom. Since the younger one was the girl of his dreams, he offered to work for another
seven years to obtain her also. Here a problem arose in that the younger girl, Rachel by
name, turned out to be barren, while the older one, named Leah, bore him children. With
this a great rivalry began between the two wives, each struggling for Jacob's love, and
much of that rivalry was focused on having children. In early tribal societies, having lots
of children was an economic necessity. Jacob was given twelve children altogether. Their
names were chosen by the wives to reflect their mentality in their struggling for Jacob's
affection. An American woman that I count among my friends, gave definitions to these
names.
"With the birth of her first-born, Leah felt that her affliction had been lifted,
because she bore a son. For this reason, she named the child Reuben. But my friend
called this sense of relief a delusion that rests on sensuality and corporeality instead of on
a foundation in universal Principle. This assessment seems to be correct, because Leah
became evermore deeply trapped by this mentality. My friend said that instead of
rejoicing in the fullness of God's creation Leah stood in denial of it. As if gripped by
some form of ecclesiastical despotism, she called her next child Levi, the meaning of it

being attached, of it being a possession. It appears that Leah woke up some time after
that, because she called her fourth child, Judah, 'object of praise.' My friend commented
that Leah gave up a lot of her corporal or 'ownership' attachments in her spiritual
awakening and was gaining a profound sense of value in herself, in her standing in unity
with God as an expression of divine Principle and divine Love.
"Of course Rachel envied Leah," Helen continued. "In desperation Rachel gave her
closest helper, Bilhah to Jacob to have children through her. As this process worked out
productively, Rachel suggested that God had judged her worthy. So she called the child
that came out of it, correspondingly, Dan, which is related to 'judge.' But my friend
suggested that this is not a foundation for building a civilization on, but is animal
magnetism that is tearing down the status of man to such a low level, where one mind
preys on another, one belief on another, so that the whole scene collapses into a
convolution of errors.
"When Leah became barren after her fourth child," said Helen as she continued,
"Leah followed in Rachel's footsteps, and gave her own closest friend, Zilpah, to Jacob to
have children with her too. However, Leah pursued this course from a much higher
standpoint than Rachel had done. Leah offered Zilpah to Jacob on the same high-level
platform of detachment on which she had gained her freedom from Jacob with the birth
of Judah, while still being able to contribute to the welfare of the whole family or tribe.
When Zilpah's child was born, we are told that Leah rejoiced and named the child, Gad,
which means, 'a troop is coming.' My American friend suggests that Leah's position was a
position of science, of spiritual being understood, of hastening towards harmony."
Helen paused. "Can you imagine that, Peter?" she said quietly moments later.
"Most women today would go into a rage if they saw their husband having sex with
another woman, and more so if the other woman was her own closest friend, and even
more so if they were aiming to have children together. Against this background it is
unimaginable that a wife would ever condone such a process, much less suggest it, and
even less suggest it out of her loving of her family. According to our modern perceptions,
Leah had done everything wrong that a wife could possibly do wrong, but my friend gave
her high praise for it. Evidently that praise was due to her loving of family, and her
loving of Jacob, and also her loving of herself as a human being, seeing her highest
interest in promoting the common good, the general welfare, the development of the
family. That Peter was love, reflecting Love. Love begins when it doesn't end at the tip of
one's nose, so to speak. My friend calls this expression, science. Which means that Love
and Science are really one, and both are expressed in the general welfare."
"Is this why you have asked me here tonight?" I asked. "Did you invite me perhaps
for the sake of the general welfare?"
"Maybe I have," she said with a grin. "In the modern world the general welfare is
no longer dependent on adding children. Our physical security and welfare is more secure
now than ever, as the result of efficient industries and infrastructures and advanced
processes in farming. Still we have deep-seated individual needs that are critical for the
whole. We have different needs than in the early ages, and those are just as profoundly

important for the general welfare. One of these is the need to cut out the crap of our
mutual isolation in society, the divisions, and the smallness in thinking. We need to bring
the Principle of Universal Love to bear onto all of these now critical problem areas. Sex
plays a role in this, Peter, because the whole of mankind is now deeply sexually divided,
instead of being sexually united. Society says that sex is dirty and must be avoided, but
we all know that this makes us hypocrites. None of us would exist on this planet, if it
weren't for people getting together for sex, and civilization wouldn't exist if the intimacy
wouldn't extend farther and farther. We should celebrate sex then, which stands in the
center, as something extraordinary, instead of hiding it in the secrecy of ever-smaller
spheres of engagement. Sex was not only invented by the Universe as an aspect of
Principle that assures the greatest possible genetic diversity in procreation, but also serve
as a motivator for breaking down barriers that created social isolation. And so, Peter, sex
serves very much the general welfare of society. Of course, there are also biological
needs attached in the sexual sphere that assure the widest possible genetic proliferation.
Self-isolation is not accommodating those needs, even the psychological needs. Would
you wish to live in a world of self-starvation? I think, the act of rebelling against the long
train of self-isolation is a step of science. Leah took a step out of the confinement of
human isolation towards meeting the human need, graciously opening the door to Jacob,
inviting him to fulfill his own needs in that respect."
"And where does this amazing development end, in Leah's story? How did it end
for Leah herself?" I asked.
"It ended in tragedy, Peter. A high-level scientific position is hard to hold on to.
You of all people should know this. I heard the professor telling you that America had
once the most advanced scientific system of economics ever created, built on the proudest
achievements in the development of mankind. It should be seen as the crowning legacy of
the genius of humanity spanning the ages. America was built on leading-edge science,
Peter. Unfortunately, America didn't remain living at the leading edge. It turned its back
to it and let it all go. It allowed itself to be defeated. That's what happened to Leah. The
regression began slowly. With the birth of Zilpah's second son Leah said, I am happy, I
feel blessed. She named the child Asher, which simply means, blessed. My friend
commented that her happiness was located in the welfare of the whole, which she knew
Leah had not been directly involved in, but had enabled, and encouraged. My friend
called this happiness a type of spiritual compensation. That sort of thing is also rather
hard to hold onto, Peter. Then, suddenly, a black cloud appeared over this happiness.
Leah's first son had found mandrakes in the field that were deemed to aid conception.
With them Leah was able to bear children once more. Unfortunately, this also got her
back into the old environment again, of envy, conflicts, and manipulation. She finally
ended where she started. She ended her life on the same platform of bitterness that she
started out with, still trying to manipulate Jacob into loving her. She called her sixth child
Zebulum, saying: 'now will my husband dwell with me, because I have given him six
sons.' If only she could have held onto her high self-esteem that had been reflected in
Gad. If America had held on to the Lincoln platform and later to the Franklin Roosevelt
platform, the reign of empire might have ended long ago. Instead, America allowed itself
to be defeated by it."

"I know," I said. I nodded. "We should have done in America what no one has
done before. The Renaissance was defeated. The Peace of Westphalia was defeated.
Society allowed itself to be defeated time and time again. That's what we did in America.
We fools let go of the brightest we had and joined the empire in its war against our own
country. Now the empire is winning, mostly by our own hands. That's what the professor
said. He called me a traitor. He is right. But why is it that mankind can't hold on to its
brightest achievements? Why can't it remain at the pinnacle of its achievements and move
forward with them?"
"It can't hold on to its achievements, because it never brought them full home to
the grassroots level. The Principle of Universal Love was never welcomed there. That is
why it is important for you to discover the science of Love, and its light, and to bring its
light where it is most needed," Helen interrupted me.
Helen told me that the concern I raised against my being in bed with her also had
another important aspect standing behind it, namely the conflict of popular opinion
versus the Truth. "It's a facet of the cultural war that defeated society," she said. She told
me that popular opinion dictates that I shouldn't be in bed with her, not being married to
her, while the Principle of Universal Love points in the opposite direction. "Do popular
opinions represent the Truth or do the discovered and proven aspects of universal
Principle represent the Truth? Which one is it, Peter?"
Instead of waiting for an answer she answered that question herself, with a
paradox.
"Consider the idea of democracy," she said. "A democracy without constitutional
principles is formally a type of government that is controlled by popular opinion. It
reflects popular opinion and empowers popular opinion. The process and its outcome
have nothing to do with the Truth about anything. Pure democracy empowers the cupidity
of small-minded thinking. It contains no element that invariably ennobles society with
truthful perceptions. In fact, it often prevents them. That is why we have constitutions
created that establish some minimal standards based on discovered aspects of universal
Principle that are acknowledged as paramount. These limit the arbitration of opinions,
and make the democratic process somewhat workable. They act like firewalls against
empire. Unfortunately, the constitutional principles don't mean anything without the
scientific foundation in society's thinking that makes them imperative to be honored. The
dynamism for good lies in the scientifically understood ideas, and those are typically
reflecting the Spirit of the Universe, which is Love. That is what a friend of mine pointed
out to me rather strongly recently."
"Are you having your own personal constitution then?" I interjected. "Was my
invitation tonight impelled by its imperatives?"
"I have invited you here tonight in order to help you to understand and
acknowledge the opposite," she said and began to smile. "You were lost in a world that
has long-ignored almost all aspects of universal Principle, especially the vital elements of
Truth, pertaining to our humanity, namely that we are all primarily human beings with

universal human needs, and strengths, and profound qualities as human beings," she said.
"You were drowning in a sea of fresh water, without knowing that the water is fresh and
wonderfully drinkable. Knowing the Truth is crucial in the world today. So I was
impelled to surprise you? Have I succeeded?"
I didn't think that an answer was needed. I just smiled and then began to grin.
"Didn't I bring the Spirit of Love all the way down to the grassroots level?" she
said. "Isn't that all we need to do? Our already established unity in Truth should stand as
our universal constitution that should never be violated by anyone, especially by us.
Everything else is secondary, and needs to be built around the center of Love and reflect
it, such as our universal loving for our humanity. But that center is not an easy idea to
take hold of and to experience its dynamism. I am still in the discovery phase, and will
likely remains so for a long time. Love is too wide and too exciting to be wrapped up
with limits and doctrines and opinions. Popular opinion should never rule over a spiritual
idea and its unfolding. Like any idea, the spiritual idea that reflects universal Love,
should be channeled by the science that underlies it, where its principles are discovered
and have been discovered for centuries to enrich and brighten our existence, even to the
greatest possible extent. Our loving for one-another as human beings reflects a grand
aspect of universal Principle that we can't get away from, Peter, but which will always
surprise us. I invited you here to surprise you, and look, I was the one that ended up being
surprised. I like to call this the Principle of Universal Love. But to feel its dynamism
we've got to live the idea that it represents. That is why you are here, Peter. That is what
you are responding to. Public opinion says that this is treachery. Your heart and soul and
mind tell you that it isn't. That's the paradox that shouldn't be, right? So, we dissolve it.
What else should your response be? Should you respond to the universal principles, in
this case the Principle of Universal Love that you find already reflected in your heart,
which you can't get away from, or should you respond to popular opinions and deny
what's in your heart?"
She paused, to give me time to think. "I personally must respond to what is evident
in the Truth, based on my highest scientific perception where opinions have no place.
This means that I have to say about contrary popular opinions, including your initial
opinions, what have they got to do with anything? Do they change the principles
involved? I must make a clear choice, Peter, for the Truth, which in this case is reflected
in the Principle of Universal Love that comes to light everywhere as the foundation of
our civilization. I am offering you a chance to take a stand for one of the greatest aspects
of universal Principle, which sadly the whole world denies. Isn't the outcome amazing? I
offered you a rare opportunity that you might not have again. Yes, acknowledging this
aspect of Principle creates a lot of problems with people who value popular opinion, such
as yourself. But I also trusted that you value the Truth. So, Peter, was I right in fighting
for your breakthrough to what is true, and in inviting you to join me?"
"You can't imagine how right you were and still are," I responded. That answer
was truthfully given. It reflected the amazing joy that she had had already brought me,
but it also reflected a budding understanding that what she said is scientifically correct.

Public opinion seldom had been a boon for society, but had been the root for horrific
tragedies.
"Wasn't the great Socrates of Athens indicted, convicted, and murdered by popular
opinion, under a system of democracy without profound constitutional principles?" I said
to her. "Popular opinion had already ruled supreme in 400 BC, and I believe that the
indictment of Socrates was for 'impiety.' He died for his stand for principle in defense of
the Truth. I believe he was charged with 'corrupting the young' and with 'neglecting the
gods that the city worshipped.' Those charges were brought against him by two of the
chiefs of the democrats, where they not? But he could not betray what he stood for to
save his life. That would have been self-denial and suicide on a higher order. The Truth
was his life."
"Yes, Peter, it was small-minded popular opinion, empowered by an unrestrained
democracy that killed Socrates. The seventy-year-old genius and philosopher, who still
inspires humanity after more than twenty-four centuries after his death, was put to death
by the democracy of popular opinion. Thus, Athens killed one of its greatest citizens who
stood up for the Truth that Athens once stood for. So, Peter, nothing has changed. The
rule of democracy still has the same effect in a defeated society, existing without
Principle. The fact that we have over fifty thousand nuclear bombs hanging over our head
tells me that society has not yet found it possible to include the Principle of Universal
Love among its constitutional principles. That defines our job, Peter. It's as simple as
that."
Helen told me that the rule of unprincipled democracy is already killing entire
nations with small-minded thinking and disrespect for the imperatives of its humanity,
that have likewise been defeated. Helen suggested that it has been historically a rather
rare occurrence when a nation was destroyed by forces external to it. She said that in
most cases the destruction originates from within by the cupidity of small-minded
popular opinion that society defends, often viciously. She suggested that under the rule of
such pure democracy, society is more likely to defend delusions rather than the truth.
She said about her own fight. "Like Socrates did, I fight for the Truth, and this
fight is not a fight against society, but a fight to uplift it. Yes, this puts me at odds with
society and causes me great problems with many people. But what about those problems?
Who cares? Isn't the outcome worth fighting for? I am a healer at heart. I enjoy being a
healer. God is natural good. I want to experience the true design of humanity, which is
the greatest good that one can find expressed in the Universe. Nothing is greater in
expression. If it takes some healing to get one there, I have no choice but to become a
healer. Isn't that what healing is all about? I want to discover and experience the
principles on which mankind is founded, and not bow to the perversions that have been
superimposed during mankind's long night of imperialism, even though the night needs to
be recognized for what it is. While this night has lasted for millennia already and has
extended through most of the period that we call civilization, on the larger stage of time it
was but the blink of an eye. I would like to experience the human world in its daylight
glory, as it was before the age of empire."

"This opens up some rather exciting prospects, which puts far into the dust what
most people regard as exciting and spent fortunes to seek and often in vain," I said and
began to laugh.
"Of course we don't know yet exactly what to expect when we enter the sacrament,
except that whatever we find there has something real and profound standing behind it,"
said Helen. "Of course we won't find anything there along the line of the sexual selfamputation that removes the sensitivity from the penis, and the sexual excavation that
removes the clitoris as we find under the rule of imperial traditions. But what existed
before all of that? The self-debilitation of society, and self-isolation of it from one
another, is not natural, Peter. These things are all purely artificial and drive us away from
the sacrament and into imperial holocausts of underdevelopment, impotence, and
poverty. But what is natural, Peter? What existed before all of this crap began? I want to
get back to this and build on it."
"Aren't you aiming a bit too high?" I said to her quietly to counter my earlier
laughter.
"No Peter, we need to do this research to heal both ourselves and our world. We
can't run away from this task. Running away doesn't provide the solution. You of all
people should know this. This is the history of your country. The USA was founded by
people who have aimed to build a New World far from the heart of empire, as far away as
one can get from Europe on this planet. But your self-isolation didn't solve the problem,
did it? The empire caught up with you, and pervaded all your institutions and destroyed
you from within. It only took a small effort by the masters to turn the USA upside down,
from being the most respected and envied nation on the planet to becoming the most
hated fascist nation that became famous for war, looting, destruction, even the atom
bomb. Running away didn't help you, nor can it help you now. This problem can only be
solved with a healing process that rebuilds what is real, but has become hidden. The
healing process requires us to rebuild the sacrament. Ironically, the greatest sermon that I
ever found where the sacrament is expressed to some degree - rather than being preached
- I found expressed in strip-pubs, at least in some of them that haven't become cheap yet."
"Don't hold your breath, this too won't last," I said, still speaking quietly. "The
masters of empire will catch up with that too, and lower the platform of society to such a
low level that even this won't be happening anymore, soon. 'Sterility' is fast becoming the
norm by which the isolation of society from one another is becoming total in the not-sodistant future. That's what we are heading towards."
"That's why I find the strip pubs so amazing that I find still operating in a few
places," said Helen with a serious expression. "They give us a glimpse into the world of a
sacrament that gave mankind the enormous power and inner resources that enabled it to
survive more than twenty ice age cycles."
"Right now, survival isn't even on the agenda anymore," I interjected. "This is
fairly obvious, isn't it? The masters of empire have been blowing the depopulation
trumpet for centuries and are blowing it louder now than ever before. As you may know,

by their own saying, they want the human presence on this planet reduced down to less
than two billion people in an environment of deep poverty in which empires tend to
thrive for a season."
"I'm well aware of this," said Helen. "This is why they are promoting the
mythological idea of an energy-lean world that is inherently a starvation-rich world, a
genocidal world. Sadly, and tragically, the whole world is singing the master's song
today. I like to hear the real song from a time when mankind was till whole and free. I'm
increasingly certain as I look at what became of mankind, that the only way that is open
to us to rescue ourselves from this fate mankind has allowed to come upon it, which the
world is driven deeper and deeper into, is the platform of the sacrament. It is something
so powerful that it survived all of these impositions against it."
"Right now society is as far from even considering this option as is the Earth from
the Moon," I said to her. "Society has been diligently taught by the masters and their
stooges, especially in the religions. So don't hold your breath."
Helen nodded, but then shook her head. "Sure most religions have become
counter-humanist operations of empire, a kind of power tool for preventing the
awakening of society to its humanity and its divine design. For this reason, the West is
becoming saturated with a strong influx of Islam that is as distant from the sacrament as
one can get. Only the burka hasn't broken into the western culture yet. And this too will
happen if we don't heal the underlying process. If we fail, the strip pubs and the nudist
beaches won't long survive the 'sterility' that Islam demands, and the burka won't be far
off. Islam is being abused for this effect, and strategically deployed by the masters of
empire for this specific effect. It has become a tool for a deeply dark cultural warfare
effort."
"Islam has been no more abused for this than the Jewish religion has been abused
in distant times to proliferate the circumcision, and is still being used that way," I
interjected.
"That is why I must always pull back to a safe platform that rests on what is real,
which is the platform of the sacrament," said Helen. "The sacrament came to me as a
platform that developed over millions of years and has remained so strong against all this
opposition that it stands still intact as a counter force against those millennia of imperial
attacks on mankind, especially the blatantly open ones that are attacking the sacrament
directly. This is what I want to focus on and develop further and further and heal
mankind with it, and built a New World on. Sure, countless traditions and religions that
promote social 'sterility' and isolation stand in the way. But so what? What have the
challenges got to do with anything real? I don't bow to the challenges. I bow to what's
real. This way I have a platform that I can build on that has substance and unlocks
potentials, which being true, are powerful. So what if I am walking this path alone. The
pioneer is always alone. The sacrament is not a mass-hype issue, but an individual, one to
one issue."

"So, how do you weigh the famous rock, drug, sex counterculture that erupted in
the shadow of the Vietnam War?" I interjected. "Does it weigh in with the sacrament or
against it?"
"Who created this movement, Peter? This should answer your question. What
purpose did it serve? What human quality did it promote that weighs in on the side of a
sacrament with all that is intrinsically human, and powerful, and beautiful, and immortal.
From the results that I have seen, the counterculture movement was an imperial operation
that was organized by the same forces that had organized the war, which in turn had been
set up to start the destruction of America. Kennedy didn't' want to hear of it. He had
ordered the withdrawal of the American involvement there, and was shot for this reason.
Thus the war began, and did destroy America economically, just as it had been intended
to do, and destroy it also morally, and culturally. The counterculture movement was an
element of this process. America was fortunate in that a lot of good people were drawn
into this process and spoiled the worst of the destructive intention. They brought the
sacrament into it to some degree, but it was never intended to strengthen it. When the
movement fizzed out after the war ended, it didn't leave the scene richer. For the masters
of empire, however, it was a failure. It was organized along the old Venetian tradition by
which Venice had brought the Renaissance down. The masters of Venice had organized
both a rebellious religious reformation and a deep-cutting counter-reformation, creating
two opposing forces that tore each other down and set the stage for the utter inhumanity
that wrecked Europe in what became the Thirty Years War. The counterculture was
evidently intended to follow this path. My guess is that the sacramental culture was still
too strong in America for the desired effect to happen. Still, America came out much
'smaller' in the end. This loss has not been reversed, as far as I can tell, but has become a
deepening trend, both culturally and economically, from which America may never
recover. When its sacrament is torn down, a nation becomes empty. It then finds itself on
a train to hell without knowing that it is on it."

I shuttered at the thought, but had no argument against it. The whole West was on
this train. The music reflected this intentional trend in a loss of depth and quality that set
the stage of a culture that became artificial and sterile and hollow. The family scene
suffered. It reflected the loss of the sense of sacrament in the adult society, which the
children naturally responded to. If I had argued against that, Helen would have simply
pointed out that one can't expect the children to stand on a higher platform than that
which the parents live on. She might have added that the politicians delude themselves by
dreaming that their sinking ship can be rescued with governmental laws that curb the
practices of the masters of empire without the healing of society beginning deep within
that raises the cultural platform to that higher level where the sacrament rules. Unless this
healing happens, the politicians won't have a leg to stand on. For as long as the masters of
empire remain on the scene, they will abuse society's own platform to engineer new
avenues against it to debilitate and loot it, and murder it, or 'sterilize' it into impotence.
And so, the healing of the world demands more than anyone can yet imagine, but Helen
seems to say that we won't get to the top of Mount Everest if we don't take the first step

and then the next and learn to move ahead against all the weight of gravity and laugh at
it.

"There is so much that needs to be healed, Peter," said Helen. "But how can we
even hope to succeed if we don't start? And that's not easy, because the sacrament is the
only platform that we can take those steps on to win this goal. The sacrament has a power
that withstood the greatest attacks against it that one can possibly imagine. Herein lies
our hope, Peter, to achieve the seemingly impossible, and let's not forget the fact that the
sacrament is an expression of Love, which has rightfully been called the greatest force in
the Universe, because the Universe would not exist without it. On this ground Love and
the sacrament are one. Don't you agree?"

Oh yes, I agreed. Our bedtime conversations had once again unfolded into a
healing process. Some profound healing had indeed begun."
"Love demands us to heal till there is nothing left to heal," said Helen when I
nodded my agreement. "And when this is all done, then Love truly comes into its own."
This too, I could accept fully.

"Still, one thing puzzles me," I said after a long while. "How does the principle of
the sacrament that became a power that withstood seven millennia of attacks against it,
apply to an element of Love being expressed that didn't even exist seven millennia ago,
such as the marriage doctrine and the social isolation it imposes? Under this doctrine I am
committing treason by being here with you. We should be isolated with an iron fence
between us, instead of reaching upwards to a zero-distance relationship. What's real? Can
we really know with certainty that the iron fence isn't a part of the sacrament that
developed with us over millions of years? What is truth? Is truth really knowable, or is it
just opinion?"
"Truth is knowable," said Helen firmly. "That's what the term implies. But what is
truth? And is truth fixed if the universe is constantly developing? Two plus two will
always be four. But this does not apply to life and to the highest aspect of it in intelligent
development as we see it reflected in mankind. What is in our heart and soul has
developed with it. Thus truth becomes defined by what is, not by what was. There exists
no such thing as a natural universal marriage doctrine, short of the recognition that we are
all children of a common humanity and are 'married' by it to one another more deeply
than by any other artificial form that we superimpose upon it by developed customs that
are as numerous and changing as the grains of the sand on the seashore. Thus the
question of what is truth becomes a question of what best promotes the happiness of the
individual, the stability of society, the quality of its civilization, and the power of its
economy. If all human beings were stamped from the same mold, one might be able to

develop a universal answer to your question. But this isn't the way mankind is. Thus, the
answer to your question must be one that is weighed by these four factors. However, one
can superimpose on those four a fifth factor, which applies to all four, which is the factor,
to injure no one. These are all intelligent factors. And being intelligent, they must
incorporate this sixth factor of built-in sexual needs that have developed over those
millions of years and represent principles that promote the bonding of individuals into
social unions for the greater general welfare by which mankind has developed the power
to become the successful species it became, that survived nearly two dozen ice ages,
which is no small feat. So, what is the patent answer, Peter? The answer that you seek is
not possible. But there is a process possible."
"A process?" I repeated.
"Yes, a process of weighing all six factors honestly, which tends to lead to the
term, sacrament. In this weighing you cannot ignore the sexual needs, nor would it be
wise to do so, because by the fulfilling of this need the critical bonding happened that
furnished the social power by which mankind survived and progressed. Nor can this
really be ignored, because it is powered by something greater than ourselves. It can be
denied for countless reasons, which leads to empty and explosive social unions and
correspondingly failing marriages. What I see in the strip pubs tells me that we, that is
society, are earning ourselves a failing grade. That's not new of course. The circumcision
might have been partially imposed to circumvent having to solve the underlying
challenge. But if this is so, the running away from the challenge, rather facing it, has in
turn caused vastly greater failures. And so, the healing here becomes a balancing act
between not denying our human needs, and causing no injury, assuring happiness,
stability, a rich civilization, and universal development. How this balancing act is to be
achieved cannot be written into the law books. If you stereotype it, you loose the spirit of
it, and with it you loose all that is good and beautiful and richly human in being alive,
which alone are elements that are enduring and immortal.
"The best that I can do in this regard," continued Helen, "is to give you my sense
of the ideal that draws together all the factors that are valuable. The basic factor is the
social bonding that supports the general welfare in which the intimacy of sex plays such a
powerful role that it endured seven millennia of attacks of all sorts against it. Men and
women are evidently not alike on this platform. Each have different physical biological
cycles to contend with that modulate the sexual needs. Your prostrate, for example,
accumulates a lot of heavy metals and stuff to provide the transport media for the sperm
and its nourishment, and it needs to be always ready for the task, literally at a moments
notice, with a sufficient supply that is always fresh. When the stuff gets stale it needs to
be ejaculated so that the supply can be renewed at fairly frequent cycles. This natural
requirement determines your sexual needs and sensitivities to a large degree. If you cheat
yourself on that score, you suffer psychological problems, and health problems such as
prostrate cancer - the number-one killer disease for men."
"Don't worry, Helen, it's hard to cheat nature on this score. It makes its own
demands and rather often, at least every three to seven days. Maybe that's where the
seven-day week really came from." I began to laugh.

"Maybe it did, and maybe it didn't," said Helen. "In order to mesh with a woman's
cycle that offers a typical fertility window of only six to seven days in its monthly cycle,
the male sensitivity cycle should be frequent enough so as not to miss this window. A
three-day sperm-renewal cycle would therefore be the natural ideal. An egg typically
lives only for a day, and the sperm for no more than six days, providing a seven-day
window. The natural system would then be such as to assure a sperm-renewal frequency
that falls well within this window."
"Where are you going with this reasoning?" I interrupted her.
"Isn't it obvious, Peter? If your seven-day cycle was dominant if no other factors
were added, it would likely miss the beat, but it wouldn't miss it if multiple partners were
involved, which in addition would increase the genetic proliferation. My guess is, by
considering all of these factors, that the natural system is built on the multi-partner
dimension with various types of bonds unfolding from this that created family
relationships that became centers for caring and affections without becoming boundaries
that would thereby create sterile social environments as we find them established in the
modern marriage systems. That the modern marriage system is failing on this count is
evident by the wide proliferation of extramarital relationships, of various types, and at a
rate that researchers have discovered is way past the 50% mark. Most of it is carried on in
secret for fear of the consequences, and often at great risk for the individuals involved.
The fear is based on the dogmatic reaction that has all too often led to devastating
'explosions' that have blown many once close-knit families apart. The cry in those cases
is about accusations of cheating, while in real terms the opposite is the case as in the
sterile fenced-in marriage system society is cheating itself of the power of the natural
foundation it grew up on. That's the foundation I want to get back to and re-experience as
a part of our human sacrament. While procreation isn't a critical factor anymore, the
foundation that once assured it, is still a powerful factor for civilization that hasn't blown
away over the short space of the last few millennia. I think this factor that has served us
well for the long periods of our development is not obsolete, but has a lot to offer that is
valuable, good, enduring, and enriching to all. My experience has been that this is true,
though a lot may still remain hidden and blocked. Evidently, all of this has become
critical now. Our need for it has become critical. We have a critical need of an ordering,
and inner advancing power, in our disintegrating world. That's what I am aiming for
without ignoring the rudimental aspects. Maybe I am crazy in doing this and aiming that
far."
"I wouldn't say so," I interjected. "You are merely more open with it, especially at
the core issue. The phenomenon of mistresses, for example, as a platform of escape from
the sterility of closed-in marriages, is as ancient as the marriage system itself. Many great
men of history, which are definitely not rotten in character, had open affairs with
mistresses. It takes more likely a stronger character and intellect, like yours, to muster the
honesty to buck the general system, than all the little people have that do it in secrecy or
not at all four countless reasons of self-denial - and those are many."
"I think you are beginning to recognize my point, and where healing is needed,"
said Helen. "I think ideally marriage is a principle that supports an upwards oriented

trend developing a center for affection that promotes honesty and mutual support,
meeting the human need for all involved, thereby creating stability in society and
promoting human development and a rich civilization. And this is not an unreasonable
goal, which may have even have been the standard in human society, and this for far
longer periods than we care to acknowledge as a possibility, because this is were all the
trails and threads lead to that we find interwoven into the fabric of social history. While I
want to experience more of this and heal the world of its blocking factors, my overriding
key concern that stands at the center, is to cause no harm.
"And so, Peter, in terms of this question that you have posed that has no direct
answer, I have asked you my central question right from the beginning. I asked you if
anyone would be injured by you being with me. If you had answered yes, or had
answered in an uncertain manner, my door would not have been open to you, as it hasn't
in far too many cases, sadly. In this manner, my friend, we develop the sacrament step by
step to the best of our ability, without adding to the problems. Thus we leave as much as
we are able, of the world of poverty behind us, and come out richer, stronger, more
secure, and more developed with a platform for living that enables us ultimately to laugh
at the next ice age and say: where is your sting? We have the power to this. We have the
power to deal with anything the ice age can put in our way. Right now we cannot say this.
We are too screwed up in so many ways. But some day we will be able to say this, and
this hopefully before the next glaciation cycle begins that isn't far off anymore."

"Those deep problems," added Helen a long while later, and laughed, "are like
Prometheus' eternal pains that he bore for the sake of his love for humanity. Of course,
universal Love is something absolute and greater than us, of which the grandest kind of
our individual loving is but a reflection. What I am aiming for in these deep waters is
something new, something daring, something honest, and something quite wonderful, and
as some might say is also extreme. Just because we have denied the universality of Love
for centuries, as we have been demanded to do by the lords of the empires, doesn't mean
that we have to continue with the silly little games forever that they have devised. We can
stop these little games at any time, and focus on something that is real and profound, and
take it as far into the extreme as we are able to, in order to test is for its truth. How else
can we step out of the chokehold of mediocrity? We have the potential to richly benefit
each other by moving with the greatest universal principles in existence that according to
all evidence is designed to enrich and strengthen and secure human existence. In the
world of mediocrity, no one is really secure. So my friend, when you encounter problems
ask yourself, "What do the challenges have to do with anything?"
"Compared to what we have right now, right this minute?" I asked.
"Yes."

"In this case I agree, the challenges don't seem to be a part of the equation at all," I
said.
"The secret is in keeping things that way," said Helen, "and to advance, and to
widen, our channels for universal Love."
"You are a wise woman," I said in response and kissed her.
"Wise?" she repeated and laughed. "No, I am not wise. I learned a bit of history.
From that I learned to be happy. We are both happy being here together, are we not?"
I answered that the word, happy, was too small a word. I said that I was delighted,
and more than that. Indeed, I was. Nor did we talk all of our time in bed. The talking
became interspersed with periods of voiceless 'conversation' at ever-more intimate levels.
"It is essential that we are together," she said at one point. "You evidently needed a
healing. You needed to complete something that hadn't been completed. Love demands
us that we allow it to unfold as completely as possible, so that this healing can gently
come true. This is to say, that Love needs to unfold as universally as possible."
"Erica couldn't do this," I said to Helen. "She said, it was irresponsible for her to
do this. I even convinced myself that her response was a legitimate response."
"Oh, have you changed your mind?" asked Helen. "Are you ready to say now,
'What has this got to do with anything?'"
I told her that I was coming around to that. "But it isn't easy, is it?" I said. I was
going to say that it is "damn hard." Except that kind of language, I felt, didn't fit into the
supportive atmosphere that Helen had established. I explained that Erica appeared to have
made a valid point by wanting to act responsibly.
"That's where the problem is rooted, Peter. What appears to be valid isn't
necessarily valid," said Helen and looked at me with her clear brown eyes as if she could
see right through me. "What is a valid response for the situation we are in right now?"
There is only one word valid," I said, "the word is, yes!"
Helen explained that our larger world is so precarious that we stand already with
one foot in our grave as tens of thousands of nuclear bombs were hanging over our head.
She suggested that our life was hanging on a thread so thin, by this, that a single madman
in a rage of insanity could push the world over the edge.
Helen reminded me that a culturally defeated society is breeding those madmen
like crazy, as we could see in modern times, and is elevating them to high positions of
power. "That is what I define as irresponsibility," she added. "This is a valid example of
what irresponsibility is. But loving one-another at the leading edge, that's not
irresponsible. While it has its risks, it has enormous potentials for good."

Helen suggested that in real terms Erica had acted irresponsibly, without being
aware that she had. Helen suggested that our greatest need in the nuclear age is to protect
our existence and our civilization. Everything needs to be subsumed to this absolute
requirement. Nothing is inconsequential anymore. Helen suggested that whatever Erica
had been trying to protect by acting 'responsibly,' was actually supporting the very same
mentality of not facing the underlying problem that has become a mortal danger to us all.
"The nuclear paradox can only be resolved," said Helen, "by developing a platform
of universal Love in our humanity. We need to fall in Love with our humanity, the
humanity that we all share. That is how I understand our sacrament that unfolds our
humanity. We need to become intimate with what is real, that reflects a universal Truth,
the truth that we are all human beings with human qualities. Defending division and
isolation, politically, or socially as Erica did, is the wrong response. Erica's response was
an invalid response on this higher-level platform. It involved an invalid approach to
taking responsibility. It became an avoidance of responsibility. Life and civilization are
not passive. They are active. It was invalid for her to be passively responsible, because by
pursuing such a course, one would be working against oneself by leaving the underlying
problem to fester on. Running away from the difficulty simply is not a valid response for
a human being in the current critical world situation in terms of what needs to be done
when so much is at stake."

I didn't know how to answer. I didn't know anymore what the question was. Was
she expecting me to agree?
"I am trying to make a point," said Helen. "The point is, we ask ourselves invalid
questions far too often, and tie ourselves into knots with invalid concerns. The Truth is
much simpler, more profound, and more beautiful and enriching. So, why are we fighting
it, or dancing around it?"
I nodded. "We can't see it, Helen. That's why we dance without an aim. We don't
see it, because the foreground is too dense."
"Right, Peter, but you didn't realize that before you came here, did you?"
I nodded in agreement.

Being in bed with Helen was educational in many ways, and in a strange way. She
was a bright spirit, intelligent, honorable, and knowledgeable. She was also open and
generous as a beautiful sexual being. The bed quickly became an open sanctuary for
sharing ourselves with one-another in which nothing stood in the way. There was a need
for that openness, and the need was fulfilled.
In-between the needed steps, we would move on to still higher ground and
contemplate the larger issues. If she hadn't been open to sex, we might have danced

around the issues of sex all night long, the very issue that I was hoping to find a higher
dimension for. The tragedy then would have been that we would not have reached high
enough to explore the larger issues. That's where Erica and I had failed. The barriers had
become terminators.
Helen suggested to me that when Erica said that she couldn't take our relationship
as far as she had wished, she hadn't looked at the real consequences of her actions, and at
what her actions might have been to avoid those consequences, without closing the door
on the unfolding colors of Love. Helen said, "When Erica drew her line in the sand,
because of her marriage, she defended a false concept. She defended a concept of unity
that separates us from the Truth that we are all human beings with a uniting spirit. She
defended a social structure that divided her against herself."
I suggested to Helen that the kind of society that she scientifically expected to find
in the world, didn't really exist. I suggested to Helen that she herself was a rare
phenomenon, an exception.
"That is why the world is so dark," said Helen and smiled. "That is why our
collective survival hangs in the balance. If the kind of society that is required to make our
culture secure, and our world bright and secure, does not exist out there to the extent that
is necessary. In this case it becomes our task to make sure that it will, so that there won't
be any exceptions like me." She began to laugh. "And so I must say to you, welcome to
my laboratory. If there is a paradox, let's solve it!"
"You have already solved the paradox for me," I interjected.
"Then let's move on to the greater paradox of the nuclear challenge, to avoid
nuclear war and create nuclear power instead," Helen continued and sighed. "We human
beings have become divided against ourselves. We want life, but we create ourselves
doomsday traps and defend the mentality that has created them. We need to resolve that
paradox too. That's what we need to do. Would you say we can do this on the basis we
have already established? I think this is possible, because the two paradoxes are related
and actually the same in principle. Our growing intimacy with one-another can bridge the
isolation that is further reflected in cultural isolation."
"Are you suggesting that we can free the world from its defeat on the platform of
rebuilding the now defeated culture, and do this by more intimate loving built on more
intimate science," I said to her. "It sounds totally unconventional, what you propose, but I
agree. Then the remaining steps on that platform will become natural footsteps that
require no miracles and exotic defense technologies that may not work anyway."
Helen grinned and suggested that I should have challenged Erica's impotence
scientifically, and provided a cultural foundation for the breakthrough to be possible. She
told me in an authoritative kind of voice, the kind that teachers sometimes use, that when
Erica began to talk about drawing that line in the sand for the sake of taking
responsibility, I should have said to her, 'What has this got to do with anything?'

Helen added, "You should have pointed out to Erica that scientifically speaking,
she had troubled herself with an invalid concern, and that it was time that she faced the
Truth that all mankind shares a wondrous common universal humanity that shouldn't be
divided, barred, and hidden behind traditions that are but excuses for imperial intentions
which blot out the riches we have. You should have told Erica that the Truth is, that Love
is universal Principle that is not expressed in separating ourselves from one-another for
the sake of denying it, or denying it for somebody else's sake. You should have told her
that the Truth is imperative regardless of the difficulties in accepting it in the face of our
conventions to the contrary. You should have surprised her with the profound Truth, that
she is already a part of the universal family of mankind, which is the only factor in that
equation that really matters, which is greater than everything that society has come up
with artificially."
"Had she dared to take this stand," I said, "her husband would have exploded with
rage."
"Now you see, Peter, why democracy doesn't work? A constitution should have
been established in her household that would have raised the bar high enough to allow
her the freedom to live more fully in the light of Love, and in an ever-wider landscape. If
this constitution had been set up more universally, the same higher platform would then
become reflected in the processes of government and the freedom of the nations.
Government by stealth, by deception, by lies, by hook, and by crook, and by the evergrowing denial of the human needs in society, would quickly fade into oblivion and
become forgotten. You don't seem to realize, Peter, that we, society, set the stage for
government. The respect for Truth that we all pioneer in our social living at the grassroots
level, invariably becomes mirrored in government. Of course, if we keep the bar low, the
government too will keep the bar low. Erica should have raised the bar."
"I think she thought she did this," I interjected. "Most of mankind would agree
with her that closing the door is raising the bar."
"She raised a barrier, not a challenge that can be met," said Helen. "When an
Olympic athlete raises the bar, he raises the challenge, knowing in his heart and soul that
it is possible to meet that challenge. Culture isn't made by couch potatoes, Peter. It is
made by living at the leading edge, by reaching for the challenges of the principles that
offer freedom. It's easy to be a slave, and easier still to be a perfect slave, but living lies
in freedom. Reaching out for freedom, for oneself and for mankind, is living responsibly.
It is not always easy, but it is wonderful, and massively exciting. It is so, because our
universal natural marriage is founded on what is fundamentally real about human
existence, as real as Love. You should have challenged Erica with the fact that she is
therefore also married to you, unavoidably so, by our common humanity, and by our
common universal Soul that moves us all. You should have suggested that you two have
every right to embrace each other as human beings, as your being in Love may inspire
you to do. You should have told her that this right is rooted in the reality of our being, in
our profound humanity. She might have said that she wasn't ready for the next step yet, or
would have preferred not to explore that avenue as a matter of choice. That would have

been different. But she drew the line against her innermost wishes, out of fear. That's the
critical point."
I raised my hand, in a gesture of objecting.
"No Peter, if Erica is half the scientist that you told me she is, she would have
understood all of that if you had presented it scientifically," said Helen. "Science takes us
beyond our barriers, physically, economically, emotionally, and spiritually. As a scientist
she would have understood that any other approach is invalid, and any other concept of
marriage is artificial, and needs to be uplifted to reflect more and more of the universal
Truth that is profound, and rich, and beautiful. She would have understood that the
artificial needs to be uplifted into the context of what is real, rather than the real
becoming smothered with the artificial, as the whole world presently is doing. She would
have understood that what happens on the intimate level, also happens in the larger
context at the cultural level. This is the reason why we have unemployment on a vast
scale, and homelessness, crime, violence, war, and so on. Homelessness is the hallmark
of a culturally defeated society, because it is so easy to solve the problem as a
technological society, while the real cost to society of not responding, is immensely
great."
I shook my head. "Are you sure that it is actually possible to meet the kind of
challenge that you put to Erica here?" I interjected. "Maybe her husband Fritz wasn't her
only concern." I suggested to Helen that Erica might have had a strong religious
background, and that her father might have been a minister of the church. In this case, her
stepping out of line would likely have caused an Earthquake.
"What has this got to do with anything?" answered Helen sharply. Helen suggested
that in such a case, Erica would have had to tell her church and relatives that their
standpoint is invalid, that their standpoint is criminally dangerous in a nuclear armed
world, and that anything that prevents the unfolding of the Principle of Universal Love
has no justification to exist. "It should not be allowed to exist. In fact, it should not be
allowed to exist for religious reason either, because God is Love, and how is it possible
then to justify limiting Love's universal expression for the sake of civility? Civilization is
built on Love, and collapses when Love is barred. But why should Love be barred at all.
Why would anyone bar the sunshine?" That is what she might have said in this case.
Helen added a few moments later that in this case Erica would have had to
confront not only her church people, but also her own beliefs. She would have to ask then
what is more important, the defense of human existence and civilization on the basis of
what is true, or the defense of an ancient doctrine that is upheld by decree, rather than
from the heart and by what is rooted in universal Truth. "Erica would have had to ask
herself bluntly and unmistakably: Which of the two approaches is a valid option for us to
follow for assuring a rich life and a rich civilization. The bar should be raised far higher
than the mere survival of mankind? The bar should be raised to let the brilliance of Love
become our sunshine."

"We all must face that challenge," I said to Helen, "but we don't even consider
going as far as asking ourselves what is valid, and what is invalid."
Helen simply nodded and smiled, suggesting that another point had been made,
and another victory towards freedom been won.

"Let me tell you a story from one of the Gospels," said Helen a while later after an
interval of silence. "A man had died," she said, "and according to the law of the land, his
brother had married the diseased person's wife. But in time he died also. Consequently,
the woman was married again to the next brother in line, and so forth, until the last of the
seven brothers had died, and the woman died also. Christ Jesus was asked: Whose wife
shall she be in the resurrection? They all have had her?"
Helen told me that Christ Jesus' answer was that they had asked him an invalid
question, because in heaven, at a higher state of perception, they would neither marry nor
be given into marriage as their concept of marriage would have become perfect and
universal and all-embracing like that of the angels, anchored in Truth. "He should have
added perhaps, that all humanity is really already married to one-another as children of a
common humanity and a common human Soul, and that we should make an effort to
recognize this ultimately undeniable reality. Helen suggested that Jesus might also have
added to his answer that the concept of marriage itself isn't invalid, but is symbolic of a
great Truth and that as a human institution it needs to become elevated towards that
higher platform that brings us closer to the Truth where Love is universal Principle.
"Only the invalid aspects that divide and isolate us, that create barriers against oneanother, and against our being in Love with one-another, will thereby fall away," said
Helen.
Helen explained that in real terms, marriage is nothing more than what the world
implies. It is a process of coming closer together, of embracing one-another; of
overcoming division and isolation. "Sure we start out small," she said, "but we go on
from there, and reach for the greater, and acknowledge it in life."
Helen sighed. "We are a sad people the way we go on, day after day, in the old
trodden ways. We starve ourselves, and do this with a bright future at our grasp. Maybe
some day this sad scene will have some sunshine brought into it. Today, we have the
capability to stand on the moon. In a decade we may stand on Mars. Eventually we will
break the isolation of space by distance, and visit other worlds, like the potential worlds
in the Alpha Centauri system for example, which is only slightly over four light-years
distant. In the process, we will enrich our own planet and ourselves as we draw ever more
riches out of our humanity. In time we will enrich the Universe with the light that we
have within us. "That's what the term, marriage, means. We bring Truth into our living,"
she added moments later. "Our living and loving should be outward focused to bring light
to the world. It shouldn't be inward focused. Can you imagine the Sun being inward
focused? This process isn't reflected anywhere in the Universe; so why should it be
reflected in us. We are married to one another universally as human beings, to love and to

honor, to support and to cherish, to uplift and enrich our universal living, until the next
Ice Age poses no longer a threat to us. But before our universal marriage can unfold, we
need to learn to extend a hand across the table and bridge the distance that separates us
heart to heart, which seems almost infinite at the present time. That's what the marriagechallenge includes, Peter.
"It includes all of this and more, Peter," added Helen in a softer tone. "It means, in
the universal sense, that we must be embracing infinity. Therefore, if you are concerned
about marriage isolation, and try to defend it, your concerns are invalid, because you are
talking about something that is not supported by universal Principle or its reflection in
civilization. The long created notions about marriage are invalid. They aren't based on
anything real. The marriage isolation might have been useful once to protect society
against communicable diseases and abuses, but at what a great spiritual cost. They are
certainly not based on what is required for the development of civilization. Jesus
understood this already more than two thousand years ago."

What could I say to that? Helen was obviously right. Even her comment about the
coming new Ice Age was right. I commented on it. "The professor had warned about the
return of the Ice Age, too," I said to her. "But in the West the subject is hushed up."
"The coming Ice Age is a big item for discussion in the university," said Helen.
"The professor is playing a role in that discussion, even from his retirement. Except no
one talks about it in the context of the Principle of Universal Love, as Schiller had done."
I shook my head. "In Schiller's time, no one was aware of the existence of ice age
cycles, and that we would soon be facing the next glaciation cycle on this planet. How
then would Schiller be connected with that?"
"Did you know that it was Schiller who defeated Napoleon in Russia? Schiller had
already been assassinated by then. A friend of his who had fled to Russia into exile, had
convinced the Russian's not to fight Napoleon, when Napoleon attacked, not even to
hinder him, but to draw him deep into the country and then hit the supply line. He even
convinced the Russian to evacuate Moscow and let Napoleon have the city, but to empty
the city first, and then let it go unopposed. That's what the Russians did. Then, once
Napoleon was settled in the city for the winter, the Russians sneaked into the city and
burned the place down. That's what they did, which forced Napoleon's retreat at the very
onset of winter. Sure, there were a few battles fought along the way, but they decided
nothing. The denial of logistics won the war for Russia. Napoleon brought more than
600,000 men into Russia, and hundreds of thousands of horses. By the time Napoleon
reached Moscow there were only 100,000 men left, and of those just a few thousand
made it back. No person can live without logistics, especially in the winter. My question
is, will we enter the coming Ice Age better prepared than Napoleon was, entering Russia?
The war was decided by a question of Love, Peter. As human beings we have vast
creative and productive qualities that no other species has in common with us, and with
these qualities comes the corresponding mission, which is to protect our future, which is a

very human question. And that mission my friend is a question of our Love. Will our
loving reach far enough into the future to activate the present? Napoleon couldn't care
less about the needs of human beings. That's why he lost the war. Are we going to loose
mankind in the coming Ice Age for the same reason? It all comes down to a question of
Love. If the light of Love becomes the carrying force in economics, reflected in the
Principle of the General Welfare, then we develop the capacity we have to create indoor
agriculture across the world. Immense infrastructures are required for that. The building
has to begin a hundred years before they are needed, because the task is that great. While
it is possible to meet the challenge, the question remains, will society do it? It becomes
then a question of Love. All true aspects of economics are elements of Love. And again,
the goal mustn't be mere survival as we face the next Ice Age. The goal must be to live
through the next 100,000-year glaciation cycle in a global Renaissance setting. Survival
shouldn't even be a factor. Love should be the factor. Then the Renaissance is
guaranteed."
"So where is the barrier?" I interjected.
Helen began to smile. "Answer me this, Peter," Helen said after a few moments of
silence. "When I invited you to join me in bed, you didn't hesitate once you broke the
barrier you had previously set up in your mind, but in the back of your mind you
probably still had serious concerns, didn't you?"
I nodded reluctantly. "Of course I had."
"Those concerns were invalid, Peter, because they didn't have anything to do with
anything real," she replied. "It's the same with the Ice Age barrier that no one wants to
touch to take the first step, as if the coming Ice Age cycle had nothing to do with human
living. Now in order to break the barrier created by your concerns, about being in bed
with me, it became necessary to consider ourselves as being married to one-another as we
truly are and always have been as human beings. And so we have reached the stage at
which we realized that the very idea of isolation between two people is invalid. So, what's
valid then about any other barrier to Love that would impede the power of human living?
Nothing is valid there, really."
"But I said to you I am a married man, Helen. I couldn't change that. I almost
protested. Isn't that what people say about themselves in the face of the Ice-Age task
before us? They say we are too small. We are just little people. We don't have the
resources. We can't meet this challenge. And so, for decades upon decades, when the
work should have progressed already, nothing was done. You are right, we are a defeated
society. A normal society, in Love with itself, would have responded to the challenge and
the work would have been in progress, and it would have progressed in a renaissance
setting. Instead society is throwing its human potential away with homelessness and
unemployment, crime, and poverty, and so forth. We are insane."
"Isn't that what insanity is, a festering barrier against Love?" said Helen. "And so
my friend, before you came here you were insane. But the healing has begun."

I didn't pursue the point any further. I didn't have an argument to present against it.
Maybe there was none. I could sense the healing into sanity taking place. What she said
seemed so right and so easy to accept. And who was I anyway, to argue?

We didn't speak much after that for a long while. Life was rich in this quiet healing
atmosphere. I enjoyed the serenity of it, in which everything that wasn't focused on Love,
drifted into the background. I had no desire to interrupt it by raising points for discussion.
Our moments together, as they unfolded and passed into history, were satisfying. What
more could anyone ask for?
Only much later did Helen pick the subject of barriers up again that we left off
with. "Do you want to know what happens when loving becomes isolated into a small
sphere?" she said in a serious tone of voice. She got out of bed without waiting for an
answer from me. She put her nightgown on and handed me a white bathrobe.
Before I realized what had happened, we were sitting at the table again. She set a
glass of wine before us, a plate of Melba toast and cheese, all neatly arranged in the
middle of the table. More olives were added to the remaining sandwiches. It took her but
a minute to get it all arranged that way.
The light in the main room was still dim. A spotlight shone onto the back wall,
onto a print of a painting by Salvador Dali of the Sacrament of the Last Supper. The
mellow light that the print reflected, together with the light from a small stained-glass
lamp on the table, created a romantic atmosphere. We toasted each other. I felt so
unspeakably close to her now, as if I had known her always. There had been no need to
reach out to her. This union had unfolded so naturally and effortlessly, and so beautifully.
However, I soon found out that this had not been the kind of thing that we had come to
the table to talk about.
"A healed person is abler to work," she said, "and a lot of work is needed, and
some of it is required in areas that are not pleasant to get into. Alright then, what happens
when loving becomes isolated?" she said and smiled. "What happens when loving
becomes limited to apply only in the most private, the most confined, the most primitive
domain and nowhere else?"
She told me that answering this question involves a lesson of history again. She
also told me that a large part of that history is reflected in Europe's darkest period, a
period darker than the dark ages, a period of eighty years of war in which over half of the
population of Europe was butchered to death or died from the consequences.
She also explained that this subject could not be talked about in bed. "I have made
a rule for myself," she said, "never to entertain ugly thoughts in bed. Ugly stories are
forbidden stories. They block the intimacies. Ugly thoughts tend to disrupt the lateral
flowing of Love, and make the most precious appear cheap. But we can talk about those

ugly things out here. However, for this we need wine. Wine represents inspiration and
understanding. We also need olives. Olives represent, oil, and oil represents consecration
to good, charity, gentleness, our heaven on Earth. We also need food. We need to feast on
what makes us grow. We need to feast on the Truth. With all that in reach, we can now
dare to look at the ugly things."
Helen explained that in 1511 the Venetian Empire, the foremost slave trader of the
world, which it was at this time, had been nearly eradicated by the forces of the
Renaissance. For the first time in all history the leading nations of Europe had formed an
alliance, not for conquest, but to rid the world of empire, the imperial evil that Venice
represented at the time. The League of Cambrai was the result of that alliance, and as the
professor has already pointed out, the allied forces nearly won. Only when the final battle
was about to be waged, the Pope relented and stopped the campaign. That is how Venice
was saved. Empire was saved by betrayal and a whole string of wars came out of it.
Helen pointed out that all of this is common knowledge among historians. She
sighed, then pointed out however, that only a few historians realize that the near defeat,
which had caused the Venetian Empire to remain intact, evidently motivated the empire
to wage war against the Renaissance that had threatened it. This war succeeded, and it
defeated the renaissance spirit again and again in future ages, as it would eternally be a
danger to any empire's existence. Helen said, that since this war hasn't ended to the
present day it becomes our task to end it, and to have the victory that the Pope had
betrayed half a millennium earlier. "It started a trail of betrayal," said Helen. "Empire is
built on betrayal. Even in our modern time, the leading oligarchy is engaged in a
relentless campaign of betraying mankind, waging an ideological war against the spirit of
the Renaissance that had nearly defeated imperialism, and which should have succeeded."
Helen explained, that Venice's first thrust against the Golden Renaissance was
unleashed by creating two irrational counter ideologies, with the intention to get society
itself, to betray the Renaissance. "This ideological poison was spread throughout
Europe," said Helen, "with which the nations were set against one-another, killing each
other for the sake of religion. Thus, society was already defeated before the Thirty Years
War even started. It was defeated by the insanity created in the shadow of a vicious
religious conflict that became a shooting war. The resulting war raged throughout Europe
for eighty years. It took almost fifty years of ideological warfare to destroy the culture of
the Renaissance throughout Europe, and to open the door for the bullets to fly," said
Helen. "But once a nation's culture is destroyed, it takes a long time to get it back,
especially with a war raging on. It took Europe eighty years to develop the cultural
recovery far enough to stop the shooting. This happened in 1648. It was a great victory
that was won that year. By design, religious warfare is perpetual warfare. It wasn't meant
to ever stop. And we will see this happening again, as in the Middle East. It is nearly
impossible to stop religious war, because it breeds insanity. It takes generations of new
people, to grow out of that morass, to rebuild the culture of a people into a culture of an
active peace."
Helen said that the ideological war that had destroyed the Renaissance culture, was
a religious war that had been designed from the ground up to eradicate the newly

discovered Christian notion of universal Love. "It was designed with the intention to
become a war against Love, and against all lateral loving, which had been the
fundamental light of the Renaissance. Both of the counter-ideologies promoted the notion
that loving is applicable only in the smallest domain, in the private domain between two
people, but has no place anywhere else, and cannot be tolerated anywhere else, certainly
not in public and state affairs."
Helen said, that if people stood up and demanded that the state be governed by
moral principles and concepts of Love, the rulers of the state were enticed by the counterphilosophers of empire to arrest them, and even to kill them if need be. In this manner,
the counter-ideologies became dominant and legitimized the rule of the strong as the law
between the nations. "Does that sound familiar, Peter? That's the New World Order
today. The real issue in that kind of 'religious' warfare," said Helen, "isn't religion at all. It
wasn't then. Religion became abused as a vehicle for war, but the core issue was to
destroy the Renaissance culture, and the nations that represented that culture. And that's
still the issue. That is why America has been targeted by empire throughout the postwar
period, to get it to self-destroy its potential as a renaissance power."
"This process has not been stopped by anyone to the present day," I interjected.
"Might is right, was the watchword then, and it still is," said Helen, "and that
opened the flood-gates of destruction, then, just as we have it again now."
Helen explained that this carefully created notion included the right of one
imperial domain to murder the citizens of a competing imperial domain at will, and to
destroy their villages, to demolish their economies, to murder their people. This was done
for eighty years, Peter, before it ended in 1648. We see this murdering being done again.
It's been raging for a few decades already in Palestine, and in other places in the Middle
East, with no end being allowed for that."
Helen pointed out that during this time of the wars to destroy the Golden
Renaissance a whole slew of those rotten types of war-philosophers came out of the
woodwork that all promoted the same insane distortion of mankind's humanity. "Those
were people like Thomas Hobbes and Hugo Grotius," said Helen.
Helen added that these hired guns of empire, these utopian war-philosophers,
promoted the idea that the human being is naturally evil. "They proclaimed that only by
mankind's universal evil are all men equal, and that the imperial state, and its sovereign,
exist exclusively for the purpose of protecting the people from one-another, and thereby
from their common evil tendencies. For this protection from itself, the philosophers said,
society must give to its sovereign unlimited power over it. The rule of the Sovereign,
thereby, becomes absolute and must be obeyed. Aren't we hearing the same song again?"
Helen pointed out, that out of this philosophy, the notion emerged that a citizen
has no right to disobey the rule of the Sovereign, or the rule of the state. "We still live by
this notion," said Helen. "The concepts of truth and of the sovereignty of an individual
are still deemed not to exist in the so-called real world. This strangles our culture still.

The stranglehold needs to be broken, and it needs to be broken at the grassroots level,
where it has never been broken, where religions in their countless forms have had the
strongest hold on society. And I think that nothing but a scientific thrust can break this
stranglehold and unravel the rule of the philosophers of empire."
Helen pointed out, that in the early 1600s, the notion was promoted that those who
wanted to build empires had to be amoral and ruthless. This became recognized as a
fundamental law. According to this new law of the nations, all subjects of an enemy
power could be legally seized, enslaved, or be destroyed wherever found, including the
children. Helen explained that the end result was that all of Europe was drawn into an
endless cycle of wars with each other, with aggressions leading to revenge and counterrevenge for a span of eighty years. She said, that the infamous Thirty Years War was
merely the last part of this eighty years cycle of antihuman madness that grew out of what
began as an artificially created religious conflict.
Helen explained that by the time the madness finally ended in 1648, Germany had
lost vast segments of its population. Whole areas had been completely emptied of people.
Cities had been reduced to villages, and countless villages had simply disappeared
forever. She said, that Augsburg, for example, a city of 100,000 people, had a mere 5000
people left when the Thirty Years War ended. In Magdeburg, 20,000 people were
butchered to death in 1631, of which General Pappenheim, one of the victors, had said,
that "there had not been such a glorious victory won since the siege of Troy and the
destruction of Jerusalem."
"How can this have happened?" I asked in disbelief.
Helen nodded. "This sort of thing results when one isolates Love, from the
universal domain, by calling it a private thing, thus leaving the universal scene open to
the looting and murdering of entire nations," said Helen.
She turned to me and said in a very quiet voice. "I hope that you are beginning to
understand now the critical nature of universal Love, the love that flows laterally between
one-another. I hope that you can see it as a fundamental, universal principle. Civilization
cannot be built on any other platform. It cannot be won by force. This has been mankind's
universal experience for 5,000 years since the insanity of empire building began. For
5,000 years’ mankind waged war against Love. It waged war against the core of its
civilization. Don't you think it is time to turn this trend around? What the Pharaohs feared
and defeated, I am promoting. What the religions prohibited, I am celebrating."
"Have I been blind all my life?" I interjected.
"Yours is not a case of blindness, Peter. It's a case of a lack of scientific
development. You lack an understanding of the Science of civilization. That is common.
For this lack society stands to loose civilization. That applies to individuals and nations.
Therefore, I fight. I fight in the bedroom, which would enrage the Pharaohs. I fight at the
dining table, healing married men in the middle of the night, which would enrage all the
sages of religion. I bring my friends also to the concert halls and the hallowed halls of

Science. I fight on a level of Love that the professor doesn't understand. He understands
to some degree that the human being is a distinctly different species, incomparable with
any other, because of our incredible creative capacity. Civilization is the outcome of that,
but he fails to see that the entire train starts with Love. Everything in civilization has been
created by human beings. Countless different aspects of Love motivate this train of
creation. If you could take that away, believe me, there would be nothing left that
supports human existence. In this case 99% of mankind would die. The Earth, by itself, is
a primitive planet that doesn't support much. It supports even less during the Ice Ages.
But mankind flourishes, and has the capacity to do this even in an Ice Age environment.
That makes us human beings special. No other species has the capacity to support itself to
such a vast extend with its own inner resources, as mankind has by its spiritual and
scientific nature and its being in Love with it. Of course the outcome that we call
civilization, is vast and profound, so that a scientific approach is needed to gain even a
faint understanding of it. My American friend outlined a foursquare matrix for it, as a
scientific platform that is designed to put the major aspects of our humanity into
relationship with each other, enabling a greater appreciation of them, and to stage a more
focused development of them in our daily living. Without this process taking hold in
society, there will likely be no end forthcoming to the modern Pappenheims' rampage of
gleefully wrecking civilization.
"Let me illustrate why my scientific approach is absolutely sane," Helen
continued. "To get a sense of it, let's consider nuclear physics. It is impossible to
understand nuclear physics, without recognizing the existence and characteristics of
certain unique particles that make up an atom, such as the electrons, the protons, and the
neutrons. But these aren't really particles, they are points of energy that merely behave
like particles. These points of energy are arranged in the form of quarks; that's what they
are called. By the arrangement of the quarks the so-called atomic particles derive an
electric charge. We can't get anywhere in nuclear physics without recognizing these
interlocked constituent unique elements. The same sort of process is necessary for
understanding the nature of civilization, which can't be fully appreciated without an
understanding of the major constituent elements of it. Here is where my friend's
contribution comes into focus. She took the four biblical rivers out of the biblical context
and used them in metaphor as a platform in science to define the 'rivers' of our humanity
unfolding into civilization.
"The first river is Pison, which she defined its developmental flow as 'the love of
the good and beautiful, and their immortality.'"
"Of course, the good and the beautiful, which is truly immortal, has long been the
focal point of the cultural aspects that stand behind periods of renaissance," I interjected.
"Out of that came the political transformation that created the USA as the first true nation
state on the planet."
"We find this 'river' also expressed in music," said Helen, "and expressed in our
understanding of the principles of music; and in literature, and in our understanding the
principles of metaphor and irony and tragedy; and we find it echoed in the beauty of art,
architecture, clothing, even the beauty of ourselves as human beings, physically and

mentally and sexually. The developing of the good and beautiful in our humanity, closes
the door to the vile artificial impositions of counter-culture games that promote violence,
murder, isolation, conformity, and the emptiness of virtual reality. We need a strong
focus on the beauty of our humanity that pervades the real world. My friend relates this
with the dawn of the day, perhaps as a metaphor for the dawn of civilization.
"My friend's second river is named, Gihon," Helen continued. "She defined this
river as 'the rights of woman acknowledged morally, civilly, and socially.' Her sense of
woman appears to go far beyond the sexual division of mankind. It appears to be
representing the image of mankind that John the Revelator described, as 'a woman
clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve
stars.' If that brightness is the unfolding image of mankind, then we are dealing with a
humanity of great power, great brilliance, with a future barely imaginable. Of course with
this tall image of mankind come tall rights that must be 'acknowledged morally, civilly,
and socially.' One of these rights is the right of unimpeded development, individually and
civilly, such as society's right to the cooperatively aided universal development of
efficient nuclear power, expanding industrialization, efficient transportation
infrastructures, and so on, but also the boundless development of Love acknowledged
morally, civilly, and socially. The development of nuclear power isn't just a nice little
necessity for society to get going as a means for dealing with energy shortages. The
large-scale development of nuclear power is a human right as a stepping stone to the kind
of energy rich world that a humanist renaissance requires, which itself is another
universal human right. And so is the boundless development of Love in our living, a
human right. These rights need to be acknowledged, first by us individually, then they
need to become expressed correspondingly as missions of government, science, and
industry. And socially, too, the rights of the human being as a reflective divine being -closed with the sun -- takes us far from slavery, even far from self-slavery, all the way to
the right to express our creative powers for the enrichment of all mankind and future
ages, as immortal beings. Our claiming the right for an immortal existence has a far
greater impact in the political world, than we may yet realize. Here we find an expression
of the universal marriage of mankind coming to light. My friend relates this river of
development to the morning sunrise.
"Her third river, is called Hiddekel," said Helen after a slight pause. "This river is
defined by her as 'divine Science understood and acknowledged.' Ever since mankind was
recognized as a divine being by reflection, 'made in the image and likeness of God,' a
development has begun of the spiritual Science of this discovered aspect of our humanity.
The development of this Science takes us back in time all the way to the early Greek
Classical culture, and its revival after the Peloponnesian War, the scientific revival by
Socrates, Plato, and others, which became the precursor for Christianity, and later of the
Renaissance. Indeed, this divine Science, the Science of the divine reflection in mankind,
has a long history with profound scientific breakthroughs along the way."
"Oh yes, the professor pointed this out in the pub," I interjected. "He pointed out,
that the very founding of the USA as a rebel republic against the force of empire was the
result of the advancing concepts of leading-edge aspects of science. For example, it was
recognized by the patriots of humanity that mankind's subjection to tyranny is not the

legitimate state of a human society, but that a human society has the inherent power built
into its humanity, to claim its freedom and its self-determination. This was understood
then. It was acknowledged in a revolution, and in what came after it."
"My friend relates this river with the heat of the day," said Helen. "She used the
rivers by the names given in Genesis 2. That makes her fourth river the river Euphrates,
which she defined in part as 'divine Science encompassing the Universe and man; the true
idea of God; a type of the glory which is to come; metaphysics taking the place of
physics; the reign of righteousness.' Let's just look at one aspect of this long string, Peter,
that of 'metaphysics taking the place of physics.' Here my friend puts the idea on the
table, that metaphysics always supersedes mere physics in the development of
civilization. The entire platform of civilization does indeed rest on mind-created
constructs of a type that simply does not exist in the natural world. Agriculture does not
exist naturally. Nuclear fission power does not exist in the natural world. Industrialization
does not exist naturally. We can fly to the moon. This capability does not exist naturally.
We now support six billion people on Earth. The Earth doesn't have the resources to do
this naturally. Mankind has created the resources to do this, and do all the other things.
This makes metaphysics a profound aspect of the human world that enables a society of
over six billion people to exist on this planet with a high-level status of living, while
otherwise 99% might not exist at all. The natural world is not a rich world. Mankind lives
in a rich world that is largely created by human beings, which doesn't exist naturally.
Poverty exists however, whenever mankind's creative potential is denied and the world
drifts back to the primitive platform that doesn't afford much of anything.
"My friend's second part of Euphrates is just as profound, Peter," Helen continued.
"The greatest challenge that we face in this second element of her Euphrates, is a too
small sense of ourselves and of our power as human beings, and of our being in Love
with ourselves and one another. She calls this challenge 'a state of mortal thought, the
only error of which is limitation; finity; the opposite of infinity.' She seems to suggest
that the greatest challenge in the advancement in civilization is to let go of our sense of
finiteness and to embrace the infinity of our humanity, of our power to create a richer
physical world with the power of the resources of our mind. Therefore, she links this
river with the sunset of the day's cycle, where we touch the Golden Shore of Love and the
Peaceful Sea of Harmony.
"Every one of these dynamically unfolding concepts of profound principles, from
my friend's concept of Pison to Euphrates," said Helen, "takes us far beyond the level of
simple constitutional principles, such as the Principle of the General Welfare, that the
professor recognizes too. It takes us into the realm of active ideas and dynamically
unfolding concepts that all should come to life in society, as they alone assure by their
own imperative that society's constitutional principles will be met, be raised higher, and
be expanded. That is what society must place its focus on. We can't escape from that
responsibility, Peter, and hide behind the fences of limitation that we place before us.
Civilization isn't a gift that has been handed down to us by some magical deity on a silver
platter. It is a man-created construct, built with the resources of our humanity. This
renders us divine beings, reflecting evermore the Intelligence that is reflected in the
Universe. Once that profound fact becomes apparent, the power of those profound ideas

stands behind everything that has become known as civilization. In this way civilization
reflects ultimately nothing less than society's advancing self-discovery. If that is lacking,
the best constitutional principles tend to fall by the wayside, and become meaningless.
That is how America looses its heritage, and mankind looses its soul, and sex then
becomes cheap entertainment, even rape."
"Now I know that I've been blind," I interjected. "And you are right, it was just
blindness against seeing the world scientifically. I hadn't realized that. I had fully agreed
with Erica on an issue that turned out to be an aspect of poverty. And all this happened
just a few hours earlier. Isn't it amazing how fast one’s world can change? Erica was
wrong on that issue, and neither of us could see this. Drawing a line across the path of
progressive unfolding isn't the way to go."
"That's not important," said Helen. Helen pointed out, that countless people look to
the past and moan. It took me decades to get to the point where I am now where the
moaning stopped, and Peter, don't expect to glimpse in a few hours what took me a long
time to come to terms with. Tomorrow you will likely have forgotten most of what we
explored tonight. But some will remain. That is why it is important for you to have seen
my landscape, the landscape in which I live. Maybe in some dark hour, when you most
need it, a vista of it will come to mind. Or maybe you will be inspired by me to create
your own landscape of the same color, step by step, year by year, and therein remember
me. So it will be worthwhile for you, no matter what, that you have come here. In any
case the old world will no longer seem as dark to you. I also, hopefully, have closed a lot
of doors for you permanently, that society still celebrates, like those that Hobbes has
opened. Many people look to the past, and their emptiness within, to justify fascism in
some form, both in themselves and in the world. Many people in leading positions in
government do this and are proud of it. Many of those find in their own 'poverty' an
excuse to re-launch the antihuman atrocities that should have been long forgotten. The
war-philosopher, Thomas Hobbes, is being kept 'alive' in modern times, by the forces of
empire for this purpose. Hobbes is therefore still admired by many leading people in
today's world. The Hobbesian ideology has lingered on for this reason. Though he was
just one of many such 'fascists, Hobbes came to be chosen as the State Philosopher of the
British Empire, perhaps for his special zeal in fighting against Love. I predict that his
door will be closed to you now forever. Hobbes is sometimes regarded as the father of the
20th Century geopolitics of the new Anglo/British Empire, that is presently aiming to
become the World Empire. This means that his strong banning of Love from worldaffairs all the way down into the smallest personal domain, hasn't ended by any means.
But I predict you will never become a disciple of that. Instead you will fight this trend as
I am fighting it. Many more wars will likely be fought under the old banner, unless of
course, we kill each other more completely with nuclear weapons the next time around.
But you will stand in the way of this train now, and maybe you will find the power in you
some day, to stop it altogether. You might even make it possible to found a movement to
banish Hobbes for all times to come. "The important thing is," said Helen, "that you keep
on looking ahead. As world-historic persons we can learn from the past, but we must look
ahead and embrace the future, and uplift the present for it. As world-historic persons we
shape the future history of mankind. We have the potential to make real historic
breakthroughs every day."

Chapter 7 - Glow of the Invisible
When the morning broke I found myself still with Helen. I couldn't remember
though when we fell asleep, and how we got back to bed during our long drawn-out
talking and explorations the night before. It seemed that I was the first of us to awake.
Not knowing what to do, I dozed off again until I heard the piano being played. The
music was unfamiliar. I stood behind her and applauded after the last bars were played.
I noticed the kettle on the stove. Then the view from the kitchen window caught
my attention. The last time I had stood there, it had been all dark outside. Before us lay
the railway plaza. As far as I could tell we were high above everything around us.
"Is this the tallest high-rise in the city?" I asked, when she entered and looked
through the cupboards, evidently for something to eat that we hadn't eaten the night
before. "Let's have breakfast out in town," I suggested. "It's my turn to treat us."
She stopped looking. "I know a place you will like," she said. "It's a few blocks
back into the center of the city; will this be Ok?" She emphasized, Ok and smiled. "Also,
this isn't just the tallest high-rise in town. It is the only one."
"It's a pioneering effort then," I replied.
"No, it isn't that, Peter. The ground is too soft here in most places to support tall
structures. There is too much sand in the ground. This is not Manhattan, Peter, that's built
on a gigantic rock that has been flattened out by the great glaciers during the ice ages.
The ground in Manhattan supports anything you care to build, a hundred stories plus."
"You mean the World Trade Towers," I interjected.
"It's not possible to build those here, Peter. If you have access to a car, I can show
you what I mean. I can show you quite a few amazing places. Are you interested? I mean,
after breakfast of course."
My smile must have answered her.
"So, its settled then," she said, and turned the stove back off.
The place she had in mind was a sidewalk cafe at the edge of a plaza. "Have you
always lived here?" I asked after I had purchased the standard fare of the morning,
consisting of butter, bread, jam, and some sort of coffee. And best of all, the place was
sunny, and protected from the wind.
"We lived at the edge of town," she said. "My father had a bakery there. The
bakery may have saved his life. Because of it, he wasn't drafted into the war. He was
needed where he was, to serve the war effort as a baker. Our area was 'kriegs wischtig,
meaning, it was important for the war. A large aircraft manufacturing plant had been built
at the edge of our village. It might have been one of the biggest. The workers all lived in

a sprawling apartment complex that was so famous at the time that the streetcar stop and
the entire route was named after it. Across the way from the plant was a pilot school. The
plant supplied the warplanes, the school the pilots, and my father baked for them all, and
the community suffered the pains when the pilots didn't return. Most of my friends in
school didn't have their dad return home, when the war ended. It took me a while to
realize that everyone of my friends were affected that way. I never knew their fathers."
"You lived under Hitler then?" I said quietly.
"Hitler was like a ghost. We never saw the man, only pictures, but we heard him
on the radio. This seemed almost mandatory. Everyone was afraid in those days. When a
friend of the family had her husband drafted, she took me with her to the barracks to see
him off. The barracks were three-story buildings encircling a large parade square. One
building featured a picture of Hitler that was nearly half as tall as the building itself. I was
only five years old then. When I saw the giant poster I pointed to it, exclaiming
something about it being a large 'pull off.' We had played with pull off pictures that one
soaked in water until they could be pulled off their backing and be pasted into a picture
book. My reference to Hitler as a big pull-off had caused such fright that we immediately
left without seeing her husband, whom we never saw again. I was deeply affected by this,
since I had caused the fright and couldn't see a logical reason for it.
"But the worst came later," Helen continued, "and it was of a kind that it took me
some years to realize what had happened. My smaller sister had complained of a
headache. Being concerned, my parents took her to the city hospital. When we came to
visit her the next day she couldn't recognize us anymore, and a couple of days, or so,
later, she was dead. A doctor confided to my dad that she had a brain tissue infection that
might have caused complications later on, and that the policy was in such situations, to
close the case. They pulled a portion of the spinal fluid that would cause her to gently fall
asleep. Many years paused till I realized that the doctors had murdered my sister, acting
under orders by the state.
"It took me just as long to realize later that fascism was not only the Nazi's
hallmark," she continued. "When the war ended our state of the art aircraft plant was
demolished. It was razed to the ground and the site cleared. It took a dozen years to get
this done. The victors of the war had demanded the destruction. A year later, a new plant
was built to produce much needed agricultural machinery. I couldn't figure out for a long
time why a defeated nation, after all its suffering, had to be deprived of its capacity to
recover itself. I didn't really understand this until I began to understand the nature of
empire whose masters ruled the postwar period."
We drove past the place where the aircraft plant had stood. She told me that quite
early after the war all the school children were served a hot luncheon in the plant
cafeteria, before the demolition began. Then the lunches stopped and most of the kids
went hungry. We also drove to the great sandpit that she wanted me to see. There, right in
the middle of nowhere the construction of a harbor had been started. A concrete pier had
been built and a grain elevator next to it. A canal leading to the harbor had also been
built, partially. Then the construction stopped. She suggested that the project would never

be completed, as river-barge transportation has become obsolete in the age of modern
railways. Only the sand had remained - the sand that much of the city is build on, and
some great pools in the sand for the kids to swim in.
"The first thing that was rebuild after the war," said Helen, "was the concert hall
and the opera house. This was done before even the railway station rebuilding was
completed. Amidst all this hubbub of madness and destruction it seemed important to the
leaders of the city to rebuild that which is most related to the great human sacrament as a
foundation for the society's own inner rebuilding. And it had an amazing effect. During
the early stages of the demolition of the aircraft plant, the kids that had played among the
ruins had found aluminum tubing that they had filled with a homemade explosive and
then hammered the ends shut. They placed them into campfires for the big bang effect.
Can you imagine the madness, kids making explosives after a horrible war? One kid lost
his hand when the explosive went off hammering the end shut. Some of these 'bombs'
were placed on the streetcar tracks for the great boom they made. One even blew a wheel
off. These sort of things happened in many places around the city, as many similar plants
were demolished so that the aluminum tubing wasn't hard to come by. But once the opera
house and the concert hall was in operation again, this madness somehow stopped. The
sacrament of a great culture seemed to have this percolating effect. Of course, other
causes might have contributed.
"Some of the great cultural-renewal projects that came on line in this early
timeframe also became directly organized in support of us kids," Helen continued. "The
state had a wide range of summer camps organized, and youth festivals. We had theatre
groups operating, and motorcycle races in the summer. One of the ironworks in the city
that hadn't been demolished after the war, that a friend of mine worked for, had been
given by the state a gigantic old villa that was located near a river. The big properties of
the previously super-rich had all been confiscated and used for social events. The villa
became the iron-works clubhouse. It became the base camp for boat races on the river,
and movie nights, and dances. This place was so huge that we had several types of music
going on at once during the dance weekends. And all the worker's friends, of course,
were welcome too. I remember my brother and I carrying the big family radio down to
the place by the river, with stacks of records and a record player, to help with the dance
music. This place was wide open to anyone who cared to fit in, so it seemed. There were
no outsiders or insiders. In fact, most of the basic things were subsidized, so that no one
would ever feel poor again, being overshadowed by the rich. The streetcar rides had only
cost a dime, and a movie ticket not much more. This sense of not being poor, though
everyone really was rather poor, had created a wonderful sense of closeness in society
that is fast disappearing now. The only social status that I remember, looking back on
those days, was related to the individuals' intellectual achievements. There was one girl
that I remember, she was brilliant in everything, so that everyone looked up to her, and
some even tried to catch up.
"Remembering those days, the term sacrament comes to mind. In this sacrament
the grand human aspects were the things that counted. Sure, we had problems too.
Germany was divided. The West became capitalized. Money became the golden cow
there. The West was allowed to build itself up with American influx and goods from all

over the world, evidently to create a contrast against communism. And it worked. It
created tensions. People left the East in such large numbers that the border had to be
closed. There were times when the trains were crowded going to Berlin, and empty on the
return trip, drawing away many skilled workers and professionals. This too, was likely
intentional, Peter. The big contrast that caused this, has caused deep economic problems
and friction that led to fascist responses by the state, which may have also been intended.
The travel restrictions to the West have become a sore spot that is increasingly hurting
everyone. Of all the impositions that are hurting us, this confinement cuts deepest into the
sense of sacrament that has been so hard-won over many years.
"The restrictions aren't hurting me personally," said Helen. "I have no desire to
travel to the West. I find Russia and China more interesting. I have spent three years in
Novosibirsk under a student exchange program. I didn't have to work during this time.
All my living was paid for, the tuition was free, all the riches of the world's greatest
science city was there within reach for the grasping. I came back a richer person than I
could ever have imagined as possible. Where in the West would I find anything
comparable? In the West the cost of tuition is fast becoming a financial millstone around
the students' neck, and they get little for it that is even remotely worth the price. Under
the rule of empire, education and science has been turned backwards and upside down in
the West. They are teaching politically correct illusions rather than the truth and real
universal physical principles. I am a part time teacher at our university now. I try to be as
truthful with my students as I can, and this, Peter, is exciting. It strengthens the human
sacrament. It builds it. Truth gives substance to it. You can't even buy this in the West at
any price. 'Truth,' in the West, is 'shaped' by what is decreed as politically correct, as
determined by the masters of the World Empire. We are moving in this direction too, of
course, which I am fighting against. That's why I am only allowed to teach part time."
"I take it then, that you are not looking forward to the reunification that will make
Germany whole again," I said to her, quietly, comparatively to the noise of the car as we
were traveling to the different places she wanted me to see.
"The unification will come," she said, "but it will be a disaster for us and for the
West, the way I have come to understand western economics. In the West money is king,
but it no longer represents anything real. It has become an entity in itself, detached from
physical living and the actual needs of society. The West is thereby collapsing inwardly.
This is actually spelled out openly as the policy of deindustrialization. The new game is
to make money with money, without producing anything that is real, whereby the
physical structures collapse. Our city is presently supported with an industrial
infrastructure that employs 100,000 workers. Everything is focused on the underlying
objective to meet society's needs, which is a part of our sacrament culture that still
functions along this line. When we become westernized, which reunification implies,
then this structure becomes turned upside down. In the kingdom where money rules, 80%
of our industries will vanish. Cheap imports from the slave-labor countries will displace
their products. While this unfolds, floods of 'investment' money will pour in from the
empire's banks, by which what is left of our country, becomes mortgaged to the hilt and
we all become servants in our own house that we no longer own. And western Germany
will suffer too, as it is no longer needed then by the masters of the empire as a

counterpoint to communism. It too will then be collapsed and looted into impotence. But
worst of all for us, we will loose what we still have remaining of our humanity-focused
sacrament culture."
"Many people would argue with you on this count and call your culture sterile and
lifeless and drab," I interjected. "For example, I found none of the wide-open
pornography on your shelves that is gaining enormous popularity in the West."
Helen just smiled. "Ask yourself one question, Peter. Does this wide-open
pornography aid the sacrament that brings out what is real of our humanity, or does it
make it cheap? We don't hide the human body in our culture, and its sexual dimension,
but we don't flaunt the sexual aspects either that are essentially mental in nature, but let
the mind fill in the blanks. Our sexual literature doesn't replace the sacrament, but aids it.
For this reason, you won't find any explicit sexual scenes in our movies either, even when
the subject is totally sexual. We had great movies along these lines in the early days, and
we still have a few good ones now and then, though the art of supporting the sacrament is
fast slipping away.
"There is a movie running right now that is of this fast-fading category," said
Helen. "You should go and see it. It is a Nordic movie set in a small industrial town in the
far north. It is the story of two young workers in a factory there. The movie is about their
unfolding loving as they begin to notice each other. There is no glamour injected into this
everyday setting, but there is a sparkle there that no royalty can match with all the
diamonds of the world hanging around its neck. I won't tell you more, so as not to spoil
the impact."
"Maybe you too, should enjoy those movies while you still can," I said to her.
"When the masters of empire find enough traitors in the communist world to break the
iron curtain down from within, those movies will then be history too. You will be treated
to all the glittering Hollywood specials, just as the whole of the western world is now."
"That's what I am afraid of will happen," said Helen quietly. "Also, you said this
correctly, Peter. You said, when, not if. The way I see it, it's just a matter of time.
Whatever empire wants, empire gets. We heard this kind of sung before. Now it is money
that is enticing the world. In this setting money speaks louder than the gentle sacrament
does, though the sacrament will ultimately endure while the empire and its empty glitter
is self-doomed."
"When the empire breaks through the iron curtain, Russia too, will loose
everything," I replied to her in the same quiet tone.
"In this case I invite you to see a couple of Russian movies while you are here,"
said Helen. "This may be your last chance. There are two Russian movies running right
now. I think one is called, Dynamo in The Sun. It's about a motorcycle design
competition where several design bureaus have entered their latest creations in a race for
the top price. One created a two-cylinder boxer-engine design, and the other bureau
entered a two-cylinder V-engine. The boxer engine is more powerful, but causes

problems in the tight turns. When the cylinder head hits the ground in the heat of the race,
the entire cylinder breaks off. Naturally that race driver is injured. As the competing
driver watches that man go down. He stops and pulls himself out of the race to aid the
downed driver. At this point all the bitterness of the competition goes out of the window.
Neither of the teams scores anything. The coveted price suddenly no longer matters. The
two teams bring home a much greater price than they had bargained for, which soon led
to cooperative ties rather than competitive ties. Here the movie makers still understand to
some degree the nature of the sacrament."
"That's why those movies will soon be history," I said to her in agreement. "The
kind of sacrament that you value, that focuses on what is of real substance in our
humanity, is so rarely found in the West as if it was intentionally forbidden, although no
such censuring exists. The funding determines what is shown in the West, and guess who
owns the funding, and you know yourself what their agenda for mankind is. It is not
pleasant to be sure. That is why the gun rules in all of our movies, or other mythical
impositions by monsters and so on. that make human life cheap. This is so deep-reaching,
Helen, as you won't believe. A friend of mine commented to me recently that there is
nothing really special about being alive. I was shocked to hear this, because I had always
respected the man as an intelligent person."
"He probably was intelligent intellectually," said Helen. "But the sacrament
unfolds at a higher level. For a person who lives in a world that has nothing to offer at
this higher level, which is primarily spiritual, rather than intellectual, a person may die of
starvation. Your friend's statement was a statement of hunger without knowing what he
was hungry for. And this, Peter, is not uncommon in the West. People look for money to
quench the hunger, but money is empty in itself. Your friend is probably greatly
concerned with money and property, and travelling, and the lifestyles of the wealthy, and
being in their company. And thereby he is starving himself further."
"You are right on the mark," I said, "and you don't even know the man."
"I am beginning to understand the sacrament, Peter, and this feeds into many
places," said Helen. "But I am not alone. Some of the moviemakers are with me at this
level. The art of movie making is not a simple one, as you may recognize now, and there
are far too few left in the world who master the art. Most of the movie makers are
servants of the politically correct doctrines rather than being daring explorers of the
sacrament that in their art highlight the poverty of the priesthood and portray riches that
their poverty makes the starched priesthood blind against, but which honest hearts can
see."
"I should really take time out to see the examples that you are talking about, since
all of that is at stake to be lost, if the healing of the world from empire isn't achieved.
Unfortunately, I don't have much time for going to the movies. I have a mission to fulfill.
I have to meet an official representative of the East German government at the beach on
the Kolkwitzer Lake."

"No, Peter, you are wrong on this count. You will make yourself the time if I
invite you to join me to see two movies tomorrow," she said gently and grinned. "Am I
right? You will know in your soul that the affairs of state can wait one more day, and that
I am imposing on you a higher mission that will have an uplifting impact on how your
official mission unfolds. It thereby becomes a part of your mission. For this reason, you
won't turn me down." She began to laugh.
I nodded.
"Is it a deal then?" she asked, grinning again.
I nodded again.
"In this case let me tell you about one more movie that you might not otherwise
see on your own, which I am inviting you to," she said, though she was no longer
grinning. "I can give you this one extra day that is required for this mission. After that I
have a critical appointment to go to that has already been prearranged. The movie that I
want you to see with me is also a Russian one, about an eight-year-old boy. After loosing
both of his parents the boy comes to live with his grandfather who takes care of a large
apple orchard. The movie opens with the boy sitting in one of the trees taking a few bites
out of an apple, then letting it fall to the ground, proceeding on to the next one. The
grandfather patiently lets the boy know that this is not a good way to live, and then
teaches him how to respect the natural world, and himself as a human being, and other
people in the same context. While there are tensions at first, they soon fade into thin air
when the power of the sacrament begins to unfold and becomes a great power in the boy's
life."
"And this came from Russia?" I said quietly.
Helen nodded.
"I must admit that I nearly said something this morning that I would be deeply
ashamed of by now," I said quietly. "I was about to say to you this morning that
something has puzzled me about you. I was puzzled by how a wide-open person like you
is able to live happily, as you do, in an imprisoned land behind barbed-wire fences, walls,
and machine gun towers."
Helen laughed and laughed in response. "Forgive me, that's funny coming from an
American who lives in a land that is more deeply imprisoned by the masters of empire,
and wasn't even aware of it before I pointed it out. I would have told you that our fences
and our walls are easy to explain. They are our firewalls that protects our people from the
deceptive glitter of the West that is nothing but a golden facade covering an emptiness
that is more enslaving and imprisoning than anything we have here. Of course I would
have forgiven you for being so naive as to spout out the propaganda line that the West
puts out. Many of our people here believe this propaganda line too, and they want to get
out, they struggle, and demand the government to take the fences down. They want to see
the walls and fences gone, and see money flooding in. But this is exactly what I am afraid
of, Peter, as I already told you, Peter. When the walls come down the firewalls come

down too. Then nothing stands in the way for the masters of empire to loot this country to
the bone, enslave it to their money with debt, and to rob us to the point that people will
have to leave the country, when what their living depends on, has been stolen.
"America is on the fast track of loosing its firewall too, Peter. You are in the same
boat with us. In 1933 your President Franklin Roosevelt had rescued America from the
hands of the financial empire by erecting a firewall against the speculative looting of the
country by the banks, which had been the decimating force behind the great depression of
the early thirties. The firewall became known as the Glass Steagall Act according to the
names of the sponsors. A part of this firewall has already been ripped down in 1980, and
the rest is under attack to suffer the same fate. The underlying cause, as I know now for
certain, reflects the deep tragedy of society's increasing distancing itself from the
substance of its sacrament that binds it to one another. With this foundation fading, the
firewall will soon be totally repealed. Great cries will then be heard to bring it back, but
this won't happen. It won't be possible for this to happen, unless the sacrament is rebuilt
first. And this takes time, Peter. It includes also the 70% saturation-factor of the
circumcision in America that weighs hard against the sacrament, and heavy for the
enslavement of the victims into dehumanizing pursuits, and divisions, and isolation, and
so on, even suicide in some cases."
She shook her head silently, apparently waiting for her shock to have its effect.
"We live in a richer world behind our wall than you do," she said moments later. "I invite
you prove this to yourself. I challenge you to go to the movies every night for a week,
provided that you will remain here long enough. If you do this, I can promise you that
you will never speak of our country as an imprisoned land again, especially when you
compare what you see here with what you see in the West. Also, it won't really matter
which movies you choose. I saw one the other week that would open your eyes all by
itself. It conveys a love story between a railway engineer and a sophisticated woman who
is an opera singer. The two seemed to come from totally different worlds so that they
have nothing in common except their humanity. When they first meet, the woman is
harsh and annoyed, and for good reasons. She is on a tight schedule for a performance,
but the train that she is on has been stopped. It's a bitter cold winter night when the train
halts in the middle of nowhere. The cold had made the steel of the rail line brittle so that
it had cracked and finally broke. The track evidently had to be repaired before that train
could continue. The woman rushes out to see why the train has stopped. She meets the
engineer head on, who was in charge of the repairs that had posed a greater challenge
than had been anticipated. In the course of them both helping each other in understanding
and dealing with each other's impasse, the one thing they discover they have both in
common comes to the foreground and overpowers everything. The entire movie becomes
thereby an exercise in exploring a profound aspect of our sacrament that unites us. The
movie is totally human and sexual too, with her being amazingly attractive. But you'll
never see a sexual scene. The sacrament happens in the mind where all spiritual aspects
unfold, including the sexual aspects that are fundamentally spiritual, even if they involve
certain physical aspects of expression."
"This goes beyond what Hollywood is presently allowed to achieve," I interjected,
and began to laugh. "A movie without explicit sex, you say, without guns, without death-

threats, without violence, cheating, or scheming, with nothing but a light that bridges two
diverse world - no this kind of movie will never be coming from Hollywood."
"Don't say, never," said Helen and raised a finger as to scold a slow learner. "If
you say, never, Peter, then you are saying that you intend to do nothing to heal your
country, and that your living in it as a human being has no effect on its course. If you say,
never, Peter, you are lying to yourself. Don't do this. Accept the challenge. Change the
world. Shape the future of history. Become a healer. Step out from behind the curtain."

I felt greatly inspired by Helen that day, while we drove around all over the city, to
places she wanted me to see. But the grandest vistas were those that one couldn't see with
the eyes, except with the mind guiding the vistas. In the course of what became our
journey together, brief as it was, I felt increasingly ready to join the human race again. I
was beginning to look ahead into the future, which suddenly seemed to be something
worthwhile to do. But then I remembered the professor. What hope was there? The
professor didn't see any. Where would it all end then? Would it all trail out into the gray
area where hope fades? He saw no real substance for hope. In measuring myself against
the challenge that Helen had presented, I felt so small suddenly and impotent in the face
of it, like the professor.
"What hope do you see, looking ahead?" I said to Helen, after we had returned to
her place.
"There is no hope without Love, Peter. I see a new Dark Age approaching that I
must fight to prevent by bringing a brighter sense of Love into the world."
She asked me to look at our world with open eyes, not like the professor had done.
"Aren't we back in the late 1500s again when the Golden Renaissance began to die
and fade from the world, which has not been reversed to the present day?" I said, while
we were waiting for the kettle to boil. "We have created the same kind of world that has
brought the Renaissance down. We are controlled by the same tragic axioms. Love has
been banished from the world. Love is deemed to apply only in the smallest private
domain, at the most intimate level. Love no longer applies in the world of commerce that
has become a dog-eat-dog world in the West. Vicious competition now rules what we call
economics. The same is happening in our politics, and everywhere else, and the bedroom
doors remain closed."
Helen pointed out that Love no longer applies in the world of finance either,
where, people steal from one-another and loot the nations. Then she laughed. "Love,
certainly isn't reflected in today's politics, even in the East," she said. "We can only see it
in the movies now, as if it didn't fit into the real world anymore."

She explained that most democracies have been taken over by the Old Empire for
imperial objectives. That is why the oligarchy cries, democracy, and trashes the
constitutions that represent it. They buy democracy with money, and use this purchased
democracy as a front to control society. Thereby they give themselves all the power they
want - power to steal, power to control - which really isn't power at all, because the
masters won't be able to prevent their own doom that they are rushing towards. With their
empty power they rule the world, and they do it the fascist way, as it has been done in all
the dark periods of history - the periods ruled by empire."
"We are indeed back to were we were in the early 15th Century," I interjected.
"We have already armed bands roaming free in Africa, raping the continent, and stealing
its natural resources, killing the people living there, all in order to enrich their masters
who pay them a few shillings in the name of empire. One can't find a trace of the color of
Love there. Does anyone embrace the African people in the corridors of power anywhere
in the world, except to use the poor as pawns or as slaves, or to stab then in the back,
urging them to commit genocide on themselves by bowing to the poverty and
underdevelopment that is imposed on them?"
"It isn't just Africa that is being destroyed that way," said Helen. "The less
developed nations in the so-called Third World don't fare any better. They are being
destroyed with looting and with debt-building schemes, to the point that their populations
are starving to death. We will soon have a billion people locked into a starvation
existence. This is what 'civilization' looks like when the sacrament is put out of sight and
hearing, and everyone becomes blind to it or deaf to its sense."
"Worldwide terrorism, including economic terrorism, flows in the chaos created by
empire," I interjected. "Why wouldn't empire make sure that Love stays well out of sight.
How could even the mightiest of the gangsters loot a country that stands tall with Love in
the wings? They would never be able to touch it."
"The various empires finance terrorism on an ever-larger scale, for their combined
goal of destroying the nation-states, especially those that still seem to function and have a
future," said Helen.
"Terrorism is nothing more than irregular warfare arranged by imperial forces, to
destabilize society in order to prevent its self-development," I said to her, and almost
laughed. "The modern methods may be new, but the objective is evidently ancient. As the
professor pointed out, this train goes all the way back to the Pharaohs. The terrorism in
the modern form, is the same kind of warfare. It appears to be staged to prevent the
development of intimacy in society. In any case, that's what its effect is. Terrorism is
used for this now. It is use more widely in modern times, because it is the most
inexpensive and efficient kind of warfare there is, short of nuclear war. Terrorism is
being used by the imperial oligarchy increasingly, especially religious terrorism, such as
in ancient times the stoning of people to death, or torturing them to death in defense of
dogma as during the age of the Inquisition, or as it is done now for political purposes. Of
course, in the modern world, where there is no Love on the scene at all, either in
government or in the halls of the imperial oligarchy, the little people are still hit with

what the Pharaohs did, and with all the other things added to the scourge. With all this
considered, slavery in Egypt was a holiday in comparison."
Helen raised her right hand and waved a finger at me. "Be careful, Peter," she said.
"Don't engage in sarcasm. There is not a trace of Love in sarcasm. Sarcasm doesn't heal
anything, but is destructive. It is destructive to you. It is mental malpractice that kicks
back at you, because is makes you bitter and hides the glow of Love. Unfortunately,
people become extremely sarcastic when it comes to politics. That doesn't heal anything.
My American friend counseled a hundred years ago, never to enter an immoral
atmosphere, unless it is for the purpose of healing it. Sarcasm is as immoral, Peter, as
what its raving is about. So don't go there. And if you dare to delve into politics, most of
which is immoral in modern days, limit yourself to exploring the policies, and the failures
that cause the defective policies, which you can heal with the development of culture,
science, and loving. I know we have the terror of nuclear war looming on the horizon,
which the ancients didn't have the capacity for," said Helen. "But, Peter, wielding nuclear
terror threats is the mark of a defeated society. Even protesting against it is basically
immoral, because in doing so, one would be protesting against ones own failing in
healing society. Protesting is an immoral pursuit, because ones following this path takes
the focus away from the healing process."
"How does one then start healing in politics?" I interjected.
"Look at the policies, Peter," said Helen. "Look for the intention."
"On the surface, it looks like it is all about money," I said to Helen. "But
ultimately, the politics of modern time that I see, is not about money, is it? It is about
control. The rulers have already stolen more money than they could possibly ever use. So
it is about power, to prevent society from claiming its freedom back. It's about control
over society, in order to keep the door open for continuous stealing. Society allows that
as good slaves to empire. It seems to me then that the opposite of Love is not hate then,
but indifference. I think one can't sink any lower than that. Indifference is more deadly
than hate. Hate always has an object and the object is usually small. But indifference has
no object, but affects the whole world as it enables the tyranny of control."
Helen smiled. She applauded. "You are on the right track, Peter. If a person is
being controlled by another, by whatever means, that person is no longer controlled by
his own mind, reflecting the intelligence of God. By asserting control over another, one
spits into the face of God. Control is that deeply evil. It disowns a person mentally and
spiritually. It robs one’s sense of Soul. It prevents one from using one’s mind, and stops
one’s creative development. That is what empire does. Whenever you hear the word,
empire, immediately substitute the word, control. The masters of empire are the masters
of control. But I know their game. I am going to dump a load of gravel into their gear, to
disable the works of control. I am not indifferent to their doing."
"And you are doing this by focusing onto Love," I interjected.

"Love is an impetus for freedom. It alone ends indifference," said Helen, "and in
doing so Love puts the control back into the court of God, that is reflected in our
humanity. Love gives the human mind its freedom back and puts it into its native air of
Intelligence that cannot be controlled. Love is the only power I know that disables
tyrannical control. I love myself too much as a human being, to allow myself to be
controlled by another person, or another power, or institution, or ideology, or whatever,"
added Helen.
"You are saying then, that Love is freedom?" I interjected. "You are saying that
Love is the power of the freedom of the mind."
"You are absolutely right, Peter," said Helen. "That is why there is so little
freedom in the world today, because Love is banished from the world. The institutions of
control rule with an iron grip. Their age-old ideology still rules. Thomas Hobbes is still
admired. Hobbes bluntly states that loving has no place in the world. He said that it may
be tolerated in the small private domain, in the smallest way possible, if it is to be
tolerated at all. As in the past, so today, the Hobbesian are still proud to announce that
Love mustn't rule in any form anywhere, definitely not in politics, finance, commerce,
religion, or international law. And society hails that crap, and banishes loving! Isn't that
insane, Peter? Isn't that the mark of a defeated society?”
"It isn't insane from their standpoint, Helen," I interjected. "The masters know that
as they banish love in their war of empire versus civilization, they banish civilization,
they banish the Sublime that is reflected in the development of civilization. That's their
game, isn't it?"
"They banish God," said Helen. "While Love is only one aspect of God, it is an
important one. My American friend recognizes six more such aspects, that she all regards
as synonymous, a set of scientific synonyms for God. She defines God as Principle, Life,
Truth, Love, Soul, Spirit, Mind. Those are the Sublime elements that are greater then us,
which Hobbes can never overturn. Still he can get us to close our eyes to them, Peter. Of
course, if mankind is to be understood as the fullest representative of the "Sublime," even
the reflection of God, a scientific exploration of what constitutes God, is required, in
order to develop a more-rigorous understanding of the nature of our humanity. While
mythology has muddied these waters, science tends to cut through the mud and brings to
light some of the basic elements. That is what my friend has done."
"Are you saying that we can no more contemplate the nature of the human being,
without considering these concepts that are reflected in us, that only a human being can
understand?" I interjected.
Isn't this obvious?" said Helen. "We can't contemplate the nature of man, without
these concepts, any more than we can consider nuclear physics without considering the
various 'invisible' forces that give an atom its shape, such as the electric force, the
electromagnetic force, the weak force, and the still weaker forces of mass and gravity.
These forces are expressed in an atom, but they reflect something far greater. These
atomic elements reflect in their interaction a variety of harmonizing principles that are

incredibly intelligently arranged. Without them the Universe would not exist. That's what
I was told by an leading expert in the field, at our university. He told me that nuclear
physics cannot be understood without a consideration of the universal principles that are
expressed in the atomic structures, but which are greater than the structures themselves.
Likewise, the human being cannot be understood without a variety of aspects that we see
expressed in our humanity, but which are greater than us, and which nevertheless can be
scientifically explored in order to gain a better understanding and appreciation of our own
nature. Thus the usage of the term 'Principle' must reflect this universal harmonizing
quality and creative power that we see reflected in the Universe. It renders such concepts
as the "principle of evil" or the concept of "counteracting principles" as fundamentally
false. A lot of sophistry is built on these false concepts. They need to be swept out of the
way by an unfolding scientific sense of Principle. That's where we find the Sublime and
divine."
"You are saying that it takes seven profound synonymous aspects to fundamentally
define the Sublime?" I interjected.
"One of the aspects of the Sublime concept is Life," said Helen. "We call our
children "ours" as though we made them. But our part in the process is so minuscule that
it is almost none-existent. In real terms the human biology is an incredibly intelligently
arranged complex of harmonizing processes that we have no control over. This fact
renders our children, ourselves, and of course all human beings, as the offspring of an
incredible chain of a progressive intelligent creation, with a culmination that became our
humanity. Thus, in real terms, "our" children should be deemed the offspring of
mankind's common humanity. They should therefore be universally nurtured and
supported, just as the whole of humanity should regard itself so, and support itself
accordingly. The recognition of the underlying higher sense of Life, would eradicate the
darkness in the world. It would end child abuse, child neglect, child poverty, false
education, and poverty in general, including slavery. Poverty would then be deemed a
crime against humanity, and so forth. In a faint sense we are already moving towards this
concept, but we do it rarely from a scientific basis. Of course, this can be changed.
Perception can become science-driven, towards a new social and political world."
"Aren't you a bit of a dreamer?" I said to her.
"No Peter, we can't look high enough and seek Truth completely enough," said
Helen. "In my friend's perception, Truth is Sublime. I agree with her, because Truth is
knowable. Lies in politics, or anywhere, are built on the sophistry that Truth is just an
object of opinion. This sophistry has foisted an epidemic of lies on humanity that
supports a chokehold of control, that is liberally justifying anything, as "In Lies We
Trust!" This watchword is being spoken by many. But Truth is knowable. When this fact
becomes acknowledged, the entire political mess of today becomes overturned."
"As Truth is knowable in the mind, Love has its own manifest that is unavoidable,"
I said to her. "Love is more than just an enigma then."

"In my friend's perception," said Helen, "Love is a quality that is universal in our
humanity, that binds us in a broad cooperative union. It is an outflow that rejoices in the
profound qualities that are anchored within. When the heart is empty, there is no loving.
A society without loving, is the mark of an empty world. The philosopher Hobbes was
hired to create an empty world. Huge efforts are still being made by the countless boot
soldiers of his related institutions, in the modern war of empire versus civilization, to
reach the Hobbesian goal, to create a society without loving, and to create an empty
world."
"We are already on the way to that," I interjected. "Just look how empty, and with
how little Love reflected, our monetarist world has become. It has become a Fabian
world; a fascist world; a world of underlings; a world of the enslaved and self-enslaved; a
world of gore and war. Emptiness has become the mark of the modern soul."
"My friend's sense of Soul is challenging," said Helen. "Soul is not a 'ghost' locked
into a body. It is best described as our immortality, our creative power brought forth in
the mission of our humanity, a mission that aims to widen and enrich civilization, and
even to enrich the Universe itself, and to give living a meaning. In this mission, reflecting
Soul, we find the intimate evidence that we are alive, the evidence of a life fulfilling a
purpose. We become intimate with our humanity. My bedroom is a Temple of Soul, a
place for healing. Soul is expressed in the culture that changes the world. When the body
is rotting away in the grave, the evidence of Soul remains as a light and testament that we
have lived, adding something in some fashion to civilization, that is enduring, that makes
us immortal. The culture we contribute to, continues our intimate connection with all
mankind."
"In the war of empire versus civilization, as far as I see it, the key goal is to create
a soul-less society," I said to Helen. "The goal is to create a society without intimate
connections, without the potential for renaissance, much less the power for a constant
renaissance. What the masters of empire hope to build, is a society that is so dead that
they have no challenge to fear from it. They want to see a society without a trace of the
Sublime reflected in its Spirit. They want a chaotic society."
"My friend presents a unique concept of Spirit," said Helen. "I recall that she
defines the term, Spirit, in part, as 'divine substance;... all that is good;... which is
perfect, everlasting, omnipresent, omnipotent, infinite.' I, as an individual, like to see it in
terms of the harmonizing Spirit of Intelligence, that is reflected in the Universe, without
which the Universe would not exist as I have been assured by a nuclear scientist. My
friend also points out that the plural form of the term Spirit is invalid. The term spirits
would imply that the Principle is not singular, that contrary principles exist, and nothing
in the Universe is harmonized. But if this illusion were true, nothing would hold the
inverse together, and again it would not exist."
"In this case, the dream of the existence of counter-harmonizing forces is far more
dangerous than most people care to acknowledge," I interjected. "I find it amazing that a
large segment of society believes that mass-genocide is good. They do this when they

support the depopulation ideology. What are they thinking? Have they got no mind at
all?"
"My friend's perception of, Mind, too, is not without great challenges," said Helen.
"Evidently, Mind, reflects Intelligence. The challenge is to recognize, that Mind and
Intelligence are only valid in the singular sense. The concept of evil minds, is a denial of
the Sublime, of God. Intelligence is a singular quality. The concept of an evil intelligence
is a contradiction. Intelligence can't be self-contradictory. Justice is likewise a singular
quality. Mind is justice. There are no multiple variations of Intelligence reflected in the
design of the Universe, some of them contrary to others, creating chaos. Therefore, the
dimension of Mind is only valid in the singular form. The imagined opposite, would not
be an evil mind. It would be emptiness. The Universe simply could not exist on a
platform of contrary intelligence that is fundamentally self-conflicting, erupting into
chaos, neither could civilization exist on that platform for the same reason. The rulers of
empires know that, Peter. And so, in their war against mankind, they destroy education.
They do it by trashing all that is good, honest, just, intelligent and uplifting, by denying
God. Consequently, they do their best to proclaim that Intelligence reflected in mankind
has no standard. This created illusion enables the war of empire versus civilization to
intentionally instigate chaos as a weapon, a weapon that directly targets the nature of
Intelligence. The phenomenon of empire, down to the its very core, is a broadcast denial
of universal Intelligence. It is an expression of chaos. Of course, the rulers of empire
don't stop with hiding their schemes with lies. They confuse the issue further by having
the audacity to proclaim that their arrogant endeavor to turn the Universe upside down, is
their God-ordained right -- the right of kings."
"This proclamation has not ended to the present day, Helen," I interjected. "The
proclamation continues in variations known, as the "rights of property," or "the rights of
the rich and powerful to loot the poor and the weak," or "the rights of superior militaries
to bomb the hell out of the defenseless, using relentless force." The end result amounts to
nothing less than an attempted assassination of the very essence of Mind. This attempt is
madness."
"The attempted assassination of Mind is destroying civilization on all fronts - it
will continue to do so, until intelligence rules once again on all fronts, unfolding into a
New Renaissance, and a New World without empire," said Helen. "A wise writer has
said, 'The world will not be saved by acts of God but acts of men representing God. Our
duty is to take these ideals seriously in our personal life, and to advance them, and to
bring them into the world. It has been said by a wise person, that the cost of rejecting God
is to become slaves to very bad men.' My American friend's synonyms for the Sublime
are also the synonyms for God. More than these we cannot have. With them we define
our humanity, and without them we would have a world far worse than a world of
poverty, a world of chaos, and slavery."
Helen paused after this.

"So you see, Peter," she said moments later, "it is important to put a strong focus
onto the Sublime in all its dimensions, not just on Love. While the Sublime is greater
than us, it is reflected in us, it is a part of us, as of course is Love."
"Why are you bringing this up," I interjected.
"I want to give you a foundation for healing the most deeply reaching problem in
the world, that has not been healed for 5,000 years," said Helen. "First, you need to look
at the evidence like Johannes Kepler did when he discovered how the solar system works.
You can't do this with preconceived notions. From Ptolemy to Copernicus, all the
astronomers were bound by the false notion that the orbits have to be perfect circles,
because as it was assumed, the heavens are perfect. But the evidence didn't support that
notion. So the great astronomers tried for two millennia to fudge the evidence, and their
perception of it, to make these fit their notions. But this didn't work. Still, they didn't
want to let go of their preconceptions. They trapped them. Their letting them go would
have unraveled the 'Holy Grail' of the theological structure of the time. So, they didn't
allow themselves to really look at the evidence. Kepler scrapped this stranglehold, and
really began to look at the reality. With it he overturned two millennia of false
perceptions. If we look at the circumcision in that manner we can overturn five millennia
of false notions, and the result is just as surprising. Apart from the political illusion that
creating perfect slaves is good, there is nothing even remotely benign about the
circumcision. The circumcision, which is really a form of amputation, became the
greatest tragedy that was ever imposed on human society, in the effort of dominating it. It
should be deemed a stab into the heart of Soul."
I raised my hand to protest.
"I'm not exaggerating this," said Helen. "The evidence is overwhelming. The
process of the circumcision begins with an act of torture. What worse thing could anyone
impose onto a baby in the very first week of its life, then imposing the immense pain that
is associated with the circumcision? Babies are often deemed to be too young for
anesthesia, consequently they are operated on without it. It is deemed that babies are too
young to feel pain. The opposite is true. They feel the pain more intensely. The reason
why they don't scream in pain, is simple. They go into shock, into a coma. The shock has
lifelong consequences. It demolishes the deep sense of intimacy a baby would normally
feel towards its mother, and later, when grown up, towards society. Instead of feeling the
natural closeness to its mother and receiving comfort from her, the baby now feels
torture. And why shouldn't it feel the torture of this invasive process that is so severe that
even the best surgical execution of the procedure in some cases has caused a baby's
death? Also, in the few cases when anesthesia is used for the circumcision, the torture is
still felt severely by the infant, because anesthesia doesn't cover the weeks-long healing
process. The Post Dramatic Stress Disorders that result in the new offspring tend to
become a lifelong burden, with effects that are even now barely understood. The effects
are said to include learning disabilities, helplessness, tendencies towards sadomasochistic behaviors, impotence, lost of trust, avoidance of intimacy due to fear
developing into rage, domestic violence, rape, child sexual abuse, suicide. In addition,
researchers discovered also a vast range of psychosomatic disorders that are only now

beginning to be associated with the Post Dramatic Stress Disorders that result from the
sexual mutilation. In later life, the diminished sexual sensitivity further inhibits the
normal deep-reaching social bonds, and social trust, that would be developing, and the
development of the creative and productive capacity of the individual mind. The loss in
sexual intimacy, of course, becomes reflected in a loss of intimacy in all other areas as
well, such as the intimate sense of a nation or the process of an intimately cooperative
economy. When this becomes cut away, relationships become hard and hollow. The
national identity becomes artificially forged. The death penalty begins to reign.
Economics becomes replaced with stealing. That is where we are today. Any nation that
imposes this tragedy on its people on a national scale, is destroying itself from within. Of
course, if the goal is to impose domination, by which a society becomes locked into
slavish obedience, the circumcision is the most perfect pathway to get there. It is a
power-tool for ending universal loving."
I raised my hand again.
"No, Peter, just look at your own country," said Helen gently. "Look at what has
become of it in the postwar period, when circumcision was imposed on it. America is a
Samson shorn of its strength. A hundred million of its male population lives a mutilated
and 'blinded' existence. The consequences have been devastating for your country and the
world. The American society has trashed everything that it once stood for. The healing of
America should be made one of the highest priority projects in the world today. And the
impetus has to be Love, and loving to heal the circumcision."
"You are talking into the wind," I interjected. "Nobody wants to be healed the way
you suggest. Whoever speaks of the Principle of Universal Love, is deemed a nut and is
slandered."
"That's just the point, Peter. That is why the healing is difficult, but it is
necessary," said Helen. "A hundred million men in your country have been sexually
blinded and been burdened with Post Dramatic Stress Disorders. But they don't know
this, because they don't know what living as a whole human being is like. The scope of
the sexual loss, all by itself, is so hidden that it can only be fathomed by persons who
chose the circumcision later in life, who were thereby able to experience the difference.
Only those can fathom how deep the loss cuts into the fabric of life. One person
described the loss he experienced 'as like living in a world without color.' Another said,
that he would give anything to get back what he lost. He would even give away his
house. But this loss cannot be restored. It is permanent. What has been cut away, cannot
be replaced. That's a tragedy. Now multiply this tragedy a hundred million times for
America. The whole national character begins to change, when society grows emptier and
emptier from within. It affects a loss that is reflected in the loss of society's sense as a
nation, and the loss of what a functioning economy is. The resulting outcome of this loss
is still unfathomable, because the resulting sense of emptiness migrates into everything,
even politics, finance, international relations, military affairs, and so on. Do I have to say
more? Now multiply this seven times for the global scene, because the male mutilation
has affected 700 million people worldwide. Of these 500 million are spread across Africa
and the Muslim world, 100 million across America, 25 million across the Philippines, 14

million across South Korea, and the Jewish tradition too, affects 7 million worldwide.
The Jewish component is actually the smallest component. We are looking at an
enormous worldwide tragedy here, in this wider perspective that extends across a vast
range of cultures, traditions, religions, and ethnic backgrounds. The spread of the
circumcision almost looks like a hidden project for building a world-empire on the
shoulders of a largely defeated society, that has been patiently brought about over
centuries where it didn't already exist, as in the USA. The modern addition of the
American tragedy, to the larger worldwide tragedy, has created now an even more-critical
situation in this mess, where we see the specter of religious wars unfolding again as in the
16th Century, only this time, as a cover for financial and political control towards the
coveted world-empire. Can you recognize now, Peter, what kind of world we are drifting
into, that is being intentionally created to exist without Love, and how empty this world
already is? But the world-empire project won't work. It won't work for cultural reasons.
The circumcision doesn't fit into the Russian culture, the Chinese culture, and the Hindu
culture. These cultures place the majority of mankind out of reach for the masters of
empire. And what do we see in this huge block of the world? We see a people determined
to develop themselves and to maintain their sovereignty in the shadow of the raging
world war of empire versus civilization. Mark my words, Peter, the uncircumcised
regions will be the regions where you will see the big economic power emerging in the
future, while America as the stooge of empire shoots itself evermore in the foot, and into
the head, and thereby fades into oblivion together with the empire. However, the loss of
America as a renaissance nation, would be an enormous tragedy for the world, as it
already is. The tragedy must be prevented from exploding further. The victims of the
American circumcision must be healed, in order to bring the USA back to where it was.
Of all the affected nations America has the most ideal cultural and scientific historic
background to accomplish that, and to spearhead the process for the rest of the world. In
very real terms, Peter, mankind's hope rests with America. Once the healing begins there,
Russia, India, and China will join the effort to uplift the rest of the world."
"But what you are suggesting is impossible," I said quietly, somewhat astonished
by the magnitude of the problem. "The circumcision is impossible to heal. What is cut
away is cut away. Nobody can get it back."
"No Peter, I would say that the healing is only nearly impossible, but not totally,"
said Helen emphatically. "Sure, what the 700 million men in the world have biologically
lost with the circumcision, cannot be restored. You are right, what has been cut away, has
been cut away. It's gone. There is no way possible for getting it back. But it is possible,
Peter, to uplift the human scene above the biological level. What the biology develops
naturally in this case is a spiritual aspect of our humanity that can also be built up
scientifically. It is possible that this can be raised even beyond the level of what the
biology can afford. Science can aid society to do this, because science is a spiritual
phenomenon. Science enables us to see with the Mind's eye. It enables us to discern the
Spirit of humanity, so to speak, and to establish the Principle of Universal Love on its
spiritual foundation, where it actually rests. Science is ultimately spiritual, rather than
being an intellectual construct. Science is built on the discovery of profound ideas. It
unfolds from the heart so to speak, from the depth of the Soul, from the dawn of Truth,
from the light of Mind, from the substance of Spirit, from the strength of Life, and from

the power of Principle unfolding in the golden glow of Love. These cannot be cut off or
be mutilated. With these resources people can get back what the biological mutilation has
deprived them of, and go beyond even that restoration. And in this scientific process,
America has been the world-pioneer for over a century. It is a part of its culture. That is
what makes America so critically important for all mankind as a factor of its hope."
"Is this why you say that the professor doesn't know what Love is?" I interjected.
"Evidently he doesn't grasp the significance of this Science that you are talking about."
She nodded slightly. "It appears that way. But you my friend are evidently at home
in the world of Science. I could see it in your face when you talked with the professor. He
presented paradoxes, and you resolved them without flinching, perhaps even without
knowing. You are not without the scientific resources that he hasn't developed yet, but
you need to go further down that line, and to go far beyond where your biology can take
you in developing a sense of intimacy that is rooted in Truth. Maybe some day you will
teach the professor what I couldn't. Then the two of you can become equal. In fact, we do
need the best minds in the world engaged in this healing project, because the
consequences of delaying the healing, are becoming evermore critical, bordering on the
irreversible."
"Would you bring the professor here to your place for this healing project?" I
asked and began to smile.
"I'm hoping for the day when this becomes possible," she said. "But this day won't
come until he heals himself with the resources I brought to him of the seven-fold
platform for healing. When he begins to move in that direction, he will be welcome.
Right now he is like an unmovable rock. If fact, I would make the day when the rock
begins to move, a day of celebration. And it will be an honest celebration. It would mark
a victory! The academics are a sorry lot in that respect. Their habitual perception makes it
difficult for them to see the power of principles that can only be recognized outside their
little spheres of reference. Truth, Spirit, Love, and so forth, are something that they have
no tangible reference for in their small world. They are something different that they
cannot see except as a myth. The confinement of science with irrationality has created
those myths. By breaking free from a priori assumptions, the unfamiliar reality will
become familiar and they will perceive a new Universe, but that involves a lot of mental
footsteps. Until then they remain locked into the mental prisons of their false assumptions
and become choked by them. That's what has choked astronomy for almost two millennia
from Aristotle and Ptolemy to Kepler. To the academics, like the professor, the growing
wave of the circumcision is an inexplicable happening that has no connection with
anything. Likewise, the growing phenomenon of cultural and economic disintegration is
an inexplicable happening to them, that has no connection with anything either. They
don't see the connections between the two, or what causes them, and so they see no way
possible for healing the world of the critical debilitations. And so they rant, and fear, and
get drunk. A few honest economists try to reverse the economic disintegration, with laws
that once worked in the past, like under Franklin Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln in the
USA, but they fail to realize that the cultural fabric in which these laws were successful,
no longer exists. Some even try to restore the cultural foundation that has been defeated.

They know where the defeat comes from, but they can't reach deep enough to the core to
what ultimately supports all culture and all forms of civilization. If they did this, they
would instantly recognize that the circumcision phenomenon, the cultural collapse, the
economic disintegration, and the strategic war madness, are all one, together with a few
other projects of empire that are even farther away from their sphere of reference, and
from being healed."
"You obviously expect such victories and the resulting healing," I interjected. "I
guess you would be a fool not to," I added.
"That is what I am working towards," said Helen and began to smile. "This is why
you are here. With you the celebration is already possible. It is happening to some degree.
There is an open door unfolding here. If civilization is to survive and flourish, and
mankind is to have a future, this open door needs to be opened wider, and on a vast scale.
A new kind of leadership in politics will have to emerge that is of a quality that uplifts
society's scientific perception of itself with the kind of depth that my American friend has
put on the table with her seven terms for the Sublime that is greater than us, but is
reflected in us. In these seven little words: Principle, Life, Truth, Love, Soul, Spirit,
Mind, in which the essence of our humanity is summed up. This makes these
insignificant-seeming words the biggest words in the world. If the ideas that these words
represent, which define the quality of mankind, won't inspire us to activate this quality in
the presently critical time, nothing will inspire us to cause a healing of ourselves. Our
humanity is all that we've got. That's what these exotic-seeming words represent. If this,
that has the potential to take us to the core of our humanity, is not sufficient to start a
healing process, then nothing will be sufficient, and our world will be lost. Nothing short
of the greatest scientific rigor in society's self-perception, exploring deeply what these
seven words contain, and their reflection in the four rivers that America's historic pioneer
has already outlined, will be able to unlock the dynamic power of our humanity."
"I guess you are saying that this light in our world will be lost if what you suggest
doesn't happen," I interjected.
"Without these spiritual aspects coming to light, there is no humanity active, Peter,
and a new dark age becomes inevitable, that will likely be intersected with nuclear war,
or biological, or radiological war, or the return of the Ice Age, or all four together. In fact,
there are many factions among the masters of empire, who want all four of these to
happen, and are preparing the stage for them to happen all at once. In an empty world,
there is no light on the horizon and the worst becomes possible. Then, once it has been
determined by the rulers of empire, that a certain undesired population exists that they
wish to see eliminated, you will see a killing spree erupting at the first possible chance,
that will make Hitler's rampage appear as an innocent child's game in comparison. And
some of that is already happening in a few dark places on Earth, as in Africa. You will
then see this madness growing, and being rammed through with the same dense sophistry
and stealth, with which the circumcision project has been pushed through, quietly and
imperceptibly. Just look at us, were we are as a world. We now have seven hundred
million people circumcised. They have been mutilated without a recourse, which is
totally contrary to what is to their advantage, but it was done, and it is still being done,

and the victims will fight you if you try to stop the process. They have become excellent
slaves in the process, just as the Egyptian slaves have, to the point that freedom has no
meaning anymore. In the background to this slavery to empire, you will see things
happening around the world in terms that you cannot imagine yet, such as the planned
genocide to rid the Earth of five billion people and similar kinds of madness. We see the
beginning already happening in Africa. Some day people will line up at the gates of the
extermination centers, and they will fight you if you try to rescue them. You will see
roaming gangs arresting and killing people, just like they did during the Thirty Years
War, and they will do it with the same zeal that today's environmentalist display, who
have already largely destroyed the world's nuclear power industry that their own future
depends on. This is what's happen in a world that has closed its door to Love and slanders
it, Peter. How long will it take then until we will see huge plants for profit being licensed,
to process the excess human population into meat products for the still living? I tell you
the world is moving in that direction. People will line up for these products at the super
markets and fight each other for the choicest cuts."
"You are dreaming," I interrupted her.
"I wish I was," she countered me. "I saw tears forming in her eyes. "You have no
idea what an 'empty' world looks like, a world devoid of the light of Love, do you? An
empty people not only lack the power to resist their executioner. They are so easily
controlled that they will actively aid their executioner. This kind of future is already here,
Peter. Seven hundred million people have already dedicated their life to it, a hundred
million Americans included. It is you Americans, who live in a dream world in your
suburbs with manicured lawns and immaculate cars parked in front of your fine houses,
thinking that your world is safe. The executioner stands right behind you. No one is safe
until all are safe. The circumcision will expand its mutilation zone and spread itself not
only across the present, but also across your future and claim it. How can your children
hope to escape this doom, if you don't even defend yourself? You live in your comfort
zone of illusions, while the world is dying around you in what the professor rightly called
the war of empire versus civilization. You will be next on the list, mark my word. Your
dream of security is a deception."
I shuddered at the thought.
"Actually it is much worse," she added moments later. "The professor was too
generous in how he held back the worst. The reality is, that we are up to our eyebrows
mired in a horrendous assault on us all in the war of empire versus mankind, because the
stated goal, which is genocide, is already unfolding. The age of genocide is here. Your
own tax dollars are feeding many of the private organizations of empire nicely dressed up
with fancy sounding names, promising family aid and support, that are committing
genocide behind this gilded front. Depopulation is genocide, Peter, and that's the modern
song of empire, but Americans are singing along. Your infamous NSSM200 policy, that
you probably know about, which calls for massive population reductions right across the
Third World, in order to conserve their natural resources for the empire's future needs, is
a policy of intention to unleash mass-genocide. You might not know this, Peter, but
thirteen countries have been targeted in this policy for genocide, including India, Brazil,

Nigeria, and Indonesia. Of course, if this train isn't stopped, it will reach America too.
The doom that America inflicts on the world with its war against Principle, will be its
own doom. This cannot be avoided, and is in fact intended. This attack plan presently
targets some of the largest countries of the developing world. Of course you won't see
any sword-swinging armies invading these countries. It's done through the back door.
Food becomes turned into a weapon. Even aid becomes used as a weapon. When a
country accepts aid, it must also accept birth control and depopulation. It all comes down
to a single package, but no one is told beforehand what the package means, including the
people in America that is on the same track. The countries that open their door to this
madness find out the consequences afterwards. In Brazil almost half of all women of
childbearing age have recently been permanently sterilized under this package, and more
so have Brazil's woman of African descend, of whom 90% have been permanently
sterilized. America cannot escape this trend. The trend needs to be stopped."
"Are you saying that that the Mardi Gras will never be again?" I interjected. "Are
you saying that the beautiful people that I saw will die out? You must consider that Brazil
has the second-largest Negro population in the world, second only to Nigeria in Africa.
The 90% sterilization that you speak of, is massive, unspeakably massive, it is almost
more than genocide."
"Oh yes it is, Peter, and as always it is terribly tragic for the women involved and
for the future of their country. This is the face of the hidden kind of genocide that is
already being carried out on a massive scale, Peter. It is quiet and clean, but hugely
massive. And that's not something that might happen in the future. The horror story is
from the present world and it is hinting at a still darker future that you probably can't
imagine. What we see happening in the hidden landscape of an empty world is already far
worse than the female infanticide that the Brahmins had unleashed in ancient India. Right
now the sterilization-genocide that I spoke of is directed only at women, primarily the
healthy women, but the scene is changing. There is a new genetically modified variety of
corn being developed that creates a spermicide as the plant matures, which is specifically
engineered to inhibit human fertility. Then add to the mix deadly vaccines with slow
acting 'poisons' that are imposed on people in the face of engineered pandemics of
engineered diseases, and depopulation becomes written in capital letters. Nor are any of
these horrors caused by government operations, Peter. These are the actions of private
enterprises with global reach and global power, which being private parts of empire, the
governments of the world, that are all largely owned by empire, have no control over, but
find themselves invariably forced to comply with. There are no laws possible under the
present world-system to stop this train to hell, because the present world-system has
become a part of the war of empire against mankind as a whole."
"So what hope do we have?" I interjected. "We have none, do we? As you said we
are an impotent and defeated society. That's a harsh realization to make."
"We are human beings," said Helen. "In that lies the hope that we have, Peter. Our
humanity enables us to rebuild the culture of civilization. Some people think this can be
solved with laws and with U.N. regulations. It can't be done that way. They will fail. All
efforts are doomed to fail that do not build up the power of our humanity, the strength of

our real culture that has become almost totally lost. When society's culture has been
defeated, it can't be brought back with legislation. One has to go to the root and raise it
back up. Science takes us to the root. Doing this is our last resort. That is why I must
fight on this platform. That is why every human being must fight. And the only principle
that exists with which to fight this madness that took the place of Love, is the universality
of Love itself, based on its associated universal principles. Tell me, how else does one
turn a thing like that around?"
"We need a new Peace of Westphalia, but one that is rooted in the hearts of
mankind," I said to Helen. "And we a need a taller basis for it than the one that the Treaty
of Westphalia had stood on."
Helen nodded. "The Westphalia platform was a cultural platform that promoted
what is of 'the advantage of the other.' It was a powerful cultural force with a scientific
basis that elevated mankind far and wide, and still is. Some of the greatest musical
geniuses came from the post-Westphalia era, from Bach to Brahms, including Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. The cultural rebuilding that the Westphalia platform represents
unleashed a vast cultural proliferation that even set the stage for the founding of the USA
as the first true nation-state republic on the planet. It achieved wonders, but it is no longer
enough. My American friend tells me that we must go further. She tells me that we must
bring the three most-profound aspects of her definition of the Sublime, into a single
context, and move with that. She selected for this ultimate triad for cultural, scientific,
and spiritual building, the concepts, Love, Truth, and Soul. Soul is the heart and the
center of the human mission. We need to combine that with Love, which can only be seen
in the singular and with a universal face, so that our sense of Soul that governs the human
mission and mankind's universal intimacy becomes synonymous with universal Love.
And then we need to tie the two together with Truth that is uniquely knowable by human
beings in the dimension of the mind. The whole construct must be brought together into
one, because it is one, a single light that might be seen in the world as a 'constitutional'
principle of our humanity. My American friend has put these three terms, Love, Truth,
and Soul, at the center of everything that she created and that she stood for, so that the
very essence of her life flows into them, and they in turn define her life and with it a
challenge for us."
"You are saying that if we all of us do this, we might have a chance?" I interjected.
She nodded. "Nothing else will do, Peter. If that fails, nothing will help us."

I was awe struck by the vast dimension of what Helen had laid before me. I never
explored this dimension of real political fighting before to such a depth. I confessed that I
was at a total loss as to where to begin to turn all of that into reality. I was a diplomat, but
this kind of fight for humanity was totally foreign to me.

"This can't be done at all politically, Peter. Life is not a political project," said
Helen, as if she could read my mind. "The Sublime can't be explored on such low levels.
The politics are subsequent; they follow. We can't push them from below."
I disagreed. I disagreed with her to some degree. I reminded her that she had said
herself that the destruction of humanity is a political project. I had seen the evidence
myself. "I have been in Cambodia when the culturally empty utopians of the world
unleashed their multimillion-people-genocide," I said to her. "That was a political project
designed to restructure a nation from a scientific and technologically oriented society,
back down into a primitive agricultural society with primitive values. And I might add
that it was a political solution that finally stopped the madness."
"No Peter, it was madness that caused rage and the killing, and the reversal
became a political project only as the end result of a slow cultural rebuilding. The
isolation of Love into the private domain of ever-smaller concerns, opened the scene to
this insane political madness that erupted in Cambodia. But was this any different than
the case of a financier who lost all his fortune in the financial-markets gambling, who got
out of bed in the middle of the night and took his gun, and in his desperation shot every
member of his family to death while they slept, killing his wife, all his children one by
one, and then himself? Madness is madness. It is cultural madness of misplaced values in
every case. What values does a society have without reflecting Love in all aspects of
living? It wasn't in any way different during the Thirty Years War either. The only
difference was that in the late 1500s the banishing of Love, into the smallest private
domain, had been an official state ideology enshrined as the law of the nations. Madness
had become institutionalized. Might is right! This had been the song, the song of a
cultural wasteland. Today, humanity sings a similar song, and for similar reasons, though
with the same fundamental tune. We have to fight to change the underlying reason for the
cultural desert the world has become on order to restore the desert back to a human
landscape, Peter."
"You mean you want to change the way humanity thinks?" I said astonished. "It
can't be done, Helen."
"No, Peter, I want to change the way the world scientifically thinks and culturally
acts. Both tasks have to be accomplished as a single project, Peter. We have no other
option for saving our world from a New Dark Age."

Chapter 8 - Dawn Before the Night
I couldn't believe what was happening. There, I was sitting with a lovely woman in
her apartment arguing about the ugliest of the ugliest in politics, deep into the night, and I
found it essential for me to be there.
"You can't change people's thinking as a political project," said Helen. "This
cannot be done. You would have to fight every political ideology there is, if you were to
attempt that," she said. "That's impossible, right? So, you have to dig deeper. Here you
run into tragedies, where political impositions have soured the great attainments of
mankind, like the Renaissance, and have torn the achievements to the ground, from which
society eventually recovered itself by spiritual discoveries of other great principles that
were subsequently defeated in turn by the masters of empire."
"So are you saying that the healing of the world can't be accomplished?" I said.
"The kind of society that measures up to what is required for universal loving, including
sexual loving, does not exist. It seems to me that you may be dreaming to expect a
healing solution in the face of such insurmountable obstacles."
"You are wrong, my friend. This can be done if you don't make it a political
project. It is possible to uplift people's cultural thinking if you don't make it a political
project, but merely enable the greater unfolding of the sacrament that has its own power
to change the world. You can change the way that humanity reacts towards one-another
on this platform that everyone already has in the heart and soul. The sacrament is a
natural thing. Loving is a cultural and spiritual aspect. It is possible to enrich it by letting
Love out of the bottle, into which it has been banished with the defeat of culture. Love
has been bottled up. We must set it free. It, all by itself, will change the way humanity
thinks and acts culturally, which in turn determines how it thinks and acts politically. Of
course in real terms we don't have to change anything, Peter. Love is a natural element of
our common humanity. Love is the essence of our universal human Soul. It is possible to
rebuild society in such a way that its native dimension in Love becomes a universal
factor, thus encouraging society to be what it already is, a society of human beings. If
Love wasn't already an element of our humanity, nothing in the world could artificially
establish it. In this case we would have no hope, and only in this case. In fact, our
civilization would then not exist at all, and consequently, we would not exist either. But
we do exist, and Love is an element of our humanity. We only need to honor it, and
celebrate its Light."
"You want to change the world culturally with loving?" I countered her. "That's
too idealistic. This has been tried before. It has failed."
"No Peter! Expressing Love is NOT idealistic! Universal loving has been on the
forefront many times before, and sometimes successfully so. I told you the story of Jacob,
but not the whole story, not how the story ends successfully for Jacob. After Jacob had
lots of children, and consider that children were the 'oil' in the manual-labor economy of
those days, Jacob wanted more. He wanted more than just children and a rich economic

environment. Being culturally lost, he didn't know what he wanted. Without a deep sense
of intimacy with his humanity and with one-another, especially with his wives, he had no
foundation to be satisfied. He felt empty. He decided to leave his brother-in-law, where
his 'wealth' had been developed, and to return to his home country. However, since he
hadn't grown up in all this time, and his empty and rotten ways still moved him, he
devised a clever method of cheating his brother-in-law in a big way, before leaving.
Being afraid of the repercussions of his treachery, he stole away from his brother-in-law
at night, with his family and his now large possessions, without as much as saying goodbye. It appears that Jacob hadn't changed one bit in all those years, since he came to his
brother-in-law. He had come as a rat and left as a rat. But on the way back he was told
that his brother from whom he had fled in the first place, was on the way towards him
with a large company of men. Jacob was stuck and scared. He couldn't go back. He had
burnt all the bridges behind him. Nor could he go forward without fearing the worst.
Thus, he stayed put and struggled that night with himself. This might have been the first
time that he asked himself the questions: What is a human being? What is the essence of
our humanity? In this crucial night he might have explored all the seven synonyms that
my American friend identified as synonyms for God, for the Sublime. We are told in
scriptures that he struggled with an 'angel,' a profound idea of Truth. We are also told that
when the struggle ended at the break of dawn, he came out of it victorious and with a new
name. We are also told that when he met his brother later that day the scene was the
opposite to what he had expected. The man whom he had cheated before, he was able to
embrace now and say to him, 'I have seen thy face as though I had seen the face of God.'"
"Now I would say that this is what it means to be in Love," I interjected.
"The dawn of Jacob's sense of Love first enveloped Jacob himself, and then by
reflection his brother. Jacob was a new man indeed, and according to tradition, he took on
a corresponding new name."
"The new name was Israel," I interjected. "Israel means, Love being reflected in
love; a Prince of Love."
Helen nodded. "As you can see, the cultural transition, which I call healing, doesn't
have to take a century. Also the new name was necessary," said Helen, "because the old
Jacob-days had ended. He wasn't Jacob any longer. The fact is, it doesn't take much for
such a transition to unfold, because the essence of our humanity can never be truly lost. It
only takes a bit of scientific honesty to get it activated again, should it have been defeated
in our thinking. And once it is activated it doesn't take much to acknowledge it in deed."
"Are you sure it doesn't take a giant bit?" I said to her.
"Don't you think that's an invalid measurement?" said Helen. "Truth can't be
quantified. Truth is absolute. It is one single whole. You can't slice a part off and throw
the rest away. Truth is one. You can't tamper with it. But you can explore it. I agree, the
exploration process may take us forward by giant steps as Jacob had experienced."

"Are you saying that the moment that one steps into the light, one stands in the
light?" I said to her. "But you are also saying that it takes constant conscious efforts to
stay in the light."
"This aspect has rarely been implemented, Peter. But in this one case, in Jacob's
case, it has been done, which sets the tone. It sets a new stage. No one had given Love a
chance to do its work in Jacob's prior history. No one had even talked about Love as
universal Principle, much less promoted it on a universal basis. But all of this changed
with the dawn of a profound realization. This is a pattern that became not uncommon,
though the recognition of it had been rare until my friend had put it on the plate for
mankind in 1866. She demonstrated that the historic Israel-principle is still valid and
remains valid."

Helen explained in this context, that Love has been kept bottled up for far too long
in modern times while empire had a free run of the world, so that mankind has now
reached a crisis point at which it finds itself culturally defeated, and collapsing politically
and economically. "This means we have to break the bottle open," she said. "What better
resource do we have for that, than the Love that we have already reflected within us by
design? And I mean this to be the Love that we have it within us to express. We must let
it expand, even if it is just a spark. This is why you and I are here. The spark is becoming
a fire."
"Obviously we have to start with what we've got," I interjected.
"Believe me, there are so few of us fighting for a wider sense of Love, that it is
quite scary to contemplate the responsibility that comes with it. There is so little loving
left anywhere that our world is already collapsing with heavy consequences. There isn't
any expression of Love in big government anymore, in business, in finance, nor in
politics. And without Love being the light of society's culture, there is fascism roaming in
the dark. The principle of the General Welfare is laughed at today. The Principle of
Sovereignty, the Principle of Protection, the Principle of Industrial Production, are all
laughed at and called archaic. Universal rape is now on the table in business, finance, and
politics. That's the modern policy of intention. So, we have to go with what we've got,
which is each other, our intimacy, and our being in Love. Since Love still exists at the
level of our small private living, though it might be just a spark, we need to begin there,
and build ourselves up from there, and expand the spark into a fire. Our goal must be to
let this spark become such a fire that it will by its own brilliance establish the universality
of Love. We need to do this in the hope that the unfolding universality of Love will spill
over culturally into the global, national, and business arenas, where presently looting,
war, and genocide rule the day."
"Is this why your bedroom is painted in flowing patterns of all kinds of reds and
yellows, to signify the fire that the spark should ignite in there?" I said and grinned.

"Hopefully this breakthrough from the spark to the fire will be made before society
succeeds in destroying itself completely," said Helen, and began to grin too. "Did you
expect a bedroom to be for sleeping?" She began to laugh.
"Are we not a bit too far advanced already, towards hell, for the breakthroughs you
expect to save us?" I said cautiously.
"No, Peter, I expect big. I am looking for big results. If you mean, what I hear you
say, then you say we have no hope. I must say to that, for as long as we live and are able
to be in Love, even to some degree, there is hope and the horizon is bright. That is what
makes me fight, and to dare to stand against all odds on the side of Love, and keep on
loving on as wide a basis as possible."
"There were times when they killed people for as little as stepping across the
marriage boundaries, not to mention promoting intimate, universal Love," I said to her.
"There was also a time in the early 1600s when they killed people if they insisted
that Love must govern the affairs of the state and the relationships between nations. It's
all the same," said Helen. "There was also a time when the battle to save the nations was
won. That was in 1648," Helen added. "This means that there will be a time again when
the battle for the universality of loving will be won again. There is even a possibility on
the horizon that the victory might be more complete this time around, perhaps even so
profoundly complete, that mankind will give itself a new name or start a new reference
point in time to acknowledge the transition in culture, as once happened two millennia
ago."
"This final victory over empire that we need won't be easily achieved," I assured
her.
"Sure, the problems that we face along the way are horrendous, but they can all be
explored and be resolved with honest efforts, and the pain that these problems bring can
be endured like Prometheus had willingly endured eternal agonies for his being in Love
with humanity. In this loving endurance, he won an everlasting victory on the site of
Love versus empire. Do you know the story of Prometheus?" Helen asked.
"That's the story that Beethoven has set to music about Prometheus, isn't it? If it is
I don't know the story at all. Only the name, Prometheus, stands out."
"I am talking about a play by Aeschylus, a patriotic poet of the early Greek
Classical era," said Helen. "It might be that Beethoven has set the story to music. In any
case, Aeschylus had written a great poetic trilogy, called. Prometheus Bound"
She leaned back in her chair and patiently told me the ancient story to augment my
education. She told me that the image of Prometheus is rooted in Greek mythology where
Prometheus comes to light as an immortal being that ranked among the gods, a kindly
god who is said to have given mankind the gift of creating and using fire. But in doing
this, Prometheus was defiant against the unwritten rules of the gods of empire, of
Olympus. Prometheus had committed a crime against Olympus that might be called the

crime of being in Love. His 'crime' was that he had violated the Olympians' intentions
that was to keep mankind poverty-bound, spiritually and mentally blind, and without
technology, without energy systems, without infrastructures, and without energy
intensive mechanized farming that utilizes irrigation and fertilization and crop protection.
Without fire in its countless dimensions, mankind is lost. The gods of Olympus were in
rage and would have killed Prometheus for his crime against them, but they couldn't kill
him since he was an immortal being."
"Wouldn't mankind enriched with fire have robbed the Olympian's of their
dominance over them and become godlike themselves?" I interjected. "This means that
the Olympian gods were afraid of mankind. That's quite an interesting twist in irony."
"The crime of Prometheus is the same 'crime' that the masters of empire bemoan to
the present day, the crime of Love that violates their laws of poverty erected in their
oligarchic halls of fascist thievery. Prometheus had dared to challenge the gods. He had
given mankind the means to claim its freedom, but also the means to unseat the
Olympians off their high throne. Of course the gods of Olympus were enraged and struck
with fear. But what was done could not be undone, so they focused their rage onto
Prometheus. They had a problem with that, too. They lacked the power to kill an
immortal being. This doesn't mean that they couldn't gang up on him and bind him, and
subject him to eternal torture out of revenge. This is what they did.
"Aeschylus played on this background by casting Prometheus as a tragic figure,"
Helen continued. "And he cast Zeus, the chief god of Olympus as a tyrant. However, the
setup in the play is more complicated than this, because Prometheus claims to know by
what power his opponent, Zeus, will be destroyed. Prometheus makes the claim, but
refuses to reveal the secret. Zeus promises Prometheus, almost pleading, that if he were
to reveal the secret, his eternal torture would be stopped. Prometheus, however, cannot
allow himself to reveal the secret, because his doing so would destroy the future of
mankind, the object of his being in Love with. Thus, Prometheus remains defiant. He
remains defiant even under the pains of eternal torture, being bound to a rock, while a
bird of prey pecks out the liver off his living body that cannot die. With this setup,
Aeschylus puts the audience into a position of conflict. The audience is made to feel the
pain and the agony of Prometheus, so much so that it would be inspired to hope that
Prometheus would give up his secret in order to save himself. The audience is assured
that Prometheus would thereby be released. Except, this option cannot be chosen. The
audience knows that its fondest hopes must never come true, because then mankind,
including the audience itself, would be destroyed. And so the play puts the audience into
a deep agony as it cannot hope for what it would desire to see, because the realization of
its desire would end its existence. Only Prometheus laughs in this setup. He laughs at the
gods of Olympus. And so as the play unfolds towards the Sublime, the tragic figure
suddenly becomes Zeus, not Prometheus. Prometheus answers back to the gods of
Olympus from his bed of pain, speaking with the realization that Zeus has no power over
him. He answers Zeus that the very worst that he can inflict on him, can be endured
forever, because it pales in the face of his loving for mankind. So, even in his pain,
Prometheus 'laughs' at the mighty gods whose existence is filled with such hate that it
becomes a torment upon themselves more grievous than his own, with a fate of their

ultimate destruction that they lack the power to escape. By his proof of an aspect of Truth
that Prometheus understood, the gods of Olympus ceased to exist. Thus, the light of Love
saved mankind.
"Now you need to ask yourself the question," said Helen to me, "if you are willing
to meet the challenges that we face, and bear the burdens that may be agonizing, and do it
out of being in Love, as Prometheus had done?"

She paused, then said quietly, "I have been slandered for this; I have been spat at; I
have been called a whore and worse; but when this happens I stand back and say to
myself: What has any of that got to do with anything? Do the problems change the
principle? What do the problems matter in comparison with saving humanity and our
civilization? I realized that in comparison with this imperative, the problems that I faced
in responding to the Principle of Universal Love amount to nothing. Indeed, what have a
few pains and agonies to do with anything?"
"I suppose you feel that the problems have nothing to do with anything that
ultimately matters, because they are themselves derived from false concepts. So how do
you deal with this issue then?" I said to her.
"I focus on what is important, on what is rooted in Principle, on what will
ultimately work, on what benefits people. I know then that my efforts are not wasted,
because the universality of Love is something that all human beings already embrace in
their humanity."

Helen told me about a poem by Heinrich Heine, a German poet, which was set to
music by Robert Schumann as a song. She said that it is a poem about loving and
disappointment. The disappointment in the poem doesn't result from a rejection of the
loving, but from the simple fact that the platform had not been built on which the loving
could unfold fully and freely and flourish. It is a poem about a seemingly impregnable
barrier that society still bows to.
Helen went to the piano and sang the song for me. Unfortunately, she couldn't sing
it the way it was meant to be sung, since it was written for a baritone and was written in
German. Still she did sing it quite wonderfully. She sang a song of a lover. She translated
the song herself into something like this:
When I gaze into to your eyes
Gone is my misery, my hell,
And when I kiss you on the lips
I find my health, complete and well.

Then, when I lean close at your breast
What heaven's delight comes o'er me,
But when you say: I love you, dear
I burst into tears - oh, bitterly.
"Evidently the promise of this loving could not be fulfilled," said Helen, "because
the two lovers were not free, but were bound by marriage to someone else. The greater
universal bond that binds people across these artificial boundaries was evidently
unknown at the time when the poem was written. Thus the tragedy could not be avoided.
But suppose, the science had existed in those days for the great Truth to be recognized
that would have allowed the larger bond to stand as a bond of universal Love, and then
become developed into deeds and be fully honored. How would the poem have ended
then, as a corrected version?"
"One word would have been different," I said excitedly. "The last line would have
ended again with tears, as it does," I suggested, "but the crying wouldn't have been,
bitterly. A great rejoicing would have caused the tears, as the lovers were moved to tears
by sublimity: 'I burst into tears, - oh, wonderfully.'"
"The poem would have ended joyfully indeed," said Helen and nodded. "It would
have ended with the recognition that something exceedingly rich was unfolding that
brings joy to all who are touched by Love. This is what people hope for. Unfortunately,
too many mythologies still stand in the way, even now. These, I fight like hell to sweep
away out of our human world, and those who have human hearts with which to be in
Love will help me. Many people already do. I hope to start a revolution that allows Love
to unfold, unfettered and free and universal, in a loving that expands and finds its
expression in business, finance, politics, even in the relationship between nations.
Shouldn't it become possible for us then to honor the same universal bond everywhere,
and to allow it to unfold even in the most intimate domain?"
"Aren't you dreaming just a little?" I asked cautiously.
"No, I am not dreaming. Something like that happened once a long time ago. It had
changed the world for a period. It had altered the way in which entire nations regarded
each other. I am not making this up, Peter. This is history. I am merely saying that we can
build on this trend and expand it universally. But it must begin at the grassroots level,
even at the most intimate level where an ever-growing desire for it already exists. All we
need to do is open the door."
She paused. "Does that make sense?" she asked. She pointed out, that researchers
tell us that half of mankind is already having affairs outside of their marriages, and the
other half is dreaming about it, and poets write poems about the struggle, the pain, and
the glory of it. "So you see, the longing for universal loving already exists," she added.
"Love cannot be deprived of its expression. But we can cheat ourselves, and this can stop.
All that we have to do is open the door."

"Unfortunately, it won't be easy for people to step through this open door," I
suggested. "Too many mythologies block the way. They shape people's reactions against
the profound Truth that you see.
"And the mythologies will continue to have that effect until they are eradicated.
But what has this got to do with anything, Peter? We can't let go of the greater, because
of the lesser. Prometheus based his entire existence on this, and this insignificant-seeming
knowledge defeated the most vicious of the adversarial gods."
"I acknowledge that Prometheus was saved by his awareness of the Truth," I said
to Helen, "but, surely that wasn't what stopped the war in 1648," I added. "Did one of the
empires win out over the other as this is always the case? Or was Europe so thoroughly
destroyed that there wasn't anything left worth fighting over, as it was the case at the fall
of Rome? Still, you seem to suggest that something else happened."

"Come, let's go to bed," said Helen without answering. By then the port in our
glass was gone, the olives had been consumed, the snacks had been eaten. It was already
getting faintly light outside.
I helped her clear away the dishes.

"I'll tell you what I perceive about the Peace Treaty, that ended those eighty years
of war in 1648," said Helen, filling her tiny kitchen sink with hot water. "I must warn you
though," she added, "because you may not believe what happened, unless you are lying to
yourself. No empire won that war. The very nature of empire was overturned. It was
recognized that all nations are sovereign and must regard one-another as equal, because
this is the Truth, and Truth is singular, Love is singular, everything of the Sublime is
singular, God is singular. The whole idea of 'might equals right' was thrown out of the
window. The vertical model was put away for a lateral model. Out of this came the only
peace treaty in history where all parties stood side by side, where the past was left behind
and was forgiven, where no retribution was on the agenda, and no reparation payments
were imposed, where all those wretched things were sacrificed as the price for peace."

Once we were back in bed, she told me that the development towards peace began
to unfold already half way through the eighty years of war that ended with the Peace of
Westphalia. While we were close to each other, facing one-another, Helen told me a story
centered on a biblical story from the Old Testament, the story of a woman named
Susanna. She told me that the story of Susanna was fundamental to the Peace of
Westphalia. She described the biblical story.

The story begins with Susanna taking a bath in her garden. She is alone. Suddenly
in her vulnerable state, probably as she undresses herself for the bath, she discovers two
intruders, two elders of her community. They come towards her to rob her. A home
invasion is in progress. They demand sex, both of them do. She doesn't comply. They
threaten her life. She still doesn't comply. Rebuffed, they go away in a rage and take steps
to make their threats come true. Killing a woman was easily done in those times. In a
world that is a cultural wasteland, robbing and killing another person is often totally
legal. The elders accuse her of adultery, which was a capital offense then. During her trial
before the entire village, the elders fantasize, and are believed. Susanna is sentenced to
die. Except, in the last moments as it were, Daniel, a person to whom the Truth matters,
saved Susanna by the power of his wisdom, exposing the lies of the elders. He questions
them separately in detail. Of course the fantasies don't match. Without a reference to
Truth in them, how could they match? The woman is set free in the light of a great
victory. A bit of human culture is restored.

Helen told me that this ancient story is so profound that it became a part of the
background in the early 1600s in society's struggle for building a strong foundation for a
humanist culture that would end the endless cycle of war. The story appears to have been
used to serve as a platform for exposing the lies of the hired philosophers of the empires,
the lies that justify war. Rembrandt had evidently supported this fight against the
philosophers of war, who had insisted that Love applies only in the smallest private
domain, but has no place in the larger world, especially in politics, or in the relationships
between nations. Rembrandt painted the Susanna story. The painting became famous and
still is so. It might have been famous right from the start, as it pinned the lie on the elite.
Of course the Susanna-story became eventually outlawed. It was removed from the Bible.
It no longer appears there. However, it still exists in Rembrandt's painting. And so I think
we might see the same victory again in response to the circumcision being imposed, and
exposed as a lye. Future historians will likely expose the circumcision in a similar
manner in which Susanna's freedom was won. The circumcision needs to be recognized
as the most deeply destructive and longest lasting 'home invasion' that has ever been
perpetrated on a worldwide scale, in the rage of empire against human civilization."
I couldn't help smile as Helen related the story. "You are right," I said when she
ended telling the story, "there is a real victory-potential embedded in this story, especially
in what it appears to have accomplished. We may even see it being reinstated into the
Bible some day."
"In this case look for chapter 13 of the Book of Daniel," said Helen. "In the 1600s
people must have had suddenly realized that the philosophy against Love, which stood in
the background to the Thirty Years War, had literally outlawed universal Love
completely. People might have recognized that the philosophy was a lye in the same way
that the elders in the Susanna story had lied before the whole community. The physical
evidence in both cases suggests that society was lied to. The same happens in the modern
world once again. The Hobbesian-type philosophy that had been crying for the world to
be governed without Love, which had turned all of Europe into a devastated land

ravished by madness, had become a scene in which the Renaissance was being destroyed.
By the time society woke up, the madness had become unbearable. The ravished people
latched onto anything that could help them to rebuild their culture. There was literally
nothing left at the time as a foundation on which to rebuild a civilization. The people
might have looked back to the Golden Renaissance of a hundred years in their past, and
recognized that the only hope that had remained on the horizon to get back to that, was
the Principle of Universal Love that had stood behind the Golden Renaissance."
"Europe had been deceived by the masters of empire," I interjected. "Europe, in
this case, had become a Samson shorn of its strength, as you had used the phrase before.
But unlike Samson who chose to pull the house down over him to end his predicament,
society woke up and reclaimed its cultural power."
"Are we willing to repeat that today?" said Helen. "The society of the 17th Century
had chosen to rescue itself with the Principle of Universal Love. The people had chosen
to build a new and active peace by focusing on, and by actively promoting, what is to the
advantage of the other. That's how war was turned upside down. That's how stealing was
turned upside down. That's how empire was turned upside down in those days. This was a
tall commitment for the people then, but they did it and built a New World on the
Principle of Universal Love. I am hoping that we will have the wisdom in our age to take
this path again, especially in the now ever-widening phase of the Millennium War, the
war of the circumcision. Like Samson of old, modern society has the means to pull the
house down over it. In modern times this might mean ending all life on the planet, or
most of it. The means all do exist in overwhelming measures to do this. I think however
that we will find a way out of this trap that society has been drawn into, especially now
that we can see that the path is a rather simple one."
I suggested to her, that when all the deceptions are peeled away, and every
mythology and utopian madness has been discredited by reality, society invariably gets
back to aspects of Truth, because there is nothing else left that has validity.
Something struck me about what I just said myself. It struck me that what I said
was totally and practically valid. "Hold everything!" I said forcefully.
"Oh, why? Don't you want me to touch you anymore?" she said surprised. She
pulled her hand away from her embrace of me.
"No Helen, I don't mean that. I think you just gave me an answer to something that
had puzzled me all night," I said to her. I brought her hand back to where it was. "You
just helped me to answer an important question to myself. You answered the question of
why I am here, and am with you in this bed."
I told her that Erica and I had asked ourselves the question, why married men
dream about having intimate relationships with other women, and women with men, but
rarely ever allow themselves to make their dreams come true. I told her that my answer to
Erica had been that we have all become slaves to a mythology, like underlings bowing to
their master against their own will. "But that's not a valid path to freedom. You presented

to me a much more scientific answer," I said to her. "You pointed out that the reason why
we are all so divided and isolated from one-another in the world, as in our marriages,
reflects the simple fact that we still think that Love applies only in the smallest possible
private domain. We still don't acknowledge Love as a universal Principle, reflecting one
single universal Truth, and thereby we deny it, and deny God."
Helen just smiled. "Welcome to the real world, Peter," she said gently. We
remained facing each other in her dimly lit bedroom, painted in the colors of fire. She
seemed delighted with what I said.
"You told me that I should have answered Erica that we are already married to
one-another as human beings in a universal marriage that reflects our common humanity.
You are right of course. Had I said this, and had I said this clearly, a lot of things would
have been different. But this wouldn't have been enough. Something would still have
been missing. Something would have had to be included that would have made her
immensely proud of the humanity that we are all a part of, which then would have made
her proud of herself. That's a tall task, isn't it? But you, Helen, took these steps so easily
and seemingly effortlessly. You made me feel so proud to be a human being. I feel so
rich and honored. I feel grateful just to know you, to be touched by the gentle loving that
you have for everyone. If this would only be possible on a universal scale, so that the
whole of mankind would feel that way, it be the beginning of paradise. But it's not
possible, is it, for as long as society is still making the same mistake against their
innermost wishes that the Europeans had made during their eighty years of war? Society
is still relegating Love to the smallest possible sphere, and is hiding it away behind the
tallest possible barriers."
"Of course, Peter," said Helen. "From the moment on that one takes loving out of
the universal domain, one opens the door to all sorts of mythologies and paradoxes, and
artificial barriers. Then, one wonders why nothing works. However, let me shock you.
Universal Love means that ones loving must be universal. It means that the lateral
relationship that binds us together in Love, is the light of our common humanity. This is
not a miracle. It is something more concrete than steel. The sex barrier has no light in it,
and likewise the race barrier, and also the age barrier. Did you ever think about that?
Universal Love is Light, and its reflection cannot be divided to become barriers, or
involve exceptions. There may be variances in form, according to what most ideally
uplifts and enriches the human scene on the vast plain of our individuality. All of these
forms, however, must be subservient to the Principle of Universal Love. This means they
must unfold in a form of loving that flows laterally from heart to heart and reflects the
Truth that binds us all into one. Age, sex, race, color, and so forth, cannot be barriers
then, but can only be seen as factors that enrich the light that we discover in our
humanity. Did you ever think about that?"
I shook my head.
"In Truth," Helen added, "humanity is one. We are all a part of this universal one.
We all reflect its countless facets. It is our humanity, and nothing else, that defines us.
Isn't it a wonderful adventure to find us being in Love with ourselves and in the same

context with one-another? As you said, that makes us proud of ourselves and oneanother. Everything else that we are, and are able to achieve in this world, is really drawn
from what we gleam of our humanity that is rooted in universal Principle. Even economic
development must therefore be universal. I see universal economic development as our
joy. There is no joy in prosperity in which half of the world dies in slavery for some
empire's prosperity. Joy needs to erupt in the universal domain, or else it is fake.
Scientific and spiritual development must likewise be universal. Here we find our power,
which can never be a power over another, but a power to create, discover, expressed in
enriching one-another. Social development, too, must be universal. It is our peace. Call it
our universal kiss. And so, our sense of marriage must likewise be universal to be
truthful. By its very nature, Principle is universal. This means that universal marriage is
the reality of our being. It is one of the most profound elements of our humanity, together
with all the other elements that define our peace, our joy, and our power as human
beings. The Principle of the General Welfare requires a wide platform for its
implementation, or else it cannot be realized."
"I suppose this puts the onus on me, and on us all, to explore why we are so often
untruthful with ourselves and with one-another, looking for exceptions from the
universal," I suggested.
Helen smiled. "Principle leaves no room for exceptions," she said. "It leaves no
room for the lies we entertain. And so, the process of uncovering the lies that we
entertain, can change the world, Peter. It has already changed the world once in the early
1600s. Gradually, over a span of thirty years, the lies of the war philosophers, like
Hobbes and all the others, were uncovered by focusing on what is Truth. The process
involves a scientific process, but also a spiritual process. Historically, on the basis of the
scientific process, the Principle of Universal Love became recognized as the foundation
for civilization. The rest was a spiritual process that was thereby cemented into place in
consciousness. The two together gave rise to the noblest peace treaty of all times, the
1648 Treaty of Westphalia, which was also the nobles universal marriage treaty of all
times."
Helen explained that this astonishing development gave mankind a second
Renaissance. She said that the Peace of Westphalia established as never before, the Spirit
of universal Love; expressed in an advanced concept of Christian loving, a loving that is
raised to a higher level, and is turned by reflection, into a political platform. The treaty
partners thereby proclaimed to each other that all the nations are equal as a matter of
Principle, whether they be small or large, weak or powerful, and that they are all
sovereign by virtue of man's divine nature that must be recognized as such. The outcome
was an acceptance of the Principle of Universal Love, and its spiritual acknowledgement
in living."
"It took society two generations to rediscover the idea that had earlier stood behind
the Golden Renaissance, which originally had been created over the space of a hundred
years," I interjected. "Maybe the next recovery will be mush faster again."

"No, Peter, it must not even come to the point again that society falls down a cliff
that it must recover from. The great Treaty of 1648 must remain the exception, where the
war crimes were forgiven and the war debts were canceled. The horrors of adversarial
pursuits must be simply put behind us as being irrelevant in comparison with the 'jewel'
of peace that the whole world longs for. The cycles of retribution ended with this treaty
commitment to one-another, and must remain stopped for all times from now till forever,
or else we won't survive. With the Treaty of Westphalia, a new era begun in which the
Principle of the General Welfare was put into the foreground, and Love became the
policy of intention, not of enforcement. We must never go backwards again from what
has been achieved."
"What about World War I and II and the Cold War?" I Interjected.
Helen said, that these wars should be seen in the context of mankind's struggles to
go forward, to end empire forever. The people were betrayed. That is why these wars
happened. These wars happened, because empire saw itself mortally challenged and
fought a desperate war against it, to save itself. The wars happened, because mankind
hadn't succeeded at this point in eradicating empire. The wars were the result of this
failing. Throughout four millennia, mankind had fought to end empire, The Renaissance
nearly succeeded in establishing true sovereign nation-states, but little men betrayed the
grand achievement. Then there was a movement again under foot in Europe to create
modern nation-state republics in the shadow of the collapsing morass of the great war of
empire that killed a third of the population of Europe. The Peace of Westphalia came out
of a movement to create sovereign states once more and to coexist with one-another on
the basis of a community of simple shared principles that would be understood and
respected by all. However, this profound political project to create truly sovereign nationstate republics proved impossible to implement in Europe at the time. Too much of the
imperial system had remained alive in the rubble, in spite of the Treaty of Westphalia.
The imperial remnant prevented society from going all the way to creating modern
nation-states in Europe. The old empire still clung to life. America proved to be more
ideally situated for the project. America had not been dragged into the same deep cultural
destruction that had constantly destroyed Europe from within, in the repeating cycles of
war of empire versus society. The American society lived remote from that. They became
the test-platform for the kind of New World that was not possible to be set up in Europe.
The idea of the American republic therefore came from Europe, and its implementation
was strongly supported by many of the leading European pioneers. America was to be the
spearhead for a New Europe. It was to be a beacon for the world. The pioneers that
modeled the American republic understood scientifically what the 1648 treaty
represented, both for them and for humanity. On this understanding the United States of
America was established as the first nation-state republic on the planet. It was built on the
principles behind the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. The USA was therefore essentially a
European creation that came out of the very best European scientific and spiritual
traditions, primarily those exemplified by the Peace of Westphalia. Naturally the masters
of empire tried to overturn this creation that threatened the very existence of empire. It
fought America on the battlefield. It fought to overturn its principles. It fought to pervert
that nation ideologically from within. It fought America as it has fought every new
renaissance idea throughout history. And that war of subversion is still going on. America

is being ground down from within in the empire's still ongoing Millennium-long War
against mankind, the very war that rose out of the circumcision in which the empire itself
is rooted. But America was never defeated. We don't need a new Peace of Westphalia,
Peter, because America represents its principle now and the built-in commitment to
freedom from empire. However, we need to establish the Westphalia principle on the
individual level in a spiritually and scientifically based treaty that is forged by each
person with himself or herself. If we establish the Treaty of Westphalia there, which has
not yet been done, the world wars that are yet to come, which no one might survive,
might not happen."
Helen added that my very presence with her that night, being alone with her in the
apartment, and being involved in deep reaching sexual intimacies, was the end result of
that kind of movement that is needed to built the inner peace process. And it all happened
naturally, for both of us, because we have both created a truthful foundation for this to be
possible, based on simple scientific discoveries that made the seemingly impossible,
possible.
Helen suggested also that what happened between us, and was still happening, was
a culmination of the long chain of events that began four hundred years earlier with the
redevelopment of the Principle of Universal Love, towards 1648. "Countless people have
contributed to that chain of events by which the USA was established," said Helen, "and
which are now benefiting from in an even more advanced way. You're being here with
me is directly due to all of these people's efforts in fighting for the renaissance ideal of
universal Love, in their own individual ways, over the space of centuries. What is
unfolding here tonight is still unfolding the same renaissance, isn't it? The onus is on us
now, we who live in our time, to carry the task forward, and with it the fight of the
renaissance pioneers to save and advance civilization and humanity as a whole. And that
is the second reason why you are here with me tonight, to learn to understand the
dimensions of the Principle of Universal Love that is fundamental to this fight, which is
also a light for getting us out of the circumcision trap, and the resulting slavery to empire.
Succeeding here appears to be mankind's most critical challenge and possibly it final
challenge at rescuing itself from the same doom that dooms empire itself by the madness
of its folly. Can you see now how critical the principle of the sacrament is for mankind's
survival?"
"It's our pathway out of the hell of empire," I said strongly as if I was finally
waking up to something I had always known, but had never believed. The realization of
its validity gave me a comfortable feeling, one that I could rest on, and ultimately fell
asleep with.

Chapter 9 - Dimensions of Dreaming
"Did the great world-constitution, which the Treaty of Westphalia became, really
get started with an ancient biblical story?" I asked Helen as we awoke the next morning
to sunlight pouring in through the open curtains, "or did you just make this up?"
This was our second morning together, before our day at the movies. I felt that I
needed a profound opening for what promised to be another profound day.
Helen nodded. "I didn't make this up last night," she said. "Of course we don't
know for certain what had really motivated the people back in the mid-1600s to establish
what became the greatest peace treaty in history, and to support it in every way possible
for the next fifty years, or even longer. We can only look at what stood in the
background. That's where the Susanna story comes into play. We don't know what impact
it had, but we can guess. It is highly likely that the story didn't actually start the revival of
European culture. Nevertheless, it probably had a big impact on advancing the healing
process. The healing process for the cultural rebuilding that was going on evidently had
many facets. Still, I think the story might have provided one of the key elements that had
made the healing possible, Peter. We'll never know for certain. We simply don't know
what causes sanity to suddenly come to the foreground. Some things in history remain
hidden. There were no newspapers published in the 17th Century that might have
documented the mental undercurrents. But we do know that Rembrandt van Rijn, the
famous artist of the 1600s, had painted the crucial scene of Susanna being surprised in
her garden. The resulting painting still exists, and remains a famous piece of art to the
present day. The painting probably has helped to spread the story of Susanna that
exposed the lies of the elite. The society of the time needed a sanity shock. It appears that
Rembrandt supplied the shock of sanity by painting a scene of the Susanna story that the
lying elite didn't want to have brought out. The historic context makes the Susanna story
a most profound story. I wish we could revive that story today so that it would cast the
same light on the lies of today's ruling elite of empire. Too much is being hidden under
the same old mantle, the mantle of the ignoble liars. People can recognize the lies that are
known by today's open conspiracy of insanity, but no one dares to disagree with the elite
and call their bluff. That makes the Susanna story a dangerous specter the elite will never
want to see rise again. That's why the story has been banned. So don't look for it in the
Bible. As I said, it has been censored and removed. It can only be found in the Apocrypha
now, a collection of 'expired' biblical texts."
"It obviously wasn't expired, because it is old," I interjected.
"Time is never a factor in these cases," said Helen. "It's the spirit that mattered.
The Susanna spirit was too dangerous for the masters, as is the sacrament spirit right
now, but the Susanna spirit won, while today's fight with the sacrament at the center
hasn't even begun in earnest. We have something, though, that has remained with us from
this period, which the masters had tried to block at the time, but have failed. And this,
something, Peter, is classical music - the music of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Brahms. Their music isn't called classical music, because it is old, but because it carries

the classical spirit that was reflected by the Susanna story, the sacrament spirit that gave
rise to the Treaty of Westphalia and the Principle of the Advantage of the Other that the
treaty was founded on. All of these great classical composers were from the period of
peace that the treaty established in shutting down the Thirty Years War, the worst war in
history prior to the 20th Century. Their music speaks of the profound spirit of this period,
and the spirit of renewal of the human sacrament. The masters tried to stop the spread of
this spirit, but couldn't stop it. Bach was the pioneer of this group. He created a
completely new kind of music, a music of the spirit, and they had indeed tried to ban it,
but they succeeded with the ban only for a brief period. After that it became unstoppable.
Bach and all the others are still on the center stage of classical music after all these
centuries. The classical thus refers to the spirit that is timeless."
"Maybe we should change the schedule for today and replace one of the movies
we have planned to see, with a concert of Bach's works," I suggested. "Isn't Leipzig the
cultural center where Bach had lived and worked. I believe, the church he worked in is
still standing."
"Oh yes, the Thomaskirche it is still standing, Peter. It was build more than 500
years ago, long before Bach's time. It is still in use. Its tower suffered some damage
during a bombing raid, but that was quickly repaired. We can go there if you like. There
is always something going on. We can go there after dinner."
I nodded and grinned. But let's have breakfast first, at the plaza in the sun, as
yesterday, then lunch at Auerbachs Keller at the Old Rathaus, though without the
Mephistopheles drink."
"The Keller goes way back in time, Peter. It's wine stube was famous already in the
early 1400s. The Keller was the first place that the evil Mephistopheles takes the student
Faust to, on their travels in Wolfgang von Goethe's most famous play, Faust," said Helen.
"The drink was an invitation to hell," I said. "It was firewater indeed. I won't have
it again. It would burn in my throat all through the movie. And for dinner afterwards, let's
go to the finest place the city has to offer."
"And all this is linked to a biblical story," said Helen and laughed.
"It made history long after it had been written, and continues to make history even
now, after it has been expired," I said and laughed too. "But how can a biblical story of
this magnitude become expired?" I said in a faint tone of amazement after my laughter,
even though I already knew the answer.
"That's simple, Peter," said Helen. "It becomes expired by not printing it anymore.
Don't be surprised that this kind of censorship still happens today. Whatever isn't
politically acceptable simply gets swept under the rug. It's called, the freedom of the
press."
I began to laugh.

Helen asked me why I was surprised.
She suggested that this is how America is dragged into hell by the nose.
"Some day they'll probably put the Susanna story back into the Bible, but we don't
have the required honesty for that yet," I said to her.
"You probably know a lot of other Susanna-type stories yourself that have been
carefully removed from public view by the censorship of silence," said Helen.
"Of course, there are a lot of unauthorized stories floating about," I said to her.
"Most of these are real stories are about official lies that put the best fiction writers to
shame in terms of craftiness, but they are totally real, like the story of the horse rancher.
Have you ever heard the story of the horse rancher?"
Helen's reaction indicated that her mind was a blank on this one.
"You didn't hear the story of the horse rancher?" I said to her. I made myself
comfortable. Do you want me to tell you the story?"
The morning sunshine was flooding her apartment by then, while we were sitting
in the good room having tea. The eyelids were still heavy from too much sleeping, hers
apparently too.
"I can guarantee that you won't fall asleep by my story," I continued, "though the
story straddles the boundary between fiction and fantasy. It doesn't seem real, but it is
basically tragically real. It is a story from the real-life modern world where fact and
fantasy are reversed, where the most insane rules the day, and where true reality is
deemed not to exist. The story is told in many versions, but all the versions speak of one
thing, and that thing is real."
"And the hero is a horse rancher?" said Helen.
I nodded and leaned back. "The story is set in America, but it could happen
anywhere:"

A horse rancher named Albert comes to visit his neighbor Frank, also a horse
rancher. They talk about how slow the business has become. Albert said it was so
because modern people rather ride sports cars than horses. "It's a thankless job raising
horses now."
"You don't have to do this," said Frank. "Sell the ranch and live like a king. We
could do this together you know, and move to some beach paradise. We could sleep in till
noon then, if we wanted to. My brother Jason told me how this could be done, he is a
financial wizard you know. He owns an investment company in New York; a very

successful one. Jason said we could be millionaires if we wanted to do a few things
right."
"Like what, Frank?"
Frank points to the coral. "Do you see the brown stallion on the right? I would like
you to buy it from me for a million dollars, and I promise to buy it back for a million and
twenty."
"This trade nets me twenty," said Albert. "I can use the twenty. I still owe a bundle
on the last feed delivery." Albert reaches his hand out.
"Not so fast," said Frank. "The horse that you were riding in on, would you like to
sell it to me for a million, and promise to buy it back for a million and twenty? In this
case we would be even."
Albert nodded perplexed and laughed. "We are even then. What have we
accomplished?"
"We have become millionaires," says Frank. "That's how the financial system
works. I send you a bill of sale tomorrow, and you will send me the same. This makes all
of our horses worth a million and twenty. A real certificate of purchase backs up the
price. But the price once established applies to all of your twenty horses. Under the
modern financial system, the established price for one traded asset becomes the
benchmark price for all assets of a similar nature. That makes you worth twenty or
twenty-three million dollars, depending on how many horses you have, and my worth
would be nineteen million."
"How can this be," says Albert. "I couldn't sell the best horse of the lot for a
thousand last week. Who would pay a million?"
"It doesn't work that way," says Frank. "Jason told me what we need to do. We
need to sell the entire business as a single asset to his investment company. He promised
to buy it if we give him a 50% discount. We would walk away with about ten million
each. Jason would then report to his shareholders a 20 million profit from a single trade,
which would drive up the stock value of his company. Also other investors would then
offer twenty percent more for the asset that showed this phenomenal gain. Jason would
walk away with 4 million in cash for this subsequent trade. That's not bad for a day's
work, is it? The other investor will then sell the package again, maybe at full value to
someone who needs a big tax write-off. Sometimes companies have too much of an
income, said Jason, which doesn't look good on their balance sheet, when it comes from
illegitimate sources. In this case the new owners of the asset want the asset to loose its
value. To do this they invent an epidemic and donate the horses to the slaughterhouse and
burn the buildings to the ground. In this way the company owns the burned down
property pays twenty million dollars less taxes, which is a great profit for a property that
wasn't paid for with real money to begin with. Jason suggested that the CEO would then
likely sell the devalued property to himself for a few dollars, and built it up again into a
fancy holiday ranch, to be used exclusively for his own pleasure. Jason suggested that in

time the CEO might get tired of riding horses and would then invite one of his fellow
CEOs for lunch and propose that he buy the ranch from him for a hundred million with
the promise that he'd buy it back for a hundred million and twenty. His fellow CEO
would understand the process and then likely propose to him that he do the same for him
by buying his fishing lodge business and selling it back to him. Both CEOs would agree
to it with a smile and a handshake, and the paperwork would be in the male the next day.
"Jason also suggested that the ranch would then be mortgaged for a hundred
million," Frank continues his explanation. "The CEO would take the money he would get
for the mortgage and buy up 51% of the outstanding shares of an aircraft company.
Perhaps he would like flying airplanes better than riding horses. Once that purchase is
accomplished, he would appoint himself as the CEO of the company that he has now
control of. He would then sell the ranch to it with the outstanding mortgage on it. Nobody
could block him from doing that, because he would own the majority vote. Of course, as
the CEO he would give himself a free airplane, a test model perhaps, that he would test
for the company at a fee. Then he would asset strip the company and give himself a huge
bonus for the cash increase, and vote up a golden parachute for himself. In the end, he
would resign, but before resigning he would force the company to buy the shares back
that he controls, and to buy the whole lot as a package for the original value, which Jason
said would be a bargain for the company in terms of getting its control back. The CEO
might walk away with two hundred million in his pocket. That's not a bad return for a
ranch that is actually a liability by then. The company would probably go bankrupt after
that. The mortgage would probably default. The property be auctioned off for a song.
Maybe a farmer will buy it for a few hundred, to be used as additional grassing land."
"And the bank would be holding the empty bag of the defaulted mortgage," says
Albert. "This would be fraud against the bank."
"The bank wouldn't care," says Frank. "In fact, the bank wouldn't loose a penny.
The bank never keeps the mortgage. It takes the mortgage and cuts it up into confetti and
mixes it up with confetti from other mortgages. Then the whole bucket of confetti gets
bundled up into small packages that are sold on the world market as collateral backed
debt obligations or things like that. Then, when the mortgage on the debt for the ranch
goes belly-up, it will be hard to tell who owns what part of it. The confetti parts may be
owned by investors all over the world, or by other funds located in Russia, and India, and
Africa, and in South America. It's called spreading the risk."
"It should be called, hiding the fraud," says Albert. "Everything that you told me,
Frank, is fraud built on fraud. It's immoral, I tell you."
"But it is not illegal," said Frank. "As Jason told me, fraud is good for the financial
system. The bank, that would issue the CEO's mortgage for a hundred million, knows that
the ranch isn't worth a squat. But that's not its concern. The bank pays big fees to brokers
to come up with big mortgages. The bigger, the better. Besides, the hundred million
mortgage for the ranch would be sold anyway, and be gone, but before it was sold, it
would be counted as an asset that the factional reserve banking system allows the bank to
create itself new credit against, as a backing for new lending. The bank would get out of

this deal ten times the value of the mortgage, in new credit, for other mortgages to be
sold, that it them collects interest on, and fees, or it collects big profit from the scam as it
takes the resulting bigger pile of mortgages and creates an even bigger pile of bundled
confetti with it. The bank certainly wouldn't discourage fraud, it lives and prospers by it.
Jason laughed at me and said that us little horse ranchers had no ideas of how the modern
world financial system actually works, which has been fully globalized. Sure, Jason
admits that there is fraud everywhere, but he says fraud is legal, and is encouraged in the
modern world, that after all, has become a cultural wasteland by our rancher's standards.
Jason suggested that we move with the time. He said, that fraud was now indexed and
derivatives are being sold on bets that are based on the efficiency of the fraudsters. He
said, that there is no end in sight for this game, which may some day be 500 trillion
dollars in size, or a quadrillion. Jason said, that the banks make big profits in fees from
this game, and everybody is happy playing the game. And the banks don't even care if the
game goes belly up and their derivatives bets go sour. They are not playing with their
own money. They are taking on risks they can never cover when the game goes sour, or
their depositors could cover. They don't care, because they bet that the government
wouldn't dare to let the banks go under. They are betting that the government will bail
them out. The taxpayers would then pay for the bank's gambling losses."
"Not everybody is happy living in a cultural wasteland," says Albert to Frank. "I
don't want to be a part of it."
"Neither do I," says Frank, "but what options do we have to stay out of this
wasteland? As you said, nobody likes riding horses anymore. Everybody wants to ride in
fancy sports cars. Horse ranching used to make a good living."
"But the sports cars won't go where the horses go," says Albert. "People need
horses. Horses are honest. If you treat them well, they'll treat you well in return. If you
work hard for their welfare, they work hard for you likewise. They live by a bond that
people have forgotten, that people no longer honor. Maybe that's what I like about
working with horses. There is something about them that the accountants can't quantify.
Maybe that's why girls like horses."
"If you don't want to sell, maybe you should open the ranch up to people who still
honor the kind of quality that the horses have to offer," says Frank. "Maybe not all people
have yet been swallowed up in the cultural wasteland that our world has become. Look
for people that value what the accountants cannot measure."
"And where would I find them?" says Albert. "Where would I find those honest
giants, who value what the accountants cannot see?"
"You might find them in the dark places in the cities, among the little folks like us,
the working people," says Frank. "Maybe we should forge an alliance with them and
invite them to come here. We should invite them to camp on the ranch, or even work on
the ranch with the horses, and pay for the privilege. Maybe our trouble is that we have
catered to the rich instead of to the giants. The rich are little people and cheap on top of
it, some even skip out without paying."

"I'd sooner be one of the giants, and be among them, than to be a millionaire and
be living among thieves in the beach resorts," says Albert. "Maybe I go home now and
feed the horses." And that's what he did.
Albert feels good that evening. He feels happier about his lot in life as a horse
rancher, than he had for some time. When he meets Frank again a few days later, as he
does from time to time on his morning ride in the clear light of dawn, he tells Frank so
and thanks him for having helped him to open his eyes."
"I spoke to Jason again," said Frank. "Jason had called me up and urged me not to
follow up on his suggestion. He had thought about it, and concluded that it wouldn't
work."
"Isn't that what I told you?" says Albert. "Nobody would pay a million dollars for
anyone of our horses. Sure they are fine working horses, of a good stock, but they are not
worth a million each. You were dreaming when you said we could get a million for
each."
"No, no, Albert, this part would work," says Frank. "Everything that he had told
me before, would work. This part works. This is done everyday. It's normal business."
"So what's the problem?" says Albert.
"The problem is that money isn't safe," said Frank. "It's here today, and gone
tomorrow."
"Are you accusing me of being a gambler, so that I would gamble it all away, and
be broke in no time?" says Albert. "I am more inclined to be frugal, and be miserly. I
would buy a little cottage somewhere near the beach, and ride a bicycle to get there."
"Your money still wouldn't be safe, because nobody's money is," says Frank.
"Jason just realized that. "Sometime ago they invented a new method for making money
that is so insane that it will wreck everything. With this new method you can become a
billionaire without even owning a horse to sell. You buy derivatives contracts."
"You are speaking in riddles," says Albert. "How would this make money? And
how would making money wreck everything?"
"Jason owns a public company, right?" says Frank. "This means that his
shareholders own the company, and the shares are traded. Who offers the highest price,
gets to own the shares. When the price is right, there are always buyers and sellers in the
market. But it's risky. Often people buy the shares with borrowed money, and when
things get tight they have to sell. In order to attract buyers, they lower the price. When a
lot of people do this, the effective value of the entire stock of that company is thereby
reduced. People loose money. Fund managers, who run a tight ship, can't afford to be that
vulnerable. They need to buy insurance against that. So they go to a bank or a financial
insurance company and buy a risk protection contract. These contracts are called
derivatives. Now, when the value of the stock goes down, as people undercut each other,

the insurance will make up the loss. In this case, the bank or the insurer looses out. Now
some people have said to themselves, why do we need to own any shares at all, to profit
from this process? When our research tells us that the market is going to go down, why
can't we buy the insurance contracts anyway, and take the pay-out as profit if our hunch
turns out to be correct and the market drops? The banks smile at this and say, sure you
can do this. We will sell you as many of these contracts as you wish to have, or as many
as you can afford to pay the insurance premium for. The banks are happy with that. They
adjust the rates according to market conditions, and adjust them highly in their favor.
Since the banks are controlling the game, they tend to make huge profits from it, and
being greedy they now sell insurance contracts for any financial variable you can name.
The investors now can buy betting contracts on oil indexes, gold price, bond yields, the
price of pork bellies, soy beans, international currencies, stock market indexes, anything
you can imagine, and nobody has to own the actual real thing that these bets are related
to. The money that can be made that way is virtually unlimited. And that is why it doesn't
work, said Jason."
"You lost me," says Albert. "Why wouldn't it work?"
"Why didn't landed feudalism work for long?" says Frank. "It stopped, because
there wasn't enough land in the world to satisfy the greedy. That is why gold as a
currency doesn't work, because there is not enough gold in the world to meet the
requirement of an expanding economy. That is also why the stock market couldn't be
driven past a certain limit, because the stock market has a physical component that puts a
damper on the greedy, especially when their greed keeps on wrecking the industries,
which is thereby reducing the physical component. They had to find a way to disassociate
the money making from any physically limiting factor. So they came up with the
derivatives game. This is a game that has not a single physical component in it that would
limit the expansion of money making. The game is derived from the physical values, but
goes far beyond it."
"And that is where the danger lies," says Albert. "The danger is obvious, isn't it?
Even I can see this."
"Guess how big this game is?" says Frank.
"Oh, I can imagine it being big," says Albert. "Our economy in the USA produces
roughly 12 trillion dollars’ worth in economic product every year. That includes
everything, every car that is made, every service that is provided, every bean that is
grown in the fields, every horse that is raised, and every house that is being build. Our
stock market is probably trading shares in the range of thirty trillion, and if you are right
and they pulled limits out of that, the derivatives market is probably a couple hundred
trillion dollars big, soon to exceed the quadrillion mark, as you said yourself. Yes, that is
where the danger lies. I'm not that stupid, not to realize that when a major shift in the
physical world will turn the derivatives bubble into a giant liability, that is by then so big
that it dwarves all the currencies in the world into insignificance. This means that every
bank around the world is already technically bankrupt."

"The whole system is bankrupt," said Frank. "Money itself is in danger to fizz into
nothing. Civilization is in danger. If the banks go under, who pays out on the paychecks.
Where then does the cash come from to buy milk with in the grocery store? Jason just
realized that this is why it won't work."
"What took him that long to realize that?" says Albert. "What kind of dummy is
this man?"
"He has been away from real life for too long," says Frank.
Albert agrees. "We should bring him to the ranch. Maybe he could help us drill a
well. If we could get water to this land, we could grow all sorts of necessary stuff for
people to eat. All we need is water, a good pump, electricity, and a tractor. Our five
thousand acres would then become a real gold mine for the people in the city, producing
gold that they can eat. Nobody can eat derivatives or bullion."
After riding in silence for ten minutes Albert says to Frank, "what I proposed
doesn't work either. We can do this later. For now, we have a more urgent task before
us."
"What is more urgent than growing food?" says Frank.
"Growing sanity is more urgent," says Albert. "The USA can survive with its
current level of food production. Not a single person will starve to death for reasons that
there is not enough food production capability existing. What the USA lacks, is sanity.
Nobody has any. Sanity is the rarest commodity throughout the entire planet today.
Everyone's very existence depends on a rapid development of sanity in the world, and
this includes your physical existence on this planet, and mine. Every person in the world
is in far greater danger for the lack of sanity, than they imagine."
"Are you saying this because of the derivatives game?" says Frank. "Jason quoted
one of the experts to me, who called the game "a weapon for mass destruction.' Jason
seems to think it is the biggest atomic bomb that mankind has ever built. He didn't
mention though, why he thinks that way."
"Isn't it obvious?" says Albert. "The financiers invented the game to insure
themselves against the consequences of their fraud in financial gambling. We have a 25trillion-dollar stock market in our country. The financial assets in that market needed to
be protected, so that the pension funds would not be vulnerable to sudden losses."
"What's wrong with that?" says Frank. "If a catastrophe happens, and the market
looses half its value, the insurer picks up the losses, which in the worst case would be no
greater than the entire decline in the market. This never actually happens in the real
world, said Jason, because most of the insurance bets miss the mark. Only a tiny portion
of the bets ever get paid out."
"That is my point," says Albert. "That is why we are doomed. You said yourself
that everybody can join the insurance gambling now, whether or not one owns anything

physically that one wants to have insured. It's like buying fire insurance for a house that
doesn't exist, that is deemed located in a dry valley that may be hit with a fire storm. If
the fire happens, you collect on the insurance policy and make a profit. While this kind of
house insurance isn't available yet, all kinds of such insurance policies are sold in the
financial markets against stocks, bonds, even commodities, which do not actually exist.
In this way the financial gambling isn't limited by any physical factors. Already the
volume of the gambling contracts related to the future price of oil, is thirty times larger
than the volume of oil that is actually produced worldwide. Some people make a lot of
money that way. Many people are in this game, because they only need to put down three
or four percent of the value of the oil they want to be playing with. If they bet wrong,
they loose that money. Since most people bet incorrectly, so that the contracts simply
expire, the banks or the insurers rake in a lot of money for no effort at all. The whole
game is designed to expand exponentially. For this reason, the physical limits have been
removed, so that people can be playing with prices and indexes on a vast scale that far
exceeds what actually exists in real terms. And that is what is happening all across the
world. In the past, people played the stock-market game with real stocks that they had to
purchase dollar for dollar. Later they could borrow the money to purchase stock to play
with. If they lost, they still had to pay the money back. Some of that still happens. But
with derivatives, all the gamblers have to do is buy the contracts. This works so well that
the game is expanding in leaps and bounds. There are now 10,000 huge funds and banks
in the game, buying and selling these contracts for the rich investors that live by this
fraud. The game has been honed to a fine art. But it is no longer just 25 trillion in volume,
as the stock market game is. The game is now hundreds of trillions big, soon exceeding
the quadrillion mark. And that is where the problem lies. As the game gets bigger in
volume, small upsets in the physical world now produce ever-larger tremors in the
financial world. Usually the tremors can be managed. But what happens when the games
expand into the quadrillion range?"
"When this happens, the vulnerability increases to such a level that a minor upset
causes a financial earthquake, that overwhelms the whole system," says Frank. "When it
becomes obvious, in which way the market trends, a vast number of people will bet
correctly, and hold out their hands to the banks, to or the insurers that are typically banks,
to claim their profits."
"It doesn't take much of an upset in the real world to cause the kind of tremors that
would cause claims that far exceed all the money that exists in the world, and the
capacity to print new money," says Albert. "When this happens, the governments will
flood the banks with money to pay for the gambling debts, just to keep the banks alive.
They will do this, because the big money centers own the governments by unwritten
contractual corruption. As they turn on the printing presses, the currencies become
worthless. With worthless money, the already collapsing economies simply disintegrate
in a self-leveraging collapse, until there is nothing left that functions, and people will die.
The collapse is all inter-linked, financially and physically. Then a new Dark Age begins
that few will survive. The people of the world have built themselves a financial system
that by its very nature assures the collapse of its civilization, and themselves with it. Isn't
that insanity to the extreme?"

"So, what are you saying with this, Albert?" says Frank. "What would sanity
accomplish to change things?"
"Sanity would provide a simple solution," says Albert. He begins to laugh. "The
sane response would be to outlaw fraud, and to instantly cancel all the derivatives bets by
law. This would mean, to instantly declare all derivatives contracts, which are gambling
contracts, void. This would make them illegal. It would make all associated obligations
from the gambling mania, likewise void. This simple single action would prevent the
collapse of the banking system and the hyperinflationary blowout of the currency, which
are both presently assured, by the system we all serve, together with the collapse of
civilization, which is also assured. If the masters of society should experience a shock of
sanity and step away from this insanity, and thereby prevent it from exploding, mankind
would be saved. This simple spark of sanity would save mankind. But it won't happen
that way, will it? There is no sanity left. The masters of society that have all become
prostitutes to the looting system, are like the monkey who holds a nut in his hand in the
Malaysian monkey trap, and can't let go. The monkey would need a shock of sanity to
save its existence. Maybe it happens on rare occasions. It probably won't happen in the
financial arena. The masters of society that are caught in the trap, will likely try this, and
try that to make the dead system survive, which will fail. Then they will try something
else, which will fail again. All the while the bottom keeps dropping out of what is left of
the value of the currencies, the banking system, and civilization as a whole."
"Maybe some day there will be sanity surfacing again," says Frank. "If simple
folks like us can see the writing on the wall, maybe the learned experts will accidentally
open their eyes and behold what is evidently obvious. The physical wealth of our country
has been collapsing for decades upon decades, while the fraudsters have been getting
more brazen in stealing off society's living."
"That is why the fraudsters are screaming their head off, that our Constitutional
Principle of the General Welfare is archaic and outdated and should be purged from our
thinking," says Albert and stops his horse. "They say protection is outdated. They say that
when a horse thief comes to our property to steal our horses, we should help him load our
horses on his truck, and even clear the road for him to assure that his truck won't bog
down. They say, that this is the modern way to behave. They say, we don't want no damn
protectionism. They want us to be afraid, but not to react. They call this economics. The
fraudsters that rule the empire of money admit openly that they hate nothing more in the
world than economic stability. When the world is stable, they can't' gamble and steal.
Consequently, they wreck their own system and make it unstable, so that they can steal.
We used to have stable fixed exchange rates between the nations of the world. The
fraudsters of empire that sit in their towers in London have wrecked this stability and
created the currency trading circus, that has become a gigantic casino operation in which
huge winning are collected that they call profit. And guess who pays for their winnings?
We do, everybody does, all the nations in the world pay out what they collect on the
roulette tables of the currency markets. But it is all a rigged game. I tell you, the entire
empire, which is the old British Empire that once looted the world, is still at it, pursuing
its old scams in new wrappings. It is nothing but a giant criminal looting machine, that is
now feasting on the whole world under globalization. It exists for no other purpose than

to feed the pomp and power of the billionaire-lords and ladies. And guess what these fatcat lords and ladies reply when the starving of the world protest against their evermore
arrogant demands for more looting? Their answer is that 80% of the people in the world
shouldn't exist anyway, that they have no right to exist, or don't need to exist, because
wealth is no longer depended on the product of people. Wealth is money, pure money."
"I can remember a time when America was rich by what it produced," says Albert.
"Those were sane times, Frank. It's all gone, gone with the wind, and hard to get back.
The empire wants its loot and won't allow even a spark of sanity to rule. The banksters
are ruling us. They rule how society thinks so that it will submit itself to its eventual
slaughter. It shouldn't be that way, Frank. We, the people of the world, shouldn't allow
ourselves to be ruled by the banks in the interest of their private owners. The banks
should be ruled by society to serve its general welfare by meeting the needs of human
existence. We should throw out the monetarist dogma. The banks should be facilitators to
move credit from the people to the people that carry out the building and production and
services that a society needs to have to exist. Society doesn't exist for the banks. This
concept is archaic. Scrap this concept. Scrap the fraud that goes with it. Scrap the
derivatives gambling game that has become the biggest parasite in the history of
mankind."
"It won't happen," says Frank after a few moments of silence. "No government in
the world has the guts to outlaw financial gambling. The very best we can expect from
them is a tax on derivatives. And even that has failed in the past. A tax of half a percent
on the notional value had once been proposed. The fraudsters had screamed so loud,
predicting doom, that the proposal was squashed before it even came to a vote. What
hope does anyone have that this insanity can be outlawed altogether? They would scream
'dictatorship' if you would even hint at such a thing. They would scream, 'don't interfere
with the private market.'"
"It needs to be done," says Albert. "Who cares that the half-percent tax didn't get
out of the starting gate before it fell. In order to save mankind, a hundred percent tax
needs to be imposed on the notional value, and a hundred-and-ten percent tax on the
winnings. Sure they will scream, but wouldn't be able to scream 'dictatorship' or
'interference.' Every government in the world has the right to tax what is socially
destructive. It would tax this insanity to recover the cost of it to society, and even a
hundred-and-ten percent tax wouldn't be sufficient to recover the cost. A vast wealth tax
needs to be instigated to recover at least a tiny fraction of what it has cost society being
subjected to decades of economic and cultural destruction. That's the sane sense of
justice, and it would be a light response, because the damage already inflicted is
immeasurably huge. It has killed untold masses of our fellow citizens in this country, who
were deprived of food, health care, employment, housing, education, and so on. If a
person gets kicked out of his home and onto the street by greedy mortgage rapists, and
thereby becomes homeless, how long do you think such a person living in the gutter, is
able to hold onto a job or even stay alive in the winter when the frost covers the ground
and snow and ice? A two-hundred percent tax on derivatives wouldn't be enough to cover
the damage this game is doing to society, by destroying the wealth creating potential of
its people. These fraudsters are stealing the wealth of society, which is located in the

productive power of people. With their derivatives games the fraudsters are stealing the
life of the most precious that society has, and with it they are stealing the very essence of
civilization. A five hundred percent tax on what causes this collapse of society would still
be too mild. It would be too mild even for merely considering the loss of the value of the
nation's currency, that has been incurred in the shadow of the rampant inflation that the
gambling orgy has caused, and is causing evermore. Derivatives gambling is the worst
imaginable grand theft scheme ever devised. No tax, no matter how big, would come
even close to repay the damage already incurred. However, a hundred-and-ten percent tax
would be enough to stop it."
"What you are proposing means scrapping the totality of empire altogether in one
strike, and all empire-type thinking in society with it, and scrapping also all the countless
wars of empire against mankind," says Frank.
"That would be the outcome of the simple and sane solution," says Albert to Frank
in a quiet kind of voice, as if this really didn't need to be said. "The sane solution is a
simple solution," he adds a bit more emphatically. "What could be simpler than to protect
society; protect people's living; to protect people's food supply, their homes, their
businesses, their pensions, their employment, and so on? That's the simplest and sanest
thing to do, if one values civilization and values one’s life."
"You forget that sanity is still being overruled by fraud in the name of greed and
power," says Frank.
"That is why I say that sanity is the most needed commodity on the planet today,"
says Albert and gets his horse moving again.
"How can we cause sanity to grow in abundance?" says Frank, now riding again
beside Albert. "Where do we find the seeds for sanity?"
"That's the real million-dollar puzzle," says Albert. "That's the only question worth
considering. We used to have more sanity in the past, than we find today in government
and in the population. The crisis that we face today had already been addressed in 1907.
Did you know that Frank? Do you remember the law that became famous back then,
which made it a criminal offence to run 'bucket shop' operations?"
"Oh yes I remember," says Frank. "My dad used to talk about these things to us
kids in his fireside chats in the winter. He had us spell bound when he was talking about
the wild days. He said that after the British Empire killed McKinley, things got really
wild. He said, that after the assassination the British Empire was taking over and was
bringing in all sorts of wild operations, like the empty-bucket brigade scams. They would
sell the content of empty buckets for good money. But Congress passed a law that sent
them all to the slammer where they had plenty of time to learn to put their buckets to
good use in a more civilized manner. But dad said that the law was forgotten by the time
the roaring twenties came around. Dad said, the crash in 29 wouldn't have happened, had
the 'bucket shop' law remained in force. Then the resulting depression wouldn't have
happened either. Dad said, Roosevelt got us out of the depression-mess, by shutting down

the new bucket brigades of the roaring twenties. He said Franklin Roosevelt did it in part
with the Glass Steagall legislation, and in part with the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation that he transformed into a functional national bank that forced the private
banking operations back into the world of sanity and their original task of providing
credit for physical construction, farming, and industrialization. But that's all history now,
as you know yourself. When Franklin died, the British Empire took over again and
brought its empty bucket brigades back. That's what dad kept saying many times when
chatting in front of the fireplace in the years before he died."
"The 1907 law against the 'bucket shops' is still on the books, isn't it?" says Albert.
"The law, if it was applied once again, would effectively prohibit all financial trades in
which no physical equity is transferred. That's the equivalent of an empty bucket in terms
of value in the trade."
"Its like dad said. The fees that the fraudsters demand go into a bucket," says
Frank. "The fraudsters then take the money out and slip it into their own and their
shareholders' pockets. Then, when the IOUs come rolling in for the winning bets, the
bucket is empty. Then chaos erupts, and the public ends up paying for the loss. That's
what dad said, happened then. We are getting back to it now in a much bigger way. The
bucket kings now pay themselves salaries so huge in amounts, with bonuses added, that
even the dwarf in Richard Wagner's Ring cycle, would envy them for their 'income' while
his was sitting on his 'little' pile of gold. But this too would become history, when the
anti-bucket law would be applied again, just as Wagner has suggested in his Ring-cycle,
it might end, where he takes the dwarf's gold away and gives it back to the Rhine
maidens, as the Ring cycle ends."
"The 1907 law that prohibits the 'bucket shop' operations, actually covers today's
entire vast spectrum of derivatives gambling," says Albert. "It describes today's scene
perfectly. It defines almost all banks, investment houses, and hedge funds, to be in effect
'bucket shop' operations, and by definition under this law also criminal operations of the
highest order. This means that the law that could outlaw the current insanity, which
becomes increasingly intolerable, already exists as a readily operational law. But what
good is it if nobody heeds it?"
"Do you want to know why the law isn't applied?" says Frank. "I sold a horse to a
senator not long ago. That's a rare event now. Most of them go to the big spreads in
Loudon County. Anyway, the senator was rather angry the way things were. He had a
few words to say about the mad speculators, especially the big ones like Citicorp, one of
the largest banks in the world, formerly the City Bank of New York. The City bank had
gained notoriety around this time in the Senate, calling for bailout money. Now Citicorp
is a good example why the sane laws don't work anymore. We have a bank here that
jumped with both feet into every harebrained quick-buck scheme they could find and
made a killing doing so. The bank grew almost as much in the last ten years, as it had in
the previous 160 years. But the growth didn't come from real economic activity. It came
from the growth of the huge speculative bubble in real estate, junk bonds, derivatives,
and other paper transactions which always look good until the bills come due, which is
typical for all the bucket shop operations. The senator said that if Citicorp were

headquartered in San Antonio, it would have already been closed down and its officers
publicly humiliated and then thrown into the slammer. But Citicorp is not headquartered
in San Antonio. He said it is operating in New York, where a far different set of rules
apply, where the laws have been tweaked, stretched, and bent to serve the criminals
instead of society. So instead of shutting the 'bucket-shop' operation down, the
government, on behalf of the Federal Reserve, which acts like was the government, but is
really just a private corporation, is artificially keeping the bankrupt criminal institutions
alive. And the reason for that is rather obvious, when one looks at the State ledger. The
State of New York gets a quarter of its entire tax revenue from slightly over half a dozens
of the big gambling houses on Wall Street, of the banking and investment industry, socalled. So you see Albert, the law no longer serves justice, it serves to proliferate crime."
"If the existing anti-bucket-shop law was applied, it would shut down all modern
derivatives operations and prevent the quadrillion-dollar bubble from forming," says
Albert. "Of course this won't happen. The bubble is needed to prop up the current World
Empire with evermore loot, and this in such a way that the USA becomes economically
ruined thereby, and the American tax-payers are put on the hook to pay the bill for it all."
"Some day the law will be applied," says Frank quietly as if he doesn't really
believe that society would ever wake up to seriously consider its self-protection. "Right
now the fraudsters are crying 'you cannot interfere in the private markets, but give us
your money and fast.' And they will still cry the same song when they stand at our door
dead broke with their palms turned up demanding to be bailed out with public funds in
amounts far beyond what any nation can afford. And the bailout will be provided until the
golden goose dies. In the end, when we stand in the ashes, sanity will prevail, for nothing
else can rebuilt the world, and it will be the whole world that dies with us."
"When the quadrillion-dollar mess breaks down, society has to react," says Albert.
"If a slight tremor in the system causes a larger than expected number of investors to
place winning bets, so that maybe twenty percent of the contracts are exercised, which is
not out of the range of possibilities, society will face a $300 trillion pay-out to the
winners. In this case the entire quadrillion big derivatives gambling casino will explode
with unpayable IOUs. Society gets wiped out in this avalanche, which it lacks the
wisdom now to shut it down while it still can. Even a much smaller winning streak,
coming out of the quadrillion bubble, would instantly bankrupt the entire world. It would
break the world-system. It would bankrupt the banks and all the currencies, and
civilization would end."
"Maybe civilization wouldn't end," says Frank. "How can civilization destroy itself
over something that has no intrinsic value? Bucket-shop contracts have no intrinsic value.
Not the slightest bit it of physical equity has been attached to them. Nothing would be
lost if society would simply let it go, since it is fictitious anyway. And even in the most
extreme case, society would still have the option to walk away from the mess and start
anew." Frank begins to laugh as if he was to crack a joke. "We in the USA should walk
away from the empire's monetary system right now, shouldn't we? It is not our system, is
it? It is a private system. We can legally walk away from it and put it into bankruptcy.
That's a ready-made possibility. America can do this, because the American dollar is not

owned by the nation. The American dollar is a private currency owned by the Federal
Reserve, which is a private corporation. If the corporation is bankrupt, so is its currency,
and vice versa."
"We should have done this already," says Albert. "Our American dollar is a
bankrupt currency, because the Federal Reserve is bankrupt." Albert begins to laugh now
too. "The dollar is a Federal Reserve note. We don't owe it anything. And on top of that, a
bankrupt currency, is a currency without value. Is this not the reason why it would be
possible for us to sell a horse for a million dollars on the investment market in a trade that
would then actually have an infinitely greater equity attached to it than 99.9% of all the
world's derivatives contracts currently have, which contain not a single speck of equity at
all. The empty-bucket casino is proof that the world has already accepted the fact that the
U.S. dollar has no actual value in itself. Indeed, as a private Federal Reserve note, the
American dollar represents probably far less equity in the financial market than our
million-dollar horse would. Once this lack of attached equity in the dollar is recognized,
society will just let the Federal Reserve notes go and create its own currency once again
to replace it. The whole world would then do the same. It would have to resort to this
same sane act out of necessity."
Frank coughs and begins to laugh. "It's ironic, isn't it?" he says. "The owners of the
Fed are hell-bent in bankrupting the only asset they have, which is their currency, which
they are turning into toilette paper by supporting the mad gambling mania. In the process,
they render themselves as criminals under the 'bucket shop' law, to be indicted for
potentially the greatest crime against humanity that has ever been devised. It's insane
what they are doing to themselves, and to us, isn't it? But this isn't going to change, is it?
The senator who bought a horse from me, made it rather plain why nothing is going to
change until the whole house comes down, because the Fed owns the thinking of the
entire field of economists. The own all the publications and professional journals that
have anything to do with finance and economics. The senator said that the Fed doesn't
own them directly, it doesn't have to. It owns the publications by having most of the
members of the executive board of these publishing companies on its payroll. This means
that nothing is published in professional journals that doesn't 'harmonize' with the Fed's
song, meaning being approved by it. That's how the Fed, a private company operating for
looting America, owns the thinking on economics and finance in our country, right across
America, and possibly also in other countries. The senator was frustrated by his inability
to do anything about it. He said, this game of super-leveraged derivatives has already
mushroomed past the quadrillion mark, and may soon be counted in the quintillions in the
face value of contracts floating about that nobody has any control over."
"Isn't this another aspect of grand fraud that is on the Fed's account of treasonous
crimes, fraud at the very top?" interjects Albert.
"Fraud?" says Frank. "No, fraud is too soft a term. It is fascist mind control in the
extreme, that would have made Hitler envious."

"Yap!" says Albert, "that just about sums it up, doesn't it? The national mind
control with insanity was Hitler's security. Nobody could touch him. So, Frank, when do
we start sowing the seeds of sanity? Shouldn't we start soon?"
"Yap!" says Frank. "I think we have already begun. We are out of the starting
gate."

"What do you think of my story?" I said to Helen. "Did I put you to sleep. I told
you a fictional story. I made it up on the fly, but it reflects the real world. All the aspects
are real, and they are as critical in real terms as the story illustrates. We have already
gone through a major financial collapse once, in the 14th Century. But this one was
minuscule in comparison, and likewise were the consequences. People lived closer to
their source of food then. Now food will be far out of reach when the infrastructures
break down. You said yourself, it took society a hundred years to recover from the
breakdown in the 14th Century that was relatively localized and only killed a third of the
population of Europe. How long will it take this time for the value of currencies to
collapse and all economic functions to come to a grinding halt, and this all over the
world, with everything becoming globalized now? It might take a month or two to get
new currencies printed and the economic process rolling again so that people can live.
How long can you exist without food, Helen? How many people will die before the
governments will stop trying to save the dying system, and will actually start the recovery
by saving what is left of society?"
"It is all a question of Love being expressed," said Helen. "Economics isn't about
money. Economics is about producing things and meeting the needs of people in a human
world of civilized living. It's a question of Love being expressed, Peter. The sanest
expression of Love would be, to pull the plug right now on the system by which society
has doomed itself. But this expression cannot be found. The commitment does not exist.
It would exist, if mankind wasn't starved of the sacrament spirit and smothered to near
death under the mantle of empire that breeds insanity, which blocks all aspects of Love."
"Production for meeting the human need must be the center of all focus of concern
now," I said to Helen. "Whatever form of finance is required to reach this necessary goal,
will have to be instituted. And this will happen, Helen, because that is what an economy
exists for. Also it will stage that future without empire as a component in it."
"Then, and only then, will we be able to face the coming Ice Age that is already
near on the horizon," said Helen. "Economics without empire, where the process of
production creates wealth, rather than dead money, is not really anything new. Hasn't this
been the goal of the American System of Political Economy that had made America the
envy of the world for half a century, until this remarkable system was wrecked by
repeated assassinations of its pioneers and leaders? It started with the election of Lincoln
and ended with the killing of President McKinley at the hands of empire in 1901 at the

Pavilion of Music at the World Exposition in Buffalo New York. America was so
successful by its focus on production for meeting the human need, that America reached
out with it to help the world to industrialize and to build railways, and to have peace
through economic prosperity."
"That's what made America a thorn in the eyes of the British Empire," I said to
her. "America's focus on railway development, which the Europeans were about to copy,
was especially threatening to the Empire, as it threatened its maritime control of the
world. Building the railways enabled the development of the interior of the continents. It
changed the world, by providing an efficient way to transport goods over land. Until then,
the world's rivers and the sea had been the transportation channels. Lugging things over
land, had been a difficult process. It is believed by archeologists, backed up by mountains
of evidence, that the so-called native population on the American continents came by sea
across the oceans rather than across the arctic ice during the ice ages. The early
civilizations were seafarers. Travelling across by sea was far easier than travelling by
land. That is why the coastal communities had also the most technologically advanced
cultures. It is natural for mankind to utilize the most efficient means to advance its
civilization."
Helen began to laugh. "Now look at us, what a sorry lot we have become," said
Helen. "For millennia mankind has chosen the most efficient economic infrastructures to
meet the human need and create itself a richly functioning civilization. And what do we
do now in the so-called modern world? We pursue the opposite course. We pursue goals,
that by design assure the most efficient destruction of civilization that has ever been
achieved. And we are on the road to a splendid success at it. The recovery won't be as
easy as it had been in Europe in the 14th Century after the Lombard system collapsed,
which took a hundred years to accomplish. Except this time around we likely won't even
have a hundred years left before the next Ice Age closes in."
"So, how do you see the recovery of the world then that would enable us to attain
the goal you suggest we must reach to survive the coming ice age?" I said to her. "The
current platform gets us nowhere, except deeper into trouble. What can get us out of this
mess and to where we need to be."
"The answer is simple, Peter. Arrest empire. Stop it. Block it. Take it out of action.
The simplest way to do this might be to take its toys away. Obsolete the use of money
and the concept of property, and empire has no control over anything. It simply stops.
Trade without currency is possible, externally and internally. You simply replace money
with a form of universal credit system that you tailor to the specific needs whereby
society invests its productive power into the advancement of itself. The resulting credit
system might reflect itself in the provision of free infrastructures, free housing, free
education, free health care, and free food and energy and transportation for the basic
modes of living. For the rest a simple personalized employment rewards and social
contribution credit system might be established, and a taxation system that keeps the
universal part of the system functioning.

"Money wouldn't be scrapped, in the standard sense," Helen continued. "Society
would simply eliminate what it is needed for. The biggest burden for society today, other
than food, is housing. When high quality housing is provided for free, a large chunk of
the money burden a family carries is thereby cast away. Free housing can be easily
provided with automated mass production and high temperature processes that utilize
infinitely available materials. With quality housing as an infrastructure, society has a
foundation for advanced intellectual and cultural development, which in tern are
infrastructures for scientific and technological development. In order to maximize this
potential, society would then provide itself a free, high quality, universal education
system, and skills training system. It would all be premised on the recognition that
society itself is its most precious asset and resource, which would then be developed to
the utmost for the realization of its full potential. Free education thereby becomes a
powerful 'wealth' builder for society as a whole. Naturally, with society being recognized
as its own most precious asset, it would protect this asset with a quality free universal
health care system and a rich food supply system. While all of these aspects are measured
today as an expense, in a rational world they would be measured as opportunities for
uplifting civilization that invariably repays its 'cost' many times over by creating an ever
richer and more powerful human world. On this platform of powerful advancement, it
wouldn't take long for money to become obsolete. The masters of empire may scream
like hell during the transition period and sabotage what they can reach. But what of it?
Do the challenges change the principles involved?”
"You failed to mention nuclear power, especially nuclear-fusion power," I
interjected. "People have hung all their hopes on nuclear-fusion power, that it will give
them all by itself, infinite energies and a rich future for all mankind."
"That's a delusion, Peter, an empty dream that will never come true," said Helen.
"Nuclear fusion power is a contradiction in itself. Nuclear fusion doesn't produce power.
It consumes power. While nuclear fusion happens naturally, it takes enormous power to
make it happen. In the process atoms are created by way of energetic assembly of plasma
particles. A lot of this type of fusion is happening at the surface of the Sun, which itself is
powered by an immensely energetic electric-arc process. But this powered fusion isn't the
fusion you are talking about, is it? You are talking about a destructive type of fusion in
which two heavy isotopes of hydrogen are being pushed together with such a great
violence that its force overpowers all the natural barriers that keep the atoms intact. When
this happens one of the atoms of the isotopes fissions apart so that a portion of it can
become absorbed by the other atom whereby a larger, stable, new atom is created. The
portion of the fission process that is not absorbed is an immensely energetic neutron. The
power here is derived from fission. This fissioned-off neutron, however, is unfortunately
a hundred times more energetic than the neutrons are that are produced in a normal
nuclear reactor."
"Isn't this good?" I interjected. "Isn't more energy better?"
Helen shook her head. The high-energy neutron poses a huge problem, Peter,
because its high-energy impact destroys the metals of the reactor that produced the
reaction that caused it. The reactor literally destroys itself thereby. No viable solutions

exist for this problem. Another huge problem is located in the fusion process itself. The
resulting high-powered fission-'explosion' blows the fuel apart before it can all be burnt
up, whereby the process blows itself out. The third problem is that takes typically ten
times more energy to cause the fusion to happen than what can be derived from it. But
even if none of these problems did exist, for which no practical solutions are presently in
sight, nuclear fusion would still be a no-go for one more deeply fundamental reason. The
heavy isotopes that make up the most ideal fusion fuel are basically akin to a charged
battery. Immense energies have been invested into these isotopes at the surface of the
Sun, where they are created by powerful electric processes that power the Sun. There, the
same action that produced these isotopes, also causes a lot of them to be expelled from
the Sun. Some became accumulated on Earth over millions of years, in the oceans where
they can be found in a highly diluted form. It takes a highly-energy-intensive process to
separate them out by weight. Typically, half a billion tons of water need to be processed
to produce enough of one type of the isotopes, for a single ton of fusion fuel. One ton of
fusion fuel would power a one-gigawatt power reactor for one year. The second type of
isotope that is needed for the fusion fuel is even harder to come by, Peter. It doesn't exist
naturally at all, but needs to be produced in a nuclear power reactor by irradiating
lithium, which is also extremely rare. Lithium exists in seawater at the concentration of
one part in ten million. The stuff is so hard to make that since the mid-1950s only 200 Kg
have been produced worldwide, primarily for nuclear weapons. Also, most of this
produced inventory has already decayed again as its half-life is a mere 12 years."
"So what's the big talk about then when nuclear fusion power is hailed as the
energy panacea of the future?" I interrupted Helen.
Helen just laughed. "Consider that every single one of the four problems in fusion
power development that I have mentioned is a game stopper all by itself, and more so all
of them together, and then answer me your own question, Peter. What indeed is the great
hype all about? You should be able to figure this out. I have mentioned this earlier in a
different context."
Helen stopped and looked at me, waiting for an answer.
"The keyword may be H. G. Wells," I said cautiously. "But if it is, this is
monstrous."
"It is that, Peter, but it is efficient for the masters of empire to reach their goal. It is
well understood that nuclear fusion power is a dead-end game by the very nature of the
process. So why would the dead-end game be promoted in a big way? Look at the
implication, Peter. The worldwide fusion-power research program is immensely big.
Typically, the test reactors stand as high as a four-story house and take more than a
decade to build for each machine, which itself becomes obsolete in a few years after its
research limit is reached. Since the actual goal is unattainable, the subjected institutions
are urged to build ever-bigger machines. The amount of manpower, materials, scientific
talent and other types of resources that are poured into this bottomless pit add up to a
gigantic waste, while the hopes of mankind remain pinned to an empty dream. And that's
how this game is played, Peter. This is not about power production, Peter. This is about

draining the scientific strength out of society by pushing it into a dead-end trap where
nothing will ever be produced. You are perfectly correct Peter in suggesting that this
game has all the features of a typical H. G. Wells type project to keep real scientific
progress at low levels and as low as possible."
I raised my hand to stop her. "The entire project then looks like a giant fraud," I
said quietly. "Is this what you are suggesting, Helen?"
"What else could it be, Peter? If there was a real concern for expanded energy
production on a near infinite scale, we could have this implemented tomorrow. The
technology for this already exists. And the fuel for it exists abundantly. Consider this,
Peter. In a normal nuclear reactor powered by uranium fission, only half of a percent of
the natural uranium is consumed in energy production. The reason for this is that natural
uranium contains only 0.7% of U235 that is fissionable. The remaining 99.3% is U238
that is not fissionable and therefore becomes a waste product. However, my friend,
uranium is not the only option available to mankind for nuclear-fission power production.
There exists another option, based on thorium. If thorium, which has a weight of 233 is
irradiated to become thorium 234, it becomes fissionable, and I mean all of it becomes
fissionable, not just half a percent. Now consider further that the USA all by itself has
900,000 tons of this thorium nuclear fuel in known deposits on its territory, shouldn't this
readily available fuel then be used, especially when one considers still further that
thorium 234 has the same energy content as the fabled nuclear fusion fuel is promised to
have, but which can't be made to work in spite of the greatest efforts.
"So, Peter, wouldn't we see this abundant energy resource being utilized right now
if we lived in an honest world? We would live in this energy-rich environment right now
that everybody idealizes. The technology for thorium power exists. It has been developed
and tested for five years in the 1950s, and has then been put onto the shelf in those days,
because its by-products are of no use for making nuclear bombs."
"You are saying that thorium-power technology is old-hat stuff?" I interjected.
"It's more than that, Peter. It's inexpensive to implement and offers hightemperature process heat. The reason why none of this is implemented so far is rather
simple, Peter. The reason is that the masters of empire that control the world's sciences
and the technologies, and most of the governments of the world, won't allow mankind to
have an energy-rich future. They want genocide. They want most of mankind dead, and
the rest groveling in poverty. This is what this nuclear fusion-power hype is all about, and
intentionally so. It was created in the form of an empty dream that blocks the real
potential that mankind has readily at hand. You are right, Peter, this is monstrous."

Helen paused and looked at me with her big brown eyes. "You asked me what a
real economic future looks like. Here is your answer, Peter. It begins with ending the
empty dream of nuclear fusion and implementing the thorium power that we have a
boundless potential for. The next step would be to tap into the vastly larger electric power

resources that exist in space and surrounds the Earth thick and heavy, which also powers
the Sun. You didn't know that the Sun is electrically powered, did you, Peter? The Sun is
powered from the outside in an electric-arc mode, rather than from within by nuclear
fusion. I have a few friends in Novosibirsk in the sciences there, who proved to me
extensively that this is so, but which is something the empire aims to keep under wraps
together with a lot of other things."
I began to laugh. "Can you imagine this? If the masters loose their chokehold on
the world's energy supplies, which they have today by controlling the world's oil, they
would loose their grip on the world completely, and almost instantly."
"No, Peter, they would simply disappear from the scene. Unfortunately, it is the
other way around. The masters of empire must disappear before the space-power scene
can become a reality, considering that they are already blocking the very notion of it with
everything they've got. Nobody is allowed to seriously talk about electric space power,
even if the evidence is rather clear that the Earth is afloat in a sea of electric energy.
Fortunately for us, the age of empire is nearing its end. I certainly expect this.
"And the third thing I would expect to see in the dawning New World," Helen
continued, "and this right off the bat as a key element in our new economic future, is the
automated production of free housing for all, as investment by society into itself, as I
have already mentioned. I would expect to see the free houses being made essentially of
basalt, produced in automated high-temperature processes. Basalt is a stone that melts at
1,400 degrees. It is ten times stronger than steel, has half the weight, and is nearly as hard
as diamonds. My friends in Novosibirsk tell me that a single one-gigawatt thermal plant
would be able to produce the modular units for the free houses at a rate of 2,000 houses
per hour, or 17 million a year. This mass production of a great infrastructure for human
living would completely revolutionize the landscape of civilization. Also, I would expect
to see not just one such plant operating, but many of them all around the world, because
high quality housing is one of the essential infrastructures for an intellectually developing
society. This is the key to a rich future for the whole of humanity. And all that one would
need for this is energy and basalt, of which both are infinitely available. There is enough
basalt on the planet to cover the entire land area of the planet thirty feet deep."
"The masters won't allow this to happen, Helen," I cut in. "They'll block anyone
who will even remotely try this. The very notion of it would wreck their entire propertyvalue system."
"No, Peter, none of this will be as much as whispered in the world, much less
talked about openly, until the rule of empire has ended, and the masters have been
excommunicated from the fields of mankind. After this is done, all kinds of great things
will become possible and will happen, and nut just free housing for all that can be
produced at so little cost that they will be provided for free. In parallel with this
happening, I expect to see several floating bridges being built across the oceans - one
connecting America with Africa, stretching from Florida all the way to Morocco, and
another one from Mexico to China. I would expect to see these serving as railway
bridges, and also as development hubs along their way, with branch-links going south

towards the equator to support large-scale floating agriculture in the tropical regions.
Floating agriculture is the most efficient form automated agricultural development that I
can think of. It's far more efficient than greening the deserts. Floating agriculture in the
tropics is the kind of development we need to pursue anyway, with the ice age being not
far distant anymore. For all we can know, we may be already in the transition zone to the
next glaciation cycle. Our nice warm interglacial holiday is definitely nearing its end, and
maybe faster coming than we hope."
I raised my hand to stop her. "You are dreaming!" I said firmly.
She just laughed. "That's what I said to my friends in Novosibirsk when they made
this proposal to me. They asked me then to consider just one question. I am asking you
this question now. What do you think is easier to build, a rail link from the USA to China
via a tunnel under the Bering Straight, or to build the 12,000-Km floating bridge across
the Pacific? Consider the technological processes involved for both options. The Bering
Straight tunnel option would be immensely labor-intensive and would involve many
types of construction, while the floating bridge would be largely produced by automated
processes with just minimal labor involvement. Also it would be more quickly
completed, and it would remain useful all the way through the next ice age, being far out
of the reach of the glaciation. I guess the answer to my question is obvious. It is the
floating bridge that would be built, as the most efficient option. It takes a bit of time to
get used to realizing what power unfolds in real economics, once the human potential
becomes unblocked.
"That's the kind of boundless and efficient world we will then be living in, once we
get ourselves out of the empire stranglehold," said Helen and began to smile. "And all of
this too, would be just the beginning, Peter."
"The beginning?" I repeated questioningly. "How much farther can one take this?"
"How about diverting the outflow of the Amazon River to the Sahara via a
submerged water-transfer infrastructure. Would this qualify, Peter? It would take nothing
more than a thin-walled submerged line that's a few hundred meters wide, made of basalt
of course. The Sahara could bloom again, and all of Africa with it - and its people could
live again. And this too would be just another beginning. I can see us building a spaceport
on the Moon for a shuttle to Mars. Electromagnetic propulsion might get us to Mars in
three days. Mars might serve us as an ideal platform to empower the biosphere to greater
productivity and diversity than has been possible until now. Mars offers us an
environment with more intense cosmic radiation than we will ever experience on Earth.
My researcher friends discovered that the most intense biological development on Earth
coincides with periods of stronger cosmic radiation. With a bio-lab operating on Mars, it
might become possible to increase the creative potential of the biosphere. We might be
able to create exotic food plants on Mars that offer us the full slate of amino acids and
proteins that the human body needs, so that we can end our present dependence on animal
proteins for our existence. Also, I don't think I am dreaming this. My friends assured me
that all of this is possible. I tend to agree. I see it all as a part of the human sacrament
unfolding in its fuller dimension. The technologies and principles are presently already

within reach to do everything I just said. My friends from the Science Institute, or
whatever they call it, assured me that everything is immanently possible once we cross
the threshold out of empire and enter a normal human world, the world of the wider scene
of the sacrament."
"Isn't it nice to know that there are still a few honest institutions of science left in
the world that have not yet come under the clutches of the masters of empire," I said
quietly, "even while the Soviet Union that maintains the institutions is itself reeling under
the onslaught of empire and may not be able to keep itself free forever."
Helen nodded. Though she didn't add anything more, as if this final after-thought
was too hard to accept.

By the time the story was told it was too late for breakfast, and almost too late for
lunch, with barely enough time remaining to get to the movie on time. And this too, was
caused by too much story telling. Auerbachs Keller was a great place for telling mythical
stories to one another.

As we were seated for lunch, Helen suggested that the problems of our world
would all be easily solved if the people would only open their eyes. "The big problems of
today are easy problems then," she said. "Oh, but how to do it! That's a hard one to
answer. We are destroying our world, the West for money, the East for ideology, the
empires for power. All this can be changed overnight. The institutions and the weapons
that are destroying our world were not God-sent or imposed by nature, or by a force of
invading aliens from outer space. Human beings have created them. Human beings also
have the capacity to do away with them. Humanity has the power to eradicate the systems
it creates, if the systems don't work for its benefit. Mankind has turned the world into a
cultural wasteland at the bidding of empire. Mankind can also restore the beautiful world
that existed before, by overcoming the insanity that enables empire to be. Oh, but to step
up to the plate! And then do it! That's exceedingly hard for those who live in the
wasteland and haven't seen the normal landscape that probably disappeared long before
they were born. It took a hundred years, Peter, to create the Golden Renaissance out of
the wasteland of a cultural collapse that wasn't half as bad then what we face now. It took
the Venetian Empire a hundred years after that, to destroy its archenemy, the Golden
Renaissance. It did it with the only weapon it had, warfare waged with counterideologies. It took mankind thirty more years to get the lost spirit of renaissance back.
But those recoveries were easier then, when compared with what we might have to face
today, if we can recover at all. So, we must stop this now. We have six global threats
hanging over us that all promise fatal consequences. We face nuclear war, biological war,
radiological war, and the return of the Ice Age, the rage of empire, and the globally
expanding circumcision in all its numerous forms. We haven't even made any headway in
tackling the smallest of our problems, that of eradicating empire and the circumcision.
We haven't been able to make any major headway for 5000 years. And those two types of

problems are basically not hard to deal with, because the principle is known that
furnishes the solution. Helen suggested, that those problems would eventually be solved
if we don't destroy our world with nuclear war first, or other types of war will kill us, or
the Ice Age will get us.
"My question here is this," Helen continued. "Why should we tarry even for one
second at today's critical stage? The problems are solvable scientifically. Why not get on
with it? Time doesn't heal anything. The Principle for the needed healing is valid now.
Why should we not allow ourselves to experience its power now? Why shouldn't we
begin the journey of this healing at the most intimate level as the natural system has laid
this out for us? Scientific exploration is an intimate thing. I see no reason why we
shouldn't pursue this. That is what my friends, like Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, are all
telling me. They lived in the transition period that changed the world in 1648, and they
helped shape it. They stand tall, like giants. Many of those who came after them, stood as
giants in their own right, people like Johann Sebastian Bach, as I said earlier, and Franz
Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, Johannes Brahms.
Every one of them came out of this background of a momentous cultural healing that
became a spiritual human sacrament in which the nation was healing itself in the
background to the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. Maybe this is where Goethe's Faustus
fits in. The sacrament had broken the ancient pact with the devil that had led to the
horrors of the Thirty Years War. The composers of this period, and the poets, were all
giants. They were a part of a gigantic process of healing that progressed in giant steps to
great height until the empire wrecked it again. But seeing that this is kind of renewal out
of the ashes is possible to do, as it has been done before, makes it relatively simple for us
to repeat it today and to produce a healing in our world by just doing the same thing and
taking it deeper into the grassroots of day-to-day living. Nothing else remains then,
except to yield to the principle that is already established in Truth. That's not hard to do,
is it?" said Helen. "And this all by itself makes the most impossible seeming task
possible."

Suddenly Helen laughed. "This is funny," she said.
"What is funny?"
"Suppose that lightening struck you today and you found yourself facing St. Peter
at the pearly gate. He would ask you: 'Son, how much have you lived in the world?' How
would you answer? Tell me, Peter, what would your answer be."
"I would say to him that I lived well, that I loved my wife Sylvia for as long as I
have known her, and Erica for a day, and Helen for a few hours."
"Oh, and he would ask you: Is this all there is?" Helen replied.
"In this case I would answer that I have always wanted to be in Love with many
more, but that this wasn't allowed, or the opportunities didn't exist, and so on. I am sure
he would understand."

"Would he understand?" said Helen. "Would he understand what it is like to live in
a cultural wasteland? Remember this scene is foreign to him."
I shrugged my shoulders.
Helen began to smile. She suggested that the following would happen. She
suggested that St. Peter would not understand. He would ask me to explain why I had
lived such a small life. She suggested that I would answer him as I said I might. Then he
would respond to every one of my excuses by saying: That's irrelevant. That doesn't
apply. Or, what has this got to do with anything? In the end, after all my excuses would
be exhausted, he would put his arm on my shoulder like a friend would, and would say to
me: Son, I cannot let you pass into heaven. You would not be happy there. You have not
lived enough to qualify for the challenge. You have not changed the world one bit. You
have no cultural advances to your credit. Your account is empty. Oh, yes, you blamed the
world for your failure. What a cheap excuse that is! Your heart told you what to do to live
a powerfully rich life, but you refused. Your belligerent attitude towards Love would so
isolate you from everyone in heaven that you wouldn't be happy there. You wouldn't fit
in. You would be eternally lonely. So my friend let me tell you what I am going to do to
make you reasonable comfortable and happy according to your qualifications. I will send
you to a place where you will feel truly at home. You will find this to be a beautiful place
surrounded by a lot of heat, a place of fear and doubts and endless struggles. You will
feel at home in this place, a place where people steal from each other and call themselves
rich, and give you the privilege to join the game. You will find it to be a place where
Love is unknown, where people are stuffed full with knowledge that is irrelevant, which
they cannot use. It is a place where people kill one-another for pennies, and then find
living too expensive and allow themselves to be killed so that their bones can be sold to
the fertilizer factories which makes products for profit that other people can use to grow
flowers with. Helen suggested that St. Peter would then shake hands with me, and while
I'd smile at him he would raise the other, and puff, I would be happy. At least I would be
content. I might even be proud of myself that I am able to manage to survive in such a
'difficult' world."

I was about to protest.
Helen shook her head. "I am not saying this about you specifically," she defended
herself. "I am saying this about all who say to me, 'Helen, you make loving sound so
demanding and problematic.'"
"But that includes me, Helen," I protested. "I said those very words to you earlier,
didn't I?"
"What is in the past is irrelevant, Peter. Are you the same person now, as you were
when you came out of the pub? I believe that you are not. I believe that you have
changed. Some healing has begun. It only takes a moment of honesty for a person to
change."

I nodded in agreement. "Isn't that what the story of the two horse rangers is about?
Are you saying that if we can't accomplish the simple task, how can we even hope to
accomplish the greater that are necessary to save the world?"
"No, Peter. I am not saying this. Think about all the things you told me tonight that
you no longer believe. Was it hard for you to step away from them? Was it hard for the
two horse ranchers to step away from the tens of millions they could have had?"
"Erica was wrong," I said quietly, "when she felt that loving completely can be an
impossible task. It's not really, because it doesn't depend on circumstances."
"Erica is a sovereign person. So Peter, there is no right or wrong in expressing
Love. It is invalid to think of Love being expressed in such terms. There is only right.
There is no wrong. There is only universal Love that is always rich and right and infinite
in variation, no matter what. The rest is a delusion. The key issue here is related to
completeness. What is completeness? Human life isn't a linear thing, Peter. If it were, we
would have no hope. There is no such thing as 'was', either. You should ask yourself if
Erica would be able to move with this now, this minute, if she desired so. Suppose that
you could call her. What would her answer be? Would she be able to move with her heart
at this very moment and allow what reflects universal Love? And if she were not able to
do this, you might ask yourself what you could do as a friend to help her in her impasse
without violating her sovereignty. This is an important question. Remember Peter, her
need in this case is to be helped, to become a giant, as you said in your story we all must
be. What would it take for you to help her to become a giant in her self-perception instead
of being a mouse? It is invalid for her to consider public opinion, and become a mouse
herself, or even to bow to her husband's opinion, who seems to aspire to be a rat. If your
sense of Love embraces her as a giant, then her sense of Love embraces you similarly.
Anything else is secondary or irrelevant, isn't it? Anything less would not meet your need
or her need, as it has indeed happened."

Here Helen paused and smiled. "Tell me why am I correct in saying that the needs
of the ONE outweigh the needs of the MANY?"
I said I couldn't imagine.
She told me that this question has been asked before and has been answered in
astonishing ways, and often incorrectly. "So tell me, Peter, why is it correct, provided you
agree that it is?"
"The statement is correct," I answered her, "because if the needs of the ONE are
met on the platform of Principle, the real needs of the MANY are thereby satisfied on the
same platform. I can think of cases in history where meeting the needs of the ONE with a
right idea has saved civilization from a certain doom, thereby meeting the needs of the
MANY as well."

Helen shook her head. "You are getting close. You are moving in the right
direction. But would St. Peter buy that argument? I would say that the needs of the ONE
are the same as the needs of the MANY, because humanity is ONE. Thereby, the needs
of the ONE, the one that I am dealing with in a given moment, like your need right now,
outweigh the need of me having to focusing on all the others, because if I heal you, you
will help heal the world. This is also true in reverse, because when the needs of the one
that I am dealing with, are not fulfilled, then the Principle of Love is denied and the
whole of humanity loses. Humanity loses in this case, because then a step is taken
towards darkness. So you see, human existence is not a linear thing. It is a domain where
linear logic becomes irrelevant."

Helen paused and laughed. "Do you know that my friend Nicholas of Cusa calls
what the world holds precious? He calls it irrelevant knowledge, a kind of knowledge that
one cannot use, or knowledge that doesn't produce constructive results? He calls that kind
of knowledge, 'learned ignorance.'"
I shook my head in disbelief.
"Really, that's what he called it way back in time, hundreds of years ago," she said.
"But what kind of knowledge is that?" I said perplexed.
"Learned ignorance is knowledge that serves neither the ONE nor the MANY,"
said Helen. "It is knowledge that the man Jason in your story is stuffed full with, which is
of no use to the horse ranchers. Compare that knowledge with the knowledge of the
Pharaohs. Do you know why the pyramids still stand? They still stand, because they were
built on the discovery of natural universal principles. If you take a bucket of sand and
pour it through a funnel in a fine stream, guess what the sand forms on the ground. It
forms a pyramid. The Egyptians were extremely advanced in the skills of discovering
universal principles. The pyramids will likely remain standing forever, until someone
takes them down, and the names of the Pharaoh kings who had caused them to be built,
will remain immortal with them. Likewise, the Pharaohs seemed to have discovered that
sexual intimacy, that becomes reflected in society's social and economic intimacies and in
the Principle of the General Welfare, is the underlying motivator for civilization.
Scientific and technological development is motivated by the Principle of the General
Welfare. The needs of the MANY and the needs of the ONE were discovered by them to
be the same, like an indivisible singularity. The Egyptians understood this principle well
enough that they knew what to do to disable the functioning of the civilization of their
slaves. That of course was a mistake that eventually cost them the kingdom. They wanted
efficient slaves. They wanted drones living without a civilization. They understood what
to do to built an efficient slavery system. They just hadn't discovered the consequences,
and that discovery is yet to be made. Together with the pyramids, the discovery of the
process that creates perfect slavery, also still stands tall in the world. The Egyptians erred
in the way they applied the discovery they made. For this they lost their empire. But that's
another story, and that story continues still."

"But what has this got to do with Jason and the horse ranchers?" I interjected.
"Where is the connection?"
"There is no connection, and that's the point," said Helen. "Fraud has no principle,
no natural foundation in anything real. The pyramids stood on solid ground. Jason's
pyramid of fraud has no such foundation. When the Egyptian's social principle will be
rediscovered and be applied correctly, it will heal the cultural wasteland the world has
become on shaky ground. What Jason represents is an empty hole in comparison, a kind
of black hole that sucks everything into its abyss. Jason's bucket brigades are a part of a
system that serves the ONE without consideration of the MANY by which all will fall,
and nothing remains standing in the end? That's a far cry from the Egyptian culture that
in spite of its mistakes contributed immensely to the advance of civilization. It is said by
some scholars who explored Egyptian culture, that the Greek Classical culture might
have had its roots in Egypt. Jason's world, in comparison, has its roots in insanity." Helen
began to laugh. "Jason's world is a joke."
"It is quite real. It is the modern world," I said to her.
"It is a joke nevertheless," said Helen. "It is a pyramid of fraud. Fraud built on
fraud. The accounting system is a fraud, and everything that is built on it is fraud. The
mortgage the Jason idealized is a fraud because it is way beyond anything that is real. It is
fraud, because the broker knows that it destroys civilization, but for a fee he lets it be.
The banker knows his actions to be a fraud likewise. He buys lies and makes packages of
confetti out of them to hide the lies. He knows that the pricing of the confetti is fake, that
is why he pays a big fee to the rating agencies that put a triple-A stamp on it, and they,
for the fee, let it be. Its fraud! And the fraud continues. The packages of confetti are then
sold to the investment community through institutions that were once government owned
institutions, but which were privatized. When the confetti are sold through them, the
stamp of a quasi-government guarantee is added to the triple-A stamp, which makes them
more attractive. But there is no such guarantee existing. So it's fraud again. Jason's' story
of the mortgage game is a story of fraud all the way through. Even the paper of the
confetti is fraud. If the mortgage is sold with teaser rates and adjustable rates, and with
the promise that the value of the property keeps going up and up and up, whereby the
property would become literally self-financing, the resulting swindle is fraud upon the
public. It is a crime to write these mortgages, because it is a fact of basic economics that
one can't squeeze blood from a stone, or create concrete value out of thin air. But that is
what the whole financial system is designed to do, that Jason represents in your story."
"But can you call this fraud, Helen, when no one prosecutes it as such in court?" I
interjected. "What you said is all based on opinion. You can't prove in court that that the
'errors' that the scams are built on are intentionally made. You can't prosecute a person
for errors in judgement. Nor can you prosecute a person from exploiting the loopholes in
the accounting rules."
"That is why the entire system is a fraud that has turned the world into a cultural
wasteland, and has done this intentionally so for the advantage of the masters of empire.
Empire itself is a fraud," said Helen.

"And you want to heal the world and turn the wasteland into a productive
landscape again that supports civilization?" I interjected.
"Of course, Peter, because it needs to be done," said Helen. "It needs to be done
before the fraudulent system blows up what remains of civilization. And it will blow up.
The bubble of fraudulent values will be pumped up endlessly. Maybe it will be in the
range of 500 trillion dollars or more in a few years, or a few quadrillions in a dozen years,
but the point will come when all of a sudden the fraud can no longer be maintained, and
the entire pyramid unravels. The system will then self-leverage itself into the ground.
Then there will be chaos in the streets, hunger, violence, and martial law with troops
coming in to quell the population. There will be revolution then, with guns blazing. It
won't be pretty. Civilization, what little we have left of it, will then disintegrate into
rubble. We can't let this happen. And we don't have to let this happen, because it is
preventable. It is easily preventable, but this process again is blocked by fraud. Society is
in mortal danger, because of fraud. And guess what St. Peter will say then, commenting
on how little we have lived if we don't use the potential we have to stop the 'bucket shop'
madness, and make the cultural landscape beautiful again."
"Isn't that what Frank and Albert intended? Why isn't anybody standing up against
the fraud and for a beautiful world?" I interjected.
"Oh, there are people who are standing up against it, but they are slandered and
torn down, because society affords them no support, because society has become
essentially slaves to empire."
Helen paused.

"Let me tell you a story, Peter," she said moments later. "This is a story that you
will not believe, because it is so amazing that it appears to be total fiction. A friend from
Italy had invited me to a meeting that had been sponsored by the Vatican. In the meeting
a leading-edge economist made a presentation, a person who is honored for his scientific
work in many countries, including Russia, India, and China. He presented a graphic
presentation of the consequences of what Jason stood for. The purpose of the meeting had
been to project the social direction the world was heading into. The Vatican seemed
interested in protecting society. The economist plotted the direction in which Jason's
world was going. He plotted it all out in principle with fictitious financial values getting
bigger and bigger. He plotted an exponentially rising curve to represent the increasing
fantasy-values of the fraudulent monetary system, the system of empire, misnamed an
economic system. By its very nature that fraudulent system is self-leveraging as it is not
dependent on anything real. In your story the first million-dollar fraud set the stage for
the secondary ten-million-dollar fraud, which sets the stage for the hundred-milliondollar fraud later in the story, which in turn sets the stage for the thousand-million-dollar
fraud that hit the world with the confetti scam in your story. A competent scientific
economist understands this. This is what the man presented at the Vatican."

"It appears that a whole lot of people understand this," I interjected. "Isn't that
what my story of the horse ranchers indicate. I didn't make this story up. It's a satire that a
few alert people in public joke about.
Helen nodded. "The economist also presented something else at the Vatican," she
said. "He plotted the decline of the productive physical economy. He plotted the decline
beneath the fictitious curve. He plotted it likewise an exponential curve but going in the
negative direction. He explained that the decline in the physical economy is due to the
looting effect, and the disinvestment effect, that all forms of fraud invariably have. One
of the modern watchwords for this effect is deindustrialization. You called it asset
stripping, and so on. Here the fraud begins become also a crime against mankind, because
the industries that are thereby destroyed, are a part of the physical infrastructures for
society's living. Next the economist told us that since the looting of the physical economy
is inherently insufficient to inflate the bubble of the fictitious monetary values in an
exponential fashion, the printing presses were turned on to print evermore money, to
cover the shortfall. To represent this built-in phenomenon, he plotted the resulting curve,
like the first, rising exponentially, but slightly trailing the fictitious value system. He
called this rising curve, the curve of monetary emission. He also suggested that this curve
would eventually be rising hyper exponentially, or something like that, reflecting the
inevitable hyperinflation of the increased currencies without increased production, as a
built-in consequence of the fraudulent monetary system."
Helen paused again.
"The man's reasoning was," she continued, "that when the divergence between the
increasing fictitious money values, and the declining productive values in which alone
real value is located, becomes so great that the fraud behind the fictitious values cannot
be no longer be hidden, then the printing presses will be shifted into high gear. At this
point the empire's monetary system will flood the world with evermore newly printed
currency, in order to generate the illusion that their system, that is functionally dead by
then, is still viable. But illusions tend to be short lived. Eventually the whole thing
implodes. The man predicted that the result of that happening in today's world would be
far worse than just causing chaos in the streets, for which Marshall Law could be enacted
to quell the restless population. He predicted that the result would become a prolonged
new Dark Age."
Helen paused once more.
"I think the man was far too generous in his predictions," said Helen quietly. "He
suggested that it would be possible to rebuild civilization in the space of fifty years. I
think it might take far longer to do this with the entire world working at it, when all the
currencies have been destroyed, when most of the industries have been demolished, and
all this hard recovery has to happen against the background of the cultural wasteland that
society has become by then, which takes a long time to deal with, especially against the
background of a widely mutilated society that has created a world of better slaves. The
economist urged the nations of the world to turn the tide against this trend immediately,
most certainly before the disintegration happens. Maybe that is what his 50-year estimate

for a recovery is built on. But did anyone listen? The world of mostly slaves responded as
one might expect, with slandering the man. Of course he was used to this treatment.
Whoever speaks against fraud, by this action endangers the system of fraud, which is the
system of empire. He thereby speaks against the empire's zoo of slaves, who of course,
will all sing the song of slander. The slandering has made the man's warning ineffective.
This treachery was easily done, since the fraud empire also owns the press and the news
networks."
"Let me guess the name of the man that you are referring to," I interjected. "What
you are saying sounds strikingly similar to what I had heard at the LaRouche desk at
O'Hare airport. Are you talking about LaRouche?"
Helen nodded.
"You mean, you actually met the man?" I said astonished. "What did he suggest
should be done to turn the tide to save civilization from the collapse into a new Dark Age
that we are heading into?"
"His proposal is simple, Peter. He said to us, you simply pull the plug on the fraud.
He said, that this means putting the entire wasteland into bankruptcy for a global
reorganization to save what is still of value and can be utilized for a recovery. He said,
above all we must protect society from the consequences of the fraud. We must keep the
banks going; keep the industries operating that still remain; keep the farming, power, and
other infrastructures running; keep people in their homes, and protect the paychecks and
the pensions. He said that if the USA does this in cooperation with Russia, India, and
China, the rest of the world will follow, and the world will be saved. This would pull the
plug on empire. He suggests that the USA must take the first step, because its presidential
system is by design abler to do this than the parliamentary systems are, that are by design
married to the system of empire. However, he fails to recognize one vital point. He fails
to recognize that the USA population has been turned into slaves to empire on the
platform that the Pharaohs had invented for creating better slaves. And so he keeps
talking into the wind and no one hears him anymore."
"You may be wrong on this point," I interjected. "You said yourself that the
American mutilation extends only across 70% of the male population. If the circumcision
is effecting only 70% of America's families and its cultural foundation, this leaves 30%
of America whole. How many people does it really take to cause a cultural revival, even
to raise the 'dead?’ All it takes is one dedicated person with a profound idea to get the
ball rolling. We have thirty percent of the entire nation still able to move in that direction,
as in Roosevelt's days, once they put their mind to it. Those 30% are enough to create a
Renaissance and a New World. We don't need a mass movement to cause a spark of Love
to light a fire. Those 30% that we have, who are all potentially able for the task, are the
giants that Albert spoke of in my story, constituting an army of giants, when they can be
inspired to recognize their potential. Then they become giants indeed, and assert their
potential as free men. Those 30%, as giants in the form of free men, would be an
overwhelming majority over the 70%, who are impotent slaves intending to commit
suicide. With that said, consider that Russia has remained untouched by the circumcision,

and so has India and China. These giant nations, with the USA added, with its economic
potential, combines into by far the largest part of the world in population numbers, and
economic power. If the 30% of the USA would only wake up to their potential, they
would have Russia, India, and China standing readily beside them as their natural allies,
and likewise Japan, Mexico, South America, and most of Europe, which too have
remained untouched by the enslaving circumcision. In terms of this larger context, the
masters of empire really don't have a strong hand that they could play to break this
natural bond that already exists. In fact, the masters of empire are slaves themselves to
their insanity."
"Ah, so who is crying about the situation being hopeless?" said Helen. "Have I
already caused a healing in you?"

We talked like this until the movie started. And after the movie, and her comments
about it, my new problem was that I couldn't figure out whether I was more impressed by
her as a history teacher, as a woman, or as a scientific pioneer. She said that she had
many friends and was supported by many of them, even by historical friends who no
longer lived except by their achievements.
"We are a group of peace activists," she said at one point. "We support each other,
and are supported by the greatest geniuses of mankind."
She explained, that she is constantly endeavoring to recreate the Peace of
Westphalia in her own life and in her relationship with her friends, and to go beyond it.
She said, that in her endeavor to go beyond the achievements of the pioneers, unfolds a
process of healing. She said, that she is aiming for a better understanding of the nature of
man in the image of God, "and to understand the nature of Love as we envelop oneanother in its lateral flow." She also said that she has intimate relationships with many of
her friends, whenever it seems appropriate, regardless of any marriage boundary, or age
boundary, or even the mysterious same-sex boundary. "These things simply aren't
important," she said. "We often get together in my apartment after the theater, sometimes
even before the theater. Many times, those of us who perform together, meet at my place
for an opening celebration of love in whatever way appears appropriate. I can recognize a
constant need for one to take Love out of its long isolation in the smallest domain, and to
make it as universally applicable as possible and with the deepest honesty."
"You are a performer then?" I remarked.
"Yes, I sing in the Gewandhaus choir. Quite a few of us do. I have also an actor
among my circle of friends, and a concert pianist who will soon be a violinist, I am sure
of that. But none of this is important," she said. "The important thing is the universality
of Love that we embrace in our life when we refuse to play games with each other."
Helen added that this is an enormous challenge, but it reflects the only formula in
existence by which society is able to survive in the nuclear age, and uplift the world on a
platform of joy. She said that her personal experience in embracing universal Love in

principle and in practice, has been truly amazing, especially in the way that she and her
network of sovereign friends and lovers were supporting one-another. She said that she
experienced a far greater dedication to mutual support than most spouses experience in
their marriages, and this not only emotionally so, but also economically, socially,
culturally, and spiritually. "Of course the trend needs to be expanded politically and
scientifically, and even into healing whenever there is a need for healing. We are fighting
for humanity, as for ourselves," she said. She added, "it is beautiful and enriching to do
some good in the world. It is sad that most people don't allow themselves to experience
those riches."

I had to agree with her on that count. I had experienced her as a beautiful warm
and daring pioneer with a beautiful soul. Love was the most natural thing in her, "like
breathing the air," as she had said herself. It was open, free, unencumbered,
uncomplicated, and yet so strange and new like the next page of a fairy tale that offers a
continuation of the same story with ever-greater surprises. Of course I knew that what I
had become a part of was not a fairy tale. Being with her was something absolutely real
and as colorful and as exciting as the ever-changing patterns of a kaleidoscope in motion.
But why did I feel still a bit wicked in the back of my mind for being with her?

"I feel so excitingly wicked, now and then, for being with you," I said to her at one
point. "However, I also feel that it is totally right for me to be with you, intimately. I
really don't know how to resolve this paradox. My heart is jumping for joy, but my brain
says, no."
"That's because you still don't know who you really are," she answered gently.
"Fortunately, that's an easy paradox to resolve," she added.
She equated the human being in metaphor to a ring. The life energy flowing in the
ring creates a field of light. As it is with the phenomenon of electromagnetic interaction,
when a number of these rings become interlocked, the field strength is greatly increased.
"That's the effect of loving," said Helen.
She said to me, "I see the nature of humanity as a glow of Love, in which
individual men and women are interlocked in many ways with each other, to create a vast
world of light that is radiant with a brilliance as yet unimaginable. Your heart is jumping
for joy, because you are beginning to find your place in that sphere. Your brain says no,
because it is lagging behind. It has not caught up with the New Reality that your heart is
embracing, or it has been conditioned to reject it when the discovered principles appear to
good to be true?"
Helen told me that this conditioning against Love is amazingly widespread and
strong in the world, for obvious political reasons. She told me a story to illustrate the
point.

The story that she told is that of an evil sorcerer, Hurowitz, who is also known as
the Black Pearl, a sorcerers of the mythical Elmor School of Magic of the Deep South. It
is said that Hurowitz earned his name as the Black Pearl for his ability to make the black
arts appear respectable. Naturally, Hurowitz hated light. He hated especially the brilliance
of the light of Love that radiates naturally in the world of humanity. The light of Love
was an affront to him. He vowed to extinguish it.
Since Hurowitz was not equal to the old Greek gods so that he could have
drummed up a hurricane to blast humanity to oblivion, though he might have wished to
have that power, he had to do it the hard way and pursue his goals with lies. Nevertheless,
the old Greek gods were an inspiration to him. He was inspired by the way they had dealt
with Prometheus, the god who gave mankind fire, the god whom they couldn't kill either.
The old Olympian gods therefore had to do their horrible deed the hard way too.
Obviously they had a horrible plan, the kind that Hurowitz liked. The Olympian gods had
bound Prometheus and had commanded a bird of prey to continuously peck the liver out
of his living body, to inflict eternal pain. Hurowitz conjured up a similar plan that
involved his own birds of prey, his lies. He commended them to peck the many joined
rings of humanity apart, so that their combined brilliant light would vanish. In this
context Hurowitz commanded his 'air force' to liberally blast away and leave not a single
ring joined to any other.
So it was that after the span of years all the rings were floating unconnected in
space without light and without a purpose, by which Hurowitz was satisfied. Content, he
fell asleep in his dark, dark world. But being asleep, and without a real purpose for living,
he died. However, he died in his hidden place, so that his death remained a secret.
Alas, his birds of prey, his anti-love-police, ran into a problem soon. The rings that
they had pecked apart began to join again at the lowest levels, into clusters of two. This
low-level clustering, which happened everywhere, the birds of prey found themselves
powerless to prevent. Still, they were able to keep the light of Love contained at this
minimum level, hoping that it would not awake their master.
Here Helen paused.

"Is this the continuation of my story?" I said quietly, uncertain if this was the time
to bring politics back to the scene.
"It is what you want it to be," said Helen. "Oh, I can see how it would link to the
end of your story, but that's not what I had in mind. Still what you suggest is intriguing.
Your story ended with the notion that the Federal Reserve bank was doing everything in
its power to destroy itself by hyper inflating the only asset it has, its currency, thereby
bankrupting itself into oblivion. You are saying that the system of fraud is already dead,
and what happens now? You are wondering what happens in this case to all the tens or
hundreds of trillions of dollars that the Fed has liberally put into the pockets of the worst

criminals on Earth, the derivatives gamblers, called speculators, who have sucked the
lifeblood out of the world. Guess at what the answer might be."
"With them having all the money in the world, and society having none, they
would hyper inflate the price of every physical thing that is still of value. They would
jack up the price of food, energy, and housing to such high levels that nobody could
afford to live anymore. They would steal our houses, and our farms, and our industries.
They would steal them by hook and by crook, until they would own the whole world and
civilization dies. And that's totally possible when society becomes disconnected from
each other, when the Principle of the General Welfare is dead."
"That's what happens when Love is pushed into the background and banished with
lies," said Helen. "We saw a bit of it in the 14th Century. It took a hundred years for
society to connect up with one-another again, on a low level, and that was called a
breakthrough. It was even called a Renaissance. You seem to think that the question we
all face, is whether we loose civilization, which we might never recover from. So the real
question is obviously far bigger, isn't it? The real question then is, if we will recover
ourselves sufficiently to get back to the Principle of the General Welfare, and step
beyond it to the fuller implementation of the Principle of Universal Love. The physical
and economic details that would flow from this are unimportant, as they would all reflect
the powering principles that bring light to the world. Nothing else really matters, Peter.
That means that the moral of my story is that God is Love, the universal impetus, without
which society is dead. It is that which gives me hope and the strength to work and fight,
because Love makes its own demands that cannot be obliterated by even the strongest
power arrayed against it. This is our hope and our strength to fight for the light of Love."
Helen said, moments later that darkness cannot eradicate light. "Still, darkness has
an effect," she said. "Darkness envelopes one when one withdraws oneself from the light.
That is why I go in the opposite direction and put myself evermore deeply into the light."
She pointed out that within the boundless sphere of light, that represents the
potential collective brightness of our humanity, are smaller spheres of light that are the
nations of the world. She told me that she loved the mission that I had adopted for myself
as a child, when I wanted to be able to say to myself before going to bed each night that I
had made a difference that day in making the world a lovelier place to be in. Helen
pointed out that this is the universal mission of humanity, a mission that humanity has
unto itself, which it has yet to accept. We all have that mission to fulfill, individually and
as a nation. In it, we find our light. Otherwise we lye to ourselves. And here is where the
story of Hurowitz really begins, because what his lies, his birds of prey, achieve is itself a
lye against the Universe. From the tiniest particle floating in space to the largest cluster of
galaxies, nothing exists that is disconnected from the whole of the Universe. The
interlocking 'rings' that link all aspects of the Universe, cannot be broken, weather the
linking force be called gravity, or the electric force, or electromagnetic force, and the
nuclear strong force. The Universe is linked into one, by them. All the galaxies are linked
by these forces in vast electric flows, and all the stars and worlds within the galaxies, are
linked in the same manner, as is all life and all mankind. Maybe that is what Love is, a

link that can never be broken, which powers the development of good. Isn't it wise
therefore to become immersed as deeply and as widely as possible in this flow of good?"
Helen suggested that every person and every nation has this same mission to fulfill
unto itself and to the world, to brighten both. She said, "if a nation, however, rejects that
mission and focuses on fraud, and then becomes fascist unto itself and to the world, it
thereby yanks itself out of the sphere of light into isolation and destroys itself there.
Whenever a government becomes fascist that way, its nation self-destructs morally and
culturally, and then physically. Its light goes out when it embraces that fraud in which
fascism is born. In a fascist environment the lateral flow of Love is blocked. The nation's
culture then becomes lost, possibly forever. Germany, for instance," said Helen, "never
fully recovered from its Nazi fascism. It may never become again what it once was,
culturally, at least not for a long time, until it fully rebuilds itself from within and
rediscovers its light. The same thing happens to humanity as a whole, socially, when
people become isolated from one-another on the basis of religious dogma, or out of fear,
or for false tradition and distorted honor."
Helen also pointed out that there was a huge gap forming between the little that
humanity allows itself to experience in terms of loving universally, and what it could be
experiencing according to its vast potential based on what is true about mankind as
human beings. "We are all a part of that humanity that is fast loosing itself," said Helen,
"and you are not excluded. So tell me, what was your reaction, based on what caused you
to feel wicked for being in Love with me? Where you embracing the lies of Hurwitz’s
love-police, the birds of prey, the lies that have established a state of poverty, and
described that poverty as natural law, which is really nothing more than a delusion?
Evidently, your feeling wicked about loving me, did not reflect an intelligent awareness
of the universal principle of Love and its boundless nature, otherwise you would have
been rejoicing at the opportunity to experience more of its boundless quality, and thereby
been at one with your own heart that was already embracing Love's boundless nature."
Helen explained that in its natural state all mankind is ONE and is fully complete
with a universal Soul by which we are all naturally bound to one-another in the same
mission to responding to the Principle of Universal Love, or divine Love, forming a
multiple interlocked world in which we are ONE indeed. "In this sphere of Love all
human needs are easily met. Unfortunately, we are presently away from that sphere as a
society. Still, it has been said, Peter, that divine Love always has met and always will
meet every human need. This means we need to change the direction in which we are
going, and embrace the Principle of Universal divine Love and reflect its light in our
world and culture, a light that heals and blesses all." Helen said, that in order to open the
gates of heaven we need to get rid of the lies, the birds of prey that are slaves to their
master Hurowitz, the Black Pearl of darkness, who has already died ages ago, so that the
very mandate of the lies is a myth.
"You can do this in your mind," said Helen, "and if you do this, I'll bet you won't
ever feel wicked again for loving another person, nor be in darkness again. So, Peter, let
your heart be jumping for joy and resist it not. Rejoice in the fact that you have begun to
claim your inalienable right to live in the sphere of Love, in its light. Then let this light

become a fire, a fire of passion, a passion for all that is good and beautiful and immortal.
Never forget that the human being is at one with all that comprises the Supreme Being in
the Universe that some call God or the Intelligence of the Universe, or the harmonizing
Spirit of Principle that holds the Universe together in all its amazing complexity. As for
Hurowitz," said Helen and laughed, "there really isn't such mythical creature. He is
himself the construct of lies, lies that people believe in, lies that can be counteracted with
understanding Truth."

Helen paused once more.
"Some people say that there is no such thing as Truth," she continued. "They are
wrong. Truth is coming to light. It is the proof of the pudding. We find it everywhere,
especially in loving. Truth is that which no one can turn upside down, which brings
freedom into our life when we move with it. Truth is honesty, integrity, and economy."
Helen leaned forward and kissed me, and smiled her wonderful smile.

"I have gleamed something profound from the old Hurowitz story," said Helen
moments later while we were having dinner. And we did have dinner at Auerbachs Keller
again. "What I gleamed from the old Hurowitz story is something that is hard to
articulate, and even harder to comprehend. It is a sense of perception where the plurality
and singularity of our humanity loose their significance, where both draw together into
one universal whole that brings us deeper into the reality of our being that is reflected a
tiny bit in your friend Erica's flower garden metaphor. There is a poem that I love which
speaks about such a garden, but it presents it also with a different dimension as a garden
in which the heart and the head are both at home and united as one."
Helen began to recite the poem, speaking softly now:
A grateful heart a garden is,
Where there is always room
For every lovely, Godlike grace
To come to perfect bloom.
A grateful heart a fortress is,
A staunch and rugged tower,
Where God's omnipotence, revealed,
Girds man with mighty power.
A grateful heart a temple is,
A shrine so pure and white,
Where angels of His presence keep
Calm watch by day or night.

Grant then, dear Father-Mother, God,
Whatever else befall,
This largess of a grateful heart
That loves and blesses all.
"Don't you think we lost something when we made Love too hidden, too small, or
so big that it is no longer near and no longer intimate," said Helen. "I think we may have
tried too hard to latch onto it, and in trying, lost sight of it, shaping it into something
theatrical which it can never be, coming from the heart. But without the mind winged
with Love, opening the portal of the heart, how would mankind find its freedom to be in
Love?"
The spirit for this answer was articulated in Bach's great fuges that we heard
performed that night in the Thomaskirche, which kept us up quite late, especially as it
was followed up with a glass of wine at the Keller.

Chapter 10 - The Lateral Lattice of Hearts.
I was tremendously grateful for those few days and hours that I had been
privileged to share with Helen. I had gained a glimpse of a world I hadn't known to exist.
I also had hoped all through this time that some of what I have learned and experienced,
would remain with me. Being with her had started like a dream that seemed beautifully
unrelated to this world. Now it came to light as an image of the real world with a bright
promise.

When I awoke on this final morning that we would have together, the room was
filled with sunshine. I saw her face gently illumined by the glow of the morning sun.
"You are an angel," I said to her.
"No I am a healer," she corrected me. "Learning to be in Love, means learning to
heal." She suggested that the greatest damage that the distortion of Christianity has
caused remains virtually unknown today. "It has taken away our capacity for healing. But
now a healing has begun, a healing that inspires freedom, and power, and joy, a healing
that gives more than we ever hoped for, and enables more than we ever thought possible.
It even enables aspects of the sacrament that we never imagined to be a part of it, for its
substance has been for too long hidden. And to celebrate this breaking out into a New
World, I suggest we start the new day with a feast for the soul as it were. With this in
mind I will give you permission to kiss my vulva, Peter, for one last time as a beforegoing-away celebration. You are free to go ahead if you so wish. I would wish this for
you."
"Ah, I see, another type of sunshine to wake up to," I said, and I didn't just nod. I
bowed. I got myself ready with a smile and started the extension of our morning kiss that
had been so graciously offered."

Eventually Helen started to talk about healing again. She explained what she
meant that the Christian church had blocked. She explained that the original Christian
ideal of loving reflects the lateral expression of Love, born out of a deeply conscious
being in Love with oneself and one’s humanity that reflects God, and thereby ones being
in Love with God.
"Jesus called himself both the son of man, and the Son of God," she said. "He
lifted the entire interrelationship of man and the Universe onto its native laterallyinterconnected platform. On this platform, healing became possible and became natural.
Of course this threatened the imperial model of interrelationships, the vertical model, the
model that Rome was built on. Consequently, Rome fought the Christians. Eventually it
was deemed wiser by the Romans to pervert Christianity, instead of fighting it, and to

turn it into a tool for advancing imperial goals. This grand perversion was achieved by
perverting the lateral model of Love into a vertical, hierarchical model. God was put up
high into the infinite sky, humanity dragged down into the dirt of the Earth, and the
Christ was put on a pedestal into the middle as an intermediary. This model was the
model of empire. It served the empire well. In Rome it was extended into religion. The
church, which was controlled by the oligarchs, was set up as the intermediary. The real
sense of church was swallowed up."
Helen explained that the imperial vertical model totally disabled the healing
process. She said, that this model still rules today. She said, "before Rome collapsed, a
portion of the Roman Empire had split itself off and had become the Byzantine Empire
that culturally dominated the Middle East and Russia, while on the European soil, the socalled Holy Roman Empire later emerged that continued the same perversion. The
Renaissance did eventually defeat some of that perversion, but too much of it had
remained."
"Why does this simple perversion destroy the process of healing?" I asked
perplexed.
"I challenge you to answer this question yourself," she said and grinned. "Think of
the difference between the vertical model that prevents healing, and the lateral model,
where all exist on the same level side by side, which furnishes healing. Think of the birds
of prey and their effect."
"You spoke of loving as a process of self-loving," I answered her cautiously. "You
spoke of being in Love with our humanity by which we become laterally connected with
one-another. You referred to this structure as a sphere of sovereign individuals, bound
into one by universal Truth that envelops all in Love. But, what has this got to do with
healing?"
"The imperial vertical model prevents healing from happening as it turns Truth
upside down," said Helen. "It causes isolation."
She confided to me, that as a child, she had been taught to look up to God in
prayer and pray for his love for her. She suggested to me that this type of hierarchical
model for identifying oneself isolates one from one’s native humanity and from oneanother. "It isolates. It doesn't heal anything."

Moments later she described to me what it means to heal. She described it by
relating her own experience in helping to heal a friend. Her friend had been in hospital
undergoing extensive surgery. She told me that twenty minutes after the procedure had
been scheduled to start, she had felt a sickening feeling. She felt a crisis was happening.
She told me that she had focused herself mentally onto that person's needs, who
would be operated on. She said, she became sensitive to his needs. She said, that she had
sensed a critical need for help. She said, that simultaneously with that feeling, images

came to mind of the dimensions of Truth that she knew of our humanity. She told me that
she saw images of a wide array of human hearts all connected horizontally with oneanother, arrayed side by side in a lateral relationship. She said that she saw a vast network
of hearts bound to each other in this lateral lattice of our human world, all sharing and
supporting one-another physically -- each heart contributing some of its strength in
support of the strength of her friend's heart in this moment of need during his operation.
She said, that she sensed his need for some extra strength. She said that she saw images
of a universal flow of support meeting her friend's need in a process that reflected the
lateral flow of Love as the light of our universal humanity. She said that she clung to this
image that appeared in the mind until the mental atmosphere became quiet again and a
sense of peace returned. She also said, that this awareness of a crisis soon reasserted itself
and brought the same response to her mind.
She told me that this process repeated itself two times, with quiet periods in
between. At these three different occurrences, she had become aware of a critical need for
help. She told me that her response had always been the same. It had emerged with equal
clarity, unfolding with visual images of what she had understood to be universal Truth.
The images that she saw were based on the science that she had explored in the years
before, which she had frequently felt the efficacy of, in her own experiences.
Helen explained to me that this image of a lateral lattice of interconnected human
hearts was not a dream image, conjured up in the intensity of the moment. She said it
reflected a profound perception of a reality that she had long recognized and had learned
to be in Love with as the reality of her being and that of the whole of the Universe.
She said, that after two-and-a-half-hours, in which these cycles were repeated as
cycles of supporting realizations founded on an underlying discovered Truth, the
discernment of a need suddenly stopped.

"The mind became very quiet," said Helen. "Even though the surgery wasn't
supposed to be finished for another hour, the mental atmosphere became totally still. A
great peace came over me," she said. "Evidently, the crisis had passed."

She told me that her friend looked wonderful when she came to visit him in the
hospital late that afternoon. She saw a glowing face, a brightly radiant expression. She
said that what she saw surprised her for a moment, because it was so radically
inconsistent with someone coming out of surgery just hours earlier.

"That is what being in Love means," she said to me. "Being in Love is really a
scientific process. It unfolds with a flow of healing."
"A scientific process?" I said astounded.

"Of course it is," Helen replied. She explained that the higher-level healing
involves nothing more than an intensified form of the same scientific process that we are
engaged in all the time.
She explained that normally, when we explore complex issues in our mind, or even
lesser issues, our thinking processes unfold in a linguistic dialog with ourselves. She said,
"we speak to ourselves in our mind. We construct ideas based on what we know, and we
explain them to ourselves, pro or con, in a linguistic dialog that is focused on what we
recognize as Truth. But in the intensity of a crisis, where immediate healing is required,
the linguistic process is too slow and too shallow," said Helen. "In critical situations,
where healing is required urgently, we reach deeper into consciousness for everything
that we acknowledge and understand as Truth. We bring all of that together at once. What
results from that is a visual construct. We see the functioning of Truth in the construct.
The linguistic dialog still happens in the background, but the whole realization of
everything that one knows to be true, becomes ever more focused on exploring and
verifying in a visual construct what comprises the absolute that we recognize,
acknowledge, and understand."
She explained that normally a spiritual healer sends her love in the form of one's
personal light and personal energy to help someone in need. Helen said to me, "I was able
to go beyond that. I knew that our common humanity unites us all into a single
comprehensive bond. Thus, I was able to draw on the light that constantly flows from the
Universe and from our humanity to one-another, which we are all a part of. I recognized
that this light, and its energy, where focused onto my friend in his critical hour when
extra support was urgently needed."
"Is this process that you have just described flowing from your sense of the
sacrament where all the good and beautiful and enduring elements of our humanity flow
into one and become a 'fire' that heals?" I interjected.
Helen began to nod. "In a way, I was able to send my friend the light of the world,
all focused to support his critical need in a moment of crisis. That's what the lateral
expression of Love is, Peter. That is how it functions. Healing is a part of the process. I
found myself more in the role of a spectator looking on, than being an actor in the scene.
It was amazing, Peter. And it was beautiful. That's what healing is. It's a beautiful
process."
Helen added that sometimes in the process of healing, the profound aspects of
Truth that we know, quickly inspire us to take some direct action in support of oneanother. This may be seen as a kind of 'visual' process in which we become more directly
involved. She said that this process takes us miles further than the simple process that we
had committed ourselves to, in the case of our combined effort in helping her pianist
friend in his time of great need.
"But how can you know what you saw was real?" I interjected. "Sure, the outcome
proves something. But does it prove the model of the process?"

"What is true is knowable," said Helen. "And if the model is based on Truth, the
model is knowable also. But you are right in your hunch, Peter, because when this
happened to me I didn't know if there was any Truth in it. It was just amazingly beautiful,
and the outcome was beautiful too. I discovered later through a friend, an astrophysicist
who lectures at our university, that what I had experienced, actually reflects an aspect of
the basic model by which the entire Universe operates. He explained in his lecture that
the stars of a galaxy are not self-powered balls of fire, heated from within by a hydrogenfusion furnace, but that they are instead electrically powered and heated on the outside by
vast electric currents that are flowing in the intergalactic plasma. Plasma is a perfect
conductor of electricity, and the currents themselves are attracted by electric force. The
currents form a layer around the sun from where they arc down to the photosphere in a
similar process to that used for electric arc welding. He further explained that the electric
currents pervade the entire galaxy, flowing inward along its spiral arms to converge at the
center. From there they cycle back to the outer edge of the spiral arms in a fountain-like
outflow that comes gushing from the center of the galaxy where the star-formation takes
place."
"I fail to see what this has to do with your lateral lattice concept," I interrupted
Helen.
"It reflects everything that I saw, Peter," said Helen patiently. "Our galaxy is a
lateral disk of 300 billion stars. Each star, being a sun, is powered electrically by the
galactic current. The attraction it exerts, and the flow it causes, keeps the over-all current
constantly in motion. What I saw as a lateral lattice of hearts, is for the Universe a lateral
lattice of stars. Apparently they all contribute to the functioning of the whole. And their
light is indeed out-flowing, enabling life to exist wherever the stars shine. But the power
with which they shine is not their own. It flows from the Universe into the galaxy where
it becomes transformed into the life-enabling radiance. In my lateral lattice I saw
everything interconnected by threads of loving. What I saw reflects perfectly the reality
of the Universe, where everything is likewise interconnected into an all-harmonizing
whole by a power of intention that is reflected everywhere. This intention should likewise
be termed, Love. So you see, what I recognized, really is the model of the Universe. I just
saw it in a slightly different fashion."
"Still, how do you know this to be true?" I interjected again. "The Big Bang theory
speaks of a totally different Universe."
"That's and easy one to answer," said Helen and smiled. "The Big Bang is big crap.
That's definitely knowable. It's a political scam that was created to undermine the Electric
Cosmology. The Big Bang crap is built on the noble discovery by Hubble of the red shift
of light, meaning that the light waves coming from distant galaxies are 'stretched out.'
The Big Bang Elite used this as an excuse to proclaim that the Universe came into being
in the fire of a giant explosion, prior to which nothing existed, by which everything was
created and then blown apart, which is now rushing away from us at ever-greater speed
the farther things are away from us. This notion puts the earth once again at the center of
the Universe. That's the trap of Ptolemy all over again, which it took mankind 1700 years
to get out of. By its built-in underlying insanity, the Big Bang crap becomes knowable as

crap. In real terms, the red shift simply corresponds to distance. In basic physics shorter
wavelengths correspond to higher-energy sources. If light is coming to us across those
vast distances in the order of several hundred million light years, its energy signature
tends to diminish. This too, is knowable. Also the Big Bang hoax was cooked up in the
same general time frame in which the Global Warming hoax was cooked up, with both
being cooked up as political projects by the same imperial circles that had become
infamous for their commitment to hindering the advance of science, and to turning it
backwards. This too, is knowable."
"LaRouche calls the Global Warming hoax and similar aspects of imperial
environmentalism, the greed death," I interjected. "That's knowable also."
"The Truth is always knowable," says Helen. Even the Truth of the Electric
Cosmology, is knowable, and this not simply because its discoveries echo the model that
I have already experienced in healing. It is knowable, because you can see the Truth of it
with your own eyes."
"And how do I do that?" I said, and began to laugh. "How can I prove what I find
hard the believe?"
"Did you ever fly across the English Channel?" Helen asked.
"What does this prove?" I said in answering.
"It proves to some degree that we live in the Pleistocene Ice Age," said Helen,
raising her finger as if to scold me. "The Channel was cut by moving ice masses. The
world is full of such evidence. We had huge ice masses come and go for the last two
million years, hitting us in cycles lasting slightly over 100,000 years."
"All right, that's common knowledge, but what does this prove?" I said, not
laughing anymore. "It doesn't prove anything."
"That's where you are wrong, Peter. It proves everything. And you can prove it
yourself," said Helen, still smiling. "Suppose you owned a bicycle, and suppose further
that you took a small piece of wood and taped it to one of it tires. Wouldn't the bicycle go
bump, bump, bump, as you rode it? Whenever the wood would come around the bicycle
would get lifted up briefly. The experiment is a replica of the Ice Age cycle. The bump
represents the interglacial warm period. If the bump represents a hot spot in the galactic
electricity cycle, this hotspot should come around to us in regular intervals according to
the time it takes for the electricity propagation to come to full circle. We know that our
sun is located about 26,000 light years from the galactic center, and a 'short' distance
from the outer edge, and given the length of the spiral arms in which the electricity is
channeled, a full round trip of the electric bump traveling at the speed of light, would take
it across the galaxy and back to our neck of the woods, in a slightly over 100,000-year
timeframe. And this is what we have seen happening for as far back into the Ice Age
cycles as we have ice core samples for them. Also, since our galaxy isn't perfectly
circular, other longer cycles may be superimposed."

"And this proves what you said?" I interjected.
Helen nodded. "While we don't know the full story yet, we do have the capacity to
know something. We know with relative certainty that the long-term Ice Age cycles
match in their timeframe the size of the galaxy measured in light years."
"This is an amazing coincidence," I said reluctantly.
"No, Peter, it would be amazing if this coincidence didn't exist," said Helen.
"Then, where would we look for the cause of the Ice Age cycles? But since the
coincidence does exist as one would expect, I can say to myself, and to everyone else,
that I know with relative certainty that my lateral lattice perception matches the basic
model of the Universe, according to the most advanced concepts that are physically
verifiable. With this in mind I can speak of my lateral lattice concept with a certain
degree of authority, backed up by the Universe itself. I can heal with this authority. This
is also the kind of healing that I recognized you were in need of, last night in the pub."
Helen explained to me while we were getting dressed, that she had sensed the
same kind of urgent cry for help when she observed me in the pub, being lectured by the
professor who knows nothing about Love, as she had sensed when her friend in hospital
had been in a critical need.
"I am not in the habit of running after men in the middle of the night," she added,
and laughed. "I just sensed that some form of healing needed to be accomplished, and
that I could help, based on what I know. I also realized that I could play a role in bringing
the necessary healing about, just as I had been able to do then. That's what I acted on."
"Yes, I had been in a need for healing, of my distorted sense of Love," I said in full
agreement. But here I stopped. I couldn't say more. The right words didn't come to mind.
A hug seemed not enough, but it had to do.
But then again, perhaps a hug was enough. Or wasn't it?

"There is something more that I must do for you now," Helen said smiling. "I must
complete the healing that you require, because learning to be in Love involves an active
process of healing."
She stopped getting dressed and sat down on the bed.
"You mean healing me?" I asked. "Am I still in need of healing? I thought I was
healed of my problem. I've got no more love pains. I am totally satisfied."
"No, you are not," Helen countered me gently. "You still don't know what Love
is."
I shook my head and smiled.

"Please sit down and let me prove it to you," she said gently. "Let me prove it to
you with a paradox."
"With a paradox?" I repeated and sat down, somewhat astonished. "OK, what's the
paradox?"
"You met Erica and fell into Love with her," she said. "I believe you really loved
her and still do. That's obvious by the way you talked to me about her. Would you agree,
that what you feel for her is a deep seated loving?"
I nodded.
"Ok! Now after you met me, I believe you fell into Love with me likewise. It's
plain to see that you did. Am I right?"
"Of course you are right," I said with a smile and leaned over to her. "We are in
Love with each other. But what's the paradox?"
"We have a profound paradox to resolve," she answered, and smiled. "We have
two examples of loving here. In one instance a deep loving unfolded on a platform that is
totally devoid of sexual intimacy. And in the other instance your loving unfolded on a
platform that was extensively interwoven with sexual intimacies. It is plain to see that sex
plays a role in your being in Love with me. You wish to have it included. This means that
you have embraced two apparently opposite platforms of Love. That's the paradox,
because both of them are totally valid."
"So what are you saying with this?" I interjected.
"I am suggesting that the key for solving the paradox is the universal nature of
Love. There are worlds upon worlds you can surround with Love, and bring Love into
them. And the processes of doing that cover a wide landscape, but they are all valid. They
are all valid according to the evidence that you just confirmed, even when they are
opposites in form to each other in a respect that is important to us. They are all valid
nevertheless, even as opposites. How is this possible, you may ask? That's another
paradox, right? So where does the Truth lie that unites opposites? What aspect of Truth
unites those opposites, Peter?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "I can't answer that, Helen. I am not as far advanced as a
scientist than you are? Maybe there exists no clear answer. Maybe sometime in the far
future some saint will be able to figure that one out."
"No Peter, you are wrong on all counts," she said gently and continued to smile,
"because the problem has already been solved 5000 years ago in the cradles of
civilization, and in all the bright periods after that."
She told me that her 'friend' Nicholas of Cusa, one of the founders of the Golden
Renaissance, had understood how to unite opposites. She said, "Cusa had applied science
to the challenge of uniting religions, which most people regard as a hopeless task.

Nicholas of Cusa had developed a rather unique approach. He had composed a story that
he had frequently used to illustrate the solution. The story became widely circulated. Let
me tell you the story," said Helen.

Once upon a time the sages of the seventeen religions of the world came together
to resolve a problem that they couldn't resolve individually, which was their division and
their hatred of one another, which had gone on for a hundred years. So, being assembled
together they asked God, the divine wisdom, for guidance.
"Why is it that we are so divided and fight against each other in your name," they
said. "Why is it that we denounce and even kill one-another in your service?"
"Oh, you should know the answer yourself," the Divine Word replied. "You are all
wise men. You should be able to understand that there is only one Truth. What else could
there be, but one Truth?"
They replied, "Yes, we can understand that. But why do we fight each other over
that one Truth?"
Helen turned to me. "How should the divine word have answered that question?"
"Maybe the answer should have been that they were all mistaken," I suggested.
"You are getting close," said Helen.
She continued, "I would have asked all the sages of the religions of the world to
travel to the nearest seashore, and have each one pick up a grain of sand. I would then
have said to them that each one of them, in their religion, had taken a single grain of sand
and magnified it into something very big, and had made a doctrine of it, and gave it a
name."
"So tell me Peter, what would you suggest I should tell the sages they must do to
resolve their problem?" she asked me.
Ah! Something suddenly clicked in my mind. "Of course, the answer must be that
they must drop their single grain of sand and embrace the entire seashore, the beach, the
ocean, and all the grains of sand. The answer must be that they embrace a higher idea, a
higher concept. This way they don't have to fight each other anymore. And neither will
they have to go back to their people and tell them that what they had fought each other
for in the past had been invalid. The good they found before is still valid. They should be
able to see that. Only now their sense of good exists in the much larger context and as a
greater and higher idea that is reflected in all good, that unites all diversities. Would you
have said something like that to them, Helen?" I asked.
Helen nodded. She told me that in Nicholas' story the divine word had answered
the sages that they had made one fundamental error. They had mistaken the words of the

prophets for the Divine Word of Truth. They had created many prophets, and many
traditions, and given them names. In the story that Cusa gave to the religions, the Divine
Word explains to them that Truth is obviously something far greater. It is something that
they must open themselves up to. They must allow themselves to be "snatched up to it,"
as it were, to the higher standard of one universal Truth that can have no name, or
combines all names.
"That's how we must look at Love," said Helen. "If we do that, Love pains become
an impossibility. All the questions about sex, marriage, traditions, doctrines, etc., are then
no longer determining factors when the focus begins to shift towards embracing the entire
seashore, as a higher idea, instead of embracing just a few grains of its sand, or just one
single grain."

Helen referred to my being in Love with Erica, and my being now in Love with
her too, as but grains of sand. She said that she herself was constantly aiming to look up
from the sand and embrace the entire seashore, which opens up to us a vastly rich world a world of Truth and Love - that we may never be able to fully embrace, but can gleam a
lot more of, than we do. She told me that she had been lonely for most of her life, until
this new Cusa-inspired perception dawned. She said, that out of this perception the
principle of the lateral lattice began to develop long before it became an impetus in
healing. She said that it might have been in carrying forward what Cusa had started, that
she discovered the reality that we are all invariably linked to one-another by the threads
of our humanity. She told me that this developing realization changed her life. She said
that from this moment on her life became 'explosive,' with new horizons coming into
view, and new aspects of Love, and new people to share them with, and explore Love
with. She said it was amazing to see how rich life had become.
"The image of the lateral lattice that developed, has no room for vertical
domination, or for a reaching down to lift somebody up. Nor is there any room in it for
division and isolation, such as religious division, political division, or sexual division.
The very concept of sexual division, becomes totally invalid on this platform. It can't
exist in any shape or form. There is no such thing as sexual division or even age division,
in the realm where Love is universal Principle. No expression of Principle supports the
notion of division and isolation in Love. There can be no division in Love, because Love,
which includes all, cannot loose its object. It touches us, and encircles the Universe. We
exist, because Love exists. The lateral lattice is a lattice of Love; in which we are bound
by universal Love with the threads of our humanity."

"When I had asked you to tell me what you desired most in your life," she said a
while later, "you couldn't answer me. I was tempted to ask you what you felt is your
greatest need as a human being. It would have been unfair to ask that then. The
foundation hadn't been built for what the answer must be. I think our greatest need as
human beings is neither to be loved, nor to be loving, but to be living in Love itself, and

to embrace one-another in it. Everything that we call our human need is being fulfilled in
this process. This means that we begin to be in Love with ourselves as the most precious
gem in the Universe in this higher, absolute sense. This process takes us way beyond
what Cusa saw. In ancient days, a man named John had once contemplated what the
world would be like at the end of all evil, meaning a world in which all human needs and
hopes and wishes are fulfilled. One of the images that he saw, was that of a woman
clothed with the sun, the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars."
"We are not there yet," I interjected.
"But what precisely did John see?" said Helen. "How do we see ourselves in this
sense? What do we see ourselves presently 'clothed' with? Do we see us clothed with the
Sun?"
I hesitated answering.
"Surely, you can answer that," said Helen, and smiled.
"To be honest, I feel often quite naked," I said. "What I surround myself with
doesn't amount to much in global terms. It's all so inconsequential. Even my job is. I have
become a pawn in a game that someone else is playing. Sometimes I am ashamed of
myself to be living that way. I certainly never saw myself as clothed with the Sun. I
mostly saw in myself what the ancient writer saw who created the Adam and Eve
mythology. Of course I use a different fig leaf. I wear a pinstriped suit. But in real terms I
feel often naked. I think the writer of that ancient mythology had observed society
correctly. He understood that total nakedness is a terrible position to be in. So we try to
hide it. I only disagree with the ending of the Adam mythology. I would have written the
ending differently. I don't think God would have said to Adam, you disgust me, get out of
my sight, get out of my garden, and get out of my paradise. That wouldn't have been
necessary. Adam had already kicked himself out at this point. The turning point might
have been when he picked up the fig leaf. Yes, I suppose, my greatest need is to find a
way to reverse that, and get to what Adam couldn't see in himself."
"You are getting warm," said Helen. "But tell me, is your pin-striped fig leave all
that you surround yourself with? What about all those mortal measurements, the kind of
measurements that kill your sense of Soul, that murder your humanity? Don't we all have
those mile-long lists of complaints about our society, our world, and ourselves, which
made Adam ashamed to be a human being? We wrap these around ourselves constantly.
These become a barrier. They isolate us. By being clothed in these 'garments' we
effectively place ourselves outside the universal lateral lattice. We isolate ourselves from
the reality of our being. We find ourselves alone. Do you want to know how to get back
in to the garden of the lateral lattice that humanity has largely expelled itself from? Then
the answer is simple, Peter. Shed all the other garments, and clothe yourself with the Sun
and begin to be in Love, and in the realm of universal Principle. Both are exceedingly
rich. That means loving yourself. Be in Love with your humanity! Discover all its
brightness! If you can't be in Love with yourself, how can you be in Love with anyone
else? But if you truly envelop yourself in Love, you automatically include the whole of

humanity, because there is no being 'outside' possible. Humanity is singular. There exists
only one humanity in the world and we're all a part of it; and one universal Soul that
comes to light in every one of us. To be in Love with yourself, therefore, is the most
natural thing, Peter. It expresses universal Love. Any other form of loving, which is not
rooted in our universal Love and Soul, has no validity. It rings as a badly written play, as
you have pointed out yourself, a play that doesn't work. The universal lateral lattice of
love that defines the reality of our being is the most correctly constructed image that I
know. In it we are all clothed with the Sun of being in Love, with what we are as human
beings. We should find ourselves in that lattice, and not try to live outside of it."
"That is our greatest need then?" I said with a note of astonishment in my voice.
"You are right, but I would have never recognized that before, even if you had told me
the answer right there and then."
"Don't feel too badly. You are not alone in this," she said. "The whole of humanity
is far from recognizing its most urgent need, much less has it taken steps in fulfilling this
need. The man John, in ancient times, seems to have felt that it is inevitable that some
day we begin to take these footsteps. If we do this, we will have dominion, but not over
one-another, as the imperial masters now seek, but over the Earth and all that surrounds
it, and over the stars in our crown so that they will indeed be stars of our rejoicing, and
we will have power over the nations in terms of healing and uplifting power, power to
enrich one-another that unfolds in Love. Ultimately we will recognize that empire has no
power at all, because it is not grounded in Love, where all power is rooted."
"Ah, I see. In this case, we here in this room, where the sunrise has already
begun," I said to her, "are enough to change the world."
She paused. She looked startled. Then she began to laugh. "I had asked you what
you desired most in your life," she said. "You couldn't answer me. You were honest,
because the core of the answer, the lateral lattice, was still unknown to you. You were
searching for its substance and its reality, but you couldn't define it. In a lateral
relationship we are all at one with another. You were trying to find yourself in that lateral
lattice, because you could feel its essence, though you couldn't put your finger on it. I was
able to heal by this power that you just vaguely sensed. To become a healer, therefore, is
your greatest need."
"I think I can agree on this, but wouldn't have yesterday," I said quietly. "I think
the answer may be much bigger than we can imagine. When the first atomic bomb was
dropped the world was changed for all times to come. The knowledge to build these
bombs won't go away, so that we must find a way to live with that knowledge securely,
so that we won't blow ourselves up. In the same sense, when you recognized the principle
of the lateral lattice that defines the reality of our being, the world was changed in the
direction in which we must go. That knowledge of that direction, too, will remain forever,
Helen. The door to the eternal, World Order of Love, has been opened. Maybe you have
opened it for us. The sunrise has begun. Or maybe just the dawn has begun, but don't you
see, the full sunshine is now inevitable?"

"Inevitable, its is," said Helen slowly, pausing between the phrases. "Begun, it has
not. Universal Love isn't that easy to define. I created a model to define it, but the model
needs to be translated into life. Love connects us with one-another intimately by the
strands of our humanity. It seems that we need to see this element of our being, now
coming to light in our life. That's not easy. Being truly in Love with ourselves is hard. It
won't be easy to shed our fig leaf, and whatever else we wrap ourselves up with, and to
envelop ourselves instead with the sun of Love, and to let its sunshine envelop everyone
else too. The model is simple, but to translate it into life is not. Nor can one take sex out
of it, which is deeply rooted in our humanity. But have we begun to take those first steps?
The days and years ahead will answer that question. By all that I have seen, being in
Love is a challenging and scary thing in the real world, as the process extends
universally. Universal Love is a new country for all of us, as you said yesterday. Sure it is
one that we need to become familiar with, and have the science at hand to do it with, so
that the healing will follow of whatever needs to be healed. I even think that this is what
we all wish for the most in Life. At least I do. But are we willing to take the footsteps?
Just look at sex in terms of universal Love, and the social scene becomes immensely
complex. I agree, the door is open, but have we taken any decisive footsteps yet past the
threshold?"

"How do you define sex in this complexity?" I asked perplexed moments later.
She smiled. But instantly her smile became a grin. "Sex can't be exempted from
what we must envelop in the sunshine of being in Love. But how to do it? Take away the
fig leaf. Bring in the sunshine! That is easily said. On the universal platform however,
this poses huge challenges. In the lattice, I think, sex is defined as the universal Kiss, the
inevitable Kiss, the Kiss that extends its threads of Love to bring Light to humanity. The
Kiss is both universally real and infinite in its individual forms of expressions, but it
never falls below the level of being the universal Kiss. I think that if we see sex in any
other context, we are reading a defective script. The wide sense of universality also
brings your being in Love with Erica, and with me, onto the same level, and likewise all
the other forms of loving that will ever unfold in your life. The individual aspects are
unimportant. The Principle is important. The unfolding sparks of it must be seen in every
possible way, as boundless in their form as all the grains of sand on the seashores. And so
they will be, but the Principle above all will always be the universal Kiss that is rooted in
our all-embracing Soul. With that we embrace one-another. That alone is important. The
universal Kiss is the measure of our sunshine. Any other measurement is really
irrelevant."

Helen leaned back onto her bed. "You say that sex is important to you, and that
you could have bought it from a prostitute, but that you didn't, because it would then not
have been enough. Indeed, many people do go this route. The prostitute exploits a need
that is as old as society is. She exploits a need which society refuses to acknowledge, and
therefore refuses to fulfill. She exploits an unfulfilled need. She fulfills it, to earn an

income. However, the exploitation of the biological need doesn't fulfill the real need of
being in Love. Thus, the prostitution process doesn't fundamentally help anyone. It can't
help a person to locate itself in the lateral lattice, and experience the light and warmth of
it. One can't buy the intimacy of the universal Kiss. But this doesn't mean that I, or you,
can't be sensitive to the biological need that we all have, that we share in common, and
make the fulfilling of it a part of being in Love. As we do this, we recognize in it the
universal Kiss that unfolds on the higher level, where the intimacy begins, that grows and
becomes the intimacy of family, culture, and nation. Fulfilling the individual human need
in being in Love with one-another, as much as you and I are able, sets the stage for
fulfilling the larger needs on the same basis. I have many friends and lovers, Peter. We
support one-another as best as we can. Nor does that stop when it comes to sex, or doesn't
come to sex, or when it comes to money or a lot of other things, or doesn't. The universal
Kiss has countless expressions. Some we haven't even discovered yet. I can only say that
I've been truly blessed by the 'little' that I have discovered. Universal Love is the richest
blessing that one can bring into one's life, and into that of another. At least, this has been
my experience. Maybe this is the star on the eastern sky that the Wise men had seen in
days of old? They followed it to the manger of Jesus. They had seen something in the
direction of the sunrise, but they didn't know how to define it, just as you couldn't define
it. Still, what came out of what they have experienced has changed the world. History
itself would in time be measured against this event. A new image of the dignity of
mankind had been put on the table as a challenge for us all, to take it off the table
individually, and translate it into life. The brightest image of universal Love, I would say,
was this star that they say, illumined the night."
"It was the beginning of the universal Kiss," I said to Helen.
"Except, humanity didn't see it as that and made a terrible mess of it in its smallminded ways," said Helen. "The universal Kiss became privatized and drawn into the
imperial domain. But a little of it remained, and this all by itself proved to be big enough
to spark the Renaissance fourteen centuries later.
"As we all know, the sunshine of this first universal Kiss started with a profound
manifestation of healing, just as it did again in your case?" I said to her and proceeded to
kiss her.
She nodded and smiled. "Don't belittle what has happened," she said. "I believe the
process of healing, that I became drawn into without my intention, hasn't stopped since
that day when the lateral lattice began to unfold," she said. "To the contrary. The
universal Kiss became brighter and more universal, as you have already experienced
yourself."
I nodded in agreement with a smile to match hers. I let the smile suffice to be
representative of another kiss. I was going to say, thank you, but she spoke first.
"It is important that we enrich one-another's existence with the substance of our
humanity," she said. "This is what is most important for us all. This is also what binds
you closely to Erica, and what binds us to each other right here. The proof lies in the one

simple answer: Has anything happened between us that we must be ashamed for in front
of any other human being? Has anything happened that had been in any way degrading?
I'm sure you agree that the answer is no, on both counts. In fact, you would be glad to
proclaim it from the rooftops with joy, telling the world about what has happened here, if
anyone would listen and would understand. This means that something rich has unfolded
here that has enriched our life, both yours and mine. Love is not one-sided. Healing is not
one-sided. This defines the nature of the universal Kiss. The universal Kiss defines the
process that I see unfolding in the lateral lattice in which we are all enveloped with one
another in the sunshine of being in Love that enriches all and the Universe."
I nodded with a great big smile, bigger than before.
"And that perception too, is only the beginning," Helen continued. "The lateral
lattice of our universal humanity is also the foundation of universal economic
development. I call this aspect of the lateral lattice our universal passion, the source of
our joy. It is impossible, for example, to starve Africa to death or kill its population with
diseases, as the world-empire aims to do in order to preserve the continent's natural
resources for its future needs. This insanity will never work. Nothing ever works that
way. Pursuing such a process will destroy the whole of humanity. Humanity is one. There
is either universal self-development promoted throughout the world with the passion for
the universal welfare that makes the world rich, or humanity disintegrates into nothing on
a universal scale."
"This disintegration has already begun," I said quietly. "Mankind is allowing an
oligarchy to destroy its very existence, which the oligarchy won't survive either. That's
insanity, right?"
"Count it as evidence that humanity is dying inwardly," said Helen. "The fire of
the universal Passion for the welfare of the world has gone out in society. We lost our
joy. There is no movement happening anymore on the entire global front, to advance
economic development. The wind has died. Our humanity has become stale. A deadly
disease has gripped society. Here we have one more aspect of failure that must be healed.
Fortunately, there is hope on the horizon."
"Thanks for your healing efforts," I replied.
"No, Peter, the healing process has just begun," said Helen. "It may never be fully
complete. The lateral lattice of our universal humanity also represents something else. It
represents universal Science. Science gets us face to face with Truth, but Truth is
boundless. Science is the powerhouse of the human development. It is our universal
power. We need scientific development, because we are human beings. Not a single
human being is isolated from this need. We need scientific development in every aspect
of living, in religion, art, music, culture, technology, economics, even politics. We need
Science on the whole front of our existence. Nor can we isolate certain aspects, and let
them drop into oblivion. We cannot focus on Science merely as a utility to generate
technologies that will give us a richer world with more energy and power. We have built
65,000 atom bombs to prove that this approach does not work. We have to embrace

Science for its own sake, because we are human beings, and scientific development is a
part of the human dimension, which, when we allow it to unfold universally, uplifts the
entire human scene. Science is a part of our humanity. It is our power. We need to
develop power. Unfortunately, we allow this element of power in what we do, to be
annihilated, by the same oligarchy that had begun to hate humanity eons ago as a threat to
empire. Now empire stands determined to destroy the whole of humanity to eliminate the
threat. What had started so innocently with the circumcision, and has not been healed, has
become universal war."
"Wow!" That was all I could say in reply. "But where does one begin the healing?
Which is the most important of the three? Is it the universal Kiss? Is it our universal
passion in economic development, or is it universal Science, the endless development of
science? Or do we start with all of them simultaneously?"
"None is unimportant," Helen replied. "There is no such thing as, most important,
when you touch the hem of Truth. In the absolute realm the universal Kiss is our peace;
our universal Passion is economic development; and universal Science is our power.
These three elements give us our peace, joy, and power. They come to light in being in
Love with ourselves, with our humanity and all humanity, and us becoming a part of it.
You cannot remove one element without loosing the whole. If we don't include all three
in our being in Love, Peter, our loving is fake. A rainbow includes all colors. Can you
reasonably ask which of them is most important or not important? They are all important,
or else there would be no white light. This means that we must move forward on all
fronts. In Science we can never assume that we have reached a point where we cannot
move further. There is no end to the infinite. No boundary exists where development
ends. This is true also for economic development and for social development. Today, we
see sex with newer eyes. We see it in the flow of the universal Kiss. But what does that
mean? What visual image do we create for this concept? This image can only be created
in Life, and I know from experience, that it becomes brighter as we move forward and
develop this aspect of the all-harmonizing universal Principle that it reflects."

I embraced her and kissed her. It seemed hardly possible to take it all in, what was
unfolding before me, as we sat there on the bed in the morning sunshine, in our
underwear, exploring the scientific foundation for all mankind embracing one-another in
universal Love.
"So you see, the seashore is vastly greater and more profound than any grain of
sand can ever be," said Helen. She said this after another kiss. She said it with the great
big smile that had become so familiar by then that it that it seemed more like a natural
expression. "And that is how vast, wide, profound, and beautiful we should see our
humanity, and being in Love with it. We should celebrate it," she added moments later.
"Don't you agree, Peter, that in this manner we will embrace infinity as an aspect of
ourselves, and we will do it with the passion that makes a joy to be alive, and to
experience the power of it? Then Love becomes much more to us than we ever gave it

credit for. It becomes expressed in the universal Kiss indeed. It enriches our life and the
world in the sheer passion that becomes our joy as we enrich one-another's existence."

She paused for a moment and looked at me, waiting for my comment. "That is
how we elevate civilization and brighten the world, and uplift society," she added
moments later. "The point is, that far too few people understand what Love actually is,
and you my friend are not fully there yet, either. Even I hadn't reached this point for a
long time. All that changed of course, when I discovered the lateral lattice. I always
thought that two people being intimately in love with one-another is the ultimate of joy.
Now that comes to light as akin to poverty, for there is so much more. The old ultimate
was too narrow; too shallow. It was too minuscule. In fact, it wasn't Love at all. Love can
exist only as something that is greater than us, something that uplifts and heals us. And so
I have come to realize that Love can only unfold fully in the universal domain, in the
lateral lattice, where all is One. I think that is the only domain were Love is fully
unfolding its light, where the strands that link us as strands of light, are strands of Love.
My friend Carl Gauss called it the complex domain, where the physically invisible
becomes visible. Love can only be fully discerned there. The lateral lattice is visible only
in the complex domain, while its reality is visibly expressed in life, in the healing that
flows towards ever-greater freedom, peace, joy, and power. Love is healing!"
"Don't say this too loudly," I interrupted her. "They'll lock you up for it."
"You are right. Saying this makes me a dangerous person," she said and grinned.
"If what I say would be understood, it would take all the dreamers' dreams away. They
might even kill me for taking their dreams away, as the masters of empire often do to
people who expose their dreaming. Still, the fact remains, our loving can only exist as
reflecting universal Love, because otherwise it would be too small. It can only exist
inside the lateral lattice, otherwise it would have no object. It would be a fantasy then.
Love can only be correctly discerned in the complex domain, in the form of universal
Love, because all other senses cannot reach high enough. Friedrich Gauss understood
something of that."
"Now wait a minute!" I said and raised my hand. "Are you talking about the great
mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss, from the 1800s? I never knew he was an expert on
Love."
"I didn't say that he was an expert on Love," Helen countered me. "I only said that
he was an expert on the complex domain, were alone Love comes to light in its full color.
He was the champion of the complex domain. He understood that the most horrendous
problems, those that appear totally impossible to solve in the Aristotelian way of looking
at a problem, could be resolved very simply in the complex domain. Love falls into this
category. We haven't understood it for centuries, Peter. In fact, we have moved further
and further away from Love, rather than closer to it. The last century, therefore, has been
a century of war. Nor has anyone so far had a solution at hand to get us out of this evergrowing dilemma, especially now that we have a world that is bristling with nuclear

weapons in a cultural wasteland where the economies and currencies are fast
disintegrating. We've been struggling with these problems for fifty years, without any
solution in sight. Much of the glaring failure is rooted in the fact that society looked at
these problems as separate issues, not realizing that all the big problems are actually
symptoms of a single universal failure, so that the problems cannot be resolved in
isolation. Of course, when I talk about Love as the essential basis for a solution, people
just laugh at me. The small-minded, and that sadly is the vast majority of society, look for
solutions outside of the complex domain. They look outside the lateral lattice of universal
Love. There, on the outside, in the wasteland of insanity, no solutions can be found for
any of the problems. The small-minded look for technical solutions to problems that are
not technical problems. But Carl Gauss, who lived in the wide world of the complex
domain of the mind, the same domain where Love comes to light, had easily found the
solution to a challenge that had stumped the leading geniuses in mathematics for 170
years. We need to emulate Carl's approach. In the lateral lattice we can visually see the
profound universal Principle that Love is, which is the root to the solution to the great
human problems, and where the solution is likewise extremely simple. The most
impossible problem, from an Aristotelian standpoint, then has a simple solution in the
complex domain. That's essentially what Carl Gauss had illustrated. That's what Carl had
proved. That's what made him famous."
"Are you talking about your lateral lattice being visible in the complex domain?" I
asked.
Helen nodded. "Actually, that idea didn't come from Carl. The lateral lattice came
to light for me by its own imperative, and perhaps in my adaptation of Carl's method of
seeing in the complex domain. Of course Carl had done this in a much more spectacular
fashion than I have."
"Like how, Helen?"
Helen grinned. "Picture this. It is the year 1799. Carl is 21, barely past his teens.
He wants to do research at a particular university that has the kind of library, and other
facilities, that he needed. To be able to get in, he was required to submit a doctoral thesis
to the evaluation committee. Guess what he gave them?"
I shrugged my shoulders.
"Gauss submitted to them the long outstanding proof of The Fundamental
Theorem of Algebra," said Helen. "The Flemish mathematician Albert Gerard had
proposed 170 years earlier, in 1629, that mathematical equations with the degree of n,
must have n solutions. Gerard proposed a revolutionary concept, Peter. More than
hundred years later the famous French mathematician, D'Alembert, tried to prove that
Gerard was correct in his proposition, but he failed. Nobody had been able to deliver that
proof for 170 years, not even the most famous of the mathematicians of his time, like
Leonhard Euler or Joseph Lagrange. Then, along comes this young chap, barely past his
teens, and hands in a paper with the solution that had evaded all the big names for nearly
two centuries. He not only proved what no one had been able to prove in all this time, but

he rebuked in his paper all of the learned masters as a bunch of fools, who had tried to
solve that puzzle as a technical issue outside of the complex domain, where the solution
is not possible. Gauss was right to call them fools. In the complex domain, which is the
native domain of mankind as a Science-oriented species, the solution is rather obvious.
At least it was so to him. Of course thesis hit like a bombshell. It changed the course of
mathematics. Not only did he prove that a solution is possible in the complex domain. He
showed that the solution is simple. Apparently it was so simple for him to provide the
solution that he developed a couple more methods of proving the theorem. He stunned
the world with it."
"What a show-off!" I commented.
"That's not a good comment," Helen scolded me. She waved a finger at me as I
had said something naughty. "I tell you what a show-off is," she said. "When
Tchaikovsky wrote his first violin concerto, every violinist said, 'I can't play this! They
said, nobody can play this.' Eventually someone did play it. But he didn't just play it. In
order to proof to the audience how good a violinist he was, the man inserted a show-off
piece of his own, right between the movements of the concerto. But inserting a show-off
piece wasn't enough for him. He played it with the violin held behind his back. After his
little stunt, he continued on with the concerto."
"Yes, I agree, that's what a show-off is," I said.
"My friend Carl Gauss wasn't like that," said Helen. "I think he developed all the
other proofs, probably because those extra solutions virtually popped into view as this
happens so often in the complex domain. He was probably so excited about the fact that
more than one solution was possible to prove the underlying principle that no one had
been able to prove before. He probably just said to the learned world in essence, eh look
here, just look at that, doesn't this fit together? So he wasn't a show-off then. He was
merely working in the complex domain where things are simple."
"What you say doesn't make any sense, Helen," I protested. "Working in the
complex domain shouldn't be simple. What is complex is deemed difficult."
"That's just the beauty of it, Peter. It isn't difficult. When you look at the world, or
the Universe, or in this case, mathematics, as a single complex, a lot of things that puzzle
you in the small, suddenly fall into place. If you don't believe me, let me prove it," said
Helen, grinning again. "Or better still, you can prove it for yourself."
"How can I prove what I don't believe is true?" I asked.
"You can do it the way Socrates proved it when working with a slave boy," said
Helen and went to the kitchen for a piece of paper and pencil. She called me to come to
the dining room table where she handed me a pad and a pen. She went back to put the
kettle on for coffee.
"Plato wrote about a complex problem in the Meno dialogs," she said from the
kitchen. "He wrote that Socrates wanted to prove to his friend Menon that every human

being can understand complex problems without prior intellectual training. 'Just give me
anyone and I can prove it,' he said to Menon. Menon called on a slave boy. Socrates
asked the boy to draw a square, and then to double the area of the square. It sounds
simple, right, but it isn't. Still, with a bit of guidance the boy recognized the solution,
because any human being has the capacity to work in the complex domain. Socrates gave
the slave boy a few hints. He suggested to him that he use the original square as a
building block, and build from it a big square that is four times as large, made up of four
squares. Then he suggested to the boy that he simply divide every one of the four big
squares in half by drawing a diagonal across them, and to do it in such a way that all the
diagonals together would form another square. Then he asked the boy to count the
triangles inside the bigger square. And low and behold, the boy realized that there were
twice as many triangles inside the bigger square than were contained in the original
square. With that the boy's mission had been accomplished. He had doubled the square
precisely, and he understood beyond a doubt that the new square was twice as big, and in
addition he understood the process that provided the solution.
"Helen, that's simple," I said to her, "but what does it prove? He made a big
square, four times as big, and divided it in half, whereby he created a square double in
size than the original square. What's so complicated about that? Anyone could have done
it." I handed the paper and the pencil back to her, saying that I didn't need to draw it out. I
told her that I could see the solution in my mind. I also suggested that this example
doesn't prove anything.
"The solution is simple only in the complex domain," said Helen. "In the complex
domain one can actually see the principle that is involved," she said. "The solutions
seems simple to you now, because I gave you a few of the same hints that Socrates gave
the boy. I thereby invited you to enter the complex domain. There the solution was easy,
wasn't it? Outside of the complex domain, doubling a square is an extremely challenging
problem, Peter. In fact, the problem cannot be solved outside of the complex domain."
"You can't be serious," I said. "Just go out on the street and ask. I bet that almost
anyone will come up with the same solution."
"This is one bet you will lose," she said and began to laugh. "In fact you have
already lost. My friend the concert pianist had reacted just like you have. So he and I did
exactly what you just proposed. We set up a table in front of the railway station, right at
the main gate. We put a sign on it which advertised that we would give a hundred marks
to whoever could double the area of a square. People lined up at our table from ten in the
morning to four in the afternoon. Nobody was able to do it. A lot of people argued with
us. A math teacher wrote down a formula. He wanted his 100 marks for that. It took us
half an hour to convince him that he merely stated the problem, but not the solution. No
one came up with the solution that day. We kept the hundred marks and treated ourselves
to a wonderful dinner that evening. Of course we published the solution in the paper the
next day. One person wrote us back. He commented that we did what Carl Gauss had
done in 1799, by shifting the problem into the complex domain where the solution is not
only possible, but is easy. He even suggested that humanity may some day solve its

nuclear weapons crisis in the same way, for which apparently no solution exists in the
Aristotelian way of thinking, that has become the standard around the world."
"The man may be right," I said quietly. "If we were to shift the nuclear weapons
problem onto the level of your lateral lattice, which you say illustrates the platform for
universal Love, the solution would then be easy. Even the circumcision, which may be
the root of the nuclear weapons problem in the first place, might be solved or healed that
way. Isn't the nuclear war threat an outgrowth of the still ongoing Millennium War, a war
that hasn't been stopped or slowed down for five millennia? Unfortunately, this larger
problem isn't as simple as doubling a square. Doubling a square is one thing, but
implementing the Principle of Universal Love, even in conjunction with the lateral lattice
as a model, is quite a different ball of wax."
"No Peter, there is no difference between the two," Helen protested. "The
difference is only in the limitation that you place on yourself. There is no real difference.
You can prove this too. And again you can prove it to yourself. Whenever a more
perplexing problem confronts you in the complex domain, all you have to do is build on
the principle that you already know, and discover new principles and build on those.
That's all you need to do. Let me challenge you to prove the Pythagorean Theorem on
this basis. You can do this Peter. Just give yourself a chance. The theorem states that for
any right triangle, the sum of A-square and B-square equals C-square."

I threw my hands into air, after puzzling this thing out for fifteen minutes. "I give
up Helen!" I said. "Do you want me to prove to you that even in the complex domain
things can become too difficult? If that's what you want, you just proved it. What you ask
seems impossible, as impossible as solving the nuclear weapons crisis, even in the
complex domain. I'm not a mathematics genius, as you should know. I'm just a diplomat.
I'm not like your friend Carl Gauss."
"Are you telling me that you cannot understand what the Pythagorean all
understood 2,500 years ago?" Helen replied. She had fun mocking me. "Remember Peter,
you are limited only by the limits you place on yourself. The problem that I propose to
you is simple to resolve in the complex domain. The principle for the solution is as easy
to recognize as the Principle of Universal Love is in the lateral lattice. In your case, all
you have to do is build on the principle that the slave boy understood in the Meno dialog,
and use it to discover a solution for proving the Pythagorean Theorem. Just reshape the
four squares that the slave boy had dealt with, into four rectangles, and divide those in
half in the same manner with the diagonal as did the slave boy, so that the diagonals
together form a new square. This new square is C-square, Peter. You'll discover that you
have as many triangles inside the new square, as you have outside of it, just as the slave
boy had discovered. However, in order to make the outside structure twice as big as the
inside structure, as the boy did in the Meno dialog, you have to add the equivalent of the
area in the middle of C-square that is not covered by the triangles. You simply add it to
the outside of the larger area. With this done, you have the solution right in front of your

eyes." She laughed and handed me the pad and pen back. "Go ahead and draw it out," she
said.
It took me just a few minutes to prove that she was right. "I don't know what to
say," I replied, totally perplexed. "You are right! Building on the Meno principle makes it
possible to prove the Pythagorean Theorem. I can place two A-squares and two B-squares
into the larger area that was made deliberately twice as big as the C-square. The two Bsquares overlap, but the overlapping area is equal to the area that we had added to the
larger area in order to make the whole double the size of C-square. You are a genius
Helen. It all fits. It really is that simple. It truly is a beautifully simple solution. You used
the Meno principle to prove Pythagoras. I must admit, I was wrong, Helen, this isn't a
perplexing problem at all on this basis. Do you really think that our nuclear weapons
problem can be solved just as easily? It probably can't. It can't be as simple as proving
Pythagoras."
Helen shook her head. "You are wrong about two things," she said. "The problem
that you just solved wasn't an easy problem. In fact, it is an extremely perplexing
problem. A friend of mine showed me a book that suggests that over the last 2,500 years
only forty-three different methods have been devised to prove the theorem. Most of these
involve some extremely convoluted reasoning. You may be surprised to know that not
one of the official solutions that I found in the book, is as simple and as plain as the one
you just developed yourself without any special skills whatsoever, by simply visualizing
the problem in the complex domain where you can see the principles that are involved. It
was easy for you to develop the solution, because you looked for a solution in the big
complex domain like my friend Gauss had done. So, it was easy for you. Outside of the
complex domain, however, no one has yet discovered this simple solution. It hadn't been
discovered until just recently when I made the discovery myself. It seems that this simple
solution hasn't been discovered for the last 2,500 years since Pythagoras stated the
problem. It certainly wasn't listed in the math book. If this is the case, what do you think
that our chances are that we will find the solution to the problem of nuclear war in the
complex domain? I think our chances are excellent, because the solution is apparently
just as simple. Doesn't the Principle of Universal Love offer such a solution, that is not
only possible in the complex domain, but is inevitable when the lateral lattice becomes
understood for what it represents? Of course, outside of the complex domain there is no
solution possible for the nuclear weapons crisis, because the knowledge to built these
weapons will never go away."
I nodded quietly, being almost afraid to say it out loud, that she seemed to be right.
"You may be right Helen," I almost whispered so as not to break the spell. "Your solution
to nuclear war appears to be even simpler than proving Pythagoras' theorem."
"This may be so," said Helen just as quietly. "Unfortunately, that's not the main
issue. There may be hundreds more solutions possible for proving the Pythagorean
theorem. The important thing is not that the solution is simple. The important thing is that
a solution is possible, and that there are as many solutions conceivable as we can imagine
in the context of the Principle of Universal Love. Humanity has struggled with the
nuclear war problem for decades now, with no solution in sight. We have 65,000 atom

bombs built to prove that we have no solution. We scrapped a few, but most remain. It's
like we've been beating our head against a wall. Nothing seems to work with any degree
of certainty. All attempts so far seemed so futile that they aren't worth the mentioning.
You probably felt as frustrated about this as I did, because outside of the complex domain
there is no healing possible for this problem. That is why we go on and on, struggling and
scheming, without ever getting anywhere. Outside of the complex domain people mess
around blindfolded. They're looking for a solution, where none can be found. They try
this and try that. They take a stab in the dark. They address the financial and economic
crisis in the same way. They are running around like ants, in this direction, and in that
direction, throwing money at the problem here and there, all the while the bottom drops
out of civilization. That's when accidents happen, economically and strategically. That's
what makes things scary, Peter. In an environment where there is no clear solution in
sight, society is liable to make grave mistakes and cause accidents it might not recover
from for a long time. That's what happens when people are fumbling around. The
governments are in a terrible predicament. This uncertainty all by itself can cause nuclear
accidents to happen. Nor are they alone in reacting to the challenge like a bunch of ants.
Frightened patriots can cause nuclear accidents too, or hired terrorists can cause them, or
greedy schemers. In real terms, nuclear war is always an accident. Nobody wants it. The
whole nuclear environment is accident-prone. We've been messing around with threats
and counter threats. There is no safety for anyone outside of the complex domain, where
the principle for healing comes to light. Only when we begin to live in the complex
domain, as in the lateral lattice that represents the Principle of Universal Love, will a
solution become possible. That's the only platform where true security can be found. That
simple fact should be obvious. Unfortunately, it isn't yet."
I nodded. I fully agreed with her. I knew the statistics. We had built over 120,000
nuclear weapons since the mad race began that no one had been able to stop for half a
century. Sure, some of the nukes have been dismantled over the years, so that the world's
arsenals of the 'active' warheads never exceeded 65,000. I told Helen about the frightful
numbers and the futile attempts at disarmament that reduced that number a bit to 50,000.
"They shouldn't call this minuscule reduction a step of 'disarmament,'" I said to her. "The
reduction may simply reflect the fact that there aren't enough worthwhile targets in the
world for which more bombs would be needed. The nuclear war gamers probably have to
look fairly hard to find 50,000 cities in the world for them to destroy, or military
installations. If one missile with sixteen warheads is enough to destroy the US Pacific
Northwest in one single blow, the gamers really have to work hard to find targets for
50,000 warheads."
"We can't talk about disarmament until the count is zero," said Helen. "That won't
happen until it is acknowledged that owning a single nuclear bomb is already an infinite
crime. That acknowledgment can only be made in the complex domain. But in the
complex domain where we look at the whole thing in the broad perspective with an eye
focused on Principle, the impossible-seaming is then easy. Getting rid of the nuclear
bombs is then the simplest thing in the world. It is known where they are all located.
They only need to be collected and disabled. The job could be done in a few hours, and in
doing it mankind would write itself a ticket for survival. Ending the economic crisis is
just as easy. The problem is known and is universally understood. It only takes a few

pencil strokes to end the existence of empire, to end monetarism, to outlaw the bucket
shops, to disable derivatives gambling, and to block currency gambling, and so forth, and
to protect the home owners and banks, and to give the nations their currencies back. It
shouldn't take more than two hours to write the required laws, and in doing so society
would write itself a ticket for the survival of civilization. It's that simple, Peter. The
circumcision could be addressed similarly. It is no secret what stands behind it from the
Pharaohs to the present. All it would take to deal with the consequences, would be to lift
the intimacy of loving to a higher level, where the mutilation cannot touch it, the level
that we must all reach anyway. By doing this humanity would write itself a ticket for a
future, without the mutilation of human beings, biologically, socially, scientifically,
civilly, and spiritually. Even the housing crisis could be easily solved in this manner by
producing tens of millions of new houses and housing units in automated industrial
processes. The housing could be produced so inexpensively that it could be given away
for free as a social investment. The resulting social uplift would cause a revolutionary
renaissance on a scale you cannot imagine. With it mankind would write itself a ticket to
a New World that would be a proudly human world. In this dawning light the current
mess would be forgotten. If society did all of this, it would unlock the resources within it
to create a Renaissance of culture and technology in which the Ice Age would have no
consequence. In doing so, mankind would write itself a ticket to freedom that would take
it off the list of endangered species."
I almost laughed at Helen, at what she called, 'simple' solutions. "I think you are
dreaming," I said to her. "None of this will ever happen in the real world."
"No, Peter, what I said can be done. No physical force in the Universe would
prevent it. No physical resources would be required that don't already exist in abundance.
No miraculous circumstances would be needed. Everything that is required is already at
hand. And so I say to everyone, you included, who say to me, 'you are dreaming, Helen,'
that they are dreaming, and I am sane."
"Your proposition to give tens of millions of new homes away for free, is
impossible to implement. Is that sane?" I interjected. "There aren't enough trees in the
world, and workers to cut them and build the houses."
"Who needs trees, Peter?" said Helen and smiled. "A research group in
Novosibirsk published a paper that has been posted on the board in the science building
at the university. The paper proposes to build houses in large modular units made out of
basalt cast into high-temperature molds. That's where I picked up the idea, but it may not
have originated there. As I said before, basalt is a finely grained stone that melts at 1,400
degrees. It is stronger than steel and nearly as hard as diamonds. It can be woven into the
best thermal insulator in the world. It is three times more efficient than asbestos. And
there is enough basalt in the world in surface deposits to cover the entire land area of the
Earth deeper than a man stands tall. The only thing that would be needed for automated
mass production of housing units made of cast basalt, is nuclear energy to melt the basalt,
and the setting up of the production facilities. The housing unit cost in automated
production would be so low that society could give the houses away for free, just as
highways have always been provided for free. The free housing would become a highway

to prosperity that benefits all people and nations, and creates a New World in the process.
If this isn't sane, what would sanity be? If this minuscule effort to assure the survival of
civilization is not deemed totally sane, nothing would ever qualify. So, who is dreaming,
Peter, you or I?"
"Actually I agree with you," I said and began to laugh. "But you must admit, that
to anyone who is living in the Aristotelian world, the thing that you propose must seem
totally impossible, perhaps as impossible as implementing the Principle of Universal
Love appears to them today," I countered her. "They are probably saying the same about
the potential for implementing the Principle of Universal Love, that I have said about all
your proposals, which are built on this principle. They are probably shouting at you in
great choruses already, saying you are dreaming, Helen."
"Oh yes, this is true," said Helen quietly, "however this is true only until humanity
begins to understand the lateral lattice. Then things can change rapidly. The lattice is real.
It is not a dream. Nor am I alone in thinking in this way in the complex domain. I have
another friend who works with a similar lateral lattice. Her name is Mary. I told you a lot
about her already. She developed a vast lateral lattice of interlinked ideas and concepts.
She described her lattice structure as an exploration of the structures of Truth expressed
in civilization and in our humanity. She presented her lattice as a pedagogical array of
spiritual ideas and concepts which represent the complex domain in an area other than
mathematics and geometry."
"You mean spiritual ideas like Love, Truth, or Soul?" I asked.
"Not precisely, Peter," said Helen. "She doesn't define these concepts directly. She
defines them by their reflection in the world of our humanity. But you don't have to
trouble yourself with any of that, Peter. The main thing is that you should realize is that
there is such a thing as the complex domain, where the solutions to the most impossibly
seeming problems do unfold, and this rather simply. Once you begin to work in the
complex domain, you will undoubtedly begin to make discoveries of your own, and you
may even remember some of the discoveries that I have made. Remember, in the
complex domain unfolds the sacrament. The most important step for you to take home
with you is to recognize the existence of the complex domain. If you do that; if you take
this one step; you will move forward. That is why I invited you here."
"That is why you invited me?" I repeated.
"Sure, Peter. I told you that I would teach you what Love is. That involves
recognizing the complex domain where Love exists and is universal. That is also the key
element that the old professor in the pub knows nothing about, or more correctly, refuses
to open his eyes to. That is why he doesn't know what Love is, and possibly never will,
for as long as he remains defiant. He looks for Love in the primitive domain, the small
domain, the Aristotelian domain, where it cannot be found. Nor does he understand
Gauss who pioneered the idea of the complex domain."
"I suppose the professor can't visualize the lateral lattice, then," I said sadly.

"He can't see it, Peter," said Helen. "And neither could I see it fully until it came to
mind during the process of supporting my friend in a crisis that needed an immediate
healing response. Suddenly I could see visually before my inner eyes what I had looked
at theoretically for all my life. Of course, I couldn't stop there. None of us can. We must
take the process one step further and further and then another. We must apply ourselves
in the complex domain, just as I did in visualizing the lateral lattice as an element of
Truth. We must do this for the healing of humanity of its nuclear weapons madness. The
healing- process also includes the healing of society of the circumcision and of all the
other sundry problems of that sort, including the healing of science and economics. The
Principle that applies to cause such healing is the same in all cases, so that all cases are
healed together. And the principle for this healing is the Principle of Universal Love. This
is the background where my visualization of the lateral lattice came from. Everything else
that society is dabbling with to solve its crisis, is secondary."

Chapter 11 - The Invalid Dearest
Yes, Helen had been right. I could see that there is no other solution possible, even
towards understanding what Love is. I hadn't known what Love is before I met Helen.
"Indeed, how could I have?" I asked myself.

"Thanks, Helen, for opening my eyes," I said quietly, almost speaking to myself.
"And you suggest that what you said was already known 5000 years ago?"
At this point we continued getting dressed again.
She simply nodded in acknowledgement. "Historical records from the four cradles
of civilization: India, China, Egypt, and Mesopotamia indicate that there have always
existed references to perceptions that suggest that the ancients were not unfamiliar with
the complex domain. According to an extremely early Hindu concept, Truth, as the
Infinite All, can have no name, no attribute, no description, because, by adding attributes
of any kind, the face of Truth becomes narrowed to what the attributes impose, and
thereby it becomes diminished, limited and distorted. This is equally true about Love,"
she said, "and sex too as an expression in its flow. Love must never be given a 'name,' or
be seen with attributes attached. This makes it appears small. Even in our expressing it,
we touch but its hem. And so we must let it be on order to experience what it is. My
lateral lattice isn't an attempt to give it an attribute," said Helen. "It is merely the
visualization of a principle that is still in the process of coming to light. The idea that I
came up with to describe it, which the visual image represents, may be termed our
universal Kiss. Its 'flow' comes closest to meeting the discovered characteristics of
universal Love, as seen in the complex domain where worlds upon worlds become
defined by it. Those worlds give it meaning. They define it leading edge."

Yes, I was able to agree with her on this concept too. It all made perfect sense, and
at the same time none at all. But it was beautiful. It made Love tangible. It made Love
real. I had been touched by it for a brief span and given a new life by its touch.
"Do you think that some kind of healing in the world has begun?" she asked. "For
you it has. No more love pains, right?" she said and smiled. "If this is so, rest assured my
friend that you won't step back into that Old World that you've outgrown. But are there
really no movements happening in the world in this direction?"
"Right," I said, and smiled back at her. "For me, the start of the healing comes a
whole bunch of years too late. As for the world, I think mankind is still waiting for
someone to start the ball rolling in a big way."

I told Helen about a New Year's party that I vaguely remembered of a time when
we were kids. After midnight, all the kids had been sent upstairs to bed. We were two
boys and two girls, all in the early stages of discovering the dimensions of sex, love,
loyalty and so forth. I had my heart set on the younger cousin, but she had her eyes on my
brother, while the older cousin had her heart set on me. We all had narrowly confined
expectations that were contrary to one-another, which we all stubbornly expected to have
fulfilled. The end result was that nobody's hopes were fulfilled. All that we got out of it
were tears and miserable memories. I suggested to Helen that my attitude should have
been: "Oh Life, Truth, and Love, here I stand, snatch my little feet up to whatever
wonders you have in store for me."
Helen laughed. She thought the story was funny, but she agreed that the whole
experience could have been rather wonderful if we all had all been aware of her lateral
lattice of hearts. Instead we were stuck with narrowly defined hopes, desires, and
aspirations. We were looking for grains of sand instead of the seashore.
Helen suggested that outside the complex domain, the mental focus is always
hopelessly narrow and confined, and focused on getting and having, instead of on
uplifting each other. "If one struggles honestly to uplift another," said Helen, "the scene
suddenly widens to encompass infinite possibilities and countless shades of color. Also,
don't ever think that a healing comes too late, Peter, when it is drawn from the complex
domain. Can't we reach back into the past and uplift that too? The universal Kiss doesn't
have to have a physical dimension, or a lock in time. Its roots in universal Principle are a
part of our humanity that existed timeless, ages ago, just as it exists now. The history of
failure, is not real history. Failures flow from errors, and errors have no truth in them; and
what has no truth, has no history. The advance of culture, loving, scientific development,
economy, joy, peace, and power, are our history. There are substantial aspects of Truth in
them. Truth is historic as it refers to something real that has happened, or is destined to
happen in future history. In taking part in the history of Truth and its unfolding, we
become immortal beings, just as Plato and Shakespeare are immortal, and now live on in
the riches they have brought to civilization."
"Isn't it amazing, what even a slight shift in focus can accomplish?" I replied.
"Not a shift in focus," Helen replied, "but a widening of it. That's the key here.
That's what the seashore signifies. In the complex domain it becomes a reality. That's
what the lateral lattice is all about. Its principle is Love. It embraces everything that is
good and beautiful. It brings together all aspects of Love and all shades of Light. The
seashore does not take anything away. Do not invalidate anything that is good and
beautiful, but reach out for the fullness of it. That puts you on track in your life to being
touched by the wonders of universal Love. Don't be satisfied with anything less. Life is
too precious. Universal Love is natural in the world of Principle. Principle is universal.
All human beings, whose humanity is still alive, want to be in Love with one-another. It's
in their Soul, and they will respond to its Principle if you give them a chance. The power
of universal Principle opens doors that would otherwise remain closed. We cannot create
Love. But we move with it. As I said, Love is the Spirit of the Principle of the Universe.
Of course this can get us into deep trouble when we move with it in a narrow-minded

world, as you have already experienced," said Helen, and began to laugh. "But what has
this got to do with anything? Does the challenge change the Principle?"
"What do you mean, Helen? What kind of deep trouble are you talking about?" I
interjected. "What's funny about getting into trouble, enough that you can laugh about
it?"
"Small-minded people can be terribly funny in their silly narrow way of thinking,"
she said. She told me a story, which she said really happened. One of her friends, a rather
good-looking woman, had caught the eye of a man who fell deeply in Love with her. "He
said hello to her in public places. He even brought her flowers one day. He told her one
day that the world is so much richer and brighter with her being a part of it, so that he just
wanted to thank her for being in the world. However, there was another day when her
husband noticed their exchange of smiles and intervened. He purposely bumped into the
man as he walked by. He stopped the man. He told him off. 'Keep your eyes to yourself!'
he said sharply. Since the man didn't understand what the outburst was all about, he
apologized for bumping into him. Her husband consequently repeated the outburst. 'Keep
your eyes to yourself!' My friend's friend shrugged his shoulders in response, still
wondering what was up. At this point he was told in no uncertain terms, 'Keep your eyes
off HER!' He just smiled in reply, finally realizing that it was probably her husband, who
addressed him. He simply shook his head in disbelief and walked away."
"That's like a story from out of the dark ages," I said.
"Oh, tell me, how would you have responded?" said Helen.
"If I had been a bystander I might have asked the man, why he doesn't keep his
private zoo locked up," I said and began to laugh. "Obviously, that's how the irate man
was regarding his wife. Of course, as the woman's friend I wouldn't say that to her
husband. Saying simply, aha, might have been my response too," I said to Helen. "But
how would you have responded in such a situation?"
"No Peter, you should ask me how I DID respond when my friend told me about
the incidence," said Helen, and grinned. "I responded in the only manner I could. I healed
the situation. I enveloped the man in Love that would protect him. I reached out to him. I
uplifted him. I put him right smack into the middle of the lateral lattice where Love is the
natural background of our being. I realized that on this natural platform, where his
humanity is touched and enriched by all of us, he would have to laugh at his own
outbursts. And that is what he later did do, Peter. He laughed about it and apologized to
his wife. He even suggested that she should invite the man, her friend, for coffee so that
he could convey his apology to him. It took a couple of weeks for this to happen, Peter,
but it happened."
Helen began to laugh again, and added that the husband even apologized to her,
for having thought that she had been responsible for her friend's allowing herself to be in
Love with another man. "So you see, it can become rather funny getting into trouble," she
said. She added, that her friend's husband likewise began to realize that the whole affair

had been rather silly. "But the most profound outcome from all of this," said Helen, "was
his changed attitude towards his wife. He began to recognize that the man, who had fallen
in Love with his wife, was totally right when he said to her that her very being in the
world made it a richer and brighter place. He was impressed by the honesty, when his
wife told him about it, so much that it opened his own eyes and uplifted his attitude
towards her onto the same higher level of appreciation and sense of Love. Helen said,
that he eventually even felt grateful that he wasn't the only man around who could see
that wonderful reality. That's the effect of Truth. It changed their marriage. It uplifted it.
It brightened it."
"Of course, the whole thing could also have ended in complete disaster," I
interrupted Helen. "Husbands like that are probably rare."
"Maybe not," said Helen. "Maybe they shouldn't be rare."
Helen gave me an example. "Suppose you meet a woman in the business world
and you fall in love with her. It could be that this person responds to you in a similar
wonderful manner. Suppose you wanted to return the favor to keep the unfolding glow
going. Suppose you decide to present this person a small gift to show your appreciation.
That puts you into the shoes of my friend's friend. Could you really do this loving thing
that is deeply anchored in your Soul? In the conventional sphere you wouldn't be able to
do anything like that. If you did, you would open up a great big can of worms related to
the sexual barriers, marriage contracts, dating, gaining favors, property rights, that kind
of stuff. What would the woman have to think of you and your intentions? Still, you may
want to be honest and say hello in a special way that reflects the Love that you feel in
your heart. And that is where you would probably go wrong. Would you put this person
into a terrible bind if you presented to her your present? That is what this man may have
realized, who fell in love with my friend. If he had done what most men might have had
intended to do, he would have moved her outside of the universal domain of the lateral
lattice and isolated her in some fashion by drawing her into a special relationship with
himself. So he couldn't do this, right? Knowing what you know now, you probably
wouldn't respond that way either. You probably wouldn't respond at all. That's also the
situation that most people would find themselves in, under such circumstances. That's a
tragic outcome, isn't it, that such a tiny loving gesture isn't possible? How much of the
flow of Love has been prevented in this manner from unfolding that could have
brightened our world? And who knows how much of that kind of failure in the difficult
moments stands behind the larger failures that now threaten civilization and mankind as a
whole?"
"Except in your friend's case the escalating tragedy was avoided," I interrupted
her.
"When someone understands the principle of the complex domain, it becomes
possible to accomplish what cannot be accomplished on a lower level," said Helen.
"Suddenly people recognize that the door isn't closed anymore. It is not closed in the
complex domain. So Peter, tell me, how would you go about fulfilling your dream,
knowing what you know now, if you were the man who fell in love with my friend?"

"Hmmm, I suppose, if the lateral lattice defines the principle of our civilization, I
would have to bring my light into it to brighten the whole scene," I replied, "but how?" I
shrugged my shoulders. "I can't imagine."
Helen nodded. "You could bring some flowers to where she works. Maybe you
could bring the flowers in tribute to all of the people who work there with her, and
present the flowers to them together in appreciation of the service you have received from
the business that she represents, thereby including everyone. That would be honest, Peter,
because such a person would likely uplift everyone there in some fashion too, and your
appreciation would acknowledge this. Wouldn't she be able to accept such a gift?"
"You're a genius!" I interrupted her. "That would work, it would brighten her
whole day, and everyone else's too. Is that what really happened."
Helen nodded. "I have been told that the man was scared stiff to do this, but he did
it. I have been told, that it also brightened his day by just being able to do this. That's
probably an exaggeration, Peter, but it illustrates the process that unfolds in the lateral
lattice by which we can uplift an entire nation, even humanity as a whole. This may be
the only process available to us to avoid nuclear war. In real terms peace isn't a political
issue, or a technological issue, or a military or ideological issue. It is an issue of our
humanity, and our universal loving. It is an issue of giving expression to the Spirit of
Love. Any other approach to understanding Love has no substance. But why shouldn't we
be able to reach for the substance of Love and create brighter days for one-another?"
I nodded in agreement. I was tempted to add diplomacy to the list of processes
without substance, which had become of late just another facet of the imperial wargames.
"It isn't that the Principle of Universal Love needs to be invented by us," said
Helen, since I didn't say anything but simply nodded. "We all have it within us to be in
Love. Universal Love is in our heart. It is in our Soul. You wouldn't be here if this
weren't so. We want to be in Love with one-another. However, I am also saying that if we
had been allowing ourselves to respond to its Principle more freely, seeing that it is
already lodged in our heart as human beings, on the platform of the lateral lattice, the
tragedy of World War II might not have happened. In that case, Hitler might have never
been allowed to think that the whole German nation is his private zoo, to do with as he
pleases. So, it's all a matter of recognizing the aspects of Principle involved, Peter, and
having the courage of standing up for the underlying Principle that defines our humanity
and our civilization."

Helen paused to catch her breath and then continued. "If we do this we can start a
New Renaissance in our time, Peter. With you being here with me, discovering new
aspects of Love, which you had actually always known, moves the process a step
forward. Then the past with all the tragedies that happened, is water down the creek. We
cannot change what has been done, but we can change our response by changing

ourselves, and with it the course of the future. We can begin to discover the wonders of
Love that we already have in our grasp, and never realized we had, and discover Love's
expressions that all people are able to respond to, because Love's principle is also
everyone's principle, a universal principle. Nothing in the world draws us more closely
together into one family, the family of man, than our community in universal Principle,
the Principle of our humanity, of our Soul, and of our Love. It may appear to you like a
great task to create peace based on Love, but I think we can do it. We must do it, and not
only, because the alternative is unthinkable, but mainly because there simply isn't
anything more wonderful and profound in the world than to be in Love. So, should we
not give it ever wider horizons in our life?"
I said yes, and hugged her for this.

She gave me another example. She told me that she had been in Peru a couple of
weeks earlier. A person from London, whom she had been in contact with for some time,
had invited her for a month long tour of Peru.
"Lima, Lake Titicaca, Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Pucallpa?" I interrupted her. The
names of the places sounded like music to me.
"Oh, you've been there too, have you?" she said, and began to smile.
"I have been there many times Helen, but only in my dreams," I replied. "This kind
of traveling is way beyond my means as a junior diplomat. The salary isn't phenomenal.
By the time all the regular payments are made, there is so little left. World traveling
remains but a dream."
"I know what you mean," she said. "Still, you have missed a great opportunity to
explore elements of Love that are fast disappearing in our world. Our world has become
focused on getting, and keeping, and privatizing everything, on making the world
smaller," said Helen. "It appears that Peru hasn't been as badly darkened yet, as much of
the Western World has become. You'd love Peru."
I began to smile at the thought.
"Peru is a beautiful country of steaming jungles, immensely high mountain ranges,
deeply carved canyons, high river valleys, and rain forests reaching as high as 10,000 feet
above sea level," said Helen. "There are desert-like coastal lowlands in front of the
mountains that stretch endlessly for 1,400 miles along the coast. Since 8000 BC people
have made a living in the area of today's Peru. They lived of farming, fishing, raising
livestock, and getting wool from the alpaca and guanaco. The most beautiful part of Peru,
of course are its people that are touched by this vast and rough land. When people make a
living in this overwhelming harsh environment, they tend to become more supportive of
one-another. They have to be that, just to survive. This, too, is an element of Love, and a
beautiful element it is. It is grand to be touched by it."

Helen laughed before she continued. "Did you know that there are nearly as many
people living in Mexico City right now, as in all of Peru, in this giant land? The human
presence is so slight there that the human being stands out more profoundly with a
spiritual kind of beauty, of the kind that one rarely finds in the crowded cities."
Helen told me that the sound of the panpipe draws the people together in this
vastly diverse land, and also with the land. The sound echoes somewhat the deep features
of our common humanity and the sense of beauty that is a natural element of it. She said
it was a treat to have been there, and this in more ways than one. She spoke about the
highland plains, and Lake Titicaca with its floating villages of bundled reeds that support
a water-born culture 12,000 feet above sea level. She said that the floating villages were
once built a long time ago to escape the invaders.
She also spoke about Machu Picchu, the fabled city in the clouds, of the once great
Inca Empire. When Europe began its Renaissance, the Andean civilization had seen a
similar development that gave it its greatest, and possibly most benign empire ever. In the
course of a single century the Inca had managed to control and uplift much of the Andean
region, some 2,500 miles in length. She said that this period, a period of cultural
achievement, had lasted until the Inca fell to the Spanish invaders a few decades before
Europe itself was plunged into eighty years of war. Later, when Napoleon invaded Spain,
Peru's struggle for independence from the Spaniards began, and from the scourge of
empire. The struggle finally succeeded in the early 1820s, only to open the door to a new
string of evils, the evils of civil wars, anarchy, great suffering, and great economic
degradation. And all of this was followed by the horrors of the War of the Pacific in the
late 1800s, and finally by the rise of the modern age of narco-terrorism.
Helen said, that in spite of all this endless trail of tragedy, Love has remained a
strong presence in the heart of the people.
"The Andean people endured," said Helen. She began to smile now. "With Love in
their heart, the Inca's legacy endured with them and remained a strong presence. It
endured in works of silver, copper, gold, pottery, and especially textiles. The beautiful
creations that have been preserved are testaments of Love shaping a people's culture.
They are testaments of the people's humanity, of themselves, and of their beautiful Soul.
We were told that Inca hand-weavings have never been surpassed to the present day, both
in beauty and in fineness. It is no wonder than that the Inca had pioneered the
fundamental technologies of modern textile manufacturing. They also had been builders
and engineers. They had been builders of roads, bridges, cities, temples, and
fortifications. The Inca had been fine craftsmen in construction, especially in the art of
stone construction."
Helen pointed out, that all of this is still very much visible today. "I see in these
beautiful, fine, and often majestic creations a sense of love that must have existed in this
land in spite of the harsh times that often had become a way of life."

Helen added, "And still, high above all of that soars the Condor, the great bird of
the high Andes, in which the people see an echo of their freedom and dominion, which
they value highly in their hearts, but have seldom ever attained politically and socially.
Nevertheless, they reach for it, and they somehow sense that there is a link in all that to
universal Love."

Helen suggested that all human elements are in some measure reflections of Love,
inspiring a loving of what people already are as human beings. "And on this vast plain of
our universal humanity all the countless elements of Love come together like the
countless grains of sand on the seashore of Truth," she added. "They come together; they
are mingling with the waters; they are driven by the winds, being powered by the
Universe itself."
"Will we live long enough to embrace all aspects of Love, and all the aspects of
the universal Kiss?" I asked.
"Not by a long way," said Helen. "But why does it matter? It seems to be sufficient
just to embrace the seashore, and begin the healing," she added.

Helen grinned. "So, what do you say now, Peter? Was it right for me to invite you
here?"
I grinned. It occurred to me that the kind of answer that was needed for such a
question could only be conveyed with another kiss.
"You've been so wonderfully generous with me," I said after the kiss. "I'm lost for
words to thank you, Helen."
"Generous?" she repeated. "You are wrong Peter. "I have not been generous at all.
In the land of universal Love that concept is not valid."
"No, you have been most generous!" I replied. "Why would I deny that?"
"But you are denying it right now, Peter," she said with a gentle smile. "Universal
Love isn't something we create. It is a part of us. If we find ourselves in the lateral lattice,
where the strands of our love bind us all to one-another, we find these strands of
universal Love reflecting the Principle of our being. We can't help that. We live as we are
designed to live as human beings, according to the universal Soul of our humanity. How
is it possible to speak of generosity then? Can Love be something exceptional and not be
universal? The concept of Love as being something exceptional, has no place in the
lateral lattice of hearts."
She explained that in this universal sense, generosity is an invalid concept. "Of
course we can deny ourselves in this regard," she said, "and place ourselves outside of

that lattice. Naturally, this puts us into a poor and lonely place. I have a lot of experience
with that. I have done that for a long time. Most people do that. This denial goes deep.
Mostly, we aren't even aware of it."
Helen suggested that the entire notion of Love being something exceptional, came
to an end for her when she was forced to look at what is real, as she needed this deep
honesty in order to support her friend that day in his time of a great crisis in hospital.
"Sure, generosity is an attribute of Love. But it is not an exceptional attribute,
Peter. As the result of my support for my friend's healing, the flow of healing started a
healing in myself," said Helen. "I began to find myself likewise to be an integral part of
the universal lateral lattice in which Love is universally expressed. Once I realized this, a
lot of the concepts that I had submitted myself to, no longer seemed valid. Personal
generosity was one of the concepts that fell away. The general sense of generosity is that
one gives something up that one values, in order to thereby enrich another persons' life.
But how can self-deprivation be deemed generous? That's illogical even in the common
sense of the term. However, that's not possible in the universal lateral lattice, is it? The
more we let our loving unfold, the brighter it will be, and with it the Light that lights our
own day becomes brighter. The greatest platform for peace that has ever been established
has been built on promoting what is of advantage to the other. Nothing of value is ever
given up when this is implemented. Only that, which is given up as a sacrifice, makes the
world dark.
"The conventional sense of generosity doesn't apply in the domain of Love," Helen
continued. "Only universal Truth applies. In Truth, Love is generous. That's its nature.
Thus the more we find ourselves living in Love, the richer we become. We don't sacrifice
anything in the process of loving, except our stupidity and our narrow-minded mentality.
We can only become richer by the process of being in Love, never poorer. That's a hard
one to believe, right? Still, I would even say that ultimately our loving isn't at all a
personal thing. Love is in our Soul. It is an aspect of everyone's Soul. It is a part of the
Principle of our being. We all want to live in the universal lateral lattice. We want to live
as we have been designed to live, and that is richer than what we are prepared to accept."
"In this case, Love alone, as universal Love, may be deemed generous," I
interjected.
"You've been touched by it to some degree, and you say wow! That is why you
embraced Erica, and now me. You say to me, how generous you are, and you thank me.
Instead, you should thank Love. Its Principle is Light, the light of life. And don't think for
one minute that the unfolding of this Principle will ever stop. It won't stop. I speak from
experience, Peter. I find that the process of becoming open to the wonders of Love has
just begun."
"It's the Principle of Love then, which is enormously generous, isn't it?" I
interjected.

"Love is the Principle of the Sun, Peter. Love is as generous as the Sun is with its
sunshine. Still, I also sense that this isn't what you had in mind earlier. You came across
as if you felt you had been treated exceptionally well. That is not a possibility. Could the
Sun treat anyone exceptionally well? Love is exceptional only in comparison with the
conventional world where the overflowing generosity of Love is rarely allowed to
unfold."
"I suppose, what I really should have said to you, is, thanks Helen for being such a
wonderful human being," I said, and smiled at her. "I suppose that would have sufficed.
In fact, it would have said more."
"Of course saying this would not have been necessary, either," said Helen.
"I know," I replied and nodded. "A human being is wonderful by design, if only
we would all allow ourselves to open our eyes to it, so that in that case, the fact doesn't
need to be stated, since it is already understood," she said.
"I suppose, a simple thanks would have been enough," I said to her.
Helen just nodded, and smiled. "A kiss would have sufficed," she said. "Indeed it
has already. Your kiss acknowledged loud and clear what is hard to put into words. What
we shared last night was all an element of our universal Kiss, was it not? And that Kiss
too, was greater than us. We merely gave it expression. It was our acknowledgement of
the reality of universal Love, in our life. It may well be that this Kiss acknowledged more
of the Principle of our being than we comprehended intellectually, or made an effort so
far to fully comprehend intellectually. The kiss came from the heart. It unfolded
spiritually in the complex domain. It unfolded in the complex domain as the universal
Kiss, because a kiss is an active expression. A kiss can never be passive. Love's Kiss can
never be passive. The tragedy of the world is that the Principle of Universal Love has
been lost sight of. Society let its life become dark and poor, without a trace of the Kiss of
Love in mind. The universal Kiss is not a free gift from heaven. It demands a lot of
honesty with oneself. Without that this honesty, it cannot be felt and it becomes lost to us
and drifts away with the wind."

The last comment seemed like a puzzle to me. It seemed to make sense, but I
couldn't figure out why.
By the time we were finished getting dressed in this science-type atmosphere,
interrupted by a few quick snacks as on the night before, I noticed on the clock that it was
already way past noon, though not quite evening yet. "Is the clock accurate?" I said, as I
pointed to it.
"Gosh, what happened to the time?" said Helen. "I have to be at the airport at
eight-thirty. I'm booked on the red-eye to Moscow. The clock is accurate. I need to get
going."

I offered to drive her. In order to save time, we had dinner together on the way to
picking the Micra up at the hotel. We had already missed lunch by then, and breakfast
had consisted of nothing but a few snacks. I was hungry by then, she probably too. Helen
said not to worry. She said that she knew a place that caters to hungry people. We
stopped at what appeared to be the most prominent downtown restaurant in Leipzig. The
place was busy. She said not to worry as the place was known for its efficiency, just as it
was known for its plentiful servings. She was right.

On the way to the airport, an hour later, I commented on her trip that would take
her right into the very heart of the "communist" world, to Moscow. She began to laugh
and waved her finger at me as a schoolteacher might, at a slow learner.
"There is no such thing as a capitalist world or a communist world," she said. And
she said it with a smile. "There is only one world, Peter, a human world, which is a divine
world. The lateral lattice is where we come all together and that makes us all one. If you
look at the world honestly, the communist ideals and the true capitalist ideals are all
related to fulfilling the human needs. We tie ourselves into knots in various ways over
irrelevant issues. We do this in religion too. Sometimes these knots seem totally
impossible to solve. But when we enter the complex domain of universal Love and the
universal welfare of society, then suddenly the communist world, and the capitalist
world, both disappear as relevant issues, and the human world comes to the foreground.
That's like finding the solution to doubling the square, or solving the puzzle of the most
complex knot. Until our world comes to light in the complex domain, the political
problems will remain a mystery that no one can solve. Unfortunately, people are not
allowed to be thinking in the complex domain, where solutions can be found. We live in
an Aristotelian and Euclidean world. You should have seen some of the childish attempts
that were made at doubling the square at our table in front of the railway station. The
people who were daring enough to meet the challenge all approached the problem from
the false premise that is being taught today. They pursued every angle except resorting to
the higher level standpoint that lies in the complex domain where the solution is simple.
Unfortunately, that is how people attempt to deal with communism and capitalism, or
marriage, or religion, or nuclear war. It is not possible to solve those knots at the level at
which people's thinking itself, is tied into knots.
"So you say that you are not going to enter the heart of the communist world?" I
asked.
"I am going to Russia," said Helen with a sense of pride. "I have been invited to
help with a youth project. I'll be working with a lot of fine young people. The youth tends
to be more open-minded."
"Will you teach them about the complex domain and the lateral lattice?" I asked.

"Not teach, Peter. I will tell them about it. In the complex domain no teaching is
needed. Of course you know all that. You proved this to yourself this morning. Are we
not all human beings? Are we not all able to see with the mind's eye as Plato and Socrates
suggest that we are able?"
I had to agree that she was right. If one is right, one is right.

On the way to the airport, we stopped briefly at the hospital where her pianist
friend was recovering from his wounded fingers. He cried when he saw our offering of
support. The thought of being able to continue his career as a musician, by playing the
violin, which had always been his dream, brought a smile to his face among a shower of
tears of emotions. He said something to the effect that he could never repay us for our gift
that would now enable him to acquire a fine instrument. I suggested that a repayment
wasn't needed. I suggested that he should invite us instead to his first virtuoso
performance of the Mendelssohn concerto.
He protested that the Mendelssohn is too hard to play. Helen asked him not to limit
himself. She then laughed and added that the Beethoven concerto would do just fine, or
the Tchaikovsky concerto, and that he could play it wherever he liked, in Berlin,
Amsterdam, Paris, Moscow, New York, wherever it would be most convenient. She said,
we would be there.
Unfortunately, we couldn't stay long.

When Helen and I were uttering our fare-well wishes at the airport, I called her,
"dearest," the way I had wished to address Erica before, and had failed. Now, finally, I
said it. I said it out loud, dearest! It came out so naturally. But I wasn't prepared for the
response I got.
She waved a finger at me again as though I had said something naughty. She
smiled. "Dearest, is an impossibility," she said. "Dearest, violates the principle of the
universality of Love. In Love we are all one. In the universal lateral lattice, the concept of
someone being dearest is not valid. The concept has no foundation. It is not supported by
the Principle of our being. It exists outside of the lattice of Love in some fantasyland.
Dearest, is a hierarchical concept that is invalid in the lateral lattice down to its very core.
If you had called me, dear, that I could have accepted. But, dearest? The concept is a
contradiction of the Principle that it relates to. This makes it an impossibility," she said
and grinned. "But don't worry. I predict, Peter, that your expressing Love will expand to
such an extent that the concept of dearest will drift out of sight, if you're honest with
yourself. It will then envelop many women and men and they'd be standing side by side
with you. That's what happens in being in Love. That's inevitable if your loving reflects
the Principle of our being. I can also assure you that every new loving that unfolds in this
manner, if you let it unfold, will be as grand as any other, as our universal loving must
necessarily be. There won't be anyone dearest then!"

"This means that I can't call my wife, dearest, ever again," I said astonished.
Helen nodded. "That is your wife's security," she said, "because you can't call, or
regard, anyone else, dearest, either. Nor could you ever embrace your wife in any lesser
way, or she you." Helen began to laugh. "Love can never be isolated, be privatized, or be
something small. It can only be as full and as universal as the sunshine is bright.
Shouldn't all expressions of Love be like that? The fact is, universality is the Principle of
Love."
"I think this is true," I said in reply. "The very fact that we spent last night together
testifies that what you just said, is true."
Helen nodded.
"I guess I must have taken a few steps forward then," I said. "I guess the concept
of, dearest, is in effect a denial of Love, and that might have been the reason why I failed
to call Erica, dearest."
"Oh it is, but there exists an exception to the rule, one specific case in which,
dearest, is a valid concept. This case comes to light when you lift the concept into the
complex domain," said Helen with a serious look in her face. "The term, dearest, doesn't
have to signify a hierarchical condition, and it wouldn't in the complex domain that
unfolds in my sacrament. The hierarchical kind of, dearest, has no place in the lateral
lattice that exists only in the sacrament. But the concept of, dearest, can also in the
highest context signify an absolute quality, a universal quality that borders on the infinite.
Shouldn't you be able to envelop humanity with the dearest and brightest possible
expression of Love imaginable, a loving that is as bright as the Sun and as universal as
the sunshine? The concept of dearest is valid as an absolute that applies to all. In this case
the concept, dearest, would apply to the lateral lattice and describe everyone. This
absolute sense is in fact ultimately necessary in order to describe a functioning where the
flow of Love is the dearest concept imaginable. But this wasn't what you had meant, was
it? Still, I love you for having voiced your affection in that sweet way, even if what you
said wasn't completely scientifically correct."
She concluded her acceptance of my gesture with a kiss and a hug, and then
another kiss as we smiled at one-another totally satisfied that these had been wonderful
three days that we had.
"Why have I never met a woman like you before, Helen? Living with you made
me feel so amazingly human, like one ought to feel, nice and cuddly, and satisfied, and
rich."
"The reason is, Peter, that the American women have been deprived of normal
relationships, may be not all directly, but all are affected by the perversion of culture that
has taken place with the massive increase in the circumcision. With 70% of all American
men being sexually mutilated, even over 90% in some areas, very few women in America
had a chance to have a normal relationship. The mutilation has robbed the men of a major
portion of their sexual sensitivity, while the process of the 'amputation' itself is dramatic

enough to have lifelong consequences for them. It would be surprising if this didn't leave
deep social scars in the wake and wouldn't have far reaching ripple effects impacting the
entire chain of social relationships. It also affected the way they relate to themselves, and
of also to family, and to women, and to other men.
"The circumcision affects everything, Peter. I hadn't realized how deep-reaching
the differences are until I spent some time in the Ukraine doing research there. The
circumcision is roughly as dominant there as in the USA. I learned there first hand what it
is like to live with mutilated men. I couldn't have a relationship with any of them, as we
had here. Being all twisted up they seek excessive admiration with a sense of entitlement
as if the world owed them - but even as they almost demand this slavish attention, they
are interpersonally exploitative and lack empathy to the point of being arrogant and
haughty in their behaviors and attitudes. Who wants to live with a man who has a
grandiose sense of self-importance and is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited
success, power and brilliance? These men have strange ideals of love and believe that
they are unique and "special" and demand to be acknowledged that way. This tells me
that most American women, who have been subjected to this for a long time, and to the
resulting cultural twists and consequences, have been severely cheated. They lack a
platform to develop normal relationships. They don't know what normal is. You are
affected by this too, Peter, to some degree. That's why you find me so different and
special. Of course I relish it when somebody is impressed by the difference. That's why I
loved us being together. You'd be amazed by what one Ukrainian man said to me, who
was trying to pick me up. He was annoyed that I turned him down. He said in a rage as if
to justify himself, 'we have a rule here: if it floats, or flies, or screws, rent it.'"
"Oh you can hear this in America too," I said to her. "It's becoming increasingly
customary to rent everything - boats, airplanes, apartments, cars, and so on. You don't
have to maintain what you rent. Increasingly women are looked at in this way too. That's
how a society grinds down into a failed mess."
"It doesn't have to be that way, Peter. Take me home with you in spirit and heal
your world with the power of the sacrament. In fact, I hope you will do this, because then
the three days we spent here together will have been well spent, rather than having been a
holiday for you. In the sacrament there is no standing still. A holiday becomes a
renaissance, and a kind thought a healing. If you follow this path we will always be
together, and why shouldn't we be forever close as children of a common, universal,
humanity that we are all a part of. That's the lateral lattice, Peter, and the sacrament is a
healing acknowledgement of it."

In the final moments before parting, we embraced one-another once more. She
said something to the effect that I shouldn't be surprised if I would find it difficult to
think in absolute terms, but shouldn't forget the sacrament that links to the absolute. She
said that I, not being used to thinking in this complex manner, might find it difficult to
remember many of the details that we have talked about. She said however that I
shouldn't worry about it. The details are not important compared to the Principle, the

sacrament, and Love that makes its own demands. She also said that she hoped she had
helped me in a small way to turn my life around towards the Principle of Universal Love
that is our link to the complex domain where we discover everything that really counts,
even God as Love and Truth, without which even the Universe would not exist.
She kissed me once more in the final moment, hastily now, as the last boarding
call for her flight was announced. There was a sense of urgency in the air suddenly as the
flight had previously been delayed for an hour.

In saying her final good bye, she added, "I love you dearest!" She said it while she
stepped through the boarding gate.
"I love you and I kiss you!" I called out to her, adding, "dearest!"
She looked back once more, and waved, and grinned, before she disappeared.
I just stood there, petrified for a moment, still smiling.

I walked away long moments later from this place of parting, with a smile that
wouldn't fade, for no parting had really taken place. I couldn't feel any sense of parting.
The world didn't seem empty all of a sudden without her presence. This parting felt
totally different than my parting with Erica. There was no sadness in the parting this time.
Her spirit was reflected everywhere. It was reflected in me; in the way I began to look at
other people. The airport was crowded, but the crowd didn't bother me. It represented
something rich.
I remembered a book of photographs that I had seen a long time ago, by a leading
photojournalist. They were photographs of people in countless different situations. I had
played a game with myself at the time when I looked at these photographs. I imagined
what the scenes would 'feel' like without any people in them. The resulting scenes then
seemed empty and void. I remembered that I was astounded by the effect this had. Now I
was astounded by the manner in which it became echoed in the opposite way, in which
the crowd appeared more precious in the light that Helen had shed onto the whole of
humanity with her profoundly-wide sense of Love, such as I had never known before.
This sense of universal Love was now an amazing presence that enveloped all, and me
with it.

As I drove away from the airport, the thought came like a dark shadow over me,
that perhaps much of this sun-filled world of wonders that I had experienced with both
Erica and Helen, would likely soon fade away and out of sight. I realized that the
scientific foundation for the sunshine had evidently not been developed in my own mind,
and been drawn by my own struggles out of my own heart and Soul. Even the Principle

of Universal Love that had been central to so much that Helen and I had talked about and
I had experienced, would likely soon become an enigma again.
But as I ruminated, driving the car in the fading light of the nightfall, the thought
hit me like a blinding light that this dreaded loss could be prevented if I was to find a way
to discover the Principle of Universal Love on the path of my own footsteps, brought to
light with the power of my own scientific resources. With that thought dawning, the
promise seemed bright. What had happened and had been experienced, suddenly came to
light as but an example of what is possible evermore. I realized in this dawning that
Helen would always have a place in my heart as the bright star on the horizon of living
Love, that she was, which she said I too have the capacity for in the light that unfolds
from our humanity, which we all share. I realized that in my own work and honest
struggles, that the sun-fill episode, that we had together so briefly, would resurface again
and again, and come to light in ways that are forever new in the flow of that 'New Golden
Renaissance' that now beckoned on the horizon.
"Thank you, Helen, dearest!" I said quietly, as I drove back to the hotel in the
darkening of the unfolding night. I dropped the car off there, and bought a ticket for a
symphony concert. I discovered Sibelius as a classical composer that night. I discovered
in his symphony Number One that he not only understood what Helen called "the
Profound Sacrament," but that he also gave expression to it powerfully with his music.
He had already celebrated a century earlier, in his time, what Helen had taken a step
further into what we had celebrated together for the last three days. Sibelius' music, and
our time together, thus became intertwined in yet another increment of the Profound
Sacrament.

Part III - In the Complex Domain

Chapter 12 - The Ogarkov Plan
For the lack of anything better to do, I resumed my assigned duty at the beach the
next day, looking for Ursula Fleischer. As it was, I hadn't been at the beach for long when
I fell asleep.
I was awakened out of a deep sleep by a group of men talking nearby. At first I
thought I was dreaming. I heard them discussing Marshall Ogarkov's plan for waging and
winning a nuclear war against Western Europe. What a terrible thing to wake up to. I had
been briefed about the Ogarkov Plan. The little that I knew, was classified information
that I barely qualified to have access to, but here on the beach, it was talked about right in
the open. This was supposed to be the darkest secret of the Cold War; Marshal Ogarkov's
war plan based on the long-standing principles of Soviet strategic doctrine.
The men's conversation confirmed everything that I knew about it; that the
Ogarkov Plan called for a nuclear blitz that would tie down and destroy all the American
strategic forces in Europe, in one single strike. This is something that I had never really
accepted at face value. The plan assumed that the USA wouldn't retaliate, or would
retaliate just slightly, in response to the 'minimal' American losses in Europe. One of the
men said that the nuclear winter theory had been disproved by extensive research in wave
action phenomena, and that the ozone depletion scare had been disproved likewise, which
he said, made winning a nuclear war a "reasonable proposition.
What insanity this was, even to think in such terms! I was shocked.
The men were talking to one-another in English. It appeared that they felt secure in
their imagined privacy since they were by no means whispering.
I had been sleeping in the grass not far from them. Now I was spying on them as
Leroy might have. What came out of it turned this day at the beach into one of the most
interesting and frightening hours I had spent there. They were talking about things that I
had heard presented as theories, hushed up under a blanket of secrecy under the code
name of the "Ogarkov Plan." Those theories have had little meaning to me. I had
dismissed them as just a bunch of hypothetical speculation. This illusion ended when
these men boasted about the far-reaching nature of those theories, which they said had
already become policy. Obviously, the policies had been far advanced, according to their
raving, and considering the fact that they dared to discuss the 'project' openly. For me,
these officially guarded secrets were pulled out of the closet of the theoretical and put
into the real life perspective that became a horror-show unfolding in my mind.
It wasn't that I was scared to be caught eavesdropping. Their talk was scary. The
men talked confidently. They spoke as though the Soviet Union was already at war with
the West, backed up by a far reaching network of 'friends' who had infiltrated not only
key military institutions of the West, but also key posts in the U.S. in the State
Department, the White House, and top positions in the world-financial system.

"Do you remember the Bay of Pigs affair?" said one of the men. "The Americans
had hatched a plan to attack and sink one of their own Navy ships, in order to create a
pretext for starting a war with Cuba. Kennedy stopped that. But it was nevertheless a
clever idea for starting a war. We might rekindle this idea in Europe and inspire the
Americans to fire the opening shot from Europe. We might yet inspire them to start the
nuclear war that we want, by getting them to stage a terrorist act against themselves that
would blow everything up. This would open the door to a crisis in which we would
instantly have the upper hand. If we can convince the Americans that they would gain
financially and politically from this kind of insanity, military research indicates, that the
Americans could be induced to do this to themselves and then hide the reasons for it."
The man began to laugh.
The other man burst into laughter moments later.
"Didn't we convince them already to railroad their most advanced strategist into
jail on our behalf?" said the first man, defending his earlier comment, while he laughed
some more as if this was the biggest joke of the day.
All the other men laughed in agreement.
"No, Kurt, that has really happened. That's not a joke," said the first man. "That's
history. I think the man's name is LaRouche. The Soviet Communist Party, through its
underground channels demanded his arrest. Rumors have it that even Gorbachev was
behind this. LaRouche's name has been so thoroughly trashed and dragged through the
mud, that the man's influence has been totally disabled for all times to come. That is how
we got the Americans to destroy one of their foremost patriots, and it cost us nothing
more than writing a letter demanding the man's removal."
The man added that America is full of traitors who sell their soul for a penny, and
that the vast majority of these traitors have been so quietly manipulated and motivated,
that they may not even be aware of the valuable services they are rendering to the Soviet
Union and to the ever-expanding world of communism."
"There is no limit to what our American traitors will do for us, with whom we
have a working relationship through the British, who have been aiming to destroy
America ever since it defied their empire and became independent," said another chap
and laughed. "The British are winning. Some of the highest-level positions in the
American government are staffed by British agents, and some of them are also Israeli
agents serving the British. The British Empire, which is the world empire, wants America
eliminated, destroyed, wiped off the map. The American's special relationship with the
British is the conduit for this to happen. The Soviet Union is using this conduit. It's all
built into the Ogarkov Plan. Of course, once the plan unfolds the Empire will cease to
exist, and Israel likewise. Communism will then be the savior of the world."
"We have learned the art of the subversive game from British intelligence during
the war," said one of the men, "and the British have learned this from the Venetian
Empire that had invented subversive diplomacy hundreds of years ago."

All the men laughed at this.
Then one of them said that all of the involuntary traitors to their country, were
doing more towards helping Communism than all of the Soviet Union's hired agents
could in open diplomacy, and the traitors did this simply by doing what they normally do
in their small-minded thinking, which he said is destructive enough.
"They are our best allies," one of the men joked to the other, "all that we have to
do is let them do their thing, and mop up the pieces afterwards, and we will! Just look at
the United States," he said rather pleased with himself. "One by one their defenses have
come down and new ones are not being built, except for some paper kites that don't
amount to anything. Their scientific elite is being eroded through open attacks by the
anti-technology lobby, at our bidding, and by the removal of funds for real science. That's
what our British friends have arranged. They are doing it sneakily with environmentalist
attacks, which we quietly encourage through the underground. Those attacks are designed
to generate a glaring lack of public trust in their leaders, and in science itself. The
American New World Order has made enormous progress on this road. We are not
responsible for that, but we applaud it. And the best thing is, we have helped to bring
much of this about with our hidden campaigns of slander against their very best people.
The Americans have even persecuted their most-able pioneers in NASA at our 'bidding.'
They have persecuted their best leaders in the leading-edge space-related industries. This
kind of insanity gives us great advantages, at no cost to us. They have even shut down
their most advanced machine-tool makers when they ran into financial problems. All of
this was easily done with a little 'help' from our capitalist friends. The Americans shut
their own industries down without any complaints or even a whimper. Hitler had never
developed this kind of destructive capability with his bombing campaigns, that we have
acquired subversively over the last half a century, and it has cost us practically nothing."
"Are you saying that we have turned America into our private zoo?" said another
man with a high pitched voice, and began to laugh.
"I thought the British Empire lays claim to that fame," said still another. "I thought
it was the British-centered private banking empire that owns the American zoo."
"What do they call this officially?" said the man with the high pitched voice. "I
think they call this zoo-to-zoo-keeper relationship, their 'special' relationship?" He began
to laugh again. "It looks to me as if the British have consented to let us play our games at
will in their privatized zoo," he added, still laughing.
"Anyway, that is how we can prepare the ground for a nuclear war that we can
win," said the man who spoke previously. "That is how we can win with certainty. We
have already cut off America's foremost leaders from the population, and got them
eliminated one way or another, and got people promoted that help us. Of course the
process has just begun. And the best thing is, it costs us nothing. We throw out a few
peanuts and some free bananas for the monkeys in the zoo, and the animals come running
to us, as animals do."

Then all the men began to laugh and said something about bananas.
"It's a real shame!" said one of them, and kept on laughing.
"Yes, and it is lucky for us," said the first man. "It won't take long until the Soviet
Union will be the only major country on Earth that has any significant military strength
left. Then the world will be completely under Soviet control," he added.
"Don't be so sure about that," said the man with the high pitched voice. "We
assume a lot of things. But how certain can we be? At the deeper levels of the game, the
movements become less visible to the observer. Ask any chess player and he will tell you
that's how the game is played. So it is totally possible that the British Empire, which
doesn't officially exist anymore, is itself a slave to a higher-level imperial elite that plays
booth the American and the British idiots, together with the Soviet Union as a bunch of
dumb animals in its private zoo. And this elite may in turn be but slaves to still other
forces, and so on. For all we know, the Soviet Union itself may have become a part of the
private zoo of those hidden masters. Couldn't this be the case behind the scenes, without
anyone of us being aware of it? Maybe those hidden masters are playing us as a zoo, just
like we think we play the Americans and believe that we are in control. Maybe the hidden
masters want us to carry out this Ogarkov game, and get us and America to destroy oneanother. Afterwards they come in and take over. They'll take our oil, and whatever else
we've got. Maybe they are playing us off like the Romans did the gladiators in their grand
arenas. Maybe the Ogarkov Plan is just another banana that they throw into the trough for
us to swallow." This time the man with the high pitched voice didn't laugh.
"The Ogarkov Plan is real," said the first man. "Just open your eyes. The
implementation is already in progress. As far as I know the fuel supply pipelines are
already being stockpiled in our country, for the rapid-invasion force that will take over all
of Western Europe in the wake of the nuclear blitz. The pipes are being stockpiled right
here. And why not? Let's not forget that our precious DDR is actually the Soviet Union's
most valuable forward logistical base. We are Russia's nuclear war base located right at
the heart of the West. I believe the plan is to take over all of Western Europe in less than
a week. And I suspect its all planned to start from here."
"In this case our own soldiers will be caught in the fallout," said the man with the
high pitched voice.
"Why do you worry about that? Soldiers are expendable," said the first man.
"What do a few ten-thousand soldiers matter when the stakes are as high as they are, and
we are so close to reaching the most important goal in history?"
"I am beginning to wonder who the real zoo animals are," said the man with the
high-pitched voice. "I'm wondering who is throwing bananas to whom."
"If I were you, I would keep those concerns to myself," answered the first man. "It
is not our role as students, to question the plan, but to understand it. That's what the
professor said."

And so the talk went on. As I suspected, the men rarely laughed after that. When I
got tired of listening to them and couldn't stand the mental torturing anymore, I got up
and went swimming again. I didn't return to my blanket until after sunset that day. I
stayed as far away from the men as I could.

I waited until after they were gone. I was determined that I would enter the whole
gruesome conversation into my logbook. Of course, I knew I couldn't do this. This
dreadful subject was a closely guarded secret in the West. Not a single newspaper or
television program had ever reported anything about it.
With this thought in mind I made my way back to the car in the dark. It seemed
easier to do this in the dark, where everything melted into shadows to puzzle things out
for which no logical solution seems possible. I found a faint peace in that.
I didn't find a real sense of peace until my thinking strayed back into the world of
wonders, where Helen's bright face and her brilliant perceptions had brought light to the
dark world of treachery and darkness. More and more I came to respect Erica likewise,
through what Helen had said. I respected her even for her having drawn the line in the
sand, though Helen had been able to step me beyond it. I respected Erica for reasons that
would never be known to her now, since she had cut herself off from me out of fear.
Erica had drawn that line into the sand beyond which our affair could no longer exist
openly in her world, which would have then been carried on in secrecy or be covered
over with lies. This would have started a regression. Thus, I respected Erica's radical
stand for openness and honesty, as if it was her protest against all the secrecy and the lies
in the political world.

As I thought about Erica I became aware of the fact that not a single word about
the Ogarkov Plan had appeared in the communist press, even though the plan had in
calculated the destruction of 200 million human lives, 50 million of which were expected
to be killed within the USSR. What a monstrous deception stood behind this secrecy. The
vast death toll that was already accepted, was regarded to be a painful, but necessary
sacrifice for assuring the survival of the Soviet system. According to the men's' talking,
the Soviet State had already advanced its nuclear war project to the pre-deployment
phase. Evidently fifty million of Russia's own people have already been sacrificed on
paper, while not a word was said about the plan to the public, even though the thousands
of tanks and tens of thousands of pipes for the fuel pipelines could not be ignored.
Surely, the Soviet people had a right to know what their fate would be, and why. I
couldn't imagine the arrogance of that leadership that had committed a third of its nation
to die under the Ogarkov Plan, without anyone being told a word about it. In the USA, of
course, the death toll was expected to be much greater. There too, while the facts were

known, the news media was silent on the issue. Not a single word about it appeared at
any time in any of the papers, as if the truth was censored and gagged into silence.
"If only the world would act with the same commitment to honesty and openness,
with which Erica had acted," I heard myself say, "then none of this madness would be
possible."
I began to realize that Erica had pioneered a principle that could save the life of
humanity, but there was no one sensitive enough to recognize it, much less willing to live
by it. And once the secrecy was dealt with, I felt Helen's challenge to accept the
universality of Love would suddenly confront every one. It seemed to me that this was
our only chance to succeed in saving ourselves from a collapse into chaos that we might
not survive.
I puzzled what the result would be had the deep dark secrecy surrounding the
Ogarkov Plan been revealed publicly in the USSR, and at home. I felt that the plan would
have been canceled instantly by the Russian people's innate sense of Love, rather than by
their fear, with the same happening in America. I also felt that if Helen's sensitivity to the
fundamental universal principles had ruled in the hearts of society in the first place, the
Ogarkov plan would never have been allowed to go forward. In fact, it would never have
been perceived. However, as I thought about these things I began to have doubts about
America that was fast on the way of becoming a circumcised society, a society that lost
its intimacy with itself and its humanity, and its sense of a nation, a society that was fast
becoming a society of slaves kept in the zoo of empire.
The thing that troubled me most about the Ogarkov Plan was the secrecy that was
hiding it. But then what do the zoo animals care about that, who have already lost their
freedom. I hated the fact that this secrecy was as intensely protected in the West, as it was
in the USSR. What did the West have to gain from hiding this plan? Several hundred
million people were in danger of being murdered, and the government knew it, but this
awful knowledge was kept hidden. Why? Were we zoo animals indeed? We had
surrendered our freedom to the rule of lies. 'In Lies We Trust!' We had become slaves to
ignorance, but slaves nevertheless.
This answer, the only answer that I could think of, was too scary to contemplate.
The secrecy that covered the Ogarkov Plan made sense only if this plan was itself an
integrated part of the western oligarchy's plan for depopulating the world, which the
masters of empire had been talking about for a long time already, as Helen had
mentioned, which I had laughed about as being silly. Under normal circumstances the
western media that is almost totally owned and controlled by the agents of empire would
have become hysterical about Russia's nuclear threats. But in this case the media reported
nothing. Marshall Ogarkov's war plan had only been reported in the underground media
in the West. This meant that the ruling elite were well aware of the Ogarkov Plan as if it
was their own plan, so that the plan was covered up and was carefully concealed from the
public. Evidently this was done in order to advance the West's own imperial purposes,
and its own self-destruction, as the masters of empire had long desired as a means to take
control of what is left.

This madness somehow made sense to me. I reasoned that if the controllers of the
media wanted to hold off a public outcry that would prevent the empire's plan from
bearing fruit, then their best option was to wrap the thing into utter secrecy, precisely as
they had done. In this case the silence seemed to cover a self-evident conspiracy to wipe
out large sections of humanity in a single orgy of premeditated murder. The almost
forgotten imperial doctrine of world-depopulation kept coming ever stronger to mind, the
oligarchy's pet objective that had been promoted openly in the 60s and 70s with the goal
to cut the world-population back to fewer than a billion people. They didn't say that the
depopulation objective was to revive the feudal era. This underlying reason had always
been carefully wrapped in secrecy too. I shuddered at the thought, considering the
arrogance involved. The Ogarkov Objective suddenly stood out in a new light, carrying
forward the old British imperial objective of the Malthusian Poor Laws era into the
sphere of world-depopulation that seemed to be still on the books, for which the Soviet's
appear to have lent themselves to play the role of a willing pawn.

As I walked back to the car in the dark I became puzzled about still another thing:
Had Leroy Anderson been sent to the East to 'sniff' out how far the war preparations for
the Ogarkov Plan had progressed in Germany? That would certainly make sense in terms
of the larger game plan. I had seen some evidence of the game plan myself, a column of
possibly 500 tanks clanking down the autobahn. The huge column had stretched for
miles. I lost count after 400. What I saw might have been a part of that evidence. I even
wondered if I might not have been sent into the East to spy out some of that evidence, to
verify Leroy's story, and to do it innocently in the role of an expendable fool, should
anything go wrong. Leroy, of course, might have found out infinitely more. He was
therefore a highly priced spy whom the controlling powers wanted to have back, badly.
Thus, so as not to tip the people off in the East, they sent me, a greenhorn, to negotiate
the prisoner exchange. They might have been hoping that sending a greenhorn would
lower the profile of the case. I hated the very thought of that, of being used as a pawn for
a terrible game, too terrible for mankind to imagine, that may yet come true.
I was disgusted with myself, pondering these dark issues in the darkness of the
night. Suddenly I began to fear. I was beginning to fear that the eastern security people
might have seen through this scam and had therefore canceled the prisoner exchange
altogether. Instead they were now watching me. Perhaps they were now stalling me in
order that the West would not get its price, nor be alerted of the change in plans.
I couldn't tell if this deep dark scenario was real. I hated the secrecy that covers the
whole political game playing. Was this my introduction to the real world?

I went to sleep as soon as I got back to the motel that I had chosen to move to, a
small place near the lake that seemed ideally located for my mission at the beach. I had a
simple supper at the restaurant, which the motel owners had suggested, a tiny place with
only six tables that served the hottest goulash I ever ate. I made a lengthy entry into my

logbook that night, about the incident at the beach, but the more I wrote I had this
'burning' feeling that the subject might be too dangerous to put on paper, reminiscent of
the burning from the peppers in the goulash that had lingered on. Once I had everything
written down, I tore the pages out. What if I were to be captured? I burned the pages. The
subject of the report had nothing to do with my mission objective. With this 'peace' in
mind, I placed a 'proper' entry into the log, a single line. "Have tried to locate Ursula
Fleischer - search unsuccessful."

I met Ursula Fleischer the next day. When I met her, which happened quite early
in the morning, I was as unprepared for meeting her as anyone could be. I met her when I
came out of the water, returning from a long swim after puzzling over the dark aspects of
my mission. I was dripping wet and still disturbed with my lack of progress as far as the
mission was concerned. But, suddenly, oh my God, there she was! It had to be her. The
moment I saw her, I had no doubts that she was the person I had been looking for, for
several days. It had to be her. If there ever was someone who fitted the description
perfectly, she was the one. She was taller than most, slenderer, only the color of her hair
wasn't what I had expected it to be. Still, with the light shining at it in just the right way
one could 'almost' see a faint trace of red. Didn't the man at the Rathaus say "almost red?"
Something got lost in translation.
"Ursula?" I asked shyly when I came close to where she stood.
She smiled. I must have looked like someone who had just found a long lost
friend.
"And you are Peter VanDerMere, "she replied in perfect English.
This time I didn't have to go through my normal routine, Verzeihen Sie bitte.... She
reached her hand out to me, "I am Ursula Fleischer. Did I pronounce your name
correctly?"
I do not recall what I answered. I probably nodded. Another whole New World
suddenly opened up that instant. It was a reality that forcefully invalidated all my dark
fears about my mission and the fears of the previous day. I could sense no deception in
her manners, or in her voice, her smile, or in anything else about her. Her smile was as
warm as the sun. All I could sense was a down to Earth simple honesty that was as naked
as she was, as I was, as we all were on this beach.
"You have come here for the Anderson case, right?" she said with a smile.
I nodded. "You knew?" I said.
She smiled in return. "Do you want to talk about it right here at the beach?" she
said, avoiding answering my question.
"Here? Why not?"

She captivated me as she made herself comfortable on the sand. "All right, let's
talk about Leroy Anderson," I added. I sat down facing her, dripping wet, the sand
sticking to me. But what did it matter? The wind was warm. I would soon dry off and the
sand would fall away. And if it did not, I could always go into the water again.
"Thank God for Leroy Anderson!" I said to myself, who was the real reason for
my being there, and the reason for meeting the wonderful person that I was now facing,
someone I was sure I wouldn't be able to keep my eyes off as I had experienced several
times already.
"Did you wonder how we found out about Leroy?" she asked.
"That he is an agent?" I replied. Actually, I wasn't really interested in Leroy. The
Ogarkov Plan was still too much on my mind, and more than that, it was her beautiful
figure that had captured me. She was so much like Helen, in many ways. Leroy ranked
low, like an item of no great importance, except for the fact that Leroy had brought me
here. In any case, his problem was now as good as solved.
"Right," she replied. "It wasn't difficult, you know, to trap Leroy Anderson." She
grinned as she caught me looking at her breasts. "It's not that his cover wasn't perfect,"
she continued. "His German was good. Also his reasons for wanting to live in the DDR
were believable. But his attitude!"
"What about his attitude?" I asked, feasting my soul on her smile.
"The way he talked about the Soviet Union, and us, and the United States."
"Oh, his political attitude?" I interrupted.
"The way he raved about communism was idiotic," said Ursula. "Not that there is
anything wrong with idealizing communism. The trouble was, it was the fictional
American view of communism, that he raved about, which doesn't exist in the real
world."
I shrugged my shoulders. "Well one can't win them all. You shouldn't fault him,
though, for trying."
"Sure, but to be so naive about it is an insult to one’s intelligence. Neither the
Soviet people nor the American people are saints or madmen at heart", she said in a very
serious tone of voice. "Each of them does what they can." She said that the only thing
that interested her is how honest people are about it. She said, that this was also the
reason why she had invited me to come to the beach. She added quietly that she had to
find out what kind of person she would be dealing with, especially since she had learned
not to trust foreign agents too much.
She grinned when she noticed that her body hopelessly captivated me.
"At least you are honest," she said and grinned.

"And what about you? Your staff coerced me into coming here, under your orders
no doubt," I replied. I did not speak in a harsh manner, and smiled as I said this, almost as
if to say, "thank you for inviting me here."
I paused. I decided to be daring, which meant to be honest with her about my
feeling fortunate to meet her at this beach. What tragedy it would have been had we met
in the starchy environment of an office! "You may not believe this, but I am really glad
that you brought me here," I added before she could answer me. "I feel most fortunate
that you dared to bent your own rule for that, and not just a tiny bit. So, we both seem to
benefit from meeting here."
"Forgive me," she said looking down, "the man who spoke to you at the office did
act under my orders. I was there in the office when you hit the counter, boiling mad,
before you left the room. I was acting as a typing clerk. You were in no condition to talk
with me, then. So tell me, how else could I have invited you to the beach?"
"For observation?" I must have stared at her in amazement. Suddenly she began to
smile this wonderful warm smile again, the kind that I felt I would treasure forever.
"I have visited your cities," she said. "I know how you people think and react.
Leroy said he was from a farm near the Bodensee, but his eyes were as though he was
sitting in a burlesque show in Pittsburgh. He tried to hide it."
"He does come from Pittsburgh," I said quietly. "Burlesque is big business there."
"Now you're beginning to understand what I mean?"
"What a fiend you are," I said and punched her gently. "And how about myself,
have I flunked the test also?"
She smiled as I lay down beside her and began drawing figures in the sand, saying
nothing. When I looked up at her she smiled, but didn't answer me right away. "You are
from Pittsburgh too," she said moments later. "That's what it says in the consul's report on
you."
Did I insult her that I didn't mind having been 'invited' to come to the beach for
'observation?' Did she expect protests? Her graceful figure was a treat to behold, almost
too much for a chap like me. How could I protest? How could I not love what I saw, and
love her honestly about her motives. Had my honesty with her instantly cleared the air so
that she didn't object? I was puzzled. Or maybe I did insult her by acknowledging my
feelings for her. Isn't that what society objects to? Maybe she did so too, in her own way.
In spite of having met Erica and Helen, I felt like I had been starving myself for
many years as Erica had instantly recognized. This wide-open honesty and sharing of
one-another that was unfolding there on the beach, felt like the tender rain in a dry land. I
looked up into her eyes. What a feeling! Was I dreaming? Or had I finally learned to
allow me to be honest with myself?

I remembered Erica's dream about the village of universal sharing. Some of that
dream was coming true again as it had already come true with Helen. Except, this new
unfolding promised to be different. It came with a different brilliance. Oh what a life!
What an invitation she had extended to me by asking me to meet her here at this beach
where this honesty and openness is possible.
"Pittsburgh is my home city," I said quietly. "That's what my passport says.
"Personally I like to see myself as someone coming to you as a human being, if that
means anything. If I flunked the test as a human being, then I must apologize."
"No, you didn't flunk the test," she answered moments later, stirring my thoughts
again as she grinned.
Was she saying in essence that everything was all right?
"What you said means a lot," she added moments later.
"But, surely, the way I stared at you from the moment we met, must have violated
every law of conduct that has ever been written."
She nodded. "Yes you violated all of those, except one, that of being honest with
yourself. Leroy couldn't do that. He didn't allow himself to look at me. It was plain to see
that it was hard for him to look away. He denied me, and he denied his own feelings. He
denied himself. So, I had to ask myself, what else would he deny?"
"But he acted like a gentleman should," I replied.
"Yes, unfortunately that is a common game. Dishonesty has become a code of
honor. What a world we have created!"
"There is less of that evident at this beach, here," I said quietly. "Except, is this a
step forward? Or is this merely a step back in time to a simpler age?"
She shrugged her shoulders. "I don't mind men looking at me, when they're honest
about it. I value being a woman and being recognized and appreciated as such. Of course
that isn't an easy position to take, as you can imagine. It often leads to undesirable
conclusions. Too many people have lost their sense of honor. To them, everything
becomes a game for carving out advantages. People should be enriching one-another's
life, and feel enriched by it. Instead, countless games are played for taking advantage of
honor and honesty. Leroy wasn't an expert game master by any means. He was actually
too honest for that. Nevertheless, he was also clearly playing a game with our nation and
with me, and not just with himself. That's what gave his identity away as a dangerous
man. If he was just playing games with himself, as we all tend to do and often without
being aware that we do so, he might have been excused. He wouldn't have been a danger
then, except to himself. But he let his games spill over. This qualified him to become a
destroyer of worlds. I guess that is what the CIA had hired him for."

"They had hired him as a traitor to the Principle of the General Welfare that our
country was founded on," I interjected. "The CIA is a traitorous institution. It is the
enforcement arm of the National Security Agency that serves in the war of empire against
mankind, with the USA being the chief target. To hide its role as an active traitor working
to destroy our country, it operates under the security blanket of the national secrecy laws.
Whatever the empire doesn't want the public to see, becomes hidden as a national
security secret. Here no laws apply. In the overall game Leroy was but a little expendable
fool. I don't think he caused you any harm. I suppose that whatever he may have learned
is public knowledge anyway. Maybe you shouldn't judge him harshly. I think we should
judge ourselves more harshly for the terrible games that we play with ourselves, by not
being honest with ourselves. We've become slaves then, to fantasies were nothing is real,
but which we pretend to be real, because we see no way out of our prison. This may
ultimately be more dangerous to the world."
"How many nations are stuck in those prisons?" said Ushi. "Does any of them
know the way out?"
"I see no evidence of that," I said to her.

It would be a gross understatement if I were to say that I was captivated by Ursula,
especially by her openness. Maybe something that Helen had said had changed me.
Something had made me more open with myself and open towards Love. We were both
facing the water, sitting side by side, naked, as we were as if we belonged together.
Maybe we did belong together in the way that Helen had defined the nature of our being
with her lateral lattice. I felt that Helen would have commented on my reluctance to
acknowledge this, and have raised her finger, saying, "Well Peter, aren't you both human
beings? How much closer can two people get than this?"
One thing was sure, in all my years with the services I had never met a woman like
Ursula before, and in more ways than one. She treated me like a human being! No other
woman would have said what she just said, apart from Erica and Helen.
I looked at her with the same eager eyes with which I had looked at Erica. I even
told her about Erica, and how our day had ended, and that I respected Erica for her stand.
It seemed that Ursula did understand what I said, and appreciated that I was able to talk to
her about it. I also told her about Helen and her wonderful philosophy based on history
and the discovered universality of Love. Ursula appreciated my openness in this sharing.
She seemed to appreciate all the things that a 'nice' gentleman shouldn't do. She even
seemed to appreciate my admiration for other women that I always had felt, but had
suppressed before. Her appreciation was easy to see. She was someone open and easy to
love, and quite wonderful to be with.

Oh, there it was happening again. I was falling in love one more time; for the third
time in four days. Gosh, what was happening to me? I felt wonderful about it, though I

almost hated the thought of it. It felt wonderful being in love. On the other hand, it
seemed quite improper, even thoughtless towards Helen, and Erica too, to fall in love
again so soon and so easily. Or was this the way life should be? I thought about all the
killing and poverty in the world. Treating one another as human beings with all the
respect due, seemed to be the only counter-force possible to stop this madness. On this
note it seemed important to be honest with myself and with her, and to live like a human
being and to be open to Love that is the Light of our humanity. Indeed, why shouldn't we
be in Love with our humanity that is reflected in all of us? Would Helen and Erica
forgive me for having failed in my small ways on that count?
"Don't be silly!" I heard Helen laugh in my mind. "Why should your honest
appreciation of the beauty of another human being dishonor me? You haven't failed."
She would have added, "Peter, that's what I had hoped to make you more sensitive
to. We need to become more open to Love in our loving. Open your eyes, Peter, and be
assured that I am honored by your expanding acknowledgement of Love that binds us all
into one. So, Peter, I am not offended by your loving embrace of other women. By your
being in Love and responding to its imperative in your heart, honors me. It honors me,
because I am a part of the humanity that you embrace in loving and honor in another.
This is the proof of the healing that I had hoped you would experience. I had hoped that
you would be healed of your self-confined existence. Embrace Love! Cherish the gold!
Don't shun it!"
I nodded to myself. Yes, I cherished that thought, and I embraced myself fully.
How else could I recognize what a special person Ursula is, someone to be embraced as I
embraced myself.

As we sat on the sand, I drank in her smile and closed my eyes now and then. But
more than her figure and her smile, the most beautiful thing about her was her sensitivity
to honesty. To be with her was a treat. To be touched by her openness made me feel
warm and cuddly inside, and comfortable. I could see in her face whether she agreed or
disagreed, or had reservations about something, even before she responded in words. Her
face revealed where she stood. When something worried her, her expression became
instantly a blank. This also became apparent when we talked about Leroy.
In order to extend my visit with her, I explored with her all kinds of other topics
that had nothing to do with our official business. Of course, she could sense the reason
for it. Nor did I try to conceal it. She didn't seem to mind. To the contrary, she seemed to
enjoy the explorations that brought out so many facets that interested both of us.
One thing surprised me, though. When the subject shifted to nuclear war, her
expression revealed that she was not at the least angry at me, even when I said that my
own tax money helped pay for the weapons that might get her killed some day.
"Not just me," she added, "also little Otto over there by the water. Can you see him
making mud pies? I can't hate you for what the world does in its ignorance, even if you're

a part of it. We're all a part of it, are we not? My hate begins when evil men take it upon
themselves to destroy humanity in order to perpetuate their petty, dying, system. But even
then, we all share the blame when this happens. Are we not all a part of the world in
which this happens? These things happen, because we allow them to happen."
"What do you mean?" I asked. I interrupted her.
She smiled like a schoolteacher might. "The threat of nuclear war isn't something
that fell out of the sky, you know," she said. She looked me in the eye to watch my
reaction. "Nuclear war is but an element of a chain that has been forged link by link over
the last 200 years or more. Everyone stood by and allowed this to happen. The chain has
been meticulously forged for an undeniable purpose. In fact, I think we have all forged
those links ourselves by being slaves instead of being free to be ourselves."
"Would you by any chance know a retired history professor who thinks the same
way?" I interrupted her. "I met a man three days ago who used the same kind of language
that you just used. He said there was a class of people left over from the feudal days,
which now rule the world financially, who want to dramatically depopulate the Earth. He
told me that these people exist from the proceeds of looting the world, and that they must
create an atmosphere of poverty in order to maintain their power to loot. He told me that
they want to create this poverty by depopulation. You just said something similar. Do you
know the man?"
She began to laugh. "Of course, I know him. Who doesn't? Most people think he is
an eccentric old fool. He tells everybody that the royals of this world, whoever they are,
want to get rid of two thirds of humanity in order to recreate the golden age of feudalism.
It is painful to watch how a once-respected university professor has become the laughing
stock of the campus. He also drinks."
"But this is not how you see him," I replied. "You seem to respect what he says.
You almost quoted the man. Did he show you his book?"
She shook her head slightly. "You must realize that foreign political books are
banned in this country, that's why these books are so popular among the academics. Of
course, nobody admits to having any. Still, you hear about what people read in them. The
academics like to discuss everything. The focus isn't on Truth, but on the popularity of
opinions. Sometimes they even realize, though this is rare, that what they read in those
western books is nothing more than a carefully crafted concoction of lies to support an
ideology that has nothing to do with elevating society, enriching its culture, and uplifting
civilization. Most western political books are destructive garbage. They destroyed the
professor. The main difference between our destructive garbage and yours in the West is,
that we have to give ours away for free while yours fetches a fairly high price that people
are eager to pay."
"There was something real about the professor's book that he cherished," I
countered her. "Some parts obviously are."

She nodded again. "That makes it scary, Peter. People believe the lies that they are
served to be the Truth and react to it as such. The professor understands that a lot of the
lies that most people believe in so deeply, are lies. He is not a stupid man. He sees the
tragedy. He is also scared of the consequences, because he sees himself as being totally
impotent to change anything. He fails to see the tragedy in that. And this, Peter, is a
tragedy in itself. It has ruined his life. It turned a giant into a little man."
I agreed that it has. I could also sense that Ursula was serious about this subject. I
could see it in her face. I felt that she might be one of the few in the world who could
think deeply enough to make the necessary connections to see the reality beneath the
surface that society doesn't want to hear about.
"The professor said that people hate you when you tell them the truth," I said to
her.
"Depopulation is a very old game," said Ursula. "The royals have been harping
about over-population since the late 1700s."
"Ah, I see, you have heard some of his history lectures," I responded to her. "Did
you meet the professor in his favorite pub?"
"Oh, you!" she said and smiled. "I attended his lectures at the university. He was
my history professor in the olden days. He truly was a giant. Let me tell you, he opened
my eyes to a lot of things. It was he who told me that I should become a journalist,
because someone who understands the universal history of humanity is fit to understand
what is happening in the present. He said that one has to understand the truth, before one
is able to recognize the lies, because the lies have become too well crafted. His most
profound recognition was that nothing has changed in the way people think. That's why
nothing gets corrected. He told me that people live and go about their business with their
eyes closed. He said that history should be used like a needle to prick people to get their
attention, except even this doesn't seem to work anymore because people have 'too thick'
a skin. Nevertheless, he insisted that an understanding of history is required to understand
the present."
"I agree," I said, "except for one thing, which changes everything. The historic
kings didn't have nuclear weapons. They may have dreamed about depopulation, but they
didn't have the means to do it. In some cases, they did their best. Still they didn't have the
nukes to fulfill their desires. They have them now. The fulfillment of their dark and
horrible dreams is now possible. But I think we, who have become sensitive to what it
means to be a human being, have the upper hand. And that sets us apart from the
professor."
"But what is it that sets us apart?" she interjected.
"Look at the professor, he doesn't recognize that there are two distinct types of
history to be considered," I said quietly. "The irony is that the professor, who taught
history, doesn't know what history really is. He chooses only one form, and the least
important one, and the most destructive. He is stuck with that, because this is all he

allows himself to know. He sees history as a history of time, of limits that measure our
mortality in which is summed up all of the world's little acts, thoughts, believes, opinions,
slavery, and also the kind of knowledge that is but another word for error. This kind of
history that he knows well is the history of tragedy. It becomes ever greater in the mind
as people become possessed by it and act it out. It should be scrapped, because in total
contrast stands the real history of mankind, the history of the unfolding perfection in
mankind. Mankind is a part of the Sublime that constitutes the Universe. In the real
Universe Principle and its idea is One, and this One is termed God, the All-in-all. Its
Spirit is Love. It is all-harmonizing. Eternity is its measure."
She nodded. "One moment of exalted thought, drawn from spiritual understanding
of Life and Love, is a foretaste of eternity," she said. "This exalted view is obtained and
retained when the Science of being is understood and the dimensions of time, regression,
decay, mortality, and so on, have no place in consciousness. The Sublime, as you call it,
is reflected in the real history of mankind, which is the 'history' of the eternal: the history
of timeless being, the history of sparks of Truth changing the world, the history of the
revolution of Light -- it is the history of the real face of mankind, of the sons and
daughters of Light."
My response was, "Wow!"
"The history that the professor sees is an inverted form," she added, "while real
history is an unfolding revolution in individual consciousness. It begins when we stop
speaking of time and about its impositions and measurements. When we stop this shallow
chattering of nonsense that has nothing to do with our humanity, wars will cease as they
must when we find ourselves actively a part of the all-embracing, Is, that is God."
"If the professor understood this real face of history, he would stand tall as a
human being, instead of complaining," I said to her. "He would be boldly facing the
winds of 'time' and would command them to cease. Without society in general,
developing this kind of power, society is in grave danger, because then it gives power to
the enemy, the masters of empire. They then cease this power and rule us with."
"The sheer arrogance of these people is a deadly threat to us alright," said Ursula
quietly. "They claim to own our lives, to do with them as they please. They see the world
as their private zoo, and the whole world reacts as if it was that. They are a threat to the
world, to me, to you, to little Otto, to all humanity. How dare they! They have no right!
Nevertheless, we are all a part of the human race that perpetuates the madness by
behaving like zoo animals serving 'time' in prison. That is why I have come to disagree
with the professor," said Ushi. "As you said, as human beings we have the capacity to
change that, to change ourselves, even to change the whole world. By having the capacity
to change ourselves, we have the capacity to stop playing the role of animals in a zoo. Do
you think I am crazy to be saying that?"
"No, Ursula, you're not. However, I think you may be wrong about the masters of
empire, the 'royals.' The 'kings' who would rule the world with fascist hands have reasons
to be arrogant, because they see the world as a zoo, and mankind as but a bunch of dumb

animals," I said gently. "Their reaction is natural, because that is what they see. Haven't
countless people in the world already sold their soul for a penny and are now eagerly
lined up at the whorehouses of empire that are something worse than a zoo, serving the
'royals' on their knees, whoever the 'royals' may be that act as their keepers. I think the
keepers despise those who grovel in the dirt for those few petty pennies or scraps of food
that they throw at them. That is why the zookeepers have isolated themselves, and live
glorious lives in stolen palaces, where they brag about their cunning in the art of stealing
and murdering. And why shouldn't they brag? Their whole dam zoo has become a slave
labor camp and a feeding station for their gladiators. What these masters have
accomplished is not a small feat, Ursula. They have been at this for a long time, working
tirelessly to get mankind to subject itself as slaves to this deadly kind of play-acting that
leads to its doom. I must congratulate the 'royals,' the would-be kings of the Earth,
because they have succeeded splendidly. But isn't it time for the real history of mankind
to come to light?"

"This doesn't change a thing," Ursula replied. "This is just another dimension of
the problem."
"But whom does one blame for their deeds?" I said to her.
"Whom do I blame?" she repeated. "I can't blame the Martians. They don't live
here. However, we live here. What happens here is a human problem. You are right on
this. We human beings have to take care of it? This means all of us are responsible. The
'royals' only have as much power as we give them. As you said, the real history of
mankind unfolds outside the zoo. Its measure is freedom. I agree with you on that. The
professor sees a history in which freedom is taken away. I agree with you that freedom
cannot be taken away, but it is given away by small-minded people who like to play the
role of slaves."

We were both silent after this. I had actually managed to shock myself with my
own ignorance as I began to discover some scraps of the Truth that Helen had understood
much more completely. Her focus on honesty seemed to draw the Truth out of the hidden
recesses in me. I had used the little understanding that I had gained, to put some light on
the horizon in my dealing with Ursula. Now it seemed that she moved with this light
farther than I had anticipated. I shocked myself, because the new perception closed the
door to the old history.
I had planned to mention to her that the prime promoters for the development of
the atom bomb were also the prime promoters of the depopulation ideology. This arena
had once been my specialty in researching history. It wasn't exactly a part of my
diplomatic training, but intelligence schools are also hotbeds for things that one is not
supposed to learn, like who was the driving force behind the development of nuclear
weapons. I could have told Ursula the name of the foremost imperial activist, Bertrand

Russell, who fought to make the atom bomb a reality. This man had been situated high up
in the ranks of the aristocracy. I would have reminded Ursula that we were living in the
Twentieth Century. I would have suggested to her that it is certainly within the means of
the kings of our time to create the kind of virus that their prince of empire had hoped to
become, who had bragged that he desired to be reincarnated as a particularly deadly virus
in order to solve the imperial's 'problem' of a growing and developing world population.
I would have reminded Ursula that the zookeepers had all the resources needed,
and the high-minded cruelty, to create the desired virus that their prince wanted to be, and
to spread this artificially created virus far and wide across the planet. Indeed, their virus
was already taking shape in the form of new pandemic diseases such as AIDS, or in the
form of nuclear war that was still in the developmental stage, or in the form of religious
warfare that was once again being promoted as being inevitable as a kind of war that is
easily created, but never ends. Weren't the 'royals' tirelessly at work to create the
conditions for all of these types of attacks against humanity?
I would have told Ursula also about the hidden high level people and institutions in
the West, whose track record, covered by secrecy, would have made the Soviet KGB
appear like saints. I couldn't speak about these things now as they weren't part of the real
history of mankind, but were mere shadows of failures.
I did tell her about one thing, however, which was related to the 'royal' zookeepers'
arrogance. I told her that the same highly placed aristocrat that had lobbied for the
building of the atomic bomb had lamented in a book, that wars are disappointing, because
they don't reduce the populations. He had written this a few years after the end of World
War II in which a hundred million people had died or had their life destroyed. He had
lamented that not even the big world wars had accomplished enough in killing
populations, as his masters demanded. I told Ursula that this aristocrat arrogantly
suggested, that biological warfare might succeed where conventional wars have failed. I
suggested to her that the insanity of that man might have been the underlying reason why
he had lobbied so hard for the development of the nuclear bomb.
Ursula's response was a blank stare. Maybe I had disappointed her. Maybe I had
pushed the envelope too far. I decided to change the subject, but no alternate subject
came to mind. Everything else seemed trivial compared to it, except the Truth that was
still too vague a concept. The fact remained that none of what I said pertained to her
argument that we all share in the blame for maintaining the kind of world in which these
things are allowed to happen. I had argued for a false sense of humanity and its history in
time. I had to ask myself if what I said was true in real history. Sure the man that
demanded death had been honored around the world for his 'wisdom' as one of the
greatest 'pacifists' of his time? The real history, the history of eternity, invalidated the
demands for death and all the time-related chattering in which society argues against
itself.

Ursula remained quiet now. I knew I had to change the subject, urgently. This
should have been easily done. I was the trained diplomat that should be able to change
the conversation in an instant. The attempt seemed to work at first.
"Do you mean this mud lark over there is your kid?" I ended the silence. "He's a
cute little boy."
She shook her head quietly. "He belongs to a friend of mine. We are like family to
each other."
I nodded.
"You were playing with him yesterday by the mud hole for a few minutes," she
said and smiled again. "Do you remember that? And before that, you walked by us
several times looking for someone with reddish brown hair. You kneeled down and
patted little Otto on the back when you came by us a second time. This was so sweet of
you. I don't know if you remember that, but you looked at me then, and smiled. I smiled
back at you, which seemed to make you happy. I couldn't tell you who I was. You were
frightened by something. I had to give you enough time to work this out. My motive was
to help you by letting you be. And it worked. You didn't seem frightened anymore today.
On this basis we could link up. Linking up isn't possible when people regard each other
as enemies. But you didn't follow this trend. So, Peter, how could I think of people such
as you and I as mortal enemies? We are too sensitive to be enemies. People like us can't
be enemies. Human beings are not natural enemies. Someone has turned the world upside
down and created enemies for sinister purposes where none existed before. I think this is
what you were scared about yesterday after listening to the men speak about the Ogarkov
Plan. I had to give you time to invalidate this nonsense in your consciousness, as is
natural for a human being to do."
"Of course we aren't enemies," I replied. "We are both victims of the same plot and
the same insanity that lets this thing happen. I know that. We both know that.
Unfortunately, there are far too few of us. The forgers of the plot want humanity to
behave like bitter enemies, in the hope that the big and powerful nations will annihilate
each other."
"I don't think this will happen," said Ursula. "I also think you should know the
reason why."
"Now you have me puzzled," I replied. This was getting interesting, and opened
another avenue to explore, that would keep us together longer. "Why should I know the
reason?" I said quietly.
"Isn't it obvious?" she said and smiled. "The weapons of war have become too
powerful to be useful. "How many were killed during your Civil War back in the mid1800s? That's when the weapons started to become too powerful for the human
dimension. I believe that close to a million people were killed. In World War I, the war
machine was a mechanized industrial machine. Ten to twenty million were killed and an
entire continent was so horribly destroyed that the great flu pandemic erupted in the

quagmire and killed another fifty million. Thirty years later World War II improved on
this, in which a hundred million were killed. Now after a few decades, of what we call
peace, with the weapons labs working overtime, mankind has amassed an arsenal of
killing devices that no one can survive. The atomic arsenal can incinerate the planet, the
biological weapons arsenal has at least a dozen deadly viruses standing ready to go
forward, for which no cures exist or are possible. And then the labs have developed
uranium weapons that explode into invisible dust that fill the air with deadly radiation
that remains deadly for billions of years. We have such an immense stockpile of this
insane weaponry amassed that we can eradicate each other to the last person on the
planet, and do this many times over in several different ways, and probably kill all life in
the process. Once that ejaculation of madness begins, Peter, no one can survive the
outcome. Nor is it likely that the ejaculation of death can be halted part way through its
course. Can you halt your sexual ejaculation once it begins, Peter? I'm sure you can't. I
have yet to know a man who is able to do this. I have a feeling that even the most insane
people know that this can't be done in the ejaculation of war either. For this reason, the
great ejaculation of war won't happen. That's what I think. This would be World War III
that everyone knows deep inside, ends everything. For this reason, it simply won't
happen."
"Of course we'll all have a role to play to assure that it won't happen," I said to her.
"We have to assure that sanity prevails, and maybe for that imperative we need to
develop a higher-level platform for our own loving. A scientific platform for loving
might be required."
"You are saying that the destiny of mankind shouldn't be left to chance," said
Ursula. "I agree. That's what sets us human beings apart from any animal in the field. We
do have that capacity with our mind to direct our destiny. Of course the insane have that
capacity too, and they use it while the general society has put itself to sleep with dreams
of impotence, so that it fails to use its potential."
"If what you say is true, that makes our job easy," I said, and began to laugh. "Lets
become rebels then and wake everybody up. Let's make a hell of a lot of noise. Let's start
a revolution. Mankind's real enemies are the masters of the game who live in royal
palaces far from the hurt they impose on people. Let's put some gravel into their gears.
They may not be called kings anymore, as they were in the past, but they still lay claim to
the same rights that kings once claimed, which they called their divine privilege. They
still steal from humanity, enslave humanity, subject humanity to hopeless poverty, and
murder it as they please. That's what the oligarchs of today do, playing themselves up
zookeepers. Let's shout NO! They deny humanity the right to self-development, and the
means for it. Let's close the door on them and develop our human potential. They run
their show by imposing destructive demands. They murder to maintain their power, and
they stand up and say that it's all for the good of the world. I tell you, they despise
humanity with the deepest contempt. Let us counter their despising us with a wave of
loving one-another universally, and ourselves too. They despise Russia as deeply as they
despise America. They play one off against the other, and watch both squirming. Let's
join hands against them while we still can. They are reaching for mankind's throat even
while they call themselves noble, and have the blood of their victims freshly dripping

from their hands. Those are the real enemies of mankind, Ursula. People like us are not
enemies. We can forbid them and arrest them. The nations of the world aren't enemies
either. They are all together victims. They are taught to pretend to be enemies, and to
play this role obediently, and I might add, they play it well. But, this is stupid, isn't it? We
should be in Love with each other, you and I, and the whole of mankind. At least this is
the way I feel. Love heals many things. Isn't the real history of mankind the history of the
unfolding of Love in society? It began with the Principle of the General Welfare that
came to light through the Renaissance and unfolded with it an element of the allencompassing Principle of Universal Love that appears to be the Principle of the
Universe."
"Are you suggesting that we should fall in Love and fight the world together?" she
asked, then started to laugh. "That, certainly would be a novel idea. Except it won't work.
The greatest nations in the world proved to be helpless against the 'royals.' Just look at
China. The British Empire and its rich oligarchic families, many of which had their roots
in the slave-trading days, nearly destroyed China as a nation. They opened the door for
dope profits. They destroyed China to gauge out an opulent living for a few of the
wealthy people that make up the empire. China could not stem the British forces. It lost in
excess of ten million people during the opium wars and in the orgies of violence that was
created in the aftermath. Who are we compared to them, Peter, that we could stand
against such a force? There must be a better way."
"We are the superior force," I said to Ursula and laughed. "Don't say it won't work.
It will work." I surprised myself with saying this. "The Chinese lost the Opium Wars,
because they had no foundation for protecting themselves. China didn't stand on the
Principle of the General Welfare. China was a kingdom made up of subjects, slaves, and
a class of rulers. The USA is moving in that direction. But we are not there yet. We
haven't yet lost all sense of intimacy as a nation. Sure, America has been circumcised and
turned into slaves. But the real history of mankind unfolds at a higher level, and so does
America's. The real history of mankind reflects the Principle of the Universe that can
neither be circumcised nor be ignored, or be smothered with lies. That makes us a
superior force, if we care to express the Principle of our being.
"The term 'royals' applies to the impotent only," I continued. "Evidently it doesn't
apply in the annals of the real history of mankind either. Empire, is the scientific word for
poverty, because empire has no power to maintain itself. It depends on stealing for its
very existence. Its stooges, small and tall, are slaves who do the empire's bidding. They
have infested the houses of governments, international institutions, the halls of justice,
science, and education. They twist the very culture of society into compliance with their
master's dictates. This is what most of the newspapers do, and the television chains.
That's what the old professor must have meant when he told me that people hate you
when you tell them the Truth. The controllers of the world hate people who dare to
counter their lies, and they make everyone else hate them too. That's also the area in
which the royal masters of the world are most vulnerable, because they can't change the
Truth that invariably defeats them. We can advance this defeat of them. They can't avoid
the Truth. Let's focus on it. They hate their impotence. Let's defeat them on their weak
flank. They can only succeed by shielding humanity from the Truth. Let's publish the

Truth. People like you and I could poke a hole through their shield of lies. This shield is
not an iron curtain. The human being has the capacity to scientifically recognize and
understand the Truth. The smoke-and-mirror curtain of empire can be penetrated by
people like us, if we are in Love with one-another, and with our humanity, and with the
Truth."
Ursula shook her head. "That won't happen easily. How can you fight the masters
of the plot, when you can't even tell what their plot is? There are so many games being
played all at once, with so many hands stirring the caldrons for the numerous games,
while the controllers of the games themselves, remain invisible. How can you counter
that? I know our hope lies in changing the underlying fabric of society, but how to do it?"
"Hey Ursula, that one is easy," I countered her. Now my diplomatic training was
becoming useful. "Look at the problem with an eye out for the Truth. We are human
beings, you and I. We know that society has the capacity to treat one-another as human
beings. Can't we implement what has remained dormant for far too long, by taking the
lead and fall in Love with one another for our humanity. In a sense you are right, we can't
start this, because it's already under way."
"Oh you fiend!" she said and grinned.
"Am I not right?" I countered her. "The game masters, whoever they may be,
become visible by their lies and by their lack of humanity. By us loving one-another for
our humanity, their rejection of Love will stand out more plainly. When this happens on a
wide enough scale, society will begin to refuse to dance to the zookeepers' arrogant
bidding. When people become human again they will reject the zookeepers' demand to
set the world on fire for them. I think, Ursula, that two people like us can be a sufficient
force to change the world, if we can shift the focus onto the Truth in which Love is a
factor that cannot be ignored but becomes a power."
I reached my hand out to her. "The only power that the royal zookeepers have is
the power that humanity gives them. This is the power they wield, which is arrogantly
redirected back against humanity itself. Surely, this can be changed. Let's be a team. We
can help each other to change our nations, both from the East and from the West. All we
have to do is convince our people that most of the wars in history were created by an
utterly impotent force, the 'royals,' who have to beg for their power, by whose bidding
humanity has set itself against each other for its self-destruction."
Ursula had to laugh, here. "And how are we going to do this? Where would we
start? Still, I can tell you honestly that I know you are right. You also confirmed to me
the reason why I could never feel any animosity against America, because its people are
too naive for the role of a serious enemy. You're not the would-be masters of the world.
You are too human. America has a rich humanist background that is a far greater force
than most people realize. But like everybody else, America is drawn into this game of
playing zoo, as you have put it, without being aware of it. So how can you talk about
deflating the game if you are not committed to raising the sensitivity of your people to
such a level that the game appears ugly to them? That's what I mean with being naive.

You are asleep. Love doesn't unfold that way. Love is the default condition for people
that are awake. But waking up is an active process. Are you committed to it? People who
are not committed allow the humanity to be stolen from them."
"Aren't you a bit naive yourself," I asked, "by being disturbed when I speak about
Love. I am in Love with you, Ursula. That is the fact. Still, my saying so seems to make
you feel uncomfortable."
She raised her hand, but said nothing.
"All right, perhaps it is I who is naive, like the whole of America," I conceded,
"but I can tell you this, there is no conspiracy brewing in the hearts of America, against
Germany, or Russia, or anyone else. I think people are looking for Love in America, but
they are tied into knots by too many barriers. I believe the same is true about your people.
I think we don't know anymore what it means to be in Love, since that's been largely
forbidden."
"I like to know how you propose to do what you just told me needs to be done,"
she said, "so that our nations will stop playing their masters' games."
I shrugged my shoulders. "I don't know, Ursula," I replied. "I am as naive as you
are. All that I can see, is that it needs to be done, and that someone better start doing
something along that line pretty soon," I added. "Why shouldn't this someone be us?
Can't we open the door to discovery?"
"You are all right, Peter," she said and smiled. "Still, you are as naive about this as
we all are. Nevertheless, you are like a breath of fresh air and I love you for it. You may
be naive, but you are able to comprehend things that most people can't. Of course you
Americans are at a disadvantage, because you expect everything to fall into place quickly
and easily. That doesn't happen in the real world, Peter."
"If people don't act, who will guide our governments?" I asked. "If our
governments were to give themselves the freedom to move with what their populations
feel deep in their heart as human beings, then the world would be an infinitely safer
place. But this is not how the Universe is designed to operate. Principle and its idea is
one, and this one is reflected in mankind. The leadership is in mankind, in society. You
can't put the cart before the horse. It doesn't work that way. The horse is society. That is
where leadership unfolds. Don't look to governments for leadership. Society needs to
develop an understanding of Principle and move with it to determine the necessary policy
that reflects its highest understanding of Principle. That's where leadership begins. Then
society needs to look for qualified candidates that it elects to implement its policy. If
society looks to governments for leadership, it anoints a dictator over it, and surrenders
its freedom and puts itself into slavery. That's the current state of the world."
She agreed with a smile.
In response to her smile I told Ursula an ancient Native-American story. I told her
the story of a magic canoe that could take its riders instantly to where they wanted to be.

"The legend has it that such a canoe could sustain many tribes with fish and game,
indicating that man's freedom to move and life itself, are as one." I told her that the story
applies at the mental level, too. "Maybe that's what makes us Americans naive, and the
Russians, too. We don't give ourselves the freedom to move. We demand governments to
do the moving for us. We create the dictators that render the nations as enemies. We
abolish our freedom. We don't have to do this."
She nodded in agreement and reached out for a handshake. "Russia is not your
enemy," she replied, "and neither are we."
"Nor is America the enemy of mankind," I added.
She spoke with a warm, gentle smile while our hands engaged. She was indeed a
most beautiful person to be touched by. The warmth of her smile was a brightness that no
boundaries could hold back.
"What about your government?" I asked her while we were holding each other's
hands. "Would your government be able to move on this issue as far as we have today, on
this beach?" I asked.
"She shook her head. They are all blinded by what's happening in the foreground.
They can't see what stands behind it. You must forgive their blindness. When society
rejects its own leadership and its own freedom, it puts its government into an impossible
and highly unnatural situation. I can recognize this stranglehold as we have explored it,
but they can't. Consequently, they are scared and oppressive. It's actually dangerous to
talk about this openly. In this respect," she said, "the beach is an oasis. People are not
enemies, here. The atmosphere that we cultivate here makes people more honest and a bit
more human."
"Are you saying that you are afraid in your own country?" I asked.
"I am less afraid now," she grinned, "for knowing that there is one more person in
the world fighting the same war," she replied. "But don't get me wrong, I don't blame our
governments for making everybody scared. As I said, they are scared themselves. They
are not fundamentally malicious. They're stupid, childish, yes, but one can't order people
to be intelligent, can one? One can only try to live as intelligently oneself as one possibly
can; provided one knows what Intelligence is."
"Ah, but communism doesn't help," I replied. "The freedom to move is only
hindered by communism. Communism was created by the British Empire as a Trojan
Horse to wreck Russia from within."
She looked up and started to laugh. "Now that's a strange one coming from
someone whose country is champion in political brainwashing," she said. She looked
around, as if she had said too much already. "You should hear yourself speaking. You're
sounding like Leroy," she said and began to laugh out loud. "It's you Americans who
know all the answers, but you can't move either."

Oh, this little change in focus gave me the opportunity to talk about a topic that
could keep our conversation going for a long time, as if one could find nothing better to
do on a sunny afternoon on the beach, than talk politics, getting angry in the process
about a bunch of faceless 'royals' that we couldn't even identify. Of course, I was
prepared to talk about anything, just to keep her there with me. If talking about
brainwashing would accomplish that, it was fine with me also. I was amazed that she
knew almost more about my own country and me, than I did myself. She taught me
things about myself that day that I was totally unaware of, and she did it in the kindest
manner.
"About the brainwashing," she said, "it is more honest in the East than in America.
It is more honest here, because it is so blatantly vulgar. In the East everybody is aware of
it. People make jokes about it and resist it. In the West the ablest professionals do the
brainwashing. Their work is done so imperceptibly that hardly anyone is aware that it is
happening. It's done with great finesse, under the guise of human nature, often in the
context of religion, or in the name of free enterprise. Of course it is always designed to
appeal to the blue-blooded, down to Earth, apple pie Americanism that has become a
mantle to cover the sins. Did I say this right?" she grinned.
She said brainwashing is so subtle in the West that people become transformed by
it. Then, when it comes to the test, when people suddenly are demanded to be ready and
eager to lay their life on the line for what they've been instructed to believe in, they will
readily do it.
I dismissed this as absurd, and asked if this scare tactic was imbedded in the
Ogarkov Plan, and whether she might have accepted some of it.
She looked at me puzzled.
"I overheard someone talk about it on the beach," I said quietly.
Her face lit up; "You must have been listening to students from the political
science department. They're teaching military strategy as part of a course."
She smiled as I let out a sigh of relief. "But brainwashing is serious," I added.
She nodded. "I nearly brainwashed myself into believing I was cut out to be a
journalist," she said. "I firmly believed I had to be somebody important for my life to be
worthwhile, and that journalism would give me some influence over how the world
moves."
"Oh, you wanted to move the world closer to the Truth?" I asked.
She nodded, then shook her head. "There is no free press anywhere on the planet,"
she said. "In my part of the world the press is owned by the state, and the state dictates
what the Truth is, and in your part of the world the press is owned by the 'royals' and their
agents, and they determine what lies are to be printed as the truth. Once I realized this, I
realized that there is no point in being a journalist."

Now, there was something we could talk about for a long time, journalism! "The
'royals' are the New World Order, Ursula. In the West, journalism exists to describe the
New World Order, not to change it. It exists to enforce it. There is no free journalism in
the West, except a tiny bit that exists unofficially and operates under ground. Official
journalism is a tool for stating doctrine. Its purpose is brainwashing. It is probably the
same in your part of the world."
She nodded slightly.
I celebrated this agreement. I would have talked about Grimm's fairy tales, if that
would have made her stay with me all day, so captivating was her presence. I even
ignored the pain on my back as I was getting pink. She commented on it and gave me
some suntan lotion, which probably came much too late, but I didn't care. I simply turned
over when the pain became too great.
She talked about her experiences with brainwashing in Afghanistan, China,
Nicaragua, Lebanon - some of her most sensational assignments. Three times she had
covered the Middle East for her government as an intelligence agent disguised as a
journalist, during the major conflicts there. Often the brainwashing, that she encountered,
came from the West.
The only conflict she didn't talk about was Vietnam. I asked for her opinion. She
said it happened before her time and that she knew too little about it, except that
President Kennedy was assassinated by the 'royals' three days after he had ordered the
withdrawal of the American troops from Vietnam. Without the assassination changing the
direction of America, there would not have been much of a war in Vietnam, or no war at
all, and the millions of people that were killed, would still be alive.
"The Vietnam War was an unspeakable human tragedy in every respect," I
commented. "It was one of the worst of this century. When Kennedy had tried to prevent
it, he was simply run over by the forces of the New World Order. His assassination ended
the Old World Order. The New World Order became like a steam roller that ran over all
the progressive movements that promised a new future for many developing nations,
especially in Africa. President Kennedy was one of many that were cut down by
assassinations that ushered in the New World Order."
"Obviously, you haven't been in El Salvador or in Afghanistan," Ursula said to me.
Her face became a blank. "The very humanity of society was being assassinated there,
not just a few progressive leaders. This was brainwashing at its deepest level what I saw
there. Life had become so cheap there, it still makes me sick to throw up at times, when I
think of it," she said. "The buzzword was always communism, or capitalism, or religion.
The brainwashing had become an impersonal hatred that fed the flames, wherever there
was serious fighting going on. It was whispered in dark places. It kept the murdering
going. And when this no longer worked efficiently, ethnic conflicts were dredged up, and
were exploited for creating wars. Lots of people got caught in the flow of it and were
murdered for nothing at all. Even the military gets caught up in this madness. Soldiers are
people, too."

She told me she had observed the Red Army in Afghanistan. She had been there
for two months; "It was heartrending," she said.
I could feel by her voice that this phrase must have been an understatement.
"Then you've witnessed the bitter fighting, there?" I asked.
"Bitter fighting!" she laughed in scorn.
She told me of a birthday party she had been invited to, the Major's 40th birthday.
Her face became lifeless as a stone, when she spoke of it. She said, that this birthday
party had cost three thousand people their life. Six soldiers had been sent to town for
'supplies,' which meant stealing whatever they wanted or were able to find. Not a single
soldier returned. The word filtered back that the rebels had killed them. Among the dead
was the Major's brother, a young Lieutenant of the Special Forces, who was leading the
group. She told me that the party exploded in a rage for revenge. The Major ordered that
very night that the town be exterminated. By nightfall not a soul was alive in this place of
three thousand people. Its name was Kohlm, a frontier town in the North.

Ursula fell silent after this for a long time, but her face remained tense. When she
spoke again she said that three thousand casualties might not amount to much in our
modern age of mass violence, but it means immensely more when one sees the aftermath.
She told me that she had visited the place only two weeks earlier. She had talked to the
people, photographed their children, and eaten with their community leaders. She had
even interviewed some of the rebels.
She told me that she had bribed her way onto the reconnaissance chopper in the
morning, after the killing. She found a wasteland of death. She saw children lying in the
streets, women and men, shot on the spot.
"Naive as I was," she said sadly, "I went back to the places I knew, to the houses
where I had been invited to for tea, to the family that I had grown fond of. I found them
all. I found one of the mothers with her three children. They were all dead, laying on the
ground in front of their house. The mother still held the smallest in her arms, a little girl,
barely two years old. Both had been shot. It appears they tried to flee. I also went back to
the house of the community leader, a bright and alert young man who had proudly shown
me around his town, and had talked fondly of its people and the land. He had invited me
one late afternoon to his favorite swimming spot, at the foot of a waterfall that had
created a small bowl in the rock at its base. I can still see him standing at the ledge of the
pool against a backdrop of blue mountains, as he exclaimed about the beautiful life he
had, and the freedom this open country gave him. He said he felt as free as the birds, and
perhaps more so because the spirit he had in him allowed him to embrace the whole
world. I found the young man again, his arms tightly wrapped about his aging father, as if
to protect him with his own body, or to have one last embrace. It appears his body offered
no protection against the penetrating force of the bullet of a large caliber riffle. The bullet

became lodged behind them in the post of the porch of their respectable house, that he
had been so fond of."
Ursula said, that nobody really cared about the dead. They just left them there. "A
rebel stronghold, pacified," she said, "was the official entry in the army's journal."
"Now tell me about brainwashing," she added grimly and sat up. "Tell me you can
just shrug it off!"
I couldn't answer. I was stunned. I stood up and motioned her that we should go
for a walk. I reached my hand out to her to help her up.
She said moments later, that what she had just told me had been by no means
exceptional. Empty fields, bombed out homes, destroyed irrigation systems, were all
common sights that remained as silent testimonials of untold atrocities. "And still, the
war went on," she said. "War had become a way of life."
"What you saw was not the response of human beings in an intimate response with
one-another as human beings," I said emphatically. "What you saw was the response of a
'circumcised' people that have been robbed of their humanity. That's the effect that
brainwashing has. It steals a person's very soul, and leaves an emptiness that opens a
person to fascism. Fascism is artificial. There exists no equivalent in the natural world. It
is a myth that is not a part of the real history of mankind that reflects the unfolding of the
Principle of the Universe. Principle and its idea is one, and this one is Love and Truth, the
Spirit of the Intelligence that is at once the Universe and its manifest - the very Light of
Life and the Soul of its intimacy. The history of murder by brainwashing has nothing to
do with anything that is human. It is a history of lies that should be removed from
consciousness, and from the social agenda. Wars won't stop until this is done. Wars are
movements in the prisons of time, where the eternity of Principle is denied. The victims
of war are generally dead long before the fatal bullet seals their homemade fate."
Ushi said, that some of the warriors were aware of this. She said she had talked to
one of the Mujahideen freedom fighters, a young man who proudly showed her his
wounds. She had asked him, "Would you ever consider fleeing to Pakistan, as many of
your people have done?" His answer had been a resolute, no! "Why should I go there,
there is no war in Pakistan?" he had told her.
She said that he had told her, that they didn't have the fancy kind of weapons the
Soviets had, still they had put up a respectable fight with the little they did have. "So,
why should I flee?" he had asked her. He said he liked it where he lived. But most of all,
there was war in Kandahar, a war where he still has a chance to be free, and fight for the
freedom of his people."
"Unfortunately, war means killing," she added, "and killing becomes a means for
gaining control."
I argued with her on this point. "Every war that has been created over the last two
hundred years has been created to prevent human progress. Ultimately, war has nothing

to do with gaining control, except perhaps as a means for dehumanizing the whole world.
Control is an artificial means for maintaining the face of empire that claims to be a
power, while it has no power in itself."
What I said seemed to be a new revelation to her, about the nature of control of
empire over people, something that she hadn't considered.
I added that the people of the New World Order don't care about gaining control.
They already have total control, which enables them to be an empire. "They care more
about preventing the advance of the civilization that would dethrone them, and take away
their control that empire is built on. Feudalism and its fascism can't exist in an advanced
civilization that controls itself along the line of its Principle. The masters of empire can't
keep scientifically aware human beings in a zoo. It doesn't work. Nobody knows this
better than the masters of empire, the masters of the New World Order. The history of
human freedom goes back to the Golden Renaissance, when the League of Cambrai was
formed to wipe the Venetian Empire off the map. That's what the old professor told me in
the bar that night. The 'royals' never forgot their near defeat, and what caused it. They
will make sure that it won't happen again. They are in control of society now, and aim to
keep it that way. They know that they can only keep people in their zoo when they can
get them to behave like primitive animals, whereby they become slaves. That is what the
security of empire rests on."
Ursula said, that she knew this. She said, that it doesn't help to make the pain go
away. "It doesn't heal anything. It is too remote."
"Did you ever realize that none of what you saw has anything to do with any form
of nationality, Russian or Afghani. What you saw, evidently wasn't the result of
nationalism or ethnic hatred, not even revenge. It was the result of insanity; sheer
insanity; plain and simple insanity."
I told her that I wasn't talking about a babbling idiot's kind of insanity. I told her
that I was referring to the 'intelligent insane.' I described them as people who are able to
think as human beings, but refuse to do so; who rush into action, but are too dull to
consider the consequences. "They are human beings, but refuse to act in a human
manner."
"Aren't we all a bit like that?" she asked. "It appears that we are, and probably
more often than not. How often have we seen someone in need, Peter, and walked by on
the other side? That's insanity, too."
I nodded. "I know, I know. If it were not so, prostitution wouldn't exist."
"You devil, you have a one-track mind! I wasn't referring to that," she replied and
punched me gently. "Of course, you are correct," she added. "Lucky for us, we don't
stone the people to death anymore that we find in need of some human intimacy. We
merely call them immoral, and slander them with ugly words."

"And if it happens to ourselves, we deny our humanity, our feelings, and
ourselves, and all for the sake of honor," I added.
"That's insanity, too," she agreed.
"But you are not like that. You invited me to be honest with myself, and you are
not offended by it," I said, and began to grin. "You have no idea how wonderful that
feels. Maybe that is what sanity is all about. It manifests itself in people being human.
Maybe it is the atmosphere at the beach here that causes this effect. Just look at us. We
are as naked as we were born. Nothing is hidden. Nothing is concealed. And listen to us
talk. We speak the same kind of language, honestly, openly, unencumbered by barriers. I
don't think any of that would be possible in a conventional setting. In a conventional
setting, people hide behind so many layers of myths and artificial veils that they can
barely speak to each other at all, except perhaps to play games. Is it any wonder than that
there is so little honesty and peace in the world?"
"Obviously, that's what the zookeepers want," said Ursula.
"Ah, but here on the beach we find us free to treat each other as human beings,
because that is what we are. Here I can say to you that I am in Love with you, and you
can answer me with a smile instead of with a frown. You can smile at me and speak in
return of being in Love likewise, and this in spite of the fact that we are married to
different families, and different countries, and different political backgrounds. But all this
fades away into nothing here. The only thing that remains is the simple fact that we are
two human beings, you and I, and that comes to light as something profound and
wonderful. You have no idea how wonderful it feels to be treated like that. I can feel a
sense of Love unfolding that is like a great wave of Light. I can't help suspecting that this
wave will be felt in many dark places, where this Light inspires joy that may be urgently
needed. I can even say that the gentle loving that I feel unfolding between us, is a much
more profound peace-feast than a million-men-march could ever be, in protest against
war. I think I can say with certainty that if all the peace marchers would make a
consecrated effort to see and treat one another as human beings with all the encumbering
crap removed that presently smothers them, the resulting wave of Love would alter the
world. It would stop all wars."
Ursula began to beam with a brilliant smile, as I said this. "And it would bring its
Light to the social scene across the world, as we have never seen it before," she added.

My talking about Love did more than just bring smiles to her face again. She
seemed happy after the 'storm' had passed. That tremendous change wasn't expected.
Obviously the horrors that she had witnessed, had left deep scars. Of course I welcomed
the transformation. I welcomed to see her smile again. Maybe I had caused a healing of
some sort, without knowing that I had? I put my arm around her shoulder, as we went for
a stroll. This was the closest I came to hugging her. A real hug seemed quite out of the

question, with us both being totally naked. I would have loved to hug her, of course, and
might have dared to do so if this had appeared even remotely possible in my mind.
I had to laugh at myself suddenly. Was that really impossible? Why couldn't I hug
her? According to what Helen had said, it should be possible. But how could I make it
so? Could I dare to test the possibilities? And if not, was that groundless inhibition a form
of 'intelligent insanity' that denied our humanity and our evident desire to embrace it? As
it was, I didn't dare to do what seemed so daringly forward, but intelligently right. I
argued against myself, and against us.
We walked for a short distance in this partial embrace that seemed daring enough.
We went towards the water. I tried to formulate another reply to help her forget the
horrors that our conversation about war had brought to the surface. I was hoping that this
might yet lead to a full hug. I was a trained diplomat. A response of this kind should have
been forthcoming without me having to think about it. Except our being together wasn't a
diplomatic game, the kind I had been trained for. This was a deeply human situation.
What was unfolding seemed way out of my league. That is also while I failed in the end.
A simple moment of lapsed attention allowed the superficial aspects to become dominant
again, for which the subject of war was dragged back into the foreground.
"You have witnessed the kind of warfare that unfolds when there are no cultural
restraints left," I said to her.
We had come to the water at this point. We simply sat down in the sand as
children do, but sadly, not to make sand castles.
I suggested to Ursula that it had taken Adolf Hitler nine years to grind down the
human cultural restraint that had existed in the population against his brutal war-plans. I
suggested that Hitler wasn't that stupid that he couldn't see the deep-seated humanist
feelings that the great German culture had created. The cultural strength had inhibited his
goals. He may have sensed that he couldn't just run roughshod over all of the human
feelings that people like Schiller and Goethe had built up in the population. He simply
couldn't move against that restraint. That restrained made him impotent. He had to break
the restraint down, before he could create his 'Nazi Zoo' and carry out his objectives.
Hitler understood this. His supporters understood this. Even his masters understood this.
He understood that the German culture was his biggest enemy. I reminded Ursula that it
took Hitler until 1942 to fully do away with that hindrance. "It took nine patient years to
build that zoo," I said. "Only then, when the cultural destruction was complete, was he
able to implement the full scope of the atrocities that he had planned from the beginning,
and had written about."
I also suggested to Ursula that the Vietnam War appears to have been staged for
essentially the same kind of purpose, a purpose that Hitler would have understood. I
suggested that this war was arranged to be fought in such a manner that it would grind
down the cultural resistance in America against the planned Anglo/Dutch/American
world emporium, which the New World Order required to be established without fail.

"Vietnam wasn't the target then," said Ushi with a note of surprise.
"The Vietnam War was designed to become a power tool for destroying America's
culture, that would subsequently enable the establishment of the great American Zoo," I
interjected. "President Kennedy would have never allowed this. He saw it coming and
ordered it to be stopped. So they countermanded his orders and killed him." I added that
the zoo itself became still another tool. "Unless people can be brainwashed to see
themselves as nothing more than animals, the whole depopulation scheme won't fly. But
it did fly in Hitler's era. The zookeepers became highly effective in making it work. The
fascist 'song' continued to dull the masses for years on end, even decades, after Hitler had
lost the game and killed himself. Almost the whole western society was soon singing the
extended fascist song, the depopulation song, as requested. The people were singing this
song from their heart, around the world, since everybody 'knew' that animal herds need to
be culled as a means to manage their numbers; meaning depopulation, meaning genocide.
A monk in the service of the Venetian Empire invented the depopulation sung. It was
published in the very year that the U.S. Constitution was enacted. The song, for culling
the human herd, was designed to counter the American freedom. Now it is being
regurgitated as a song for the depopulation of Third-World nations. For America, the
song for depopulation currently means deindustrialization. This is its first stanza,
stealthily designed to also disable America. Much of that has already happened, just as
the song inspired. It began with the Vietnam War, for which the Apollo Moon Landing
program was cancelled..."
"Oh my God, Peter," Ursula cut me off. "You are saying that the Vietnam War had
provided a perfect cover for the imperial game masters to create the kind of cultural
shock that the depopulation objectives required."
"The shock turned the American society culturally into animals, without them
being aware of it," I replied. "They all began to sing their animal song. The real targets
were the American people and not the Vietnamese people. Vietnam then, was merely a
target of convenience, nothing more. Is that what you are saying?"
I nodded. I said something to the effect that quite a few people have come to see
the Vietnam War that way. I told her that even America's so-called peace movement,
which had been organized in conjunction with this war, had been set up in the same
context, in order to provide a second-stage cultural shock. That was also the time when
the circumcision took a big step forward. I suggested to her that all of these shocks put
together had been highly effective in creating the kind of humanist, cultural destruction
for which the Vietnam War had evidently been staged.
I pointed out to Ursula that these were the forces by which the great cultural
optimism of the Kennedy Space Program era had been defeated. This cultural destruction
created the background against which the deindustrialization of the western world could
begin, which succeeded. I suggested to Ursula that the resulting physical destruction of
the American economy became the third phase of the grinding down of America, and
much of the western world with it. I pointed out to her that this phase was started in full
force in the 1980s. I told her that this grinding down was openly promoted in direct

conjunction with the depopulation ideology, that had already been accepted in principle
throughout the world five years earlier, beginning in the mid 1970s. "Without building
the great American Zoo, this level of America's self-destruction would have never been
possible, but it is now generally accepted. And this is, apparently, only the beginning.
Things tend to get worse from here."
Ursula nodded, then shook her head. "What do you mean. How much worse can it
get?"
"Just keep your eyes open. The next step will be depopulation starting in earnest,"
I said quietly. "The first stage that you will see is artificial starvation. When the empire
owns the world-food-supply system, and then triples the price of food, hundreds of
millions, if not billions, will be forced into starvation. In parallel, you will see food being
distilled into motor fuel. When that starvation takes off, you will see artificial pandemics
erupting in livestock herds, for which large scale slaughtering will be ordered. The killed
herds will then be burnt, officially to keep the pandemics from spreading. Once society
gets used to this pattern, the same process, complete with artificial pandemics will then
be staged in human populations, for which entire segments of people will then be killed,
ostensibly to keep the disease from spreading, or vaccines will be created, the slow acting
poisonous kind, that in a year or two accomplish the same thing on a near global scale.
None of that will be possible for a few decades yet, but the train has already left the
station. What seems impossible today, will likely be accepted in a few decades, as the zoo
mentality 'matures.' That is the trend, Ursula. Nothing will stop this trend, except
society's determination to become human beings again. That means escaping the zoomentality on the wings of scientific perceptions that enable society to rediscover its
humanity, and then falling in Love with it."
"Isn't it amazing," said Ursula, "how everything comes back to this one single
point, the need for society to wake up, and become human beings in the Light of Love."
"And that is what is happening right here," I replied. "We have become a twopeople movement to create a New Human Renaissance, with which to save civilization.
And the power that we wield is Love."
Ursula began to laugh. "Do you really want me to hug you that badly?" she said.
"You kept looking at my breasts."
"I am not making this up," I said, defending myself. "I wish it was all fantasy, but
isn't. Love is the only royal way, the truly human and Sublime way."
We both stood up spontaneously and hugged each other. Wow! Indeed, that was
the Sublime and human dimension being one.
"All the cultural damage that has been done over many centuries, needs to be
undone that way," she said quietly, interrupting the intimate silence of our hugging. "We
have to build a taller platform than has ever existed before, because all of the old
platforms had been insufficient to protect our humanity, to say nothing about reversing
the damage already done. That means that we must build a kind of platform that cannot

be ground into the dust by the zookeepers. We have to build one that is able to withstand
every shock."
"If anyone hears us talking like that, they must think we've gone bonkers, or are
dreaming," I replied, "but I am in Love with it because it reflects Truth.
Her smile was as bright as a light bulb, when the hug ended, and we were facing
each other as if for a kiss. "All that I know is that this higher platform must be established
in our thinking," she said. "We have no other option, but to resort to Love. Whether the
challenge is nuclear war, depopulation, or economic collapse into poverty, the answer is
always the same. It is Love on a deeper and wider level than we have both known until
recently, that can furnish the breakthrough. We only have this one option. The Light of
Love furnishes that option freely. It beckons us."
"This is also the most wonderful option that I can think of," I said. "And it is
available now. We don't have to wait till tomorrow."
"I know, Peter. It sounds crazy to say that," she replied. "Don't even ask me how
this is to be done, because all that we have to build anything on is our honesty and Love,
the very platform the world has rejected," she said. "Nevertheless, that's all that we have,
and ever will have, or can have. But look Peter, it has uplifted us already. So, will it be
sufficient to uplift the whole world? I know, that what needs to be done, has never been
done before in all the history of the world. Still we must do it."
"In this case, you asked an invalid question when you asked if it can be done," I
interjected. "The only valid question in this regard, would be to ask ourselves if we had
done enough individually to assure that what must be done, will be done."
Ursula nodded. "I just can't see yet how the needed breakthroughs, which have
never been made, even under the best of circumstances, can be achieved with certainty
today in a culturally destroyed world."
"That only adds to the challenge," I said quietly. "But it doesn't solve anything
fundamentally. I know we have to win and make the breakthrough happen. As you said
yourself, our survival depends on it. In this case I must say, what does the severity of the
challenge matter? The Principle alone matters. So what does it matter, Ursula, that we
encountered failures in the past, or suffer failures as we move forward. I think our past
failures simply tell us that we must pursue a different avenue, one that has never been
pursued before. Principle tells us that this avenue is Love. I think, a practical avenue of
this type that opens up before us must be one that reflects the Principle of Universal
Love. It must be an avenue that brings us face to face with ourselves, with our humanity,
with our being in Love with it. I think this avenue takes us to where we become human
beings, and where we find us at one with the Principle of the Universe. Principle and its
idea is one, and this one is the Sublime, and it includes us. We have to see ourselves in
this light, instead of seeing ourselves as communists, capitalists, Jews, Muslims,
Christians, Germans, Americans, Russians, Chinese, and so on. I think all these aspects
that presently divide us have a place in the background, only as enriching cultural

elements, including the sexual elements of our humanity. But in the foreground we must
see ourselves as spiritual human beings, indivisible, whole, complete, and beautiful,
because that is how we are. We are spiritual beings reflecting the harmonizing Sublime
Spirit that is Love. We must be truthful with ourselves about that, and by implication
with one-another. That's the heart of the challenge, Ursula. I also think, that's all there is
to it. There is nothing complicated about it. It may be tough to implement, but..."
"Still, I must ask myself again. Is that implementation achievable?" Ursula
interjected.
"No, Ursula, that's still an invalid question," I challenged her. "The question is
invalid, because we have no option that would allow us not to achieve this only solution.
We simply must achieve whatever must be achieved to protect our existence. Any other
consideration is invalid, as no other option exists that enables us to do that."

I had told Ursula in our earlier discussion, that a wise and beautiful woman had
told me a few days ago that humanity's greatest challenge involves nothing more than our
doing away with all the barriers that presently divide and isolate us from one-another and
from our humanity, and make us serve time in countless times of prisons. I also told
Ursula that the woman had pointed out to me, that the sex barrier was one of these
barriers we must do away with, because it is basically a myth that creates those deep
divisions, and the almost permanent isolation between people. "That is why should such
barriers must be let go and be put out of sight and out of mind, and be replaced with the
Light of Love," I said firmly. "Are we not all human beings with the same human
qualities, and human desires, and human needs? If our humanity unites us in Truth, and
sex is a part of it, then sex might be a powerful element of that uniting factor that can
change the world and bring it into universal Love, where wars and atrocities are not
possible, and even poverty ends."
I suggested to Ursula that the same criteria apply to all the other myths that divide
us. I pointed out that the very aspects that divide us, including sex, ideology, nationality,
and so forth, are elements of our individuality that make our existence richly diverse,
interesting, and vibrant. I suggested to her that these aspects are all valid elements of our
individuality, and that they are beautiful as such in their own way. I suggested that they
should melt into the background of our universal humanity in which we find us in Love
with ourselves, and then with one-another. I told her that these elements must never be
drawn out of this context to override the primacy of our humanity. The primacy is, that
Principle and its idea is one, and that this one includes us, reflecting universal Truth that
unfolds as universal Love once it is understood and acknowledged.
"Universal Love?" Ursula repeated. "But what does that mean?"
I laughed. I shrugged my shoulders. "Maybe it means that you and I should fall in
Love with one-another. Of course, that's already happening."
She grinned and shook her head slightly.

"No Ursula, I really mean it." I said and smiled. "I really do appreciate you for
being the wonderful woman that you are. You are sexually beautiful, and beautiful as a
human being in every respect to the very bottom of your Soul. What more does anyone
need to be touched by, in order to feel a great joy? Shouldn't that be enough to forge a
bond of Love between people? And why should this be limited to only us? Sure, huge
problems may stand in the way for Love to expand universally and envelop everyone."
"Now, what have the problems got to do with anything?" she said, and pointed a
finger at me and laughed. "Do the problems change the Principle involved?" she said,
repeating my earlier words. "Are the problems valid factors in absolute terms?"
I nodded, and said that this was honestly spoken.
She leaned forward and sealed the thought with a kiss.
"The credit for what I had said earlier doesn't belong to me," I said. "It belongs to
the woman I told you of, who had tried to make me understand these things."
"Now I find myself challenged to live by it. It becomes our saying from now on,"
she said.
"The challenge of becoming honest with ourselves about the primacy of our
humanity is probably the most complex challenge that we have to face in our entire life,
though it is simple in Principle," I said to her. "That's why it all makes sense, Ursula,
doesn't it? I just hope that I still remember some of it when I get back home, where I have
to face the old music of our great American popular opinions racket that drags one away
from what the Truth really is."
"I think we all have that problem," Ursula replied and laughed. "But I also think
the mere demand to meet this challenge places us into an entirely different world, where
the conventional world drifts out of sight, as it does here at the beach to some degree."
"I don't think the imperative to meet this challenge will ever go away. It drags us
back to the Truth," I assured her.
She nodded again. She smiled. "Maybe on this basis we can enrich our own
loving, which can never be full enough, and win the peace of the world at the same time."
I agreed. I was amazed at the depth of our conversation.

We had made ourselves comfortable again in the sand near the water, long after
our grand hugging. There we talked, facing each other. She grinned at me now and then,
as she couldn't help see how fascinated I still was by her. Was that gentle response a
spark of the kind of loving that we had been talking about?

While we talked, Ursula noticed a longhaired man walking through the shallow
water to the left of us. "Jeremiah!" she called out and waved to him. She motioned him to
come and join us.
Jeremiah stopped, turned, and casually strolled towards us. She introduced me, and
asked him if he wouldn't mind looking after little Otto for a while. "We need time off for
a long stroll," she told him in German.
Jeremiah nodded with a wink in his eye and suggested that we should stroll
towards the entrance, where ice cream had just arrived, and was being sold. "You didn't
know that," he added with a smile looking at Ursula, "yah?"
Ursula shook her head.
"If you want to know anything, anything at all," he said to me in German, "you
only have to ask Jeremiah." He reached his hand out for a handshake, and then left us
sitting were we were. He made his way towards little Otto, who played in his mud hole at
the edge of the lawn.
While we were off on our stroll, I held her gently close to my side as before.
"Maybe the two of us can make a difference," I said to her, "even if an entire ocean lies
between us. You said yourself that all we have is our honesty and our loving. Let's start
with that and create a revolution. Hasn't our honesty with ourselves already caused a
revolution on this beach? It has brought us together. This shouldn't have been possible the
way I stared at you."
"And as you still do," Ursula interjected.
"Yes, these things have happened here and still do," I said. "Besides, as you had
told me, what more can we possibly have, or need, than our honesty and being in Love
with it?" I hugged her once more as I said this. "I'm truly in Love with you, you know," I
added. "You are beautiful in every conceivable way."
"You are beautiful too, Peter," was her reply, while she hugged me in return.
"I think we need to break out, totally, out of our self-confinement," I said to her,
"and become even more deeply honest with ourselves than we have ever been in all of
our life. Maybe every failure to perform this great feat adds to the great problems of
humanity that we all face together. We deny ourselves far too often, and for shallow
reasons. Perhaps, we need to let Love unfold unconfined, unfettered, free, and as
universal as it can be. Perhaps this is the platform on which we can banish the divisions
that have been imposed on us over time, and with it shut down the isolation that we've
allowed to build up between us. Maybe in this way, we might create for ourselves a taller
platform for unity than has ever existed before. I know we have to achieve this kind of
change at the grassroots level where we individually live. I know we have to achieve it
there before we can even hope to see a corresponding change happening on the political
level."

Ursula shook her head decisively. "I foresee huge problems with that," she said.
"Look at my case for instance. Beautiful women like myself..." here she grinned, and then
laughed. "We would all be swamped with affection and coercion, and be abused," she
said, "while all the ugly women would be left behind in the rush, and be left out. I am
exaggerating of course, to illustrate the tendency. Unfortunately, this is already the
tendency. If you open the door more towards the seeming enigma of universal Love, you
might create a flood. What's happening now is hard enough to deal with. My wedding
ring gives me some protection. It helps me to fight off abuses. I know, this sort of thing
shouldn't happen, but it does."
"I know," I said. I put my hand on her shoulder. "That's precisely the point, Ursula.
It appears you are feeling the pressures of a screwed up system in a screwed up world.
But will it remain to be that way if we can manage to get out of the zoo? The present
system appears to be very far removed from the real dimensions of our humanity, and
most definitely from the dimension of universal Love. What you are experiencing
appears to be a form of rape by desperate people who encounter barriers whichever way
they turn. You open the door and they trample you down. That's what animals do. The
zoo mentality distorts everything. What you are fighting against today, evidently has
nothing to do with the reality of our humanity."
"And what reality, precisely, is that, Peter?"
"What is real is the Truth, Ursula. One aspect of the Truth is that the very concept
of ugly people is a lye. This lye affects the way in which people look at themselves and at
each other. I don't believe that there are any such phenomena as intrinsically ugly human
beings. We may be dealing with a contradiction in language here. I think the entire
concept of ugly people is a myth. Some people may believe that they are ugly, and so
they make themselves appear ugly in reacting to the belief. Consequently, they are
recognized that way. I believe whatever makes a person appear ugly in one's mind, is
artificial in one way or another. I have seen some so-called 'beautiful' people that appear
rather ugly and repulsive in they way they touch one. But shouldn't it be possible to turn
this degenerative process upside down. People being encircled in universal Love,
logically, should have the opposite effect on them, and on others, shouldn't they? I think
they have that effect. I believe that people being in Love have the power to bring this
important lesson about ourselves home to us, and to heal the personal scene with a good
dose of self-respect and respect for one-another as human beings. I believe that being in
Love with one-another as human beings can't fail to become a vital element in our life, if
our loving is built on an intelligent self-loving."
I told Ursula, that I have had a long conversation with the woman I had mentioned
earlier. I told her, that as far as I could remember, the woman had pointed out to me that
the unfolding of universal Love is essentially what is involved in becoming truthful with
oneself.
I had to laugh suddenly. "I just hope that I won't forget any of that before I am able
to implement it. It's all so totally contrary to what popular opinion dictates, and this

makes it hard for one to hold onto the greater dimension of Love, even if one knows this
dimension to be absolutely true."
"But can you be sure?" Ursula asked.
I shrugged my shoulders. "You can prove it to yourself," I said. "Just look all
around you and be totally honest with yourself. Do you see any ugly people? Do you see
even one? I think you'll have a hard time to find an ugly person, if you're totally honest
and make an effort to look beyond the facade that people put up mistakenly or
intentionally. I think you'll also have to look beyond the behavior that people adopt as a
reflection of what they see as the popular trends. A lot of these make people appear ugly.
I think we owe it to us to pull ourselves away from the control of popular opinion, and
look for the Truth, just as we have to pull ourselves away from false religious or social
dogmas, for the same reason. I think it is probably the zoo mentality that puts the ugliness
in people's faces. It's a kind of imposed zero-state mentality, isn't it? If people are
impelled to let themselves go, and loose their humanity, and thereby their loving, the
resulting emptiness shows its ugly head quite clearly. The war mongrels are all ugly
people. Empty people are ugly people. What I am saying is, that we have to become
Truth-full. We have to discover ourselves as profoundly human. Then we will appear as
beautiful as we see ourselves and others will see us in the same manner. That's an
exciting prospect, isn't it? I also think this can be accomplished. I think that an honest
effort in that direction can solve a lot of problems, both socially and politically."
Ursula nodded and smiled. "I think I have to agree with you," she said cautiously
and excitedly at the same time. She kissed me on the cheek for it. "I just hadn't looked at
myself and others that way before," she added.
"Neither had I," I said to her, returning the kiss. "I just hope that I don't forget any
of that when I get home," I said and began to laugh again as if this was funny.

Ursula and I took the long route to the entrance, across a grass-covered playing
field, where a ball game was in progress. She pointed to a crowd at the far end of the
field, where "Wuerstchen" were sold. Since neither of us was in need of food at that
moment, we went back across the field towards the water. With the atmosphere having
become more easy and free between us, it didn't seem to matter that our double excursion
across the playing field hadn't made any sense. A lot of things didn't make sense at this
place, and yet, they did. One thing though, puzzled me. I was puzzled by the way she had
changed. A half an hour earlier she had been torn apart by being reminded of warexperiences, and then, like the sun coming from behind a cloud, she was happy again.
Sure, I had tried to help her, but I hadn't said anything so greatly profound that it might
have caused this change.
Since I couldn't figure this puzzle out, I slipped a few hints.
Her response was to stop for a real kiss. Afterwards she smiled and said that I was
the cause of her happiness, whatever that meant. Now I was puzzled even more. She

could sense it, too. She looked around cautiously and invited me to sit down in the sand
with her, near the water. She said that she would explain, but she really didn't. She talked
about journalism again, and the challenges involved. It took me a good ten minutes
before I was able to piece the puzzle together.
"How many people have you told your Afghanistan story to?" I asked cautiously.
That story and her talking about journalism seemed to be linked.
She raised two fingers; "my husband and my editor have heard it." Then she raised
another finger and smiled again. "I cannot talk about this to anyone. Officially, that
incident never happened, and if I do talk about it I am spreading counterrevolutionary
lies, since a revolutionary army doesn't behave like that. So you see, the event never
occurred, but it did. I saw it. I saw what I saw."
"This means you have carried this baggage inside of you for all this time. It must
be painful not to be able to talk about such a tragedy to anyone," I suggested.
"Especially when I know that these things continue to happen," she added. "That's
what journalism is supposed to prevent. That's what I had dedicated my life to. It felt as if
they had bottled up my soul with the gag order."
She cautiously revealed that something deep had suddenly changed for her. "Now,
three people have heard my story," she said. She thanked me for being such a
compassionate listener and kissed me once more, this time on the lips. "And you did
more than that," she added. "You were able to understand how I felt. You also understand
how far away we still are from a solution. But most of all, you talked about love as a
solution, and you made it sound so real."
Wow! What had I done? I was sure that if I had made it my goal to entice a kiss
from her, I would have puzzled over this for years in vain, and would have never come to
the right conclusion. Suddenly, it unfolded so easily all on its own. Just being a good
listener, had earned me several kisses all in a row.
"I was able to tell you my story, because you are honest," she said to me minutes
later. "I appeared before you naked, but you never looked at me with greedy eyes. You
looked at me with joy. A person who respects another's sovereignty in this manner is
honest. Unfortunately, there is little of that left in our society, so I couldn't risk talking to
anyone about it. I couldn't even tell Jeremiah. People are afraid of each other in this
country. That is why we have only one party. You are either for the government, which
represents all the people, or you are against the people, and that makes you a traitor. And
believe me, nobody is willing to take that chance. We have a 98% turnout during
elections, and they all vote for the government, for the people."
She stood up happily. "This is a wonderful, bright, and happy day," she said. "You
have no idea what it costs a person to keep such an ugly experience bottled up inside, as
my Afghanistan experience has been."

"Especially while knowing that these things still happen," I repeated her words,
just to say something.
"I felt like I had been gagged to the bottom of my soul, Peter, by not having been
able to tell the world what I saw. But now, that seems less important. The real solution is
more universal."
"Still, being gagged makes you feel impotent, right?" I said. "You want to change
the world, but you can't dare say the word. If only there was a way to break through the
barrier, I know you would take that chance without hesitation, but there appears to be no
such chance on the horizon. So, Ursula, believe me, I know the feeling. However, I also
know there exists a way out of every situation. That's why I can't believe that someone
like you will ever be impotent. Since there is bound to be a way, I know that you will find
it. I can also tell you this; there is no censorship possible that can defeat your honesty
with yourself and with the Light of Love that unfolds from that for one-another. If we
both really work along this line, I believe we may find a way to project this Love across
the world, and to inspire others to look at themselves in the same manner, being in Love
with each other. I may be naive in saying this, but I can see some hope in this direction."
She didn't answer me. She kissed me once more, instead. She thanked me for being
such a good listener and for being so insistent that something can be done to change the
world, even when it seems quite impossible.

We bought chocolate ice cream at the store by the gate. It was good ice cream. It
actually tasted like chocolate, surprisingly. It also was quite soft and soon began to drip.
It dripped on us as we sat in the sand, but who cared? We laughed about it and began to
draw with it, tracing out stars and hearts. I helped her to draw those stars and hearts on
her breasts, and to wipe them out, and then draw new ones. Finally, there was only one
thing to do, to go swimming, to wash it all off, to splash each other, and to see who
would be the first to swim to a piece of foam that bobbed up and down in the water near
the grassy knoll where we had sat before.

We returned to our old place by the grassy knoll. There, she kissed me once more,
but this wasn't for old time's sake. I could sense, that it was for moving forward. It was a
more 'intimate' kiss than those quick bursts of affection.
I was right, there was more to come from this unfolding intimacy. She asked me
moments later if she could tell me something terribly shameful, and if I would promise
not to judge her too harshly.
Oh my God, I felt so infinitely honored by what she said. I looked at her. She came
to light as someone bright, intelligent, good looking, and confident. She appeared to be
also someone who would be equally at home at a lectern in front of thousands of people,
or in a legislative assembly, or leading a research institute, or guiding a tour in a gallery

of leading-edge art, or sitting at the bench of justice. She was a captivating person. She
spoke with confidence, uprightness, she was someone who would command respect no
matter where she would be, and she was offering to share her innermost feelings with me.
Who was I?
"Of course you can trust me," I promised. "You can trust me as a friend," I said to
her.
"Just as a friend?" she asked.
"Oh, more than that," I corrected myself. "Trust me as a lover, as someone finding
his life in Love, Ushi." This was seriously spoken, with total honesty.
She accepted the answer and smiled. "There is no shame in us being lovers. Love
is beautiful. There is no shame in being in Love. But this is not the kind of shame I was
referring to. Sometimes things happen to a person that one becomes ashamed of, even if
one is not to blame," she said.
I told her that I could understand her completely from personal experience. I had
sensed a faint notion of shame in the way that she had told her Afghanistan story. I said
to her that sometimes one tends to become ashamed of the human race, and oneself as a
part of it, when one faces unspeakable atrocities. "One becomes ashamed, because the
self-accusations don't go away, that one didn't intervene to prevent a terrible thing from
happening, though there wasn't a damn thing one could have done. The pain just keeps
coming back, and keeps on getting worse, mostly at night."
She nodded, silently. "You really have experienced that, too?" she said in a soft
tone of voice. "What happened?"
I shook my head. "No, Ursula, I can't tell you what I saw. Cambodia exploded.
That's all I can tell you. No one can understand what happened there, who was not in the
middle of it. To attempt to explain it would belittle the tragedy. I was in Cambodia on
vacation. Sure, there were tensions in the air. Then, one day all hell broke out. What I
saw can never be told. It took me a year to come to terms with what I saw. The healing
came when I decided that I was not impotent in this matter. I reasoned that the pain might
stop, if I could help prevent this kind of tragedy from happening again."
"And what did you do?" Ursula asked.
"I quit my job and joined the diplomatic service," I replied. "I did this mostly for
myself," I said to her, "at least at first, I did. I was deeply ashamed about what I had
witnessed. I was as ashamed for it as if my own family had perpetrated this inhumanity.
In a sense, it had. I realized, as the healing unfolded, that the whole of humanity is my
family."
Ursula nodded in agreement. "Yes, Peter, I have often felt strongly that way when
I went abroad."

"No Ursula, it was more than a feeling with me," I countered her. "I had lived with
the pain of that tragedy, until I worked myself out of my predicament. I had asked myself
in those days, if humanity isn't my family, for what reason would I be ashamed about the
atrocities? The shame made me realize that we are all one single whole in reality, though
we seldom acknowledge this. That's when I also realized that I had a direct responsibility
for the larger family that I am a part of. I realized that this responsibility would never go
away. That's when the idea came to join the diplomatic services. I joined up within a
month. I had to absorb a 35% cut in pay to do that, but it was worth the price just to have
the pain go away. Perhaps that was the reason why I was able to understand to some
degree what this woman, a few days ago, had told me. She had told me the same thing,
only in a much clearer and more universal manner, as an element related to Truth, the
reality about our humanity."

There was a deep silence between us after I spoke. I wondered if Ursula could
recognize what I was really trying to say. Maybe I was foolish to bring up these things,
that could never be told, but I also felt that if my experience could help her, then I should
pursue the subject further?
"My healing began when I became involved with the diplomatic service," I said
quietly. "I saw this as a chance for becoming involved in taking the stress out of
international relationships," I added. "I saw it as a way of working for the good of
humanity."
I told Ursula that the pain gradually faded and then simply ended. "This, all by
itself, was worth the loss in pay," I said to her.
She still didn't say anything in reply.
"Can you understand what I am saying?" I asked. "I am trying to say that I feel a
great deal happier because of what has happened. I actually became happier than I had
been before, and more tolerant, I think. I know this shouldn't be the case. My terrible
experience shouldn't have had such an elevating effect, but it did."
"It wasn't your experience that caused this," Ursula suggested, "but your reaction
to it - a recognition of some underlying elements of Truth."
"I was lucky, Ursula," I said with some reservation. "I just can't imagine what I
would have done in your place where the same opportunities might not exist, which had
been open to me. I am glad for the privilege to live in a relatively free country."
"I live in a free country too," Ursula replied sharply, as if I had insulted her. "I
have learned that true freedom can't be curtailed by a gag rule. I learned that freedom isn't
something that is handed down to a person. Freedom is a matter of my own
responsibility. Believe me, I know. I went down the same path as you did. We may have
both found the identical way out of our predicament," she added, "each of us for our own
reasons. We created our own freedom, by our own action"

She told me that she had joined State Security for much of the same reasons. She
said she wanted to help create a better world instead of just observing the world without
being able to shape its course for the better. She told me that her husband, Steve, had
been totally opposed to the idea of her joining State Security, but that he supported her
nevertheless, because she had felt a need for it. "Steve is a beautiful man," she added. "I
really would like you to meet him. I think Steve and you have much in common."
I replied that I felt honored, but that I was also puzzled by why she had chosen to
work with State Security which had forbidden her to talk about her previous experience.
"You have joined this organization even though you can't ever say a word about what you
saw?" I asked.
She stood up and shook her head again. She said that this had actually been one of
the factors for joining up, a chance for fermenting an interest for the truth.
She stopped talking right after saying this, except to say that we should get back to
little Otto and Jeremiah.
I agreed that it was time to get back, but I felt that wasn't the reason why she said
this. There was still something bottled up inside of her that she couldn't allow herself to
reveal. It seemed as if she was asking for help.
"I realize," I said to her, in order to break the silence, "that freedom is ultimately
an individual thing, as you said. Maybe freedom isn't the right word. Maybe, liberty, is a
better word. Liberty is a more all-embracing term. Freedom has become a bad word as
people feel so readily free to injure one-another. Liberty means getting away from that,
doesn't it? The sense of 'liberty' seems to imply a freedom that is grounded in Love,
which makes it something totally different than unrestrained freedom, like the freedom to
kill as you have witnessed in Afghanistan. Maybe liberty is our real goal, signifying our
freedom to be in Love."
She paused as if searching for the right words.
"Maybe it was with an inkling of that liberty in mind, that I joined the diplomatic
service," I said to her, breaking the silence. "I am certain that if my chance to join the
service hadn't existed, I would have found some other way to help make the world a
better place to live in, no matter what it would have taken. You seem to have done that."

Chapter 13 - Shoot Them!
"I was still working as a journalist at the time," said Ursula quietly. "Journalists are
trained to observe; not to intervene. A human being may be impelled to intervene by the
force of conscience, but I was a professional journalist on a professional assignment. The
option to intervene wasn't open to me. I wasn't allowed to be in Love. I had a professional
protocol to follow. It was in my blood to observe. I was trained to do this. I was good at
it. I observed everything. And that, Peter, was all that I did."
"Could you have done more?" I asked.
"I don't know. Honestly, I don't know!" she replied.
I saw tears forming again.
"My Nicaragua story was printed in our national newspaper with a big headline
proclaiming my heroism," she said. "I became a celebrity, but I couldn't talk to anyone
about my experience out of sheer shame that it happened at all. I was ashamed that I was
still living. Am I making any sense?"
I nodded, but I wasn't sure if this was honestly done.
"It happened so fast," she said, "not at first, but later on it did. I had been sent to
Nicaragua and El Salvador. My El Salvador story started with the body dumps."
She explained that the 'body dumps' were certain areas outside the cities where
families or friends were frequently searching for the remains of their loved ones who had
disappeared without a trace. They usually found them there, often mutilated. She said her
report was a collection of their stories. One brave soul had told her that it was far easier
to bear the pain of finding them dead, than not knowing, and having to live with the
endless pain of imagining them being tortured.
Ursula told me she could easily imagine the pain these people must have felt, out
of the background of her own experience in Afghanistan. She had been careful not to get
too close to anyone, so as not to have to suffer the same pain all over again that she had
suffered before. She told me that she still had all of the Afghanistan pictures on file, of
the people of her experience years earlier, both on film and in her mind, including the
pictures of the people of Kohlm. She told me that she hadn't been able to look at these
pictures for a long time. Still, she told me that when she was in El Salvador, she felt that
the victims of the massacre in Kohlm had been a thousand times luckier. Their life had
ended in the flash of a moment. Those who were cycled through the body dumps were
evidently put to death slowly over periods of months, becoming disassembled in the
processes of torture that few had witnessed and even fewer could comprehend.
She said that a security official had told her during an interview that over the years
forty thousand people were cycled through the dumping grounds. The death squads

executed some of them. Others were tortured to death by the secret police or by one of
the numerous private security forces, like the goons of the 'electric' company. The same
official told her that some of the death squads were even feared by the police. He had told
her that entire villages had been wiped out in this manner, usually without a warning or
anyone knowing why. There is always this buzzword in the air, something about
communism, pro or con, which stirs the rampage that keeps the killing going. "Most
people didn't even know what communism is all about," she added.
I told her in a quiet voice that I had heard about the body dumps, but that I had
never been there. I told her that I could imagine what she saw, because brainwashing is a
deadly game no matter who is involved and what the buzzwords are. I told her that
brainwashing kills people as human beings. I said, "It takes away our right to be
ourselves."
I asked her to consider what a human being is. Are we flesh, blood, bones,
enzymes, nerves, brain, etc.? Is that us? I said that every animal in the field has these. We
have all of these too, and still, we are different. We stand tall above them as sentient
beings. We are able to think, explore, discover, reason, create art, music, literature, and
beautify our world. We are able to reach out for the infinite Truth and latch onto it as
much as we are able, with verifiable hypothesis that we build our technologies on that we
enrich our life with. We are able to fly to the moon, and have done so repeatedly. We
have demonstrated creative freedoms and productive powers that no other form of life
comes even close to. We are the pinnacle of Life that is ever expanding on its boundless
base."
"Brainwashing takes a lot of that away from us," said Ursula. "Brainwashing is
thought to be an imposition of lies that are conjured up to replace the Truth with a
conglomeration of errors that someone else has determined for us. But it goes deeper than
that. It takes away so much of our Life that the process effectively kills us as human
beings. It is not an easy thing to defend oneself against that. Most people simply give up.
The few heroes who refuse to be brainwashed are often labeled dangerous, and will likely
be killed physically. Most of them end up at the body dumps."
"That is what the war cries are about. They are cries about communism,
capitalism, Marxism, Zionism, Hinduism, or whatever," I said quietly in total agreement.
"If people loose their human identity, all of these artificial identities become paramount.
People are being betrayed for the artificial identity that they cling to. They are slandered
for it. They are attacked for it."
Ursula nodded.
"Just look at you," I said to her. "You haven't been brainwashed. You came
through terrible tragedies and remained perfectly human. I am willing to bet that your
humanity is what you value the most about yourself. The isms and so forth don't even
come into view for you. Am I correct?"
Ursula nodded again.

"I wish we had a million people like you in America," I said to her and began to
grin. "Then the world would be a peace-paradise. But we are far from that, because the
American people have been circumcised. They have been robbed of something that goes
very deep, that cuts deeper than brainwashing, with results that are deadly to the nation
and almost indefensible. They cut away a major part of the natural element that opens
society to the intimacy of Love."
"Oh you!" she scolded me, and punched me again, gently. "These things are too
serious to make fun of by bringing sex into it. I was nearly killed on my next mission, so
please don't joke about this. Of course, what you said is true."
"I am not joking," I replied with a straight face. "Most of the brainwashing is built
on the excision of some key element of the integrity of the biological human system.
Unless the resulting loss is overcome by raising the platform with the Science of the
spiritual integrity of mankind, society is trapped into an environment of artificial
deprivation with deadly consequences. In this environment people are vulnerable to be
killed."

Ursula told me quietly that her next assignment as 'journalist' for the East German
State Intelligence Service was a one week visit to a farming community in the north of El
Salvador. She said she had been glad to get this assignment. She had grown tired of the
gore around the cities, and the fear that lay over everything like "a fine dust one can't get
out of one’s hair." She said that the thought of being in the country was comforting to
her. She felt it would revive her. Initially it did. The people she came to know were
friendly. They were some of the more fortunate people in this country. They had good
land, leased from a generous landlord. They had plenty of water nearby. They were far
away from the fighting. Life was good for them, possibly the easiest in the entire country.
She said there was a population of about thirty in the village she visited. None had
any political alignment. She had asked the headman about his political views. He had just
looked at her and shrugged his shoulders. "We are farmers," he had told her. "That's all
we know. That's all we have time for. That's all we want to know."
Her face became tense after that, as she spoke. I can't remember the exact words
she used to tell her story, but I will never forget that empty stare in her face as she related
it.
During, what should have been her last morning in the village, the rebels came by.
They demanded food. She said that Rafael, the headman, refused to get involved. He told
them if they worked in the fields and stayed until mealtime they would be fed. The man
fell to the floor before he had finished the sentence. A woman rushed to his aid. She was
ordered back with another gunshot. After this the rebels were fed. Then they moved on.
In the same afternoon the local death squad appeared. They came in civilian
clothes with their faces masked. Someone had apparently tipped them off about the
villagers feeding the rebels. As soon as their truck had been sighted, the people of the

village fled into the fields. Ursula said that a woman grabbed her arm in haste and
dragged her out of the hut and told her where to hide in the tomato garden.
Ursula told me that she had hugged herself to the ground behind the compost heap.
She said that she could hear the woman who had helped her, hushing her children. She
was hiding nearby with three little ones. It was the children's voices that gave them away.
The radio crackled. "'I have three children and a woman here,' a man said. 'Shall I
let them go?'"
"'Shoot them,' the radio crackled back."
"'Shoot children?'"
"'Little rebels grow into big rebels,' the radio crackled back. 'Kill them!'"
She said it was terrible. She heard the bullets enter their bodies. "It's my turn next,
that's all I could think of," she said. "Then a boy panicked, who was hiding in the field
beyond the fence. He started to run. Immediately his mother ran after him. She hadn't
gone ten feet. I heard the crack of a gun; the woman jerked and stumbled forward, still
reaching out towards her boy with blood now pouring from her face. Another crack
followed and the boy fell to the ground; and then another which brought the woman to
her knees, still reaching out to him. She was shot three times."
Ursula had tears in her eyes as she spoke. "No one can imagine the intensity of
emotion that wells up in the face of this horror. I would have cried had I not fainted when
the last shot tore into the woman's head."
She said, it was very still when she came to, but she couldn't move. She could
barely believe she was still alive. The squad must have passed her off as dead. She
couldn't move a muscle out of sheer fright. She had remained motionless, painfully so,
until dark, then crawled out of the garden into the open field. She didn't dare stand up, not
until she saw one of the other survivors stand up, and then a second one. The rest were,
evidently, all dead.
She said she went to the house for her camera, but couldn't make herself go in. She
backed away from it and started to run, to get away from this place. She kept running
until she was exhausted. She ran and walked all through the night, until finally, by dawn
the next day she was able to cry again. She cried mostly for the boy, his mother, and for
the woman who had saved her life, and for her little ones.
By noon she came upon the squad truck again. She found it bombed out by the
wayside. Bodies were strewn through the bushes. She couldn't look at them. She didn't
stop. She just kept running. All that mattered to her was to get to Honduras alive, and she
prayed that she would have the strength for it.
Having made it safely across the border, she slept for two days. A farmer had
found her in his shed. He had thought her to be dead.

While Ursula related the story, I found myself with tears in my eyes. I couldn't
remember much about this particular war, one of the many CIA wars. I remembered that
our Vice President had promoted these types of war and had apparently financed it on his
own, behind the back of our nation's Congress. Since the Congress had refused to fund
rebel-wars against sovereign nations, he had simply requested special powers from the
government for his office as national security chief, who had then used these powers to
fund the CIA's rebels-wars through the back door, utilizing other means.
I told Ursula that I had heard on the grapevine that the Vice President, and his
second man, had organized shipments of crack cocaine to be brought into our country in
government-authorized transport planes. The cocaine was then dumped onto the streets,
mostly in the ghettos. The proceeds from the 'sales' were then used to purchase guns and
bullets that were loaded onto the same transport planes going back.
"Evidently, the weapons were handed to the most insane," she added.
"Of course they were," I said. "The brainwashed are insane. They can be trusted to
destabilize a country and destroy a nation." I told her that nobody cared about the people
who were affected in the process. The empire of the world simply wanted to have the
country ground down that was reaching for human freedoms. They wanted its back
broken, in order that they could continue their looting operation. They didn't care how
many people would be killed in the process of breaking this country. The CIA served this
purpose, as the masters demanded."

I had hoped that my focusing on the broader view would help focus Ursula's
disdain onto the underlying source of her tragedy, rather than onto the people who were
caught up in it. I suggested that my telling her about it should make it easier for her to
deal with this tragedy, especially since she now found a way to become involved in
countering the underlying problem.
I told her that there were two types of forces involved in her case. One was
contempt, the other inhumanity. The rulers of the game of genocide acted out of contempt
for human beings. "But the death squads were moved by something else," I said to her.
"As far as I can see, what happened in that village, the actual killing, wasn't done out of
malice. The death squads were simply doing a job. No human element was involved. The
masters of the game could just as well have sent a truck load of killer robots, or an atomic
bomb."
I suggested to Ursula that the people involved in the death squads were likely told
that they were professionals. They were given riffles. They were given radios. They were
given a truck, ammunition, and probably a professional salary, too. This mirage of
professionalism, of doing a job, had probably already killed them as human beings,

before they went into the field. That's a form of brainwashing too. They were paid for
carrying out a 'difficult assignment,' as they were probably told. Evidently they fulfilled
their task well. Afterwards, they probably went home, or to see a movie. No human
element was involved. Only the carnage was human. I suggested to Ursula that if the
squad people have had the faintest spark of humanity left in them, they could not have
done what they did. I also added that the world is now full of these inwardly dead people.
"The squad people were indeed dead people," she said quietly. "They weren't just
robbed of their innate sense of Love. They were robbed of everything. Not even animals
behave like they did, unless they are trained to be vicious."
"It's all part of the game," I said. "They had been killed as human beings before
they were unleashed against the humanity of the people of that nation. That's what I saw
in Cambodia too, when all hell broke out," I added. "It's all a part of the war of empire
versus mankind. The war is run at very deep levels."
"Is it all brainwashing, Peter?"
"I think it is something worse. Most brainwashed people are still human to some
degree. They may tell you that the sky is green and the grass is blue, and they will spit at
you when you dispute this, but they won't kill you. They have enough humanity left in
them. They are still a little bit alive. I think what we both saw in various ways was the
result of a very deep reaching excision that has many facets."
"Were the squads all hired assassins then?"
"I think some of them might have done the murdering for free," I said. "They
might have done it for the organization that they belonged to. They might have done it for
the good of the people. I see a lot of that in Congress. There is much talk about the 'need'
for 'painful' legislation, like cutting health care, cutting wages, and cutting employment.
The people who scream for that on the front lines are often doing the murdering for free.
They actually belief that they are doing this for the good of society. If they had any
doubts, those people would not have fallen for the imperial crap and voluntarily become
inhuman. But I see this tragedy happening evermore."
"I have come across the same thing in Pakistan," said Ursula quietly. "I was sent
there to cover aspects of war. Instead I ended up exploring the greater insanity of honor
killing. I could have written thousands of stories, like one in which a father strangled his
22-year old daughter to death, because of her refusal to subject herself to his arranged
marriage. The refusal had dishonored the family. To restore the honor, the girl was killed.
I came across a case where a man burnt his entire family to death, his wife and two
daughters, for their failure to honor religious codes. Neither of the men thought they had
done anything wrong. They killed for the sake of honor. I still can't make sense of what I
saw. These honor killings claim the life of five-thousand people each year."
"The religion that demands this, also demands the circumcision for all its male
children," I said to her. "With a part of a person's intimacy disabled, which normally
builds the natural intimacy in society, what have the victimized people left to fall back

onto, to uphold their humanity, especially when the same religion also disables the
development of Science in society that could furnish a new and higher foundation for
social intimacy, and thereby enable society to rescue itself?"
"They were breeding the living dead, Peter," said Ursula.
"Do you know how the FARC in Colombia 'breeds' its living dead?" I asked her. I
told her that they often recruited them as children, and once they joined, they forced them
as a kind of initiation, to become executioners of their own kind, usually of other children
who had failed to comply, who had tried to escape. That's when the new recruits realize
that they are in the FARC for life, and that there is only one way out from it, in a coffin.
"The question is, how does one turn the living dead into human beings again,"
Ursula asked. "The FARC can be routed out and the captives be set free, who might
recover from their wounds. But how does one counter religious perversion with centuries
of disabling traditions."
"I think the professor had puzzled over this for a long time, without finding an
answer," I replied sadly. I told her that while redemption is possible through the
unfolding of universal Love, as Helen would say, I could see no evidence of this actually
happening. "Have your State Security people figured this one out?"
"They wouldn't have any interest in that, Peter. They deny that a problem exists. I
never had a single story of the honor killings accepted for publication. I was told that I
had stepped outside my mandate to cover war in the country. They refused to
acknowledge that my stories were fundamental to war. How would the CIA handle cases
like that?"
"They don't, Ursula. My theory is that the CIA, the MI6, the KGB, and
organizations like them, all came into being when no one could figure out what to do
with the living dead that were created in the psychological warfare institutes, during the
Second World War. So they simply took them over and created more of them after their
likeness." I suggested to Ursula that we should have compassion on these people, because
many will likely never become living human beings again. "That is why it is so
wonderful to meet someone who is so fully alive, and so wonderfully human, as you are,"
I said to her and grinned.
I added a few moments later that our humanity is evidently a far greater treasure
than we realize. "We take it for granted so often, while we should relish it, and protect it,
and be in Love with it, and develop it further. In our humanity, we have greater riches
than the richest royalty in the entire world will ever possess. The world's oligarchy
belongs to the class of the living dead. They have showered humanity with their bullets
for centuries. They have brought to it their gift of poverty, wrapped in agony, and tied up
with the ribbons of famine and diseases. Their gift is named contempt, contempt of
humanity. What else can one expect from the living dead? Their would-be royalty, reeks
of contempt of mankind. Their gold covered dwellings are monuments to their contempt
of humanity. Your life, Ursula, has been touched briefly by the flow of this contempt, and

by its darkness," I added. "Maybe you can now fathom what darkness China, India,
Africa, and other places had to endure under the thumb of that contempt. It kills nations.
It kills religion. It kills people. I am deeply sorry that some of this contempt came from
my country, because my country had once cleansed itself of the rule of empire, at least
during its early years it had."

It was hard to tell whether this apology had any effect. She didn't reply. She didn't
smile either.
"Please accept my apology for what my nation has allowed to occur," I added.
"Also, accept my apology for bringing this up. It pains me to paint such a picture of my
own nation, but it needs to be said to bring your suffering into perspective. We are not a
nation of bad people. We were once a great and generous nation, except we too, have
been showered with bullets. We were showered with bullets for more than a century,
though of a somewhat different kind. I must apologize that we have not been able to
defend ourselves better against these attacks. It's like I said. Our humanity is exceedingly
precious, which we all too often take for granted. Thus, tragically, we make it secondary
to money and status, or whatever. And so it slips away from us. That's what happened in
America, and is still happening evermore, driven by many factors. That's how the most
precious becomes lost."
"No, no, don't apologize." she responded finally. "It was Steve who convinced me
that this kind of probing for the Truth can never be excessive. It needs to go on until all is
told and explored, and the problem is understood and resolved so that the mistakes won't
be repeated."
"In this case, you should look at yourself in the mirror," I said to her, "because that
is where you find the most precious, vibrantly alive person that I know. As far as I can
tell, you have lost none of it. You have probably enriched it by your efforts in rescuing
yourself from your terrible experiences."
She hesitated for a minute. "I met Steve in the village where I was found," she
said. "He was doing research there for the Peace Corps. He helped me in dealing with my
enormous pain. We talked extensively about our humanity, how precious it is. Steve did
what he could, to help me to get the horrors out of my mind that I had seen and
experienced. Still some of it keeps coming back in dreams, and this even now after years
have passed."
I stood up and raised her up also, and embraced her for a long time.
"I am certain what happened here today will help," she said, facing me, smiling
again. "You make me feel more precious than I have felt for a long time," she said and
grinned. "You make living appear precious."
"As life is," I added, cutting her off.

"What frightens me is how cheap life has become," said Ursula.
I nodded. "Yes, it's frightening, isn't it, to realize with what ease these utterly
devastating atrocities were carried out? Did you ever come across any protective support
for those vulnerable people? I bet you didn't. Nobody in the so-called 'moral' world really
cares. Am I right? People in the 'moral' world will only explode with indignation if a man
sleeps with his best friend's wife, or worse yet, if he sleeps with his friend, but when it
comes to wholesale murder and genocide, very few people actually care to speak up.
They sweep it under the rug, so that they won't have to deal with it. They say that it isn't
their problem, or their responsibility to help change the world."
I noticed tears in her eyes again. "Peter, those were beautiful, kind, and generous
people," said Ursula, "and they slaughtered them like animals. It frightens me when this
can happen with such ease, and it frightens me more when this happens in a nucleararmed world. I keep wondering what else can be perpetrated with the same kind of ease
by today's fascists, who have the means in their hands to set the entire world on fire. In
physical terms it is actually easier to blow up the world with nuclear weapons, than it is
to go out into the villages and actually shoot a bunch of people to death. The nuclear war
games have become largely automated, haven't they? The fascists of our world merely
have to select which program to execute. The rest happens almost automatically. All the
so-called 'hard' and 'ugly' choices have already been pre-programmed, in order that the
ultimate destruction of humanity can be executed with the greatest of ease and the least
physical effort. And scarier are the many hundreds of biological weapons labs. How easy
would it be for one of the many stooges in this field, who have lost their humanity, to
'accidentally' release one of their deadly creations, and then to create vaccines against
them that for a profit spread a poison across society. Such poisons have already been
tested on soldiers, slow microbiological poisons that become effective only after a few
years. How easy would it be with these to quietly disable three quarters of mankind, or to
slowly kill them, as the 'royals' wish according to their own ranting. These things scare
me, Peter. They scare me, because we stand so helpless against them."
"Except we shouldn't feel helpless," I said to Ursula. "We are human beings with
untold resources at our disposal. No Martians are here, threatening to drop those bombs
on us. We do that. No one forces us to employ hundreds of biological labs to create
deadly weapons. We do that. We have created this madness. This madness has been
created by human beings. The reason is, that we have not yet found it possible to deal
with one-another as human beings, heart to heart. We can travel to the stars, but we
cannot reach across the table to one-another and join hands living in Love. That is not
allowed in most cases. Still, we must do it."
"What you ask has never been done before in all the history of the world on a
universal scale," said Ushi.
I nodded. "I have been told quite recently that this is the reason why every
renaissance in history has failed," I said to her. "The brightest eras in history have all
collapsed, because the Principle of Universal Love has been totally rejected in every
society on the planet. The irony is that the Principle of Universal Love is society's only

hope. The problem of society's isolation from one-another, goes so deep now that people
have literally become married to their isolation, especially along sexual lines. Universal
Love is regarded to be absolute treason under this isolation scheme, especially in the
social world. In order to break this stranglehold, I think we should be uplifting ourselves
to some form of universal marriage and universal good. But we can't do this, can we?
Too many artificial barriers stand in the way. Those barriers exist even on this beach
here, Ursula, and by all appearances it is terribly hard to find a way around them. The
best we've been able to do here on this beach, it to take our clothes off. This simple step
should not even be counted as a beginning, although it is evidently a profound step
forward in comparison with the deep, deep isolation from one-another that has been built
up throughout the ages."
"You may be right," Ursula commented.
"I am right," I answered. "The evidence for what I said is found in the simple fact
that we find it exceptional to touch each other sexually, except in the course of playing
games. Sure, I can look at you honestly, which is a big breakthrough away from the
conventional world. Also we can embrace each other without clothes on, which seems
exceedingly daring. Nevertheless, I still cannot dare to touch you sexually, am I right? It
wouldn't be possible even if we both wanted that. Too many barriers stand in the way,
which are too numerous to be counted. It appears that the distance between us is still
greater than the distance from the Earth to the furthest star, am I not correct?"
Ursula nodded. "But it shouldn't be that way," she said quietly. "There should be a
greater unity of good unfolding, instead of this denial of one-another. Maybe some day,
in another world, this will be different; although Steve thinks there may not be another
world. He thinks that the world we have, is all there is! Usually, Steve turns out to be
right."
"Did you say your husband's name is Steve?" I added. "That's not a South
American name. Didn't you say your husband came from Honduras?"
She smiled, as we were walking back to where we had left little Otto with
Jeremiah. "Steve is an American physicist, born in Ohio," she said.
She told me that after Steve's work in Honduras was completed, they both went
together to Jamaica. "Steve helped me to rebuild myself there," she said, "then he simply
came along with me to Leipzig where we were eventually married. He is teaching at our
university now," she said proudly. "His friends tell me that he is one of the world's
foremost theoretical physicists, which he of course, denies. He's a marvelous man in
more ways than one."
Ushi smiled again and looked at me; "It may sound odd to you, but his research
opened up for me a whole new perspective on who we are in terms of human
relationships, even on the subject of peace. So you see, I didn't really quit being a
journalist. Steve just gave me something better to explore the world with than playing

with journalism. I still work as a journalist from time to time, but that aspect of my life is
no longer important to me."
I replied that I couldn't see how research in physics could have such a marvelous
effect.
"Then you must meet Steve," she suggested.
I nodded and said that I would love very much to meet this man.
She told me that this could be arranged.

Looking back, I realized that we were more concerned about everything else that
day, than getting Leroy out of prison, the one thing that I had come for.
I found it fascinating, just to be looking at her, especially when there was no
conversation going on between us. There was a sense of peace in this stillness that made
the great problems of the world appear to be less real. In these long moments of
pondering, I suddenly realized that I had actually never seen her with clothes on. I
wondered what she would look like all dressed up. Would she be just as beautiful, or
even more so? I laid myself down beside her in the sand and smiled at her.

It wasn't until much later, after little Otto's mother had come by for her boy, and
we were ready to leave, that Ursula mentioned to me in passing that the intelligence
people had used Leroy as a double agent after he was found out. She said, "these people
kept him like a pet. They coerced him into operating with an underground movement that
had been especially set up for him. In this way they would know what the CIA was
interested in finding out, and in return they would give Leroy access to whatever the CIA
would find out anyway." She said they were quite surprised that the old trick from World
War II still worked.
After this, we talked about Steve some more. I mentioned that I would like to
invite them both for supper.
She shook her head. "Steve won't come. Besides, he usually works late."
I suggested that this wasn't a problem, I had a car, and could pick them both up, to
save time.
"He probably won't like that either," she said. "Steve doesn't like to get involved in
diplomatic business."
"Then let me make it a personal invitation, paid for out of my own pocket."

She shrugged her shoulders. "Maybe you better speak to him yourself."
I suggested that we could drive together to the University, and afterwards I would
drive her home.
She thought about it for a moment, then accepted. "But if Steve agrees to meet
with you, let me warn you not to bring any gifts," she said, "he doesn't want to be
controlled by obligations."
I thanked her for the warning, and for her offer to introduce me. "What about a
chocolate bar for a gift?" I asked. "Does that change the principle involved? I think a
chocolate bar is a nice way to say hello you are a wonderful human being."
Ushi nodded and smiled. "Steve loves chocolate," she added quietly.
"Death by chocolate!" I said and began to grin. "That's the warfare I like, the
battles of kindness that nourish our humanity and kill every notion that stands in the way
of Love."

Chapter 14 - Challenging the Limits
The sun was still high and hot when we left the beach that day. I felt
uncomfortable being dressed again, especially with a slight sunburn over most of my
body. Ursula fared better. She wore a thin, snow-white dress that was far more suitable
for a hot afternoon than my black trousers and long sleeved shirt. I wished I had brought
a pair of shorts. Of course it was still hotter in the car, but I enjoyed the drive
nonetheless. We stopped at a phone booth along the way from where she phoned Steve to
ask if we could meet with him.

Meeting Steve was quite a different adventure. I was aware that the university has
had a long history, as well as a reputation for excellence in scholarship. I had visions of
walking through cool massive granite structures, built in ancient times. Instead, Ursula
took me to the 24th floor of a modern glass and steel high rise that was as hot inside as
my car had been.
Steve was unique, a short man, unpretentious, semi-bald with a short neck. I had
expected a tall, muscular giant. He was almost hidden behind the huge desk that
dominated his office. If it hadn't been for mountains of books and papers piled high
everywhere, the office might have resembled that of a US executive.
Steve was most polite. He got off his chair when we entered the room and came
forward to greet us - Ursula with a kiss and me with a warm handshake. He was well
dressed in a dark striped business suit.
"So you are Peter," he said and smiled. "How did you enjoy the beach?" He
couldn't suppress a grin as he said this.
"Remarkable," I said.
"Ushi told me on the phone that you wanted to meet me."
"I heard about your work," I said, "and I just wondered how someone with your
background perceives a certain subject that is central for the survival of humanity." I said
this as unpretentiously as possible.
Steve froze for a second, then shook his head. "I'm afraid that won't be possible, I
have a meeting in half an hour and a lecture to do afterwards."
I looked down at the floor and started scratching my chin, wondering how I might
motivate him to respond. "Tell me just one thing, then," I said. "The Ogarkov Plan, is it
real?"
This startled him. "It's an option," he said quietly. He put a finger across his lips.
"You shouldn't ask such questions. Remember, you are a foreign agent."

"It's being talked about on the beach," I said.
"Oh, the students," he said. "All right, here is your answer." He spoke even more
quietly, now. "Yes, it is real. It is Russia's plan for a nuclear blitzkrieg to capture Western
Europe. But you needn't worry about that," he said. He almost whispered. "The Soviet
Union can't amass the economic resources to carry this thing out. The Soviets have
destroyed their economy over this. The Soviet Union will collapse long before it gets to
the war stage. The SDI race that the West has imposed upon them has made Ogarkov's
project unachievable."
I said that was an excellent analysis. I told Steve that he had said the same thing
that the professor in the bar had told me earlier. I also told him that some of what he just
said was already happening. "Nevertheless," I said to Steve, "I am looking for a simpler
answer. I know that this plan is deadly real to Marshal Ogarkov and to the Russian
military. It obviously is, because both of them work so zealously on it. But they work
with their eyes blinded and their minds narrowed to such a tight focus that they can't see
the real world. They see only a tiny bit of it, the bit that they're supposed to see, and close
their eyes to the rest as if it didn't exist. And this tiny bit that they focus on is covered
over with lies, dreams, and mythologies. Ogarkov appears to be an excellent strategist,
but can he see what his plan is really a part of? Can he see that it isn't a project for
capturing the West, but serves a totally different purpose? Can he see that he is playing a
game that is far more sinister than the one he thinks he is playing, a game that may
destroy us all?"
I paused and answered my own question. "The answer, I think, is no! The project
that Marshal Ogarkov thinks he is working for, doesn't exist. It isn't real. He is working
for a totally different objective, something that he was cleverly drawn into, that serves a
different purpose, for different masters. My boss always keeps needling me to get me to
study history. He says that if I do, a lot of things become plain. His favorite saying is, that
when it rains, there are always clouds overhead, in some form. Likewise, when there is
war, there is the evil of empire overhead, in some form. He says that all the wars in
history were instigated by empire, and fought for the interest of empire, without
exception. He says that if you want to end wars, you have no option but to end the
existence of empire, without exception. Therefore, in the way that Marshal Ogarkov and
the Soviet government perceive their plan to start a nuclear blitz, isn't real, is it? They do
what they do, probably without knowing it, in the interest of empire, and under the
control of empire. And there is only one empire in the world today, and that's the old
British Empire that has merely shed its name for its ill rebuke, but which still rules the
world in countless ways, without exception."
Steve looked at me with a shocked expression. Not a trace of a smile was on his
face.
I asked Steve to step to the window with me. "Outside the window there are trees,
buildings, people," I said to him. "This is the subjective view. As you know, in reality,
none of what we see exists as we see it, because there is no matter in the universe, am I
right? It's all empty space. But superimposed over this emptiness are patterns of

electrons, protons, and neutrons, which are themselves made up of quarks that are but
packaged confetti of energy. The end result of all that creates the illusion that we live in a
world of solid tangible forms, even while nothing exists that is actually solid. Am I right?
So what is reality, then? Is it that which the quantum physicist sees who works with
electrons, and neutrons, and quarks, like you do? Or does a gardener's perception define
the reality of his flowers? Is it that Love really rules everything, since the Universe would
not exist without the harmonizing intention that is reflected in its principles? If we relate
this to the Ogarkov Plan, a wholly different image of reality comes to light. I just was
wondering if there is anybody that you know in the scientific community who
understands scientifically that the Ogarkov Plan is not real as it is being perceived?"
Steve seemed startled. Then a smile transformed his face. He shook his head.
Moments later he said, NO. "There isn't anyone that I am aware of who can see beyond
the facade. There is no one I know who can look at the facade and say: What this portrays
is fake. I agree, what stands behind this facade is totally different, and is serving a
different purpose, for different people, benefiting a different world power as an element
of a different game. But there is no one I know who would agree with me, except Ushi."
He was quiet for a moment after that. While we were still at the window he agreed
with me that the Ogarkov Plan was a foreign setup that has been cleverly imposed upon
the Soviet Union to accomplish a dramatically different objective than the planners
themselves evidently have in mind. He paused for a moment, as if searching for words. "I
know," he continued, "the objective has something to do with the radical depopulation of
the planet, or something similar to that. It always comes down to that. When empire
hovers above, you see genocide on the planet. Goya had an inkling of that. But the details
unfold in secret. I know that what is happening in the world today isn't real, as you have
put it, but I lack access to the details. We know far more about the forces of the structures
of an atom than we know about the forces that shape the structures of our society in
which we live. Ushi asked me to look into this. Now you are asking it again. You are
asking a difficult question. Everything that we see happening in the world dissolves into
secrecy that is covered over with lies, even layers upon layers of lies."
As he spoke, he stabbed a finger at me, like a knife, as if to warn me about
something.
My reaction, however, was jubilant. I was absolutely astounded by what Steve
said. No one had spoken like this about those things before. "Steve, this is the first time
that someone has answered that question with such clarity," I said. I reached out and
shook his hand. "Most people don't even understand the question. Your answer gives me
hope. If you and I can understand this, then might it not be possible that at least a few
people in the various governments can understand that too?"
"No, that's absolutely unthinkable," he assured me, and he added with a grin that I,
myself, had my eyes so tightly focused on one single aspect that I couldn't see the world
because of that. He didn't elaborate.

He grinned. "Now it is my turn to ask you a question, and your turn to answer me,"
he said, still grinning. "If depopulation is the objective, who established that objective?"
"No one alive on this planet," I replied. "The first person who quantified the
human population as a problem was a Venetian Monk, Giammaria Ortes, of the late
1700s." I told Steve that a certain Reverend Thomas Malthus, an employee of the British
East India Company, later plagiarized the man's work. He toyed with the idea of
imposing population control. His take was that housing should be designed to be so
highly unsanitary as to bring about the early death of the inhabitants, especially among
the poor classes. His goal was later accomplished in the infamous workhouses. After
Malthus, Charles Darwin took over the project. Darwin had based his theory of the
survival of the fittest on Malthus' ideas. He freely admits this. Darwin's cousin, Francis
Galton, then extended Darwin's idea further. He concluded in the mid 1800s that
Darwin's work proves the existence of a natural division between people, some of which
he said are naturally superior, who are thereby destined to rule, and others who are
inferior, who are thereby destined to serve and be ruled.
"All this opened the door to the kind of racial division that Adolf Hitler used as an
excuse for annihilating millions of people," I said. "Hitler used the Darwin/Galton
'scientific foundation' to get rid of whoever he didn't want in his 'managed' population,
such as the Jewish people, the vagabonds, the retarded, the infirm, the elderly, the
chronically ill, the orphaned children, and so forth."
"You didn't answer my question," Steve replied. "You came close, but not close
enough. The answer should have been one simple phrase."
"The royals?" I answered.
"The royals?" he repeated, pondering the answer. "Yes, you could say that," he
agreed.
"The royals and would-be royals of this world, the oligarchy, the zookeepers," I
said cautiously. "The zoo being made up of the people of America, of Europe, of the
Soviet Union. They are all considered a bunch of passive slaves belonging to the British
zoo, as the students at the beach had recognized. Except they didn't know what to make
of it. The zoo is for slavery, for exploitation, for depopulation, etc. A fellow in a pub
called the global zoo a 'war zone' of the war of empire versus civilization."
I added that I didn't think he would understand that the entire issue of nuclear war
is fundamentally nothing more than an economic issue, because the war of empire versus
civilization is a war to maintain a system that is founded on looting society. The looting
is necessary, because empire has no natural foundation to exist, so that it can only be
maintained with the forces that undermine our humanity. I apologized for that
assessment. I said that I had the feeling that he wouldn't understand that every war that
had been fought during the last 600 years, had been an integrated aspect of the war of
empire against humanity.

"The players in this war have no specific face," I said in a quiet tone of voice.
"They have many faces, mostly hidden faces, so that a synonym must be applied. But
their identity is nevertheless knowable by their devotion to the war of empire that is
staged to undermine, hinder, and destroy everything that has to do with the selfdevelopment of individuals and nations."
"Their process of destruction still continues," said Steve quietly. "You should read
Peter Hopkirk's book, 'The Great Game.' You'll love it. However, that sort of thing is not
really what I was after," he added. He shook his head and smiled.
I suddenly felt like some kind of an idiot that doesn't understand anything.
"That's not fair," I said. "Your question can have many answers."
He smiled more gently now. "Welcome to the real world my friend," he said.
"Now since you found me unfair, let me ask you another question that gets us closer to an
answer. Tell me, in how many different ways do you know it is possible to prove the
Pythagorean Theorem, which states that in a right triangle the sum of the squares over the
smaller sides is equal to the square over the larger side?"
"That's easy, Steve," I said. "The answer is forty-four. It is possible to prove the
theorem in that many ways. Each one of these proofs is correct. But why did you ask
that? You might as well have asked how many paths are possible to get to the top of Mt.
Everest."
"You are right and you are wrong my friend," said Steve. "There may be ten times
more possibilities to prove the theorem. Some say three hundred ways have been
discovered so far, and there may be many more ways possible that have not been
discovered yet. Since this was an unfair question too, with many possible answers, let me
ask you another question that is fairer. How many ways are YOU aware of that the
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra has been proven to be correct."
"Three ways, Steve, I think. Gauss has produced every one of them. They have all
been developed in the complex domain where one begins to explore the Universe with
the 'eye' of the mind. As you said earlier, there may still be more proofs possible. But I
am only aware of those three."
"You answered correctly," said Steve. "I asked you about how many ways you are
personally aware of, and you answered truthfully. The way the question was phased
enabled a precise answer. Your answer also reflects what I personally recognize, but
that's beside the point. That's outside the scope of the question. Now that you understand
the pattern, I have one more question for you, a much tougher question. How many
different fundamental models do exist for human interrelationships?"
"The answer is two, Steve," I answered like a flash, remembering Helen. "There
are only two not four, or forty-four, but just two. There exists a lateral model and a
vertical model."

"Do you know this as a fact, Peter? Or do you speculate?"
I paused. "Of course I know this as a fact, doesn't everybody? When we deal with
universal Truth and universal Principle, everything is aligned horizontally. Everything is
of equal value. Everything is sublime. Everything stands side by side. We cannot say that
one truth is greater then another truth, or one principle is greater than another principle.
There exists only one Principle of the Universe, and one Truth, and their expression in
countless aspects. At the level of the Sublime all is standing side by side in a lateral
fashion, on a single level that we recognize as reality. There is only one reality in the
Universe. Every aspect of it is as profound as any other, and our humanity reflects that
profound and Sublime reality that is All and One."
"I asked you about human relationships, Peter," Steve interrupted.
"That's what I am talking about, Steve," I replied with a smile. I could see it in his
face that he understood what I was getting at. He was drawing me out. "Our humanity is
anchored in the lateral domain, Steve," I continued. "It is an element of Truth reflected in
the Universe and man. It is an element of Principle that is reflected in our humanity. They
are the products of Intelligence that is the Universe. There is nothing arbitrary. The lateral
model is the model of the reality of our being. What concerns our human relationships
reflects the degree to which we recognize that our life is anchored in the lateral domain.
What we recognize of it makes a big difference, Steve. If we recognize our humanity as it
is defined in the lateral model, then we recognize ourselves as relating to one-another on
a lateral basis, existing side by side with one-another as human beings in a Community of
Principle, respecting our common universal humanity and our common universal human
Soul, so to speak. On the horizontal platform of our lateral relationships no hierarchical
division and isolation is possible. We are human beings, are we not, all of us existing on
the same platform side by side? The reality of our being, therefore, is that we live in a
lateral world with relationships to one another in which Love cannot be hierarchical, but
must be universal. That's absolutely profound, Steve. Can you imagine what this means?"
"Of course I can," said Steve, "but can you?" He began to smile again.
"I can imagine a tiny bit of it," I replied. "However, this tiny bit is revolutionary.
Universal Love is a revolutionary concept that still seems almost magical to me, even
though it is so profound that it is a fundamental element of our being and All Being."
"Are you telling me that this element is so magical that it is not actually real?" said
Steve and began to grin.
"I am not saying that at all, Steve. The lateral model is real, though its elements
seem magical."
"Can you prove this, Peter? Can you deliver proof that the abstract Principle of
universal Love is the heart of the lateral reality and is reflected in efficient physical
processes?"
"That's a tough one, Steve."

"Let me help. You have just experienced the proof of it yourself, this very day,
Peter."
"At the beach?"
"Yes, at the beach, Peter. This crazy beach is one of the few places on Earth where
the lateral model is expressed to some degree, where everyone exists side by side at the
same level and is satisfied. The homosexual is satisfied. The lesbian is satisfied. The
heterosexual is satisfied. The games seem to melt away, as they should. There are no
games being played in the lateral world. That's what I like about the beach. It reminds me
of our distant past, which appears to have been built on a lateral platform where all the
profound interactions began that we now find so problematic."
Steve sat down and leaned back into his chair. "The development of mankind
occurred over a long space of time, Peter, spanning 2.5 million years or more. Much of
that, about 2 million years of it, was spent during the Pleistocene Epoch of geologic time,
which is the modern Ice Age Epoch that unfolded as an endless cycle of glaciation
typically lasting 90,000-100,000 years at a time, interspersed with interglacial warm
periods lasting 10,000-12,000 years. This means that over 80% of mankind's selfdevelopment occurred during the deep-freeze environment of the glaciation cycles. The
extend of the deep freeze is illustrated by the huge ice sheet that covered much of the
North American continent reaching as far south as the State of Wisconsin. The ice sheet
is believed to have been several thousand feet thick and may have carved out the Great
Lakes in its flow. The English Channel is also deemed to have been carved out of the
ground by a similar huge ice mass. These long cycles of extreme glaciation are evidently
not conducive to the massive plant-growth that is typically necessary to support large
animal populations. Mankind's food resources were therefore mainly derived from the sea
during the glaciation cycles, with a few exceptions of course. The supporting evidence
exists. The evidence is found in the ruins of ancient villages that are presently several
hundred feet under water, but which would have been located at the coast during the Ice
Ages, when enormous volumes of water were stacked up on land in the form of ice. The
villages appear to have been fishing villages. It is not unreasonable to assume from that
that the fishery in the cold times was also rather meager, so that the men 'hunting' the fish
might have been away from their villages for long periods of time in the likely necessary
process of searching for the ever-moving fish stocks.
"Here a biological factor comes into play," Steve continued. "Modern medical
research tells us that sex 'helps' a man's prostate. The prostate gland performs the vital
task of providing the seminal fluid that supplies nutrients for a man's sperm and also
serves as a transport medium in times when the sperm is forced out of the body through
the penis during ejaculation, and sent on its way to reach a woman's egg cell. In order to
perform its dual function, the prostate collects all the special materials that its task
requires. It collects especially zinc, citric acid and potassium. All of these are drawn from
the blood. The prostate then concentrates this 'heavy' mix 600 times. Any carcinogens
that are found in the blood are likewise captured and concentrated. So it is wise not to let
this potentially dangerous mix hang around for too long, causing trouble. Sex gives men
the means to flush out the system. Sexual activity provides us men with the only means

for flushing out the system. Our biological impulses make sure that this happens on a
regular basis. One might say we men have our service cycles to tend to, just like the
women have their menstruation cycles to contend with that flush out the uterus in order
that its tissue can renew itself. Thus, with the men being alone with themselves for long
periods, all having their built-in biological requirement to fulfill for flushing out their
sexual system, homosexual interaction would most likely have occurred and have been a
major aspect of their biological living.
"Women might have had similar social requirements for interacting with each
other sexually. A woman's cyclical renewal of the uterine lining is often painful. The
biological system appears to have created a built-in sexual remedy for the pain. It is
unreasonable to assume that this natural remedy had not been discovered already in early
times. Medical researchers tell us that during the build-up towards orgasm, the body
levels of the hormone oxytocin generally increase, up to five-fold in most cases. In
response to the hormones building up, the body releases more endorphins that alleviate
the pain of everything from headache to arthritis, including even migraine, and of course
menstrual pain. Sex is also known to boost the production of estrogen in women. This
estrogen is of a type that specifically reduces postmenstrual pain. In a primitive society in
which the tasks of the women were many and often urgent, especially with children to
look after, sexual interaction between the women might have been a critical necessity at
times and this possibly more often than we might think.
"Of course when the men came home with their catch of fish their arrival would
start a time of celebration with the sexual interaction now happening between men and
women. My point is that in the early ages sexual interaction was a factor of the general
welfare covering the whole ground from homosexuality to lesbianism as needed, and also
including heterosexual interaction. In this context the heterosexual interaction might have
been the smallest aspect of the sexual interactions. I also think that it is safe to say that
the early societies didn't regard any part of these interactions as unnatural since all facets
might have been essential for their survival and would therefore have all been practiced
within the framework of the general welfare."
Steve paused. "The Principle of the General Welfare really is an element of the
lateral model, Peter. I see a bit of that reflected on the beach. As you might have realized
the human being isn't primarily an animal. We have biological needs and we take care of
them. We also need food, shelter, clothing, transportation, and we take care of these
biological needs as well. We meet these needs with the intelligent resources of our
humanity. We have also discovered that with our sublime intellect a profound culture has
developed that is rich in art, music, literature, theatre, science, technologies and all sorts
of beautiful things. On this platform too, we stand laterally with each other, and this not
so much as men and women anymore, but as human beings. We have discovered a third
sex in our humanity that takes us beyond the sexual division, and unites us profoundly on
a platform of beautiful and spiritual things. Researchers have found that there is no such
thing as a distinctly female symphony, or male symphony, or art, or literature, or science.
We exist totally laterally with each other in the cultural domain where we discover
ourselves primarily as human beings, even while we are still bound sexually to the needs

of our biology, just as we are bound to the need for food. I see a development unfolding
here in which our sense of loving becomes increasingly written in capital letters.
"Is that what you were trying to tell me as evidence of the lateral model being
reflected in efficient physical processes?" said Steve and begin to grin again.
I didn't answer him. I couldn't find an answer. "The problem is, Steve, that we are
not used to this kind of thinking and living in absolute terms," I replied instead of
answering. "We imagine ourselves to exist in an extremely small world that is widely
divided, in which we live universally isolated by countless customs and axioms, and
philosophies of shallow thinking. But we are not stuck there. We have a choice. That is
why I say that there exists a second model for human relationships, a vertical model, a
model that represents Science. Science unfolds in progressive stages of intelligent
perception. Science is our interface that opens the door to the lateral model. Of course,
when Science is rejected, a total loss of scientific perception is incurred. When this is
done willful or otherwise, find the resulting loss of truthful perception expressed in
fascism, the foundation of empire, and in the war of empire versus civilization. Scientific
development is our ticket of getting out of this war, the very war that has turned the entire
world into a zoo."
"So you say that developments in Science govern our relationship to one-another,"
Steve interrupted and continued to smile. "You are saying that the vertical model
incorporates two directions: a loss of Science that takes us down into the sewers of
empire; and the opposite trend, the development of Science that takes us to the freedom
of the lateral model? Is that what you are saying?"
"Of course, Steve," I carried on. I began to smile now too. "In the dark ages, when
the Earth was deemed to be flat, nobody had dared to sail across the oceans out of fear of
falling off. Even Columbus, who knew better, had to deal with that antiscientific belief.
We still live like that socially, Steve, with a Flat-Earth mentality, governed by smallminded thinking and a rejection of scientific evidence. The whole world is still divided
sexually into two giant isolated camps. Socially society exists as a vast sea of isolated
marriages. In the same manner the world is divided and isolated politically,
economically, ideologically, ethnically, and of course religiously, and so on. We got into
this mess, because the link of Science to the lateral lattice of our humanity has been
broken, or has been artificially prevented from coming to light. My point is, that what we
perceive in the evidence of Science as the reality of our being, or the rejection of it, also
determines how we relate to one another. Since the rejection of Science now rules the
world, which has opened the gates to the sewer called empire, society's natural lateral
relationship has been torn apart and its intimacy been rendered small and narrow. The
resulting mess is governed increasingly by insanity. The rejection of Science is insanity,
because Science is synonymous with sanity, Steve. Scientific advances may take us out
of the current confinement into the prison of insanity, and give us our freedom back, to
the degree to which our advances in Science will take us back into the land of sanity.
While we have cast away the primitive notion that the Earth is flat, and have overlaid this
old myth with the astrophysical recognition that the Earth is a sphere, we haven't made a
similar kind of scientific breakthrough in recognizing ourselves as human beings. We still

live with the same old 'Flat-Earth' mentality in the social domain, which reflects a very
low level of scientific recognition, Steve. In other words, mankind is still far from
recognizing itself in the lateral model that defines us as human beings with a universal
common humanity unfolding in life, in the form of being enveloped in universal Love. To
the best of my knowledge, the faint recognition that we have made of the lateral model
represents the leading edge of our scientific development at the present point in history.
In this sense, the vertical model that represents our Science gives us both, a gateway to
the Truth, to sanity, and also a mirror of the insanity that we've gotten into by stepping
away from the Truth. Speaking for myself, I am in Love with what I see at the leading
edge of Science that is our gateway to the lateral model. I know of some profound cases
of healing that have been achieved at the high end of this gateway. Unfortunately, those
leading edge expressions are rare. Most of mankind lives at the opposite end of the scale
of scientific development. It lives in the sewer of empire, which may be defined as
ignorance, as in the Flat-Earth days, or something still worse, like utter depravity.
Insanity is manifest as ignorance and depravity."
"Do you know this as a fact, Peter?" Steve interjected again, and continued
smiling.
"I know this to be a verifiable fact, Steve. At the lowest level of the vertical model,
where insanity rules, the rejection of Science becomes the total inversion of Science and
creates a hierarchical model where everything is arbitrary and nothing is true. This is
presently the model that most of society lives by. The result is a society that is ruled by
money, power, and lies. It also determines that society's perceived relationship to oneanother. This inverted vertical model turns everything upside down. It renders Truth as an
impossible mythical ideal that is so far off the scale and out of reach, that it is deemed to
have no practical value. In this inversion of Science, in the vertical model, mankind is
rendered as living at the bottom of the 'practical' scale, wallowing in the dust of the Earth
as a lowly worm, untouched by the Truth. Then in between these two opposite poles of
the vertical model, that is a hierarchical model, the rulers in the model have placed a
mediator or interpreter that arrogantly tells mankind what the Truth is, and what by
implication the will of God is. In ancient times the priesthood had put itself into the role
of the interpreter, so it seems. It was done for the purpose of gaining power over society
to control it. The priesthood probably invented the entire perversion of the vertical model
in the first place, in order that it could cast itself in the role of the interpreter. The setup
created an authority that enables the elite to dominate society with lies. All of this has
already become prominent in modern days. The song that the elite now sings is: 'In Lies
We Trust!' At first the church took over the role of the interpreter, as it sang that song, 'In
Lies We Trust!' The ruler of empire of course 'owned' the church. In later years, countless
philosophers cast themselves into the role of the interpreter. Afterwards numerous types
of self-appointed elite were added to the scene. In modern times the financial oligarchy
and its hordes of corruptible politicians, took over the song, 'In Lies We Trust!' And so
we now face numerous variations on this theme, all actively pursued, Steve, all of them
carefully crafted over the centuries on the basis of the perverted vertical model where
Science is rejected and Truth is turned upside down. Thus we live in a hierarchical world
of arbitrary opinions that are as distant from real Science and Truth as one can get. Is this
proof enough?"

I paused. "Do you want more proof, Steve?" I added. "No more proof is required
on my part that the perverted model exists. The proof is everywhere. The song, 'In Lies
We Trust,' is really an inversion of Science. It creates an inversion within the vertical
model. The inversion takes us below the zero-line of scientific perception, all the way
into the uttermost, deepest insanity, the bottomless pit, the sewer of empire. The inverted
part of the vertical model is the part under which every hierarchical society in history has
operated, and still operates. The proof is Steve, that there is no efficient physical process
possible under this inverted part of the model where Science is turned upside down. And
that is what we see happening, Steve. The proof is that empire is poverty. It is hate,
destruction, vice, crime, inhumanity, chaos, fascism, and inhumanity. Surely, you are
aware of that. The proof is that when the sunshine is blocked off, the world is dark. The
proof is that empire has no room for the Principle of the General Welfare, but aims to
destroy it. The proof is that every imperial society requires the inverted part of the
vertical model as a foundation for its looting practice. It requires it, in order to subjugate
the masses of society to its looting. The proof is that every hierarchical society requires
the inverted part of the model in order to regress human relationships to such deep levels
of isolation as are required to enable slavery for the maintenance of imperial processes.
The proof is that the inverted part of the vertical model fulfills all of these requirements.
It creates countless forms of terror and war for the purpose of keeping society subdued. It
creates countless forms of social, religious, political, and economic division, for the everincreasing isolation of human beings from one-another. That's the face of the inverted
part of the vertical model, Steve. The proof that it exists is everywhere, socially,
politically, and economically. War, terror, poverty, and deep-reaching division, are all the
hallmarks of this model and its proof. The model is imperial by design and fascist in its
nature."
Steve just smiled, perhaps as a teacher would to a well-learned student.
"The inverted part of the vertical model is best illustrated in history by Rome
becoming an empire," I continued. "The inverted vertical model is the model that the
Roman Empire was built on, Steve, and very other empire that ever existed and still does.
The existence of this model is verified in history by its characteristic destructive effect on
society. Of course the model existed long before Rome. It has ruled the world for
millennia under the direction of empire. The inverted model is also verified by the fact
that it is basically an artificial model. It has no principle to support its claim. It is the
model that Aristotle was hired to popularize. He gave his name to it, as it had no name of
its own, though it had been developed a long time before him. His brand of imperial
inversion that created the inverted vertical model takes us deep into the sewer of
inhumanity and far from the Truth, as it denies Science that is our gateway to the Truth.
Thus it takes us infinitely far from the lateral model that defines the whole of mankind as
human beings, existing horizontally with each other, and united by a common humanity
and a common universal Soul. In the lateral realm, in the realm of the absolute, where we
are simply human beings, every single one of the imperial hierarchical considerations are
totally invalid. But in order to get to the Truth, from the imperial sewer that society is
stuck in right now, the only tool that society has available for the task is Science. Science
is the heart of the real vertical model, but to get to it, the motto, 'In Lies We Trust' has to
become dishonored and be cast out. Science puts Truth on the top, and not out of reach.

In Science, unfolds the natural vertical model of progressive intelligent development. The
discoveries that we make in this progression -- that is, the understanding that we gain
there in Science, of the Truth -- determine what we acknowledge as the reality of our
being, and how we relate to one-another.
"Steve, this means that we ultimately have only two distinct models operating.
That's the way I see it. A third fundamental model is not possible."
"But why do we have those two models, Peter? Why don't we have just one?"
"Isn't it obvious, Steve? We have two models, because the absolute model is the
lateral model that represents the Truth and the Principle of the Universe, including us. We
know that the Earth is a sphere. We know that the human being is not a creature of
empire. We know that we are not mindless ants. We know all that. We know that the
reality of the Universe, and ourselves, can only be recognized with the mind's eye that
lets us see into the complex domain where we interface with Principles in discoveries of
what no eye has ever seen physically. We know all of that. Now we need to move with it
and go further than we ever have gone before. There are clearly two models involved.
One represents Reality. The other represents our pathway in recognizing and
acknowledging it.
"A tiny example is the recognition that the Earth is a sphere," I continued. "That
recognition was made 2,500 years before we could actually see the Earth as a sphere from
distant vantage point in space. Science gave us that capability to see with the mind's eye
what otherwise would remain unrecognizable. Science still does that, even in the social
world. Science is a human element that sets us apart from the animal world where
relationships are governed by instincts. Science is evidently the most powerful element of
our humanity, Steve, which gives us the capability to create a bright New World for
ourselves. So, why would we bow to insanity and make a terrible mess of the world?
"The human being is a creature of Science," I continued. "The human being is a
creator of worlds that don't exist naturally, a creature of metaphysics replacing mere
physics. In this sense Science enables the human being to recognize itself as an infinite
being with an infinite mission in the Universe. This means that we must recognize
Science as a distinct model that determines our relationship to one-another, even while it
gives us access to the lateral model which represents the Sublime that is reflected in our
humanity. For as long as we have Science we can see ourselves existing in the lateral
model. Without Science we drop into the sewer and have nothing at all. Without Science
we cannot see the Sublime, we cannot see God, and without that we drop into the sewers
of empire and become slaves to the vilest and evil inversion of our humanity. That is why
we have to have two models. One represents Truth and Love, and the other our path to
them. If we don't recognize this duality we deny ourselves as a scientific spiritual species
that is able to recognize and understand Truth, Steve. Surely, you can agree with that."
Steve just kept on smiling. He didn't answer, as if I missed something that I should
have thought of.

"I may not know what all of this means for the future of our civilization," I said to
him. "I think I have not discovered this part yet. However, I have asked myself that
question. The whole concept is still new to me. Nevertheless, I do know that these two
models exist. I agree, as you suggest, that there should be only one model in operation,
Steve. Maybe some day Science will become so natural and far advanced that the two
models merge and only the lateral model remains to determine our relationship with oneanother. The progressive vertical model of Science would then become obsolete. But we
are not there yet by a long way. I certainly am not there yet. I see myself as an explorer in
a brand new land. I would say, that until we all become totally familiar with this new
land, Science has a progressive and developmental role to play, and that role, really is our
only hope that some day society will grow up and put away its childish games that have
become so destructive. Until that day, the two models remain. The vertical model of
Science will continue to widen our gateway to the Truth and Reality, and the inverted
form of it, where Science is denied, will continue to drag society into the sewer of
hierarchical abominations. This will go on until society takes a hold of Science, as its
lifeline, and pulls itself out of the sewer with it. I don't think anybody really knows how
and when this will happen. All I know is that society is presently doomed by the
inversion of Science that it allows, which renders it insane. That is why more and more of
the insane are elected to high positions in government. The insane tend to elect the
insane. It's as simple as that. This will go on until society takes hold of Science and pulls
itself out of the sewer with it, leaving the mess behind. I also think that nobody truly
cares anymore about the answer to my question, even while the future of mankind hinges
on that answer and is determined by it. The fact is, almost nobody cares, because almost
nobody recognizes itself as a human being anymore. There are a few exceptions of
course. But in general terms, the tragedy I outlined seems to be the rule and will remain
that, until the development of Science is back on the front burner."
"Can you prove what you just said?" Steve asked without changing his expression.
I shook my head. "I would be lying Steve, if I said that I could. I think the
possibility exists that our scientific development becomes so completes that it obsoletes
the model in which it unfolds. But we might also never get there. Until then, we'll simply
have to work as diligently as we can to advance the development of Science in the world
and primarily in our own consciousness. That's the best we can do, Steve. I am
convinced, however, that as we progress along this line we will discover that all the
problems in the world that plague us right now, are artificially conjured up under the
inverted part of the vertical model, and all the good things, like loving honesty, beauty,
ingenuity, and so forth, come to light universally as elements of the lateral model in
which we find the reality of our being. I think sex belongs into the lateral model, where
the Principle of the General Welfare is expressed. I think this includes all three aspects of
sex, the male, the female, and our third sex, that as you suggested is entirely spiritual. I
also like to suggest that we need the footsteps of Science to keep sex in the lateral model.
You said yourself that you discovered an inkling of that on the beach, but you had to do
some deep scientific thinking to recognize what it was that you had discovered."
At this point, as I said these things, Steve's perpetual smile turned into a grin. He
reached out his hand for a handshake. He almost interrupted me. "Congratulation my

friend," he said. "You have answered a question that no one of the entire faculty of the
University of Leipzig has been able to even acknowledge as a valid question, much less
provide such a profound answer for it, and this with such a clarity. Your achievement
earns you the honorable title of Doctor of Humanity." Steve kept his had extended for a
handshake and then began to laugh when he finished saying this.
"Actually, I really mean what I said," he said moments later, when we shook hands
on that once more. "You have not only answered correctly, but you have also done it
honestly, especially when you said that you can't fully prove your Vertical-VersusLateral-Relationship Theorem. To be honest, neither can I prove it, but I fully concur
with you on what you said. It is nice Peter, to know that Ushi and I are not alone at this
leading edge. However, Peter, you might want to reconsider that there exist actually two
distinct vertical models, one representing Science, and the other the inversion of Science.
The currently predominant one, the imperial vertical model of top-down control, or the
inverted model as you called it, does not really exist. It claims to have a scientific basis,
but it is really an inversion of Science in every respect. But that's not really possible. An
inversion has not a single root in Principle. The real vertical model that represents
Science is rooted in Principle. The real model of Science is a model for upward
progression in scientific and spiritual development, enabling discoveries and
understanding. This vertical model renders Science as our gateway to infinity, to the
absolute of Truth, as you have said. You are right on the mark with that. That's real
Science, Peter. I would even call it Christ Science; or the Science of Man; or Christian
Science, the Science of our Divinity as Human Beings.
"Imperial so-called science, which you said is the total inversion of Science, has no
substance. A model that has no substance is not a model, really, but is a myth. Empire is
not a model. It has no substance and no roots in Principle. It is a myth without power. It
cannot even sustain itself. It is an empty shell by its own admission. 'In Lies We Trust!'
What a motto!" said Steve and began to laugh.
"Empire is a structure of lies, opinions, and mythologies misnamed Science, which
are dehumanizing society and are always changing," Steve continued. The lies of empire
are designed to inhibit human development in every possible way. The lies are being
taught in the universities today. Our universities have become 'churches' of the insane.
The teachings of empire rip the Sublime out of our humanity and call the process
education. This means that you want to be focusing on getting out of this trap and not
deeper into it by giving it the legitimacy of a model. This leaves you no option but to
focus on real Science and dig deep into reality and its Principle. I agree that we have
barely begun to do this, because the imperial so-called model is still very much in control
of our life as if it was a real model. The war of empire versus civilization has inverted the
universities. It is hard to get away from the dehumanizing doctrines that were like bombs
dropped unto society creating insanity. The combined resulting influences, that have
ruled society for many decades, if not centuries, such as greed, quest for power, the
vilification of Love and so forth, have put the Sublime out of sight. It is extremely
challenging for anyone today to think in terms of universal Love, especially socially, and
much more so to implement Love as universal Principle. The only useful elements that
are still taught in our universities today are those few courses that are focused on

practical issues related to the Principle of the General Welfare, such as engineering,
biology, physics, nuclear physics, manufacturing technologies and so forth. The rest is
inverted Science. It is a war against Science and that is dangerous crap, Peter. Of course
one can't even say anymore that the resulting crap is crap. People will hate you if you tell
them about the Truth. They may even put you in jail, because you would challenge the
foundation of their inverted world. They hate you even if the foundation is rotten to the
breaking point. It may take a long time before it becomes possible to talk openly to
anyone about the Principle of Universal Love and to implement it. You would challenge
Adam Smith and greed-based economics. Those two, my friend, are the most revered
gods in the world today. Their insanity is held up as a model. Nevertheless, we have no
choice but to respond honestly to what we recognize scientifically as the Truth. That's the
only proof that we have, that we are human beings."
Steve began to laugh again. "Isn't it remarkable how history repeats itself?" he
said. "Here we are back at the same stage in history, as when the Flemish mathematician
Albert Girard first formulated the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra in 1629. He made a
breakthrough in extending the leading edge of the science of mathematics. As you may
know, he recognized that an equation with powers of n must have n possible solutions.
Up to his time it was believed that a mathematical equation can have only a single
solution. Gerard poked a hole in this small-minded concept. While he couldn't prove it,
he knew that his theorem was correct. As you also know, nor could anyone else prove it
for another 170 years, until Gauss came along. I know that our Vertical-versus-LateralRelationships Theorem is correct, Peter, as you have described it, except for the division
of the structure of Science. I have worked on this theorem for some time already, but how
is one to prove it conclusively, as Gauss did. Will the proof for this take another 170
years to come to light, or longer?"
I raised my hand to interrupt him. "I think the kind of proof that you are thinking
of might not be possible at all, Steve," I replied. "I think the Vertical-versus-LateralRelationships Theorem will have to be proven in countless small ways, which all together
add up to an earthquake. For the Pythagorean Theorem forty-four different proofs have
been developed, or three hundred as you say, and for the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra, Gauss discovered three possible proofs. For our theorem, if I may call it that,
there may be an infinite number of proofs possible, and they may all be necessary to
prove the theorem. Many of these proofs may exist right in front of us. I think we only
have to open our eyes to them, like Gauss did in the complex domain. I am certainly
looking forward to making some of those profound discoveries that bring the lateral
model to life in our world. I bet you are just as excited bout the potential, Steve, for such
a project to unfold. I would even say that if the three of us here can't make these
discoveries, who have made some major strides already into the complex domain, no one
will?"
"Wow!" said Steve and looked at me. Then he glanced at his watch. "Let me say
this again to you my friend, congratulation! I accept your answer. You seem to
understand vaguely what is involved, and that is a lot. It is absolutely amazing, really,
what you have discovered already. But let me give you one last question to think about.
That may be the ultimate question! And the question is: would the Universe exist without

Love? This also comes with a related question that you as an American should be able to
understand."
He turned to Ursula. "All Americans are in love with their cars."
He turned to me. "Here is the related question: Would anyone go to a car dealer
and say to the manager, you have nice cars here, I like the red sports model over there; I'll
buy it, but first you have to go and hire a street gang of thugs with baseball bats and get
them to mutilate the car - do it, and I'll pay the price; do it thoroughly and I'll pay you
double - though the warranty must still apply?"
"Nobody would buy a car like this," I was about to protest.
While Steve still spoke, he put his hand on Ursula's shoulder and grinned. "Be
careful with Pete," he said to her, "he may be a sleeping giant. We must help him, if we
can. One thing is certain, that a great deal depends on the answers we will all find in the
domain of Science, and I mean for all of us. What unfolds here is of critical importance
for the future of humanity. We are all in this boat together, Ushi. Pete is obviously right,
if people like us don't make the breakthroughs, who will make them? And if the
breakthroughs aren't made...."
Steve stopped in mid sentence. He looked at his watch again. A sense of shock was
reflected in his face. He excused himself abruptly, saying that he is already late. He left the
office with a quick good bye and added, "those last two questions are among the most
fundamental questions in the world. And here is another related one," he added. He spoke
standing already in the doorway. "Which is the greatest conspiracy ever set in motion in
the entire history of mankind? Answer this question correctly, Peter, and you'll get an A on
your report card. Answer it with one single word, and I'll rate you as an A+ student. But if
you can answer it from you understanding of the Truth involved, my rating doesn't matter,
because then you'll get to live." He closed the door behind him.

Chapter 15 - A Gardener in Love with a Rose?

Ursula shook her head after Steve was gone. Her face was tense.
"Let's have a coffee, Ushi," I suggested. I used the name, Ushi, with some
hesitation. I liked the way Steve addressed her. The short form didn't belittle her, but
gave the impression that she was exceedingly precious to him. I dared to address her the
same way. "I'm inviting you," I added. "You may choose any place you wish, Ushi. I'll
take you there."
Rather than protesting against me using her intimate name, her face lit up. "I know
a perfectly romantic spot that's not far from here," she replied with a sudden grin. "We
can walk there; would that be suitable?"
"That sound's delightful," I said. Her agreement promised something exciting.
Minutes later she had Steve's office locked up and we were on our way.
"I'm puzzled by Steve's last questions," I said when we were on the street again.
"Do you have any idea what he is talking about?"
Ushi smiled and nodded. "But I won't tell you. It wouldn't be fair to you if I did.
Steve had asked you to answer these questions. They were meant for you. You must
answer them yourself. This way we can avoid the answers becoming a doctrine. Maybe
you will discover a new way of looking at the infinite."
"I think I know what the answer to the last question is," I said to her.
"In this case you might have discovered the key to answering all the other
questions," said Ushi, and reached her hand out for a congratulation. "So you see, you
don't need me to help you," she added.

Our walk to the cafe wasn't a long one. The cafe that she had in mind was not on
campus, but it was not far from it. It took up most of the ground floor of a brick building
that looked old, and I might add, rather shabby from years of neglect. However, on the
inside a different world unfolded. The atmosphere was lively, filled with the laughter of
students. In the middle of the single large room a young man was playing the accordion.
On Ushi's bidding we were shown to a small table that was neatly tucked away in a
corner. The table was lit by a candle and was graced with a green leafy plant covered
with pink flowers that grew in a ceramic pot. The coffee came quickly, and with it a
basket with buns, covered with a cloth. It was brought to us together with a plate
containing butter and several types of jam. The coffee was fake of course, roasted barley
perhaps, but who cared? The butter and the jams were real.

Ursula enjoyed herself in this cafe with a lively atmosphere. Evidently, this was
her kind of atmosphere, a carefree world of optimism and friendship. She waved to
several people and smiled at others and at me, and listened to the music for a while. Her
faintly 'red' hair made her stand out from the surrounding decor. A light shining from an
electric lantern behind her, made her hair look more brilliant around the edges so that its
red hue was more visible now. It shone somewhat like the halo of an angel. I told her
about it and said that it was justly so.
She didn't reply. Some minutes later she sat up and leaned across the table and
asked how I thought it was possible for one person to change the world.
"By being an angel, Ushi," I answered immediately. That kind of deep reaching
question didn't seem to fit this place of laughter and music. Or did it?
"We can change the world by leading it out of its trap," I answered. "We can do
this by being honest with ourselves about the scientific facts of the reality at hand. We
can do this by being responsible towards each other. We must enrich one-another's
existence and do this on a global scale. That's the Principle of the General Welfare being
expressed. We must aid in developing everyone's potential to live a richer life with more
vitality and power. Humanity is inherently rich in itself. All we need to do is find a way
to bring these riches out into the open. We can do this by moving with what we call
Science that develops the resources that we all have. This means starting a movement in
thought that enables the self-development of society to take off, and our own
development with it. Leadership is not a position of isolation. Principle and its idea is
One. Isolation is not possible. Leadership is an expression of that One, the One that is
reflected in the Universe and man to be expressed universally. We can only uplift the
world by uplifting ourselves. That's were leadership begins. So, are the two of us
sufficient to uplift the world? I would say that the potential exists. The Intelligence of the
Universe is One. Its Mind is One. As we express this One, its Light will be felt by its
illuminating the world, that is our world. We are not the source of this Light, but we
should be pioneers in expressing it. We are not conspiring to dominate the world, but we
do have a responsibility to honor the Light of Mind by living it. So, how many people
does it take to actively express the Truth and inspire the world to step out of its rut? Truth
does not need a mass movement. All the great achievements in history were wrought by
single individuals voicing the Truth. So why would we think that this potential doesn't
apply to us?"
She said she would consider the two of us in that manner.
"Actually, something has already been started today," I said quietly. "I think we
have made a small change in the world today, at least towards each other."
Here, I hesitated and blushed. "The fact is, I am in Love with you, and have been
from the moment we met." I paused, but then continued, boldly, "I find you beautiful,
extremely attractive, highly intelligent, caring and gentle, and so full of Life. Should I not

acknowledge this recognition to you, and honor you by it? Of course I could deny all
these feelings, like a good husband should, and blot them from my thoughts. However,
everything that I feel for you is real. I must acknowledge that reality. In fact, I can't avoid
it. I can't avoid the resulting joy. I think this joy honors you more than if I was to hide my
being in Love with you, or was to deny it altogether. Am I right? Maybe this should
become the universal pattern. Wouldn't this help society to become more human again?"
She nodded her head, somewhat embarrassed so it seemed. Then she grinned.
"In this case, we have discerned an element of fundamental Principle," I continued.
"Number one: It is better by far to be true to oneself, and to be responsible in all that one
does, than to subject oneself to the role of being another person's property and let the
other person take the responsibility to impose a rule that sets aside taking responsibility.
Do I make any sense?"
"You are moving too fast, Pete," she responded and pulled back.
"No, I think I am moving too slowly, Ursula," I protested. "Just think about it? The
required discipline that both of our marriage vows invoke is supposed to be for the
purpose of honoring one-another, loving one-another, and supporting one-another."
"I realize, Peter, that these vows contain not a single clause about property rights
and the mythology of ownership of one-another as the royals pretend to own humanity,"
said Ushi.
"Why should we see ourselves as being owned by anyone," I interjected. "We are
human beings. We are free to be in Love, and to be in Love with one-another. That
doesn't take away anything from your husband or from my wife, doesn't it? To the
contrary, I think it adds a whole new dimension. All of mankind should be free to be in
Love with one-another. Can't we break the barriers and divisions, and the dehumanizing
ideals, on which the power of empire is founded. Those who claim the right to own and
rule the whole of mankind, as their private zoo, can be denied what they demand? So,
why should we bow to the notion that anyone owns us? All human beings are inherently
free. All too often people give away their freedom. Most people do this. But why do we
do this, Ushi? I don't know what the answer is. This kind of thinking is still new to me,
but it strikes me as odd that we have imposed such limits onto ourselves that are
destructive to our happiness, our honesty, and ultimately to our existence."
I leaned back into my chair and thought about what I had just said. "I do feel that
we have to change ourselves first, before we can change the world," I continued. "We
have to learn to be in Love, and this more honestly, and universally. Did you realize that
a similar embrace of Love once ended 80 years of war?" I asked her.
She said that this happened in 1648. "It changed the world. It created a platform
for peace, a kind of platform that had never been built before."
"Maybe we should start this kind of revolution again," I said to her. "How many
people does it really take to start such a revolution? Shouldn't two be enough?"

"Are you saying that we can begin the transformation right now, right here
between us while we are sitting in this cafe?" she asked.
I nodded. I couldn't hide a grin coming up. "We need to unleash a revolution in
loving," I replied. "I think this can unfold wherever two or three people meet with honest
hearts. It begins when we enrich one-another with higher ideals, with daring new ideas,
with a focus to open up new forms of freedom such as the freedom to be in Love with
everyone, even the freedom to embrace universal Love."
"Hasn't this process already begun?" asked Ushi. "It's happening now, right here.
It really is."
I paused searching for words. "When I cross the border and return to the West," I
said quietly, "I know that I will do so as a richer person, simply because we have met. I
don't think we have harmed anyone by allowing ourselves to be open to the wonderful
world that we have been able to share? We have talked about loving with a daring to be
honest about it. That's revolutionary. At least to me it is. So what do you think? I didn't
hurt you, did I? I didn't offend you when I said that I'm in Love with you, did I?"
She reached her hand across the table for a handshake. Perhaps the gesture meant
to say thank you. She smiled and said that she wasn't hurt. She said that she was
bewildered perhaps, but not hurt. She nodded when she voiced those thoughts. "But what
do you mean when you say to me, I am in Love with you?"
"How is a gardener in Love with a rose?" I asked. "I think the gardener finds in the
rose a reflection of the beauty that he holds deeply in his heart. He becomes enriched by
that reflection of himself. That's why he nourishes the rose and protects it, and honors it,
and why he is grateful for its existence. He cannot do otherwise without denying himself.
I think that is how I am in Love with you. I am grateful that you exist. I am grateful that I
find in you an echo of myself, an echo of what I deeply value, and honor, and am
compelled to protect and nourish in any way I can. Maybe that is what being in Love is. It
is gratitude for one-another that we exist."
She reached her hands across the table with tears in her eyes.
"As a scientist I would say that gratitude is the total opposite to entropy," I
continued. "In the entropic world everything diminishes to nothing, like the energy
becomes diminished that is stored in the spring of a wind-up toy, when the toy is let go. I
think, gratitude has the opposite effect. It doesn't diminish anything. I think that the
gratitude that I feel for the privilege of seeing you across the table, or wherever I can see
you, enriches the flow of Love in our hearts for our humanity that I hold. I find this rich
flow, imaged in you, and in other people, and in the world around us. I think this process
can light a fire in us that enriches us more and more, which makes Love the brightest star
in the Universe. Shouldn't we all be grateful for one-another that we exist, and for the
great miracle that human existence is?"

She squeezed my hands gently as our hands met. "This would revolutionize the
world and end wars," she said quietly, as if with great caution so as not to break the spell
of the moment.
"If that's what being in Love is, what is universal Love, the kind that ends wars?" I
continued.
She shook her head. "To me, universal Love is still an abstraction that I can't get
my arms around.
"I think there is only one kind of Love," I said quietly. "It is that, which unfolds to
become universal loving."
"Maybe, in order to find an answer, we must first learn to be in Love with
ourselves and be grateful for the loving that we have in our heart?"
"Like the gardener does, Ushi?"
She shook her head again. "Maybe we need to do this more directly. Maybe we
should do this in the same way as the gardener does who is in Love with the rose, except
that we do it without the rose as a gardener does in winter. We should be the rose
ourselves?"
"How would this be possible?" I interjected. "It is possible only by acknowledging
that the beauty that we see, is in us, and not in the object."
She pointed at the flowers on our table as if she could find an answer in them. "I
don't have an answer to that, Peter," she said a few moments later. "You appear to be
right. The question never occurred to me; how does one fall in Love with oneself? Maybe
one does so as the gardener does in the depth of the winter, who is loving the rose even
then as a familiar idea that the object signifies. The loving then comes strictly out of the
riches of ones Soul. Maybe it is in that loving that we find our own reflection. However,
being in Love is rarely seen that way, Peter. Maybe that is where the problem begins.
Most people who are ungrateful about the beauty of Life, live a poor and barren
existence, regardless of how wealthy they may be financially."
"But is this kind of gratitude for one’s existence and for the riches of our
humanity, still just a reflection of Love?" I countered her. "Or is it something greater, for
which we have no word as yet, since the term, Love, has been so sadly abused? People
spout out a great profusion of fancy words and sing of love, and bring you presents, and
say I love you, but what are they talking about? Words are easily spoken. I think loving
becomes an abstraction unless something rich and substantial stands behind it. A grateful
heart a garden is, someone told me not long ago. She told me that in this garden there is
always room for the wonderful quality of grace that we have as human beings, to come to
perfect bloom. That's developing our being in Love with humanity, isn't it? Is this how
we are in Love, with each other?"

"That's how it should be," said Ushi with a beautiful bright smile on her face, but
that smile suddenly vanished. "Too many games are played under the guise of loving. I
have seen far too many of those games, and the dreadful results," she said cautiously.
"First it starts with coercion, then seduction, followed by demands for marriage. The song
is always changing. Next the lyrics are: 'to have and to hold!' But those who sing this
song think in terms of domination, abuse, and even violence. Two of my friends went that
way. One of my friends lived like a virtual slave for ten years. She was abused and put
down. This went on and on, until she lost all self-confidence and suffered a nervous
breakdown. It took her six years to get her life back. Believe me, I know what you mean.
But you talk about the freedom to be in Love. You talk about gratitude and enriching
one-another with nothing more than just being oneself. You talk about enriching oneanother with the riches of our humanity, building one-another up. You talk about loving
oneself as an invariable expression of being in Love. Maybe if people could really be in
Love with themselves that way, and find gratitude for it, then just maybe those terrible
games might end. Steve sometimes talks the way you do. He is totally committed to the
idea of the freedom to be in Love with one-another, simply for the sake of loving. Except,
he never speaks about it in terms of loving oneself and thereby one-another."
"This may be the key Ushi!" I reached out my hand to her for another handshake.
"This may be the key to humanity's power to outflank the royal masters who are pushing
the world into evermore war games. The masters do not know how to be in Love, much
less how to be in Love with themselves. They are singing the song of Hobbes who
correctly recognized that Love is the key to the termination of empire, who therefore
prohibit all expressions of it in order to assure the continuation of empire. The masters of
empire may know that they have no real power of their own. They take the power that
humanity gives them at their bidding, and then ask for more, and they get it. They shape
their game to get it all. They have even turned the loving between people into a game that
disables it. But if we can start a revolution, you and I, so that people begin to be in Love
with themselves, and find value in themselves, humanity may find it in itself to deny the
royal masters' claim to have power over them. A human society has the potential to deny
empire the power which the masters demand, which they do not have themselves, and
never had. If we can change ourselves with developments in Science, by which we fall in
Love with ourselves, expressed with a sense of gratitude, then we can change the world
by exposing the impotence of empire. After all, how many people does it take to start a
revolution?" With this said, I reached my hands out again, boldly.
I wasn't sure whether I expected Ushi to agree, or disagree. I expected a
handshake, nothing more. The ultimate didn't seem to matter at this moment. The
ultimate was something that neither of us understood, except in Principle.
For me the important thing at this hour was, that we put ourselves on the right
course. But how does one begin to be in Love with oneself? I felt that this ever-repeating
question could be answered, and that the answer would have to be related to universal
Love, because we all share the same humanity that reflects one universal Soul. In this
context, whatever was unfolding between us mattered to me a great deal. It mattered in a
different way than anything had, that I had embraced before. What we shared seemed
richer than what I had dared to hope for. I enjoyed the time we had together, especially

our desire to be in Love with ourselves with the deepest gratitude for our humanity,
which thereby seemed to have put us deeper in Love with each other. This seemed crazy.
It was an unexpected outcome that had only been deemed possible theoretically. Of
course, I didn't want to see its 'magic' spoiled. I wanted it to last. I wanted it to go on and
on. I told myself I had to be cautious, even though I knew that the 'magic' of the moment
hadn't been built on caution, and that there was really no magic involved. "This is reality!
This is Principle unfolding! This is Life!" I said to myself.

"What you are asking may never come about," Ushi broke the silence that had
ensued. "There are so many challenges that need to be overcome before we are truly in
Love universally, in a world without war, hate, poverty, greed, theft, murder, property,
and want. We have a long way to go and there is so little time left to do it in. We are in a
predicament. And on top of it all, we don't know the first thing about really loving
ourselves. That's being honest too. It's all too knew."
I agreed.
"Still, this can change. We can learn; we must; we must do something profound,"
she added. "If we don't change ourselves, and the world with it, and move ahead, we are
already dead, and the physical death will catch up with us in due course."

Ushi's hands were shaking as she spoke those last words, as if this dreadful
realization had brought her back to the reality of the Cold War that hung over the world
like a dense mist that chills the soul. I felt the chill reflected in her, so honestly was she
affected by it.
I held her hands still, without a handshake. She may have envied the others in the
room, who knew nothing about the dangers unfolding on the horizon. I certainly envied
them. I felt stupid, now, for allowing our precious meeting to be overshadowed by fears. I
had hoped to transform the shadow into hope, a hope for freedom, and a commitment to
it. Evidently I had not succeeded. The dread of a darkening world had reasserted itself. I
was ashamed that I had failed. Nor could I answer the question that I had posed myself,
of how it is possible for one to be in Love with oneself deeply and honestly, and so much
so that it spills over to embrace everyone? That is how Helen had healed against the
background of her discovery of the lateral lattice. She hadn't failed. Maybe I hadn't failed
either. I recognized that it was that very environment around the question of world peace,
that has brought us together in the first place, has made our meeting precious. I
recognized that the depth of our concern for the world was an expression of our being in
Love universally. This concern had made the entire day precious. Without it, we would
not be in this place at all. Without it we would not have come as far, or as near to each
other, as we had come. I rejoiced in that realization.
This crazy contrast of being in Love, with the icy chill of the reality of our world
standing in the background, had become a paradox that we recognized needed to be

resolved. My heart went out to her, and my loving, without reservation. I felt close to her,
close enough to touch, and yet so distant out of fear to say one word too much and one
word less than what was needed. This fear told me that I had measured the wrong thing. I
shrugged the fear off. As I did, there was a response forthcoming across this gulf that lay
between us in spite of our loving, and this response was more than just an agreement.
With a few words she managed to open the scene before us to a whole new horizon, for
us to explore. She spoke about the connection between freedom, and Truth, a connection
that forges expressions of Love on a higher level where no one can break anything.
"Maybe this is where we can dwell in Love with ourselves more fully?" she added.
We agreed, except for one thing. I suggested that we had barely begun. I suggested
that we could however move forward now by endeavoring to raise the platform of our
thinking to these higher levels in every situation that we became involved in. Wherever in
the world people are bent on complaining, and on violent criticism that gets them deeper
into the hole, we realized we could intervene and talk about the discovered elements of
Truth of the human dimension. We could talk about the scientific and spiritual capacities
of the human being, that we all embody universally in terms of building a great and
beautiful world for ourselves, even in terms of what our being in Love can accomplish,
which after all, is rooted in reflecting Truth in universal terms. We realized that we could
work together to uplift people's thinking onto this kind of platform, and thereby change
the world in real terms.
She suggested that it wouldn't be easy to uplift every situation that we become
involved in.
"But then, what have the difficulties got to do with anything?" I asked, just as
Helen would have asked. "The difficulties don't alter the Principle involved, and the
Truth."

Actually we spoke less and less as the time passed. I was fascinated by her
intelligence, her keen insight, as well as by her charm, and by her face that one can't help
but be in Love with. I needed time to take this all in, to correlate it, relish it, and savor it,
as one savors a violin concerto that can't be hurried without the music becoming lost.
At times we just sat there and looked at each other while we sipped on our second
coffee. I treasured those moments. Those were moments when time itself, slowed, or
stood still altogether, when I rejoiced to be there with her. Don't they say that one
moment of being at one with the infinite is an eternity?
The quiet moments became moments of taking stock of what has been happening,
a time for asking deep questions. Was my being in Love with her like that of a gardener
being in Love with a rose, a loving that came out of my own heart? I was able to see
beauty in the 'shapes,' 'fragrance,' and 'color,' in thoughts. I found beauty in her smiles,
her face, her hair, and the sound of her voice, and most of all, in the gestures of her own
loving. Perhaps I was the only person in the entire cafe that saw her so excitingly

beautiful. It was a joy to be that rich. It was a joy to be that human, and to be alive as a
human being with open eyes.
During those quiet moments I heard someone sing in the café. I heard a woman's
voice. The music, apparently, was a popular song, but to me her voice sounded like the
voice of Delilah, the beautiful voice from the Samson and Delilah duet that Sylvia had
sung so long ago. The song conveyed the same feeling. I had been in Love with Sylvia
from the sunrise each day, till I fell asleep. We had just met then. My world had changed.
I had felt that my life would be forever empty without her. I had gone to every
performance to hear Sylvia sing this duet. I knew that if Ushi were on the concert stage
now, I would feel enriched the same way all over again.
But why did Sylvia come to mind amidst the intensity of this new unfolding of
Love? I pondered. And why did she come to mind in such a richly beautiful way, and in a
manner that I had not experienced for a long time? Sure, I had cherished those memories,
but why did they emerge at this time and seemed more precious? They seemed to be
adding to the brightness of that new flow of Love that now enveloped Ushi and I. The
flow of Love seemed richer suddenly, not poorer, or worn out.
The thought came to me that this additional flow of Love, this newly unfolding
loving, had brought the springtime back into my garden and with it a new beautiful
sunshine. It was as if the heart needed to find its own beauty echoed in the beauty of
another, like the gardener sees his soul echoed in the rose. The thought came also, that
unlike the cycles of the Earth, which bring a new spring automatically by the interaction
of astronomical principles, we human beings are demanded to create our own springtime
by the purposeful interaction of the various elements of the Principle of our humanity.
Meeting Ushi had brought into my garden the warmth of a new spring-day, and I was
grateful for it. I was as grateful for it as I was for the greening in each spring that follows
the winter. I realized that in this particular new spring, which was rapidly unfolding, all
that had lain dormant was coming to life, by which the new spring was enriching my
being in Love with Sylvia too, which in turn strengthened the loving that Ushi and I
enveloped each other with.
The image of Ushi and I meeting for the first time at the beach this very morning,
suddenly came to mind in a new light. It became more precious in this light. I
remembered the moments when she allowed me to touch her breasts as we were drawing
ice cream pictures on them, of hearts and stars, and hugs, and kisses. She was sharing
with me a part of her humanity, an image of her Soul. That's where our hearts met with
joy as such deep levels where we met as human beings, where our hearts met laterally
and we stood side by side, enveloped in the sunshine of Love. That's what now made the
current moments more beautiful too.
By remembering those moments at the beach, other precious moments came into
my thoughts, moments with Sylvia, like the precious time when Sylvia began to share
herself with me more fully. Oh, just seeing her breasts for the first time was like a holy
event, like the unveiling of the Holy Grail. Oh, and to touch them, to feel their softness.
The physical touch wasn't the important factor then, but the thought surrounding the

event, the 'holiness' of the intimacy of it, was. There was sunshine in the garden in those
days. The world felt to me like it was incredibly bright.
I felt the same feeling now up-welling again as we were sitting in the cafe, sharing
the brightness of our new sunshine, the intimacies of our thoughts, our fears, or hopes,
our innermost joys, and ourselves as beautiful human beings that reflected back to us the
echo of our heart.
On the surface it seemed that I had done all the talking while we were in the cafe,
but we really hadn't talked all that much. We had touched upon infinity. We had stood in
awe before it. Long quiet times had separated our talking into a drawn out stutter, while
the real thing that we shared, gently asserted itself with a brightness that words could not
convey. Oh, why had this springtime not been brought to life more often? Still, I felt
infinitely privileged to be in its sunshine at all.
"May I touch your breasts for one last time before we part?" I said, breaking the
silence.
I was afraid she might be shocked. She smiled warmly instead. Oh, how I loved
that smile!
"Why would you?" she added.
"Because you are so incredibly beautiful," I replied and closed my eyes to drink in
and store away the beautiful image of her, the brightness of her smile, and of the
intimacies we had shared.
"But why would you?" she repeated, when I opened my eyes again. "Aren't you
already touching me in your thoughts, and possibly more intimately so?"
I nodded slightly.
"Tell me, what did you see just now when you closed your eyes? Was it something
more beautiful than what we had shared physically? I bet it was!" She waved a finger at
me like a schoolteacher might. Her smile became a grin as she did so.
I relished that grin. It was like a light. I valued it as something profound. I
remembered Helen's lateral lattice, and the mental healing that had provided support for
her friend in hospital at a time of great need. I suddenly saw what Helen had spoken of,
an infinite lattice of laterally connected hearts, all providing their support for her friend's
heart in need. But I saw more. I saw a brighter image. I saw not hearts, but human beings
reflecting One Life and One Universal Soul; all supporting one-another by the power of
One Love in this infinitely interconnected lateral array. The threads that bound us there,
where light itself, threads of the One Universal Life. They linked us as One Universal
Soul unfolding into Light. No one appeared isolated in the lattice, as no one truly is in
Life. No one exists outside of this lattice of light. In this lateral lattice of human
existence, we are all 'married' to one-another by this One Universal Life and this One

Universal Soul that binds us, linked in a 'marriage' without borders; linked as boundless
as the boundless seas and the all-pervading air that we breathe. In this we are One indeed.
No, I wasn't asking her as a stranger, nor as a wife who might feel obliged, but as a
sovereign individual human being, a fellow citizen of the infinity that binds us, that is
richer than a garden of a million flowers.

"No, this is not heading in the wrong direction," I said to myself, when her smile
became a grin and I had collected my thoughts again. "Who knows what the answer is?
This is a new frontier."
I replied to her question, as to what I saw when I closed my eyes. "I don't know
what the answer should be. We live in a spiritual world as spiritual beings, but I do
recognize that the need for a physical response remains, that gives the spiritual reality a
tangible expression. It's like eating. We can't live without it, even while we also live on so
much more. There is a need for a physical touch that unfolds as a spiritual response, an
expression from a higher plane that isn't physical itself, but requires a physical expression
for it to become acknowledged. Does this make sense, Ushi?"
Ushi shrugged her shoulders.
"Look at it this way," I said cautiously. "As human beings we live on a higher
plane than animals. In the animal world sex is primarily for procreation, just as existence
itself revolves there primarily around physical survival. But that's not us. We human
beings live on a higher level. We live for more than merely physically existing. We live
on a level that unfolds above the physical world. We live on a spiritual level where we
are creators; engineers; scientists; artists, composers, discoverers, builders, and so on. We
live primarily in a spiritual world. Here Love becomes a light that we share, not a factor
for isolation. This light demands an expression. Love is constantly unfolding and
evolving, and is developing further and further. Isn't that the reason why we have artists
in the world?" I said, and looked Ushi in the eye.
"Artists?" she asked.
"An artist looks at a flower and raises it up above the cellular level," I explained,
"to a level of principles reflected in shapes, colors, patterns, tone, reflecting forms of the
Principle that's underlying the Universe, such as, symmetry in geometry, richness of life,
profundity in being. This is what the artist sees and gives a physical form to. There is a
need in art for a physical response with which to put the spiritual image on a canvass. An
artist never portrays a replica of a cellular flower. The artist portrays the image of the
idea that is reflected in the flower that has become associated with it in the artist's mind.
Thus, the physical painting represents something that doesn't actually exist in the physical
world. I think our sexual intimacies belong into this context."

"But why is the artist driven to produce a physical painting, when the image that
the painting portrays is not physical, and exists primarily as an idea in the mind?" said
Ushi. "Why bother with the physical painting at all?"
I shrugged my shoulders. Then I began to laugh. "As artists we are determined to
drag the physical up behind us, and thereby give it a new dimension that it never had. No
landscape ever existed as Van Gogh saw it, or Rembrandt, or Emili Carr. The artist
expresses the world of Spirit that gives a new dimension to the physical world. In this
world of Spirit, sex is then no longer primarily a physical thing, but a thing of the beauty
of our human nature that is reflected in all mankind. And maybe, just maybe, the artist
thereby also presents an image of our third sex that gives the biological a new meaning.
That is the substance that unites us in the universal marriage of Spirit, the marriage in
which Principle and its idea is one. It unites us with all that is spiritual in our humanity,
such as the intimacy that reflects our common universal Soul. I think we need a physical
expression as a hint to the spiritual. An artist needs a canvass. The musician needs an
instrument. We need all sorts of physical elements by which we can drag the physical
world up behind us to those higher levels of universal Principle that we find in the lateral
lattice. We can't dictate what the individual expressions of Principle must be. But we can
embrace them."
"So, what's the problem?" Ushi asked.
Moments later her face lit up. "I know why this must be so," she added. "It's the
salvation for our world, Peter."
"Oh, what makes you say that, Ushi?"
"Isn't it plain, Peter? The more fully we drag the physical world up behind us, to
the spiritual level, the more profoundly will we uplift the political and economic scene of
the world as well, which is in a terrible mess right now."
My heart went out to her for this beautiful thought. That's the reality of the human
dimension, I thought to myself.
"That's how we can get rid of nuclear weapons," I said to her in total agreement.
"We have tried for thirty years to get rid of these monsters, by building a whole series of
issues around them. It didn't get us anywhere. Now you are coming to the same
conclusion with me. I am saying, don't go for those issues at all, forget the issues, go for
the spiritual world of universal Principle and universal Truths reflected in the universal
marriage of the hole of mankind as the reality of our being. Is that what you are saying
too?"
She nodded and smiled. "Is this what you meant when you said to me that one
person with a profound idea can change the world?"
"Principle and its idea is One, and this One is Love," I answered. "There is no
separation between it, us, and the world. Here the universal idea is laid out on a broad
canvass. But what are we going to do with it?"

Ushi had no answer.
As for me, I rejoiced. I needed no answer.

Oh how 'small' our day would have been had we just stayed at the beach? How
much we would have missed? I, for one, would have missed Steve. We both would have
missed our meeting here at the cafe. Perhaps the day would have been simpler then. Also,
it would have been easier to say good bye at the beach, and walk away in our different
directions. I shared those 'what ifs' with Ushi, and added that nothing could have been
any better than the way things had turned out.
She shook her head. "Remember, you asked for it," she said. Moments later she
added, "I am glad you did."
Her last statement was in a way her confirmation of the way I felt too. Maybe
loving her was an act of loving myself within the lattice of our humanity that we are
already living in. Maybe it was this all by itself that made the outcome so precious. I
reached out to touch her hands again and smiled.
She smiled back at me, took my hands and held them against her breasts. "Why
must everything be easy?" she said when our eyes met. "There is often more life in the
difficult moments than in the easy sunshine," she added. She withdrew our hands.
Moments later she raised her cup of coffee as for a toast.
"I wonder why on Earth I had asked Steve whether he thought the Ogarkov Plan
was real or not." I said to Ushi, just to say something. "I was almost astonished to hear
myself bring this issue up. The subject didn't fit the atmosphere of the moment.
"And Steve gave you his answer, Peter," she said. "Of course he may have
wondered who on earth he was talking with. It was an honest answer that Steve gave. I
know he is terribly afraid about what he already knows of the state of the world. He
knows that too many people have jumped onto the bandwagon of the politically correct.
They blabber out slogans without the faintest realization of what they mean. Steve is
totally aware of that. He is also aware that most of the so-called elite that spout out the
slogans for the people to memorize and repeat, are mere technicians themselves, who
simply carry out their masters' demands. They babble the slogans they were told to
memorize. And then there are those others who do the dirty thinking for them. They are
selected for their talents to speak their masters' thoughts. That's how it is in the West, and
that's how it is in the East. I believe that Steve might have regarded you as a breath of
fresh air when you jumped up and challenged the bandwagon and its legitimacy, instead
of jumping onto it. I think he likes you, Peter. Maybe he is hoping that some day you
might succeed in stopping the bandwagon, and in kicking everyone off." She began to
laugh at this thought.
I looked at Ushi with some amazement. Ushi then urged me to speak to Steve
again, but warned, "I never told this to anyone, Steve is dead scared. He knows how

serious the challenge is that we all face. He may also have some doubts that you are
serious enough to be of any help. But I think he would be wrong in this case. Maybe if
you met him again he might give you another chance."
"The real question is, what can we do to help still his fears?" I replied. "Maybe I
should go to London and find out what's really cooking over there, at the center of it all,"
I added quietly. "Maybe my boss can arrange a mission."
"You'll find nothing there," Ushi suggested. "You'd be looking for issues. There is
infinitely more to be done right here, and to be discovered. As you said yourself, we can
make the vital breakthrough right here. Just consider the vast changes that were once
wrought in the 15th Century when the Renaissance began. Something really big
happened then, and it happened relatively quickly. Up to the point, 98% of all people had
lived extremely primitive lives, as serfs, slaves, or worse. Suddenly, the idea emerged
that the human being is created in the living image of God. That new perception spread
like wildfire. It uplifted society as a whole. Out of this background of self-love a brand
new social institution was born, the nation-state, which has become one of the main
pillars of our modern civilization. Of course you know that already," she added. "But did
you ever realize that this might be a historic example of the power of loving oneself,
which we can use again and develop to a still higher level? I certainly never realized that
until now," she added with a smile.
I nodded in agreement. "Do you suppose that if we make it possible today, to
regard one-another as the reflected image of God, that even bigger breakthroughs can
result than during the Renaissance? If, further we can manage to do this at the grassroots
social level, oh, then watch out! Its unfolding might then percolate all through the
political and economic domains."
Ushi nodded and smiled. "Especially if we can do this at the social level and take it
right down to the very grassroots, where we deal with one-another as human beings," she
said.
"Don't you think that this is how we've begun to see each other right now, you and
me, and Steve, and everyone else, and that this higher perception of ourselves has the
potential to transform society and uplift the world? Would Steve agree with that?"
"Steve would be impressed with this kind of thinking, especially if it can be
applied to something concrete, something real," she said. She paused. "It should be
applied to something daring that has never happened before, something that starts a
revolution," she added and grinned.
"Something that envelops us in Love," I added in reply. "Forgive me, I have been
wrong about you," I said with a grin, "you are not just an angel, you are both a genius and
an angel all combined into one, and more than that."
"Angels are God's thoughts passing to man," she said and smiled. "How can they
be anything less than that? And you are an angel, too," she added, "because what you

propose has never been achieved before, as far as we know, but it should be achievable if
we dare to put our 'hands to the wheel.'"
I nodded, but I didn't say anything more on the theme. I ran out of things to say.

It had been different at the beach. Things had been so uncomplicated there. Even
in Steve's office, things were still rational and secure. But now, in honest contemplation,
and with our time together fast coming to an end, we were forced to seek out higher
grounds where we had never stood before, a stage that had been untried and was
unfamiliar, the ruler of which could only be honesty; wide open honesty. Some of this
honesty was already revealed in the way we looked at each other, touched each other, and
in the tone of our voice. There was caution, daring, loving, and excitement, all mixed into
one. Sometimes we would kiss right across the table, spontaneously.

When it was time for us to leave, I felt a great and deeply seated joy. The quiet
intensity of her fears had made her seem more precious than before, and Steve, too. But
something new and bright was upwelling that began to overshadow everything with its
brightness. I hugged her for a long time when we stood up to leave. I held out my hand,
which she responded to. We walked out of the cafe hand in hand.
I felt that some of the fears that had held us all captive might have been overcome
in the café. I also felt that still more could be overcome by changing ourselves more
deeply. But, did I have the right to expect her to change that much? On the other hand,
deep changes were already unfolding. We had enveloped one-another in Love almost
unconsciously and spontaneously, so much so that the world had changed already. At
least for us it had.

Once we were outside again, walking hand in hand, the world seemed different
than it had been before. It appeared less troubled, more serene.

Chapter 16 - An Invitation to Heaven
Ursula suggested that we sit in on Steve's last lecture of the day, something related
to quantum theory that I knew nothing about. Of course I could learn, but that wasn't the
point. The point was to be there, to speak to Steve once more and to make an impression
that would open the door so that we could meet again.
As expected his lecture went way over my head. Integral calculus was like a
foreign language to me. There was a lot of it interwoven into his lecture.
Steve seemed pleased to find us attending. He came up to us afterwards, to the last
row, where we were seated. He seemed happy to see us together. He greeted Ushi with a
kiss, even though she still hugged me close to her. He reached his hand out to me for a
handshake. "Would you like to have supper with us?" he asked.
I was surprised at Steve's reaction. "Please take Ushi home, and stay and have
supper with us," he said. "We would be honored by your presence."
Before I could answer, one of the students had taken him by the shoulder and
commandeered his attention. He disappeared with the student towards the blackboard.
"Seven-thirty, tonight," he called back.
I was stunned. Something big had been set into motion, which I didn't fully
understand, but I did understand Ushi's arm that was still holding me tight. I remembered
my own words from the cafe, "...something real, something that envelops us in Love."
This Love surrounded us, and united us.
"Seven-thirty," Ushi replied to him in confirmation.
Now I was faced with the task of drawing the pieces together. How did they fit?
How could I correlate his response with my attraction to Ushi and her deeply honest
response that could not have gone unnoticed by Steve? Maybe it was her loving that had
been the moving power at this moment?
Eventually I gave up puzzling this out. I had never been good in drawing
ambiguities into one. I simply took Ushi by the arm and invited her to show me some of
the sights of the old university.
Still, Steve's generous invitation continued to puzzle me.
Ushi said, not to worry, "he overpowers everyone until they get to know him." She
paused, then continued, "I am ashamed, though, that I hadn't invited you first."
"I never expected that," I replied, "but let's not have any political talk tonight. If I
start, shut me off."
She squeezed my hand.

In this manner, hand in hand, we strolled through the old campus. There were only
a few students visible now. She was a delightful guide. Also, she showed me one of the
old buildings that finally, fully met my expectations. She brought me right to it as if she
had read in my face that this was the kind of history that interested me. The building
wasn't exactly the kind of large granite building that I had imagined I would see. It was
something in the style of an old castle, like a fortress. It took some effort by the caretaker,
who knew Ushi, to open one of the heavy doors for us that was carved with a crest of
lions on each panel. The halls and rooms were sheathed in dark wood. Creaky stairs led
to a large upper room that occupied the entire floor. It was dimly lit. There was an odor of
stale wood-polish in the air, mixed with the smell of dust and old leather.
I sat in a hard leather-covered chair at the head of the large table that dominated
the middle of the room, then leaned leisurely against the high back. With my arms
crossed. I imagined myself transposed into the age of King Arthur's court, an age
renowned for its own renaissance, one of a few spots of hope in the landscape of
mankind's long night called the Dark Ages.

I drove Ushi home as Steve had suggested, with a stop for groceries on the way.
The question that I had asked myself on the beach came to mind again. Was she just as
beautiful with her clothes on? I embraced this thought as a welcome relief from the
tensions that are invariably associated with political discussions. The answer was
spontaneous. YES, she was just as beautiful with her clothes on, perhaps even more so.
The type of clothing one wears reflects an element from deep within, and what I saw was
beautiful. She seemed beautiful to me in any situation. Even choosing cabbage with her
was beautiful and exciting, as if there was a connection between her, the Earth, and things
Earthy. I kissed her right there in the grocery store. The proprietor saw it, smiled, and
looked away.
I found myself uplifted by the recognition that she reflected something profound
that I felt deeply about. My being in Love with her seemed more and more an
acknowledgment of myself that had remained dormant until this time. I kissed her two
more times in quick succession. I think she somehow knew why. She responded shyly.
Afterwards I felt ashamed.

Actually, it was Steve who intrigued me the most. I could understand Ursula. I
respected her immensely. Also, I loved her deeply in a way that was different than how
being in Love is generally understood. It wasn't the type of attraction that is possessive,
but one that sprang from an up-welling joy in the beauty of being in Love. It flowed from
an appreciation of the moments that we had shared. Steve touched me in a different way.
I found in him a rare mix of humor and a depth of perception that had made our
conversation appear like a game of chess. We both expected the other to comprehend
what we barely comprehended ourselves, and to find in that a limit that we could
challenge and move beyond. In addition to this, Steve was sensitive, gentle, kind, and

secure in his feelings. He appeared untouched by what he understood was happening in
the real world, though Ushi has said he was scared of what he knew. No political activist
that I knew had ever been like Steve. Furthermore, Steve was a family man. He cared
about Ursula, his students, his university, and his world. To me, he was a puzzle, because
of this. I felt like an intruder in his world. Why had he invited me to his home? A blind
man would have seen how much I cared for Ursula. Still, here I was, at his request, alone
with Ursula in his own home. Together, we were getting dinner ready.

Steve arrived precisely on time. The dinner was late in getting ready. Ushi and I
had everything prepared up to the stage of cooking it. The meat was marinated. The red
cabbage was sliced. The potatoes were peeled and cut. The carrots peeled and sliced into
long strips. Everything that we had bought on the way home was now ready for cooking.
A faint sour sweet aroma filled the apartment from the marinating sauce.
I was still in the kitchen helping Ushi, when Steve came home, helping to finish
the final preparation.
Steve took his coat off, washed, changed his shirt, and then kept us company. He
stood in the open doorway. The dinner table had already been set up. The good plates had
been put out.
Steve just smiled and shook his head. "Is the Ogarkov Plan real?" he repeated my
earlier question. "I wonder if there is one person in the entire Soviet hierarchy, who
would agree with us that it isn't?" he said. He turned to me and added, "when we met in
my office this afternoon we weren't on the planet Earth at all. Our kind of thinking was
more like the kind of thinking, that one finds associated with advanced species from outer
space in science fiction movies, on rare occasions. On still rarer occasions, if one is
lucky, one might also find a trace of it here." He grinned as he said this. "How many
people can understand what we talked about in my office, Pete? Hardly anybody even
knows about the Ogarkov Plan, and those who do, like the military planners who carry it
out, can't imagine that it isn't what they believe it to be. But let me ask you a similar
question," he added. "Our precious societal values, are they real?"
"Do you mean our moral values?" I asked.
Here we go, I thought. Was his question a subtle hint about my affection for
Ursula that I couldn't hide?
"Steve, you chose to invite me here of your own free will," I reminded him. "I
hope this doesn't make you uncomfortable."
"Uncomfortable," he laughed. "No, you're like a breath of fresh air." He stepped
into the kitchen and made himself comfortable in a chair next to a small table that Ushi
had used for getting the dinner ready. "I couldn't have had this kind of conversation with
anyone else on the planet," he said, "I can tell you this with certainty. There isn't another
person in the entire university that would even acknowledge our Vertical-versus-Lateral-

Relationship Theorem, much less understand it. There may be just a few people in the
entire world, who are willing to acknowledge what we have talked about, but you are
committed to proving it. This makes you an extremely rare phenomenon, did you know
that?"
Steve suddenly began to laugh and reached his hand out for a handshake. "You are
like a breath of fresh air indeed. I would even say that your being here is a tiny bit of this
infinite body of proof that you expect will add up in time to an earthquake. Are you
prepared to acknowledge this, Peter?"
"What choice do I have not to acknowledge it, Steve? I am here. That proves
something. But what does it prove? Does it prove that we understand anything? Is my
being here the result of some sense of duty to prove a theorem? I don't think so. Or is it
the result of a privilege that we extend to one-another to explore the limits of the as yet
unknown? I doubt that too. Or is my being here the most natural thing in the Universe,
based on what we both have already acknowledged? I think this must be it. But is it?"
Steve just laughed. "Your being here is as natural as breathing the air that
surrounds us. That's what I think."
"What do you think?" he called out to Ushi. She had gone into the 'good room' to
arrange the silverware on the table. "Is Peter's being here not the most natural thing in the
Universe, like breathing the air that we simply cannot avoid?"
"I would say that this is a correct assessment," Ushi called back from the good
room. "But can we prove it?"
"How can we prove that we have entered a New World?" Steve called back to
Ushi.
"That's easy," Ushi replied. "The proof becomes obvious when you find the Old
World conspicuously absent."
Steve looked to me again and grinned. "So what about society's moral values, are
they real?"
"No Steve," I answered quickly. "What moral value is there in building bombs for
one-another?"
"That's not a part of my question, Peter. Forget about that stuff. Look at the
grassroots level. Look at the way we relate to one-another as people. Look at our social
values, sex, marriage, the way we isolate each other, the stuff that society defines as its
values. Are they real, or are they like the Ogarkov Plan, something totally different in
purpose from what they are claimed to be?"
I shook my head. I had a speech all planned out with all sorts of small talk, of
things that I would say to him when he came home. I would tell him that I admired the
view from his place, across treetops, towards some faint lights in the distance. I had a

thousand items for idle conversation prepared. I hadn't expected anything like this. I
answered, NO, to his question. Obviously that's what he expected to hear.
"How are our social values not real?" he asked.
Oh God, I had no excuse left now! "Our social values aren't real, because they
force one to become dishonest with oneself," I replied slowly after a lengthy hesitation.
"They literally force one to live in the inverted vertical domain while our humanity
demands that we live in Science and in the lateral domain."
"Why is this Peter? Why do our social values do that?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "It's always been like that, Steve."
"So you say our social values don't reflect the Truth and haven't done so for a long
time."
I nodded.
He reached his hand out for a handshake. "I fully agree with you," he said and
smiled. "In the 1440s the Golden Renaissance brought about some rather revolutionary
advances in the way people looked at themselves and each other as human beings. They
did it in a philosophical kind of way. But the grand revolution that had started this
advanced thinking hadn't filtered down to the social level. Even now, this still hasn't
happened. We still live by the old axioms in the social domain, that were created
thousands of years ago during the early imperial ages in support of imperial goals. We
live by imperial axioms, which we call our values, because they have been imposed on us
ages ago, and are still being promoted. These axioms reflect imperial values, not human
values. They reflect vertical values, not lateral values. Therefore, our social values don't
represent at all what they pretend to represent. They don't represent us. They don't
represent what we truly value about ourselves. They don't represent honesty. They
certainly don't represent Love. They represent the games of empires. They are actually at
war with us."

Steve paused. There was a deep silence now between us. A cool breeze swept
through the apartment. The sun had set. Sounds of children filtered through the trees from
the park below.
I wondered what Steve was thinking.
"Do you remember the last question that I asked you in my office?" Steve soon
broke the silence.
I nodded. "You asked me, 'would the Universe exist without Love?'"
"Right! So what is your answer, Peter?"

"Will there ever be a definite answer possible?" I replied.
"Ah, I got you on this one," said Steve and grinned. "The answer should be
obvious to a scientific man. Without Love, that is without the harmonizing quality of
Intelligence, the entire Universe would not exist."
"How can you say this with such certainty, Steve?" I said and grinned, as if he
was joking.
"I know, what I said is hard to accept at first glance," said Steve. "Equally hard to
accept is the evident fact, that we too can't exist without Love. But the more we look
behind the scene at the Intelligence underlying the Universe a harmonizing order comes
to light, that becomes evermore amazing and beautiful in its design the more we discover
of it. It's bordering on the miraculous, Peter. Since you are not a nuclear physicist, let me
tell you a bit about the amazing details."
"What does nuclear physics have to do with Love?" I interjected.
Steve smiled benignly. "As you know an atom is empty space in which a miracle
unfolds," said Steve. "As you also know, nuclear physics tells us that the entire Universe
contains not a single speck of matter, not even in the smallest part of the smallest atom.
You spoke about this when we met in my office. So, Peter, what we see then, is
essentially the construct of energy and its forces that have been arranged in a complex
array, governed by harmonizing principles without which the Universe simply would not
exist."
"Wow! Rewind this a bit and then play it back slowly," I interjected
"As you know, at the center of the empty space that makes up an atom is a
grouping of infinitesimally small 'particles' located that we call a nucleus. This tiny center
is surrounded by an orbiting 'swarm' of even smaller particles. Their movement is so fast
that they appear to be everywhere at once, creating the appearance of a solid sphere.
However, we also know that these so-called particles that give an atom its shape don't
exist either as solid entities, but are themselves constructs of energy patterns that are
known in advanced nuclear physics as, quarks. The quarks are recognized to be
essentially fast moving points of energy. You called them confetti of energy. Therefore,
the bottom line is that nuclear physics tells us that there simply exists no such thing as
basic matter or basic particles. Everything that we see, hear, or touch, even the world we
live in, is but the construct of patterns of energy organized by harmonizing principles that
altogether reveal an underlying arrangement by an incredible Intelligence. If one of the
harmonizing principles was missing, or was to be antagonistic to the whole, the Universe
would have no foundation to stand on. Therefore, it wouldn't exist. But it does exist,
Peter. It exists as the product of an incredible Intelligence and its harmonizing 'Spirit' that
can be termed 'Love.' Outside of this construct there exists nothing. The only basic
building blocks in the Universe that can be recognized in nuclear physics are an
incredible Intelligence and its harmonizing 'Spirit.' Ultimately, there remains but one.
This one is Intelligence reflected in Principle, and its 'Spirit' that is Love."

"Isn't that stretching the envelope a bit?" I interjected.
"Not at all," said Steve. "Let's look at the atom again with your question in mind.
As I said the atom's tiny center is called the nucleus. The nucleus is made up of particles
that have a positive electric charge, a charge of + 1. We call this kind of particle the
proton. At a 'large' distance from it another type of particle is found that has a negative
electric charge, a charge of -1, which we call the electron. While the proton at the center
remains stationary, the electron is in constant motion, orbiting around the center with
such a tremendous speed that it appears to be everywhere. It thereby creates the
appearance of solid matter, when in reality there is nothing there but empty space and
some particles that are not particles in real term, and which are so small that their
minuscule 'size' defies the imagination. For purposes of comparison, think of the central
nucleus as a baseball. On this scale the surrounding electron could be likened to an insect
that is flying circles around the entire stadium in which the ball is located. The insect
would be moving so fast, Peter, and so far away from the nucleus, that this tiny insect
would create the appearance that the entire stadium is encapsulated in a solid hard shell.
"Now answer me this, Peter," Steve continued. "Why doesn't the electron that is
moving so incredibly fast around and around in its orbit, simply fly away? We all know
from experience that anything that is spun around a center wants to fly away by an effect
called the centrifugal force. Since this effect reflects a universal Principle, nothing is
excepted from it, not even the electron."
"What are you saying?" I interrupted him.
"I am saying that the electron would indeed fly away. Then we would have no
atom and no Universe. The Universe would not exist if it wasn't for this harmonizing
element of Principle that the Universe has 'invented' that keeps the electron in its place
and thereby enables the atom to exist. The harmonizing element of Principle, in this case,
is the well-known principle of electric attraction between particles of an opposite charge.
All oppositely charged particles in an atom are drawn to each other by the effect of this
principle. They attract each other. They have a hold on each other just like the Sun has a
hold on the Earth. In the solar system the attraction is by gravity. In an atom an electric
force causes the attraction. Evidently the attracting force has been designed in such a
manner that it balances precisely the centrifugal force by which an electron would escape
from an atom. If any of these two principles didn't exist, Peter, or didn't precisely
harmonize, we would not have a single atom in the Universe, and no so-called matter,
and thereby no Universe. The Universe would not exist. That's the bottom line"
"So you are saying that the harmonizing Principle is Love?" I interjected.
"I am saying that Intelligence and its Principle is one, and I am saying that its
'Spirit' is Love," said Steve. "We see this 'Spirit' reflected everywhere in nuclear physics.
As you might already know, the atom comes in a hundred different 'sizes' according to
the different elements that exist. Each 'size' contains a different number of protons in its
nucleus, and correspondingly a different number of electrons surrounding it. A carbon
atom, for example, has 6 of each, and uranium has over a hundred of each. Can you

imagine how crowded it gets in the orbital space in an atom with over a hundred
electrons? Wouldn't one expect to have some major collisions occurring in this crowded
orbit? Indeed, one would expect that, by which the atom would likely disintegrate. But
that doesn't happen, does it? In order to prevent the collisions that would destroy the
Universe, the Universe has 'invented' yet another aspect of its all-harmonizing Principle.
This aspect comes to light as the also well-known principle of electric repulsion by which
particles of like charge repel each other so that collisions cannot occur. However, this
very principle of repulsion of equally charged particles, which maintains harmony in the
orbit, would create a catastrophic crisis at the core of the atom. There, in the nucleus
numerous protons must exist side by side to form the nucleus. They all carry a positive
charge. In order to prevent them from repelling each other, the Universe has 'invented'
still another type of particle, called the neutron, that has no electric charge at all, which
acts as if it were an insulator that fits neatly in between the protons to keep them out of
each other's hair so to speak. With this 'invention' incorporated, the core of the atom can
now exist in peace. It does not fly apart. In real terms the 'insulator' acts more like a 'glue'
of amazing complexity. The end result is that the atom becomes a stable entity that
functions literally forever. It doesn't wear out, nor does it ever loose its energy without
external causes acting on it. The electrons in this equilibrium just keep on swirling
around the nucleus for billions upon billions of years, by which the Universe remains
perfectly intact, appearing as a conglomeration of shapes that are in essence simply
created out of empty space by a tiny group of swirling electrons and a tiny central core
that keeps the electrons in place."
"That's elementary, isn't it?" I interjected.
"Yes, Peter, but as I said, neither of these so-called particles really exists in solid
form either. They are created abstracts themselves. And so I put it to you Peter, seeing
that this complex of interacting aspects of Principle works so amazingly well that a vast
Universe results from it, only one term comes to mind to describe what is happening
here. This term is Love. Thus, I would say, Principle is Love. I would also say that
Principle is One. There exist no antagonistic aspects in Principle. The Principle of the
Universe may have many facets and many aspects, but they are all harmonizing with oneanother so that the end result is one universal harmony determined by one Principle. The
Universe is not made up of multiple independent principles, loosely connected.
Intelligence and its Principle is One, and its 'Spirit' is Love. There are no multiple
principles reflected in the Universe, only multiple aspects of one Principle. This takes
some getting used to, doesn't it? The reason is that we are not accustomed to think in
terms of the singularity of Principle, and with it, the allness of Love."
"But can you really say that harmony is the result of Love?" I interjected.
"I am saying that the essence of Love is reflected in harmony, because harmony is
the outcome of Principle," said Steve.
"If that is so, Steve, then we expect far too little for ourselves from Love," I said
with a sense of a sudden amazement.

"This is precisely what we have been learning in nuclear physics," said Steve and
began to grin again. "The harmonizing Spirit of Love that I have come to recognize is
evident everywhere. As I said to you, in the same manner, as a perceived solid atom
doesn't really exist in solid form, the perceived solid particles that construct it do not exist
either in solid form. They are themselves the construct of fast moving points of energy.
The physicists call the construct quarks. In real terms, there exists nothing solid at all.
Even the electrons are merely a type of quark made up of fast moving points of energy,
and even these don't always exist as such, but become a wave at times, and then reappear
in a different orbit. The protons and the neutrons, in turn, are made up of two different
types of quarks. These quarks become assembled in different combinations as required
for the needed effects to create the so-called particles. The protons and the neutrons are
both assemblies of "up quarks" and "down quarks." The "up quark" has a charge of +2/3,
and the "down quark" has a charge of -1/3. The sum of the charges of the different quarks
becoming assembled makes up a perceived nuclear particle's effective over-all charge.
The protons therefore contain two up quarks and one-down quark (+2/3 +2/3 -1/3 = +1)
The combination results in a total charge of +1, as I stated earlier for a proton. The
neutrons in turn contain one up quark and two down quarks (+2/3 -1/3 -1/3 = 0). The
combination results in a total charge of 0. As I said, this is the effective charge of the
assembled neutron. In this tiny realm of quarks -- of 'dancing' points of energy -- the
construction of the nucleus is being held together by something that is actually much
stronger than merely an insulating effect that also acts like glue. It is held together by
what is called the 'strong nuclear force.' This is the force that also holds the quarks
together. It is one of the four fundamental forces in the Universe, such as gravity, and the
electromagnetic force, and the nuclear 'weak force.' The 'nuclear strong force' is the 'glue'
of the atomic nucleus. It is acting in such a manner, at the level of the quarks, that their
combined effect counteracts the positively charged protons repelling each other."
I shook my head in amazement.
"Of course quantum physics takes us still deeper into the subatomic world, which
from a point on can no longer be perceived in diagrammatic terms. It takes us into the
world of the photons that are theorized particles that have zero mass, which therefore
propagate at the speed of light, but are quantifiable particles of energy that are recognized
as the carrier of electromagnetic radiation of all wavelengths, ranging from gamma rays,
to X-rays, to ultraviolet light, visible light, infrared light, microwaves, and radio waves.
The photon is also recognized to have both wave and particle type properties,
interchangeably, in a manner similar to the electron, to fulfill the requirements of the
harmonizing Principle of the Universe. The Universe is inconceivable without the
photon, though the photon is itself difficult to conceptualize, having no mass, no form,
moving at the speed of light, for which it appears to be the determining factor in the first
place in its interacting, reflecting the propagating quality of the sea of latent energy that
the cosmos is, in which the Universe unfolds. In theoretical physics the photon is a
conception that is a part of the Boson family of theorized 'particles' of the super-exotic
world of the 'sub-infinitesimal' domain. Another such 'particle' that is perceived in this
domain is the 'Higgs Boson' that is deemed to be attached to the protons, neutrons, and
electrons, giving them the phenomenon of mass and gravity. Mass and gravity are
presently the greatest enigma in nuclear physics, because the protons, neutrons, and

electrons, that make up the Universe, should have zero mass as they are themselves but
assemblies of points of energy, that are theorized to have no mass. It is also possible that
the "Higgs Boson' does not exist and that its theorized effect is merely a casual effect of
the organization of the points of energy into the quarks that make up the protons, etc.. In
this case the phenomenon of mass and gravity in the Universe can be perceived as a
casual quality of organization rather than as particles, just as the speed of light reflects the
casual propagating quality of the latent sea of energy of the cosmos. Thus the photons
and the Higgs might be just aspects of organizational quality, so that the cosmos of
energy becomes translated into a cosmos of assemblies of qualities. Energy then becomes
quality, which of course cannot be perceived in a diagrammatic manner. I propose that
this is how the phenomenon of Love might ultimately be conceived, as a quality, without
which the Universe would not exist, which is difficult to conceptionalize in any
diagrammatic manner, but comes to light wonderfully as a quality that is powerfully
evident by its harmonizing effects."
"Isn't it amazing how far we moved away from the old concept of solid matter," I
said to Steve.
Steve nodded. "As I said, in real terms there is not a single speck of basic matter in
the entire Universe. Everything that we call matter exists entirely as patterns of quanta of
energy in motion that might ultimately be nothing more than organizational qualities, all
intelligently arranged according to harmonizing aspects of a unifying universal Principle.
Even the electrons that give the physical Universe its shape are quark-like structures of
energy in motion that constantly oscillate between being a wave and their functioning as
a particle, thereby fulfilling a vital purpose in the all-harmonizing flow as they interact
with other electrons from other sources, or from other atoms, to create the vast world of
elements, isotopes, and chemical molecules that make up the worlds, the stars, and all
life. The electrons furnish the interface in the stuff that the stars and worlds are made of
and all life. It is infinitely more correct, therefore, to say that the Universe is a Universe
of Intelligence, than to say that it is a Universe of simply matter. The bottom line is,
Peter, that the entire Universe is nothing more than a construction of extremely
intelligently arranged harmonizing aspects of Principle, without which the Universe
would simply not exist."
"There would be no Universe," said Ushi from the good room.
"We also know that the 'Spirit' of the harmonizing effect that is inherent in
Principle, that is its quality, such as we find it expressed in the atomic and sub-atomic
world, is also apparent at every level of the Universe in ever-widening spheres, all the
way to the functioning of entire galaxies, and clusters of galaxies, and groups of clusters
of galaxies."
"Of course what is reflected in the Universe is also reflected in us," said Ushi,
"with us being a part of the Universe and an element of the quality that is reflected in it. It
stands to reason that the all-harmonizing and all-pervading Intelligence that powers the
Universe, or actually IS the Universe, must be reflected in all mankind, and in mankind's
humanity. If this weren't so, we wouldn't be a part of the Universe. If, therefore, the

Universe is a construct of Love, expressing the quality of the harmonizing Spirit of
Principle, then in order to perceive ourselves correctly, we must also see ourselves in the
same light."
"Are you saying that since the Universe wouldn't exist without Love, we really
can't exist as a society without Love either?" I said to Steve.
Steve just laughed. "Most of the world goes to great lengths to test this theory.
Society is determined to prove that it can exist without Love. It is trying to prove that it
has no need for a foundation. However, mankind's historic experience along this line has
been correspondingly catastrophic, hasn't it? One day, society will stop this insanity and
accept Love as the Spirit of the Universe and begin to reflect it in their own living. Once
Love becomes the spirit of civilization, we will build on the Principle of Universal Love.
I think it is not unreasonable to say that this outcome is inevitable, as improbable as this
may seem. Of course it leads to some challenges along the way."
"Some challenges, Steve?" I replied. "That's an understatement. The kind of
reasoning that is involved would put a face on mankind that supersedes the brightest
image for humanity yet imagined. That's a huge challenge to come to terms with."
Steve nodded. "It puts a future before us that is not encumbered with historically
accepted limits, but reflects the nature of infinity that is the nature of the Universe, that
reflects its continuous and harmonious unfolding that we are a part of. But I like to
suggest that the challenge is not unmanageable, Peter. I saw a poster once a long time ago
in a church that simply said, 'God is Love.' Now we are saying the same thing in the
nuclear physics lab. The harmonizing 'Spirit' of the Intelligence of the Universe is best
described as, Love. I can't think of a more correct term for it. Can you?"
"This tells me that we've merely discovered anew, what we have always known," I
said to Steve. "Except we now realize that without Love, we simply would not exist, and
the Universe itself would not exist without it. So, I would say that Love defines the
highest aspect of our humanity. Or might I call it, our 'third sex,' so to speak, the 'sex' of
our spiritual identity."
"The highest aspect of our being has to be Love," said Ushi. "With this in mind,
ancient wisdom suddenly makes sense, as when the Apostle John declared two millennia
ago, 'Without love we cannot see God.' (I. John 4) He might add today, 'neither can we
truly see ourselves outside the sphere of Love.'"
"Scientifically speaking there is no 'outside'," said Steve. "This means that every
step away from Love is a step away from ourselves towards emptiness, insanity, and
want. And by the same token, every step in embracing and reflecting Love, is a step in
healing the growing emptiness and insanity, and in stilling the want in the world. It all
adds up as a step towards ourselves as children of Intelligence and its infinite Spirit."
"This takes us far beyond the mere atom, to higher-order aspects of Principle and
the Intelligence reflected in it," said Ushi. "The Principle of Economics is one of these,
that are not reflected in an atom. It is reflected exclusively in human beings. A seed

becomes a tree. The growing-process reflects the principle of creativity. Life is a creative
dynamism that has its highest expression in the human being, where it is called
economics."
"That's a good definition for the Principle of Economics," said Steve to Ushi. He
turned to me. "Give me an example of an inefficient and of an efficient economic
process," said Steve. "Think of how efficiently our human potential is being utilized in
such cases."
"Serving a cup of coffee in a coffee shop isn't exactly a highly efficient utilization
of a person's creative and productive capacities," I said cautiously.
"It's a near total waste," said Steve. "The effect of that person's labor is short lived.
It is a good example of an inefficient process. Now compare that to the effect of a
person's labor in an automated industrial process, as that of a worker in an automobile
plant. The benefit from that labor is immense. It provides freedom in transportation for a
long period of time, possibly a decade. While there are many factors involved, the high
technology automated industrial process vastly increases the productive capacity of
human labor. This illustrates to some degree the Principle of Economics. Humanity
stands alone in this realm of economics. It maximizes the good resulting from manual
action. The utilization of the Principle of Economics enabled the building of a civilization
that makes it possible for us to live four times as long as we once did, with greater
freedoms, greater security, and a society a thousand times as numerous than the primitive
Earth could support by its own resources. We have become creators on a vast scale with
cultures that are unimaginably rich."
"We have also created unemployment, poverty, slum living, even homelessness on
a vast scale," I interjected.
"That's the result of society stepping away from Love, but it doesn't reflect our
potential," said Steve firmly. "Our potential is unassailable. Look at homelessness, it
doesn't have to be. There is no need for homelessness. We have the technological and
economic capacity to provide free high quality housing for every person that is presently
homeless in the world or living in slum conditions."
Ushi raised her hand to stop him. "There isn't enough wood in the world to meet
the need just in America itself, not to mention the rest of the world. And who would pay
for it?" she interjected.
Steve just laughed. "Who said anything about building wood houses. That's
inefficient as hell. You have to cut down trees, haul them to mills, saw them into boards
and lumber, then shape and nail the lot together on site, laboriously. Then, a few months
later you might have a finished house. And the house, because of the huge labor cost
involved in the entire process, becomes so expensive that it takes a family a long time to
pay for it all. That's inefficient as hell. Obviously, that's not what I am referring to. I am
thinking of automated production of housing, made with the best building material in the
world, a material that doesn't rot, corrode, scratch, that is an ideal insulator -- several

times better than asbestos -- and which is stronger and more fireproof than steel. And best
of all, the material exists in such huge quantities that one could cover the entire landmass
of the planet deeper with it, than a man stands tall. The material is called basalt. Basalt is
a stone with an extremely fine grain. It melts at 1,400 degrees. It can be extruded into
micro-thin fibers for insulation, and be cast into molds to create fully finished housing
modules in automated processes. The material exists in surface deposits and is processready as it sits on the ground. It doesn't have to be preprocessed for it to be made useful.
All you need is nuclear energy for heating the material in an efficient manner. It shouldn't
cost more than $2000 to manufacture a house that way. The USA could build these
houses by the millions and give them away for free, and it would cost the nation less than
it presently spends on a single Air Force weapons system, which is essentially a total
waste. For the price of a single bomber system, which has been built to kill people,
America could build fifteen million free houses for its citizens, and for the maintenance
cost of the bomber system, that would then not be built, society could easily pay for the
utility infrastructures, for the free houses."
"You are dreaming," Ushi interjected. "The land costs would make the project
impossible."
Steve laughed again. "The desert is free," he said. "America could start in Arizona
and New Mexico. Ultimately, land doesn't cost anything. The price that people put on
land is artificial. Why would society want to nurture a bunch of greedy slumlords
anyway, or greedy landowners? That game ends. Automated industrial production can
also be applied to erecting apartment buildings, redeveloping the cities."
"Our cities certainly could stand a major renewal," I said quietly. "What you
suggest might indeed happen. I believe the technical aspects are probably already being
discussed at your university. I believe that there was a paper published in Novosibirsk
about a research project, on this very subject. So, this isn't a dream scene. It appears to be
technically feasible, and economically too. But will the money bags allow it to happen?"
"Peter is right," said Steve to Ushi. "There is such a paper. I read it. The project is
doable."
Steve turned to me. "This will happen," said Steve. "It is inevitable that it happens.
The Principle of Economics demands it, and it enables it. It can't fail to happen, unless we
blow the world up first with the weapons of war. Short of that, what I said is inevitable.
Eradicating homelessness and slum living is the most powerful boost one can give to
civilization. Quality housing is essential for the mental and physical development of
society. The greatest treasure that society has, is itself. The creative and productive
potential of the human being, is society's greatest asset. This asset needs to be protected
and developed. On this path, culture is developed. Unemployment will be history when
this happens, and so will empire, war, and poverty. Mark my word, we will see this,
Peter. Love demands this to happen. In Love we stand side by side with all of mankind.
So it will happen. It will happen on this platform, because it is possible for it to happen. It
will happen for this reason, even though it is absolutely essential for the security and the
advance of civilization."

I reached my hand out to him. "Is that what you had in mind when you asked me
in your office whether the Universe would exist without Love?" I asked and began to
laugh. "You flatter me too much if you thought I could come up with this answer. But I
think you didn't really expect me to come up with that, did you?"
"I had hoped you would somehow know how important this is," said Steve. "One
can always hope. Still, to be honest, you did far better than all the learned masters of
nuclear science had, that I had talked to. Most of them had told me that I'm nuts.
Speaking of a world without matter as a physicist, that's crazy talk, right? Speaking of the
Universe as being nothing more than a construct of harmonizing aspects of Principle,
that's even crazier. When I spoke of the Universe as made of two basic elements only,
Intelligence and Love, the learned masters of the university suggested that I've gone mad.
They would probably have me committed to an insane asylum, if they hadn't respected
me otherwise. It is very hard, Peter, for today's scientists to get out off their Flat-Earth
mode of thinking. And that goes for most non-scientists too. You will find that most
people think you are crazy when you speak of the Principle of Universal Love. They
think that Love is something small and confined, something that one can reserve for
special occasions. It is hard to step out of this box. Of course, now that the box has been
opened, the real challenge only begins."

Steve paused and began to laugh. "Am I nuts or is the Universe real, Peter?" he
said.
"It is real," I answered. "The proof lies in that we are able to reflect Love, that we
are touched by it. How could we experience Love if it wasn't real? That makes every
other aspect that reflects Love real as well. Of course you are not nuts, Steve. The
Ogarkov Plan isn't real by that definition, nothing about it proves anything. I see nothing
in terms of Spirit of Love reflected at any level of it. Love proves the Universe to be real.
What else but Love could make this complex Universe tick, that we are a part of, and this
as timeless and as flawless as it does function? As you said, Steve, if one was to take
away Love, what would guide the Principle of the Universe to be harmonizing in all its
vast forms of expression? What then would organize the atoms to combine into the many
elements that harmonize in countless amazing ways, especially those which enable Life
to become manifest, of which we seem to be the leading edge expression on the planet
Earth. Yes, I agree, the Universe is real, Steve. It is so, because Love is real. So, I would
say you are not nuts."

Steve nodded and smiled. He excused himself and went onto the balcony to get a
book. He came back with an old looking book. "This was printed a century ago, written
by an American woman," he said. He thumbed through the pages. He gave it to me,
saying, "here you read it."

I read the tittle of the book, "Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, by
Mary Baker Eddy."
"Remember this book was written a long time ago, long before nuclear physics
discovered the existence of quarks," said Steve. "The amazing thing is that the discovery
of quarks now proves in experimental physics what this woman had already understood a
century earlier from a spiritual vantage point. Go to page 275. Go to where it says the
starting point is."
I read as he requested. "The starting-point of divine Science is that God, Spirit, is
All-in-all, and that there is no other might nor Mind, - that God is Love, and therefore He
is divine Principle."
I gave the book back to Steve.
"The amazing thing is that this woman has put Love at the center of the stage of
Intelligence," said Steve. "She wrote this a hundred years ago. She said in essence, the
Spirit of Intelligence is Love, and therefore its divine Principle reflects Love, so that
Love and divine Principle is One. Principle is meaningless without Love being its Spirit."
"Is this really true?" I interjected.
"How could it not be?" said Steve. "Without Love being expressed in Principle,
there would be no Universe existing to express anything. Principle and Love is one. All
aspects of Principle harmonize for one purpose, and the purpose is that the Universe
exists. Without it, it wouldn't exist."
"In this case Love is also the power of the human economy," I interjected.
"Wouldn't this follow? Without the Spirit that is Love, the human economy, and therefore
civilization, would not exist."
Steve nodded his approval. "You are on the right track, Peter. The Principle of
Economics is the Principle of Universal Love," he added quietly. "We find this fact
historically manifest as the Principle of the General Welfare. The tallest expression of the
Principle of Economics, at the current stage, is the Principle of the General Welfare. That
is what all the empire's stooges, and all the empire's 'slaves,' try to stamp out in the
service to their masters. They are doing this for one purpose, to protect the very existence
of empire. Empire is insanity. It has not a single element of Principle. It exists by looting
and by slavery. In order to maintain its existence, empire must steal and enslave, because
it is not productive itself. Empire produces nothing. Its foundation is a myth that is
challenged by the Principle of Economics. For this challenge the masters of empire must
defeat the Principle of Economics, wherever it comes to light. They must do this in order
to save their system that has no foundation. They must do this, because the Principle of
Economics goes against the very grain of empire. Thus every person who is staking the
claim of the Principle of Economics, drives another nail into the coffin of empire in a
process that will ultimately relegate the very notion of empire into the dustbin of history."
"Don't the masters of empire see this?" I interjected.

"They try to avoid it," Peter, "but they can't. They try to run away from the
inevitable demise of their system of insanity. But they also know that they really can't
succeed. This puts the entire complex of empire into a hopeless struggle to maintain
itself. In this struggle, the masters of empire slander the Principle of Economics, and
sometimes assassinate every person or country that stands up for this principle, by
standing up for the Principle of the General Welfare, that is an element of it. At the
present time our beloved America is the foremost stooge in this war of empire against
mankind. America has become a hotbed for precisely that kind of slander, and for the
worldwide wave of assassinations that goes with it."

Steve paused as if this would ease the pain that comes with saying all this.
"Just take the case of America's leading economist, Lyndon LaRouche," he
continued moments later. "The man is probably the foremost representative of the
Principle of Economics in the world today. And what do we see? No man is more
viciously slandered by the masters of empire, than this man presently is. He has been
slandered for decades already, ever since he stood up for the Principle of Economics. But,
Peter, is anybody who responds to the slander, aware, that the real target for the slander is
society itself? I don't think anybody has the faintest sense of this. By slandering the man,
the masters of empire slander the Principle of Economics that he represents. In this war
against him, society is the actual target, which cannot exist as a nation without the
Principle of Economics and its expression as the Principle of the General Welfare."
"Ultimately the target is the Sprit of Love, without which civilization simply
cannot exist," said Ushi.
"Then the real goal for the slandering is to create an empty society in which empire
finds a ready hold," I said astonished.
"And so, my friend, when you hear slogans of slander, take note, because the
target is you and your welfare and ultimately your very existence," said Steve. "By
listening to the slander and responding to it, society shoots itself into the foot."
"Wow!" I said. "I wonder why nobody has discovered this before?"
"The reason is that nobody cares to understand what the Principle of Economics
is," said Steve. The Principle of Economics is so simple that a child would understand its
basic premise, if it was scientifically taught. It is not difficult to understand that the
subject of economics goes far beyond finance and money. LaRouche would say to the
child, that the basis for economic development and progress, is the power of reason, the
power of the human mind. It is the ability of the human mind to create processes that
transform the Universe, which is the true source of our wealth as human beings. It is
therefore society's human minds that are the most precious asset it has. The Principle of
Economics is a platform for developing this asset to its full potential. In order to function
at its best, a society must therefore be organized to develop the potentials of all of it
citizens, socially, culturally, scientifically, and economically."

"Is this the essence of the American System of Economics, and the reason for our
country's amazing success?" I said astonished.
"Whenever we have turned our back on it we have always failed miserably," said
Steve.
"Compare this with the three major aspects of oligarchic system," said Ushi, "and
you will recognize that Steve is right. The first aspect is that wealth is presumed to lie in
the land, in human labor, or in money. The feudalist landed aristocracy has always
believed that wealth was derived from the ownership of land and of the peasants on it,
who have provided the labor to grow the crops and manage the livestock. The financier
oligarch, in turn, believes that controlling money is the key to wealth, that wealth lies in
the profits from financial transactions. The third kind of oligarch is the Marxist, who
believes that the enslavement of society to human labor is the source of wealth. The
Marxist is a Trojan Horse created by empire to wreck industrial development. The
Marxist system is therefore intended to fail by design. And it will fail, because it treats
people as cogs in a machine. It will fail, because raw human labor is inherently
unproductive. The real wealth of society lies in the creative and scientific potential of the
human mind as a resource for building industries and energy systems. These vastly
increase the productive power of human labor. The ideal is, to create the needed products
with as little labor as possible, which leaves society free to advance its potential. That is
how real wealth is created. The common thread among the three aspects of the oligarchic
system is that the existence of the ruling elite depends upon the subjugation of the
masses. It depends on keeping people down, who would otherwise develop and eradicate
empire. Today's British system is a combination of a financier oligarchy and a landed
aristocracy oligarchy. In both aspects profit financing dominates. The Soviet Union is the
third type of the oligarchic system. It operates in the framework of the Marxist trap. As
you can see, none of these three systems find their wealth in the human mind. All three
come together as the most powerful parasite on the planet. Of course the parasite protects
itself by slandering the Principle of Economics, or whoever represents it. I think this is
what Steve is saying."
"One doesn't need to be a LaRouche to recognize that the parasitical British
financier system has brought the United States, and the world, to its knees," said Steve
and began to laugh. "It is as plain as day that this is a highly poisonous, and therefore
deadly system. In this deadly system the financial claims, misnamed profit, are treated as
being more important than human life. It dehumanizes society. Anyone who understands
the Principle of Economics knows instinctively that this parasite must be eliminated if
mankind is to survive. The current trend is in the opposite. The trend is to save the
parasite. This trend only keeps on making matters worse. It is impossible to save the
tumor without killing the patient, by which the tumor dies anyway. The goal should be to
save humanity. That's a part of the Principle of Economics. It's as plain as day to all who
have eyes to see. That is why the masters of empire slander the Principle of Economics."
"The parasite is already doomed," said Ushi, and began to laugh. "But we needn't
to go down with it. That's the LaRouche doctrine. "Why can't people see that simple
logic? LaRouche says that the current system is already dead. He says, let it go, put it into

the bankruptcy process in order to save what society needs to exist. He says governments
should do this in order to assure that there remains food on the shelves of the grocery
stores, which would not happen when the empire's financial system disintegrates into a
chaotic mess. He says he isn't kidding! The issue is to keep people alive; to keep the
essential goods and services flowing; to make sure that people will not be simply left to
die when the ongoing collapse takes the house down as it did in the 14th Century. Only
this time the mess is bigger. The consequences promise to be far worse. The issue should
not be money, but people. These crucial points at issue is what the masters of empire
slander, when they slander LaRouche."
"Society hasn't discovered this yet," said Steve. "It had been blinded for decades
by the media, so that it won't realize that an expression of Principle is being slandered
here, instead of a man," said Steve.
"What else is in a name which the slander would target?" said Ushi. "At birth a
name is given to an individual. But the name has little meaning, except to identify the
individual's family background, and the like. Most people don't care to add any additional
meaning to their name in terms of their contributions to mankind's cultural and historic
achievements, with which their name would then be forever identified. Just look at the
case of Johann Sebastian Bach. The name of Bach has been enriched by Bach's
achievement as a pioneer in the art and the science of musical composition. When one
reads the name Johann Sebastian Bach in a concert program one instantly knows what
principles and quality of musical discovery, and also rigorous implementation of the
musical principles, stands behind the composition that will be presented in concert. Thus
the name Bach represents a distinct quality and characteristic in music that one can trust
to be the finest expression of the particular type of music that the man has pioneered.
Even today, after hundreds of years have passed, Bach's name is still honored for that.
Johann Sebastian Bach has thereby become a world historic person in the sense that he
pioneered the implementation of a set of harmonizing universal principles of which there
exists only one in the world, and he has done it outstandingly."
"Of course it matters little to the musical principles, which Bach represents, that
his name had once been viciously slandered in the world of his time, ruled by small
minded arbitrary opinions, which he had challenged," said Steve. "It had even been said
in those small-minded days, and this referring to many others of the great works of the
greatest musical geniuses, like Mozart and Beethoven, that their music 'stinks to the ear.'
That is what the slanderers have said about works that now rank foremost on the concert
stages around the world."
"Can you imagine that, Peter, Beethoven's music being called, 'music that stinks to
the ear?'" said Ushi. "But whom did the critics cheat with that assessment? They cheated
themselves mostly by flaunting their small-mindedness. And they cheated society that fell
for the slander. But they couldn't cheat the Truth, which really cannot be cheated."
"No amount of slander can ever alter or block even the smallest element of
Principle and any aspect of Truth that the scientific pioneers have discovered and
implemented," said Steve. "By its very nature Principle is singular and universal. It is not

arbitrary, multiple, and contradictory. Principle does not allow an arbitrary choice to suit
one’s convenience. For example, the Principle of Gravity is universal. There exists only
one single Principle of Gravity, not three or four that one might choose between
according to ones wishes. In the same manner there exists only one Principle of
Economics, not three or four from which one might select one that accords with one’s
willful demands. It is not possible, for example, for society to overturn even the slightest
element of the Principle of the Universe with the arrogance of legislation, or to create
laws in opposition to the Principle of Economics, and expect the outcome to support
civilization. In pursuing such arrogant actions, society shackles its own future. Freedom
is not arbitrary, nor is it a gift from heaven. Freedom is the effect of Principle being
translated into life. The same can be said about society's prosperity, which is the effect of
the Principle of Economics translated into efficient processes that advance the welfare of
society."
I applauded Steve.
"Historically the Principle of Economics has had a long path of scientific
development, that has been interrupted many times by the willful eruptions of tragedies,"
said Ushi. "One of the earliest faint expressions of the Principle of Economics has been
associated with the name of Solon of Athens and others like him. In later centuries the
more advanced expression of the Principle of Economics became associated with the
pioneers of the Golden Renaissance. In still later centuries, the names of the pioneers of
the Peace of Westphalia became known by it, and other pioneers of still farther advanced
developments."
"Our country, Peter, was founded on the shoulders of the greatest of these historic
pioneers of the Principle of Economics," said Steve. "The Principle of Economics was
later advanced by the work of America's own pioneers. It became our principle, the
American Principle. The list of the names that stood in this line is formidable, ranging
from Alexander Hamilton to President Franklin Delanor Roosevelt, with many
outstanding patriotic pioneers standing in between, like Abraham Lincoln and his advisor
Henry C. Carey, and so on, all of them applying and advancing the scientific
development of the Principle of Economics, which became exemplified by their efforts as
the American System of Political Economy in contrast with the Empire System of Private
Monetarism."
"Wow!" I said.
"Wow is right," said Steve. "We were once the 'city built upon a hill,' and the eyes
of the world were on us as the Pilgrim pioneers had predicted they would be, and this not
so much with envy, but to emulate us."
"Many of those names of the historic pioneers have been slandered over time in
the halls where history is distorted, in an effort to hide these people's contributions to the
freedom of mankind," said Ushi.

"In today's world the Principle of Economics is targeted, as it has never been
targeted before," said Steve. "The reason behind the slandering, such as of the name of
Lyndon LaRouche, is that in his example the man is today's foremost pioneer in
promoting and advancing the Principle of Economics. The name of Lyndon LaRouche is
being dragged so deeply through the mud of slander that anyone who identifies the
Principle of Economics with the man's name is by association dragged through the mud
with him. Of course, as I said, the real target in slandering the name of Lyndon LaRouche
is not the man himself who bears that name. The real target in this case is the whole of
mankind, which can have no freedom, prosperity, or even a future, without the Principle
of Economics being implemented, which he represents. The real target in the slander
operations therefore, truly, is all mankind. The objective is to isolate mankind from its
essential principles for freedom, and to drag society thereby into the trap that empire has
created for it in its desperate attempt to maintain its illegitimate existence. The slandering
of the name of LaRouche is therefore the clearest example that I can see in the world
today, of a great tragedy that mankind has allowed to come upon it. All the forms of
terror, war, economic destruction, poverty, starvation, and social and financial
catastrophes, are secondary effects of society's primary folly in swallowing the slander.
Of course the secondary effects will not be overcome for as long as society's primary
folly is maintained."
Steve paused.
"I would say then that the world is presently living in a real life expression of
classical tragedy," said Ushi after a few moments of silence. "How long will it be, Peter,
until people recognize, as Shakespeare has pointed out in so many ways, that the tragic
element is not a single fool that suffers in the end, but is society itself which greatly
suffers by its collective folly?"
"The world is in the final act of such a tragedy," said Steve to me. "So ask
yourself, how will the tragedy play itself out before the curtain falls? That's to-day's
important question. If LaRouche's name remains mud, and thereby the Principle of
Economics remains buried in this mud, then the ending scene in Hamlet may foreshadow
the likely outcome of the universal experience of mankind. Fortunately, the final lines of
the current real-life tragedy have not yet been written. The ending can still be changed,
because we are after all human beings with a sovereign mind, and are thereby endowed
by the power of this mind that gives us the freedom to direct our destiny. Therefore, only
one critical question remains standing before us at this point. The question is crucial for
us all to consider. The question is simple in its elements, but world-embracing in its
scope. We must each ask ourselves, is my own personal contribution to reversing the
currently onrushing tragedy, sufficient? Will my contribution assure the survival of
civilization? These questions include also the related questions: Am I, as an individual
person, impotent? Am I a fool? Am I a tragic figure? On the answers that we give to
ourselves for these questions, hangs our future, and to a large measure the survival of
mankind. So, what is our answer going to be? Will we stick with the standard answer that
is so often heard? The standard answer is, I don't care! Unfortunately, that is the kind of
answer that one would only expect to get from a rock in the field whose destiny is shaped
exclusively by the world's forces bearing down on it. A rock has no power in itself. But

this is not the answer that one would expect from a human being, because a human being
has the power to shape its destiny and to command the 'winds' of the times with the
power of the mind to respond according to Principle that nothing ever can deter."
"And that involves the factor of Love," said Ushi. "It involves the recognition of
the profound quality that is reflected in our humanity."
"Oh I know what you mean," I interjected. "I've been there. This has been my
experience."
"You have been there? You have already experienced this? That's interesting. But
what do you mean by saying you have been there?" said Ushi.
"I mean nothing extraordinary with that," I said and began to smile. "Let me
illustrate it. Let me invite you. Consider for example that you are sitting in a concert hall
listening to a great classical performance. The performance is reflecting the majesty of
principles that took ages to unfold, drawn from the successive contributions by the
brightest minds of mankind. Consider also the numerous musical instruments that are
used in the performance, and consider the instruments' cultural history, and the quality
and insight that are reflected in their construction. Then consider further the hall itself as
an architectural construct that exists as a blending of beauty with functionality. Consider
even the clothing that the people are wearing, who are attending the concert. Consider the
richness of the scene and the elegance of it. The entire scene reflects to a large measure
the quality of respect that is expressed by the people for themselves and for one-another.
Then let your gaze reach up to the ceiling and to its décor. Let your mind explore the
reflected ingenuity of construction that is often a marvel in itself. Then let your thoughts
take you farther still. Let it reach far above the ceiling, and even above the atmosphere of
the Earth, reaching far into space. As you consider this in your mind wouldn't you
wonder how many trillions upon trillions of miles you might have to traverse the vast
expanse of space, before you might encounter anything comparable to what we have
created for ourselves right here, or anything even remotely as rich as that? Now extend
this comparison to all the real riches that we have created for ourselves in our human
world, and consider the incredible folly that society permits itself in the interests of
empire to put all of that at risk. And it is currently at risk for the lack of the requisite care
in protecting it, or for the lack of finding value in it in comparison with the world's
distorted values, for which society is willing to destroy the most precious it has, which is
itself, a society of human beings."
Steve nodded. "The Principle of Economics contains all the discovered resources
that mankind has within it for getting itself out of the trap of its small-minded folly," he
said quietly. "Should we not honor then the name and names of those who have dedicated
themselves as pioneers and patriots to help mankind to step away from its small-minded
senseless folly, and to relish and further advance the riches it has within itself?"
Steve turned to me. "In considering what you just said, what would you say, Peter,
about the Principle of Economics? Is it real?"

"I would say it is real, because Love is real," I answered. "Apart from Love, what
would inspire us to create and build and perform these wonderful things that make our
world the richest far and wide, and this in spite of all the errors we tend to make along the
way? The Principle of Economics exists because Love exists. Civilization is the paradise
it is, because Love is real. We didn't create the Spirit of Love. We just move with it. I
think that's the Principle of Economics."
"We do this if we are wise," said Ushi quietly.
We were still standing around in the kitchen, Ushi and I still wearing our apron.
"Don't underestimate the effects of sophistry. This is the opposite of wisdom," said
Ushi to Steve.
Steve nodded.
Ushi turned to me. "The Pharaohs didn't need any of that sneaky stuff that
mutilates a society's conscience, like slander and outright lying," she said. "The Pharaohs
were straight forward in their approach. When the Pharaohs decided that their slave
societies needed to be disabled as human beings in order for them to be turned into better
slaves, the Pharaohs simply spoke the word and it was done. Modern research credits the
Pharaohs with having pioneered the practice of the sexual circumcision. They applied it
to the male slaves, and also to the female slaves. The purpose evidently was to enhance
the slavery process. Ancient petroglyphs show that they did it by robbing the slaves of
their sexual sensitivity. The Pharaohs might have recognized that the cutting away the
slaves' sexual sensitivity would shut down their social intimacy and take away their sense
of unity, and their natural caring for one another, and with it their native expression of the
Principle of the General Welfare. Apparently the mutilating intervention worked as
expected. It made the victims 'better' slaves. The petroglyphs of the male circumcision,
that have been discovered, have been dated back to a time roughly 4,500 years ago."
"If anyone had the power to enforce such a process, the Pharaohs did," said Steve.
"They wanted it, so they had it done. It was as simple as that. But not all of the rulers
were able to simply command these things. In this case we need to ask ourselves how
would other rulers with less dictatorial authority have managed to get their society to
inflict the brutal, deep-reaching mutilation on themselves voluntarily, in order to make
them 'better' slaves. The circumcision is a brutal form of mutilation with lifelong
consequences. Only a fool would dispute this. So, how then would a ruler motivate its
society to mutilate itself so deeply by its own choice? Well, Peter?"
"This was accomplished with the art of sophistry," said Ushi since I didn't answer.
"Sophistry is the most highly sophisticated process of slandering the Truth that has ever
been invented. In the case of motivating people into sexually mutilating themselves, for
the purpose of turning them into 'better' slaves, the sophists proclaimed that in order for a
person to be able to consider itself as a whole human being it must first become
mutilated. The hired sophists proclaimed that no one, who is not mutilated, can be
deemed to be whole."

"That's insane," I interjected.
"It was accomplished by defining the mutilation as a demand of God," said Ushi.
"No one would refuse God."
"The sophistry, of course, was set up in such a way that any refusal to comply was
met with fearsome consequences," said Steve. "But mostly the master sophists build their
song around the supposed glory of whatever it was they wanted the society to simply
follow. Soon society was 'singing' their song with its whole heart, all the way to the point
of really believing that a person is not whole unless it is mutilated."
"That's utter insanity!" I protested again.

"Oh yes, it is that," said Steve. "Unfortunately the sophist is so well educated in
the art of distorting reality, and society is so well conditioned by the sophist, that the
people will accept anything as the truth, since the real Truth is for them no longer on the
horizon. In this manner the Truth becomes slandered. This process works well when
Truth becomes deemed not to exist, and becomes redefined as personal opinion. The
sophist says, 'there is no Truth! Truth is what you belief it is!' And so the great lie
becomes public opinion masquerading as something real. The discourse of scientific
exploration becomes replaced in this process with demands to accept dogma and
tradition. In the resulting mental mist, myths are easily created and denials of Truth are
pushed to the greatest extend, on order to achieve the deepest self-mutilation of society
that is possible. This goes far deeper than the merely sexual circumcision. Just look at our
precious America, how it has fallen from its high standard. America has been
circumcised in numerous ways, and not only sexually. It has been circumcised
intellectually with the devolution of education, language, and culture, with then with the
devolution of music to match. America has also been circumcised with the devolution of
science. Real science has been essentially scrapped. A new 'Flat Earth' mentality has been
imposed, which is now called science. That's like calling darkness, light. Of course
America has also been circumcised politically. America's people will soon recruit their
presidents from the insane asylum, and destroy their economy and their currency, while
they shower the thieves, which loot them, with gratitude for their being robbed by them,
of their physical foundation for living. The politically circumcised are killing the real
world, while they feed the fantasy world of money estates and money power. America
has been circumcised in every way imaginable, Peter, and the western world in the same
manner. In order to heal this disease, one has to address the entire scene of the
circumcision along its vast front with no exception."
"And how would one do that?" I interjected.
"One begins to read H. G. Wells, the scribbler of empire, who laid down the
blueprint for society's universal circumcision," said Steve. "One also needs to study the
platform of the Fabian society that H. G. Wells loved, which is named after the Roman
general Claudius Fabious Maximus who defeated Hannibal with a strategy of attrition,

grinding Hannibal's superior forces down and down, into the ground, thereby defeating
Hannibal without ever really facing his vastly superior forces. The Fabians now apply
this strategy to grind down the humanist strength of society towards creating a social
welfare state for the rich and the super rich at the heart of the empire. Wells loved the
Fabians for this reason, except he thought they were not radical enough. When you
understand Wells and the Fabians, you are sufficiently grounded in understanding the
game so that you would benefit from making the effort to travel to Switzerland and visit
CERN, the world's biggest physics lab that's located at the Franco-Swiss border near
Geneva. That's where the Large Hadron Collider is being built. You find a Wellsian
world there, guided by the Fabian objective."
"What has a leading edge physics lab got to do with Wells?" I interjected. "You
are speaking in riddles."
Steve just smiled. "The collider, when completed after twenty years of
construction at the cost of many billions of dollars, will be the world's largest particle
accelerator ever created, a technological marvel that challenges the imagination. It is
going to consist of a circular vacuum chamber twenty-seven kilometers long, located a
hundred feet underground. In this chamber, focused by superconductor magnets, the
experiment will accelerate two beams of hydrogen protons to near the speed of light and
then smash them into each other. The goal is to recreate the high-energy conditions that
are deemed to have existed at the moment of the Big Bang that is believed to have caused
the creation of the Universe itself. One of the goals is to discover the Higgs Boson, a
hypothetical particle that is deemed to give a proton its quality of mass and its gravityforce. In today's world at the leading edge of theoretical physics the existence of gravity
and mass is an enigma that cannot be explained, much less proved. The Large Hadron
Collider is being built to verify a possible theory. The collider experiment is funded on
the premise that this immensely huge experiment is necessary to advance mankind's
scientific knowledge. And that is where we find its connection with H. G. Wells."
"You lost me," I interjected. "You are still speaking in riddles."
"That's the point," said Steve. "The entire huge effort that is being built at an
enormous cost makes no sense unless one understands H. G. Wells. It makes no sense
otherwise, because the Big Bang Cosmology that the experiment is built on, has long
been left behind by the far more rational Electric Cosmology for which mountains of
evidence exists, most of which in fact disproves the Big Bang Cosmology. And that is
where Wells comes to the foreground. What we see here is that in today's world the
actual leading edge science is intentionally opposed, suppressed, and ridiculed, while the
modern 'Flat Earth' so-called science, is promoted at all cost. The tune is simple. The
bigger the cost, the more the world becomes latched to a type of science that is in fact a
circumcision of the process of scientific discovery. The resulting devolutionary process is
presently an intensely pursued policy. It is aimed at blocking the development of actual
science. The underlying policy of intention completely reflects the Fabian/Wellsian
policy-platform, with the one exception perhaps, that Wells, if he could see this effort,
might not find it radical enough. What we see happening here is in effect a circumcision
process that is designed to inhibit mankind's natural ability to make fundamental

discoveries and move with these discoveries. Once you recognize how this expanded
circumcision process functions, and how it is driven, you will begin to get a sense of the
deadly effects of the imposed cultural circumcision, and political circumcision, and
economic circumcision, that are already disabling so much of mankind's civilization.
Then add to this horror story the spiritual circumcision that has an even deeper root, and
the world gets blacker still. Of course the Fabian/Wellsian policy is not actually a new
direction itself, but is rooted in the old Venetian Empire and in every variation on the
theme of empire throughout history. The theme is born out more widely now, with
circumcision being layered on circumcision, multiple layers deep. This is what you
hopefully see when you enter the CERN complex, where the Large Hadron Collider is
being built. The sheer size of the thing hopefully will give you a chill. The chill will
come from realizing that what you see before you, illustrates how deep the circumcision
has already cut into the fabric of science and the fabric of mankind."
"I feel the chill already," I said quietly.
"That makes you one out of a million," said Steve. "The vast majority of mankind
is fascinated with this particular adventure into insanity, which is served up for their
entertainment. And that is what this really is. It's fundamentally built for entertainment.
Physically the project cannot work. Any honest scientist knows that, though few react
honestly. The rest don't know any different. The Big Bang theory has been drilled into
them as the only possible reality, or as consensus of reality. It's been taught in the
universities for decades upon decades, and has been supported by some of the biggest
names in physics that money or ignorance could buy. But now that the evidence is
wearing thin and the reality is shining through, CERN is dragged onto the scene to come
to the rescue. It caters to people who have dedicated themselves to the project to
countless private reasons. I don't know how many are aware that the project is aiming for
the physically impossible, attempting to break the principles of the Universe. I would
guess that many are there for the fun, and for the excitement of being a part of a gigantic
project, and of course also for the money and fame that comes with participating in this
high profile game. Some may even believe that the project will succeed. Those who lived
all their life in the shadow of the Big Bang theory, might not see it as unreasonable that
they are trying to use the force of mass, which like gravity, is the weakest force in the
Universe, and aim to utilize this weak force, though amplified a bit, to overpower a
fundamental force that is tens of orders of magnitude greater than the weakest force in the
Universe that they are able to play with. They are trying to overpower the electric force
of attraction and repulsion that keeps the Universe in order, and they are aiming thereby
to crack open the world of the quarks, that is held together by the nuclear strong force.
This immensely large overpowering won't work of course, because the principle of the
Universe is designed to prevent this very thing, or else the Universe wouldn't exist. In the
actual Universe the plasma particles simply flow around each other. Even a direct headon approach is always deflected by the actions of the electric force. No exceptions have
been observed. In some regions of space large plasma flows have been found moving
near light-speed, that the Large Hadron Collider is aiming to duplicate. But nothing
extraordinary happens in these fast moving plasma flows in space. The resulting
deflections when the plasma particles flow around each other, merely cause a wide range
of x-ray and gamma-ray emissions, just as one would expect. And that my friend is all

that the giant proton collider will ever produce, a bunch of x-rays and gamma-rays. Of
course, even if the expected miracles would happen, if a head-on collision of protons
would actually take place, the weakest force in the Universe, no matter how much it is
amplified, would simply not be sufficient by a very long shot to overpower the strongest
nuclear force in the Universe. Nothing overpowers the nuclear strong force that keeps the
quarks combined in the form of protons. The proton is the most stable thing there is. Even
neutrons become protons in isolation. This nuclear strong force that makes the proton is
tens of orders of magnitudes stronger than any force in the Universe, including the
electric force. It is simply not possible to smash open that nuclear strong-box that a
proton is. That's one Pandora's box that nobody opens. Of course, being successful or not,
doesn't really matter in the case at hand, when Truth isn't a factor for which the Large
Hadron Collider project is launched. No matter what happens in the experiments, the
masters of the project will be sure to announce with fanfares blaring, that they have
discovered the Higgs Boson, and that the discovery of it proves the Big Bang Cosmology.
That's the key issue, Peter. The masters of empire know that their key issue, that they aim
to protect in this case, which is the Big Bang, is a lye. In reality our Universe was not
born in a giant bang, but is a continuously existent dynamic Universe that is always
unfolding and is electrically powered in its eternal processes by vast electric currents
flowing in galactic and intergalactic space. With the modern instrumentation we can now
see the vast flows of plasma, flowing in similar channels in which the lightning bolts
flow. The plasma currents are called Birkland currents in honor of the man who first
explored them in depth in the laboratory some decades before they became visible in
space. The electric flows of Birkland currents are now visible in great abundance
pervading all space. They are huge. They are so huge that a tiny wisp of them powers the
luminance of our sun. That's the real Universe, Peter, that CERN is devoted to hide
behind its smoke and mirrors."
"And they are spending billions of dollars for that, for a deception?" I interjected.
"What you are saying doesn't make sense."
"Oh it will make sense to you when you realize that the object of the game is not to
search for the Truth, but to hide it. In this case what do a few billion dollars matter that
are spent in defense of empire? And why shouldn't this insane project be pursued?
Society no longer shies away from the circumcision process in any form. It loves the Big
Bang theory. It fanaticizes about it. I fact, some even fear it. Some people fear that the
Large Hadron Collider will create a super-dense black hole that will suck the entire planet
into itself. Of course this is impossible for the simple reason that the basic principles of
the Universe don't allow black holes to exist. They are fantasy phenomena that do not
exist in the real world, which exist only in the 'Flat Earth' - so-called science cosmology. No one has ever seen a black hole. They exist only as theory based on falsely
recognized evidence and assumptions that are not physically possible. But in latching
itself onto these baseless fantasies, society shoots itself in the foot. The Big Bang theory,
and everything that goes with it, comes with a deadly message attached. The message is
that what has a beginning must also have an end. The message is that all things must end.
Civilization must end. Prosperity must end. That's the goal of empire and the tune of its
song. The message is simple: Devolution is natural. That is also the message that Wells
insisted is crucial for an empire to circumcise its society with, in order that empire may

exist forever. And, Peter, the project is working. Society is singing that song. Whoever
insists otherwise is slandered or eliminated. The circumcision is tremendously effective
in every arena, Peter, and not only in sex and science. It is especially effective in the
financial and economic arenas."
"In practice the sexual mutilation is often forced upon the children of families
shortly after their birth or at an early age," said Ushi. "The mutilation is thereby enforced
without the victim's consent and without the victim ever knowing what has been
eradicated by the excision. The sexual circumcision is typically imposed by the choice of
the parent, the controller of the child, in response to the prevailing sophistry that over
time became a tradition and an aspect of culture. Under this smokescreen, no one calls
the excision a mutilation. No parent has ever been asked, 'would you like your baby be
mutilated?' But that is what the circumcision is. It is a mutilation that is in effect a critical
amputation, whether it is applied to science, culture, or economics. This trend has now
become a big thing, Peter, in every arena. It has grown into a monster in the timeframe of
several millennia, and much more so over the last decades, as the masters of empire
become evermore desperate in their attempts to maintain their illegitimate existence."
"Actually it is now bigger than big," said Steve. "It is huge. At the present time
700 million men and 100 million women are living as biologically mutilated victims of
that same insane song that has been invented so long ago, that a person is not whole
unless it has been mutilated. Religion has added similar songs, such as that God has
ordained it, or demands it, or it's for sanitary reasons, or it's a symbol of a cultural
identity. But it remains to be what it always was, a mutilation of the human system, an
amputation that continues to create more efficient slaves, just as it has been intended to
do from the beginning. After Wells, and primarily after World War II, the mutilation has
become applied also to science, education, culture, politics, and economics. The
circumcision of society, by means of a critical amputation, is now nearly complete. Of
course sophistry was the tool used to achieve this near total inner destruction of society."
"Pericles of Athens was a great pioneer in that art of sophistry," said Ushi. "His
'black' art had enabled him to launch a long and devastating war with it. The Persian
Empire had most likely desired the war, and might have hired him for it. It might have
wanted its enemy to wipe itself off the map. It might have set Pericles up for that."
"That old trick is still being used to the present day by the masters of empire,"
Steve interjected.
"Even the old song is still being used," said Ushi. "One of Pericles' insane songs
was, that an individual's death in the service of Athena -- the goddess of Athens -- is not a
tragedy for the individual. Instead it is the greatest liberating good that a person could
possibly experience. We still hear countless versions of this song. Pericles assured
himself an endless supply of fierce warriors with it. History records that he had many
such songs, enough to keep the flames of war lit for decades. The flames of war burnt
even after Pericles himself had died from the consequences of his war. The war ground
on until Athens itself collapsed in a devastating military tragedy."

"Of course the aspects of Principle that are reflected in civilization, do not
collapse," said Steve. "Or else we would have no Universe. Principle does not collapse.
However, the silver-tongue song of sophistry will take people into the dream world of
myths, if they follow the music. In this way, by stepping far away from Principle, society
looses its foundation for living, and falls apart, while the Truth remains standing as it
always has. That's been the fate of Athens, the once great pearl of Greek Classical
culture."
"Why hasn't anybody seen that, if its still going on?" I interjected. "Of course the
masters of sophistry have to slander the Truth in order to cause their intended victims to
let go of the Truth and thereby fall into their trap."
"That's the same in every case," said Steve. "We see the same pattern still repeated.
We see sophistry slandering the Truth. The slander is spewed forth in order that society
becomes motivated to shoot itself into the foot so to speak by its own volition. That's the
trick of empire. That's why empire still rules. The masters know this, consequently they
protect their trick. They keep the fog coming in ever-wider streams. They own all the
media in the world. Of course society will fall for it, and as it falls for the ruse, it cannot
avoid the consequences of its yielding to a grand folly. A society that tries to exist
without Truth and Love has no foundation to exist on. The resulting void becomes its
doom."
"Now in modern times, still another type of sophistry has been added," said Ushi.
"It would be surprising if this wasn't so. The added song is that society can get rich by
stealing from each other, or by killing one-another for the loot. Naturally this is sheer
insanity. But countless people fall for it. The wording has been sanitized to the extreme in
the modern world in order to make the insanity desirable. Just as the male mutilation has
been sanitized by giving it a clinically sounding name, 'the circumcision,' so the looting
song of empire has been sanitized for society by its being called 'globalization' and 'free
trade' and free market economics, while in both cases the process that is hidden by this
sophistry, is an amputation. Of course the fact cannot be avoided that today's grand
looting of the world, no matter by what sanitized name it is known, mutilates the nations
and destroys their physical economy. It should come to no one’s surprise that the
outcome of this highly sophisticated form of slavery is intended."
"Don't you love the modern song, 'Being rich is beautiful?'" I said to Steve and
began to laugh. "Soon people will be so rich that they will carry wheelbarrows full of
money to the store to buy a loaf of bread with, provided the unemployed, which they will
then be, can afford the wheelbarrows. If the Pharaohs could see us today, they would be
surprised how easily the dehumanization of society is now accomplished in the modern
world, requiring almost no effort at all to create an endless supply of willing slaves."
"In today's world the art of sophistry and the art of slandering become intermixed,"
said Ushi. "So be careful, Peter. I have seen a lot of that in my travels. Fortunately, the
telltale is not as hard to detect as you might think. The telltale is always dishonesty and a
person distancing itself from Truth and Love. This is what gives the sophist away. Leroy
didn't even know that he was a victim of the process."

"Was Leroy circumcised?" I asked. "You didn't invite him to come to the beach to
answer that question?"
"I didn't need to," said Ushi and began to laugh. "He was a mutilated man in so
many ways. He was playing these hidden games. I had the strange feeling that he was like
one who was dancing to the Pharaohs and was 'educated' by Pericles himself to become
the perfect slave. Leroy couldn't speak a single sentence honestly. He didn't own himself.
I couldn't ask a single question that he could answer without having a game standing
behind it supplying the answer for him. He always tried to convince us that what he stood
for is the Truth. If anyone didn't swallow what he dished out, he made it clear in a
thousand ways, that whoever opposed him has no integrity, no intelligence, and no right
to even open his mouth. During the time when he thought he was dealing with the
underground, not once did he show any respect for another person. He always laid down
the law, his basic law, that he is the boss. Everybody who questioned is wisdom was an
imbecile. He had his ways to make sure that no one would challenge him again. He was
so effective in putting people down, that some of the men that he had worked with, grown
men, had actually cried. The only person that I felt he had some respect for was a fellow
who went consistently out of his way to explore ideas with him. He called him a stupid
ass, though an enthusiastic ass."
"I know the fellow," said Steve. "Leroy gave him an A for effort and an F for
everything else." Steve said, and laughed. "I was a part of the group that he dealt with,
but only for a day. I couldn't stand more. There was only one perception that mattered,
and that was his perception. Every other perception he labeled invalid. I come across
people like that now and then in the university. They all tell me that the greatest educator
alive has educated them. They probably meant Pericles or his later brother-in-arms,
Aristotle. However, I think the underlying disease is more common in the CIA than in the
universities. It is hard to reason with those people that have become mutilated by
sophistry. I actually felt sorry for Leroy when I met him. He might have been a likable
person, if he hadn't been imprisoned by his masters of the CIA before they sent him into
the field."
"In real terms he was never imprisoned by us in the East," said Ushi. "The few
weeks he had been incarcerated in Leipzig were probably the only few weeks of relative
freedom that he has had for a long time. He had no role to perform in jail, no one to twist,
no one to straighten out as he used to say when he deemed himself to be the boss."
"I know a lot of politicians and scientists like that," I interjected. "For example,
there is one fat guy that I know who keeps harping about global warming while the
evidence is to the contrary. Of course he couldn't care less about the climate, except to
use the climate as an excuse to starve tens of millions of people to death by massively
burning mankind's food, which he said has to be done in order to avoid global warming.
He takes sophistry to the extreme. But even with this extreme insanity running through
and through all of his games, like a river of madness, society allows itself to be captivated
by his sophistry. It has become so imprisoned by it, that is now motivated to even fight
for it, while it is shooting itself into the foot in doing so. That's hard to beat for an
extreme example, isn't it? The fat man applied his art of sophistry in a vast multifaceted

intervention against science and against sanity using the religion of environmentalism,
ecological terrorism, financial looting, depopulation, entertainment, education,
corruption, and of course politics. He is a man driven by insanity. He overlaid every layer
of his sophistry with every other. The end result is a ravishing and murderous game,
which he plays gleefully for his masters. He probably gets well rewarded for his service,
while society goes to hell."
"It might not be possible to concoct a more effective poison for disabling society
from within and creating armies of slaves," said Steve.
"That's the sad state the world is in," said Ushi.
"Isn't it amazing how much simpler the world had been during the age of the
Pharaohs," I commented.
"Actually the Pharaohs played a hidden game too," said Steve. "The Principle of
Economics was evidently unknown to them, nevertheless they appeared to have had an
inkling of it, because they suppressed the development of the Principle of the General
Welfare by all means possible. They did this in order to assure the smooth running of
their slavery. The circumcision was probably applied in response to the slaves rebelling
once or twice, or running away. The Pharaohs might have discovered that slavery is not
possible in the long run without his captains first removing from the slaves whatever
develops in their society the Principle of the General Welfare. In order to achieve this, the
captains had to target the harmonizing Spirit of Love that is promoted in the natural
biology in the form of sexual intimacy."

"What is happening here?" I interjected, interrupting Steve. "You are presenting
the same idea that I had presented to me by a woman, who I met in a pub two days ago.
She too, linked sexual intimacy with the Principle of the General Welfare. Now you are
presenting the same idea. Also I never heard of this before. Is this something new? I find
it strange, coming from two different sources, and so close together."
"In this case you must have met Helen," said Ushi. "Everybody at the University
knows Helen. When she speaks in a lecture hall she electrifies everybody, but she mostly
speaks about subjects that are not popular, consequently many people pretend not to
know her. Of course Steve knows her. She and Steve did some research together on this
subject. Helen probably started this train of inquiry."
"Actually, I got the idea from Benjamin Franklin," said Steve.
"The one and only Benjamin Franklin, of the founding fathers of our country?" I
said astonished.
"The very same," said Steve. "Benjamin Franklin said many profound things in his
days. When asked what kind of a country the USA would become, he is quoted to have
answered, 'I give you a republic, if you can keep it.' The idea of a republic was dear to

him, but it was also a challenge to society to maintain it. The success wasn't
automatically guaranteed. He might have added the one can only maintain a nation as a
republic when one understands what a republic is. Benjamin Franklin also apparently said
something else. He said something to the effect that every person has the inalienable right
to the necessities of life, but that everything else will be determined by the community."
"Why would he say this?" I said to Steve.
"He evidently was keenly aware of the fact that the physical welfare of the
individual person depends on the cooperation of many in a community of a human
society, were people join hands to create and produce for one another the goods that no
one can produce individually. A society is rich and successful in this way, in proportion
to which its intimate cooperation functions. It appears to be a fallacy to believe that
sexual interaction exists only for procreation. The evidence suggests that sexual intimacy
also provides an impetus for the necessary intimate sense of community, without which
human existence is extremely precarious. This appears to be true from the most primitive
society onward, to the most advanced nation-state. Very few people realize in the present
age, how many thousands of people have to cooperate to produce the simplest things we
take for granted, not to mention travelling between continents. Even our food comes from
hundreds of miles away, on average, if not thousands of miles, and to produce this food,
tens of thousands of additional people are involved in providing and maintaining the
inputs for it and the infrastructures. We live in a complex and intricately interknit world.
But in spite of the complexity, all aspects of it harmonize amazingly intimately. Our
society has become a vast sea of tied together processes that came out of a long history in
intimate cooperative development."
"If an empire seeks to destroy or subjugate a society, then the best way to do this,
would be to wreck the harmonizing intimate sense of social and communal bonding," I
interjected. "Evidently, this is what is happening now on an ever-larger scale."
"Sex plays a role in that," said Steve. "Of course we don't know yet how big that
role really is. The evidence suggests that in a normal society sexual intimacy becomes
reflected in social intimacy, that unfolds outwards, expanding unto the larger scene with a
sense in tribal intimacy, ethnic intimacy, and national intimacy, and so forth. The sexual
intimacy, as a starting factor, may be a greater factor than we think. The Pharaoh's might
have thought so too. Their captains took steps to eliminate this factor in the slave society
as a means for eliminating the Principle of the General Welfare. The captains might have
recognized this factor as a critical aspect inhibiting slavery. It appears to me that the
Pharaohs went directly to the core of the problem by surgically removing the sexual
sensitivity in men and sexually 'blinding' the women by simply cutting and scraping away
almost all of the women's vulva. Apparently the process worked so well for the Pharaohs,
for maintaining their slavery, that the process has become continued to the present day in
many parts of the world. In fact, it has become a monster. In the Muslim world 500
million men have been drawn into this tragedy. In our precious USA 70% of the entire
male population has already been mutilated by some policy of intention, where before
there was almost no mutilation. This huge rising wave of male sexual mutilation appears
to have turned the USA largely into a nation of slaves - slaves without bonds - slaves in

the grasp of empire. This tragedy evidently has the same effect it always had, darkening
the world from the times of the Pharaoh's on to the present. Except it is bigger now in is
expanse, extending across a third of all mankind."
"What we have here may some day be acknowledged as the blackest of all the
human rights abuses that has ever been perpetrated," said Ushi. "The only aspect that sets
America apart from the Pharaoh's empire, is that in America the women are not being
infibulated. This brutal practice is apparently deemed to be not necessary anymore. With
the males being mutilated, the sexual intimacy in society is already largely lost anyway.
The women then become isolated into lesbianism and feminism, and the men become
isolated into their own homosexuality and other games, or heterosexual marriages that
become increasingly shallow and functionally superficial, or are forged for financial
reasons or mere convenience. Also some of the marriage games are entered into, for
achieving dominance and power over one-another, or for purposes of status. Anything
appears to be on the agenda now in America, so long as it has nothing to do with deep
intimacy reflecting Truth and Love. On this path the Principle of the General Welfare
remains far out of sight and society becomes disconnected. It is impossible to rule out,
that the entire tragedy may be the outcome of a policy of intention by empire, with the
intention being to disable the one nation in the world that has historically stood in the
way of empire and has threatened to cause it to cease."
"I think the Pharaohs would praise us?" I interjected.
"No Peter, they would laugh with amazement that the old trick they invented still
works," said Steve.
"They would laugh at our stupidity, with society now mutilating itself on its own
accord," said Ushi.
"So tell me, Peter, what do you say? Is Love real when so much is lost when a
single one of its expression is blocked, or is even slightly blocked?"
"Of course it is real," I said to Steve. "How could it not be real. The proof is before
us. When America closed its eyes to Love, as the sophistry of empire turned our country
upside down, the once most powerful nation on the planet was turned into a zoo of slaves
for foreign masters, the very masters that have said many times in the past, that they aim
to destroy us. If that is the scope of the tragedy when Love is lost sight of, then you can
bet that Love is a real and powerful impetus. Without Love we are destroying our own
country, and our own civilization, while the masters whom we serve, gleefully cheer us
on. This proves something, doesn't it? In fact, the masters laugh at us. They laugh at us
every day. They own us as their little puppets. We even pay them money and pay them
well, so that they can laugh at us justifiably."
"Are you referring to the news media?" Steve interjected.
"Well, isn't that the biggest hotbed of sophistry there is?" I said to him.

Steve nodded. "In the ancient world of the Pharaohs, a Pharaoh's word was
deemed the word of God. Then the priesthood and the churches came along and said, we
speak the word of God now. In modern times the empire comes along and says to society,
the world has changed, the word of God is now rightfully determined by us. This is the
divine right of kings. Truth is what we say it is. Stalin had once said this too. Of course
we all know that every word that he spoke was a lye. Hitler had said the same and he had
made sure that every German citizen would hear his words and obey them as the Truth,
though his words were all lies heaped on lies. Hitler 'owned' all the newspapers and all
the radio stations. His propaganda minister had said, as it were an inside joke, the bigger
the lye is, and the more often it is repeated, the more deeply it will be accepted. Now the
empire sings the same tune. 'In Lies We Trust!' As Hitler once did, the empire now owns
all the newspapers and the news media and determines the thinking and the culture of
society. Society no longer owns its own thinking, and thereby no longer owns itself.
Every morning millions of well-trained citizen pick up the newspaper, which they pay
their hard-earned money for, and read the Gospel of the Day. For them the Gospel of the
Day becomes the Gospel Truth, the word of God. But there is no truth in any of it except
on some trivial issues. It's the same with the TV newscasts. We are given the word of
empire, the word of the New World Order, as the word of God. The word of this new
'God' is that we must have war; that we must kill our economy; that we must burn our
food to prevent global warming; that we must accept more taxes in return for less health
care; that we must love poverty, tolerate violence, ignore homelessness and
unemployment as irrelevant, and that we must get used to sky-high prices and to endless
terrorism as the new wave. The now word of 'God' is that we must admire the
millionaires and billionaires who are paraded in public as models for success. Of course
there is not a single aspect of Truth in any of it, or even a hint of the Principle of the
General Welfare."
"Isn't that the biggest sophistry operation that ever was?" said Ushi. "People have
been disowned of the right to be governed by the Truth. Are you surprised that they
commit themselves to evermore deep-reaching forms of slavery voluntarily?”
"That's how the empire keeps its zoo-slaves captive," said Steve and laughed.
"People have been conditioned to say to themselves, if it is printed in the papers, or
shown on the tube, it must be the Truth -- case closed. That is how society shoots itself
into the foot. And how else can society react when the song is heard everywhere loud and
clear, 'In Lies We Trust!' The New World Order trend has become so universal that you
hear the same song everywhere just like the song of Hitler was heard everywhere, day
after day, for a dozen years in Germany. This modern unfolding horror scene poses one
of the hardest problem that society is facing: how to regain its humanity and to shed its
slavery to lies."
"The tragedy is that society thereby puts the most insane people into positions of
power, because society is itself insane," said Ushi. "My question is; how does one cause a
healing in society that ends this tragedy?" She spoke quietly, as if this was too much to
hope for.

Steve looked at her and smiled. "So you haven't heard my question either, that I
put to Peter in my office," he said to Ushi. "Let me ask it again. Which is the most deepreaching conspiracy that has ever been invented in all the history of sophistry? The
answer can be given in a single word. What is the word? One word..."
"I think I know what you are getting at," I interrupted Steve. "And the word that
you are expecting to hear is, time. Time is the poison pill. Time is the conspiracy that
binds all perceptions into a framework marked by a beginning and an end. According to
the astrophysical nature of the Universe the concept of time is invalid. I personally could
never believe in the Big Bang theory of the creation of Universe, before which, there
existed no universe. It is insane to believe that a giant explosion created the Universe and
endowed it with all its power, so that the Universe is now deemed to be winding down
towards its inevitable collapse into nothing, in the far future when its energy is
supposedly used up. I agree with you that this model of insanity is religiously promoted
by all the departments of astrophysical science that the empire owns and promotes. The
song that I hear in today's western political world is the same song, Steve. The song is
that everything that we regard as modern civilization is coming to an end. The song is
that the principle of protection is outdated, antiquated, and that the age of democracy is
over; that the very concept of the nation is archaic; that the ideal of self-government is a
thing of the past; that national parliaments have no place any longer in the New World
Order; that the concept of social welfare has run its course and has become unaffordable,
and should be scrapped. Political power is said to be shifting towards the new age of
oligarchism, which is pure corporatism, complete autocratic dictatorship, invincible
military force, and unchallengeable imperial resource ownership. Even peace is deemed
to be an archaic ideal that is fast being replaced with universal terror and universal war as
the new norm. The song now is that it is natural for all good things to end, including
prosperity, freedom, and scientific development. According to what I hear in the western
political world, the one factor that is threaded through this entire scene of a rapidly
collapsing humanity is the tyrant of time, the one tyrant that makes it seem inevitable that
everything comes to an end. But this tyrant is a fraud. As far as I can tell from the little
that I know, and from what you have been saying, the real Universe doesn't run that way.
I see a Universe that is developing, and goes on developing endlessly. The poison pill of
time is a lye against the Universe and God. That's what I see. That is what makes the
sophistry of time the most potent poison pill for the destruction of civilization that has
ever been invented. Am I right?"
Steve reached his hand out for a handshake. "You are getting warm, Peter. In fact,
you are close enough for an A+ in my books. The ultimate price, though, depends on
what you are doing with what you know. You are perfectly correct in saying that the Big
Bang theory is nonsense. The leading edge in astrophysics is found in the long-standing
science of Electric Cosmology. As one would expect, this science has been slandered and
inhibited by the masters of empire for over half a century, to minimize its impact. In
Electric Cosmology the Universe is understood to be self-powered, a cosmos of plasma
streams that carry enormously large electric currents that light up our Sun and every other
star in our galaxy, and in any other galaxy. In its dynamic processes the Universe is
constantly developing and expanding. Nothing is winding down, and that's the honest to
goodness astrophysical reality, Peter. That's the reality of the Universe. The only thing

that is destined to fade from sight is the insanity of a perceived human world that is
willfully existing without science or with bad science as we have it now. Bad science has
become a black hole that sucks into its pit all the good that has been achieved in real
science throughout the ages. That's the only real black hole in the Universe that I know to
exist. There certainly exists no such thing as an astrophysical black hole in the Universe."
"So what then are the so-called black hole phenomena?" I interjected.
Steve just laughed. "They are all black holes in thinking. They are myths. Nobody
has ever seen a black hole in the black environment of space. They are assumed to exist
in order to explain certain observed phenomena, such as pulsars. They are deemed to be
the remnants of stars that used themselves up and collapsed into a super-dense state
existing of only densely packed neutrons. Some call them neutron stars. These
supposedly collapsed stars are deemed to rotate extremely fast. This is supposed to
explain the pulsating radio-wave emissions that have been observed. But that's just a
theory, Peter. I call it a myth. In real terms these kinds of phenomena are physically
impossible, as we understand nuclear physics. As far as we know, neutrons can exist only
in conjunction with protons within a functional atom that thereby becomes an 'island of
stability.' I gave a lecture on this subject recently. If one plots the number of neutrons
against the number of protons in the nuclei, of all of the existing elements the ratio
between them is typically 1 to 1 for the light elements and 1.5 to 1 for the heavy
elements. Any atomic nucleus that falls outside this range will spontaneously decay until
it gets back to a stable configuration, its equilibrium. This means that whenever there are
too few neutrons in an atom, the atom will emit protons to stabilize itself. The same
happens in reverse. Whenever there are too many neutrons in an atom, the atom emits its
excess neutrons to become stable again. Outside of the atom the ejected neutrons decay
into protons. Neutron stars are therefore not possible, and as a consequence black holes
are not possible. That's elementary, Peter. Modern economics utilizes those emissions of
neutron that create stability. They are the source of nuclear power. Empire also utilizes
them as the power of nuclear bombs. These practical uses prove that neutron stars are not
possible. An entire star composed of tightly packed neutrons can never exist. Such a
phenomenon would be so completely unstable that it would instantly decay into protons
that would repel each other. The neutron star would then simply 'vaporize.' Even its
gravity would decay with it. But it doesn't happen that way. Black holes exist only in
dreams. The Universe is not self-defeating. It is not winding down. The millions of
continuous H-bomb explosions that are deemed to be taking place at the core of stars to
make the stars luminous are not happening at all. There is no nuclear fusion furnace
burning at the center of a star, and no fuel being used up by it. Stars are typically gigantic
balls of plasma that exist as anodes in a galaxy-wide electric circuit. The flow of the
galactic electric currents causes the plasma balls to blaze in an electric arc mode fashion.
All observed data to date support this conclusion. The observed data actually disprove the
existence of black holes. The Universe is not winding down, Peter. If anything, it is
progressively developing."
"The concept of a winding-down Universe would be synonymous with a Universe
without Love; without Principle; without Intelligence; and so forth," said Ushi.

Steve nodded. "In the real world nothing except insanity is winding down," said
Steve. "Insanity is the only aspect that I know of, that is doomed to end. What ends in this
case, is the mythology conjured up by insanity. Principle cannot end. If it could end the
Universe would not exist. It would have disintegrated long ago. Likewise, the allharmonizing Spirit of the Universe, the reality of Love, does not end. All that the masters
of empire can do in order to hide this universal fact, is dream up a world that is totally
alien to the reality of the Universe, and wrap up this myth of insanity with the garments
of sophistry. The masters of empire do this well. They created their biggest lie of
sophistry so thick that society swallows the poison pill, and allows its development and
its entire civilization come to a grinding halt. The poison pill of 'time' has been created
for the single purpose of maintaining the structures of empire that have not a single leg to
stand on in the real world of sanity. The modern song that I hear being sung in the West,
which uses this poison pill, is a song of lies that has been concocted in essence a hundred
years ago, by one of the most famous scribblers of empire, the author H. G. Wells. Wells
sang the 'time' song so loudly that it has poisoned the world in a single century to the
point that empire is now able to lobby with almost no opposition for a world without
democracy, without nations, without self-rule, and without the development of sanity
through science, ruled exclusively by lies and fascist force. The imperial scribbler H. G.
Wells called for the reshaping of the entire world into an Empire World State that
imposes depopulation and poverty for the dehumanization of mankind. His dream is of a
uni-polar axis of tyranny that would turn the entire Earth into a prison planet. Wells
dreamed of a world that is controlled via the empire's elitist financial ownership of
everything, which when fully implemented with legalized private fascist corporate force,
would create a hell that even Satan would envy the empire for. Wells sang a song that
may be termed the end of history, Peter. He sang of the erosion of civilization and its
collapse into empire. He sang of a social black hole with empire as a super force ruling a
largely depopulated, lifeless, green world. Well's end-of-history sophistry might well be
the most devastating concoction of sophistry ever invented in the workshops of empire.
And so you are right, Peter, the modern name of this sophistry is 'time.' I would add here
only that society no longer shrugs, but now bows in submission by its own volition."
Ushi raised her hand. "You still have not answered my question," she said to
Steve. "How does one cause a healing in society that ends this tragedy? The sophistry of
time is an ancient one. Mankind has been fighting this battle against empire almost since
civilization began. We haven't won a complete breakthrough in four millennia. What
causes you guys to think we can win the breakthrough now?"
"Alright," said Steve. "The answer is simple. If one is going for the gold medal,
one is wise to learn from the most accomplished champion in the field. Doing this would
give one the best chance for winning, Ushi. That's also the best path for all of us, because
if we don't stand on the shoulders of the tallest pioneers in facing the modern challenges,
we don't have much of a chance for winning."
Steve turned to me. "I had said something else to you in my office," he said with
his eyes virtually sparkling. "I had said to you that winning the gold medal in this contest
is synonymous with staying alive. And that applies on the whole front. The present
world-financial and economic system is a concoction of the sophistry of empire. It is as

empty as empire itself. It is therefore doomed to collapse. Nothing can prevent its
collapse, because it never had a viable foundation to stand on. It is not possible that
empire will not collapse. It will collapse. Its collapse is assured, because Principle does
not collapse. And when empire does collapse, any civilization that has latched itself onto
it, will disintegrate with it, and people will die as a consequence. Most people living
today will be among them, us most likely included. That is why it is critical to shut down
empire in a controlled fashion, in conjunction with setting up a Principle-supported
foundation for civilization."
"Principle assures the collapse of empire. Is this true?" I interjected. "You are
saying that sanity can take the wind out of the sail of empire and shift economics back
onto a scientific footing before the collapse becomes explosive."
"Sure, Peter," said Steve. "The present world-financial and economic system will
collapse, because it is a system of empire that has no element of Principle to uphold it.
On the other hand, the Principle of Economics and its corresponding financial system can
never collapse. It reflects the power of Principle that empire cannot exist in the face of it.
The Principle of Economics remains standing. It can never be defeated. People can refuse
to eat and die of starvation. Likewise, the Principle of Economics can be sidestepped for
a season, but when this insanity yields to Science the Principle of Economics is back on
the agenda again. If Principle could collapse, and I mean any aspect of Principle, we
would have no Universe."
"Are you saying then that a worldwide economic collapse is impossible?" I
interjected. "Are you saying that such a collapse cannot happen, because it is ultimately
impossible for Intelligence not to be manifested? Are you saying that this is the promise
of the black cross of time, the emptiness of insanity, because there can be no real void
existing in the Universe, nor on Earth by the same token?"
Steve nodded. "Wars always end and yield to peace. Sanity is the norm of the
Universe. Greedy fools may tear the economies apart, but when there is no way out of the
pit of the fools except by sanity, sanity prevails. Many people may die with the fools, as
they slander the Principle of Economics in their folly, but the design of humanity is taller
than that. The human being is not a fool, and so the folly of empire always ends and
yields to prosperity. The cycles of folly may repeat themselves with many dying in the
processes, but no law exists that requires these cycles of hell to continue. They can be
stopped. However, that day is determined by the strength of mankind's scientific
development, and the day is potentially near.
"Winning the gold medal here means that one replaces the illegitimate system of
empire, that is a dream built on dreams, with a system that reflects the Principle of
Economics that develops the creative and productive potential of humanity," Steve
continued. "Herein lies the freedom and security of mankind, which is ever within reach,
because we are human beings. Winning also means that one takes the steps that cause the
switchover to sanity before society dies of the consequences of not taking these steps
soon enough. So, Peter, if you win in making the breakthrough towards taking these steps
you'll live, and live abundantly. That's the gold medal. If you don't win that breakthrough,

you'll likely die. That applies to all mankind. The amazing message of the crown of
Science is, that we as human beings are all potential gold medal winners by being a part
of the Universe, reflecting the universal Principle that is reflected in all."
"You mean that if WE don't win the breakthrough this will happen," I interjected. I
emphasized WE!
" No, Peter, the word is YOU," said Steve. "It is your life that hangs in the balance.
This is therefore your problem. You own this problem. We all own this problem
individually, but you must fight for the breakthrough as if your life depends on it,
because it really does. So, who is the champion pioneer that you and we all must learn
from? Who has had the best run so far towards winning the gold medal?"
"Learning from a champion requires a lot of discipline," I interjected. "The words
disciple and discipline are closely related."
"Every champion is a disciple of discipline," said Ushi. "Nothing is arbitrary at the
leading edge."
"I think this is what the American woman understood who wrote a hundred years
ago that the Universe would not exist without Love," said Steve. "In the real world every
element of the Principle of the Universe harmonizes with every other element, without
exception. The essence is Love; the Spirit is absolute discipline. Discipline is key to the
existence of the Universe. It is the power for its being. It is its very heart. The American
woman had created four major ways of addressing the great problems of the world that
we now face evermore. At the lowest level she instituted a board of lectureship that owns
the task of speaking the truth to society about the divine reality of man's being. When this
process functions it will halt the grinding down of society by the forces of sophistry. The
woman stipulated that the funding for this function has to come from the community
where the lecture is given. The lecture presents to the community the platform for its
freedom as individuals. Correspondingly, the process should be funded by those
benefiting. These are the people in the community.
"For the higher-level approach, the woman created a committee that she made
responsible to specifically search for lies against the Truth in all public publications,"
Steve continued. "This tough task includes the additional challenge to have corrections
published in the publications that published the lies. The committee that is charged in this
manner operates on the moral line. Its function is to create a clean mental environment
universally. Since the process is for the universal benefit, it is funded by her institution
that is focused on the universal welfare of mankind. However, considering the
importance of this function, the woman assigned a five-times-greater salary for the
manager of this committee than she had assigned for the directors of her institution. The
high funding level seems to reflect the critical importance to nations and civilization, of
having the fundamental error corrected immediately before their consequences will harm
or destroy society.

"For the third-highest-level approach to solving the problems of mankind," Steve
continued, "the pioneering American woman established still another committee with still
another function. This time the committee functions as a building committee. As you can
see, Peter, the woman has addressed all the critical steps that we know of. She focused
her efforts on protecting individuals and society against sophistry, then correcting
whatever fundamental errors are infesting society, followed by the function to actively
build the vitally needed structures of Truth and Love that afford proof of their utility. She
said that the building committee is a critical one and must have a minimum of three
members."
"Like the three of us?" I interjected. "There are three of us in this room, two men
and a woman."
"I think, Peter, she had something much more significant in mind. She put on
record three types of discipline. She arranged them all into a lateral context with that
building committee. The three types of discipline are: discipline in honoring oneself;
discipline in honoring the human mission to advance the culture of mankind; and
discipline in honoring our divine humanity that is reflected in the universal expression of
the Spirit of Love, reflected in the Principle of the General Welfare and the Principle of
Economics, the principle of advancing, producing, creating, discovering, constructing,
and providing the funding for it all. The building that comes to light by the work of this
'committee of three hats' is, like the Universe, built on the platform of real power, the
power of Principle manifested in the sanity of divine Science.
"The woman didn't stipulate a specific level of funding for the building process,"
Steve continued. "It seems that she said to all mankind, 'How much is your life worth,
and your having a future?'"
Steve pointed a finger at me. "What do you think the current funding level is?"
I shrugged my shoulders.
"You are absolutely right. The whole of mankind shrugs. The funding level stands
at zero," said Steve. "There is nothing moving on the entire front. There is nothing
protected anymore anywhere. Sophistry has free reign to rule the world. There is nothing
there to stop it. Nothing is being corrected anymore either, nor is any scientific building
going on to build a brighter civilization. The perceived value of mankind has dropped to
zero, if not below zero into negative territory. Of course the result is that anything, that
has potentially any real value for society, is thereby being dragged down to zero with it."
"Still I think the model remains for society to heal itself with," I interjected.
"Oh yes, the model does remain," said Steve. "So, tell me Peter, what is the actual
value of Love? The Universe would not exist without it. Mankind has proved to itself that
it cannot exist without Love either, and that it cannot have an economy and a civilization
without it. So, what is its value then? If civilization means anything at all, Peter, then the
building committee has to function and get on with its task and be funded accordingly."

"You are asking me 'What is the value of Love?'" I repeated.
"This is not a trick question?" said Steve. "Asking this is the same as asking, 'how
does one raise the value of Love?' How does one build a foundation for the fuller
implementation of the Principle of Economics? How does one bring the Principle of the
General Welfare ever closer into the foreground? Where does one start?"
I shrugged my shoulders.

"That won't do," said Steve. "We need a real answer. Consider that the Pharaohs
had committed the crime of the circumcision on their slaves in order to prevent the
Principle of the General Welfare from unfolding. Shouldn't we go in the opposite
direction in support of the Principle of the General Welfare? They mutilated both male
and female in pursuit of their goal. The Pharaohs were evidently aware that a nonmutilated society is invariably moved by the Principle of the General Welfare that is a
part of a human being's humanity, and would thus be moved to reject slavery. The
Pharaohs were scared of this principle and its outcome. That's what I think. They might
have already experienced that the slave’s natural response to this principle wrecks the
foundation for their slavery and their power. It might have been for this reason that the
Pharaohs mutilated the slave society. They did it to protect the slavery. Shouldn't we go
into the opposite direction and be scared of the mutilation that wrecks a people's natural
response that unfolds the Principle of the General Welfare in society? The crime of the
circumcision is still being committed and essentially for the same reason. Except the
Pharaoh's crime is now perpetrated on a much larger scale than it ever was in ancient
Egypt. We now have 800 million people living as victims of this crime. That adds up to a
large battering ram against the Principle of the General Welfare, and the normal
functioning of mankind. It prevents economic development wherever the crime is
committed, and enables the destruction of economic processes through looting and war. It
prevents cooperation between people and nations and opens the gate to fascism and
murder. America is a relative newcomer to this sea of victims, but a vigorous one. A
hundred million of its men have been victimized so far. Now look at the consequences.
Look at how deeply and how radically America has changed under this victimization.
Everything is being destroyed that America once stood for. This deep-reaching
transformation of America was accomplished in less than two generations. Then look at
other cultures that were subjected to this victimization for centuries upon centuries. Some
have yielded themselves to an almost total compliance in the near 100% range. Can you
find any massive economic development there? No you don't. You can't. It doesn't
happen under this deep victimization. You find wars, hatred, fear, and misery there. Some
of the victimized cultures have totally vanished from sight. Then look to other cultures
where the mutilation of the people goes even further back in history, in some cases
extending for millennia. Many of these people have been hated and persecuted
throughout history for their deep inhumanity and criminality of the type that invariably
develops in the victimized cultures living in the shadow of the circumcision."

I turned to Ushi. "You've been around more than I have. Do you agree with Steve's
assessment? I tend to agree by what I see developing in America that takes away all the
pride we once had in our country. But I never heard anyone connecting that with the
circumcision."
"That's because you don't listen," said Ushi. "Or more correctly you don't know
what to look and listen for. The circumcised wear no badge; still the long-term victims
are identifiable. They suffer from what one might call a culturally inherited mass
psychological disorder. The victims typically have a grandiose sense of self-importance;
are preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideals of
love; they believe that they are unique and "special" above all other people, cultures and
other races. They seek excessive admiration with a strong sense of entitlement. But even
as they almost demand this slavish attention they are interpersonally exploitative and
lacks empathy to the point of being arrogant and haughty in behaviors and attitudes. This
seems to be the general consensus of a wide range of people that I interviewed, who had
dealings with the victims of this inherited mass psychological disorder. Does this
describe what you see in America now? Of course the connection to the cause is hidden. I
found it extremely difficult to interview the victims themselves."
"And it won't be easy either to heal the victims of their debilities," said Steve. "It
will take a great deal of being in Love with our humanity, to even begin a healing.
America has been especially hard hit. Seventy percent of its men have already been
turned into victims to this process that creates a hidden mass of involuntary slaves, slaves
to empire. America has been shorn of what used to be its strength. The result is that the
amputation of a critical element of society's humanity, has created in America a cultural
wasteland of fraud layered upon fraud that destroyed everything, from education to
science to economics to finance, including politics and the nation's social structures."
"Don't cry so loud," I said to Steve. "America has only been 70% victimized by the
mutilation. This means it has 30% of its male population remaining whole. Those 30%
are the majority. They are the potential giants that constitute a vast majority in
comparison with the 70% that have been lost to become impotent slaves serving the
masters of empire. The potential giants outweigh them by a long shot. If they would
awaken to their potential they would find a vast field of natural allies in the world, who
could awaken with them, who would then stand side by side with them, such as Russia,
India, and China. These large blocks in the world have remained untouched by the
circumcision, and so have Japan, Mexico, all of South America, and almost all of Europe.
There is enough giant-power in this block to turn the tide against empire forever. But
does it really take a giant to stand up in public and say to the insane, we are not a British
Colony; we are not slaves or servants of empire? Can't the giants stand up and say,
derivatives gambling is over; the people come first; let the quadrillion dollar gambling
casino go, and put the rest through bankruptcy reorganization to save what is necessary
for people's living? If the growing fraud becomes a bomb that threatens to blow the
global house down, as we have it now, it is time to let it go into bankruptcy before it
explodes and blows up the world. It doesn't require a bunch of giants, really, to take those
simple steps. It requires only a few alert human beings with a heart filled with Love,
embracing mankind."

"Those who are in Love with mankind may appear like giants in a cultural
wasteland," I said to Steve. "In real terms, though, it shouldn't even take an extraordinary
person to recognize that one can't revive a dead horse by dousing it with blood, the blood
of civilization."
"But what activates those little people to fall in Love with mankind, and become
the apparent giants that will redirect the path of the world to sanity?" said Steve. "They
are presently all asleep in the dreams of sophistry, lulled by illusions that may yet kill
them. How does one activate the giants in a world that has its cultural scene increasingly
devoured by hate and fraud and senseless destruction, which is already so intense that the
world turns dark? There is only one power that can turn this tide, as far as I can tell, and
that power flows from the Spirit of Love, which is the Spirit that is reflected everywhere
in the Universe. The Universe wouldn't exist without it. Neither can civilization exist
without it. That is also the natural spirit of the giants. So the answer for the healing is
simple. The answer is to move with the all-harmonizing Principle of Universal Love."
"Simple, you say?" Ushi interjected. "It is hard even as a journalist to find out how
deep the mutilation actually goes, much less to reverse it," said Ushi. "Most of the
victimized men have been mutilated at birth in order that they may never really
experience the difference and know what they lost. They simply don't know what they
might have had. Had they known this, I mean had society known what it would loose, the
mutilation would have ended long ago. But how could society know, if the victims don't
even know this themselves? Only in a few rare cases, when individuals have chosen to be
mutilated in their later years, whereby they've been able to experience the difference, has
the extent of the loss been discovered. Those few, of course, are hard to find, Peter, and
most of them don't want to talk about it. They are ashamed for having made the tragic
decision. The few men who have talked to me about their experiences, say in many
different ways that the difference is like stepping into a world without color. What angers
them most about their decision to become mutilated, is the growing awareness that they
can never get back what they lost. A very few admit with some hesitation, that they
actually lost far more than just the 'color' in life. They admit that over time a deeper sense
of loss came to the foreground, as their life became colder, and harder, and their living
emptier. Some say, that they focused on wealth as a diversion, which often meant stealing
their wealth in numerous ways. Some also became focused on personal power, political
power, and all too often criminal power. Only a very tiny minority among them has
hailed their newfound detachment from the normal human dimension. They hailed the
mutilation, because the detachment it creates enabled them to impose on other people the
hard choices that are associated with the processes of wealth building, which would
normally be called stealing. Some say, that when the human feelings are diminished, it is
far easier to impose the fascist measures that looting involves. They say it spares them
having to deal with the nagging feelings of remorse hitting them in the back later on.
Some of these victims see themselves pre-absolved of any crimes they might commit,
because morality no longer means anything to them. Some religions, and of course the
masters of empire, intentionally cater to this travesty, and exploit it. Surprisingly, many
who could recognize and understand the changes in their life could also understand the
deeply rooted abnormality that they see widely expressed in other victims. This too was
almost a universal response that I got. I heard the same in Egypt, in the Middle East, in

some parts of the Soviet Union, in Africa, and in Indonesia and Malaysia. One honest
soul in the South of the Soviet Union, a university professor, coined the term 'inherited
mass psychological disorder,' to describe the effect that results from the mutilation that is
essentially an amputation. You would probably hear similar stories from the victims in
America, if you knew how to find the few who have experienced the difference."
"Surely you see a lot of that openly reflected in America?" said Steve to me.
"America is no longer the land of the free. It has become a land of the slaves, a land of
the mutilated, a land of the tragic victims of a growing insanity, together with many
hundreds of millions of victims in other victimized lands. What Ushi discovered should
be reflected in America too, considering the magnitude of the onslaught. But you are
right, that not what we should be focusing on. The recovery has to begin with the giants
beginning to awaken. Of course this process can uplift the mutilated people too, once it
starts rolling, because the real key to freedom lies beyond the biological dimension. The
mutilated people can get to the same point and become giants, along the path of direct
scientific development, by which they will awaken to be giants. They may get there by a
slightly different path perhaps, but by the same principle and the same light of Love."
"So, what are you saying?" I interrupted Steve. "If what you are saying is correct,
what hope have we got in America where Love is written in very small letters, almost too
small to make out in the overriding wasteland of fraud that our culture has become?"
Steve just smiled. "We have the hope of the black cross," said Steve.
Ushi raised herself up. "And what is that supposed to mean?" she said to Steve and
shook her head. "You shouldn't be joking about these things," she said to him, shaking
her head while she spoke.
"I am deadly serious," Steve defended himself. "The only real hope that we have is
metaphorically represented by the huge black cross, that, as you know, America's leading
edge scientist in spiritual matters, our Mary, has put on the plate of mankind. I had
referred to the black cross earlier as representing the poison pill of time. But the thing
goes deeper. Mary didn't present this image as a joke."
Steve turned to me. "The woman that I referred to has created a 16-verse illustrated
poem," he said. "The illustration that contains the black cross corresponds with the
element that pertains to the building committee. It shows a large black cross in the
foreground. In the middle of the illustration we see another cross that is overgrown with a
flowering vine. Nine birds surround this cross. And high above it all, in the same
illustration, Mary presents a crown that focuses beams of light that touch the base of both
of these crosses. I had also referred to the crown earlier, as representing Science. The
three parts illustrate the vertical model with Science at the top that is our portal to the
Truth, and the moral domain at the dividing line is represented by the flowering cross,
which leaves the black cross at bottom, to represent emptiness. When Science is inverted,
emptiness is what you get, and the result is a void in which tragedies happen."

"Why are you saying that the black cross in the foreground, at the bottom of the
illustration, represents the hope of the world? Shouldn't our hope be the light that is
focused in the crown? Shouldn't the crown be deemed the hope of the world?" I said to
Steve. "It doesn't make sense to say that the black cross represents our hope."
"It would make sense to you if you were a nuclear physicist," said Steve. "But let
me ask you this. Since I have already presented to you the basic facts of nuclear physics,
let me ask you what the Universe would look like, if the numerous intelligent
arrangements hadn't been created that are the manifest of its Principle and its
harmonizing Spirit, which bring everything into a harmonizing relationship whereby the
Universe is able to exist? I challenge you to remove in your mind the harmonizing Spirit
that shapes the Universe, the Spirit that we call Love. Now tell me what the resulting
Universe would look like."
"The Universe wouldn't exist at all," I said.
"The Universe would be a big black void," said Ushi.
"That's the significance of the black cross in the foreground," said Steve. "The
black cross represents the black void that the Universe would be without Principle,
without Spirit, without Love, and so forth, and without the Intelligence that is reflected in
them. Take away even a single element and the Universe would be a black void. This is
significant, because the Universe does exist. The very existence of the Universe therefore
tells us that there has never been a single moment in which Love stood not at the center
of everything, or that its Spirit and the Principle of the Intelligence that is reflected in all
was not expressed. We gleam from this fact that the black cross, no matter how ominous
it appears to be in the foreground, is nothing more than an illusion. That's the basis of our
hope. The Universe is not a black void. The black void doesn't exist. We do not have to
bow to it. Nor do we have to create the Light and the Love that are the Universe, being
expressed in it. They do already exist and are a powerful force to be activated. That's the
logic of the black cross."
"We can take everything from there and focus on what does exist," said Ushi. The
American woman with the name of Mary, tells us that Mind cannot be unconscious. The
black cross therefore represents nothing more than a lye, an error in perception. This
means that the hatred of mankind, of itself and of one-another, has no foundation. In fact,
it has no foundation to become a trap. The trap has no power. This kind of unconsciousness that would be reflected there is not possible. Likewise, indifference is not
possible, because intelligence is manifest in consciousness. Intelligence is Mind. There is
no such thing as unconscious Mind, or lying Truth, or mutable Love. Accidents are not
possible in Mind. Denials are not possible in Truth. Isolation is not possible in Soul.
Death is not possible in Life. Discord is not possible in Spirit. Indifference, looting, and
fascism are not possible in Love. Impotence is not possible in Principle. That is the
Universe of Intelligence, the Universe where God is All-in-all. The black cross is not
possible. We don't have to labor to make the Truth become true. It is true, because there
is no opposite to it. This is our hope. Every aspect of the Universe demonstrates the fact
that what the black cross represents is not possible. The evidence is that the Universe is

undeniably real and its qualities are inherently reflected in us as a part of it, as it is in
everything else."
"Since this is the bottom line," said Steve firmly, "we now have a basis for
building up a Science that enables us to come to terms with this incredible reality; a form
of Science that brings us into alignment with it. The crown in the woman's illustration
represents the absolute of Science, or divine Science. Science doesn't create the light.
Science doesn't create reality. Nor does it create sanity. But it focuses the light of sanity
into a powerful beam that illumines the human scene. The beam touches the base of the
black cross. It also touches the base of the central cross that is overgrown with a
flowering vine. The central cross divides the entire scene into two halves: an upper half
dominated by the crown that focuses the sanity of Intelligence, and a lower half that is
dominated by the illegitimate black cross that represents all what is emptiness, insanity.
The woman, Mary Baker Eddy, who had commissioned this illustration, had created a
vast structure for scientific and spiritual development that these illustrations are a part of.
This vast structure is made up of 144 parts for developing a sense of Science. She
arranged the entire thing vertically into four columns, and horizontally into four rows.
With these she illustrates both models. The top row represents the lateral model where
reality is harmonizing and God and man are one, standing side by side in a lateral
relationship. The lower three rows represent the vertical model, made up of two parts -the model of Science and its progression, and the model of its inversion into emptiness.
The arrangement is such that each part contains 56 elements, or 14 for each column,
which appear to be respective of her seven-part definition of the concept of God that she
termed Principle, Mind, Soul, Spirit, Life, Truth, and Love, and their corresponding
manifestation. She tells me with this, that all seven of the great aspects of the Universe,
which she defines as synonymous with God, come together in Science as rays of light, or
rays of sanity as our gateway to the Truth. Illumined by these rays, the black cross looses
its awesome significance and dissolves into nothing. This is our hope. The emptiness of
the black cross is our hope, since it has its reality only in the fantasies of insanity. That's
how Mary tells us, you don't have to change reality; reality is intact; just get yourself
straightened out and the healing cannot be avoided."
Steve picked up the woman's book again. "Listen to this," he said. He began to
read: "Divine Science, the Word of God, saith to the darkness upon the face of error, 'God
is All-in-all,' and the light of ever-present Love illumines the Universe." He closed the
book. That's the definition of sanity. Love is absolute sanity. Without it the Universe
would not exist. Its light is reflected in us, but Science is what brings it into focus for us.
She says that through divine Science, Spirit, God, the Intelligence of the Universe, unites
understanding with eternal harmony. That's how the Universe operates, doesn't it? The
rays of infinite Truth, when gathered into the focus of ideas bring light instantaneously.
That's the light of the Universe and our light. And it is our peace. The calm and exalted
thought or spiritual apprehension is at peace. The peace unfolds, as Spirit, God, gathers
unformed thoughts into their proper channels, and unfolds these thoughts like the petals
of a holy purpose in order that the purpose may appear. Thus the dawn of ideas goes on,
forming each successive stage of progress. This is in essence what the woman is telling
us, so that progress is actually powered by the Principle of the Universe. Principle doesn't

fail, nor does it compromise. Light doesn't compromise with darkness. It shines right
through it and asserts its vitality."
"It's amazing what this woman has put on the plate -- a hundred years ago, as you
said?" I interjected.
"And more amazing than this is that society has lost sight of it," said Steve. "Of
course this is not an easy thing to come to terms with in the conventional sense of
intellectualism."
"I hear her saying that if the black cross was real we would have no hope, because
we would have no Universe either. Since the Universe is real, and its timeless, the
existence of Principle is real and immutable. No black void exists, or can exist. In this,
we find the substance for our hope."
Steve nodded. "I think we find far more than just the substance of hope in it," said
Steve. "We find in it the assurance of ever-present good. And that's a tough one too, to
accept. The Universe is not passive, but dynamic. Principle is not passive. It is active.
Creation is dynamic not historic. In order to illustrate this point, the woman has set up a
Science that proves unmistakably that the black cross has no relevance or power and
should not be brought into human living by any means, of attempting such a folly."
"The challenge to undo the black cross that she laid before our feet, doesn't end,
does it?" I said quietly.
Steve nodded as usually. "It doesn't, Peter," said Steve. "The woman made her
vital point rather clear. She made the black cross the central aspect of the symbol of what
she stood for. She made it the central element of her seal that she placed beside her
signature. She made it thereby the very signature of her life so to speak, but even there it
stands in the context of the rays of light, the rays of Truth. This she did from the very
beginning. She put a giant seven-pointed star on the front cover of her illustrated poem
and highlighted the seven-sided star with 56 rays of light emanating from it. The star
emits the light. The star and its light symbolize the seven fundamental aspects of reality,
such as Principle, Love, Spirit, and so forth. They are the light in the Universe and in our
world. The woman then applies the combination of her seven-sided star as a symbol
placed on the crown, together with the black cross, as the central feature of her personal
seal. She placed this combination as a seal on the cover of her books of Science. She
appears to say to society in this manner: this is what I represent as a scientist and as the
founder of a new form of Science. This is what I stand for and offer for the healing of the
world."
"Where did I hear this before?" I said to Steve. "Maybe I have dreamed about it.
What you say certainly makes sense."
"The seven-sided stars symbolize the rays of sanity that are focused by the crown
of Science, the crown of our scientific, and therefore spiritual, humanity," said Steve. "In
the symbol of her seal the cross penetrates through the center of the crown. The black
cross becomes dissolved thereby. Mary appears to be saying that sanity, which is

coincident with Science, dissolves empire -- she shows it cut down, falling, revealing that
it has no foundation to stand on, a symbol of fantasy without substance and power."
"That's elementary then, isn't it?" I interjected. "It has to be, as even I, as a little
diplomat, can see this."
Steve nodded and smiled. "You are wrong on one count," he said. "You’re being a
diplomat has nothing to do with you being able to understand what is actually
scientifically real. You can understand these things, because you are a human being. It is
not possible that a human being is cut off from understanding the Truth that is reality.
The same applies to all mankind. There has never been a moment when insanity was real
and has deprived mankind of anything that is fundamental to its being, or when insanity
was actually possible. So don't ever say or think, Peter, that there is no hope," added
Steve. "Whenever you come into a situation where all hope seems lost, remember the
black cross, the fallen cross, the cross cut down, that stands in conjunction with the crown
of Science and its seven-pointed stars."
"I think she tells us that we can deal with the circumcision in the same way, by
raising the human scene scientifically above the biological level," I interjected. "The
biological scene may look hopeless, since the amputation and its consequences are
lifelong in duration and extend across a quarter of all men on the planet. But with the
focus of Science, we can step above that hopeless scene to a higher level of humanity,
where Truth is immutable and Love cannot be excised from, thereby creating an
advanced sense of intimacy that is ultimately more powerful and productive and
harmonizing than the biological sense is, that merely puts us in the right direction."
"Isn't that also what Jacob's story in ancient Scriptures is about?" said Ushi.
"I believe Jacob's story is the first major story in the Bible that gives us a sense of
the deep-cutting tragedy flowing from the circumcision," said Steve. "How the
circumcision started is left to speculation since no written language existed in the early
timeframe when it started. The 'official' story of how it started is likely the remnant of
many stories being told and retold, which were obviously shaped and reshaped according
to the 'political' trends of the time. God, the Intelligence of the Universe did most
certainly not order the circumcision, contrary to what the official story would have one
believe. Would God have said, 'Oops I goofed, I need you to apply an engineering change
to yourselves in order to become better slaves?' The answer is obvious. Thus the real
story of how it all started will never be known. But is it really important to know what
caused the tragic turns in history? Isn't it far more important to discover what the face of
Truth is and how it can be brought to light? Isn't it enough to recognize that the
circumcision is the root of the now vast spread of countless forms of what may be termed
culturally inherited mass psychological disorder that is causing great havoc in the world,
and to recognize that one can step away from that to higher ground? Stepping from a
convoluted recognition to the advanced elements of Science, which can take the world
out of its trend to hell, is far more important than knowing where the trend began."

"Jacob's story might also be nothing more than just a collection of politicized
stories that are representative of the general trends in those early days," said Ushi. "At
least I like to see the story that way. Still, it is interesting to explore what the story is
telling us. In the story Jacob was a rat. He conspired with his mother, deceived his father,
cheated his brother, and when things got to hot for him, instead of facing the
consequences, he fled to his mother's brother where he was cheated in return. Then, years
later, he managed to cheat his brother-in-law back. He married two of his daughters, who
were constantly locked into a rivalry with each other for his affection. In this
environment he had twelve children, which made him a rich man, since human labor
powered the family economy at the time and also provided security. We are told that after
Jacob had cheated his brother-in-law he stole away one night with all his wives, his
children, and everything he had. But he also got word on his way back home that his
brother, whom he had badly cheated in the first place, was on the way to meet him with
two hundred men. Thus Jacob found himself trapped. He couldn't go back; he had burnt
that bridge. But he was also scared to go forward. So he stopped and struggled, perhaps
for the first time in his life, with a sense of scientific sanity reflecting on his identity as a
human being, and obviously everyone else's as well. In the depth of this struggle he
assumed a new name for himself, the name Israel. A new name was customary when a
man had changed. In real terms Jacob had emerged from his struggle as a new man. We
are told that when he finally faced his brother the next day, he kissed him and said to him
that he saw his face as though he had seen the face of God."
"Can't this scientific transformation become also the story of mankind, even at this
late date?" I said to Ushi.
Steve nodded. "But one can't get there without a precise struggle in scientific
perception, and without a breakthrough from the heart," said Steve. "We are told that
Jacob's achievement did not rub off onto his sons. When one of Jacob's girls fell in love
with a young man from another village, her brothers threatened the villagers, and said
that they could not allow this to happen unless the villagers became circumcised like they
were. If they would comply, the brothers suggested, they could intermarry. As it was the
villagers had complied, but the brothers have had deceit in their heart, instead of a sense
of intimate affection. They came with swords and killed all the male villagers, and
destroyed the village and stole everything the people had. The women that may have
survived had nothing to live on."
"We have seen too many such scenarios threaded through the pages of history to
the present day," said Ushi. "We see this very story reflected for example in the holocaust
in Palestine."
"Be careful, don't become anti-Semitic," I interjected.
Steve just laughed. "That's not possible. How can we become anti-something that
no longer exists? Which people today can trace their lineage back to the Semitic people?
Who has a direct link back to the Akkadians, the Eblaites, the Aramaeans, the Ugarites,
the Canaanites, the Amorites, the Ammonites, the Edomites, the Moabites, the
Phoenicians, the Sabaeans, the Aksumites, the Bedouins, the Gindibu, the Lihyanites, the

Thamud, the Ghassanids, the Nabataeans? I did a lecture on the subject not long ago. As
far as I can make out most people throughout the entire Middle East don't even recognize
the names of the ancient Semitic people. The ancient Semitic people are all gone, Peter.
They apparently all became victims of the fascist type environment that is typically
resulting from the long-term consequences of the circumcision. Most people in the State
of Israel today appear to be converts, mostly to Zionism that is basically an artificial
creation for the advance of fascism under the cover of religion, and is built on the
tradition of the circumcision. There may be a few Semitic people left in the Middle East.
If there are, they would most likely be found among the Palestinian people who have
lived there for centuries upon centuries."
"What you say renders the State of Israel as the most anti-Semitic state in the
world," said Ushi and laughed.
"That's not a laughing matter," Steve interjected. "Anti-Semitism is hate
mongering; it's racism; it's the hallmark of a little mind; it's a slap in the face of God. I
have great respect for the Jewish culture. The Jewish culture is one of the longest running
cultures that I know of with a history that may precede the Pharaohs of Egypt and some
of the Hindu cultures. Biblical tests suggest that it also had the longest continuous history
of the circumcision being applied to its men, which makes it possibly the longest-running
deeply victimized culture on Earth. The sexual mutilation may also have had multiple
echoes in other types of mutilating victimization, which appears to be reflected in the farflung bitter hatred, endless persecutions, and repeated holocausts, as during the Spanish
Inquisition and the Nazi Holocaust, which the Jewish people had been subjected to and
been a part of. In the shadow of a such far-flung victimization, hate stinks! Compassion
and devotion to healing would be the proper response. And this applies universally.
Would anyone hate a cripple in a wheel chair as the American Negroes might have seen
themselves in the shadow of the Ku Klux Klan? It took a long effort of patient
compassionate healing in society on both sides of the fence, to put this history out of
sight and out of mind, but to a large degree that was accomplished. Of course, more is
still to come, because Jewish history, especially the early Jewish history, contains
elements of universal significance with a potential for the larger healing of mankind."
Steve paused, as if to search for a new direction, where he might take this.

"My historic friend Mary Baker Eddy had recognized the modern tragedy already a
hundred years ago, and laid a foundation for healing our deeply mutilated world," said
Steve firmly. She focused on what appears to be the circumcision issue, and did so in the
modern context, and in a big way. She placed nine birds in conjunction with the central
cross that I had mentioned earlier, the cross that is overgrown with a flowering vine. The
birds represent a link between the past and the present. Metaphorically the nine birds
represent nine definitions for nine of the names of the children of the historic Jacob who
gave rise to the name Israel. Mary Baker Eddy defined the names according to the
perspectives of the two wives of Jacob who were struggling to find their identity and
humanity in a Love-devoid environment that appears to be typical in the shadow of the

circumcision in which deep intimacy can't flourish. In the wives' struggles there were
times in which profoundly successful development of inner peace and security were
achieved in spite of the multiple marriage in a Love-lean setting. This is significant for us
in today's world as we find ourselves in situations similar to that of the two wives. While
the two wives’ achievements were unsure and were hard to hold onto, Mary Baker Eddy
put all of their struggles onto the plate for humanity to consider as a mirror for dealing
with the multiple kinds of circumcision today that continue to create as similar kind of
environment and on an almost global scale. Mary Baker Eddy is therefore saying in
essence to society, 'you deal with this scene scientifically and honestly, and if you do this
successfully you will be able to survive the onrushing hurricane and block the march of
global war and destruction, that the ancient storms, left unhealed, have now brought upon
us, so that she is telling us that although the details may be different today, the essential
scene remains yet to be healed.'"
"Why hasn't she healed the scene herself?" I interjected.
"Oh she did heal it to a large extend," said Steve. "From the time that she made her
first scientific breakthrough in 1866, till her death in 1910, the world had experienced the
most extensive period of peace, humanity, and economic development, possibly of all
times, certainly going back 600 years. The Civil War had ended in 1865, the year before
her scientific work came to a breakthrough point. And even a few years prior to that, the
British Opium Wars against China, that had taken almost ten million lives, had just
ended. Likewise, the horror shows of the Spanish Inquisition that had blacked the face of
mankind for 350 years, has been shut down in the run-up to that timeframe. It was as if
the imperial train of horrors had suddenly lost steam and stopped, and a new era had
begun, that became the brightest era for much of the world. Only after her death in 1910
was the train started up again in a big way. The start-up appears to have been driven by
the forces of the circumcision. This starting up should have been prevented, Peter. But it
was allowed to happen. Actually the turning point had already been paraded before the
world with the terror event of September 1901, the black-day event when President
McKinley was assassinated in the Pavilion of Music at the Pan American Fair in Buffalo
New York. Today, after two enormously destructive world wars, the price is still being
paid for society keeping its eyes closed. The lesson has not yet been learned, even while
we see the next world war already looming on the horizon. The lesson that Mary put
before us, needs to be learned, Peter. This task is becoming evermore urgent. It was
urgent in her time. In the wake of the McKinley assassination, she modernized her seal,
to focus deeply on the core aspects of it. She responded to the urgency of the hour, but
where are we?"
"It wasn't her fault that society couldn't open its eyes to what lay before its very
eyes," said Ushi. "Don't blame the pioneers if society doesn't care to follow. If
indifference is one of the symptoms of modern sophistry, we seem to be even more stuck
in this 'mud' today, up to our eyebrows I would say, because we still seem unable to
move, except moving backwards. America's mass circumcision didn't take off until the
start of the Cold War. It may still be increasing. The storm surge that she warned us about
is drowning us."

"We are about to change that," said Steve. "We are about to get real. The
American pioneers said loud and clear that Love is the Spirit of the Universe. Nuclear
physics now tells us the same thing. So, when is it a good time to move with that and put
Love on the front burner? How long would we want to wait, and wait for what? I think
the time for corrective scientific action is now."
"Oh' it's high time alright," I said. "We face 65,000 nuclear bombs for a war that
might end all human history. Yes, I think it is time to do something meaningful? Yes, the
time has come. Having 65,000 nukes hanging over our head is scary."
"Is this what you think the emergency is bout, 65,000 nukes?" said Steve. "That's
not the worst of it by far, Peter. There is still too much sanity and strength left in the
world for the nukes to be our worry at this stage. There are worse things on the horizon
with more unpredictable consequences."
"Worse things?" I repeated in a questioning tone.
"The sexual mutilation of society, and what comes with it, is just the beginning,
Peter," said Steve in a tone as though he was delivering a lecture. "There are three worse
projects under way. The one that is the most advanced of the three, though it is still in the
beginning stage, might bring the whole house down. Officially it is called the Green
Revolution. We need an honest Green Revolution for better food production. But hidden
behind the scene we find the hands of empire forging horror projects with genetically
mutilated food-plants and animals that can be used for debilitating purposes similar to the
Pharaoh's circumcision. One of these are the already patented infertile grains that cannot
be used as seeds for next year's harvest. The terminator seeds, as some call them, mutilate
the natural agricultural system of self-sustaining harvests. When one single private
company controls 80% of the world's seeds, and those seeds produce harvests that cannot
be self-perpetuated, then the natural system on which agriculture has so far depended, has
been mutilated. In addition, the mutilated plants that produce terminator seeds, may
spread their disease into the natural biota through cross-pollination that may cause many
natural species to become self-terminating. Since plants are our primary food source,
mutilating them may result one day in a run-away genocide. The mutilating of food, of
course, offers a great long-term potential for depopulation, when the food weapon is
placed in the hands of empire as we already seeing it. Genetic mutilation of food plants
might also become abused for mind control and for targeted sterilization. Mutilated foods
have already been engineered, to become spermicidal. This human terminator can then be
applied onto populations without anyone knowing it. Your food plants might even be
engineered to alter the way a person thinks, like many drugs do. The mutilation of food
plants might also be engineered to slowly kill you. An American researcher sent me a
copy of his research notes on genetically modified potatoes. He suggested that they
should be called, genetically amputated potatoes, because their very purpose for
supporting life has been amputated. His institute had raised a group of baby rats on a diet
of genetically mutilated potatoes. Half of the rats died in the first three weeks. The
researchers performed an autopsy to determine why they died. Believe me you don't want
the read the report or else you'll never eat potatoes again. Maybe they improved them
somewhat since then."

"Steve, we are having potatoes tonight," I interjected.
Steve just laughed. "Don't worry, Peter, we don't grow GM foods here in the East.
The Soviets won't allow it. They do want to keep their populations alive and well. Unlike
as you have it in the West, monetary profit doesn't rank high here. Monetary profit
certainly doesn't rank high enough to damage the population's health for. Money isn't that
important here, especially since nobody has a lot of it. Of course, when you are going
back home again to the USA, you won't ever know what you eat. The product labeling
laws prohibit the identification of GM foods, or even non-GM foods. The laws only allow
the labeling of biologically grown foods, meaning foods grown without chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. But the labeling of genetically mutilated foods is not allowed
anywhere, as far as I know. They say the GM labeling would be bad for business. And,
Peter, don't drink any milk, or eat beef."
"How can a person get by without milk?" I interjected. "Milk goes into everything.
It's the same with beef."
"Believe me, that's a challenge you want to solve," said Steve. "Cows are subject
to genetic engineering too, for the sake of profit. An artificial growth hormone for cows
has been invented that is being fed to cattle. The manufactured hormone has been
implicated in a wide array of health issues including some serious ones both for the
animals and for anyone who consumes anything from the animals who are fed the
hormone. That includes milk and meat products. The artificial cow hormone that gets into
the products, is said to be responsible for premature puberty in children, colon cancers in
adults, prostate cancers, and of course breast cancers. The hormone is also said to cause
increased antibiotic residues and elevated levels of a potent cancer tumor promoter. I
would call it a crime that this manufactured hormone is sold to dairy farmers, where it
forces the cows to increase milk production by about 10%. For this small increase the
animals are exposed to genetic changes that tend to cause lameness and reproductive
issues, and other diseases. The manufactured growth hormone is also said to cause
serious issues with women who consume products pervaded with the hormone. The
artificial hormone tends to interfere with a woman's complex and sensitive hormonal
system. It is said to affect even human reproduction, such as causing increased fertility as
has been experienced. Of course, Peter, you can't live without beef and without milk in
your diet. The human body needs animal proteins. But you can't live with them either
when they come from mutilated animals. This means you have to stop the mutilation."
"But that would hinder the war of empire against mankind," Ushi cut in.
Steve nodded. "Oh yes it would. That's why no one stops it. And that is just the
beginning. You may not know this," he said to Ushi quietly. "There are two more forms
of mutilation in the works that will wreck the integrity of the human system even more
deeply than genetically mutilated food. These additional forms are forms of
psychological mutilation. The electronic hardware for these advanced projects doesn't
exist yet, but it will exist soon. The plans are presently hanging in limbo, but the time will
come, Peter. And when the time comes, the targeted kids and young people will go out of
their way to subject themselves to the projects that will mutilate them, and they will do it

by their own volition and pay large sums of money for it. Both projects will be targeting
the young minds of society for the deepest-ever psychological mutilation. One of the
projects pursues its target with mind numbing video games, and in some cases killergames. Some researchers are already so strongly opposed that they want to shut the
project down before it gets off the ground. They fear that the effects of the mindmutilation might be lifelong, and be so deep-reaching in its cutting into an entire
generation that the consequences are potentially unimaginable. They've seen evidence
that the victims tend to become increasingly disconnected, and not just from each other as
the slaves in Egypt, but from life itself. The project is designed that they will loose
interest in living and caring, in creating, producing, exploring, and making discoveries.
They become addicted instead to having their minds taken away from them, including the
responsibilities for their development, and so on. The game becomes everything to them
and reality fades out of sight. The addiction to this mind-mutilation is expected to
become so deep that the victim soon won't have enough sanity left to step away from it if
they wanted to."
"It appears that the mind-mutilation process will create perfect soldiers," I
interjected.
"And perfectly controllable citizens,' added Ushi.
"It may even create mindless criminals," said Steve. "If you consider that the
circumcision has created a sea of youngsters that are psychologically impaired and are
living typically with post traumatic stress disorders, as medical searchers suggest are
common among them, and then add intensely demanding games to the mix of traumatic
stress disorders, even killer games that are directly keyed to this environment, and you
open the scene to those ethnic cleansing holocausts that have become common now in
more and more places, such as Palestine, the Balkans, central Asia, and many parts of
Africa. The mutilated then become stone-cold killers, as well as liars and deceivers.
Wherever there is an insane wave of killing going on, you'll find the mutilated victims
driving the show.
"In addition there is still another project planned that will take the mutilation of the
young people one more step down this road," Steve continued. "This next step is
designed to mutilate the youngsters' sense of individuality as unique human beings. The
reported goal here is to turn them into drones. The project is still vague. It may be
implemented by means of wide-ranging social networking projects that will replace the
kids' native individuality with a form of mass conscience and mass identity that is
focused on maximizing personal popularity and popular opinion - all artificially
engineered to be 'politically' correct, while being socially inhibiting. This project for this
mind mutilation appears to be designed to function in a manner that the kids won't want
to live without it while they loose their Soul as individuals in the process and become
slaves to mass manipulation. They literally give away their heart."
"This may not happen," I interjected.
"It won't happen if we prevent it," said Steve.

"I wonder if the Pharaohs had any sense of the depth of the horrors they had
started for mankind?" I said quietly.
"Not in their wildest dream they did," said Steve. "But today's masters of empire
do know what they are doing. They are fully aware of it. But we are aware of it too and
are fighting back. We are not rocks in the field that can't control their destiny. We can
uplift ourselves on the wings of Love onto a whole new platform for living. It may take a
bit of an effort, but we can do this, can't we?"

Steve said nothing more after that, as if nothing more needed to be said. Looking
at me for a few moments in silence, he stood up and went from the kitchen into the living
room, the good room. I followed him briefly. He had stopped at the window and leaned
out, sniffing the wind as he might have done on any other day. He took up nearly the
entire window. The window opened to the outside, but not fully.
"Don't you think, Pete, that the time has come to start a renaissance in the way we
regard one-another socially as human beings?" said Steve quietly. He spoke to me from
the window without turning around. "Just as the proverb says that all roads lead to Rome,
every thread of Science leads us to Love as the Spirit of the Universe. Love is a quality of
Intelligence, without which the Universe would not exist. Since our precious societal
values aren't real anyway that aim to keep Love small and confined - as you said they
won't allow us to be honest with ourselves - what do we have left then that is real? What
do we have, but the Truth of the Universe, the Truth that we discern in Science? The
Truth is also what we find reflected in our humanity and reflected in our loving of oneanother? If we follow this trail, Peter, I think we stand a good chance that it gets us back
to something that is real. This something that is real, has at the center of it, Love. We
always come back to that."
Wow! "But what is Truth, what is Love?" I said to him after pondering the
question myself for a few minutes. I spoke to him from the kitchen by then, from where I
had gone back to help Ushi.
"Society developed the most advanced concept about Love in 1648 with the Treaty
of Westphalia," said Ushi to me in the kitchen, loud enough for Steve to hear. "That has
put the concept of a broad universal loving on the table."
"Yes, but that was applied only at the political level," said Steve from the living
room. "This leading edge concept never filtered down to the grassroots social domain.
The social domain hasn't had a real renaissance in the entire history of mankind, as far as
I can tell. Mary Baker Eddy achieved a great thing religiously and scientifically, but even
she didn't create a new renaissance at the grass roots social level."
"Are you surprised, Pete?" said Ushi. "It wasn't her job to do this. Living at the
leading edge is our task, Peter. It is everyone's task. She created a higher level platform
for it. But the living on it has to be done individually. Being in Love is an individual
thing. The current social-value system defines loving as a collective thing by collective

rules that predetermine every aspect of social living. When this happens Love is reduced
to a theatre script for role-playing."
I shook my head. "Still, you may be right," I said.
"Now tell me," said Steve, "how many people do you know who would agree with
us on even this simple point that our modern day societal values aren't real, and haven't
been real for a very long time? How many people do you know, Peter? A hand full?"
Steve came back to the kitchen where he leaned against the doorframe again. We
were still waiting for the potatoes to soften up. Everything was ready now to be dished
up, except the potatoes. Too much talking had interrupted the final stages of getting the
dinner started.
"For years I've puzzled why World War I was not avoided," Steve continued while
we waited. "The facts should have been obvious. The goal was to destroy the industrial
capacity of Central Europe. The people at this time had dared to draw up plans for a
railway link that would have connected Germany and China across the vast expanses of
Asia, and another link reaching down to Baghdad. The British Empire quickly destroyed
this hope. World War I was fought primarily to prevent this project as it would have
challenged the British Empire's dominance. You probably have heard the phrase,
’Britannia Rules the Seas’. The Empire couldn't allow its dominion to be broken with
such long-ranging internal developments over which they had no control, and on such a
vast scale. For this reason, the empire destroyed the European and Russian industrial
machine. World War II was fought to make the very idea of a Eurasian economic
development an impossible dream to even contemplate and for a long time to come. The
empire nearly succeeded. But why didn't anybody see this coming? The Empire's goal
should have been so obvious. Everyone should have recognized what the nationalist
rampages were all about that had set the nations at each other's throat. It started in the
shadow of Palmerston's Mazzini youth movements that danced to the fiddle of nationalist
sophistry. My point is, the people of Europe and Asia had become trapped into a narrowminded nationalist self-isolation that was thrust upon them just as society is still isolated
socially into a sea of tiny little empires, that they aren't allowed to see beyond under the
dictates of social values."
Steve continued after we checked the potatoes. "The Second World War was
probably fought in order to depopulate the European part of the world of its finest men,
and of course, to destroy the nations' economies once more. The Empire knew, that after
a really big war the Trans-Eurasian Railway project would not become feasible again for
a long time. The oligarchy couldn't have been blunter in forecasting their intentions.
Every element of their plan had been out in the open in some fashion. Still, nobody had
seen past the facade. Nobody moved against the unfolding madness. Everyone was
focused onto the tiny little enclave of their domestic concerns. Thus the world was set up
to be destroyed for a second time without anyone touching the core issue."
Steve came to help us drain the potatoes, though anyone of us could have done this
alone. "The three of us together would have prevented World War I if we had been

around, then," he commented and laughed. "People didn't see past the glitter of
nationalism that had been whipped up by the Mazzini networks. The German people
imagined that there was a totally different plan in progress than the one that destroyed
their civilization. They were like lambs ready for the slaughter, and they were slaughtered
by the millions. The same happened again when World War II was staged," said Steve.
"People didn't react. This time they were slaughtered by the tens of millions. If they had
only opened their eyes, they would have discovered the real game. Of course, can we say
that we are any better in our present world?"
"We are just as blind in our present world," said Ursula while she was bidding us
to be seated. The food was now on the table.
"Why has nobody seriously considered the world's nuclear weapons in this
manner?" said Steve? "Are we facing today's danger of a nuclear war, and the dangers
resulting from biological mutilations and biological war, any more intelligently than the
people had faced the developments towards the previous world wars? I think the answer
is, no! It is a miracle, actually, that we are still alive," he added as he was filling our
water glasses.
"Then tell us by what miracle is it, that we are still alive?" I asked. We were
getting seated. "What did we do? We must have been doing something right," I said. "But
what did we do?"
"We haven't done anything right," Steve answered my question. "We can't say that
we have done anything right until this game is over and the world is at peace. Remember
that it won't be over until it's over. The war danger won't be over until the foundation is
eradicated on which it is founded. No miracle has occurred to give us peace. The game is
still on. In fact, we are teetering at the edge of a cliff."

As we were helping ourselves to the food, the conversation was still going on.
Ushi urged us to help ourselves generously. The table before us was a festive scene. It
was decked with a white embroidered tablecloth, with real silverware, crystal water
glasses, and two white candles in the middle.
"The war danger won't be over until we see a new renaissance unfolding
throughout the West," said Steve. "Only then can we say that there is hope on the
horizon."
"Ah, but I see movements towards this happening in this room," I countered Steve.
"Things are moving everywhere here."
"Especially in this room," Ushi added. She urged us once more to help ourselves
while the dinner was still hot, and wished us all "guten appetiet."
This wish was not required. Nothing could have spoiled so lovely a dinner, except
a lot of scary talk, and this was now suspended.

The focus was changed. We drifted back into the polite world of meaningless
small talk and lovely little gestures portraying a scene of imagined serenity. Steve got up
and put some music on, a Mozart piano concerto. The music created an interesting and
gentle atmosphere.

"I want you to know that I admire the founders of the USA and its European
supporters, the cream of the world, who together created the greatest republic on the face
of the planet," said Steve when the music ended and the time had come for making a
toast. He spoke about List, Leibnitz, and Benjamin Franklin. "I also admire Alexander
Hamilton," he added, "and John Quincy Adams, Abraham Lincoln, Henry Carey, and so
forth, and Franklin Delanor Roosevelt. My science hero, of course, is Benjamin Franklin.
I admire the man for his contribution to the scientific tradition of America. I really should
live in America," said Steve and grinned, "but I can't. Initially I came to this country in
part to gain an understanding of how a person survives under an oppressive regime.
Strangely, it was here where I found the greatest freedom, and one of the most advanced
thinkers I know." He was looking at Ushi and smiled. Then he paused for a moment and
reached for his glass and grinned. "I found a whole new dimension of freedom, here," he
said, "and now this dimension has been expanded again as Pete has come into our lives."
He raised his glass of apple juice high. "Let this day never be forgotten," he added and
nodded to me.
I couldn't answer.
He glanced at me and smiled as if I should make a speech, too, as in the old
scholarly tradition. It appeared to be expected.
"There are people who aim to advance humanity, and people who aim to destroy it,
"I said. "There are people who honor each other and work to make the world secure, and
there are people who claim to own humanity and claim the right to annihilate it whenever
they please. The good that sets the one apart from the other, is found in rich measure in
this room," I said. "We, in this room, have the power to elevate the world. The power of
right ideas is a greater force than nuclear weapons. By this power of advanced ideas
weapons can be defeated together with the forces that would use them, even those that
nothing else but right ideas can defeat. This is the great significance of our gathering,
here, tonight. This makes it a historic occasion." I raised my glass.
Ushi, too, made a speech, a short one. She asked us both a question. "Which
profession provides the highest service to God and to man in God's image? Is it the
service of the clergy, the scientists, or the politicians?"
Steve grinned and motioned me to answer. "There can only be one answer," I said.
"The clergy speaks about the glory of God, and of man in the image of God. But they
speak only words. The scientist puts into practice what the clergy merely hints at. The
scientist searches for fundamental principles and applies them to create a civilization in
which humanity can live more richly and fully than it would otherwise be able to live.

The scientist opens the gate to the Truth that the clergy merely dreams about. Thus, the
scientist provides a higher service. More important, however, is the work of the politician
that creates the institutions, which enable the scientists to work and the clergy to speak.
Without creating institutions of government committed to advancing the welfare of the
whole of society, the fruition of the dreams of the clergy and the ideas of the scientists
cannot be realized. Without the politician dedicated to the highest principles, society
remains a collection of slaves. Thus, the highest tribute falls upon the politician. But you
left one aspect out," I added. "The supreme tribute falls on the individual human being,
on Man existing in the Living Image of God. The church serves to define it. Divine
Science serves to empower it. It is the politician's task to stoke the furnace and protect the
church and to protect science, but the power in this world rests with Man for the very
glory of God. If that is slandered, God is slandered and civilization diminishes and falls
apart. If that happens the Principle of the Universe is slandered instead of being
expressed. Then the light goes out in the world. Every sting of hate is a slap in the face of
God. Every loving thought and gesture is the reflection of God bringing a light to this
world that can never truly dim."
Steve approved the answer.
Ushi raised her glass and said something to the effect that whenever two or three
are gathered together with a right idea in their hearts, they can change the world. She
smiled at me. "Right, Pete, would you agree then that the building of the greatest
infrastructures for human living ever imagined has already begun, and is now happening
in this room?"
I applauded her remarks.

It seems to me that my whole day with Ushi had been like that. We had poured out
our ideas to each other in one continuous stream. I could feel a movement going on that
became rich and vital, and beautiful, and Steve now became a part of it. No one
complained about anything. We were moving ahead. We had no reason for complaining.
Something big was moving us that night, and that was still unfolding.

Dinner had been served in the 'good' room. Their apartment was on the top floor of
an old building, on the fourth floor, I believe, or maybe the fifth. The apartment had Ushi
written all over it. I could see her touch everywhere. It was spotlessly clean, decorated in
a way that said this is home, our home. There were also private 'spaces' reserved in this
home for both Ushi and Steve, places to work, places to ponder, places to grow.
The furnishings were of a modern Swedish style. The attic above the apartment
had been converted into a library, crammed with textbooks, novels, reference books, and
magazines. Ushi had given me the tour almost as soon as we had entered her world. The
balcony off the kitchen served as Steve's study during the summer months. A portion of it
was set aside for her typewriter. The balcony was one of their private places. And it really

was private. One could hardly see out over all the Geranium plants, except upwards to the
sky.
For dinner, Ushi had laid the fine china out. And Steve, too, had a surprise waiting
for us. He produced a bottle of wine from under the table.
"We really shouldn't," he said with a grin, "it is bad for the mind. It disturbs the
delicate chemical balance in the brain that is essential for clear thinking," he grinned.
"He is right," said Ushi and got up to get the wineglasses. "Sometimes he breaks
his own rule," she said to me and smiled. "He does this when there are guests around."
"Otherwise people might wonder," Steve defended himself as he started to fight
the wine bottle. The cork wouldn't come out. He had some words to say about the
corkscrew that had its thread made too shallow. The cork tore into chunks. He struggled
to get all the pieces out. Regardless, there were still bits of cork floating on top of the
wine.
"We experience our knowledge," he joked as he put the bottle down. He had filled
our glasses barely half full.
Ushi looked at me, embarrassed by the half-empty glasses.
"Let's drink to Truth!" he said.
"Truth?" I asked.
"Isn't that what a scientist does every day?" he replied.
I shrugged my shoulders.
"Priest's look for God," he said. "By definition, religion is an instrument for
finding Truth. But by nature, Truth is absolute. That is something that no man can ever
fully reach, because the Universe that we behold is constantly expanding. Truth is
something we can only strive towards and understand its shades and color as we move
along and apply our understanding. Our glass is never as full as it could be. There is
always more to be discovered, which can be understood. There will never be an end to
this process of filling our world with ever greater light."
I raised my glass, smiled at Ushi, and suggested we drink to that. So, we drank to
Truth.

Steve grinned at me. "Most priests, religions, and institutions, literally prevent you
from filling your glass, but freedom requires that one's glass be filled to the brim and be
overflowing. This presents a great challenge," he said, raising his glass again.

We all drank to that, too.
"Our lives depend on our glasses being as full as they can be," he said as he put his
glass down.
I must have looked at him with a blank stare. What did he mean? He didn't refill
our glasses.
"It's a natural phenomenon," Steve explained. He insisted that we take a moment to
think about that.
I shrugged my shoulders. Ushi didn't say anything.
Steve stood up and raised his glass as if it were for another toast. "Oligarchies are
very poor," Steve continued, "their glasses are empty; they are never free; they are
constantly struggling to manipulate the world in order that they may have their glasses
filled for them by the labors of other people. This is becoming evermore precarious for
them. They steal, loot, and plunder, but nothing happens that fills their glasses. In a sense,
they are desperately poor in spite of their stolen riches, or because of them. This vital
point they cannot understand. That is why they steal more and more. They are determined
to continue down this road until they own the whole world and everyone else is dead."
He paused and reached for the bottle and filled his glass up just a pinch more.
Then he continued his lecture.
"The oligarchy cannot understand what makes humanity truly rich," he said. "What
makes us rich is not what we take from the cup, but what we put into the cup out of the
riches of our human Soul, our intellect, our ingenuity, wisdom, caring, etc. Our glasses
contain only what we create for ourselves, what we discover of ourselves, what we enable
ourselves to be, and the joy that we find in the beauty and the strength of one-another and
of the whole of humanity. Our glasses contain all that. One might call it the substance of
Love."
Steve turned to me and said. "You must never forget this little parable, Peter,
because it embraces everything. What the world calls God, I recognize as the creative
Principle of the Universe, the root of its existence. Everything that exists in the Universe
unfolds from this Principle expressed by Intelligence, from the greatest clusters of
galaxies to the tiniest part of a particle of an atom. Everything is ordered by universal
principles that are aspects of the Principle of the Universe. And it is all exceedingly
intelligently arranged. The Universe manifests one Principle universally. It does this in an
extremely harmonizing manner, which I call Love. Love then is the substance of the
Universe, and Intelligence is the reason for its being, and by reflection, our being. Our
universal humanity manifests this one Principle to the fullest, whose Spirit is Love, as far
as we comprehend it. It renders us the tallest expression of Life on our planet. The
principle of our humanity, therefore, is Love. Love is its name. We live it."
Steve put his wineglass down and reached for a slice of lemon that he had prepared
for his soda water. He held it high. "If I squeeze the lemon, what do I get out of it?" he

asked. "I get lemon juice, right, because that is what is in it? Now if I touch a human
being, what do I get? Well, unless our humanity has dried up in the desert of sophistry,
hate, mutilation, and slander, I'll find myself surrounded by expressions of Love. The
name of our humanity is Love, among other such elements of the Sublime as I had listed
before."
"Elements like Principle, Mind, Life, Soul, Truth, and Spirit?" I interjected.
Steve looked at me for a few moments in silence. "We radiate all of that, because it
is the substance of our being," he continued. "All aspects of the Sublime are a part of the
design of the Intelligence that shapes the Universe. If we touch a human being, that is
what we get. We get a manifestation of the Principle of the Universe, and that Principle is
Universal Love."
"This includes a whole lot, I agree," I said quietly.
"We find in it the substance of good," said Steve, "and we rejoice with a great joy
over it, which is an expression of Love. However, in order to live Love, it has to be alive
in us. The Principle of the Universe has to be our Life, consciously, including everything
that pertains to it. Then loving will be the natural result. However, this loving must be a
joy for what we are. It must manifest the joy that we find in our own humanity. Joy
manifests our self-loving as an expression of universal Love. It expresses these in the
highest possible sense, as the tallest expression of Life in our Universe. It defines us as a
spiritual species with near boundless capacities and potentials. There is so much to be in
Love with in our humanity, because Love pervades everything, Peter. That is why it's
unfolding, borders on the miraculous. Our joy in Love, Peter, fills our glasses. Nothing
else does. It becomes a radiant sun that enriches the Universe around us. That is why I
say that what we put into our glasses is the substance of our humanity and our being in
Love with it. That's what counts and enriches our living. The rest is secondary."
"Actually the rest isn't secondary," I countered him. "By what you have been
saying, there isn't anything else. The world is filled with problems, but they all have one
root. The war of empire versus civilization is wide and encompasses many fields and
many fronts, but they all have one common factor, which is their denial of the Sublime,
the denial of our humanity, the denial of anything that matters. The biggest failure that
we make is that we are fighting on these fronts where nothing really matters. We get
locked into meaningless single issues if we are fighting at all. When we are fighting little
single issues we get lost in the back-alleys without ever hitting the core issue. I think we
can only hope to win by developing what really counts on all of these fronts. I don't think
there is a secondary front. The one thing that counts everywhere, I think, is our humanity.
Bur we must develop it scientifically. When we address all of the challenging issues at
once in a fundamental way, maybe we can actually win. But for that we have to be honest
with ourselves about everything that pertains to our humanity, even sex, even when
facing the Truth poses a challenge."
Steve just smiled. He looked at me, taking hold again of his still half-empty glass
and asked us if we were all satisfied to have our glass only half full. He said, that one

should never be satisfied with that, because that would be dangerous according to what
he had just said. Then he continued his lecture, holding up his near empty glass.
"Here comes the part that very few people understand," he said. "If we only
embrace science and knowledge and discoveries, our glasses will always remain half
empty, because our knowledge, our science, and our discoveries will forever be
incomplete. There will always be a higher hypothesis superseding the highest hypothesis
that has been created. Our understanding of the absolute is never full."
He smiled at me. "But Love, my friend, has no such limits. Love is boundless at
every moment. The Sublime has no limits. God has no limits. No limits are imposed onto
our loving in appreciation for our humanity and one-another. Love is an infinite source
and a presence that fills our glasses right to the brim and lets them overflow at every
moment of our life. This flood, of course, doesn't reflect how well we ARE loved, but
how well we DO love. To be in Love, means to be joyous;" he added. "It means to be
joyous with appreciation for the beauty of our humanity that we find within and see
reflected also in one-another."
"We have much to be joyous about," said Steve to Ushi. "This is what fills our
glasses," he said emphatically to both of us, "and our glasses will be overflowing. Indeed,
we expect them to be overflowing constantly, to be flooding the whole world with the
substance of Love. Naturally, as our glasses overflow, we thereby enrich one-another's
existence with the outflow of our loving. This is what happens naturally when we begin
to be in Love universally. It is a natural process. This process defines what it means to
live as a human being."
Steve then turned to me and smiled. "Be careful, Peter, to never limit the flow of
your loving, or anyone else's. Never create the slightest barriers that inhibit the power of
your loving, or another person's. You must become sensitive to this requirement, because
such barriers are all too easily created, especially against the loving of those whom we
profess to love the most. Don't let your marriage ideals create boundaries that would
hinder your wife in developing herself to experience the fullness of her being in Love in
her daily living."
Steve raised his glass again. "Remember, our cup must be overflowing, because
that is what it means to be human. Everyone's cup must be overflowing if the substance
of our humanity is to be a light by which the whole world becomes enriched. Then, and
only then, can we hope that as we inspire the same flow in others across all boundaries
and creeds, and numerous divisions, that the need for nuclear weapons will fall away.
Only then can we allow ourselves to feel secure."
He turned to me again. "The worst thing we can do," he said, "is to build barriers
against another person's loving, or against our own. If we do this, there will be no light
and our world will drift into a Dark Age. This drifting into darkness has already begun
around the world."

Steve sat down after his speech. He sat down without taking another sip. "That's
why I won't fill your glasses," he said and grinned. "This responsibility belongs to you."
He reached for the bottle and gave it to me.
"But no flooding, please," Ushi requested, and laughed. We all laughed at that.
Steve said that his analogy wasn't intended to become messy.
I took the bottle with a smile. I would have been lying if I had said that I wasn't
impressed by Steve's speech. Except he stopped short of answering the two questions that
puzzled me the most. I put the bottle back onto the table. Its time had not yet come.
"Steve, what really is universal Love?" I said to him as I put the bottle down,
looking directly at him. He seemed surprised at the question. "Steve, it has been said that
the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia that ended eighty years of war, was founded on a platform
of universal Love. But what is universal Love, Steve? And most of all, what is it in terms
of our self-loving? Are the two really the same? We've been throwing the terms around
too casually. How do we understand them at the leading edge of science?"
Steve looked puzzled.
"I am not talking about selfishness, Steve, when I say self-loving," I added. "You
guess you know that. I am talking about self-loving in reflecting the Sublime sense of
Love. This puts us at the leading edge, doesn't it?"
He shrugged his shoulders. "Selfishness is usually considered a rotten trait of
character, which is deemed synonymous with self-love, but you obviously expect a
different answer. You expect a positive answer. You expect an answer that uplifts the
human scene as it did in 1648. To be honest, Pete, I don't know what the leading edge
answer is. You've got me on this one. I simply haven't considered such a question before
in terms of our sublimity. It certainly appears to be a worthwhile project to explore. But
what's your own take on that? What do you think it is?"
Steve paused momentarily and then without waiting for an answer he held his hand
up. "I know how we can explore that. Let me ask you a hypothetical question, Peter. Let's
do some role-playing. That sometimes helps to explore deep issues in a somewhat
detached manner, from a higher platform, so to speak. Ushi likes to explore deep
questions that way. But don't answer superficially, please. Think about your answer."
"All right Steve, ask away!"
"OK, here it goes. Suppose there was to be a convention in heaven, a kind of
competition that involves all the would-be creators of the Universe. Suppose you were
among them. The grand price would be given to whoever would present the most perfect
design for the highest form of Live in the Universe. Suppose you wanted to win that
competition badly, since it had never really been won before, through many have tried.
The previous attempts gave us all the creatures that we know, like insects and animals

and so on. So, what would you propose. What would your highest species of Life in the
Universe be like? What kind of species would you create?"
"What a question is this, Steve? Obviously, I would propose to create a human
being."
"Oh, would you kindly describe your creation, Peter. What characteristics would
you give it?"
"That's easy to answer, Steve. I would propose for the species of my dreams what I
had ever hoped we would be. I would create a species of spiritual beings with qualities so
rich that no one has ever seen the half of them before. Also, I would create them so that
they would be in Love with each other at the first sight as a matter of Principle."
"What Principle, Peter?"
"The one Principle, Steve, or more precisely that aspect of it that defines beauty,
such as ascetic beauty, beauty in character, poise, expression, and countless other aspects
like that. They would be in Love with each other on that basis, because they would value
these elements of their humanity in their heart, as a matter of Principle, and therefore they
would value the manifestation of them in one-another, also as a matter of Principle."
"What do you mean by a matter of Principle, Peter."
"I mean by that they really have no choice but to respond in that manner, because
that would be a part of their basic design. It would be in the Blueprint. It would be cast in
concrete. It would be that, simply because that's just the way it would be. A principle
imposes an imperative that is greater than oneself. Principle is an element of the
Blueprint of the Universe. It defines something that is ultimately not an option, Steve."
"But one can't see principle, Peter. So how can you be sure that your superhumanity will recognize your aspects of Principle?"
"Of course they can't see Principle, Steve. No one can see that with the eye. But
that's easy to fix, isn't it? I'll give them a spiritual sense. I give them the capacity to see
with the mind. That's revolutionary, right? No animal has ever achieved that, but for my
super-humanity that would be a normal way of living, as a matter of Principle.
"Some of that already happens, Steve. No one can see Love, right? Still we
respond to its imperative. Neither can you see truthfulness, trustworthiness, honor,
gentleness, generosity, and so forth, as aspects of Principle. But you know that there is a
Principle behind them when you see the expression of them in one-another, because that
expression touches you deeply. You may even recognize it as one of the cornerstones of
civilization. My super-humanity would have a keen 'inner eye' to recognize the existence
of all the aspects of Principle in the Universe. It would have a keen mind to understand
them. And it would have the spirit of infinity in its heart to utilize these aspects of
Principles as a foundation for building a New World for themselves.

"So you see, Steve, in my super-humanity the mind becomes an extension of the
visual senses. That design would be in their Soul. They would be intimate with it,
together with a lot more like it. I would say that we are already doing some of this to
some extent. For instance, we can see far more with our mind than we can see with the
eyes. The eyes lye to us because of their physical limits, but in my super-species the mind
would reflect the principle of truthfulness that corrects the visual limitations. How else
could we behold the truth? Isn't that a revolutionary design concept?
"Actually it isn't all that revolutionary," I added. "It is already happening. Just
open up any dictionary and search for terms that reflect spiritual qualities, the kind that
the eyes cannot see, you will find many of them. The very existence of these terms,
which describe qualities that the eye cannot see, proves that they have been seen by the
mind, or else these terms wouldn't exist, like honor, integrity, gentleness, care. And then
there are underlying principles, aspects of Principle, such as the principle of universal
sovereignty, universal loving and so on. My species would be endowed with the capacity
to bring all of there aspects of Principles to full fruition in their living. They wouldn't
merely recognize them. They would understand them and build their life around them and
on them, and they would do this universally all across the board. They would all have one
universal Soul, one Blueprint that gives them access to the Universe itself. Do you think I
would win the competition with that kind of a design?
"And Steve, listen to that!" I continued. "They would have all those aspects of
Principle, like the principles related to beauty, implanted in the very heart of their being,
and this not only as an abstract idea, but also in a quality that is made manifest
physically. Then, as the people look with their 'eyes' at one-another, and thus find an echo
in the 'visible' world of what is already in their heart, would they not all cherish that?
They would cherish one-another. They would be enveloped in Love with one-another.
They would cherish in one-another what they already cherish as a matter of Principle?
They would be champions of loving and self-loving and unite on that platform in a
community of principle."
"They would do this in recognition of themselves as human beings," commented
Steve.
"Oh no, more than that, Steve. They would unite in celebration of that
recognition," I continued. "They would cherish each other as a precious jewel, and take
absolute care not to tarnish the glist and the sparkle, but bring the light of the Universe to
it abundantly. Indeed, they would constantly endeavor to enrich one-another, as a matter
of Principle that they would value as it enriches their life and their world. Wouldn't I win
the competition with that design? They would have no need for marriage institutions to
circumscribe their relationships to one-another, as they would already operate on a much
higher platform, the platform of universal honor, integrity, responsibility, care, affection,
and so on. This platform on which they would live is greater than that institutional
marriages have achieved. Dishonesty, distrust, jealousy, dishonor, hate, greed, violence,
lust, insensitivity, rape, and so forth, which have no principle, would simply not be a part
of the platform of their being. They would recognize their platform being anchored at a

higher level, the level of countless universal principles that reflect the absolute divine
Principle, the all-in-all Principle of the Universe.
"By my design, Steve, whatever has no principle, such as we it expressed as lust,
hate, and violence, would have no basis to exist, including enslavement, looting, murder,
war, and all the divisions of humanity that manifest these evils. My people would live on
a platform above that quagmire, above the swamp, on a platform of principles that reflect
our orderly and constantly developing Universe. Nor would there be such a thing as
sexual division by male and female, or by lesbian, gay, celibate, single, or married, or
whatever. My people would operate completely above the level of constant conflicts.
They would regard sex in humanity as something far greater than an animal propensity.
They would reflect it as something beautiful, and as a rich element of our human
individuality that manifests itself in countless beautiful forms and manners of
appreciation. They would regard it as a celebration of our beautiful human nature. Their
social union would be a community in Principle, a living in Love. That is how I would
create us as an ideal humanity.
"I would give the people of my design the mental capacity to discover, understand,
and acknowledge all the countless principles of the Universe that Intelligence brings to
light. I would give them the Spirit of God, the Spirit of the Creator, to enable them to
create for themselves in the physical world, a metaphysical paradise. They would have
energy resources without limits, which already exist, but remain dormant though they can
be developed as a matter of Principle. My people would also have in their hands infinite
material resources, which likewise already exist, but remain dormant, that are bound up
in rocks and in the mantle of the Earth. They would unlock these resources with their
mind and become builders of worlds with these resources, worlds without poverty and
toil. They would even have the capacity to enrich the Universe itself with their cultural
contributions to the light of Life. Wouldn't I win the first price with that design, Steve?"
Steve shook his head. "Let me tell you about a great tragedy," said Steve. "The
tragedy is directly related to your design."
"A tragedy?" I repeated. "I don't understand."

"The tragedy is three fold, Peter," said Steve after a few moments of silence. "The
tragedy for you is that this beautiful and supreme species that you have described, already
exists. This means that no price will be awarded. It exists in all essential aspects precisely
as you have described it, as far as I can tell. The next larger tragedy for you is, that you
don't yet fully comprehend that the human being exists not in isolation from the Universe,
but is a part of it and exists within the framework of the models that the Universe has
established for its operation. You didn't even hint of the possibility. That's a tragedy of
omission."
I raised my hand to stop his attack.

Steve just smiled. "Admit it, I'm right," he said gently. "In fact, you yourself are
proof that I am right."
I just shook my head.
"Of course you can be forgiven," he said quietly. "You lack the scientific
background to recognize what I am getting at. You are not a nuclear physicist. Let me fill
you in, but pay attention. This is important. You may recall that I said earlier that every
atom has a nucleus of a specific number of protons and neutrons that is surrounded by an
equal number of electrons. I called the surrounding electrons a 'swarm' of electrons. In
real terms the 'swarm' adheres to a well-organized structure. I said that the electrons exist
in different layers or shells, which all have specific numbers of 'rooms' in them in which
an individual electron is free to roam around. The Universe has created a set of specific
laws that govern these rooms. One law governs the maximum number of rooms that are
available for each shell, such as 2 for the innermost shell and 8 for the second shell, and
so on. Another law states that all the rooms in the inner shells must be filled before an
outer shell can be added. A third law states that an atom also 'likes' to have every one of
the rooms in its outer shell filled as well, even if it doesn't have enough electrons of its
own to fill them. This law therefore makes provisions for an atom to become linked with
other atoms in a sharing arrangement that enables certain atoms to cooperatively fill each
other's shell. This law affects almost all atoms. Of course in a few rare cases atoms do
originate with their outer shells completely full. We call these the 'noble' gases, because
they won't react chemically. All the other atoms aim to become 'noble' by complementing
each other. The laws that apply here for the cooperative-complementing process,
establish a Universal model that enables vast numbers of different atomic
interrelationships to be formed in the molecular marriages, fulfilling a vast range of
Universal needs. Life would not be possible without these molecular marriages. Life
exists, because all the atoms aim to become 'noble' or functionally complete."
"You didn't know that, did you?" said Ushi and smiled. "Don't feel badly. It's all
relatively new. None of that was known when Steve and I went to school."
"That's really quite amazing," isn't it?" I interjected, just to say something.
"Consider the case of hydrogen," said Steve. "The hydrogen atom has one electron
in it's only shell, which has room for two. When a hydrogen atom gets pushed close to an
oxygen atom that has six electrons in its other shell and therefore two empty rooms for
the sharing, the two atoms 'recognize' that they can help each other to fill each other's
'empty' rooms. This happens typically when they are heated. When they get excited they
bump into each other. So what happens then in the 'heat of day' when the two are brought
together. The hydrogen and the oxygen instantly share one of their electrons with each
other. The hydrogen atom thereby effectively gains an electron, by which its shell
becomes filled. This makes it 'happy.' The oxygen, however, needs two electrons for its
available 'rooms' in the outer shell to be filled, which it requires for it to be 'happy' too.
The oxygen atom achieves this 'happiness,' when it can latch itself onto another hydrogen
atom, gaining two electrons in total, which combined with the electron from the other
hydrogen atom now fill its outer shell completely, which has room for eight. In this bond

of sharing the atoms become tightly locked to each other at the level of their outer 'shell.'
The atoms' energy fields become overlapped thereby. The overlapped portion of their
energy dissipates as heat. This result of this type of process provides your body heat as a
living person, or the heat for the flame of a candle. It also creates water in the same
process. A molecule of water with the chemical formula of H2O consists of two
hydrogen atoms and an oxygen atom becoming a unique married entity. The character of
this entity is evidently quite different than that of its parts. So you see, the Universe's
basic model of laws for the molecular marriages has a purpose. In this case the purpose
may be to support life. The same sort of thing happens also with carbon. Carbon has four
electrons in its outer shell. It needs four more for a full house. It can get those if it latches
itself onto two oxygen atoms, which have six each in their outer shell and need two more
each. It so happens then that the carbon atom has the four needed electrons available for
the sharing bond to happen. Thus the sharing takes place. In this combined sharing
arrangement, the carbon gets the four electrons it needs to fill its outer shell of 8, and the
two oxygen atoms, each, get the two electrons they need to fill their outer shell.
Everybody is happy with the outcome. The three atoms muddle together and form a
carbon-dioxide molecule. Snuggled together their energy fields overlap. Their redundant
energy becomes dissipated. That's the atomic process by which the gasoline/air mixture
explodes in the engine of your car, and by which also your body-temperature is
maintained. Both your car and yourself are literally powered by this atomic energy, by
the energy of a marriage celebration."
"The bottom line is that countless different types of these marriage arrangements
are possible under the laws of this model," interjected Ushi.
Steve nodded. "Some long carbon chains exist that encompass well over a hundred
individual parts. In fact, the marriage of just two parts is rather rare in the Universe.
Sodium chloride, which is table salt, the salt of the earth, is an example of a two-part
marriage. Chlorine has seven electrons in its outer shell and sodium only one. When they
come close to each other, the chlorine grabs the one that the sodium has to offer, whereby
its other shell is filled. The inner shell of the sodium is thereby exposed. Both atoms are
'happy' with the outcome. In this case they are held together by electric attraction in an
ionic molecular bond. The human sexual bond reflects this type of bond to some degree.
There are altogether three different types of bonds possible with countless forms for each,
which in turn enable three different types of secondary bonds with many forms again. In
other words, the model for creating these bonds is as wide as the seashore. Since this
model applies throughout the Universe, it applies also to mankind as a part of the
Universe. Except for mankind it applies with the added parameter that we as human
beings have the ability to choose among the many types of bonds that the Universal
model enable. Sometimes we apply several aspects simultaneously according to what is
most efficient in advancing human culture."
"We are certainly not limited to the smallest bond possible," said Ushi with a
smile. "This would lock hundreds of millions into a hopeless state. The masters of empire
have correctly defined the bond of two as the smallest possible, which they impose as an
ideal, and which they have subsequently set out to wreck with the circumcision process
that disables the very 'ionic' attraction that this small bond is built on."

"That's what you missed when you defined the species of your dreams," said
Steve. "You missed the dimension of infinity. Fortunately for us all, this dimension is
real. The greater tragedy in the world is, that this beautiful design that already exists is
not being recognized to exist, and the little that is being recognized, though faintly, such
as the Principle of Universal Love, is denied to be valid to such a large degree that it
puzzles even you, so that you can't figure out what the Principle of Universal Love really
is. My point is, that this needs to be understood scientifically. And more than that, it
needs to be experienced to ever-greater degrees. Instead, it is being denied by almost the
whole of mankind. With this in mind, I must ask you to consider, that if this aspect of
reality isn't experienced, how can you know that it is real? Considering this, my friend,
what does this make you? You are either a beautiful dreamer, or a daring and open
scientific thinker with a human soul, someone who has discovered, and has fallen in Love
with, what humanity refuses to see, even while you can't yourself see the whole of it yet.
With this considered, I put my money on you being the latter: a daring kind of genius. No
one that I know has ever described our humanity in the fashion as you have just done, and
I think you hit the mark dead center, as far as you could see it. And so, from here on, the
horizon becomes ever brighter."
"I was just giving you my wish list based on what it should be according to
discovered aspects of Principle, Steve," I replied.
"Well, you couldn't have been more right as far as you took it, Pete. In this infinite
realm we will always remain pioneers, even while we define the leading edge for
ourselves. In the present world-scene humanity has been drawn into a conspiracy against
itself. Society largely denies everything that we all are as human beings and commits
itself to being something that we all are not. And this, Peter, in a nutshell, is the reason
why our world is in such a mess. Unfortunately, after all those years of being trapped into
what we are not, it is extremely difficult even for us to pull ourselves out of this imperial
vertical conspiracy, and become human beings according to the design that has been
developed by the Universe from the ground up. By the insanity of artificial notions,
people have been induced to mess with this Universal model. Maybe you will get an
honorable mention with your beautiful design in heaven by re-stating the obvious, even
though it isn't complete, but here on Earth you'll get the boot for sure. Here people say
they want to improve on the design that the Intelligence of the Universe has created. They
say it isn't good enough, or is not profitable enough. Of course, in trying to improve it,
they wreck it, and often intentionally so."
"All aspects of the Universe are harmonizing," Ushi interjected. "Its quality is an
absolute, to which we apply the term, Good, in capital letters. In some languages the root
for the term God is Good. Isn't that interesting, Peter? And this reflects what Steve said
about the Universe. The Universe doesn't impose a specific form for relationships. Its
model for relationships is as wide and infinite as the sea. But it does impose a standard of
quality. It imposes the rule that everything must be harmonizing, whereby its outcome
must be efficiently beneficial for its purpose, which evidently is to enable and promote
life. This rule opens the door wide towards Love, and closes it towards rape, the rape of
empire and the smallness of privatization. It provides boundless moral freedom and shuts
out destructive processes."

"Society's failure in recognizing this, has cost it the life of hundreds of millions,"
Steve interjected.
I shook my head vigorously in protest.
"Don't be so sure," said Ushi to me. "Some day you will understand that Steve is
right. Then you will look at your reaction with shame."
"Try me!" I challenged her.
Ushi looked at Steve. Steve nodded. "All right," said Steve. "I'll give you an
example. World War I nearly ended in 1916. Germany had defeated all the forces that
were arrayed against it. Its U-boats had isolated England and defeated it logistically.
France and Italy had been defeated on the battlefield. Germany offered peace to England
without strings attached. But the British Empire wasn't happy with peace. It wanted war
and the total economic destruction of continental Europe, especially Russia.
Consequently, it prevailed on the government not to accept the peace. It offered the
promise that it would engage America to bring it into the war. This promise would have
been impossible, seeing that Woodrow Wilson had staged his Presidential campaign on
his most holy commitment to keep America out of the war in Europe. However,
Woodrow Wilson has had a love affair in his past. Under the small marriage doctrine that
society has accepted, his affair was deemed by society to have been immoral and
therefore illicit. The so-deemed 'illicit' affair was latched onto by the masters of empire,
who used it for blackmail in a game to 'inspire' the President to betray his election
commitment, which was to keep the USA out of the war. If the Universal model for
natural relationships had been understood by society, Woodrow Wilson would have
answered the blackmailers, 'so what?' He might have added, 'it was a wonderful love
affair.' Since society would have turned this answer into a scandal, he answered
differently. He betrayed himself, his love, and his country. As a consequence, he stood
before Congress and requested that the USA enter the war. Congress complied. With
America entering the war, all of Europe became devastated. From the quagmire of
destruction and war-related causes, the flu epidemic erupted that killed tens of millions of
people, several times more than the war had killed. That's a tall price society has paid for
rejecting the natural model for relationships that supports the functioning of the Universe.
In the end, no real peace was achieved out of all this killing, or was intended to be
achieved. In less than a decade, World War II was launched in which another fifty
million people were killed."
"On the surface it appears that the tragic fool was Woodrow Wilson, who allowed
himself to be blackmailed," said Ushi. "A moral person would have said, 'so what?' and
would have accepted society's condemnation. But the real fool, ultimately, was society
itself, since its small-minded doctrines lay at the root of the tragedy it brought upon it.
The great tragedies in history have typically come upon a small-minded people."
"This train to hell needs to be derailed," said Steve. "The real model that mankind
is capable of knowing needs to be established. Society needs to stop its self-mutilation. It
needs to stop playing the role of fools."

"So you both agree with me then that I wasn't dreaming in what I said, even
though I hadn't fully opened my eyes yet to the ultimate?" I said to both of them.
"Peter, I don't think any of us can dream tall enough, or look wide enough as we
approach the ultimate. And even if we could achieve the ultimate perception, we wouldn't
create a better design for our humanity than that which already exists, and which we have
the power to implement and are implementing to ever-greater degrees." Steve replied.
"Of course there are others, Peter, in the design competition who pursue totally different
objectives. Think of the masters of empire. How would they design mankind? They
would design a people who are physically strong to work, like slaves, but who would
have no intimate connection with one another that would make them a powerfully
successful species in themselves. For them to be that, would endanger the slavery. By
having no intimacy with themselves and one-another, the resulting species that the
masters of empire dream of would be obedient, docile, easily controlled, nicely
conditioned for slavery and for living in a zoo. The masters of empire would take every
thread of humanity out of mankind, in their design of utter darkness, and turn what's left
into a bunch of zoo animals. However, since the masters of empire don't have the
slightest authority in heaven to redesign mankind from the ground up, they struggle like
hell to modify the existing perfect design. They mutilate it in such ways as meets their
desire. What they imposed on the world of their dreams may not meet their desires fully,
but it goes a long way towards it. Of course their treachery created a huge tragedy for
mankind. This is the tragedy that we must now heal the world of, if mankind is to have a
future. And where is the best place to begin that healing? I think the healing starts with
discovering, acknowledging, and celebrating the wondrous design that has resulted from
two billion years of progressive development and self-development in the out-pouring of
the Intelligence that is the Universe. This means we have to live by the design of the
Universe for mankind, to the fullest, and acknowledge it as the most perfect design, and
in doing so, celebrate its reality. We have to do this if we hope to heal the mutilations that
have marred the face of mankind for far too long, which now threatens the very
extinction of our species. The mutilations have taken mankind many giant steps
backwards, perhaps to such a level of imperfection that mankind may not be able to meet
the great challenges before it, especially the genocidal insanity of empire, and also the
food-supply challenges that the returning Ice Age will impose. We must therefore
respond to these challenges in the best way we can, and not spasmodically. We need a
healing power that is several orders of magnitude more potent than the mutilations and
their effect, and also more potent than the Ice Age. That is why we are together in this
room. In the larger context, this is also the reason why I came to this country. I came
here, because Ushi is here. But I remained here, because this place, far from empire, is
the freest place on the planet for one’s inner development."
Steve turned to me. "You forgot one more item in your list of design specs for the
perfect species. "How about creating it as a people who keep their eyes and their mind
open."
"This capacity already exists," I said to Steve. "Don't you think that the creator or
designer of the Universe has not also included a provision for us to become responsible

beings? The Universe is not a dictator, but an open door. We have to take the footsteps to
walk through it."
"That's what I mean," said Steve. "Your perfect species needs to have a protected
environment to work in -- I have this here. The footsteps out of the quagmire of violence
and untruthfulness, and dishonesty and so forth, which are all forms of slavery, take us
through moral, spiritual, and scientific development. These are the footsteps towards
becoming human beings. For this one needs a clean mental environment."
"In order to heal the world of its mutilation, the same kind of environment is
needed universally," I interjected."
Steve nodded. "It appears to me, Pete, that the greatest challenge that we face in
the world right now, is the challenge to recognize ourselves as human beings, with human
strengths, and human needs. Once we cross that hurdle in such a manner that all of those
needs are becoming satisfied, the remaining part will be easy. What do you think, Ushi,
am I right?" Steve added.
Ushi smiled, and nodded.
Steve raised his glass and proposed a toast to us all. He likened us to explorers at
the leading edge of life, "a rare consortium of geniuses," as he put it, facing a challenge
as wide as the world and as deep as the sea. The environment in which the circumcision
presently unfolds all around the world is messy, and the issues go very deep, many being
interwoven with religion, tradition, myths, politics, arrogance and ignorance. It'll take a
lot of clear waters to cleanse this environment before freedom can be won."
"Flood tides of Love, I would say," said Ushi.
"I suppose being in Love with myself as a human being, is what I am presently
engaged in," said Steve quietly, a while later. "Look around you, what do you see? You
see us living in a low-grade apartment that's heated by a wood stove, burning brown coal.
We don't own a car. Still, we get by. And that's sufficient, because the real thing lies
outside of that. We choose to live here. We must never suppose that the clear waters and
flood tides of Love to heal the world, must exclusively originate with us. The whole of
society must begin to value a clean and free mental environment. They must choose it, as
we have chosen to live here. The best that we can do for the world, is to inspire it with
our own devotion to care, and with our determination to be in Love with ourselves that
won't allow us to do any less."
Steve suddenly laughed. "If I was working in Chicago I would be making almost
ten times as much money," said Steve. "We would have a fancy house then, with a
Mercedes in the garage. We would go on luxury cruises for vacation, instead of traveling
by bicycle with a tent. I could have this life if I wanted to. Ushi could come to America
with me -- but I won't have it. It's too expensive, Peter. This kind of life would cost me
what I value the most."
"And what would that be?" I asked.

Steve grinned. "It's your turn to answer that question. Tell me what it is that I
could possibly love more than money and a luxurious life?"
"Your work?"
"You are getting warm. But don't guess. Reason things out. Who am I first and
foremost, and am proud to be?"
"A human being?" I replied. That's what a friend of mine seemed to have indicated
as being linked to the roots of self-loving.
"Ah, you see, Pete, you didn't have to ask that question. The fact is, in Chicago I
would have to sell my soul for the money that gives me a luxurious life. I would have to
play the game that scientists are demanded to play for the political objectives of whoever
owns them. Believe me, I've been there. I know what I am talking about. And that's too
high a price to pay."
Steve explained that bowing to greed is utter stupidity. That has nothing to do with
being human. It actually shuts the door to it. Greed and loving are opposites. Greed leads
to poverty. The other opens the horizon to a beautiful life.
Steve said. "In order to live as a human being, I have to be free to be honest with
myself and with humanity. I cannot respect myself if I cannot do that. If I am forced to
lye, I am forced to lye to myself. I love myself too much as a human being to allow this
to happen. If I cheat humanity with my actions, I cheat myself, because I am a part of
humanity. By the same token, if I elevate humanity as the result of my work, I elevate
myself, and that's what is important to me -- that's what I work for, because that is what it
means to be a human being."
"And that is what you came to a poor country for?" I interjected.
"I came here, because Ushi has her home here, but I probably would have come
anyway. After Ushi told me what our government had done in Nicaragua, I had no desire
to go back to the USA that had become a nation of traitors to the principles that it was
founded on. Ushi opened my eyes to that."
"However, running away from the problem doesn't lead to a solution, Steve," I
interjected.
"I didn't run away," said Steve smiling. "I found a place where I could work more
effectively. That's not running away. That's following a key aspect of the Principle of the
Universe, without which the Universe would not exist. I would like to call it the Principle
of Protection. It truly is one of the keystones of the Universe."
Steve paused, shook his head slightly, searching for words. "Tell me," he said,
"considering what I have told you about nuclear physics. Remember I told you that
particles with an unlike electrical charge attract each other. What do you think would

happen if free flowing electrons and free flowing protons in a plasma stream came into
close contact with each other?"
"They would instantly combine, cancel each other out, and disappear," I said with
a sense of astonishment. "But this does not happen, does it?"
"It would be chaotic, Peter," said Steve. "The Universe would be an empty black
void. To prevent that from happening the Intelligence that is reflected in the Universe
'created' another element of Principle that causes particles of unlike charge, when they
come very close, to no longer attract each other, but to repel each other. It is believed that
this aspect of Principle is fundamental to the forming of the atoms. This happens in the
extremely strong plasma currents that we find at the center of the galaxies. We see the
evidence of this Principle of Protection in many phenomena in plasma physics. In all the
strong plasma flows, like in lightning, the plasma forms a protective double layer around
itself. In this double layer the electrons and protons are separated and form a protective
sheet around the plasma flows. The same thing happens also around the Sun, to the
extend that the entire Sun is encapsulated in a plasma double layer sheath. The double
layer sheath distributes the galactic electric current, which in turn heat the surface of the
Sun in a type of electric phenomenon that is similar to that of an electric-arc furnace.
Without the plasma double layer, the Sun would not be able to operate. The double layer
sheath furnishes both the means for the illuminating solar process, and the protection of
it. Sometimes under extreme local conditions the electric interaction process becomes a
bit too strong for the double-layer containment to hold together. In this case the double
layer ruptures. When this rapture occurs a portion of the photosphere is no longer
protected. It becomes 'explosively' hurled out into space. We see the result of this
happening in the form of the famous solar flares that determine our weather and our
climate. When the rupturing of the double layer sheath happens, we see a 'dark' spot
being left behind on the Sun until the double-layer sheath rebuilds itself, and the solar
process resumes. At this point the sunspot disappears. It can take several days for the
protection to rebuild itself, by which the sunspot disappears.
"As you can see," Steve continued, "the Principle of Protection is immensely
important at the physical foundation of the Universe. It appears to be a key aspect in the
organization of the Universe, which might otherwise not exist."
"Are you saying that without the Principle of Protection civilization cannot exist
either?" I interjected.
Steve just laughed. "Of course Peter, it has to be that way. You have to protect the
processes that create civilization. You have got to protect the physical foundation for
your existence. That's elementary, isn't it? You can't allow intruding forces to wreck what
you have built. Society has to protect its farming, housing, transportation systems,
science, finance, health, energy, and of course its numerous industries, and most of all its
humanity and its mental and spiritual development. Society needs these as a foundation to
exist. When the protection for it is well established society prospers. When the forces of
empire are allowed to break the protection down, wars erupt, and all too often countless
millions perish in the resulting eruptions of insanity until the Principle of Protection is re-

established as society heals itself of its wounds. I have chosen to live in this poor country,
because here the forces of empire are somewhat kept outside. Of course the tensions are
getting bigger that are being built up to break the protection that is afforded here. For
now, however, the protection remains intact."
"It appears then that the Principle of Protection applies in the mental realm too," I
interjected. "I know a person who sees the Universe of our humanity as a vast lateral
lattice of hearts, all interconnected by out-flowing stands of Love being reflected
throughout the lateral structure. The person who visualized this vast lateral lattice of
hearts did so while helping to heal a critical need of a friend undergoing a long surgery.
She felt a need to protect it. She visualized the lateral world in which we all live. She said
there is no 'outside' in the realm of the Principle that is reflected everywhere. But she also
suggested that this recognition needs to be protected, which she said is often rather
challenging."
"Aha!" said Steve. "She is looking for the mental equivalent of the double layer
plasma sheath that encapsulates the Sun and enables and protects the solar process. This
mental double layer exists, Peter. I have already told you about it. You find it illustrated
in Mary Baker Eddy's visual metaphor of the crown and the black cross, as two opposites.
The crown represents Science and sanity. It focuses the light of the scientifically
recognized aspects of Principle. The black cross represents the opposite. The dividing
line in between is the moral line. That is where we find the equivalent of the double layer
protection. When the moral line breaks down, the void called empire explodes. Science
then, is in danger, as are culture, education, economics, and civilization as a whole. When
the protection of the moral layer breaks down, wars erupt, poverty, fascism, and
genocide. The breakdown of the moral line already gave the world two explosive World
Wars. The moral double layer of protection, where truth is protected from error becoming
mingled with it, needs to be upheld individually. That this hasn't happened sufficiently is
evident by the 700 million sexually mutilated people that are spread across many parts of
the world. The protection of the people has been broken. The result has caused many
black spots across the social, political, and economic landscapes. So you see, by us living
here, I am able to protect myself from the currently explosive raping in the West, as much
as possible. As I do this, I follow the pattern that I see in nuclear physics and
astrophysics. I don't let the forces of evil break into my world."
I nodded slightly without saying a word. What could I say?
"I personally found it too agonizing to call myself an American any longer, when I
recognized how low the American image has sunk," Steve continued quietly. "When I
learned what horrible atrocities have been committed in the American name under the
guise of national security, I knew that I had to step away from that madness and find a
way to heal America by developing a scientific platform for the needed healing. The trail
of murders that our nation has committed in its growing insanity, tallies up into the
millions already, with no end yet in sight. We speak of democracy in America, but it
means nothing anymore. Democracy has become a tool of empire in the hands of sophists
that have turned the meaning of democracy upside down. We have become tyrants in the
name of democracy. We have deposed democratically elected governments when they

don't dance to our tune. We have fought wars over oil. We have fought wars to deny
communism. We have fought wars to protect the drug trade. We have destroyed entire
countries. We did all this when their leaders, that we set up, didn’t want to dance to the
empire's tune anymore."

I was tempted to protest against what Steve had said, but I knew that what he said
was true. It appears that millions of Americans also knew this to be true.
"Actually those are all small things, Peter," said Steve moments later. He didn't
smile this time. "Do you remember the second last question that I had asked you in my
office?"
I nodded and began to smile, but the smile faded. "You asked if anyone would go
to a car dealer and say to the salesmen, you have nice cars here, I like the red sports
model over there; I'll buy it, but first you have to go and hire a street gang of thugs with
baseball bats and get them to mutilate the car. Do it, and I'll pay the price. Do it
thoroughly and I'll pay you double - though the warranty must still apply. How can I
forget such a stupid question, Steve? Nobody would buy a car like this. Obviously, you
were talking about the circumcision, which is a deliberate process to break down the
natural double layer of society's self-protection to make them better slaves. Isn't that what
the masters of empire demand?"
Steve nodded. "Seven hundred million of such mutilations are on the streets today
in human form, Peter. A broken car maybe useless, but a broken person makes a willing
slave. A slave has no protection. You are right, the process for the enslavement is the
circumcision. The process is called, circumcision, with the intention to hide the real
character of the process that causes the mutilation of the human system. It really should
be called amputation. As I said, the collective amputation of a person's humanity might
have begun in ancient times before the great religions were established that took the
process over. The Pharaohs are known to have imposed the process onto their slaves. We
see the mutilating process depicted in ancient Egyptian petroglyphs. It appears to have
made the victims less human and more easily controllable. An intensely human society
values the development of intimacy. It is its protective layer. Cut that away, and you
remove a major source of its strength. The result must have been so astonishingly
effective that the practice has been continued for five millennia. The result of the process
is deeply debilitating. It is similar to gouging out of an eye, or removing an arm, though it
is of a type that doesn't hinder a slave in doing his assigned work. The evidence suggests
that the sexual mutilation that amputates an element of society's intimacy, removes a part
of the natural protective layer in society wherever it is applied. It creates slavery. It is
doubtful, however, that it has increased the slave's 'efficiency.' The mutilation of society
does not increase its productive, economic efficiency. To the contrary, it creates a
dysfunctional society."
"It is interesting to note here," said Ushi, "that the foreskin of the penis that the
circumcision cuts away is a double layer skin, and that it is protective even in the

physical sense. Maybe the Egyptians had a faint understanding of what they cut away.
The circumcision is certainly a clever mutilation. It was probably derived at through
some early form of active research."
"Active research?" I interjected.
"The Egyptians weren't stupid, Peter," said Ushi. "The overseers over the slaves
were probably demanded to increase the workload, when the imperial projects became
evermore ambitious, like the building of their ever-greater pyramids, and so on. The
overseers probably wondered what could be done to get the slaves less interested in
cuddling up to their women and to care for them as normal people do. The probably
looked for ways to redirect that 'wasted' attention towards the slavery work. The masters
over the slaves probably reasoned that if they removed a large portion of the slave's
sexual sensitivity, much of their problem would resolve itself on its own. The masters
probably tried various methods for improving the slavery. The circumcision seemed to
have been the most effective one. That's active research, Peter."
"The Nazis are said to have used this type of research extensively," said Steve.
"For example, they are said to have wired a mother and a child for electric shock. The
child would trigger the shock for the mother, and the mother for the child, and the
researcher for both. The child was then commanded to press the button, and if it refused it
would be shocked itself, or the mother would be commanded to shock it. The process
would be carried on until the death of one of them. That's active research, Peter. The
research result was later applied to the Jewish community in the ghettos. There, a system
of Jewish Councils was set up. When the Nazis wanted more production they simply
went to the councils, and the councils would convince the people to comply. Failing that
they would themselves be executed. This was carried on to the point that the Nazis
demanded a certain number of people from them to be selected and delivered for
execution. And that too would be complied with or the council would take their place.
This kind of active research is till being used, Peter. It is used in the torturing of prisoners
for information, and for the development of evermore effective methods of breaking
people's self-protection. Active research is also used in physical science, Peter. America's
infamous HAARP project, one of a number of such projects, is an example. The acronym
stands for High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project. It's a high-power radio-wave
facility that 'tortures' the ionosphere in order to observe how it 'squirms' under unusual
conditions. The goal is to learn how small effects can be organized to cause enormously
huge reactions in the ionosphere. Solar currents largely power the ionosphere. The
HAARP project is designed to discover how a small active interference can be applied to
cause huge unnatural reactions that can be utilized for military objectives such as causing
earthquakes on demand, or for triggering weather phenomena, or to locate deeply buried
military installations. The Egyptians of course weren't as sophisticated in their approach
in active research, as modern 'military science' has become. Nevertheless, the Egyptians
appear to have developed the actively invasive method of the circumcision as a means to
increase the efficiency of their slaves. They may have even invented a process. They
certainly had a reason for disabling the slave-society's self-protection. They may have
also been instrumental in its perpetuation, seeing that it is still being used almost
worldwide. Of course the slaves were given no choice. They had to comply."

"The method apparently was extended to the slave's women as well," said Ushi.
"When the men lost interest in them, the slave women likely found their intimacy in each
other's arms. Consequently, the slave women got the same treatment. They had their
clitoris ripped out and then their entire external vulva removed. Egypt had become so
famous for this type of sexual mutilation that the Pharaohs are still 'honored' thereby to
the present day. Although the procedure is practiced much less frequently now, far less
than the circumcision, and in far fewer places, and to a lesser degree, it is said however
that the Pharaonic procedure, as it is still called, remains the most prevalent form of the
mutilation of women that is practiced."
"It is painful just to hear about it," I interjected.
"I find it amazing that it still continues," said Ushi.
"I am not surprised," said Steve. "If you understand its effect, it is not hard to
recognize why this invasive process has become self-perpetuating in a world of endless
wars of empire against society. The circumcision is like a disease that takes away one’s
sense of color. It only does it sexually. The male mutilation is therefore performed mostly
on babies and small children in order that the victims will never know what they are
robbed of in terms of their way of living. What they are robbed of is altering their
struggles in life, their aspirations, and their relationship to one another. The entire society
becomes thereby mutilated. The effects are so deep reaching that the insanity that allows
the process to happen becomes self-perpetuating as a tradition. A mutilated society is
easily induced to carry out its self-mutilation. The ruling masters use religion for it,
tradition, nationality, and anything else that works to continue the mutilation. In modern
times even medical reasons are now cited as an excuse to continue the mutilation. The
circumcision has created a society that literally demolishes its male children at the most
intimate level, which deeply affects the resulting social scene and thereby diminishes
entire generations. It makes the generations hollow and brittle, and strange, even greedy
in their dealings, violent to others, and brutally fascist in some cases."
"Most societies don't notice the debilitating effects as they develop slowly," said
Ushi. "Or they can't see the difference, because the mutilation has been long-standing in
cultural or religious tradition."
"But when a person experiences the contrast, Peter, as in my case, the depth of the
tragedy becomes strongly apparent," said Steve. "That's the kind of contrast that struck
me here when I came to live with Ushi in East Germany. The difference suddenly stood
out like night and day. Sure Peter, I had my doubts about the wisdom of coming from the
world's richest country to one of the poorest. It didn't take me long to realize that the
actual transition was the other way around. That is when I began to recognize how deeply
America has already been ruined. I said to myself, wow, what is the reason for this
difference? The answer didn't become apparent for some time. One day I learned with a
sense of shock, that our USA has been increasingly saturated with the circumcision
throughout the postwar period. That's when the decay of America began from a normal
self-protecting society, to a slavish self-destructive society. The USA is now being
demolished from the inside out by our own people, Peter. Our society is turned into

slaves, and into becoming the masters of slaves. The common humanity that once made
us a great nation has been pushed into the background, if not out of the picture altogether.
If only the Pharaohs could see us. They would be amazed at what they have started. I was
shocked to learn that America now has a hundred million of its men circumcised,
probably beginning with the baby boomers. In my home State, the circumcision rate is
now over 90%. We are far ahead of the national average, in this insanity, in my Home
State. We are certainly far ahead when compared with the world, where the total figure of
the mutilated is roughly 700 million. And even there, one is hard to find a normal human
society anymore, that empire has not invaded. It is a real privilege therefore, and a joy
really, to be able to live in one of those few rare places. This place that I have come to is
an oasis in this regard, one of the few there are left in the world. Why then would I want
to live anywhere else?"
"Was this the answer that you had expected in response to your question in your
office regarding the mutilation of cars? If so, I would have never come even close," I said
to Steve. "But what you said still leaves me with a puzzle. Why would the buyer offer to
pay double if the mutilation was done 'well?’ That doesn't make any sense."
"Oh, doesn't it?" said Steve and laughed. "If the mutilation serves the purposes of
empire by disabling those normal protective features of society that are a threat to empire,
wouldn't be buyer, the master of empire, be willing to pay a considerable price to have
the mutilation accomplished well? He certainly would pay double. In fact, much more
has been paid in ever-richer floods of money. Empire doesn't throw away money for
nothing. The 700 million lives that have already been mutilated, have been well paid for.
They are worth far more to their masters. They have become drawn into secondary
processes for the deliberate destabilization of nations. Vast operations are being run on
this platform. Entire nations are now set up as pawns for starting and fighting wars to
protect empire and its continued existence. For this purpose, a quarter of mankind has
been debilitated with the expectation that they will destroy civilization."
"America once stood as a giant in the world," said Ushi. "How does one disable a
giant? That's easily done, isn't it? One simply multiplies the intensity of the attack on
society, which deepens the penetration of the process. Thereby the giant disables itself.
For this multiplying effect, the masters of empire have gladly paid double and more. The
effect was achieved by layering the debilitation. First the priests of this craft take the
circumcision and idealize it as a holy act. They then built a culture around it that glorifies
the resulting debilities, like greed and fascism that elevates them to the myth of a
religious quality. They further idealize the myth as a 'national' advantage to be exploited.
The 'advantage' is called wealth building. It has become globalized stealing. It is now
called globalism. But you can't do this kind of raping of mankind in a normal society, one
with a double layer defense. Even a slightly mutilated society would put up roadblocks.
You have to drive the nail deep into the fabric for it to stick. That's called sophistry. You
lie. You use the circumcision and build on it. You use the fascism and greed that comes
out of its debilitation, and you build on that, and so on, layer upon layer, almost
imperceptibly until no one will interfere with the 'progress.' You won't even notice that
you are caught up in this flow when you are living in the West, Peter. But me as a
journalist coming from the outside can see the difference. The entire West has become an

occupied country. That is how I see it. The forces of the circumcision rule it. The Soviet
Union is also being destroyed by it. It is not being destroyed by communism. The
circumcision is destroying the Soviet Union. The circumcision stood behind the holocaust
that murdered the farmers in the Ukraine in the 1930s, and it stood behind the gulag
prisons and the holocaust of political madness that filled them. It stood behind the death
of forty million people, maybe more. This madness cannot be hidden. In time it will
rupture the fragile protection the Soviet Union has set up for itself, which is not a double
layer sheet with Science standing as the crown of sanity and polarized against the black
void of insanity. Should the steamroller madness of the children of the circumcision not
be halted soon, the entire planet will become a giant prison ruled by this madness and the
Soviet Union will be gone. The Earth will become one vast prison planet. The USA is
already imprisoned."
"The only protection that I can see for mankind," said Steve, "is the double layer
sheath being wrapped around mankind that Mary Baker Eddy had illustrated a hundred
years ago with her separation of the crown from the black cross. In nuclear physics the
phenomenon of the double layer sheath exists, because opposite particles cannot mingle.
They remain separated to protect their existence and the existence of the Universe. Mary
suggests that Science remains forever untouched by insanity. It cannot be destroyed by it.
The lateral lattice is thereby protected securely. The insanity that lies outside of it has no
real relevance to it. It only has the relevance of erroneous concepts. Empire falls into this
context. It is a fantasy of insanity. It can never work. Even if it would gain the whole
world, it would be doomed to collapse. The circumcision also falls into this category.
Once it is identified and its symptoms are understood, society can be healed of it. Its
effects become negated thereby. All the problems in the world lay on the side of the false
concepts, the concepts built on the fantasies of insanity. They are not built on
constructive realities."
I nodded to Steve and smiled. "Now I understand what my friend meant when she
said about the challenges she encountered when standing up for the Truth, saying, what
have they got to do with anything, do they change the Principle involved?"
"My point is," said Steve, "that the protective principle of the separation of
opposites is fundamental to the very existence of the Universe, and that it should be so
for us as we are part of it. If we want to protect civilization, then the double layer
protection is the way to do it. If we don't want to go this route then we place ourselves
outside the Universe, and on the side of insanity, where we blow away with the wind.
That's the current course of society. It's a dangerous course. Mary tells us, you don't have
to go there. The Intelligence that is reflected in the Principle of the Universe tells us that
there is a better way. It tells us that there is just one way to go. Can we even hope to
improve the platform on which the Universe stands? No, we can't, can we? I suggest
therefore that we go the path the Universe has pioneered, or else the arising challenges,
that we encounter by not going there, will overwhelm us."
"They are already overwhelming us and have been for a long time," I interjected.
"As you said, the roots of the circumcision go back to the very beginning of civilization.

The circumcision has wrecked the dawning of mankind throughout its entire history of
civilization."
"If it hadn't been for that wrecking we might have stood on the moon two thousand
years ago," said Ushi. "We also would have developed the kind of technological
civilization by now that would enable us to face the coming Ice Age without fear." She
turned to me. "I also think the founding idea of the USA was essentially being wrecked
from within before the USA was even fully established as a nation."
"The circumcision gives the masters of empire a power tool for the wrecking
process," said Steve. "They used this tool especially against the USA. Ushi is right. The
power tool has been created and was put in use before the USA was fully established.
This tool was commissioned before the Declaration of Independence was signed. This
power tool was created under the name, the Illuminati. It was created in 1775 when the
German banker Mayer Rothschild had commissioned a corrupt priest to create a tool that
could be used to break the power of Christianity. The idea of the Illuminati existed
before, but never as a political tool. The political tool was built on the foundation of the
circumcision as a suitable platform to support a Satanist superstructure. The Rothschild
Banking Empire evidently wanted this tool as a 'weapon for mass destruction' to wipe out
any spiritual and cultural opposition. With this tool it reached out to control the USA.
Now the Illuminati are the 'invisible' hand that rules from behind the front of the U.S.
Federal Reserve."
"The Federal Reserve is only one of the destructive stooges that I spoke of," said
Ushi. "As I said, the Illuminate game is being run on many levels simultaneously,
employing many stooges."
"Our USA is effectively doomed by this game," said Steve. "Ushi is right, it was
doomed before it was born. But mainly it was doomed from the beginning because it was
created as an idea without a double layer defense. This defense is still lacking.
Consequently, the game is still going on, especially inside the USA and in Europe, by
which the whole world is now doomed. Whenever one speaks of empire in the modern
age, this is what one is talking about. There is no Science governing anything, while
insanity rules the day. One is therefore talking about a monstrous superstructure built on
the circumcision many levels deep, with subsequent mutilations that are all erroneously
deemed to be virtue, and even promoted to the point of them being deemed a 'light.'"
"World War I was deemed such a light," I interjected. "It was called the war to end
all wars. What a lye! It became the start for endless war."
"The doctrine of endless war is an Illuminati creation," said Steve. "The doctrine
was coined for the Rothschild World Empire State, a dream castle that cannot stand on its
own ground, and therefore aims to destroy all opposition, especially the scientific selfdevelopment of mankind. World War II was just another step. Both wars were totally
insane, as every war is, including the Cold War that came thereafter. Countless millions
have butchered each other in these world wars, and for what? The insanity reflects the
depth of society's mutilation from within. It also reflects a glaring lack of an effective

self-defence. In the Postwar World the wrecking of America's self-defence, weak as it
was, was done with such finesse and in so many divergent ways that even the morally
cultured USA caved in and opened itself to the process of the empire's cleverly motivated
self-mutilation of society. Everything that is rotten in the world today probably came
from these invasive processes that propel the self-mutilation of society. We still have not
snapped out of the process that started long ago with a simple invasion into the integrity
of the human system by the Pharaohs, which the Pharaoh's had apparently pioneered, if
not invented, in order to make slavery more efficient. Just look how much of mankind
has already been poisoned by this still ongoing deep erosion of its natural integrity,
against which society has not yet developed an effective defense. But by scientifically
knowing that the process is happening, and why, it becomes possible for society to heal
itself. The Universe's double-layer principle will become society's defense. In the social
context it separates Truth from insanity. It separates the crown of Science that focuses
mankind's sanity, from the mythical structures of insanity."
"That's got to be the simplest kind of defense," I interjected. "Once this is done, the
insanity blows away with the wind."
Steve began to grin at me. "As a diplomat you probably know a lot more about the
invasive Illuminati processes that have blackened the Postwar World, than Ushi and I are
aware of. You might have even been tempted to fight these symptoms, as countless little
single issues as they appear to be, without ever having recognized the disease that is
feeding them. But you have likely never seen the double layer defense in action. Its
manifest will be found in scientific metaphysics that is extremely rare today."

I nodded quietly. "Do you remember Bertrand Russell?" I said moments later.
"Russell is revered as one of the great pacifist of the world, a pacifist of empire. 'The man
of peace' they call him. He should be called the man of the peace of the grave. He said
that wars are disappointing in that they don't kill enough people. He advocated biological
genocide as a replacement for war? He published a blood-curdling diatribe along this line
in 1951, in the very year when the empire launched its Congress of Cultural Freedom in
Berlin to promote the new Illuminati program of 'freedom from culture.' It is an advanced
and more deep-reaching replay of the Sarpi-type Enlightenment. These are all countermetaphysical processes. They are the most subtle mind-killers."
"I think both projects must be seen as a coordinated attack on our humanity," said
Steve. "Culture IS freedom. The development of culture by humanity's mind that is able
to discern universal principles and build a world on them is the strength of the human
being. That's metaphysics. Mankind is not its own natural enemy. Such a phenomenon as
a counteracting manifest of Principle does not exist in the Universe. The development of
scientific culture has raised us above the myths of sophistry that defines us as animals. It
would have us regard ourselves as beasts, without our profound humanity, as the
Illuminati see mankind and see themselves. The double layer principle creates a barrier
against these myths and all the sophistry that the masters of empire spew forth to make
the myths seem real. All the coordinated projects by the masters of empire are focused on

this one goal, that of destroying our strength within, our scientific power and scientific
self-development. They want to break the double-layer principle down in order to turn the
whole of mankind into a Samson shorn of its strength. It was that kind of attack on
society that made modern America dumb, docile, and locked into the smallness of games
and degenerative pursuits like the Romans has done so with their circuses. The Romans
did this to hide the business of empire from society. The same still happens. That's the
business that Russell spelled out. At least Russell was honest when he cried for the
massive world-depopulation as a means to give the empire a chance to survive and
control what is left of mankind, which the masters believe is ideally done in a weak and
collapsing human environment. But they are all crazy in their mad little ways. They can't
break the Principle of the Universe, no matter how hard they hit their head against this
wall."
"Then came NSSM200," I said. "The program is still in effect. "Mankind has not
yet build its double layer defense to separate the myths from reality. NSSM200 drew a lot
of blood."
"Oh yes, NSSM200, the famous policy of intention by the empire to begin the
depopulation process, was issued in 1974 as the opening trumpet. The policy of intention
was to start the depopulation in the Third World," said Steve. "It was clearly stated to be
designed to cause the radical depopulation in the Third World with the goal to prevent
any meaningful economic development in the targeted nations. The goal for killing was
to prevent the Third World people from using up their natural resources, which the
empire claims as its own for its future needs. Five years after NSSM200 was issued,
AIDS was unleashed. First it was spread across the homosexual community in the U.S.
and then across the heterosexual world of Africa. People are dying now like flies, Peter,
and often horribly so. The graveyards are overflowing. Nevertheless, it appears that
AIDS isn't deadly enough for the empire's game masters. It appears that the NSSM200
policy, that remained unopposed, opened the door to the next step, the mass-sterilization
of women of childbearing age in the Third World countries."
"In Brazil, between 40% and 50% of the women of childbearing age have been
permanently sterilized, and 90% of the women of African descend," said Ushi. "Did you
know that, Peter? I found this out on a recent visit to Brazil. This horrid mutilation was
done in the typical empire fashion, through private organizations. This maiming of
society is still in progress."
"Yes, but the masters of empire weren't satisfied with those results either," Steve
continued. "They were looking for a more efficient process, and they found it in genetic
engineering. I am referring to the genetic mutilation of food crops. Without utilizing the
universal principle of the double-layer defense, mankind is extremely vulnerable in every
arena where empire bears down on it. Genetic engineering had its beginning in Hitler's
Nazi Empire. Few objected. Now after decades of 'progress' it has become possible with
the corruption of science, to develop genetically modified food-plants, like some strains
of corn that produce a powerful spermicide that disables human conception. The empire
has thereby created itself an effective means for sterilizing a targeted society at will. The

stuff is out of the lab already. It can be applied at will. The mutilation technology is
sitting on the shelf, ready to be implemented against selective populations as desired."
"Obviously, even science needs to be protected with a double layer shield," said
Ushi.
"The moral principle is the dividing line," said Steve. "True Science is not
destructive. Insanity is destructive. However, insanity is not science."
"True science then does not exist outside the lateral lattice," I said in a tone of
astonishment.
"That is why people are vulnerable in their myths, living without real Science,"
said Steve. "If they step outside the lattice, they step into myths of insanity. The targeted
people that empire wants to wipe out won't know what they are getting, when they buy
the modified seeds that produce the spermicidal plants. If real Science isn't an active part
of society's humanity, society places itself outside the lateral lattice, where they won't
survive. Science is the key element of the double layer defense. If society has no interest
in its self-defence and gives the seed companies power over its existence, then the
masters of empire who control it, will wreck the world and possibly its life. Without a
keen scientific awareness, as its defense, society will buy the modified seeds. The people
will have no choice. The West is presently on the fast track to cartelize all food
production in the world into just a few private hands. Thereby the masters of empire, who
control the cartels, are able to dictate who in the world gets to eat and live, and who
doesn't, and dies. In this way the empire is about to radically alter the entire biological
makeup of the planet. This is extreme villainy. It's insanity. But that is the face of the
world, my friend, because the double layer defense that America had once faintly started
to build with the Principle of the General Welfare, has been taken down, and been
prevented with slander from becoming rebuilt. Since there exists no effective defense for
anyone at the present time, I see dangerous times ahead. But those are also times of great
opportunities."
"Mankind needs the double layer protective sheet around it, for the lateral lattice
that you spoke of, to come to light," said Ushi, leaning towards me. "Without the double
layer effect, insanity rules easily, because people don't know who they are. Their
humanity becomes negated by it. Steve is right, there are dangerous times ahead. I heard
from many sources that the empire's cartels are now developing patented terminator seeds
that produce superior harvests, but infertile crops. The goal is to make the entire
worldwide agriculture dependent on the empire's seed companies. However, since the
terminator plants, including the spermicidal plants, do constantly cross-pollinate with the
natural strains, the entire natural biology of the planet might be gradually turned into a
'poison' against human living, and also ultimately into a suicidal plantation that destroys
itself. It is being said that AIDS was intentionally created as a slow virus so that people
become infectious to others before they know they are infected themselves, thereby
assuring that the infections never stop. The same thing is now set up in the biological
world. The cross-pollination is slow, but it is irreversible once it begins. Take the case of
Mexico. I have been there several times. Corn is their major food. The country is home to

hundreds of indigenous strains of corn that have been crossbreeding naturally for a long
time and have produced a highly reliable food source and a highly nutritional one. The
Mexicans tell me that 95% of their natural strains have already been genetically polluted
by cross-pollination. Nobody knows yet what global affect this will all have over time,
especially now that the terminator seeds are in the fields. Terminator seeds produce plants
that commit suicide. That insanity is a rejection of the Principle of the Universe. A gene
has been inserted in the genetic makeup of the plants that causes the plant to produce a
toxin that renders its own seeds infertile, thereby rendering the strain suicidal. The
process has already been patented and can likely be applied to almost any plant. Nobody
knows what the long-term consequences will be of the genetic mutilation of one of the
most critical biological system on Earth. We don't even have to wait for the terminator
gene to be transported by the winds across the oceans or to the algae in the oceans. The
terminator seeds are already being used worldwide. The stuff is out there. Both, the
terminator seeds might turn out to become the 'Andromeda Strain' of the botanic world,
and the spermicidal seeds for the human world."
"I think the rulers of empire expect this to happen, Peter," said Steve. "They have
plans in progress to build a vast seed vault in the high arctic, that will contain all the
seeds of all the natural plants on the planet. They probably need this as an insurance
policy for after the natural biology has become self-destroyed and the food wars have
taken their course to eliminate nine tenth of the population of the planet. I don't know
about you, Peter, but I cannot live in a country that aims to control the entire world and
has preparations afoot to destroy it, and much of mankind with it."
"I didn't know that we have gone that far," I interjected. "But running away isn't
the answer. Surely you know that as well as I do. I can't just run away. America is my
home. If America is endangering the whole wold, in this case America needs me to uplift
its humanity. It needs my help to shut down its insanity. America needs both of us;
mankind needs us."
"And how will you cause this turning around, Peter? You have to start the
protective processes before you can start the healing. I don't see any movements
happening in that direction. America is fighting itself. People are tied into knots over
little single issues. Nobody sees the core issue."
"Of course this can't be addressed as a part of a sea of single issues, or be taken out
of the context of the war of empire versus civilization," I said to Steve. "This can only be
addressed on the platform of the Sublime. America needs us to get it there. It needs to
have its humanity brought to light as a construct of Principle..."
"...and as a construct of Truth, Life, Love, Soul, Spirit, Mind," interjected Steve.
That's what I said about the American woman who has brought these concepts to light as
the essence of our humanity. She built on these, but she was slandered and was looked at
as but an old fool, and remains that."
"But really, Steve, what she represented is all that we've got," I said strongly.
"With these we have to confront all issues of empire. If we can't do this, nothing will help

us then. Of course we don't know yet what this vast structure of the Sublime is. We only
know that without it we become slaves in the sewer and will die there."
"I agree, the double-layer principle of the Universe, which she evidently
understood, is the most powerful structure there is," said Steve. "It holds the Universe
together. So we have to put Science to work, rigorously, beginning with the smallest
aspects, especially sex, that is an issue that is closest to home, and build a double layer
around it, to protect it. Isn't that what this woman has done with all aspects? On this path,
I think, we can begin to win. But that's not running away. We are on the opposite course.
Running away won't help anything. Scientific development is the key, and whatever aids
it is essential. So you see I'm not running away, Peter," said Steve and began to smile. "I
just don't want to get trapped. I don't care about cars and houses and living in America
that is becoming increasingly more dangerous. What good is a Mercedes car and a big
house, if I have to steal, cheat, or lye, to get it, and possibly be required to underwrite
vast treacheries as a scientist? They've already been haunting me to underwrite the
manmade-global-warming doctrine. But this will never happen here. I would be
destroying myself, bit by bit if I had to commit myself to these insane things. This will
never happen, Peter, because it is a far too wonderful thing to be able to be in Love with
oneself as an intelligent, honest, and caring human being. I came here to this poor
country, because in it I found myself freer and a little bit removed from the world of
empire and its war against humanity."
"So you admit that you are running away from the madness," I interjected.
Steve nodded slightly. "I have discovered lately another reason why I have to
remain here. As Ushi pointed out, our precious USA has become a hellhole of genetically
modified food products. For all I know it might have already become a country unfit for
human habitation. Some of my friends in Russia did a simple test. They fed some lab rats
a diet of genetically modified soybeans. Over half of their babies died in the first three
weeks, that's six times the normal rate. As I already told you another researcher fed some
lab rats genetically modified potatoes. The result was horrifying. Almost all of their
organs were affected. Some where smaller. Some were expanded. Even the white blood
cells were abnormal. There were also signs of future cancer risk reported. Are you
surprised? In genetic engineering they break the gene, insert a modified piece of DNA,
and recombine it. That's extreme mutilation. By this process a new plant is engineered
that becomes a patented product. And that is what they do, Peter. They put a patent on
life in the name of profit, mutilate it, and then force the world into a crisis. The botanic
world is the product of 500 million years of development. That's what they are messing
with, and they want me to eat the mess they are producing. No Way! That is simply not
going to happen, Peter. That is another reason why I stay here. Here I am safe from that
madness. In the USA people don't know what they get shoved into their diet and what the
long-term consequences will be. They don't even have the right to choose. There is no
labeling required to identify genetically messed up foods. In fact, such labeling is
prohibited as I said before. So, my friend I would urge you to move away from America
to some save place where you can live securely and work from there for the protection of
civilization. If you're sick or dead, you won't be able to help anybody. You need to look

for a sanctuary to live in and work from. Maybe you should buy yourself a farm and grow
your own food."

Steve began to laugh. "Here I am doing the same thing in essence that the
American pioneers have done," he said. "They left the Old World of empire behind and
created a New World as far away from the center of empire as anyone could be at the
time. I'm doing the same now. Only now the operational center of empire has shifted to
America, even while the ideological center remains in Britain from where it has polluted
England and all of Europe, except for this little place. The iron curtain gives me some
protection, enough to pursue my scientific work. So you see, my being here is essential
for helping our good old America. If the iron curtain falls, which it may, then I might
have to find another place for a refuge, which means moving again. I think we have no
more than fifty years to rescue mankind, if indeed we have that much. I've been told that
at the present rate all the agricultural soils on the planet will have been genetically
polluted by then, provided there is still a botanic world left. So we must work fast, and
we need an infrastructure that supports us. I have that infrastructure here, Peter."

Steve asked what greater reward one could possibly find in life than being able to
uplift another human being above falsely perceived limits, onto a higher platform of
existence, towards greater freedoms and a greater potential to uplift others. "If that is only
possible in a place that offers a relative sanctuary, physically, morally, and politically,
then living there, which is not always ideal, becomes the price one has to pay."
He challenged me to recognize that no one lives an isolated life on this planet, as
we might have done once in primitive ages, when living as hunters and gatherers tens of
thousands of years ago. He said that we have learned since those days that if we support
one-another we can enrich the world in which we live. "We have done this to such a
degree that the same planet Earth can presently support 5000 times as many people as it
once did in the primitive days."
"That's what it means to be a human being, Peter," said Ushi, "and that, all by
itself, is the greatest treasure in the Universe. Imagine, we can uplift one-another to such
a degree that we can improve our civilization and enrich the whole of humanity. This
can't be done with money or with all the gold in the world. That can't help us. It can only
be done with ideas, with the ideas that evolve from our discovery of universal
fundamental principles that we translate into new technologies, new industries, and new
energy resources. That's what we create out of the depth of who we are. And yes, Peter, I
love myself for being able to do that, for my capability as a human being to take part in
that process, to be able to contribute something to enrich human civilization for all times
to come. And that's what I love in others, too. I love to see this quality and capability
reflected in other people, because that is what I love and value about myself. And, Peter,
that's an exciting way to be involved."

Steve told me that he has friends all over the world, who reflect our profound
humanity in their own life. He said that they, working together, by breaking down
barriers of outdated perceptions, have all become more effective human beings.
"Sometimes we challenge age old traditions, just to establish new horizons that have
never been established before. And out of that, tremendous freedoms and capabilities
evolve."
"Do you call that self-love?" I asked. "Maybe that's what it is."
He nodded. "In my book, that's called the Principle of Economics that makes the
world go round," said Steve. "The real economy doesn't exist to distribute or redistribute
wealth. It exists to create wealth. It exists to make the world a richer place, and oh, what a
joy one finds in that. It electrifies the very air, by one being able to create something
great out of the riches of oneself, to create what a human being is capable of creating,
which no other species in the Universe can match. We have become builders of worlds,
Pete, the worlds that we build for each other. That's living in Love, Pete. That's where
you find Truth."
"Wow!" was all I could say. What an answer! "And all that stood behind the 1648
Peace of Westphalia treaty?" I asked.
"The essence of it did," said Steve. "The focus, evidently was different in 1648.
They had to stop eighty years of warfare. But the principle was the same."
"The Principle of Universal Love?" I asked.
Steve shook his head. "What does that really mean to you? Does anybody really
know what that means?"

Steve poured himself another cup of coffee and told us about a dream he had had a
long time ago. He said this dream meant so much to him that he still remembered it. He
said in essence that he saw himself all alone in that dream, hopelessly destitute and crying
for the simple reason that he didn't know what to do.
He related his dream like a storyteller would, presenting a magical story:
"In my sleep a man appeared before me," he said. "The man gave me two things.
He gave me a violin and a black coat with tails. He said nothing to me, but I understood
what I had to do. Although I had never thought about playing an instrument before, I
became a violinist in my dream. I learned to play in the open fields, and when I had
learned to love my music, I began to play for others. Later, I joined an orchestra. We all
played in support of each other before very great audiences all over the world. Many
people's life became enriched as the result of what we did. I was satisfied with my life
that now had a meaning.

"I also observed the life of another man," Steve continued. "Whenever I saw that
man he was in a hot tub, relaxing together with his wife. They had a television installed at
the hot tub, for their entertainment. The last time I saw them, their hot tub was filled with
red wine.
"We all met each other again in St. Peter's realm," said Steve.
Steve told us that he had overheard St. Peter evaluating the man. St. Peter tried to
make the man understand what a terribly poor life he had lived. He hadn't loved, not
himself, or anyone else. He really hadn't lived at all. Moreover, he had enslaved many
people to provide for his opulent living, who likewise had never lived at all, who had
toiled for sixteen hours a day."
"Sure," said the man to St. Peter, "I haven't accomplished anything, but I have paid
those workers for their work. I provided their living."
"Oh, have you now? You have taken their life and paid them a pittance, and a few
pennies more for overtime," St. Peter scolded the man.
"Poverty corrupts, and so they were corrupted," the man said proudly to St. Peter.
"So what? How else could I keep them working for me, for sixteen hours a day?"
"But nothing was accomplished!" said St. Peter. Thus he rejected the man's
answer. "You threw your life away, and they threw their life away at your bidding, and
nothing was accomplished as the result of you having lived. The end result was the same
as if all of you had never existed. In fact, it would have been better if you had never
existed, because living as you have done is a crime against Life and humanity," said St.
Peter.
The man protested, but St. Peter waved him off. "When will those idiots ever
learn?" he sighed.
"So go on, send me to hell," said the man to St. Peter, "what do I care?"
St. Peter replied that he is not a penal institution. Life is not a penal process. "You
don't get it, do you? You simply don't get it. If you don't love yourself enough to let life
explode into a fountain of fire that lights up the world, you remain as dead as if you were
never born. You have earned nothing to your credit that outweighs your mortality.
Consequently, you will fade into oblivion as though you were never born. Nothing that
you have done has put your name into the book of Life."
"And what about those whom I have enslaved?" the man asked. "I have given them
employment. I had a brother among them."
"What about them?" St. Peter replied. "Doesn't the same principle apply to them?
You didn't give them employment. To the contrary, you have made the divine spark of
Life to go out in them. It was their responsibility not to allow that. There are no innocent
bystanders in living. They had the same spark of Life when they were born, and the same

requirement to set their world on fire with it, to brighten it. That they allowed themselves
to be corrupted by you doesn't change the end result, which is, that they have never truly
lived. Therefore, I have to disappoint you, and the likes of you, because I don't run an
association of dead people up here. Go back to your graveyard where you will rot nicely.
That's your style, isn't it?"
"After this encounter, I saw them no more," said Steve. "I awoke from my dream."

"With a dream like that," said Steve, "one finds oneself pondering about one’s own
life." He explained that he didn't want to play the violin, that he wanted to be a scientist.
"I always wanted to explore the Universe and help my fellow man to discover what
makes the world tick. I also wanted to explore how we can utilize that knowledge to
make our world as bright as the Sun, with the products of our intellect and our capacities
as human beings. That's how I became an economist. I always wanted to do that, just as
some boys dream about being firemen. Now I find myself in a position of having to labor
to save the world from its folly of committing suicide. I hadn't counted on that. The world
imposed it. The healing needs to be done. The whole of the West is sitting in this damned
hot tub filled with red wine, enslaving the rest of the world. I have to rescue them both
from St. Peter. For this I became an economist." He began to laugh.
"But you are also a violinist as a theoretical physicist, Steve, and one of the top
people in your field, as Ushi told me," I said to him. "You never said before that you
were an economist."
"My scientific career is secondary," said Steve and laughed. "Primarily, I am an
economist. That's how St. Peter measures us. He measures the result of our life in terms
of our contribution to civilization. That's economics, Peter. He measures our love for our
humanity and its reflection in the world by our actions that physically uplift civilization.
He measures us by how we have enriched one-another's existence as the result of having
lived. He measures us in the same way as we should ideally measure ourselves. We
should measure ourselves in terms of loving ourselves for our humanity, and for letting
that love shine in enriching the world. That makes us all economists, doesn't it,
fundamentally?"
"The bottom line is," said Steve. "One cannot be truly living or loving, without
also being an economist in the truest sense of the word. Economics is a broad concept, of
course. It includes everything that ennobles us. An economist is one who understands
what truly enriches our world, our civilization, and one-another. An economist wears
many hats, and is active in many places, and is nourished by many development streams.
He needs the Science of church and the temple for celebration. He must always be active
in these fields. Instead of 'poisoning' our botanical world with genetic pollution, we
should protect it. Instead of engineering super-crops that we shove down the throat of
poor nation, we should create a super-environment for the existing crops. Indoor
agriculture can do this. We can grow vast amounts of food in protected and regulated
indoor facilities, operating without harsh chemical fertilizers and pesticides. We can build

them fifty stories high, covering thousands of acres of otherwise useless land. All we
need is large-scale nuclear power. Put this in place and hunger will be a thing of history.
Presently the chosen path to eradicate hunger is via the sterilization of people and death
by starvation. That's the economics of empire. We need to promote the economics of
Principle that St. Peter speaks about, which implies scientific and technological progress
on the lateral platform of the general welfare. That's real economics. My point is, if one
is not an economist in this fundamental humanist sense, reflecting the Sublime, one
cannot truly be loving, nor ever truly be living."
Steve looked at me while he said it, in a manner as though he could sense my
puzzlement. "Does that answer your question?" he said in the end. "Is that the meaning of
the Principle of Universal Love, Peter? It's the Principle of Economics. It was the
principle for the Peace of Westphalia in 1648."
"Maybe it is so, Steve," I said in a soft tone.
"Isn't that why I have invited you here, Peter? You have told me in so many ways
that you wanted to become a great economist, one who uplifts humanity out of the coffin
of war, even nuclear war, the coffin of the living dead. That is why you are here. Let me
welcome you to the land of the truly living, the land where Love is our Light, and where
everything that is associated with it, such as the beauty of the human Soul is on the table,
with which we enrich one-another in countless marvelous ways."

Steve paused and laughed. "Like St. Peter, I am not interested in running an
association of dead people. What you call the Principle of Universal Love appears to be
really the fundamental qualifier for being alive. It is probably the most fundamental
criteria with which we must all measure ourselves."
Ushi applauded.

Steve raised his hand a few moments later. "I am not finished yet," he said to her
and me, and began to smile. "Universal loving also means that we are living in a world
without division and isolation in the widest possible sense. It means no political,
religious, racial, social, economic, or even sexual division. The reason for this is that we
are dealing with universal Principle. That means, we cannot say political isolation is bad,
but sexual isolation is good. As a scientist I must say to myself that any form of division
or isolation in society is invalid, because no form of principle or truth supports this
division, followed by isolation. Consequently, we must treat all forms of division the
same, including the sexual division. What is invalid in one case is invalid in all cases.
One cannot single out certain aspects and exempt them from the rule if one finds them
too inconvenient, or too difficult to deal with. Universal means not only all. It means that
it must reflect the quality of the Universe and the Intelligence that is reflected in it. It's as
simple and as profound as that."

"But this has never been done, Steve," I commented.
"That is why we are still at war with a feudal empire that exists by the motto,
divide and conquer, divide and isolate, divide and rule," said Steve. "That is why we don't
live in a new period of renaissance yet and in a bright and radiant world."
Ushi applauded. "This means that we must also talk about a lot of other things,"
she suggested, "beautiful things, human things, holidays in the sun, trips to Hawaii,
flowers in the garden. There is honesty, truth, and love to be found in all the beautiful
things, with which we enrich our world," she said and smiled, "because it takes a
beautiful soul to appreciate beauty, and to create and enjoy beautiful things. We need to
nurture that. We need beauty to rescue the world. In appreciating beauty, we are at one
with our humanity, are we not? We are at one with the whole of mankind? That's a part of
loving, too, and a part of living? We create beautiful things out of being in Love with our
humanity, because it is our humanity that is reflected in them. Our humanity is reflected
in the beauty that we cherish, and in the loving with which we embrace each other. In
appreciating beauty, we truly appreciate ourselves. It makes our humanity more precious
and richer."
"And that is economics? Wow!" I said astonished.
Steve simply said that it was.

We talked till late into the night in this fashion. Steve referred back several times
to the Principle of Universal Love.
"Do you realize what a huge subject you have touched upon with your question
about the Principle of Universal Love?" he asked me at one point. "As a scientist I
understand the absoluteness of a fundamental principle. Nothing short of the adherence to
such a principle could have created the Peace of Westphalia that ended 80 years of war.
But can you appreciate the far-reaching consequences for us when you speak about the
Principle of Universal Love as a valid principle right here? Universal also means all
embracing. It applies to you, me, Ushi, the whole world, without exception, without
division. We cannot be selective and exclude certain elements from that universality that
we would rather not deal with. We would become hypocrites if we were to do that. We
would be lying to ourselves. We also know that the Peace of Westphalia must be
established again and again until humanity is totally free of the wars and atomic bombs
that the royals of the world, and the would be royals and masters of empire have prepared
for our destruction. This means that we must be true to Principle and this without
exception. We must do this even it poses a greater challenge than we might want to face."
Steve added in another context, that he dearly hoped that we would all be up to
what it takes to explore that challenge.

"Well, we have to try. We have to take whatever steps are necessary," I said
boisterously. I said that it would probably be a great tragedy for the world if we
sidestepped that challenge.
Ushi agreed.
Steve just nodded and smiled. "Are you sure?" he replied.

Steve told me at one point in the conversation that I had been right during dinner,
when I suggested that this night was a historic occasion. He said that we had
demonstrated an element upon which rests the highest form of civilization. "We have
established a community of principle," he said "This is not a trivial thing, but something
rare and powerful. We have established a community of principle in that we share the
same perceptions of right, the same ideals, the same commitment to good, the same
commitment to the advance of humanity, backed by a common base of understanding of
fundamental Principle. Isn't that the most powerful platform we can have for enriching
one-another's existence?"
Steve said that the tremendous value of a community of principle was first
understood by President Monroe during the early period of the American nation. "The
dawning concept of the Community of Principle was the heart of the Monroe Doctrine. It
became one of the great defining factors of our nation, by which it had become drawn
together into a community of shared values and a common commitment to fundamental
principles, which included the nation's commitment to the idea of the common welfare
and the common defense of all its citizens. Monroe pointed out that the so formed nation
of the United States had no community of principle with the European monarchies. The
European powers, that are fundamentally feudal in nature, had not the slightest
commitment to advancing the general welfare of society. They lacked the commitment
that bound the individual States of the USA into one nation. The European powers stood
far apart from this community of principle."
Steve added that this recognition had helped him to understand his dream, and the
power of it, and the challenges that yet needed to be faced.
Steve also pointed out that individual states of the United States are sovereign in
their union. "Only in their commitment to the fundamental principles do they become a
union that thereby assures their common welfare based on their shared commitment to
one-another. On this platform the USA became a single nation. That's, how our nation
was developed. Isn't that what St. Peter signified in my dream, in respect to his heaven?
He was always looking for a community of Principle reflected in enriched lives,
measured in terms of an uplifted civilization. Isn't that what he represents? He is looking
for people being in Love with their humanity, and in ways that are reflected in countless
flows of loving and embracing one-another and all. Of course he is still looking. He was
looking then and seemed disappointed. I suspect his heaven is quite empty still. I think
we need to help him, Pete."

"We are helping him," I interjected. "We are helping him by helping our world.
The Egyptians invented the circumcision to enhance slavery. The invention is still being
used and for the same purpose and on a wider scene. Slavery hasn't ended on this planet
by a long shot. It just shifted and become more hidden and more prominent. But can we
not deal with that? If the core of the enslaving process is the destruction of the
community of Principle, we can turn the ship around by focusing on our community of
Principle scientifically and honestly and right here. Can't we defeat the entire enslaving
process that way and establish a platform for freedom? Just look at China. This enslaving
process currently wrecks China, though China itself has never bowed down to accept the
circumcision. The West nevertheless enslaves China. It is forced to give its best people to
western interests to be used as virtual slaves. This hinders China's self-development. It
stifles its economy and diminishes its human resources, all of which are vital to its very
existence. This means that we are fighting for China too, as for the whole world, by
fighting against slavery universally as the greater expansion of the circumcision that was
invented in the first place to enhance slavery. We can win this fight by rebuilding the
natural community of Principle in society. Maybe that's the natural outcome of our
double-layer protection. On this basis, won't we win this fight as it unfolds on a higher
level than biology, a level that the circumcision cannot touch. At this higher level we can
all be in Love instead of some being bound in slavery. Nothing is more critical than
winning this fight for universal freedom, even the freedom to be in Love. We have
allowed slavery to go on for far too long."

Steve leaned deep into his chair as if to reflect on what I just said. "This is the type
of bond that binds us three together," he said after a moment of silence. "I know three is
not enough, but I just don't know yet what this all means and neither does anyone here, I
suspect. I only know that it means something, and that this something is profound,
something big, something that might be significant enough to help us to change the
world. We need to explore the New World on the platform that we have built here. This
is real living. We mustn't lose sight of this, because there are not many fundamental
principles to be discovered that we can unite under. We have to weigh every one
carefully and test it for its substance and to let its substance unfold. If we join hands here
in this house at this level, something with a far reaching significance will likely be
unfolding. That's the promise of Principle."
"It is already happening," I said. "What we have talked about tonight has already
changed a lot of things for me. It made a lot of things clear. It certainly answered my
question of what is the Principle of Universal Love. Being in Love is synonymous with
being in a community of Principle. It includes the entire spectrum of the Sublime. It
encompasses all aspects of the Sublime, with none left out, and not a single one not being
recognized. It includes all good, and there is no good apart from it. More than this we
cannot imagine. I tried to imagine more, but I couldn't. Indeed, more than this we cannot
ask for, because more than All we cannot have. What a vast spectrum this adds to our
being IN Love!"

Steve looked at Ushi. "Didn't I tell you in my office, we have a sleeping giant
about to awaken?"
"Well, that's putting it too boldly," I said and begun to smile. "But I think we have
begun something. We are obviously moving in the right direction."
"Now that's putting it boldly!" said Steve and began to grin.

Having said this, Steve went upstairs to his study and brought a jar of apricot
preserves down, which he said he had saved for a special occasion. He decided that now
was such an occasion, an occasion that called for a celebration.

Chapter 17 - In the Brilliance of a Night
At two o'clock that night the conversation had ground to a halt. I could hear the
water dripping in the kitchen. By then I had fallen more deeply into Love with Ushi than
I thought possible. Certainly, a blind man would have noticed. No doubt, it hadn't
escaped Steve's sensitive perception, but he didn't react to it. I looked at him from time to
time. He had yawned once or twice. The last of these was followed by silence, after
which he suggested that we should have coffee and cake before retiring.
Time to go, I thought. I went to the window to sniff the night breeze that swept
over the park. The drive to the motel would be pleasant in the cool of the night. Steve
joined me at the window, but before I could say anything about going back to the motel,
he called to Ushi who had gone into the kitchen. He told her that he was going to sleep
outside on the balcony. "This means that you could invite Peter to spend the night here,"
he added, "and share the bed with you, if you wanted to."
Steve spoke about this as though he was talking about the weather.
I stared at him with my mouth open. Ushi had given me a tour of the apartment
earlier. The bedroom contained a single queen-size bed. I stared at Steve. I couldn't
believe what I heard. He appeared calm, leaning out of the window again in the faded
Hawaiian T-shirt that he had put on after work. If he had worn a gray sweater, smoked a
pipe, and had looked the image of a professor lost in a world of exotic theories, I might
have been able to understand the offer. But Steve wasn't absent minded, or exotic. He
was an ordinary man, except he was more alert and down to Earth than anyone I knew.
"I would be delighted," Ushi called back from the kitchen.
He turned to me. "Is that OK with you dear friend?"
I still couldn't answer, except to stare at him and nod. How was this offer possible?
He had opened the door to a great incredible good and had reached out his hands to me
with an invitation to embrace it. What a man would do this? I nodded again, almost in
disbelief.
"Well, that's settled," he said.
I didn't know what to answer. This shouldn't have been possible.
Steve remained with me at the window. Moments later he continued our earlier
high level exploration as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened. He looked at me
and began to smile. "There is something that Ushi said, that you have missed, Peter," he
said. "I had asked her how we can determine that we have entered a New World, and
Ushi had answered me that the proof unfolds when the Old World is conspicuously
absent. But how can we recognize this, Peter? What would the Old World look like at the
leading edge? People have struggled with this question for a long time already. They

wrote songs about it and operas, and novels. But how far did they reach? It appears that
the highest concept of social freedom that society has come up with so far, is free loving
and free sex. However, these concepts come with the Old World attached to them. On the
surface free loving appears to be a rebellion against the vertical form of privatized,
dominated, and dominating loving. In real terms, however, it is but another feature of the
imperial vertical model. Society may have changed the form of its relationship to oneanother by rallying around free loving, but it hasn't stepped away from the imperial
vertical model. The imperial vertical model gets dragged along. Free love solves one
problem while it creates a lot of others along the line of the same old flavor. Free loving
that defines Love with a small 'l' is like trading in one feature of the imperial vertical
model for another feature of the same model, because nothing has fundamentally
changed. It almost has to be that way, because the imperial vertical model is the only
model that people know. In time they find out that the new feature comes with all the old
problems attached that are the hallmark of the imperial vertical model."
Steve laughed. Being trapped into free loving is like trading in your giant street
cruiser with a big V8, for a more agile model with a smaller engine, while you really got
your heart set on an electric car. When you finally get your electric car you'll find
yourself in a totally different world, where nothing remains of the old gasoline-powered
world. Of course the shift from the imperial vertical model to the lateral model is vastly
more profound than this comparison can illustrate. It is like stepping into a New Word
indeed. It is essentially an act of celebrating. Isn't that what you have suggested. This is
what is happening right here, tonight. You must judge what is happening therefore with
Ushi's criterion, and ask yourself if the Old World and all of its features is really
conspicuously absent. If it is absent, rejoice. If it isn't, be cautious. Because then you may
be looking for free loving that only offers you the same small world that you want to
leave behind, redressed in a new flavor. And this is often a trap. It is potentially the same
kind of trap the Congress for Cultural Freedom has set up years ago as an open door to
diminish the very essence of culture. The invitation promotes freedom from culture, but
culture is freedom. Free loving therefore needs to be interpreted as freedom from Love.
But this isn't what you want, since in life, Love is free. Haven't we all seen too much of
this freedom from Love, already. And now, Peter, if you extend this reasoning to include
free sex, you are looking by its very definition for a freedom from its very essence. And
what good would that do?"
"Nobody really wants to go there," I interjected. "There is a lot of movement
towards it, but nothing good ever comes out of it. It's always been like that. On the other
hand, we can't close the door on sex, can we? Isn't that what you said the ancient
Egyptians have taught us? You said the ancient Egyptians had robbed their slaves of their
sexual sensitivity in order to make them better slaves, by inhibiting their functioning as a
normal intimate society. This debilitation has now been turned into a universal religion of
sorts, with society dreaming that by banishing sex it improves the species and its culture.
But the Egyptians tell us the opposite, don't they? They tell us that they lost far more than
they imagined, when they diminished the sexual sensitivity of their slaves in order to turn
them into human automatons with little connection with one-another, in the hope the
disabled slaves would thereby never challenge their masters. The Egyptians lost thereby a
society of human beings. They lost a productive wealth that they never appreciated in

their blindness. This tragedy for both the Pharaohs, and the slaves, appears to be the
beginning of what has become the modern human zoo ruled over by the modern masters
of empire. This still ongoing tragedy tells us that we should be going in the opposite
direction, and as far away from the slave-building process as possible. If we did this, we
would be on the road to doom universal slavery today. We would be on the road towards
the freedom of mankind. This wouldn't open the door to free sex that culminates into
rape."
Steve laughed. "It would pry the subject away from old 'religion,'" he said. "It
would bring society into the sphere of universal Love, into the temple of Love that is
dedicated to celebrating our humanity. So far only the Hindus have done this about a
thousand years ago, as we see it displayed for example in the countless sexual sculptures
in the temples of Kajuharo."

Ushi excused herself when Steve was finished speaking. She said that she wanted
to get into something more suitable for washing dishes.
"You have missed something," I said to Steve after Ushi had gone into the
bedroom. "It appears to me that every form of loving that is not based on the lateral
model, isolates society, and is fake. Only on the lateral platform, where we stand side by
side as human beings, without anything else attached, are we close enough to touch. Isn't
that what it means to be in Love?"
"I realize that, Peter, but you find this scary."
"You bet it's scary, but it shouldn't be, Steve. It should be as natural as breathing
the air that surround us." I began to laugh at this thought.
"When it becomes scary, then you have entered the New World," Ushi interjected,
speaking from the bedroom. She had left the door open. "But we are not in the New
World yet," she added. "The big question is, are we ready to test the waters?"
"That is why we struggle with a million things, to weigh them for what is right," I
answered her.
"Why should we struggle?" said Steve. "We only struggle when we compromise.
But that is not how the Universe is designed to operate and is operating. Principle does
not compromise, neither should we. The Intelligence that is expressed in the Universe is
not expressed in compromising Principle, mutable Truth, variable Love, erring Mind,
even mortal Life. We've got to stay on track, because that's the road to freedom. The
politicians haven't learned this yet. They compromise to get along in a world ruled by
insane opinions, and the result is a mess. It gets messy running a train off track. Society
attempts that. I think there is freedom in being on track. Principle doesn't compromise.
Since this is the case, neither should we compromise. Our understanding of the laws of
Principle takes all the struggles out of living. Then, there's nothing scary there."

"But how can you know when you are on track?" I interjected.
"That's easy," said Steve. "You look at the Universe through the lens of its
Science. That is how you recognize that Principle does not compromise. So you move
with it. Science has laid out a fine line, as narrow as the railway tracks. It may be
obscured in the distance, but it is laid out."
"What fine line?" I interjected, before Steve even finished. "What Science are you
referring to?"
"The line is laid down by the Universe," said Steve. "It represents what is real, line
upon line. The Principle of the Universe is imperative in all its aspects. And the Universe
is harmonizing in all aspects. All we need to do is open our eyes, the eyes of the mind.
That is what its Science does. It opens the gates to reality. So it makes sense to govern
ourselves accordingly."
"But what does this mean?" I interjected.
"It means that we look to the Universe for the models that apply to a specific
situation," said Steve.
"Ok, what do we see when we look to the Universe to discover in it our New
World that is unbounded for men and women?" I interjected.
"We look to discover how the Universe draws fundamental diversities together.
The Universe does this in an extremely intelligent fashion. As I had said earlier, evidence
shows that interstellar space is a vast sea of plasma consisting of negative electrons and
positive protons, and that these unlike polarities are drawn towards each other over large
distances by a law of Principle that the Universe has invented for that purpose. We don't
know why it works that way. We only know that it does so. We call the attracting force
the electric force, to give it a name. We could just as well call it a specific force of
Universal Intention. The intention is to serve a purpose. In this case the evident purpose
is to have the unlike electric qualities drawn towards each other. This happens often over
large distances, by the so-called electric force that has an unlimited range. Now what do
you suppose happens when these two opposite-charged qualities actually get together?"
"Do they pile into each other and cancel each other out?" I said cautiously.
"Obviously they don't."
"If this was to happen, all the plasma in the Universe would have ceased to exist,"
said Steve, and smiled. "In this case, no sun would be powered. No galaxy would be
powered. You are right. Obviously this doesn't happen, because the Universe has also
laws of Principle in operation whereby it protects itself against such a potential disaster.
We talked about this already, haven't we? By its protecting laws of Principle, the
Universe remains harmonizing. So it is that in order to prevent the negative electrons and
the positive protons from canceling each other out, the Universe has instigated a
fundamental rule by which the opposite charged particles powerfully repel each other at
extremely close distances. Even while they attract each other over large distances, they

keep each other individually protected when facing each other intimately. That's one of
the fundamental models by which the Universe operates. The end result is that when the
two attracting qualities finally meet, they remain minutely separated. In plasma they form
the famous double-layer electric sheath. The electrons congregate on one side of the
double layer, and the protons on the other side. Thus, the Universe remains safe and
intact, and so do we in our male to female attractive bonds, if we recognize this operating
model, which we actually cannot really avoid. In the vast bond of attractive qualities in
the Universe, nothing ever gets messed up. Instead of the diverse charges eating each
other, large electric currents begin to flow that keep the planets and the galaxies in
motion and intensively powered. The entire Universe comes to life this way, in a dynamic
interaction of attraction and protection. Consequently, there is nothing dead anywhere in
the Universe. The entire Universe is a dynamic happening on a vast scale that is intensely
active. So tell me, Peter, why should the male and female human scene be any less
dynamic, and any less energetic, and be any less protected at the same time?"
"I suppose this defines the face of Universal Love, doesn't it?" I interjected.
"The Universe is endlessly dynamic," said Steve. "Sex comes to life in this model.
Sex is the 'attraction' that draws us all together, doesn't it? It draws us together
universally, and with complete protection. Both aspects of the double-layer model apply
here. Without it, the human scene would be dead. We might not even have a civilization
without it. It is generally assumed that the Universe invented sex as a means to assure the
widest possible genetic diversity to be happening, which it does. However, a large body
of evidence also suggests that sex has an additional vital purpose, an 'electric' purpose,
which is equally as critical and powerfully beneficial, which should therefore be
cultivated, rather than be inhibited. This makes everything less scary, doesn't it? In fact, it
makes everything profound."
"I think I reserve my judgement on this," I said to Steve, and began to smile. "It
sounds too magical to be true."
"A long time ago, Pete, in America, a kind old lady gave mankind a puzzle to
puzzle out," said Steve. "The woman said that she had laid out the perfect challenge for
the scientific mind. She asked if it is scientifically correct to say that there is but one, I or
Us, which she defined as the basic reality in the Universe. Society couldn't answer her
then. Now, a few pioneers like us are beginning to move towards that perception of
Truth. We are beginning to see that Principle and its Idea is One. No one lives outside the
sphere of Reality and is not reflective of its Principle. Sadly, the world lost track of the
woman and her saying over the years. I feel that she had expected an affirmative answer
in her time, considering the way the question is posed. This day hasn't yet come. Even
now it seems hard for people to recognize how it should be the case that the I or Us is
actually one. Of course, nuclear physics and astrophysics make this rather plain. But who
understands their wider application in the spiritual equivalent. The 'I' is the Intelligence
that is reflected in the Universe. Its reflection is, Us. So, there is no difference, is there?
There is no isolation. There is no division. Why then would we compromise on Principle?
What for? What would we gain?"

"We would have a train-wreck," I said and laughed.
"Precisely, Peter," said Steve. "When the principle of the quarks was first
discovered, the discovery made it rather plain that there exists not a single speck of
matter in the entire Universe, asserting that everything that exists, from the smallest to the
largest, is exclusively the construct of energy organized by harmonizing Principle, neatly
arranged in an incredibly intelligent order. Maybe that's when the question was first put
onto the table, as to what came first, the Universe or its Principle? Was the Intelligence
first that created the Principle? Or was it the other way around? Of course nobody could
answer these kind of questions then, nor are they answered conclusively in nuclear
physics. But, how would you answer the question, Peter, from what you know now?"
"I would say that the Intelligence that is reflected in the Universe, IS the Universe.
There is no separation. Without Intelligence expressed, there would be no Universe
existing. The very concept of history becomes invalid thereby. The 'IS' includes all and is
indivisible. It is the same, past, present, and in the future. It includes us. We are all a part
of the timeless 'IS' that is All. There exists only one 'Us,' because the 'Us' is also the 'I'
which is the 'IS.' And that makes the entire Universe a singularity in being; without
exceptions; without division, and without a history."
Steve smiled. "The 'IS' is not the New World. It is the True World that we are
finally beginning to recognize to some degree. We are a part of this world, without
isolation from it, being diverse only in our individuality. And this recognition, all by
itself, changes everything. The Old World with all its divisions and countless myths of
isolation, that have been faithfully acted out for millennia, don't hold much water
anymore, do they? So, we have to get back to the basics. Principle does not compromise,
and neither should we. So, let's not."
"This means we need to add the 'IS' to Steve's criterion for recognizing that we
have entered a New World," I said to Ushi. "That's when the Old World drifts out of sight
and the 'IS,' is no longer absent."
"We are already there," said Ushi. "That is why you are staying here tonight. Your
staying here with us is a part of our self-discovery in the New World of the 'IS.' This is
the world of uncompromising Principle. Its Spirit is Love. We might as well face reality.
We've been living in a dream world until now."

Ushi handed me an apron for the dishwashing chore, while she spoke. "You need
this to protect your diplomatic suit," she said and grinned.
I bowed to her.
"Don't bow, you are not a slave here," she said. "We are in the lateral lattice, where
we are all equals, both in value and stature."

"I bow to you as before the most profound image of Love," I said. "I bow to the
Sublime that you express so graciously."
"Now that I can accept," she added, and grinned some more. "That's not living in a
dream world."
"The Pharaohs of Egypt engineered a dream world in which they became small," I
said to her. "Once they had the sexual mutilation inflicted on the slaves, and the
mutilations might have been messy, the victims would likely have responded with shame.
The probably appeared small and ugly in their own sight, then. They were probably
scared to be seen that way, mutilated as they were, so they hid the mutilation. There is
obviously nothing shameful about being a perfect human being with infinite potentials. I
bow to you not out of shame, or like a beggar, but with joy and celebration of that which
is greater than us all, that we all reflect in our being. Don't you think this needs to be
acknowledged? And so I bow to it. We need to look at this as we enter the New World."
Steve now grinned too. "The slaves were mutilated not only by the Pharaohs
shredding the integrity of their biological design. This might have been so deeply
shameful for them that they were impelled to hide it, both the men and the women, but
their mutilation went far deeper than that, Peter. The breakdown of the social unity in
society created a further sense of mutilation. The sexual mutilation, and the same it
caused, might have become a powerfully debilitating factor in what they perceived as
their identity as human beings. I think it is still that way in societies where the
circumcision has had a long history. And so they try to compromise. They bow to the
mutilation. This hinders the celebration of their humanity, which is ultimately spiritual
and perfect and immutable, and should inspire great celebration in the temple of Life.
Some, who feels small, cannot bow in the lateral lattice where all stand side by side. To
bow before Life, means to celebrate it. Principle does not compromise, neither should one
do so in living. The temple is for celebration, and that's the only place where one
legitimately bows. Is this what you are saying, Peter?"
I nodded.
"On the lateral platform, where our relationship to one-another is a reality without
distance, or separation, or isolation, what results in the expression of Life has to unfold so
naturally that it is like breathing the air, because relating to one-another as human beings
is the most natural happening in the Universe," said Ushi.
"I hope we can get to this point soon," said Steve. "Nothing should be more natural
to us than this, because that's what it is. It's part of the 'IS'. If it isn't, then we must suspect
that we are still in the Old World or have slipped back into it."

Moments later I turned to Steve. "My assessment is that the New World can be
scary, nevertheless. In the New World we are relating laterally. That is why the Old
World is conspicuously absent. We have to make our way without the familiar guidelines
and traditions to aid us. Of course we don't want those anyway, as most of them belong to

the imperial vertical world that we want to get away from. Still, it's scary to be entering
virgin territory."
"Pray that this remains so," said Steve. "Has anyone ever benefited from the
comfortable imperial hierarchical guidelines that belong to a model for relationships that
isolates people? I would say no, because this is not possible. So, Peter, by not having the
old guidelines to guide you, nothing is lost. Instead, by standing at the portal to the New
World, a big step forward has been made. When you step away from the imperial vertical
model into the lateral world, you are in virgin territory. You leave everything behind that
enforces the imperial vertical model that society has clung to throughout history. But as
you, as we all must, find yourself leaving the false behind, we don't enter the New World
empty-handed and blindfolded. In the lateral world, universal Principle takes the place of
the old arbitrary guidelines, and the progressive vertical model of Science gives you
access to the wide world of Principle and enables you to understand its imperatives, and
the power that flows out from it, and you begin to live by it. In that you find another
proof that you have entered the New World of the lateral model. In the New World, one
becomes literally forced to live by the imperatives of verifiable universal expressions of
Principle, which are greater than oneself, and which are as big as the Universe. Yes, this
can be scary, Pete. One has to dig deep into the Truth. One has to be honest with oneself.
We are not accustomed to doing that. I agree: It is less demanding to accept ready-made
guidelines, even if they are strangling us and are wrecking the whole world. My point is,
Peter, that we should be scared as hell of a lot of crap that we don't find scary anymore,
and should rejoice when the vast potential of the New World unfolds before us that is free
of all that crap. We find that New World scary, because the world of Principle is not
arbitrary, so that we face the consequences when we mess up. But why should we mess
up?"

Washing dishes in their small apartment wasn't done in American style. They had
no dishwasher, large counter, or even a dual sink. The kitchen had just a single tub and
that was used for rinsing. The dishes were washed in a plastic bowl on the kitchen table
that was covered with a vinyl-type plastic sheet. I chose the washing station in the
processing line, Steve the rinsing station, and Ushi manned the towel and put the dishes
away.

"I agree with Steve -- why should we be scared of the New World?" said Ushi.
"We are already pioneers in a world where no man has set a norm to measure us by. No
one has ventured as far as we dare to go?"
"You are certainly right about that, Ushi," I replied. "However, living without
guidelines, traditions, and conventions is scary. We have nothing but universal Principle
on the horizon to guide us. What if we screw up?"

Steve laughed. "Of course we'll screw up. We are reaching for the absolute,
absolutely. Until we get there we are bound to miss the mark here and there. But I can tell
you this, we won't screw up half as badly as the world is already screwed up. But we are
in the race at the leading edge. We are the expert skiers on the slalom run. Who isn't
scared there, at least a bit, is asleep. So what if we mess up. We simply get up and
continue the race, and we may still come in winning. That's what it means racing at the
leading edge. The conventional concepts don't apply anymore."
"This changes a lot of things," I said.
Steve nodded. "What do you suppose Captain Maui might have said in 232 BC
when he set out with a flotilla of ships from the Red Sea to circumnavigate the world?
Would he have said, that's scary as hell? Or would he have put his hands on the wheel
with a great joy and excitement for the opportunity to be able to prove Erastosthenes'
calculation of the circumference of the Earth? Erastosthenes had calculated the size of the
Earth, by observation and by the application of some unique universal physical principles
that he discovered. Captain Maui was guided exclusively by these discovered principles.
He trusted his ships, his life, and the life of his crews, to the physical principles
Erastosthenes had discovered. He understood them as the truth, because he could see in
his mind how they were derived. According to available evidence, Captain Maui had
been highly successful. He had sailed from Egypt via the Red Sea to Indonesia, and from
there right across the Pacific to Central and South America."
"He was probably scared as hell in spite of his great joy," I interjected. "He
literally entered a New World, didn't he?"
"Yes, he did, Pete. And no, he didn't. He evidently understood the New World, that
he would navigate in, by having already been there in his mind. The amazing thing is that
all of our discovered parameters apply to his case. He entered a New World where the
Old World was conspicuously absent. He only had those principles to guide him that his
friend Erastosthenes of the Library of Alexandria had discovered and applied. Also he
didn't undertake the voyage to conquer colonies, but to extend the potential of mankind to
recognize itself as human beings. I don't think he saw the project as an experiment, either.
I think he simply saw it as the most natural next step in moving ahead on the basis of the
principles that were already put on the table for him."
"You mean that was for him as natural as breathing the air?" I said and laughed.
"Of course, Peter. And that is what applies here too, tonight, and for the same
reason."

Washing dishes wasn't really my cup, but it was fun in this new environment. Of
course this didn't change the physics involved. As anyone knows, the gravy is hard to
wash off after it has dried into a hard crust, having sat on the table for a few hours. The
potato pot too, was hard to clean. The residue had become hard like concrete. It got stuck

in the top edge where the lid fits. The designers obviously never washed a potato pot. But
I didn't complain. Complaining seemed so unnatural.

"I think we stand at the Red Sea once again, Ushi and you and I," said Steve.
"Before us lies a New World. The conventional world is already conspicuously absent. I
suppose our challenge is not much greater than navigating across the Pacific guided with
nothing more than the profound aspects of universal Principle that are already known to
us."
"The difference is that we face an experiment," said Ushi. "As we find ourselves
on the lateral platform where we relate to one-another primarily as human beings, we
don't get into a precarious exercise, because the model is the most natural model in the
Universe."
Steve nodded. "If you had spoken about 'free loving' tonight, or any such thing,
then you would be venturing into precarious and scary territory. Of course, in this case
you would have been gracefully ushered out of our house long ago. But you didn't talk
about 'free loving.' Instead you asked the question, what is universal Love? In effect you
probed the deepest questions about Love. You asked, is the lateral model a practical
possibility? You asked me if it is possible to move forward with the power of Principle,
as far as we know it, and to step into the New World that we have already seen with the
eyes of the mind? We already know that Universal Love and its Principle is the
foundation of the lateral model, and is at the same time the 'Spirit' of the Universe,
because nothing unlike it is possible in the real world, which is of course for us a new
world. In real terms there is no such thing as a New World. We don't need an experiment
to prove what is real. We only need to understand it, and acknowledge it, to be able to
verify it. We don't need an experiment to see if we can walk on the seashore. We've
already been there in countless different ways. We know that we can run along the shore
and splash in the surf. Peter, I would even say that You, Ushi, and I stand more securely
at the seashore of the Red Sea tonight than Captain Maui had stood there in 232 BC,
before he got on board and raised the sails."
"Maybe we can stand more secure on our advanced Science than even Moses had
stood when he led the Israelites out of bondage," I added. "According to biblical legends
Moses had crossed the Red Sea with the whole Israeli nation with him."
"In a sense they were all in Love together," said Ushi.
Steve nodded. "What should have been a strategic trap for them, as they came to
the waters of the Red Sea, with Pharaoh in hot pursuit, became their path to freedom, so
the legends tell us. The legends are vague on this account, but something along this line
appears to have happened. It appears that the Red Sea got its name from being a Sea of
Reeds, meaning a shallow sea. Under certain tidal conditions and wind conditions a
natural passage might have been possible in those days. If it had been possible, a keenly
scientific thinker, a man of Moses' reputation, would have known about the principles

involved. He would have dispatched the most alert of his people to discover the details.
Moses lived in the beginning of the scientific period, Peter. The entire period of the great
Egyptian engineering projects had been rich in scientific discoveries. The real resources
for these projects evidently lay not in imperial power, but in the mind of the people, in
their humanity, and in the people's development of it, except for the slaves. Moses
appears to have understood this."
"It is being said that Moses scientific background was rooted in Egypt's ancient
spiritual history," I interjected. "Moses is said to have been a student of Hermes
Trismegisus, the triply divine being. He may have acquired some scientific understanding
of the natural face of the human being."
"Regardless of what may have happened back then," said Steve, "it appears that
the Moses legend illustrates an important fact that has long been forgotten. The fact is
that the lateral model, which represents the unity of humanity and the divinity of the
human being, represents the Sublime. This is the only model in the Universe that
represents real power. Moses used this power, he got access to it through scientific
development, and he proved it to be superior to the power of Pharaoh. This is what
tonight is about," said Steve. "The power of our humanity is a power for good. The
imperial vertical model, in contrast, represents the supposed power of lies, threats, and
deception, which have no real power. That's the weak flank of the imperial vertical
model. It literally parades its inherent bankruptcy before the world, which it cannot hide.
If the imperial, vertical model had any real power, it wouldn't have had to resort to lies,
threats, deception, and brutal domination to enforce its goals. Its paper-thin flank reveals
the impotence of the entire imperial vertical model. That is what the imperials are
committed to hide with fascist atrocities. That's how the imperials hide their nakedness. If
you look closely, Peter, the world's social structure still reflects this characteristic, though
it was started in ancient times. Only now we begin to realize that there is no power in this
imperial vertical-model-type of living. It is hollow. It fosters dishonesty by denying
universal Love that is a native element of our humanity as human beings."
"Don't you find the challenge exciting to be able to live like a human being?" said
Ushi. "What is more natural than breathing the air, and brighter than standing in the
sunshine? Its terribly sad that society doesn't give itself the opportunity universally to live
like that, to live like human beings, as we aim to do in this house."
"Wow!" was all that I could reply.

"Did you know that what we are doing in washing the dishes is a recommended
exercise?" said Ushi moments later. "We are told that Christ Jesus washed his disciples'
feet as his last act before his crucifixion. It is said that he took a bowl of water and a
towel and went around to all of them and washed their feet. He commended this to all of
them as a service to one-another out of the depth of their loving."

"The feet is what one stands on," said Steve. "They should be clean. It helps
sometimes to get some help in washing the crap of the world off."
"We are going one step further here," said Ushi. "We are cleaning for one-another
the plates that we eat of."
"That's what Judy Chicago has done," I said. No one reacted to my mentioning the
name, so I didn't take the subject further.
"We wash the dishes every day here for each other," said Ushi. "We do this
physically and symbolically, in order that we can start each day with a clean plate. We
have to have a clean plate to put something new and vital on it that we intend to eat. A
clean plate is also like a clean library. A library should always be cleansed of useless
junk, in order that what is vital does not become polluted. One needs to protect the
leading edge. If we don't do this the world becomes scary."
I began to laugh. "Can you imagine this kitchen after two weeks of no dishes being
washed? Or after a month?"
"The whole apartment would stink," said Ushi, and laughed with me. "That's
scary."
"Let me tell you what is really scary in this world," said Steve. "If anyone dares to
be honest with oneself as you do, and then fails to step out of the imperial vertical model
of living, the forces that reign in this model will threaten one with all kinds of hell. It will
bear down on one with imposition upon imposition, until one gives in and looses the
courage to stand up for oneself and for universal Principle. When it comes to that, that's
scary. Fortunately for us all, the imperial vertical model does not rule in this house, at
least to the extent that we are able to assure that. This assurance opens up a rich and
beautiful New World for us, which is a world of real power, the power to live like a
human being guided by universal Principle alone. That's the power of the natural vertical
model, the model of science where sanity rules and progressive scientific development is
the mark of the day. Of course, outside of this house the imperial vertical model of the
fantasies of insanity continues to rule and darken the Earth."
Steve turned to me. "This means that for tonight at least, you are on pioneering
territory in a country that enables greater freedoms than any other place on Earth. You
and all of us are on pioneering territory together. So, my friend, reserve your being scared
until tomorrow. The night is for celebration. I guess you know what this means."
"Wow!" I answered.

I just stood there with my mouth open and glanced at Ushi, and said nothing more
than just, wow! Nothing more came out. What Steve had said was bewildering and at the
same time crystal clear, but overpowering.

"Pete, when I asked you earlier to describe your most ideal being in the Universe,
if you had the power to create it, you answered me truthfully. Without being aware of it
then, you gave me a description that reflected not just your wildest dreams of what
humanity should be like, but what we both knew it actually is like. Remember, I told you
afterwards that what you described is already the reality of our being. You simply nodded
and smiled. I wasn't joking either. I also told you that the greatest problem that we face in
the world today is to be truthful with ourselves, because we constantly deny who and
what we truly are. We don't allow us to regard one-another, ourselves included, as human
beings in the highest sense, as you had truthfully defined it. We see ourselves divided
instead of being bound to one-another by our common humanity in a community of
Principle. That's a tough habit to break out of, Peter."
"Will we ever get there, Steve?" I asked.
"Fortunately, the reality is that we are already there," said Steve. "We only need to
be truthful with ourselves about what we have discovered as the nature of our humanity.
We have discovered that no one lives outside the sphere of our humanity that is common
to all, which we share as one, which we already acknowledge to some degree in a
community of Principle. We may pretend that we live isolated and solitary little lives, but
we don't. We play this role as required by the imperial vertical model that isolates
everyone from one-another and oneself, but there is no such thing as truly living outside
the lateral model. The supposition that we can live outside the lateral model is a lye.
Principle supports no such notions, no matter how much we believe them to be true. A
lye, is a lye. It looses its validity when we raise our perception of ourselves to a higher
level of truthfulness where universal Principle furnishes the foundation, rather than
deceptions, and lies. What remains left behind when this happens becomes irrelevant,
while the true idea of ourselves encircles the Universe and one-another with the Light,
that is Love. I propose to us all that we allow ourselves to become human beings in this
higher sense, and make an effort to actually live as human beings. This is something that
society has not allowed itself to do for thousands of years. That's a tough challenge,
Peter. But this is the challenge that I am posing for us here. tonight. It is tough, because
countless contrary traditions and axioms still stand in the way, like seemingly
insurmountable hurdles, though they are all irrelevant on the platform of universal
Principle where our humanity is truthfully defined. I propose that we take up the huge
challenge to be always truthful with ourselves in our life, and with one-another. And I
mean not just tonight, but always. If we three can't do this, who have already come to
recognize this challenge as the result of our leading edge scientific development, who
will? And so I asked you, Peter, will you accept that challenge? We have left the
theoretical world behind us as we are now moving into the scientific world of profound
realizations drawn from our scientific understanding. This first step, I think, has been
taken. This part is done. The task before us now, is to become scientifically truthful with
ourselves on an ever wider horizon."
"And so we face the temple for celebration," interjected Ushi. "As we enter, the
celebration happens as the result of it."

I simply nodded for an answer. The question seemed overwhelmingly big, and so
did Ushi's comment. I was invited by both of them into a world I had never lived in
before, that I had dreamed about, but had never dared to expect that it might actually
become real.
Steve said that the best way to discover the Truth is to deal with the paradoxes of
our world. "So, here we are," he said. "Ushi is deeply attracted to you, and you to her.
This much is plain to see, since you couldn't keep your eyes off each other all evening.
So, all that remains now to deal with is this barrier that our marriage imposes, that
prevents both you and Ushi from responding more fully to your being in Love with oneanother, which is anchored in something that is totally truthful. The Light of Love that
encircles you is natural, since it unfolds from the recognition of universal Principle, an
aspect of which is the recognition of beauty unfolding into loving. The natural outcome is
a union based on a community of Principle. You didn't invent the Principle of the
Universe that unfolds into Love. You merely responded and still do, and this honestly.
Your response leaves me with two options," said Steve to me. "I can ask you to go home,
where you will dream about your Love that is blocked and a union of hearts that cannot
be, and send Ushi to bed by herself with her own unrealized dreams. Or I can open the
door to the fuller realization of what you both want, and evidently need, which the
Principle of Universal Love literally demands us all to embrace. That's the real nature of
our humanity. It urges us to respond to its principles and acknowledge its reality, isn't it?
The universality of our humanity is defined by universal Principle and not by personal
traits. Knowing this gives us the ability to rouse ourselves to ever-higher perceptions of
ourselves on the boundless scale. That's the way it is, and that's the way it comes to light,
Peter. There is no world outside the world of Principle, which is supreme. Principle is
greater than any one of us. It is reflected in the universality of Love that invalidates all
the countless divisions that we see in the world. So what is the sane thing to do?"
Steve said there is a point put forward in one of the great history books of a
people's spiritual development, called the Bible. He said that this point is directly
applicable to a situation like ours. A disciple of Christ Jesus, named John, who is said to
have been the most spiritually advanced of the disciples, has raised the point that if a
person, who has this world's goods and finds his brother in need, and shuts up his
compassion so that he doesn't respond to the need, how then would the Love of God
dwell in him? Isn't he saying to mankind, you fools, open your eyes to the nature of
universal Principles or you will never know what Love is?
"Love makes great demands on us," said Steve, "it also gives immensely in return,
and so should we to one-another. That's the Principle of the Universe. We can do this by
acknowledging the lateral platform. So what should I do tonight? Should I heed the
demands of tradition that drive us into poverty and self-denial? Should I dance to the
songbook of ancient priests who demand this, and demand that, and whatever, in their
cold, heartless hypocrisy?"
He laughed. "Listen to those songs," he said.

(A) Thou shalt not allow thy wife to feel any affection for another person, or be
held in affection by another person, man or woman.
(B) Thou shalt not allow thy wife to deeply love another person, or to be deeply
loved by another person, man or woman.
(C) Thou shalt not allow thy wife to be seen naked by another person, or to see
another person so, man or woman.
(D) Thou shalt not allow thy wife to touch or regard another person intimately, or
to be so touched or regarded in return, man or woman.
(E) Thou shalt not allow thy wife to be in bed with another person, sexually, or
have a sexual affair with another man or woman.
"Can't you see how utterly stupid those songs are?" said Steve and began to laugh.
"I am not the priest who demands off with their heads if those rules are not obeyed. We
are sovereign human beings in this house, Peter, or at least we endeavor to be. We are not
a hierarchical society by the nature of our being. We are a human society. Sure, that takes
some getting used to. The bond that binds Ushi and me is founded on Love, not on rules
of withholding or blocking Love. Love means that we enrich one-another's existence
universally. That's the natural Principle of our humanity that brightens our world.
Ultimately nothing else can do this. Isn't that also the real model for marriage? The
marriage of humanity is that wide, Peter. It is as wide and universal as its principle.
Universal Love is a reality that already exists on the lateral model, the models of the
Universe, the model of Intelligence, the model of harmonizing principles and their power.
We don't have to make this model true. It is true already. Nor could we make it true if it
didn't already exist as Truth. So why shouldn't we invite universal Love to be our
sunshine? We don't need to change the design of the Universe to make this happen, we
only need to respond to what is real and universal and move with it in its boundless
domain. Just because the whole world denies this reality and its opportunity to experience
it, as society has turned itself into a hierarchical society, doesn't mean that we have to live
by the imperial hierarchical vertical model, the model of poverty. Starving ourselves
emotionally behind barriers doesn't fulfill the demands of Principle that unfolds as Love.
Love is our commitment to one-another, universally. This commitment is anchored in the
Soul of our humanity. This is the light of the lateral model as you have already
recognized. Naturally, it embraces you too. Why shouldn't it? Why should anyone be
excepted from the light of Love, or from any of its aspects? The hierarchical world ends
at the doorsteps to the real world, the lateral world, the boundless world, our world. And
the gateway to it is science."
Steve lowered the tone of his voice. "The truth is, Peter," he said, "that what I
suggested to you and to Ushi is not some social nicety offered by me, but is an imperative
of Principle, the Principle of the Universe. Ushi and I see it as the Principle of Universal
Love, and so do you. It's natural to move on from there. My offer to you has nothing to
do with you being a nice and intelligent person, which you are. Nor has it anything to do
with me going out of my way to be nice to you and Ushi. It is a matter of the imperative

of Principle that is greater than oneself and offers greater freedoms than anything else
ever had. Love is the Light of that Principle, for starters, and sovereignty is a facet of it.
These are not mine to give, or mine to forbid. I am not running a private zoo as you might
have noticed." He began to laugh. "I am a part of a union of sovereign individuals
governed by our common respect for our sovereign universal humanity. We live in a
community of Principle, so to speak. Surely, you are familiar with the concept of
community of principle. It is a part of our national heritage. Your advanced
understanding of the nature of Principle and our humanity makes an expanded
community possible. And so, I'm not nice to be nice. I'm celebrating with you that what is
happening here is really possible. I see the Light of Love unfolding in your eye, from the
depth of the Principle of our humanity, as Love comes to light in you and in all of us. I
saw it in your eyes the moment we met. So what should I do in your case? Should I stamp
it out, or should I rejoice in its unfolding? Love is the Light of our Life. That's what we
need in this house, and in every house. The sanest thing that I can think of to do is to
promote its unfolding, to shift ourselves squarely onto the lateral platform to let its Light
shine in our heart to brighten our world. And so it will shine, Peter, and it will shine as
always by its own terms, not by mine. I have to respect Love's universality and the
infinity in its expressions. Love is Principle that can be gleamed only on the universal
platform, the lateral platform. It can hardly be seen in the vertical-hierarchical domain
where people stand over one-another, where in fact it has been officially banned by
Thomas Hobbes and the likes of him."
Steve began to laugh. "The Principle of Universal Love poses the severest threat to
a vertical, hierarchical society. That's why Hobbes banned all loving. In the vertical
domain loving is severely limited for that reason, almost extinguished. In the lateral
domain, however, no limits are imposed against loving. To the contrary, universal loving
comes to light as the reality of our being. That's the difference. That is what is hard to
acknowledge. The concept of limits does not apply in the lateral domain, which is
boundless. The lateral domain is built on a spiritual platform that reflects the reality of
our being as a spiritual species; or more precisely, we are an expression of the Universe
of 'Spirit.' In other words, what we are facing here, tonight, all boils down to a question of
scientific honesty about us being human, about us being a spiritual species, and about us
being true to our ability to see with the mind's eye the principles of the Universe that are
reflected in the lateral domain. This capacity to see with the mind's eye, to behold the
Principle of the Universe, and its Truth being reflected in its countless expressions, is
something that is unique to the human being. No other species of life can match that
ability. That is where the root of truthfulness is really anchored. If we can't be truthful
with ourselves about what we are, what's the point in living?"
"Scientific honesty?" I repeated, questioningly.
"That's a tough one, right?" Steve responded.
"That's something that society hasn't practiced for thousands of years in respect to
what is involved here tonight," said Ushi. "The preacher in ancient days speaks of God,
as saying to humanity, 'bring yee all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat

in mine house.' Metaphorically, that's a call for science. We are just beginning to fulfill
that request."
"I have to ask myself what is the 'meat' of our humanity, without which we
couldn't exist," I said. "That's Love, isn't it? Science is an aspect of Love. It is an active
expression of us being in Love with our humanity. That's my acknowledgment of the
Truth and of the Principle of our humanity. I have to say to myself, let there be Love in
my house, that is, let there be Science in my house, because the greatest Christian who
ever lived has defined God as Love. We've been trained to deny this at every turn and in
every respect. Consequently, one of the greatest problem that we face in the world, and
have faced for a long time, is greed, called economics, by which the rich garner up the
material goods that society has created and privatize them. People now privatize even
themselves. The rich cleverly steal from society and stash away their loot under the
assumption that they thereby have gathered riches. What fools! They fail to realize the
simple fact, that only the process of expanding the productive capacity and powers of
humanity, enriches society. There are no riches possible outside this lateral lattice. That is
why our economies are collapsing. Society has privatized everything, and is thereby
blocking what it aims to achieve. And so the world has become a dark place. Society has
even privatized Love as Hobbes demanded. It has been made exceedingly small. Would
society then also privatize God? The whole privatization concept makes no sense to me,
because God, Good, Love, Life, Truth; these cannot be divided and privatized. They are a
part of our universal humanity, of our being, of everyone's being. We should embrace
them universally. Humanity is one indivisible whole, in which God or Truth comes to
light. We should not exclude one-another and ourselves from the universality of the
reality that defines our being. There should be good in the world in great abundance, and
universal loving, and living a rich life in universal truthfulness. I think this is what this is
all about. Do I make any sense?"
My own words came to mind suddenly, that I had spoken earlier on in the cafe to
Ushi, when I felt ourselves being "enveloped in Love."

Steve was leaning with his back against the edge of the window frame while he
spoke, as though he was leaning against the frame of the blackboard in his lecture hall, as
I had observed he would do when a long dissertation was required.

Steve continued talking. "Pete, I didn't say that the task of changing ourselves is
easily accomplished. This is possibly one of the most difficult and frightening things a
person can do, because the inner isolation from what is really true goes very, very deep.
But just as deeply rooted is the freedom that we are fighting for in this room, the freedom
to love and to be enveloped in Love, as you said. The seeds for isolation were planted a
long time ago. These seeds have been bearing their ugly fruit throughout history, but they
have never done this with such intensity and scope that humanity cannot survive their
poison as we have this poison now forced down our throats in the nuclear age, the

imperial age, the monetarist age, and the genocidal age. So, unless we find it possible to
reverse the entire history of errors that has shaped the world's perceptions, the world may
be doomed by its own folly, and us with it. That's where society stands today. This is the
challenge that we all face in a world brimming with nuclear weapons, chemical weapons,
and biological weapons. As human beings, we have no options left, or ever had any, but
to be honest with ourselves about what is fundamental to human existence, in order to
create a platform for relationships to one-another where weapons have no place. Of
course, we have nothing to fear if we pursue the building of unity intelligently. What we
might fear is nothing, when compared to what we stand to gain."

All that I could think of in my suddenly confused state of mind, was that Steve had
been probing this problem for a long time already, while I was somehow swept up into
this stream and had to deal with all of that at an instant. It wasn't fair, and yet it was
easier to go through a door that has already been opened, than having to pry it open
myself.
What was offered through this open door promised to be immensely beautiful. I
knew I had to say something to tell Steve that I agreed. But what to say? I even had a
feeling that Steve's long explanations were largely for his own benefit, as if he was
fighting the same battle against worn out traditions, and axioms, and beliefs, that I had
been fighting without actually realizing that I was engaged in this fight. I felt that he
needed to reassure himself that the course before us was the most logical option, and was
in fact the only option.
"You should realize, Pete," Steve went on, "that the marriage bond that Ushi and I
have established between us reflects to some degree what a marriage bond appears to
have originally represented. We regard our bond as a commitment to each other to enrich
one-another's life, but not to limit it. Here we find a basis for an expanded community of
Principle. Marriage means coming together. On the universal basis it is a sacred bond,
Pete. It is built on Science and opens consciousness to the Sublime or God, to the infinite,
to the boundless, to that which stills the human need and takes us to a higher unfolding of
good than the merely sensual can provide. It takes us towards trust, honor, integrity, joy,
boundless affection. It offers a renaissance in living. It has nothing to do with owning
one-another, but with enriching one-another. That is where the key lies. We bring to each
other our expressions of Love to brighten our world with them. That's economics. It is a
commitment to moral freedom, not to slavery. It represents a unity based on sublimity
instead of limitations. It doesn't exist because a priest has sanctified it. It exists, because it
reflects a commitment based on leading edge science and finds a reflection that comes
from the heart as an outflow of Love. This outflow can only be universal. If it isn't, it is
fake. It needs to be unlimited and be progressively unfolding to remain beautiful. This
cannot happen behind a boundary of confinement that isolates people from one-another.
Human development doesn't happen on a confined and encumbered platform. Every
scientist can tell you that. Marriage signifies a bond that unfolds towards the Sublime, a
bond that inspires people to grow and embrace one-another universally, to enrich one-

another, because those spiritual riches enrich us all. Maybe that's what universal love is.
Maybe that answers your question that I couldn't answer when you asked it earlier."
I bowed to Steve. "I feel deeply honored by your offer," I said. "I am in awe of it. I
am in awe of the genius that enabled it."

I stepped away from the window while Steve spoke. I sat down. I needed to sit.
Steve remained where he was, at the window and turned around briefly and began
to grin again.
"So, tell me Pete, why shouldn't you and Ushi spend the night together here in this
house?" he said. "As I said, it hasn't escaped me how you couldn't avoid smiling at each
other all evening. What then is the sanest thing a person can do in this case? Isn't it to
extend to you both an invitation to acknowledge in deed what you honestly have already
acknowledged in your heart and soul? Life is a beautiful thing, Pete. In fact, beauty is the
very essence of Life, and the human being is the brightest star in this Universe of beauty.
The whole of humanity should be in Love with each other for this fact alone, instead of
being isolated from each other. This means, Pete that you will find no one in this house
who would command the two of you to deny what is in your heart. In this house
humanity is not divided into sterile little camps. Life in this house is built on the lateral
model as far as this is humanly possible. One day the whole world will follow us, if we
survive that long. Then wars will forever cease."
I nodded. That was all I managed to do. I simply nodded. Only two days ago, if
Erica would have invited me to spend the night with her, I would have jumped for joy
and embraced her without reservations, and that would have been it. But this here was
different. The overflowing joy was the same, but with it came also a great challenge to
establish a platform that would last forever, not just one night, that would alter my life
without recourse. "This is the beginning of a new course, a new direction, a New Life," I
replied to Steve. "As necessary as this moving forward may be, it is still scary to
contemplate, even if it comes with an immensely beautiful promise."
"I am a scientist," Steve responded after some moments of silence between us. "I
have realized a long time ago that there is no hypocrisy possible in science. Everything is
based on total honesty with oneself. The truth is the truth. And the truth that I see is that
we all live in a wonderful Universe. Every now and then, when I face my students and
see the incredible response that I get, sometimes even as the result of my teaching, I feel
greatly enriched. I feel as though I am enfolded into the riches of the Universe itself. I
feel grateful for the intelligence that I have been given, that has been given to all of us,
and I feel grateful that I am able to give something back to enrich my students with it,
and through them enrich the Universe. This unbounded dynamic process gives meaning
to living. That's what gratitude is, Peter. It causes us to acknowledge what we have. And
what we have is so rich that when we open our eyes to it, we feel impelled to give some
of it back to the Universe, to one-another, to brighten our world. In fact, we need to give

more back than we have, be cause the human being is a creator and producer. This keeps
the flow of good alive and growing. How else can we enrich the Universe, which the
human being is fully capable of. We have become creators, not with power over the
Universe, but with power to enrich the Universe, by utilizing its universal principles to let
its Light shine ever brighter in our world. This is how I must approach loving as a
scientist. Love enriches our world, and on this road it enriches the world as a whole. I
cannot avoid being enriched by its principles, nor can you. What is happening here, Peter,
is not a political process that I am promoting. It is the natural process of the unfolding of
Life that we cannot avoid if we live with open eyes and honest hearts. Thus, we must
acknowledge the Universe of Principle in which Love comes into our life. The time has
come to do this in deeds that acknowledge what we know, though this has never been
done to any significant extent for thousands of years."
"Wow!" that's all I could say. I said it with such a sense of awe that it caused Steve
to raise an eyebrow.
"My friend, there is hope for you yet," said Steve and grinned.
Maybe Steve didn't expect an exuberant reply. I wondered about that. Maybe that
would have been the wrong response. No one who could measure the immensity of the
kind of proposal that he had put forward, could have responded instantly, other than
saying, 'this will do!' Anything else would have been a denial of Love as something as
natural, as breathing the air.

After moments of silence Steve asked me to follow him upstairs to his study. "Let
me show you something," he said, "something that will knock your socks off."
The upper room was dark, except for two reading lamps that had been switched on
from downstairs. He took a book from the bookshelf. The entire back wall was covered
with rows upon rows of books. He handed the book to me that he had brought and sat
down by the window. The book was a leather-bound volume of the Bible, a very old
book. It was printed in English. He asked me to read 1st Samuel Chapter Eight.
I complied. I read about Samuel, a spiritually sensitive person who had counseled
the Israelites for a long period. But Samuel had become old. So the people had asked him
to give them a king. Samuel counseled against that. He told them that a king is a person
who would rule them. He would take their sons and their daughters to be his servants, and
would set captains over the people, and take their harvests, their fields and their
vineyards, and would demand that everybody serve him. But Samuel's warning fell on
deaf ears. The people demanded to be given a king. They wanted someone who would
judge them, and fight their battles for them. And so they kept on urging Samuel that he
appoint for them a king, until at last, he consented.
I gave the book back to Steve. "That was a warning against mankind becoming a
hierarchical society, a warning against the vertical model, a warning against the Pharaohs'
system. The model was clearly identified as imperial and fascist in nature."

Steve didn't answer me. He waved me off. "Hush," he said, "I want you to read
another story." He went back to the bookshelf and brought another Bible to the table, a
modern paperback version. He handed it to me. "Read from the Book of St. John, Chapter
Eight, Verse One to Eleven."
I located the Book of John, the chapter, but I couldn't read the requested text. It
wasn't there. The chapter in the book started with Verse Twelve. I told him so.
He nodded and then asked me to read the title page of the book that he had handed
to me. The title page indicated that this was the Study Edition of the New English Bible
published in 1976 by the Oxford University Press. I closed the book, and without a
comment I gave it back to him.
He nodded approvingly, and without the lightest change in his expression he
handed me the old leather bound volume once more. It contained the complete text of the
chapter that I had been requested to read. I read the text. It tells the story of a woman who
had committed adultery. She had been taken in the very act. The scribes and the Pharisees
had brought her to Jesus for judgment in the hope that they might entrap him. The
entrapment appeared to be a sure thing. The law of the land, according to Moses, required
the death penalty by stoning a person to death, for the offense that she had committed by
having had unauthorized sex. 'But what sayest thou?' the accusers demanded. They
demanded that he judge the woman, knowing full well that he, the renowned healer of the
people, would never agree to the death penalty. But if he didn't agree, he would speak
against the law of the land, and that was treason. It was a perfectly contrived frame-up
that they had developed, designed to destroy him one way or another.
According to the story, Jesus acted at first as though he hadn't heard them. Still,
since they pressed the issue, he had to react. He looked up at them and suggested to those
assembled that whoever of them was without sin should cast the first stone. At this point
the story revealed that they were all convicted by their own conscience and left the scene,
one by one. Neither did Jesus condemn the woman.
I put the book down.
"Why did they impose the death penalty for such a human act?" Steve asked.
"Who or what did they protect with this cruel law?"
"Certainly, they didn't aim to protect the woman," I replied. "They wanted to kill
her. Nor would her husband and family have benefited by her death, as they would have
suffered a great loss. Nor would society have benefited from it," I said to Steve. "Society
doesn't benefit from murdering one-another. I suppose, only the scribes and the Pharisees
stood to benefit by it."
"Why?" Steve asked.
"Because this cruelty increased their power."
"How so?" Steve demanded to know.

I felt like being interrogated to the deepest level of my being.
"Take your time," Steve counseled, "this is important. This goes very deep."
"I suppose they had to protect the grassroots platform of their own power," I said
to Steve.
Steve reached across the table and congratulated me with a great big smile. "You
are almost correct," he said. "The death penalty wasn't imposed to protect anything. It
was imposed, and if need be enforced, to block the development of the Principle of the
General Welfare in society. That's the same effect the Pharaohs had as their goal by
mutilating the slaves. Except the Pharaohs did it more gently. Under the cruel Hebrew
law, fear and the death penalty imposed the blocking effect. Here the entire community
was demanded to do the execution, lifting up stones and causing injuries to the victim till
the victim would be dead. I can't think of a more effective method for preventing the
natural intimacy in society. Every empire aims to prevent the unfolding of the Principle
of the General Welfare in society. It is the same here. Towards this end, their
interpretation of the marriage bond was largely centered on property rights."
Steve explained that under this law a husband owned his wife as property. "She
was deemed to be his property in as much as the rulers of that society owned the people
who were deemed the property of the church, so to speak. The rulers realized that the idea
of people being hierarchically owned had to be established at the very grassroots level of
society, for the notion to be effective as an instrument for maintaining power over society
on a feudal basis. It had to be rooted in the ground, so to speak. This was required in
order that it could serve as a foundation for the entire hierarchical power structure that the
priesthood was a part of, or the ruler of. How else could an oligarchy create and maintain
its private zoo? This structure of the ownership of people as property supported the status
of all feudal rulers. Everything rested on this foundation. It legitimized the power that the
church had assumed over the people, which literally owned the life of its subjects as the
cruel law amply illustrates. It also legitimized the self-assumed rights of kings and
emperors, who claimed to own the whole society, to do with as they pleased. And this
worked. The people complied willingly under the rule of this terror."
Steve said, "The rulers of the empires couldn't possibly allow the foundation of
their power to become eroded, certainly not at the grassroots level. The slightest
challenging of the notion of people being owned as property, especially at the grassroots
level, had to be regarded by the rulers as an act of the highest form of treason that they
were obliged to meet with the death penalty. This harsh penalty reflected the severity of
the danger that an expanding sense of unity represents to the feudal system. They
imposed the death sentence to protect their own illegitimate status, even while they were
spouting out Moses' law, 'thou shalt not kill.' That duplicity is still going on as you may
have realized. They even found it necessary to put the blame on Moses, for dishing out
this cruelty. Evidently, their blaming Moses for it served to obscure the real issue, as
nobody would question Moses. This gave their political cruelty the desired legitimacy."

"The story of the adulterous woman follows the imperial vertical model, the blackcross model of fantasies of insanity," I said to Steve. "All the elements are there. The
story defines a process that is clearly imperial and fascist in nature, as one would expect
it to be. Still, the Decalogue forbids adultery, doesn't it?" I replied to Steve.
Steve shook his head. "Axioms, axioms, axioms!" said Steve. "People blabber out
slogans without being aware of what they mean. Adultery, democracy, these words are
used so loosely. They have become twisted into stereotyped images. In the West,
democracy has become the rule of the rich who are able to finance their own servants into
positions of power in order to protect their looting enterprises. The concept of democracy
has been adulterated. It has become corrupted. It no longer signifies the rule of the people
by the people for the people, that the original idea stands for."
Steve laughed. "Just try to stand for election for President in our home country on
a platform that is not approved by the establishment. Just try it, and you'll get shot down.
You will most likely be killed before your name even gets onto the ballot. That's what it
means to adulterate the idea of democracy. You introduce elements that have nothing to
do with the original idea. It's like a gas station that mixes diesel oil with gasoline and
sells that adulterated stuff as high grate fuel. It means that you take an idea and twist it
and distort it, to make it suitable for your agenda. Often the outcome is such a gross
perversion of the original concept that its underlying idea becomes totally lost. That's
what it means to adulterate. The very concept of marriage has become adulterated, Peter.
It has been grossly adulterated by the priests, and not by the people. The concept has been
turned upside down."
Steve paused and sighed. "I wish you could read German," he said and brought
another Bible from the bookshelf, an old German version.
"My specialty is Russian," I replied. "I know some German, some Spanish that I
learned recently. I must admit, my German isn't great. It's adequate for most occasions,
but not for interpreting ancient Biblical texts."
"These are very old texts," Steve said as he found the Decalogue. He said that the
Decalogue is first introduced in the Second Book of Moses. It's called Exodus in the
English Bible. "Here it is, Chapter Twenty." He said that there are four fundamental
principles presented among the Ten Commandments of the Decalogue. These are in
essence simple statements of the principles without which the human society cannot
function. He said he would like to read them to me, translated from the German, with a
slight change in the sequencing to illustrate the nature of the commandments. He read the
last four commands: "Thou shalt not kill; thou shalt not steal; thou shalt not lye against
thy neighbor; and thou shalt not 'ehebrechen.'" He explained that the term "ehebrechen"
literally means that one mustn't break what is honorable. It means that one mustn't negate
and interfere with the bond that Love has forged, or is forging. One mustn't adulterate
that bond. "And that is all that the Decalogue says," said Steve.
"It then doesn't say a word about married loving, or unmarried loving, or
homosexual loving, or lesbian loving," I said.

"It merely says that one must never break the bonds that Love has forged, or
dishonor those bonds," said Steve. "This includes all possible bonds that we find reflected
in the wide model for Universal bonds that the Intelligence of the Universe has
established, such as the molecular bonds that are as numerous in their diversity than the
grains of sand on the seashores of the world. Every type of bond that we can imagine
exists fully established in the Universal model, as manifest in the molecular bonds. Even
the homosexual bond that society cries about with indignation, is a natural bond under the
molecular model. Most gaseous hydrogen, for example, exists in molecular form as H2,
rather than in pure atomic form. As I said earlier, the hydrogen atom has one electron and
room for two. This means that two hydrogen atoms tend to join naturally and share each
other's electrons in order to fill the empty room that each one has, whereby each one has
its electron shell completed. This 'homo'-molecular union is not uncommon. In a similar
manner two oxygen atoms join in a, O2 molecular bond, by sharing the four electrons
each one has in order to fill each other's four empty rooms. The oxygen's 'homo' union is
also quite natural in the triple-bond form as O3, the famous ozone molecule, in which
each of the oxygen atoms shares two electrons with two different atoms, filling all the
empty rooms by which each one's outer shall is filled. The various forms, of course, have
a purpose. The O3 molecule, for example, is needed to protect life on earth against the
intense ultraviolet radiation coming from the sun."
Steve paused. "The 'mixed' bonds of course are far more common than the 'homo'
bonds," he said moments later. "Also the mixed bonds come in a vastly wider array of
different shapes and sizes, from triple bonds to bonds that unite hundreds of atoms, as in
the long carbon-polymer chains."
"Are you saying that all bonds are of equal value?" I interjected.
"Value isn't the right term to use here," said Steve. "Value isn't an absolute
concept, but validity is. I would say that all molecular bonds are equally valid, even while
they fulfill different needs and different purposes, as the harmonizing Intention of the
Universe requires. And this applies also to our human bonds. I would say that we have a
wide range of bonds before us to choose from, according to our specific needs for
creating an efficient civilization. We might choose several types in sequence or in
parallel, in order to create the most efficient platform for our individual involvement in
enriching civilization. For example, we now have a bond of three established between us
here in this house. That's a valid bond. We also have individually several bonds of two
established. These are also valid. Some day in the future you may establish a bond of
seven, and another if five and another of four, and so on. And they will all be valid, Peter.
Whatever Love draws together into a more efficient union for its intention, is valid and
needs to be honored, or else we would dishonor the Universe that has created the model
for it all. In honoring these bonds we fulfill the Decalogue."
"Still, the Decalogue, concerning marriage, implies a single bond of only two
people, exclusively," I interjected.
"I think that whoever wrote the Decalogue had a much wider sense than that," said
Steve. "Historians suggest that the Decalogue came from Egypt, probably from the

Hermetic background, where it was deemed that God can have no name, or else all names
must apply. I can't see how the small and exclusive marriage model came from this
background. It was likely added later by interpretation to serve some rulers' objectives.
However, this results into a poverty dominated world. Can you imagine the poverty that
would rule if the artists of the world were restricted by law to 'paint' only with a single
shade of a single color, with a single geometric form of expression?"
I nodded slightly. "An artist can't produce anything useful with that," I said. "Even
the black and white world of early photography was more expressive than that as it used
an infinite range of shades. Most artists would likely get by with six or seven different
colors creating other colors and shades of colors applying a large range of combinations
that bring a boundless pallet to their expression of ideas."
"Six you say?" said Steve. "Some do wonders with less. Now compare this with
the Universe. The Universe paints with 120 different types of atoms in combinations of
usefulness that are so rich in expression that it makes 'infinity' appear small. And every
one of these combinations appears to be valid by its usefulness, if not vital, or even
essential. It is hard to image how much of the universe would disappear if some of those
vital 'bonds' would suddenly be blocked. All life might vanish."
"Isn't that what you said earlier, is being done with the circumcision," I interjected.
"Didn't you say that some people who had the circumcision done to them in later years,
described the change as suddenly having to live in a world without color? Wouldn't that
change a person's outlook on life, his aspirations, his reactions, his relationship with other
people, even his functioning in society, and all that even without the psychological stress
disorders added?"
"That's the trap that over three-quarters of a billion people are living in," said
Steve. "That's an invalid way of living. No model for it exists in the Universe."
"It is hard to imagine how frustrated the artists of the world would become if they
lost all sense of color," I interjected.
"Unfortunately most people were circumcised at birth, so that they will never
know what they lost, or what human living is really like," said Steve. "However, as tragic
as the result may be, mankind has subjected itself to another type of 'circumcision' that is
more universally practiced, and is more deep-reaching, and more limiting. Our social
platform of the small and tightly confined marriage bond has created a similarly
'circumcised' society. Do we have any appreciation of the wide world of potential 'color'
in human living that ancient doctrines still deprive us of? We simply don't know, do we?
Mankind has never given itself the chance to know the difference between the color that
it has the potential to experience, and what it allows itself to experience of it. Nor do we
have a yardstick available to us to measure the cultural and economic losses that we
thereby suffer and accept. We only know that the world is a mess, laced with wars,
divisions, isolation, domination, starvation, ruled by forces of empire, filled to the brim
with nuclear bombs, and its empty forests echoing with the 'song' of crows that demand
depopulation. We simply haven't got a clue what the dimension of Universal Love really

is, and what its color is in human terms, and what its freedom can accomplish. We live
contend in our circumcised landscape, as if this all their is, and complain about the
darkness that is covering the land. The sexual circumcision isn't nearly as tight as this
accepted landscape has become. A few people have experienced the difference, and with
a few of them now speaking out, the dreadful artificial landscape of the sexual
circumcision is changing. It is getting lighter. But socially, society remains committed to
its 'circumcision' that blocks the brighter, Universal colors of Love, and woe be to
whoever challenges the legitimacy of the 'circumcision' even if there exists no model for
it in the natural world."
"Are you saying that the small marriage bond of two mixed 'colors' is invalid?" I
interjected.
Steve shook his head vigorously. "I am not saying this at all, Peter. In the
Universal sense the small mixed bond is totally valid too, but not exclusively. It's not all
there is. There exists a wide world of possible bonds that are all valid. Every bond of
Love that we can imagine already exists and is totally valid within the model of the bonds
that the Universe has established, by which it exists with near boundless dimensions.
Everything is valid there, from the smallest bond to the largest imaginable. Except in the
molecular world, the linking of only two atoms, like in the case of a single man and
single women, is actually rather rare in the vast sea of possible bonds. Also, the resulting
bond that we see happening in this particular case isn't as deep-reaching as many others.
As I mentioned earlier, the bond that forms common table salt in the form of a molecule
of sodium and chlorine is not as tightly locked. Sodium has 1 atom and chlorine 7. As the
two join, the sodium gives up its atom to the chlorine, that thereby gets a full house of 8
in its other shell, which is called its valence, while the sodium thereby has its next inner
shell exposed that thereby becomes its valence, which of course contains a full house.
Thus, both are happy. However, the transfer of the one electron in the process of forming
the bond creates an electric imbalance. In this case, the electric imbalance becomes the
attracting force. The result is called an ionic bond. This bond isn't as deeply linked as the
covalent bonds are that are most common in the universe, but it is just as valid. Everyone
of the countless types of bonds that exist is valid and enables the fulfillment of certain
types of purposes. The Universe becomes exceedingly rich thereby. Shouldn't this vast
range of rich 'colors' be reflected in our human bonds of love and in our social structures
built on these bonds? The ionic bond appears to represent the bond of attracting passion
that draws the Principle of the General Welfare to the foreground, on which civilization
depends. I would say that it has a vital role to play, even though it is one of the smallest
forms of the possible bonds."
"And what about the national bond?" I interjected. "Isn't the cultural bond that
binds a group of people into a nation, just as valid and vital as the smallest bond? This
means that we are not as completely 'circumcised' as it appears we are."
"The national bond reflects the nature of the 'metallic' bond," said Steve. "Metals
form infinitely extended 'homo'-type bonds. Metals form endless networks of covalent
bonds between identical atoms. The entire network shares each one’s valence electrons,
right across the entire lump of metal. Take the case of sodium, which is a metal by nature.

It has a single valence electron. When brought together with another sodium atom, the
two atoms share their valence electrons, but they are too 'small' to complete each other's
valence. The shared electrons thus move around across the entire resulting molecule.
They become delocalized in the process. With their electrons delocalized, the atoms
become electrically charged. In other words, they now become held together by the
electric nuclear force, one of the strong forces of the Universe. In the case of metals, the
atoms become tightly packed by this force. This means that in their tight configuration
each sodium atom is touched by eight other sodium atoms, whose electrons become
likewise delocalized. There exist many types of metals. Some of the metal atoms have
more than one electron in their valence to contribute to the common 'sea' of electrons that
envelops them all. Magnesium, for example, contributes two electrons, which results in
greater strength of the metal. Also magnesium becomes more tightly packed thereby, so
that each atom stands in direct contact with twelve others, increasing the strength of the
resulting bonds still further. There exists no inherent limit as to how far these networks of
covalent bonds can be extended. The inner core of the earth, for example, is a single
cohesive 'molecule,' so to speak, that is 1200-km in diameter."
"Are you suggesting that this aspect of the Universal model corresponds to the
larger bond of a nation?" I interjected.
"Eighty of the hundred-plus elements that exist, are metals," said Steve. "Each
metal is special. Each has special qualities and characteristics. Of course you have to
respect and honor these special bonds that create the special qualities. You likewise have
to honor the unique national bonds. If you scrap the national bonds on the road to
establish a world-empire, you violate the model the Universe is built on, and the result
becomes a mess. So you see, Peter, each bond that Love has forged is valid, and those are
as many as the sea is wide. Unfortunately, society, in its small-minded ways, scraps
almost all aspects of the Universal model. It says that only a single bond between a single
man and a single woman is valid. Even the national bonds are now being deemed invalid,
and are now on the road to being scrapped altogether, by the masters of empire."
"Then, I would say, in doing so, society commits adultery on a vast scale," I
interjected. "It then mutilates its perception of the natural model and applies the screwedup version to itself. Why are we surprised that this creates a mess everywhere it is done,
so much so that nothing much works anymore? In this sense the terms 'adultery' applies
to the physical mutilation of people as well, such as by the sexual circumcision. The
sexual circumcision then is a form of 'adultery' just the same. It mutilates the divine
design; it adulterates it; and the result is in this case too, that nothing much works
anymore in society."
"It looks like the ancient Egyptians started to discover this," said Steve. "They
mutilated their slaves with the circumcision and the infibulation, aiming to create better
slaves, but they couldn't avoid the reality that they messed things up so badly that their
slaves became quite useless to them. It appears that they then decided to clear the slate,
for which they ordered the expulsion of the adulterated people. The great Exodus led by
Moses might in reality have been an expulsion. The implementation probably fell onto
the Egyptian priesthood. It appears that the priesthood had appointed one of their own to

become the leader of the slaves. With some clever theatrics, the appointed leader, named
Moses for that purpose, inspired the slaves to leave on their own accord, with them all
perceiving themselves as being liberated by him. The priest's agents might have
discovered a path through the shallows of the 'Sea of Reeds' as the Red Sea was called in
those days, with shallows that under the right wind conditions and tidal condition could
be easily traversed. The priest's agents might have also pre-positioned supplies and water
for the slaves' exodus deep into the desert, from which few likely returned. The Bible
says that God kept them there for thirty years until all those corrupted by Egypt were
purged. In reality that period might have been but thirty days. The few that got out of this
trap alive probably re-wrote their people's history with stories that made the survivors
national heroes. Since the survivors couldn't erase the circumcision that had been thrust
upon them, they probably elevated the circumcision into a national symbol, a symbol that
signified their favored status with God, the great deliverer from Egypt. History is easily
're-written' in the long hours of repeating fireside tales in the times before the written
languages came into general use. Nevertheless, the circumcised couldn't escape the social
consequences of their circumcised living. The resulting adulterated social 'landscape'
rendered the circumcised cultures frequently incompatible with the societies in which
they came to live. Consequently, they became expelled again and again, in long repeated
traumas, or were otherwise subjected to hate and persecution. History records many
expulsions of the circumcised. Some of the expulsions were small in scale, limited to
towns and cities. Others were large, like the mass-expulsion of the Jews from Spain and
also from England, or as in the later times where the 'expulsion' of the Jews from
Germany became a 'great' holocaust of unspeakable dimension -- the memory of which is
being kept intensely alive today. Some of these holocausts, of course, were unprovoked;
and some were evidently in recompense of other holocausts; and some are still ongoing
like the holocausts against Palestine. The consequences, though, are always huge, Peter,
and I mean with that the consequences that society suffers from adulterating its natural
quality that is built into the rich design of humanity by Universal Intelligence. In the
English language the concept of 'adulterating' has an amazingly wide meaning, such as;
to corrupt; to debase; to mutilate; to remove a vital element; to impose false value, such
as in the destruction of culture. The term is also recognized as deception, as in the global
warming scams; or as violation of the natural integrity of anything, such as we have it
today in large variety of adulterated food, or in the raping of society for profit that is now
deemed economics. We also see it reflected in social brutalization, as in cases of mindmanipulation for political control, or engineered genocide, or religious terror. This list,
Peter, is long and almost endless."
I raised my hand to interrupt Steve. "It appears," I said, "that the priesthood of
ancient Egypt, if it authored the Decalogue, might have included the 'adultery' concept as
a summary warning to future ages against the circumcision process. That's what the
Egyptians had tragically experienced, while most the other forms of mutilation of the
human design lay still far in the future. Still, even the ancient Egyptians might have had a
faint sense of the wider scope of what they touched on. Considering this, they might have
attached a wider meaning to the term adultery even in their time."
Steve nodded. "Who can tell today how much yarn was spun around the concept of
adulterating the human dimension over the ages. Countless fireside stories were told and

retold until written languages were brought into general use? History becomes overlaid
with fiction until nothing real is left. A lot of fiction has evidently been taken as historical
fact, especially when the fiction becomes recognized as useful for controlling people. But
what has happened in the ancient times is water under the bridge, Peter. In today's world,
society shouldn't be controlled by fiction anymore. That is why society's refusal to
recognize the wider sense of adultery has become so tragic. This deep failure is evidently
the reason why the practice of the circumcision still continues. It serves the masters of
empire; it is shielded by them. For society it has become a seriously debilitating issue that
hasn't been resolved to the present day, and is now wrecking civilization. Look at all the
various areas in the world where civilization is being torn to the ground, where nothing
much functions anymore, where every sense of humanity has been thrown out of the
window. You will find that these are the areas where the practice of sexual mutilation is
predominant, which is being utilized for political goals. This single failure in society to
widen its concept of adultery now affects more than a billion people in many parts of the
world. The tragedy that results from that adds up to a holocaust that far supersedes the
worst holocausts in history. And this is all intentional. The masters of empire have made
it plain so many times that they want the vast majority of mankind 'expelled' from this
planet. They don't call it genocide, of course. They call it 'population reduction.' They
want mankind reduced to less than a billion people. One of their 'noble' princes,
according to his own writing, would want to be reincarnated as a 'particular deadly virus,'
if this was possible, in order that he could contribute to the depopulation-genocide. The
escalating insanity in this, which society so casually accepts, should illustrate how great
the urgency is for mankind to discover and embrace the real models that have been
established for relationships by the Intelligence of the Universe, which are inherently safe
and are wide beyond measure to meet all human needs."
"Circumcision is a form of adultery," I interjected. "I agree; we can't get away
from this fact. This means we have to heal the scene. But do you really think that this is
what Moses' Decalogue had been designed to address?" I interjected.
Steve shook his head slightly. "The Egyptians didn't have a clue how deep the
issue goes. The natural model that we have discovered in physical science was miles out
of their reach to discover. Still, they did recognize some aspects of Truth. Egypt was
monotheistic. Moses might have been given the task to perpetuate the idea of
monotheism, to convert the slaves to it. It might have been his task to help perpetuate the
Egypt's monotheist theology through the 'liberated' slaves, who would then bring it to
other lands. With the exception of the focus on monotheism and 'adultery' the Decalogue
is essentially a statement of common sense. An alert priesthood was evidently aware that
civilization has certain key pillars, such as not to kill, not to steal, not to be untruthful, not
to dishonor what has been forged in heaven, and not to covet property, and so on. In
contrast, the Egyptian priesthood didn't likely understand the nature of the active
principles that need to stand behind the passive directives, as principles for achieving
healing. Unfortunately, this ability is still lacking in the world. Mankind's thinking has
been made 'small,' just as the concept of adultery has been made small."
"Are you saying that adultery is itself a corrupted term?" I interjected. "Under the
directives of empire, religious or otherwise, society corrupts itself in countless ways. It

loots one another, makes war, and allows its economies to die. Society's careless
corrupting of its humanity falls into this context. And with it, the concept of adultery
itself has been corrupted."
Steve nodded and smiled. "In the German language the term 'ehe' implies the
marriage of a man and a woman. It is understood that way. It is understood that this type
of union makes the bond of Love honorable, which it is. But in the lateral domain are
many forms of honorable bonds of Love possible, even natural. Why would one put
shackles on Love as Principle? Would one limit God? Would one limit the allharmonizing Spirit of Intelligence that we term Love, whose creative Intention is good?
We cheat ourselves by de-capitalizing Love into something small, and thereby removing
it from the Universal context. There is no such thing as lower case love. Love is a capital
term and is Universal in its application. Sex doesn't change this wide scene. Sexual bonds
naturally embrace the male in human nature, and the female, and our third sex that is
defined evermore by our spiritual identity. The real Decalogue seems to say that one
mustn't break any of that."
"The Decalogue says that one mustn't interfere with whatever bond unfolds in
Love, which brings people together, whether this be sexual, or otherwise. The Pharaohs
tried to break the sexual bond with the circumcision, and they were evidently quite
successful, but the result was apparently of no use to them. First their religiosity may
have limited the sexual bond to only a single male and female, and once this was
accomplished, they cleverly wrecked the attracting force with the circumcision. With this
they broke the bond altogether, but it gained them nothing."
"They may have thought that when the natural bond is broken, what remains
becomes a bond of slavery," I said quietly. "You suggest that the result wasn't even good
for that. This means that whoever subscribes to the circumcision violates the law of the
Universe in a big way. So they might have created the Decalogue as a warning, perhaps
even to themselves, that one cannot violate a feature of the Universe without tragic
consequences. The Decalogue might have become a code of their own law for that
reason," I added.
"I met a friend of mine from Australia in Denver a long time ago," said Steve.
"We had lunch together in the mountains. He had ordered quail. He had picked at the two
little things that were served for his meal, picking at them for half an hour, struggling to
get enough meat off. Afterwards he wrote on his napkin: Never order quail! The
Egyptians might have written the same thing into their heart regarding the circumcision,
because with the dawn of the deep slavery, ended the era of the great pyramids. The
decline of Egypt began in that timeframe. Foreign settlements began to spread in northern
Egypt. For a brief period, they became increasingly powerful, almost ruling Egypt, until
Egypt reasserted its control, enslaved some of them and expelled others. It seemed
however that with increasing reliance on slavery, perhaps in spite of their best intentions
to the contrary, the decline of Egypt became irreversible. It is unknown of course to what
degree the circumcision played a role in all that, but it is known that the Pharaohs became
famous for all times as the masters of the sexual mutilation. This may be the reason why
the deepest sexual mutilation of women, the infibulation, is called to the present day the

'pharaonic circumcision.' In today's world, the ranks of the victims of this still ongoing
crime have swelled up to over 100 million people. The total crime of sexual mutilation,
male and female, adding up to 800 million, -- of what might be called the deepest willful
adulteration of the design of the Intelligence of the Universe -- violates the very model of
the Universe that the Decalogue was likely intended to protect."
"The victims of the circumcision then live as victims of a crime against the
Universe," I interjected.
"The bonds that Love has put before us, and still is putting before us and always
will, includes sexual bonds with a spiritual utility that should be honored to the fullest
possible extend as the most precious gift that all the bonds of Love are," said Steve. They
are all honorable bonds, including the sexual bonds -- in fact especially the sexual bonds.
The human being is not an animal for which sex is just a means for procreation. The
human society exists on the cultural implementation of Universal Principle. One aspect of
this implementation is the development of the Principle of the General Welfare. This
principle is a cultural aspect that one cannot find expressed in the animal world. The
recognition of Universal principles doesn't exist there. But as human beings we live on a
cultural platform, where the recognition of Universal Principle, such as the Principle of
the General Welfare, is highly important. Our existence is built on cultural structures that
are supported by vast physical industries and supporting infrastructures. If those cultural
structures collapse, large segments of the population die of the consequences. We saw
this happening in the 14th Century on a 'small' scale. The Principle of the General
Welfare is a critical aspect of our cultural structures. Sexual intimacies in the human
realm appear to be designed to promote the development of social intimacies, that in turn
are crucial for the development and advance of cultural intimacies and the corresponding
humanist and economic intimacy that defines our culture. The circumcision has evidently
been designed to wreck this process of building intimacies at the very root. The masters
of empire had been crying for depopulation since 1790, with voices of a long line of
stooges from Giammaria Ortes on, including Thomas Malthus, Charles Darwin, Francis
Galton, and also Huxley, Wells, the Fabians, and a goggle of similar traitors. The masters
who owned them have also been quietly promoting the circumcision that disables the
normal functioning of society. A large part of the Islamic world has been victimized in
this manner, and also vast portions of Africa, and almost all of Southwest Asia. And as of
late, large portions of the USA have been added to the rank of the victims. And look
where all the problem centers are. They are all located in these regions where the victims
of the circumcision are located. More than 800 million people live as victims of the
sexual mutilation that thereby has become the most wide-spread pandemic disease of all
times. If one includes on top of that all those who are affected by association, the number
of victims may already exceed the two-billion mark."
"Then what chance does Africa have to become rescued from its tragically
exploding hell?" I interjected.
"That's the point, Peter," said Steve quietly. "Mankind needs Africa fully
developed before the next Ice Age transition begins, which may be near. The
development should have already begun and be far advanced. Instead 'hell' is advancing

in Africa. We should have a floating bridge built by now, between the USA and Africa as
a necessary development infrastructure for the cooperative development of both
continents. But nothing is happening on this front, because the humanist platform for this
to happen has been destroyed on both continents. Africa has been almost entirely disabled
by what flows out of the sexual mutilation, and the USA has been disabled by 75%. With
this in mind, I'd say that we won't see the floating bridge being built until we see a
healing happening of this world-disabling disease. The physical building of the bridge
across the Atlantic is not a big technical challenge. It's not a big thing. However, the
society that would built it no longer exists. The society that Roosevelt has been able to
mobilize for his great infrastructure projects, and for his pioneering social and economic
projects, such as his famous four freedoms, does no longer exist in the USA today.
Hardly anyone speaks of the general welfare anymore, much less as a principle. In the
shadow of this mutilation our precious Constitution is being ripped to shreds. While the
cause of that tragedy is correctly identified as being centered in the City of London, in the
house of the masters of empire, the actual healing of society that gets it out of this
tragedy, cannot be a political project. It has to be won individually, where the disease has
disabled society."
"But this kind of healing is a slow process," I interjected.
"Congratulation!" said Steve. "You are beginning to glance something of the scope
of the problem we face, especially with the return of the Ice Age on the near horizon."
"Doesn't this put us into a rather hopeless situation?" I Interjected.
"Not hopeless, Peter; difficult, yes!" said Steve thoughtfully. "It is a problem of
relationships, a challenge of coming closer to one another towards building an ever-wider
cooperative union such as we are designed for, and require for the human culture to
function. Isn't that also what the concept of marrying really means, bringing people closer
to one-another and being enveloped in Love on an evermore Universal scale? If this isn't
honorable in all its forms, what is? The result is a community of Principle powered by
Love. It literally demands the recognition of the lateral platform that opens the landscape
to the joy of it. And this is intelligent living, isn't it? Intelligent living may be described
as living according to the design created by the Intelligence of the Universe. I think this is
what the Decalogue is all about. It tried to define the parameters of intelligent living. It
also tried to define what is so loosely termed sin."
"It seems to me that religions created the term sin to cover anything they like to
ban, but don't want to address directly," I interjected. "We have this model now reflected
routinely in the world of our clever modern terms that we use almost like lies, which are
so unspecific that any meaning can be attached to them, that tends to scare people, such
as for example the term, 'weapons of mass-destruction,' or 'climate change.' We no longer
say what these terms mean. And so they cover up lies."
"I think the Decalogue that the ancient Egyptian priesthood may have created
aimed to give the term 'sin' a more honest meaning, even before the term 'sin' was
actually invented," said Steve. "The Decalogue itemizes the dimension of unintelligent

living that should be avoided, such as urging: don't kill, steal, lie, adulterate what
Intelligence has created, and of course don't go down property lane. But the Decalogue
also leaves a lot of vital aspects out that should have been included in the list of
unintelligent living. It should have included sickness, slum living, poverty, stupefaction,
slavery, oppression, domination, subjugation, injustice, intolerance, hate, crime, terror,
torture."
"The omission then proves your point that the Decalogue was not a 'divine'
creation, such as the religions proclaim it was. Then it would have included all of these
aspects," I interjected. "If these additional aspects had been included AIDS would not
have erupted and Africa would not have been devastated, nor would the big world wars
have happened."
"These concepts might have been unknown to the ancient Egyptians," said Steve.
"The full scope of the effects of the circumcision on society, and the numerous layers of
derivatives that flourish in the shadow of the circumcision, might not have been apparent
to them. On the other hand, technically speaking, all the aspects that appear not to be
specifically mentioned in the Decalogue, are functionally included in the directive not to
adulterate the human dimension that Intelligence has created, which is reflected in
mankind. The tragic effects that have become so big in today's world, apparently became
as big as they are, because the underlying cause that drives them has not been healed.
However, I know one person who was evidently aware of this trend. She has included all
aspects of it, and has presented for it a platform for healing. That's Mary. But this takes
us beyond the scope of Egypt."
Steve paused and picked up the old English Bible again. "Let me read what Christ
Jesus said about the First Commandment which is the first element in the Decalogue.
What Christ Jesus said of it combines the whole thing. His comment on this issue is
printed in Matthew 21," said Steve and searched for it and then began to read:
"There was a lawyer who asked him a question, tempting him, and saying, Master,
which is the great commandment in the law? Jesus said unto him, thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the
first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets."
Steve closed the book and put it down. "With this comment Christ Jesus is saying
in essence, speaking to all mankind: You must be in Love with the Intelligence of the
Universe, and with yourself as a part of it, and with your neighbor as yourself. Doesn't
this include everything we've been talking about? What flows from this active principle
precludes everything that the Decalogue warns against, even all the aspects that we
recognize should have been included, but appear to have been left out. The only excuse
that I can see for leaving them out as specifics, is that they are actually included as
aspects of the wide field of universal adultery. Every element that appears to have been
omitted from the Decalogue of Moses is an element that falls specifically into the
category of adulteration."

"Sickness then is by your definition a consequence of a form of adultery," I
interjected.
"No, Peter, not by definition only," said Steve. "It is that in reality, and all the
tragedies that have the same root are included, such as hate, rage, revenge, terror, war,
destruction, slavery, property, slum living, unemployment, starvation, stupefaction,
domination, brutalization, and so on. Look at where in the world the circumcision reigns.
Isn't that where you see all the tragic aspects flourishing? Isn't that what needs to be
healed most in the present world? Isn't that what WE need to heal?"
"Steve the healer!" I commented, though I had half expected something like that.
"No my friend, WE are the healer, all of us together," said Steve. "An economist is
a healer, and we are all economists. Whether the outcome is healing or economics, the
process is the same."
"That is why the masters of empire promote diseases and poverty, hate and chaos,"
I said and began to smile as if an unexpected idea had dawned, though it wasn't totally
unexpected. "That is why we have AIDS spreading like wildfire. It is being promoted
rather than healed. Did you ever heal AIDS? Did you ever heal anyone?"

Steve smiled at me. "This is what I am engaged in right now," he said. "And
tomorrow you will be engaged in the process too, if not sooner. It is a natural process of
waking up. Healing happens when one steps away from the madness of general opinions
and small-minded concepts, and lets these fall away in the dawning recognition of the
grand creations of the Intelligence of the Universe that we are all a part of. Isn't that how
the shamans had healed in ancient times? They healed on a scientific, intelligent basis.
They did so in compliance with the unwritten law of the Decalogue, the law that is
incorporated into its directive, not to adulterate what is real. Sickness is a form of
adultery. Moses said; cut it out! Christ Jesus said; it is not lawful for you to be sick; don't
diverge from what is Universally Intelligent; don't adulterate the face of your being! All
true healing unfolds on this platform of us locating ourselves and others in the lateral
model of Universal Intelligence where all is good and harmonious in every detail."
"Are you saying that Christ Jesus healed on this platform?" I interjected.
"What other platform is there?" said Steve. "This platform will some day become
the general platform for all healing. What other healing platform is there than the
platform of falling in line with the Universal Intention for mankind that is as profound
and complete and as grandly harmonizing as is everything that we see in the Universe.
Nothing is sick there. Universal Intelligence isn't counteracting against itself. It is
progressive, not regressive, and its manifest is good. Healing is a process that takes us
away from our small-minded dream world into what is actually real, where nothing needs
to be healed. It takes us out of the adultery of what is real. It takes us out of our
acceptance of insanity. What's so difficult about that? Healing is a process of establishing
ourselves on the standard of the Universe, the standard of Intelligence and Good."

"What you suggest appears to be more miraculous than difficult," I interjected.
"It is neither," said Steve. "Every Idea of Intelligence is fully complete, complete
with all the substance that pertains to its full fruition. The physical Universe amply
illustrates that there is nothing to heal in reality. This logic applies to us too, except
perhaps to note that a bunch of false concepts about ourselves need to be corrected. We
allowed the dimension of our capacity for healing to shrink by the ever-increasing mental
circumcision that we have accepted. But this can be reversed and healed intelligently.
Even the sexual circumcision, which is physically permanent, can be healed. The loss of
color that results from this tragic mistake by society, can be compensated in rich measure
by the vast flood of color that potentially flows in Universal relationships in bonds of
Love that are as wide in their form, as is the sea. This means that a great deal of healing
depends on society finding its freedom in the model that the Universe is built on, whose
wide Intelligent design is evident wherever we look. So, the sick shouldn't blame God, or
blame the Universe, but should look at the tip of their finger, to whom it is pointing."
"Will this shift in recognition ever happen?" I said.
Steve just smiled. "I can promise you this, Peter; when we develop the Intelligent
platform scientifically to its full potential and let it guide our perception, which we will
accomplish some day, then we will find that there is nothing in the world that we cannot
heal, including the tragedies of the nations, and their cultures, and the whole world.
Would you say that this breakthrough, which is possible, will be enough?"
"It will do, Steve," I said and began to laugh. "It will do!"
"More than this we cannot have, Peter," said Steve and began to laugh also.
"Higher than Universal Intelligence we cannot aim for. Beyond the Absolute we cannot
step. Yes, getting to that will do."
"Healing then, as Christ Jesus had practiced it, is not miraculous at all," I said
astonished. "Though I don't know of a case in which he healed the effects of the
circumcision."
"His type of healing was supremely natural, Peter, and it still is," said Steve. "It is
as natural as stepping away from the widely practiced adulterating of the Universe, that
has turned mankind into an object of tragedy. He healed the lame, the blind, the dumb,
the dead. He even healed society's bondage to its small marriage model, when defending
the 'adulterous' woman, who had challenged this model. He never named a disease,
except occasionally with the term 'legion,' as is mentioned in Scriptures. It appears that
the errors that circumcise our ability to heal are rarely singular in nature, but are often
numerous and are interlocked in numerous ways. It is hard to get a clear view without
looking at the Universe as a model for the standard of Intelligent design, including our
own design. That's the easiest path for getting away from the adulterated concepts. I think
Christ Jesus healed the effects of the circumcision in this manner, by opening up a whole
new and wider world in which the sexual deprivations are minuscule and of no significant
importance. To a poor man, loosing a few pennies amounts to a great loss, but to a rich

man, the loss is insignificant. Christ Jesus always acted to inspire people to discover
themselves as being infinitely rich in their humanity. Here the 'adulteration' of Truth
becomes a vastly greater tragedy than the circumcision can ever be."
I nodded. "Isn't it amazing how narrow the concept of 'adultery' has become, even
when it is applied only in the smallest context," I added. "In the small context adultery
might have once signified the act of stepping away from a bond that Love has forged. It
should have included also the act of intervening to prevent a budding bond of Love from
unfolding. Now it doesn't even mean any of that anymore. It means almost the complete
opposite of what it ought to mean. It becomes a sexual circumcision in itself. Christ Jesus
obviously wasn't moved by that."
Steve smiled. "Didn't Christ Jesus say the same thing that we've been saying all
night, Peter?" said Steve. "He said to us all, be in Love with the Intelligence of the
Universe, with all your heart, consciously reflecting the intimacy of Soul and the
sovereignty of Mind. What is the Master of Christianity really saying then? Isn't he
saying that being in Love is greater than just living, that Love is a quality of the Intention
of Universal Intelligence that makes us into what we are? Isn't he saying that one is not a
complete human being unless one is consciously in Love? This means that one must be in
Love to live as a complete human being, for Love is also the Spirit of the Principle of the
Universe, and therefore by reflection our Spirit."
"Wouldn't this reflect itself in economics?" I interjected. "If so, then the value we
place on Love would determine the value of money."
"Love is mankind's currency, not paper or gold," said Steve. "The value of money
naturally reflects that. This means that if Love is taken out of the equation, then our
money looses its foundation. In this case its value disintegrates and the economies
disintegrate with it. Then money will become scarce and unemployment will go through
the roof. People will die in this quagmire of a world without Love that is as empty then as
a society, as it is insane. Money will be extremely scarce without Love, because then the
masters of empire will have stolen all the money, and they will find that their stolen loot
has no value either. Stolen money is inherently worthless money. Value does not exist
without Love being reflected in economics. Economics, without Love reflected
universally, is an adulteration. That's what economics is, without Love at the center of it.
It is a fake Sun, a mirage that produces no healing. Economics is Love being reflected in
society. This alone creates physical value. Some call the process metaphysics. I call it a
state of actively living with the Universe. Economics is the utilization of the currency of
Love, which is a vital aspect of the Intention of Universal Intelligence."
"But then, this is something no one of mankind can ever be deprived of," I
interjected. "In this case poverty cannot happen. When it appears to grip society, the
tragedy is then but a consequence of a deep-seated adultery, a kind of circumcision that
takes away a vital element."
"Poverty flees from the light of Love," said Steve. "This means that you are
correct, Peter. Love is reflected in economics, in the complete state of living, without

circumcision of any kind. In fact, Love is the essence of economics. Take away Love,
and the richest economy grinds to a halt and disintegrates, just as the Universe would
disintegrate without Love, or would not even exist without Love."
"We have experienced disintegrating economies before," I said quietly. "It seems
we will go through this hell again and again until sanity dawns and Love is put back into
the foreground. Sanity spreads the wings of Science. Roosevelt's New Deal was
economics reflecting Love. When society puts Love into the foreground of its world, its
civilization will invariably flourish and advance to become the brightest ever."
"Economics is Love, and Love is the heart of healing," I said quietly, as if the idea
seemed almost too good to be true.
"Shout it from the rooftops," said Steve. "Shout it in the streets. It needs to be
heard. Love is economics; it's our healing! One reflects the other. So tell me, Peter, how
poor are you then that you can only whisper this fact?"
"Poor?" I said. "Not poor, Steve. On the platform you have outlined we are all
richer than we can possibly imagine."
Steve nodded. "This will do for an answer," he said. "It will do, because the name
of mankind, first and foremost, is Love. This makes us richer than we yet imagine. But
will we experience those riches? Love should be reflected in our being. I think it will be
so reflected if we give ourselves half a chance to have it that way. The Sublime is the
essence of God or the Intelligence of the Universe, the one IS that is reflected in universal
humanity. God and the Sublime is one. And the Sublime that is reflected in our humanity
is multifold. As Mary said, it is Principle, Mind, Soul, Spirit, Life, Truth, and Love.
Nothing is greater than these. In them we are defined. The Sublime is our humanity, and
what is more worthy a celebration than the Sublime, especially the celebration of Love?
We truly embrace our humanity when we dwell in Love, when we embrace it in all its
manifestations. Then we celebrate that which is greater than us, but which is reflected in
us. We are not the authors of Love. We are celebrating the ultimate that is the essence of
our being. We find its light in the flow of loving. We are celebrating the all-inclusive, IS.
But we can't celebrate this truly unless we include all mankind universally in that
celebration, just as we see it so included by the Intelligence of the Universe. This is also
why I invited you to stay tonight. A celebration is mandated to fulfill the two laws of
which the Master of Christianity said, that on them hang all the other laws, and all the
wisdom that is reflected in civilization. We really have no choice in this matter, do we?
The alternative is to let it all go, to succumb to adulterated perceptions whereby we drop
into the sewer and become slaves to the sewer rats, or become the rats ourselves. The way
I see it, celebrating the Sublime in all its vast dimensions, that are all knowable and
understandable, is the most natural thing to do for a human being. So I asked you, and I
asked Ushi, if you both want to celebrate what we have talked about all night, which in
fact you had already begun to celebrate much earlier, probably at the moment when you
met at the beach and fell in Love, when you became submerged in it. Wasn't that a
celebration right from the start? You probably weren't aware of it, but that's what it was. I
am asking you therefore, why should the celebration end? You have celebrated all

evening. Why should it end now? In fact, it should never end. As the Master of
Christianity said in essence, on this kind of celebration hangs the whole of civilization."
"Aren't you taking this a bit too far?" I interjected.
"This can't be taken too far, Peter. Everything hangs on the Sublime, from
economics to politics to social structures. The Sublime is an absolute state of reflection in
human consciousness that is free of any adultery, and circumcision of any kind, and
anything that is in need of healing. As the master of Christianity said, everything hangs
on the Sublime. If we let go of it, everything drops into the sewer, including our
economics, politics, relationships, everything becomes small and impotent and lifeless.
Then people become traitors to themselves and become slaves to empire. Then the
economies collapse, the world-financial systems collapses, and the social systems
becomes a maze of barriers, betrayals, and tragedies in which the light of intimacies
becomes extinguished, and the Principle of the General Welfare becomes unknown and
so remote that it becomes almost unknowable from a point on. That is also why the
world-financial systems are in the process of collapsing already, and while they will
disintegrate without fail, unless a healing halts the process. I don't know which day this
will happen. I only know for certain that it will happen if the world isn't healed.
Whenever systems of whatever type are created that are far from the Sublime, their
disintegration is assured, because without the Sublime, nothing in human systems reflects
the Principle of the General Welfare as a minimal platform. The collapse of society is
assured thereby. Society can only be saved when the defective systems are scrapped and
replaced with new ones that are rooted in the Sublime, and are born in celebration of it.
We had such systems once, Peter, economic and social systems, that were rooted in the
Sublime and born in the celebration of it. Our country was founded on one of these and
prospered by it. This system was so different from any other system that it was called the
American System of Political Economy. The American System is a system of economics
that is intentionally rooted in the Sublime. The evidence is that it reflects in its design the
Principle of the General Welfare. That is its beacon-light, its music, and its profundity for
celebration. America was founded on this system. It was also founded as a federal credit
society -- a society uttering itself financial credits that are directed to the building of
infrastructures for civilization. This became its economic system. When America let go
of that on the day before Christmas in 1913, America joined the rats in the sewer. With
that single act the American people became slaves in their own country, slaves to the
liberal system of private monetarist looting. America is still in that sewer, together with
much of the world. If we don't get out of it before the whole thing blows up, we may die
as civilization becomes gradually drowned in the resulting gore that will likely persist
across a long-extended New Dark Age, the kind that will then most likely overlap with
the start of the next Ice Age cycle."
"A New Dark Age?" I Interjected. "Something like the hell of World War II? The
coming Ice Age wouldn't make things worse."
Steve shook his head. "No, Peter. World War II was nothing. It affected only a
hundred million people and lasted only half a decade. World War II wasn't anything like
a Dark Age, Peter. It was a faint shadow in comparison with the black of night. When the

present world-financial and economic systems disintegrate globally, which are totally run
by the rats in the sewer, the entire sewer will explode in an orgy of insanity that will
smother civilization. Then, my friend, you will have a New Dark Age beginning. It's
already beginning to some degree. We see it to a small degree in mass-unemployment,
homelessness, poverty, hunger, increasing slavery and hopelessness. But this isn't
anything like a Dark Age yet. When the Dark Age comes closer you will see the financial
fabric being torn and shredded, as you can't imagine. And this is the fabric that society
depends on for its living. You will see banks collapsing once their gambling investments
become worthless paper. You will see the banks attempting to forestall their demise,
making things worse. You will see a flooding of the real estate market with fictitious
money in an effort to drive up the prices. You will see teaser mortgages that are
unpayable, especially in a collapsing physical economy in which less and less is being
created that is of any real value. With the mortgages becoming unpayable, foreclosure
evictions will explode into the tens of millions. You will see tens of millions of families
being thrown out of their houses in the name of money, which then become forced to live
in tents if they are lucky to have one. You will see the same in the consumer-loans
market. You will see car repossession by the tens of thousands monthly in every county
in the USA. Next you will see food prices going through the roof as money becomes
increasingly worthless. In the shadow of that you will see food shortages following, and I
mean really critical physical shortages, as transportation systems collapse and farming is
shut down by the cartels that continue to demand profits where none are possible. When
you see these things happening, then you will see the beginning of a New Dark Age
similar to that of the 14th Century. And when the insanity isn't stopped then, things will
get still worse. In the 14th Century, after the Lombard banking system collapsed, a third
of the population of Europe perished in the aftermath. This might look like paradise in the
world to come, because 60% of the population survived the tragedy of this little Dark
Age. It took society a hundred years to build itself out of that collapse. The modern
collapse threatens to be much worse. The masters of empire don't want to see more than
15% of the population survive. That's the New Dark Age that we are moving towards.
The present course gives them the potential to reduce the entire world-population to less
than a billion people, without even starting a nuclear war, or biological war. If that is how
society prepares itself for the next Ice Age, the world population might collapse back to
the few million it was when the last Ice Age ended ten thousand years ago."
I shook my head. "This won't happen, if we get serious about the double-layer
defense," I said quietly. "Isn't the double-layer defense the kind of barrier that the
Universe has invented that prevents such a collapse into insanity?"
"Without the double-layer phenomenon in plasma, the Universe would not exist,"
said Steve. "It prevents opposite polarities in plasma from canceling each other out. If
society dreams it can do without this universal protection and builds its life on the myth
that it can so survive, it will reach a point in the collapse cycle, where it will totally cease
to exist. Of all the existential threats that mankind is facing, the world-financial collapse
might be the worst. It is the hardest to stop once it begins in full force. Still, the collapse
can be prevented with scientific sanity. That is why we must develop scientific sanity.
Nuclear war might be a lesser threat, because it tends to be held back by patriots. Also, if
nuclear war would happen, it would likely remain localized. Nuclear war is more easily

stopped along the way, providing that some sanity prevails among the military who have
not all lost their humanity. The food wars are more dangerous, Peter, because no one can
live without food, and those wars are set up to be run by the sewer rats that have
foresworn their humanity. However, there is a mounting opposition developing against
the imperial machine, the machine of the sewer rats. The battle cries are getting louder
against genetically mutilated foods and against cartelized agriculture. The mounting
opposition has the potential to shut the entire empire thing down before it is too late.
Unfortunately, the same thing cannot be said about the collapsing world-financial system,
because almost the whole society has been diligently taught to love the smell of this
particular sewer. From the politician on the take, all the way to the man in the street,
almost nobody opposes this sewer system, even though it stinks already to high heaven
and threatens society's very existence. People today, don't oppose the system that is
killing them, because they don't believe that there is an alternative available that is rooted
in the Sublime. They have been smothered with sophistry that 'eats' away their sanity.
They don't know how to celebrate their humanity, or know that there is much there to
celebrate. If we can make a breakthrough on this front with a healing intervention that
changes the course of society towards the Sublime, Peter, this one single breakthrough
has the potential to ripple through all the other fronts in the war of empire, and close them
down. You are right, the double-layer effect is urgently needed to be brought to the
foreground here. Or else there can be no dance of celebration."
I shook my head slightly. "You want society to celebrate with a looming
existential crisis on the horizon that threatens to shut down not only civilization, but
mankind with it? I thought the double layer is a protection, not a celebration."
"Forget the crisis. What has this got to do with anything," said Steve. "Forget
fantasies. Focus on what has real power. Focus on Science. Focus on Principle. That's
sanity. That's the only way, Peter. In the plasma double layer, the protection and
celebration are one. One causes the other. We must have both aspects reflected in
humanity. Nothing else offers any hope. When people loose their anchorage in the
Sublime, which is both their protection and celebration, they drop into the sewer. Don't
let yourself be tempted to do this. War consumes them who do, and they become lost to
society. Focus on the enduring. Wars always end when the strength of society gets
drained away. Then peace resumes. Peace is enduring. It is rooted in Principle. War isn't
inevitable. Peace is. War can be prevented by people discovering, and acknowledging,
and celebrating, their anchorage in the Sublime. That keeps them out of the sewer. Peace
is inevitable, because the Sublime is the only thing that is enduring. Every empire in
history has collapsed. The structure of empire has the 'genes' for its termination built into
its system, its ideology, its fantasy, its madness, its inhumanity. There is nothing enduring
in the sewer. No matter how black the world may become around us, we always have
countless reasons to climb out of the sewer and celebrate that which is enduring, to
celebrate the IS that is the Sublime reflected in our humanity."
"If this is so, why hasn't God, the Sublime in our humanity, prevented World War
II?" I interjected.

"What has this got to do with anything, Peter?" said Steve. "How often must we
get back to this? The Sublime is not a dictator. It is invariable, sovereign Principle. If
people mock it and choose the sewer, they commit suicide. And they did mock it by
choosing fascism. Hitler stood on a wave of fascism. He wrote a book, Mine Kampf, in
which he declared himself a fascist. Society should have said, 'No way!' It should have
supported the patriots of humanity, who were determined to block Hitler by means of
celebrating the Sublime. But that support wasn't there. The celebration of the Sublime
was thin around the world. It didn't carry the day. Mankind let the sewer overflow and
died in it. But the Principle that was mocked then, still remains standing, and will always
be standing supreme. The Sublime that reflects it, endures. That's what we celebrate. That
is where all that is of value is rooted. That is our native home.
"In this house that you have become a part of, we are all married to the Sublime
and to nothing else," Steve continued. "That's what is worth celebrating, isn't it? The
structure of our house has two functions. It functions as a scientific institution of a
profound Church, the ultimate workhorse of mankind. And it functions as a Temple for
celebration, where the spark of sanity becomes a fire. Both functions are essential. The
more we understand and celebrate our being married to the Sublime and thereby to oneanother, the more secure and rich and precious our civilization becomes, and our
existence with it."
"That's what we celebrate tonight?" I interjected.
"The celebration is the artists brush," said Steve. "It is also the key element for
reversing the onrushing world-financial and economic crisis that threatens to knock the
global house down. If society is presently asleep, then let's make some noise to wake it
up. The reversal of the current train to hell isn't primarily a technical issue, Peter. Sure,
there are technical steps involved in re-staging the lost American System of Political
Economy that is rooted in the Sublime. The technical steps are needed that serve the
general welfare instead of the welfare of the sewer rats. But the key issue is the
celebration of our humanity, the celebration of the Sublime that inspires us to take these
steps. Of course there are technical steps needed to bring the whole world up onto the
platform of the Sublime. These technical steps might include laws for stopping
foreclosures, and for putting the bankrupt financial system through a bankruptcy
reorganization from which it can be put back onto the platform of the historic American
System of national banking and national credit creating, shutting down the private
monetarism that exists for profiteering and looting. Those technical steps are steps of
celebration too. They include the steps for shutting down the financial derivatives
gambling that has become a looting monster that's unimaginably larger in volume than
the gross domestic product of the entire world spanning decades. The technical steps of
celebration in creating a new financial system that serves the welfare of society instead of
some rats in the sewer, would also have to include a new platform for fixed exchange
rates between nations and the restoration of price-equity in farming, and in the energysupply sector, and so on. These things must unfold as aspects of celebration of the
Sublime, or else they would be feeble steps on hollow legs. Of course all of these
technical steps, as necessary as they are, will always be secondary in nature, Peter.
Celebration is secondary to understanding what IS, and this is big, and wide, and

profound. The horizon for this celebration is as wide as the world. We have a wide world
of celebrations of the Sublime before us, Peter. It is sad that society is so strongly
inclined to put countless roadblocks in its way to prevent all that and close its horizons.
We have taken a few roadblocks away in this house, as many as we can, in order that
there will be a celebration. Do I make any sense?"
"Are you saying that marriage has nothing to do with the creating of boundaries
and barriers, and shutting other people out, that would prevent that necessary celebration
of the Sublime from unfolding?" I responded.
"The concept of shutting other people out, has never been a part of the celebration
of the Sublime, Peter. You can't find a word of it even in the Decalogue. All that stuff of
barriers and boundaries has been added later in the mutilated version of the Decalogue,
the adulterated version that casts a veil over the Sublime," said Steve. "The evidence is
quite clear in scriptural history. The veil that hides the Sublime appears throughout the
adulterated version of the Decalogue. It is a politicized version that turned the Sublime,
the 'essence of God,' the Principle of the Universe, upside down for imperial control. The
resulting mutilation reshaped the Decalogue into an artificial imperial vertical construct
of fantasy and insanity that ancient priests dreamed up and paraded before society as the
Law of God, or Truth. The result became an adulterated version of the natural principles,
a mutilated version, an arbitrary imposition, in which the original idea of honoring the
bonds built in Love, which brings people closer together, is overturned and strangled. The
resulting distortion, perhaps more than anything else, has changed the very concept of
what adultery means. It's original meaning, appears to have signified the tragedy of
adulterating a profound idea of universal Truth, such as the tragedy of overlaying the
lateral model of human relationships with the contortions of the model of empire, the
model of the sewer, the model of the black cross. That's what it means to adulterate a
profound idea. In the real sense, Peter, the vast majority of the institutional marriages that
we find today, are adulterous in themselves, by design, as they represent a perversion of
the natural model of human relationships. Did you ever consider adultery in this sense?
The adulterated marriage model doesn't honor the bonds forged in Love that unfold in the
sphere of the Sublime. The adulterated model ties them into knots."
"But what does this mean to you, personally, right now, Steve?" I interjected.
"Steve leaned back into his chair in the study, opposite to me. "In this house there
will be no adultery allowed in the highest sense."
He turned his head aside towards the stairs. "Isn't that so," he said to Ushi, who
was coming up the stairs.
"Don't you think you have beat this subject to death," she said. "Is there anything
left that you haven't said already before. Let's call it a night, gentlemen. It's late."
"No I was just getting to a vital point that changes almost everything," said Steve.
"That's a point we hadn't touched on previously. So bear with me, please. We have a rare
opportunity here to touch on something that is absolutely vital. My point is a challenge,

really. The challenge is that the lateral model won't be diluted with hypocritical trash in
this house. In the true marriage process, which enables people to live closer with oneanother, whatever adulterates that idea is banned. Nothing is accepted that hinders the
unfolding of Love and thereby corrupts, denies, obscures, or distorts the lateral reality of
our being. That's crucial for tonight. Also the whole of civilization hangs on this thread of
celebrating the Sublime versus strangling it. The strangling of a profound reality is
basically what adultery really means. It means tearing down love with rape, dishonesty,
exploitation, jealousy, domination, neglect, confinement, theft, hate, degradation, distrust,
dishonor, vice, drunkenness, squandering, jealousy, and so forth. That's an example of
adulterating the Sublime. It is an act of invading the Universe of Love with the sludge of
the sewer, with elements that have an inhibiting effect on our being in Love. These
adulterous elements drive a wedge between people. They have no place in the Sublime
universal 'marriage' that brings people closer to one-another. That's what preventing
adultery signifies in the scientific context. It signifies what is destroying or diminishing
the face of Love. It won't happen here, Peter. None of it will happen here. Not here
physically or in science. Of course we probably haven't fully discovered yet what the
adulterating of the scientific process ultimately includes. And I might add that celebrating
the Sublime is a scientific process. We have to become sensitive to the faintest degrading
imposition that would close down our gateway to the Truth. We have to be like a
tightrope walker crossing Niagara Falls, who needs to be sensitive to the slightest
movements of the wind. Nothing must be allowed to stand that endangers in the slightest
the Sublime in human relationships, or anything that degrades, and thereby hides our
lateral relationship to one another as human beings. The lateral lattice is real The door is
open. The challenge is to take the first step beyond the threshold."
"That looks almost like an impossible task." I interjected.
"No, Peter, we don't face an impossible task in preventing this kind of adultery,"
said Ushi. "This is so because the real task is to respond to the active Principle that
defines the lateral model that is so natural that even the ancient societies were delighted
with it and evidently celebrated it. The lateral nature of Principle makes sure by its own
imperative that the 'sludge' of the 'sewer' stays in the sewer and doesn't enter the flow of
Love in our relationships."
I had to laugh, because not a single one of the elements of the 'sludge' of the
'sewer' such as rape, dishonesty, exploitation, jealousy, domination, neglect, confinement,
theft, hate, degradation, distrust, dishonor, vice, drunkenness, squandering, jealousy, etc.,
are commonly associated with the modern concept of adultery. It seemed that all of these
were purposely left out of what is deemed adultery since they are elements that define the
imperial vertical model of insanity that turned the Sublime upside down. I commented on
that and added that the only thing that one isn't allowed to do under the old concept of
adultery is to love another human being. "All the rest is OK," I said, still laughing.
Steve had to laugh, too. "Actually, this isn't a laughing matter," he said. He pointed
out that by creating an extremely narrow image for the concept of adultery, especially
one that has nothing to do with the original idea, the real meaning of the concept that
stands in defense of the Sublime becomes lost. Thereby rape and other types of abuse are

allowed to flourish in marriages. Steve said that it is a sad state indeed that all the
abominations that the original concept appears to have been designed to prevent are now
permitted in the small private sphere of society's marriages, and are often even desired.
He gave examples of aspects of perversion that are tolerated and at times 'desired.' He
mentioned marital rape, marital domination, spousal neglect, hate, degradation, violence,
cruelty, theft, dishonor, and many more. "The only thing that you are not allowed to do
under the grossly corrupted concept of adultery, that allows this sewer sludge to soil
society, is to establish a bond in Love with another person that institutes real marriage,
and brightens the world with a spark of the Sublime."
"The sewer sludge is OK for society," said Ushi. "Yes, Peter, that insanity would
be laughable if it weren't so sad. Unfortunately, that is the naked face of the imperial
vertical system of insanity, where everything that is scientifically essential in civilization
is turned upside down. Of course we see this reflected in the political world, from
international looting to world wars. We see the abomination fully accepted in the
economic domain, where the scene has become that of an orgy of economic rape. And
why shouldn't it be rape when the platform of raping is firmly established at the
grassroots level in the social domain by a mutilated sense of marriage, where rape is
allowed?"
"Can you now see why the corrupted concept of adultery has been imposed?" said
Steve. "It is designed to corrupt society at the grassroots level, never to elevate it there. It
is designed to condition society for its compliance with external control, and to allow the
same ownership-sanctioned cruelties that one finds in many marriages, to become carried
out politically and economically on a massive scale. The only thing that's banned today in
marriages, and in the political and economic world as well, is the Principle of Universal
Love and the General Welfare Principle. These are banned. Everything else, which
tramples on the Sublime, is apparently OK."
Steve laughed again and suggested that this is the reason why the West is crying,
"Democracy! Democracy!" He said that the concept of democracy has been so intensely
narrowed down and adulterated that it means nothing more than counting votes. "As long
as you count votes, everything else is allowed." He said, that even stealing the votes is
allowed. The rule of money makes the worst legal, such as the corruption of power, the
self-prostitution of the leaders to the wealthy, the destruction of the economies and of
justice, and the staging of wars. By the narrowing down of the definition of democracy,
little remains of the original idea of democracy. Thus, the very concept of democracy as
the rule of the people by the people and for the general welfare of the people, has become
lost. Now we have democracies that are essentially imperial structures that enforce the
looting of society and the murdering of its people by the force of adulterated laws. We
need to get away from these corrupted, narrowed down definitions of every one of our
vital concepts."
"Maybe that is what the ancients had in mind when they spoke about adultery,"
said Ushi. "The concept then became mutilated in the service of empire, and narrowed
down to hide its real meaning."

Steve picked up the old leather bound German Bible again and looked at me
without opening the book. "Should I break the honorable bond of Love, the gentle strands
of Love that bind you and Ushi together?" he said quietly. "If I do, I break the
commandment which urges us to honor such bonds, then I would be committing adultery.
That's what it means not to adulterate, not to narrow down the Sublime and its manifest,
not to dishonor the unfolding Love that binds us all together as human beings. That's
what I meant, Peter, when I said earlier, we must be careful. If we screw up, we dishonor
the Principle that is Love, without which the Universe would not exist. This is big."
Steve paused again. Then he suggested that the other commandments of the
Decalogue, such as not to kill, not to steal, and not to tell an untruth to one-another with
the intent to deceive, are all fundamental elements of civilization that need to be honored.
He added, "and so is the commandment not to break whatever is honorable, such as the
bond that Love has forged between people, which is a bond of the marriage of hearts.
This is an imperative one, the one that one must never break."
He handed the old Bible to me and repeated that in the German translation the
Decalogue instructs one never to break what is honorable. Steve said that this element of
the Decalogue is just as much an essential element of civilization as are all the others. He
said, the directive not to lie, steal, or kill are fundamental to civilization, but one needs to
go beyond the fundamentals, to the higher levels and embrace the Sublime that builds our
civilization, and uplifts us to were we begin to enrich and develop one-another. The
demand for active steps includes a lot of elements that make us sensitive to one-another
and ultimately defines us as human beings."

He suggested that those higher elements might be those that set us apart from
every other living species on the planet. "Most animal species fulfill the directive not to
kill one-another, not to steal from one-another, and not to deceive one-another. But at the
higher levels we stand apart from the animal world as a higher species," said Steve. "The
distinction begins as we embrace the Sublime, as we honor and enrich one-another's
existence as a matter of Principle, when loving becomes an active process for exploring
the Universe in order to discover principles that we can utilize to enrich our world for
one-another. This active involvement with aspects of Principle, is what defines us as
human beings. This is what creates our civilization, what defines our humanity."
Ushi said that all of this comes to light through bonds of Love that bind us to each
other for the common welfare of us all.
"The recognition of the fundamental unity as an active principle is what the
marriage process is built on," said Steve. "The key word here is 'active.' It brings to light
a new concept, even for me. It is something I hadn't realized until now."
Steve pointed out that society's common notion about marriage, the one that allows
Love to have a place only within tightly confined boundaries, is really a travesty of what

fundamentally defines us as human beings. He said that we should therefore be careful
not to regard the Decalogue as merely a collection of passive demands that instruct us
never to do this and that. He said we must search for the active principles that will impel
us to a higher-level thinking where these things that we shouldn't do don't exist anymore
as an option. He suggested that our apathy in this regard, our failure to look for active,
underlying principles, is one of the main reasons why the vital concepts of civilization
have become narrowed down and become corrupted, for which our world is in such a
mess and is collapsing.
Steve said, "In our narrowed down world, even the killing of human beings is
presently accepted. It has become accepted for countless reasons that all fall outside of
the narrow definition that we have created for the concept of the sanctity of human life.
Theft, too, has been made universally legal in modern times, except for an extremely
narrow range of circumstances. And being untruthful," Steve laughed, "has become so
widely accepted today that the idea of Truth itself is being denied to exist. Truth is an
active element of the Sublime. Truth and Principle is one. Principle is the key to action."
Steve also pointed out that the Decalogue defines a platform for active principles.
"There is one fundamental principle that needs to be especially explored," he said. "It is
only vaguely reflected in the Decalogue. It is the final commandment and the hardest one
to deal with. It is the principle that puts one above coveting property. The Decalogue
includes a directive against coveting property, especially one's neighbor's property. It is
interesting that the list that defines property in the Decalogue includes one's neighbor's
wife. This presents a paradox, and this paradox sets the stage for perceiving this directive
correctly. It establishes a higher focus than the directive against stealing. "Indeed, why
would the Decalogue focus on stealing twice?" said Steve.
I shrugged my shoulders.
"Well, it doesn't address the issue of stealing twice," Steve continued. "The second
focus makes perfect sense, if it is seen as an exclusive directive against coveting property.
That's something more deeply rooted than stealing. The entire commandment stands
almost as a dire warning for one not to go down this road and live on Property Lane,
because as soon as one goes down this road, people do indeed become property. Thus, the
commandment contains a solemn warning, as it lists a wife under the category of
property. I see this commandment as a warning against the scourge of privatization. And
what is the active principle that makes that impossible?"
I suggested to Steve that this particular commandment might be seen as a
statement of principle that invalidates the very concept of privatized property, or owning
property, as this denies the Principle of the General Welfare. A wife cannot be property.
A wife is a person with the freedom to develop her potential for the greater welfare of
mankind, as any other human being. The footsteps are secondary, but the principle isn't.
The very thought that a person can be property, or that a wife can be property, is
repulsive and dangerous. I suggested that this principle applies also to everything. If one
lives on Property Lane, one destroys what defines our humanity. One destroys the
Principle of Universal Love; by which we enrich one-another's existence as we develop

one-another's potential. Living on Property Lane also destroys the Principle of the
General Welfare, as it dims the light of Love. By this process, one destroys humanity as a
bright, honorable, and spiritual species. The principle that is described by the
commandment should snap us out of this trend and call us back to our senses to restore
our humanity."
"Ushi is my wife," said Steve, "this is true, but she is no one's property. She lives
her own life. People must get the idea out of their head that a person can be property, or
that society can be an empire's zoo to be 'managed' at will. The whole notion of coveting
property is fundamentally counterproductive to human development and the development
of civilization. It is 'treason' against Principle no matter what type of property one would
covet, whether it be money, land, businesses, an empire, a wife, and so on. The scene
would become a disaster waiting to happen if the Principle of the General Welfare, or
Universal Welfare, would not propel us in the opposite direction. That's why society
should pull itself away from that. Of course that is extremely difficult, since we have
been almost drowned in property related notions that an oligarchic hierarchical society
depends on."
Steve suggested that Moses was evidently well aware of these dangerous axioms
and their destructive effects, and of the essential nature of the opposite principles for
elevating human existence.
Steve said that this point is so important that he must read the texts again, and this
time in the original order. He also asked me to take note that the law of the Decalogue,
where it is first presented in Scriptures, contains not a single cruel element. He asked me
to take note that all the hype that defines a person as property, even a marriage property
governed by rules against transgressing the property rights, and the imposition of the
death penalty for that transgression, etc., is not found in the original text of the
Decalogue, but is brought into the context of the Decalogue at a much later date in
another book about Moses. Steve said that all the gory stuff begins to surface quite
suddenly in the third book written about Moses, called Leviticus, the book of the laws of
the priests, the book that is believed to have been authored by the priesthood itself, which
of course used that mutilated law to dominate society.

Steve suggested that during the ensuing interval between the introduction of the
Decalogue, and the time when it was turned upside down and the cruel law was put in its
stead, the gentle law of the Decalogue had been turned into a political tool for the
purpose of maintaining a hierarchical power structure. Steve said that this hierarchical
power structure has no basis to exist, and would not have existed without the
authoritative notion that legitimizes the ownership of people as property under the law of
God. "The last commandment, therefore, which warns about coveting property, becomes
tremendously important when it is scientifically understood," said Steve. He paused and
turned to me. "Can you think of a better way for maintaining a hierarchy of power than to
attribute the authorship of this hierarchy to God?" he said. "This ghastly trick includes all
the distortions that the masters want to promote for their imperial purposes. I don't think

one can sink any deeper into insanity than treating human beings as an acquirable
property. When society turns itself into property, civilization ends. I can't think of
anything worse. Can you?"
"No, I can't, Steve," I said. "However, it seems to me that Moses' moral law could
not have been so radically abused and distorted by this kind of treachery that its
underlying principles have become totally lost. The various aspects of Principle that the
ancient pioneers had recognized and ascribed to Moses, obviously continue to exist to the
present day regardless of the distortions. The power of Principle cannot be contained
forever. No one can stay the imperative of Principle or obsolete its relevance to human
living. That much I do understand," I said.
I told Steve about Erica. I told him that she was telling me that God's standard is
Love. "One cannot escape that," I said to him. "One cannot pass it up when it touches
one. One cannot change the fundamental reality of being. Still, I agree with you that one
can easily get caught up in the fantasies of insanity. And that appears to be a hard one to
get out of. Is that what you are saying about the Decalogue? You are saying that
responding to reality cannot really be avoided, no matter how hard it seems, and won't be
avoided when one understands the active principles that bring it to light? Are you saying
that passive obedience affords no power? Are you suggesting then that society actually
cannot avoid war in a passive manner, so that war can only be avoided with a strong
focus on the active principle of peace? Are you saying that this is the only path on which
war becomes impossible and then won't happen? Are you saying that anything less won't
do? Is that what you are saying?"
Steve nodded. Then he began to smile. "Here is another surprise for you," he said.
He took the old German Bible back from me and opened it. "Pay attention to the
sequencing of the last five commandments," he said. "In their original sequence the
commandments are arranged in the order of their difficulty and in the order of their
severity in consequences."
Steve read them in the original sequence. The commandments counsel us not to
kill, not to break what is honorable, not to steal, not to lie, and not to covet property. He
said that I should pay attention to the active principles involved.
"Not to kill one-another is a basic element of civilization," said Steve. He placed
the old Bible back onto the table next to his reading lamp as if he didn't need it anymore.
"The principle that is involved in the directive not to kill, is to respect life. That is an
active principle. Most people understand this principle. They understand that it is a basic
element of civilization that one respects one-another's right to live." He said that we were
fast moving away from this understanding in the political arena, but he also said that most
people today still understand this principle to some degree. "It is generally recognized
therefore to be fundamental to civilization," said Steve. "Not many people have
difficulties with this. It is also by far the easiest requirement of the Decalogue to
understand. For this reason, I am convinced, the masters of empire will ultimately fail in
their depopulation drive," added Steve.

"The depopulation drive is becoming evermore insane," Ushi interjected. "I've
been told by reliable inside sources that the masters of empire are already targeting the
elderly, the chronically ill, and the disabled, even the potentially disabled, for
elimination, like Hitler had done. There is also a policy developing to target babies under
the global warming hoax, which are now termed a 'pollution,' for reasons that they are
adding to the carbon 'burden' on the planet throughout their years of life. The masters of
empire are working overtime to render the killing of human beings a virtue rather than a
crime. But their game will fail. They are striking deep, at the root of human existence,
even at Life itself, and the harder they strike, the more powerfully will their actions
backfire. It appears that the more basic the aspects of Principle are, which they attack, the
more powerfully they will act against themselves, towards their ultimate elimination. The
masters of empire financed Hitler into power. Hitler is gone. The masters of empire are
riding the same train, and will be next. That's why the depopulation drive will fail."

Steve nodded. He said that the next requirement of the Decalogue is a little more
difficult, but is still one of the easy one's to understand. It is the requirement not to break
what is honorable. "Most people have no difficulty in honoring the bonds of Love that
bind people to one-another. They even celebrate these bonds with ceremonies, in spite of
the fact that the concept has become adulterated and corrupted. In the natural setting, this
requirement extends to all bonds of Love. That part is evidently more difficult to
understand, but not too difficult so that it cannot be understood. People who scientifically
understand the nature of the Universe have no problem with this. So you see, the original,
universal marriage principle is not really that difficult to comprehend. As you can see, it
is one of the easier ones. Its outcome is beautiful and enriching, and it provides great
freedom."
Steve paused, and then said that the next commandment in turn, of the Decalogue,
is quite a bit tougher, both to comprehend and to implement. "Not to steal from oneanother is a tough assignment if it is to be a passive requirement. The entire worldfinancial system is presently built on the platform of stealing from one another. That is
the only way possible for making money without producing anything of value for it. The
commandment literally demands that society put its entire financial and economic system
through bankruptcy reorganization, and gives up stealing for producing. While those
steps cannot be avoided, the turnaround will likely not happen on a passive basis.
Nothing will happen in this arena, until the underlying principle for this requirement is
understood. Only then will things begin to move, and we might see this happening some
day, Peter. In any case, it is inevitable to happen. Since an understanding of the
underlying active principle is possible, the end-result is assured."

Steve repeated that the Decalogue should not be regarded as a collection of passive
requirements. He explained that this change in focus changes everything. "It makes the
passive, active, and in such a way that the directive not to steal is really the requirement
to develop a deeply seated commitment to Principle. When this happens, not only will

stealing become impossible, but the expression of Principle will envelop society. Love
will then become the impetus for enriching the world and enriching one-another's life.
The impetus for enriching one-another's existence always reflects an active principle.
When it is understood, this principle for producing and creating a vast scene of good is
unrelenting. That is what civilization is built on, even to the extent that all human needs
are thereby met."
"Are you saying that this commandment not to steal actually promotes the
Principle of Love-based Economics? Are you saying that this commandment's principle
is overlaying in consciousness the imperial perversion misnamed economics, that is
nothing more than greed-based fantasy?" I interjected. "Greed is a key element of the
insanity that is presently ruling the world. Are you saying that without an active principle
powering civilization, the rule of the day will always be a mad fantasy expressing
insanity?"
Steve nodded and said that a lot of people have great difficulty with that. "They
can't get themselves to accept the Principle of Love building a world without greed. They
try to be honorable. They even try not to steal, but without the active impetus of Principle
they find themselves caught up in the treadmill of financial stealing that has become one
of the worst scourges in modern times, by which society itself is doomed."
Steve paused and then added, more softly spoken, "and still the principle that is
involved in this commandment demands more than simply stepping away from stealing.
It demands society's active commitment to enriching one-another. This unfolding action
becomes expressed in developing one-another's cultural, scientific, and spiritual potential
that is inherent in a human being. It includes the call for scientific development. When all
of this happens in the light of an active understanding of this particular aspect of
Principle, society will find itself rich and secure. If society fails in this, the stealing from
one another throughout society will continue, until a total economic collapse occurs or a
dawning understanding stops the trek to hell. In order to avoid the collapse, it will never
be sufficient to try not to steal. The focus must be on the principle of wealth building, that
is expressed in creating and producing, and on developing all the great qualities that
make us uniquely human. If this development is blocked, what has society got left but to
steal from one-another? In this case people steal from themselves, as they steal from the
world. They are then preventing the great universal riches that might have been
established. So you see, Peter, it is actually possible to transgress the law against stealing,
without even laying a finger on another person's property. To block the development of
civilization is an act of stealing from the future. All of this together makes the law of the
Decalogue, not to steal, much more difficult to understand, and to fulfill."
"My experience has been that there are not many people in the world, who aim to
enrich society right across the globe with universal economic development, on every
level, and in every country," said Ushi. "I know a few people who qualify, but far too
few. Most are committed to outright stealing, as Steve has said. They steal from oneanother with trickery and cunning. The madness has become a worldwide epidemic all
across the financial and legal arena, and not only there."

"The resulting degradation of our world and society has already brought such
severe consequences, that the world's entire financial and economic structure is
collapsing as we speak," said Steve. "The USA may not go under for decades yet. The
giant is still strong. But the collapse process is under way."
Steve leaned forward and added quietly, "That is what I meant by society being
doomed by its obsession with stealing from one another."

Steve paused after that and looked at me again, and smiled. "It gets tougher, still,"
he said. "Much more difficult than the commandment not to steal, is the next
commandment in line, the commandment, not to lye to one-another. On the surface this
appears to be a passive directive. It demands one not to tell an untruth with the intent to
deceive. But this commandment too, reflects an active principle that takes us beyond the
passive level. The commandment that demands one not to lye should be seen as an active
requirement. The active requirement evidently is that one is honest with oneself. The
principle includes scientific honesty. If one is honest with oneself about the worth and the
beauty of a human being, as this is due to the tallest expression of life on the planet, then
the unfolding respect for oneself and for one-another, automatically prevents one from
ever intentionally deceiving another. It just wouldn't happen, because we would see each
other from a higher standpoint that inspires honor, support, and respect."
Steve paused and sighed. "Unfortunately society is willing to regard itself as the
private zoo of hidden imperial owners, who have appointed over them zoo-keepers.
Society allows itself to be spoon-fed in this zoo, with a thick diet of lies that would make
any self-respecting person gag and throw up, or revolt like children sometimes do who
don't want to eat broccoli."
Steve shook his head. "Unfortunately, modern society is far from recognizing the
true standard of its humanity. It has been dragged away from it to the point that it is no
longer allowed to focus on Truth much less experience its essence."
"In Lies We Trust!" I interjected. "That's what the banners tell us that empire
parades before us day after day in its war against mankind. Society lies to itself by living
in this environment, rather than stepping out of it."
"Lies mean nothing to the inhabitants of the zoo," said Steve. "The zoo mentality
has become what might be called, a 'privatized public mentality.' Society's mentality has
been designed by the zookeepers, to be applied to the zoo, that is to force people to
follow the script of what has been 'imposed' on them as public opinion. Outright lying to
one-another has become a worldwide pandemic. People lye to their friends, their spouses,
their neighbors, their peers, their governments, but mostly they lye to themselves. They
thereby dishonor the very image of the human being in every case. This has horrendous
consequences, Peter. Out of this dark background of lying to oneself about the nature of
man, came the Eugenics theories that define certain people as scum. This is the idea that
Adolf Hitler had been mobilized to accept for the purpose of doing away with the Jewish

people and others who didn't fit into his new world. He no longer defined them as human
beings, much less as the tallest expression of life on the planet. He defined them as
'useless eaters.' The empire's modern depopulation demands are built on the same types
of lies and involve similar consequences. The lies all involve the same rejection of the
fundamental principle that is reflected in the Decalogue with regard to lying. This means
that we must honor every effort that is made by people to be honest with themselves. And
I mean 'every' effort. Yours included. We have a long way to go, my friend, before
society can even think about meeting this demanding directive to be truthful with oneself
and others."

Steve paused again and grinned. He said that the next commandment is even
harder to implement, saying that it is the hardest of them all. "That's the requirement not
to covet property," said Steve. "This, too, must be seen as something far greater than just
a passive requirement. Right now, the whole world is property oriented. The quest for
property has fractured the whole human society with countless divisions for economic
gain and controlling interests. We have fought wars for these objectives, and we are ready
to do so again. We are even willing, in this quest, to risk the destruction of our entire
world, including ourselves, in a holocaust of a nuclear war or something much worse. We
are willing, and quite ready, to suffer all of this, but we are not willing at this time to deal
with the root cause of this insane issue that we have offered our life to. Like the monkey
in a Malaysian monkey trap, we are not willing to let go of the nut of the property
mythology that stands behind the privatization processes of everything. In the name of
the private property mythology, people cheat, lye, steal, kill, and enslave one-another. It
is as if Moses understood the tragic outcome, should humanity go down the path of
property lane, so that he warned urgently what would happen if we won't recognize the
fundamental principle behind that commandment."
Steve laughed. "You realize of course that the priests who have perverted that law
understood the principle well. They knew what they were doing. The way in which the
doctored version is arranged we find the very next chapter dealing with rules and
consequences related to property rights. The mutilated law establishes human slavery as a
legitimate process. It regulates it. It legitimizes the killing of people in property oriented
conflicts. It also introduces the infamous 'eye for an eye' concept, and the 'tit for tat'
concept, that leads to endless cycles of war, retribution, and counter-retribution, which
some day may kill us all. The corrupting appendix that highlights the property issues has
been added to the mutilated Decalogue in such a manner that it makes a law out of a
perversion. That's gross corruption. It, all by itself, should stand as a warning for
humanity. If one opens Pandora's Box pertaining to property rights, the whole human
scene is set up to disintegrate and collapse, just as it is in the process of doing right now.
The only thing that the priests hadn't included in their corruption of the Decalogue, was a
direct reference to nuclear war, and to war itself that is always drawn from property
related issues. The New World Order is a quest for ruling the world to make the whole
world the private property of empire, including mankind, who are reduced to act as slaves
in it."

I smiled. "I suppose we can count ourselves lucky that it may not come to that," I
said.
Steve looked at me with his penetrating look and shook his head. "Tell me," he
said, "what is the active element of Principle for the commandment that counsels against
coveting property? What fundamental principle counteracts the property mythology?
What principle is being denied when people become captivated by this mythology? What
principle do you know that can counteract the madness that is presently driving society
towards its doom?" He looked at me. "What is that one aspect of Principle, Peter, which
makes that quest impossible to succeed?"
I shrugged my shoulders.
"You should know that," said Steve.
"The counteracting aspect of Principle has to be nothing less than the Principle of
Universal Love and its expression as the General Welfare Principle," I said cautiously.
Steve nodded. "Our nation has been founded on these principles. They are the
fundamental element of the Preamble of the US Federal Constitution. The Southern
Confederacy changed that Preamble. It created its own version, where it replaced the
'right to pursue happiness' with 'the right to hold property.' With the stroke of a pen, one
of the key-aspects of Principle that is reflected in the Decalogue was being denied. The
driving force was the war of empire against mankind. The end result of this insanity was
a civil war that destroyed the Confederacy."
"All of these principles remain to the present day to be implemented," said Ushi.
"And since we can't accomplish much more tonight, we should stop," she added. "It is
late."
"Let's not stop just yet," said Steve. "I'm coming to the point that counts in a big
way. As I said before, our precious USA was founded on these principles. There were a
few periods in our history when people actually implemented these principles, even if it
was done only to some degree. My point is, that those were the richest periods for our
nation. Right now all of these principles are completely rejected, though they should be
the central element of our nation's policies. And that is really my point for tonight. The
taller these principles are that we are facing to implement, and the more completely they
are implemented, the richer the outcome is for individuals and for the nation. Let's not
sacrifice anything at the altar of time and expediency. We need to come out of what is
unfolding tonight with greater riches, greater security, and an active peace that can open a
portal of light for the world."

Steve paused again.
Ushi sat down with us at the table instead of heading for the stairs.

Steve asked us how all this relates to us individually, that very night. He didn't
wait for me to answer. He leaned across the small table in the study with his hands
folded, looking at me over the top of his glasses. "We must make every possible effort to
implement every single one of those directives," he said in answering his own question.
"The principles that the directives represent provide us great riches and great freedoms,"
he said. "I intend to honor the bond of Love that has unfolded between the two of you,
and I am sure so do you. In this we are secure. But is this enough. This first requirement
was an easy and joyous one to fulfill, because I respect the honesty that stands behind it
in your endeavor to enrich one-another. That's evident in your regard for one-another as
beautiful human beings with a great potential for uplifting the world. So I must help you
both. I must nurture that unfolding of Love in your life in any way I can. I must do this in
order to help you realize its potential for the sake of us all. You are dealing with this
concept now. I also respect that you are beginning to understand that the only thing that is
left for us all to do, is to bring to each other our Love with which to enrich one-another's
existence."
Steve turned to me while he spoke. "So you see, the Decalogue that you spoke of
so contemptuously, Peter, impedes nothing that would open the door to a more joyous
existence with great freedoms. In fact, it inspires it to happen. It is an active demand. It
demands it. But is this enough?"

Steve paused and smiled. "All these elements put together," he continued, "bring
us closer to experiencing the Sublime. Moses' Decalogue really is a part of the gateway to
the Sublime. If it is scientifically understood, it furnishes a gateway to incredible
freedoms and riches. It appears that Moses, or whoever might have authored the
Decalogue, had understood to some degree these important scientific principles, which
sadly, society no longer understands, or doesn't want to understand, as it has been taught
the opposite for centuries. This means that we have some specific work to do to let go of
all the false dogmas and axioms that we have been preached for centuries."
"The scientific recognition of Truth causes us to let go of the old as we rebuild our
lives on a new foundation," said Ushi.
"All scientific discoveries are rooted in Truth," said Steve.
"This makes the process quite demanding," I interjected. "No wonder the masters
of empire keep screaming, 'there is no Truth.' They deny Science, consequently
everything becomes reduced to be just opinion. They open the door to freedom, but
behind the door stands impotence."
"You bet Science is demanding, Pete. It is not an easy matter for one to give up all
of ones long cherished notions if the active principles behind that demand are not
scientifically understood. Then the tendency is that one would rather not venture into the
unknown, like Shakespeare's pathetic Hamlet did. Wisdom, however, demands that one
face the reality of the fundamental principles that one can't avoid without dire

consequences. This is what we are committed to in this house. This is what tonight is all
about, scary as it may be."

Steve went back to the bookshelf and exchanged the German Bible for another old
English one. He handed it to me. "Read Matthew 22:36," he said.
The text that I read describes Christ Jesus' reply to a lawyer's question. He asked,
which is the greatest commandment in the law. Christ Jesus' answer was that one should
be in Love with God, with Love itself, and this with all the intimacy that we find in Soul,
acknowledged in Mind, and that one include one’s neighbors in this loving and oneself.
"The point is," said Steve, "that ultimately one has no choice in the matter. One
really has no choice except to value the human being, including oneself, and all, as the
tallest expression of Life on the planet, as the very image of God so to speak. We have no
choice, because that's the reality of being in Science. To do anything less in practice
would be dishonest, hypocritical, and dangerous."
I raised my hand.
"The requirement has nothing to do with religion," said Steve. "It is a requirement
that is reflected in all the principles that elevate society. It is also fundamental to all
prophesy, even to forecasting our future in terms of human development or
disintegration. Right now, we are drifting towards economic disintegration and nuclear
war. There is no willingness to deal with one-another as human beings according to the
principles of civilization."

Steve took the old Bible and put it back to its place on the bookshelf. He returned
with another, very old, leather bound book. "This one is only a hundred years old," he
said. "It was written near the end of America's renaissance." He handed the book to me. It
was Mary's book that he had kept earlier on the balcony. I remembered the title. The title
was printed in golden letters: Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, by Mary
Baker Eddy, President of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College and Pastor Emeritus of
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts.
"The title isn't important for now," said Steve. He began to grin. "I have a surprise
for you," he said. "Turn to page number two, and read the last of the marginal headings."
Wow! There it was in print what Erica had talked about. I read the marginal
heading, "God's standard. God is Love."
"Read what it says half way down the paragraph," Steve suggested.
I read, "Do we expect to change perfection? Shall we plead for more at the open
fount, which is pouring forth more than we accept?"

"That open fount is Love," said Steve. "God's standard is Love. Without the
harmonizing Spirit of Love, the Universe would not exist. Obviously, this is not the
shallow kind of love that is emotional. The harmonizing effect of Love is both essential
and powerful. All the difficult commandments are like that, when they are understood
scientifically. They are fulfilled by the Principle of Universal Love that is an element of
the all-encompassing one Principle that is reflected in the Universe, and in us. Does this
answer you question that you had asked me earlier?"

Steve took the book back from me, without further comments. He returned it to its
place on the shelf, while I pondered over what I had just read. I placed, what he had said,
in conjunction with his invitation for me to spend the night in his home, in his own bed,
together with his wife, - enveloped in Love, which he said is pouring forth more than we
accept! Was he saying that conventional wisdom is not looking high enough, far enough,
and enables our hopes to be not tall enough?
"Are you saying that the distorted, politicized Decalogue will not keep humanity
forever tied to its distorted notions?" I asked. "Are you saying that it is possible for a
person to step beyond the fantasies of insanity at the moment that the individual
recognizes the fraud, and begins to understand in science the real principles involved?
Are you saying that a breakout is possible instantly, and is inevitable universally? Are
you saying that this breakout can be intelligently and scientifically advanced?"
Steve said yes, but shook his head. "What you are saying is correct, Pete, but you
are still not looking far enough. I am certain that when the Principle of Universal Love
becomes more fully understood, which moves us to enriching one-another's existence, as
it unfolds in our hearts, we will experience it as a powerful force that can change the
world in every single aspect that has become destructive. And we can go beyond
anything that existed before. We can go right to the heart of the harmonizing freedom that
is already established in Love, and claim our liberty. The footsteps have all been laid out
in the pathway of Science. Of course it will be challenging to take those steps, but we can
take them, and we will take them, when we understand the principles and utilize them to
enrich our life. Perhaps we may not change the whole world instantly that way, but we
can certainly change our immediate world in this house right now, tonight. And we are
doing this. We should celebrate this breakthrough. We have much to celebrate."
Steve paused for a moment, then he went on. "If the Principle of Universal Love
had been understood by humanity at the time when this book was written that you just
read from, World War I would have been avoided, and World War II would not have
been thought off," he said. "Then a hundred million people that have been killed, and
many of them horribly, would have remained alive and productive, and would have
continued enriching civilization. It is our challenge to take on the responsibility to do this
now in the larger world, in order to prevent far worse tragedies from happening that are
already looming on the horizon. We must achieve the necessary breakthrough, step by
step, if need be, but we must achieve it, because it is the only option we have for staying
alive in a nuclear and biologically armed world."

Steve stood up and went back to the bookcase.
"How can this be done?" I said in amazement. "Don't you expect too much?"
"I give you one year to find the answer," Steve said from the far side of the room
where he had placed the book back and now searched for something else.
"We have come full circle," said Ushi. "We began with the question; can the
Universe exist without Love. And we've come back to that."
"No, we have begun to answer Peter's question, what is the Principle of Universal
Love?" said Steve.
"I think this will do us for one night," I interjected.
Steve turned to Ushi. "It's time then for the celebration to begin."
He came back with still another book in his hand and motioned us to follow him
downstairs.
He told me on the stairs that he had recently found a great treasure at one of the
flea markets. The way he was holding the book, it was obvious what he referred to. The
book was another very old leather bound volume.
"Let me read to you from the American Declaration of Independence," he said, as
we were seated downstairs near the open window with the cool air blowing in from the
park. "Keep in mind the isolating models that turn people into servants to the deepest
depth of their being. This is what this declaration counteracts. Also keep in mind the
principles that we have just discussed. If you do this, then you may begin to understand
what civilization is founded on, as it has been celebrated in countless ways, specifically
with the founding of the New America. Benjamin Franklin, an outstanding scientist who
has contributed more to the founding of America than we may know, is said to have been
the primary author of the American Declaration of Independence. I regard the
Declaration as a new kind of Decalogue. Benjamin Franklin was a true scientist, like you
and I. He was always searching for elements of Truth. With his Declaration of
Independence, he rammed a knife into the heart of society's oligarchic zoo mentality. He
challenged not just the British Empire, nor did he merely challenge the legitimacy of the
oligarchic zoo altogether, he challenged the whole of human society the world over to
celebrate itself as human beings. You will be amazed what Franklin had urged society to
comprehend. Keep in mind that America was largely a society of farmers at the time.
And yes, they did comprehend what he said. They acknowledge something profound
about themselves. The kind of development in thinking that stood behind the Declaration
of Independence may have uplifted everyone's thinking, reaching to the deepest depths.
What they understood of it was enough for them to stand their ground, and defeat the
mightiest military force on the planet, the force of an empire that commanded near
infinite resources. They faced that force in a spirit of celebration of something greater
than themselves."

Ushi was pouring us all a cup of coffee, while Steve was searching through the
book.
I was puzzled by what he might have meant when he said, that it reached to the
deepest depth of their thinking?" Did he mean with this that it reached to the deepest
depth of their identity as human beings? Was this not the same identity that was also
reflected in my honesty towards Ushi, and myself, as Ushi had already recognized on the
beach, or my feelings towards others, or everything together?
While Steve searched through the book, I dared to ask what the focus would be.
He shook his head. Then, he asked whether I thought it possible for one to acknowledge
oneself honestly without violating the distorted marriage model of the third book of
Moses, the book of the politicized law, the adulterated or mutilated law that the
priesthood had created, the law that sets up boundaries and penalties.
I said no, and suggested to Steve that the devotion by humanity, to fit itself into
that narrow mold must have caused incalculable damage to its development.
Steve shook his head. He suggested that an honest person invariably breaks such a
law, because that law is not based on reality. He suggested that Christ Jesus understood
this, and that this understanding gave him the assurance of success in his case of
defending the adulterous woman. He said to the people that whosoever had not
invalidated the false law in their own conscience, that is, who had not felt the substance
of the Principle of Universal Love in their own heart - that is whoever had not felt the
Principle that is reflected in our humanity even to some degree - should be the first to
throw a stone.
Steve pointed out that in real terms it wasn't the woman who was on trial in this
case, whom Christ Jesus was demanded to judge. "This must have been plain to him,"
said Steve. "It was the Principle of Universal Love, represented by the model of the
lateral lattice, that had been on trial in this case. That is what he had to uphold," said
Steve emphatically. "Obviously, he understood that a human being, from the deepest
depth of our common humanity, has no choice but to uphold the most basic universal
principle that is rooted in every human being's very Soul. He understood the lateral
model. Thus he celebrated all the way through the trial. He evidently knew that all he had
to do was ask each one of the accusers to be honest with themselves. He was evidently
certain that their honesty with themselves exempted everyone from the fascist duty that
the corrupted law had imposed, that of stoning the woman to death. With that he won. No
one picked up a stone."

At this point Steve had found what he was looking for. He opened the book to the
American Declaration of Independence. He read it slowly and solemnly. "This is a great
text for starting a celebration of Principle," he said. He stood up to read:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness."
Steve looked up and grinned. "Now listen to this," he said and read on.
"...To secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed. However!" Steve raised his hand at this
point. "When any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right
of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience has shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it
is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future
security."
Steve closed the book and looked at me with his large brown eyes.
"The time has come, Peter, to allow yourself to be honest in your loving. The time
has come to celebrate the Sublime that includes in itself the whole of our universal
humanity."
He was looking at Ushi also, as he spoke. "There is honor in that, and security,
because the honesty in Love involves taking responsibility to cause no harm."
I said something to the effect that this night would be long remembered, even if it
stopped right now.
Steve grinned and said that the best part hasn't even begun. "A principle is of no
value, unless it is translated into life to the fullest extent to which one dares to explore it.
That's where its power unfolds, and with it the peace and joy it holds for us all."

I felt tears coming into my eyes. A mere thank you wouldn't have made the grade,
I knew that, and anything else would have seemed phony.
"There you have it," Steve said and grinned, "this is it!" Without adding another
syllable, he stood up and turned all the lights out, and went outside onto the balcony.
But what about sex, I thought, as I sat in the dark? And what about AIDS? Gosh,
the situation became more complicated with every step. Behind the tangle of a tangled up
perception of marriage loomed the next deeper mythology, with possibly more beneath
that. I began to question myself. To answer these questions seemed to be an infinite task,

but to be in Love, at the moment, was to honor. With this in mind I didn't even try to
puzzle things out any further.

"Why are you still sitting around?" Steve called back after a while. "Did I invite
you too far into the unknown land of science? Science is build on understood principles,
the principles of the Sublime. I invited you to understand what you are celebrating, or
else you have nothing to celebrate. Science opens the door to incredible freedom of
movement, but if your thinking is mired in the mud of mythologies, you may not have the
foundation built for the freedom you see. This puts you into a dangerous position, and
everyone else too. In this case you should heed Christ Jesus' counsel about marriage,
when he said to society about the small marriage model ruled by traditions, 'suffer it to be
so now.' It was a warning, Peter. If you don't have the foundational skills established for
where you are going, you are treading dangerous ground! So beware! Are you ready then
to face the challenge? Only you can answer that."
"I am ready. I am ready to honor," I said.

"Honor is a manifest of respect, and respect is a manifest of Love. Love is
Principle," I heard a voice from within.
"I have a deep respect for everything that I am as a human being, that Ushi is and
stands for, a respect for her autonomy," I said to the voice within. "Out of that unfolds the
gentle appreciation of an aspect of beauty in which we enrich one-another. Nothing will
be allowed by Principle that defiles that respect. The sludge of the sewer doesn't enter
this scene. Principle is my double layer defense. The sludge of the fantasies of insanity
has no place in the realm of Love, rich with respect, and honor."
"But what is Love?" the voice spoke back immediately. "One can't produce it; one
can only feel it."
"Love is real," I said, protesting. "It takes hold of one when one opens oneself to
Life. I feel sad that people don't open themselves more fully to Life. I feel a pity for them
in their struggle with themselves as they endeavor to deny the force of their own
existence. I know all about this struggle. I have been a champion of that game." I began
to grin now. "All this is fading history now and is about to be left behind and become
forgotten."

"Surely, I am dreaming all this," I said to Steve as he was getting his bed
rearranged on the balcony.
"No, Pete, you're not dreaming," I heard Ushi reply. Her voice came thinly from
the bedroom.

"No, no, I'm sure, I must be dreaming this," I replied to her. "This shouldn't be
possible! I should have been kicked out of the house the moment Steve noticed me falling
in Love with you."

Steve came back from the balcony in the dark. He stopped in the kitchen. I heard
him pour another glass of soda water. He brought me one, too.
"I know you feel uncomfortable," he said, handing me a glass. Mineral-enriched
soda water appeared to be Steve's favorite drink. We had gone through three bottles that
night. He would add slices of fresh-cut lemon that he crushed with a spoon, squeezing the
last drops of juice out of them. It made an excellent drink for a hot night. I joined him at
the window where he stood, sipping at his drink.

"Be careful," he said. "Remember the comment Christ Jesus had made about the
adulterated marriage-model. You might want to consider it as an alternative to freedom.
'Suffer it to be so now!' was his comment. Is he not saying with this, 'Be certain your cup
is full to the brim, before you dare to break out of this age-old confinement and step into
the New World?' If your cup isn't full, then you break away only from the form of the
doctrine, but not from its enslaving mythology. Doing that makes things worse, much
worse, because it confuses your identity as a human being. And as for sex, our sexuality
is embedded within the oneness and wholeness of all being. We can't get away from
facing its demands, or the demands of Love. No one can step away from that. But it is
easy to get tangled up in the poverty of denying the demands of Love. If you tread the
path of universal Love, without the progression of Science to support your freedom, the
poverty in your heart will likely destroy you. What comes out of poverty always degrades
and hurts people. It can even cost you your life. So be careful!" He put his hand on my
shoulder as we stood by the window in the dark. My heart was pounding as if it was
trying to pop out.

"We have talked about the two models all night," he said to me moments later. He
spoke calmly. " We have explored the vertical model of Science and the lateral model
that it opens up. We have explored them in terms of human relationships as we discover
them in Science discovering the Truth that is reflected in the lateral domain where we all
exist side by side as human beings in all respects. The lateral model is the model of
Truth. Truth is absolute. In truth everything exists on the same level and exists side by
side without hierarchical differentiation. This is the real domain of our living, the domain
of the IS. It is the domain of Life, of Love, of Mind, of Spirit, of Soul, of Principle. There
is total freedom in that domain, which is so richly illumined. And this freedom is
constructive. It is safe. It is not precarious, because the Sublime is not a vague thing that
issues puzzles. Some call the elements of the Sublime, the attributes of God, and of
course also by reflection the attributes of our humanity. But you can't see them. You can't

see Love, Truth, or Spirit. You can't even quantify them. Still, you know that you have
them in your heart. You experience them. You can get no more away from them than you
can get away from the reflection of the Principle of Gravity in the physical world."
Steve suddenly laughed. "Are you aware that no one in the entire field of
theoretical physics, and nuclear physics, has the faintest idea what causes the force of
gravity and the phenomenon of mass? At the leading edge of nuclear physics, the entire
Universe is recognized as the construct of patterns of energy intelligently arranged by
harmonizing principles, so that there is nothing there that should give the resulting
construct its mass, as there exists not a single speck of matter that would give an atom the
mass that we know it has. Mass is tangible, and so is the gravitational attraction between
every phenomenon of mass in the Universe. Every atom of the Earth exerts a force on
every atom of the Moon right across this vast distance, and nobody knows what causes
this attracting force. It just happens."
"It happens by Principle," I interjected. "Do we need to know more?"
"That's my point," said Steve. "It happens everywhere, unfailingly. In fact, we
cannot get away from it. It is a phenomenon of intention of the Intelligence that is the
Universe. We can rely on it. And so is Love. We can rely on it as an element of living in
the lateral domain?"

Steve took a long zip from his glass of mineral water, looking out into the dark
towards the park. The park was sparsely lit by a few dim lanterns. "Tomorrow you go
back across the border," said Steve, "where you will live as you must live according to
your customs, but in this house, maybe only for once in your life, you will be able to step
beyond the world's poverty and gain a glimpse of the Truth and the power of Principle
that few people in society give themselves the freedom to see and experience. What
happens here may change your life. In fact, I know it will change your life and add
profound new challenges. It may even change the world. Life and Love are not something
shallow. They are like Gravity and Mass. They are deep and profound and unavoidable,
so who cares what causes them. One day we will know. Right now we trust them as a
product of Intention, as we can't avoid them. It's the same with Life and Love. We all
have it within us to move forward with the higher levels of spiritual perception that
unfold in Science, including the profound demands of Life and Love. From this day on,
Peter, a New World is beginning to open up for you, a world that you can trust, which
you can no longer avoid anyway. It will be an exciting world beyond measure. It will also
be a challenging world beyond measure when you realize that the Old World no longer
applies."
I was speechless. I said, "thank you."
"Thank me for what?" he asked. "What is happening here should be regarded as
the norm, rather than as an exception. We bring to each other the gift of Love. We enrich
each other's existence with Love. Love is the outflow of our joy in the beauty of another's

being, which rests deep in the mind. Just look how rich we are in this! We are incredibly
rich, Peter. No thanks are needed in this unfolding of expanding freedoms that is built on
scientific recognition that makes us all richer. The expanding freedom in caring for oneanother should be the hallmark of civilization, in every regard, Pete. These freedoms have
the potential to make our civilization the richest thing in the Universe. I should thank you
for your daring to join hands with us. I am certain that I can say this for Ushi, too."

Steve paused after this remark and drank some more of his soda water. "What is
happening here, Pete, should not be seen as exceptional, but as natural." Steve turned to
me, remaining at the window. "This may all seem strange to you, Peter, because such an
opportunity probably has never unfolded before. Indeed, nor has it ever unfolded in this
house before to the extent that it is happening today. This is completely new. It might
become a new tradition that will widen the horizon of the unfolding of Love. Love is like
the Principle of Gravity. We can't get away from its hold on us. We have no option but let
its flow proceed. In terms of Love, this has been the hallmark of our entire evening
together. So, why should the flow now stop? Instead of stopping it we should pull out all
the stops. We bring to each other a touch of our humanity that has the potential to create a
brand new civilization for ourselves and for the world, based on Science. Should we not
wear this crown? Could we possibly aim for a richer goal? I can't see how we could. We
don't need to thank each other for what Love lays before us. Its unfolding needs to be
celebrated. This is what Love demands of us and all. It needs to be embraced with joy."

While Steve was still speaking, Ushi had joined us at the window. She had her
nighty on now, and had brought chocolate milk from the kitchen. She invited us back to
the table. Oh, she appeared even more beautiful now in the dim of the night with its
gentler contrasts. Indeed, this was a celebration already unfolding with a promise for a
night long to be remembered. The idea of spending the night still more intimately with
her had all the flavor of a modern day fairy tale, an Alice in Wonderland rewritten for the
modern age. Its promise was as rich and beautiful as Steve had so boldly said our living
ought to be.

After a while Steve yawned, and said good night, and left. I heard him arranging
his cot and climbing into it. Ushi left also. I remained and finished my drink. The only
sounds to be heard now came from the rustle of leaves outside the window.
Some moments later I heard Steve's voice again. "Do you want to know what the
answer is in respect to self-love?" he said, speaking from the balcony. "The answer is
simple, Pete. Self-love is a reflection of universal Love, which is all-inclusive. Principle
is all-inclusive and all-enabling. Principle is the enabling impetus for all that is good.
Principle enables the Universe to be. It is all-inclusive. Universal Love is Principle. Our
self-loving cannot be excluded from Love as Principle, which is all-enabling. Without

Love being also reflected in our self-loving, there can be no peace in the world, or in your
heart, without it."
"You mean, us all enveloping ourselves with the light of Love?" I said. "No, we
can't exclude ourselves from that all-enabling impetus."
"Now tell me, has anyone ever inspired you to say anything like that before?" said
Steve.
"No Steve, not that I can remember. This means that we have probably both gone
bonkers, or the whole world is asleep."
"Maybe not, Pete. There may be plenty of people out there who have come to the
same conclusion, but have not articulated it yet, or have not found anyone listening. I'm
sure, Ushi understands all of that."
"She does," I heard her voice come thinly from the bedroom.
"So, don't keep her waiting," Steve urged. "Love yourself for being too honorable
to allow that to happen."

Oh, it was easy now to follow Steve's advice. I could only marvel at Steve's words,
his invitation, his caution, and his comprehension of Science. None were totally clear, but
clear enough. It was all too new, too daring, but what a promise it all held!

I looked towards the bedroom. I knew Ushi was waiting there for me to join her.
Something was happening that seemed too good to be true, but it was happening. I
wondered if even a pioneer like Helen had fully understood the vast dimensions of what
was unfolding. I wondered if she realized what struggles are involved at every single step
forward. I wondered if she knew what difficulties one must deal with and resolve in order
to resolve even the simplest paradoxes that one encounters in the flow of loving
universally. Would she be proud to know how far we have progressed in this single day
towards embracing the universality of Love?
Of course I knew I didn't need to ask. I already knew what her answer would be. If
I was to tell her about the difficulties, she would laugh, and ask, what have the difficulties
got to do with anything? The difficulties don't change the principle involved, nor are they
a reflection of them. She would say that they are merely a reflection of our belligerence
against the Principle of Love, and its Light, and our refusal to become enveloped with it.
That's what she would most certainly say. And she would be right in saying it.
It suddenly dawned on me, as I remembered Helen, that something far greater was
unfolding at this moment than a mere gesture of a great generosity, on Steve's part, and

on Ushi's part. When Helen spoke about universal Love, she also spoke about universal
sovereignty, the sovereignty of Mind.
"So, this is what this is about to some degree?" said the voice within to me.
"Wherever there is Love, sovereignty is respected."
Wow! I bowed before Steve and Ushi's genius. I stood up quickly now and went
into the hall towards the bedroom. The door was partly open. The light in the room was
turned off, except for a small bedside lamp. Ushi was facing away from the door, already
undressed, looking out of the window into the dark of the night. It wasn't that I hadn't
seen her undressed before. I had seen her naked at the beach for hours in the bright
sunshine, and had cherished the sight of her. But what was happening now was different.
At the beach she was 'distant.' Now that sense of distance was no longer present. What a
promise this realization held! The sense of distance had vanished by brushing the
artificial boundaries aside, and by replacing them with the Principle of Universal Love
and Sovereignty that can be trusted fully to establish its own security.
I hesitated. Then I began to undress likewise.
I realized that the Principle of Universal Love and Sovereignty would not allow a
violation of Ushi's openness, and the slightest exploitation of it, or any injurious
intrusions, nor anything dishonorable by acts what wouldn't enrich one-another, holding
back what isn't part of Love's gentle Light. I also realized that Principle is an active
animus and would therefore invite everything to the fullest that is enriching in human
existence, all the way to the most intimate aspects of our sexual dimension. I began to
recognize the Principle of Universal Love and Sovereignty, to be a fulfilling principle and
not a passive restriction. In fact, I saw it as having a doubly fulfilling function. On one
hand, I saw it as a force inviting the infinite sharing of our sexual dimension, as one of
the beautiful dimensions of our humanity. On the other hand, I saw it as a guardian that
would protect us from anything that would lead towards shame or guilt, or degrade a
person's identity. It would invite only what is worthy to be celebrated, unreservedly, as
aspects of Love.
Suddenly I understood Steve's answer, "Thank me for what? Let the celebration of
the Sublime begin!"
I also understood for the first time, perhaps in my life, Christ Jesus' answer to the
woman who had been charged with adultery, whose innocence Christ Jesus had defended,
and had established before all her accusers. After he had won his battle with the law, that
had denied the Principle of Universal Love and Sovereignty, and he found himself alone
with the woman, his comment to her was, "sin no more." What sin did he talk about, if no
condemnation had been announced? He evidently was talking about the fine points, in
establishing and respecting the aspect of Sovereignty. Was he referring to scientific
honesty? Was he urging her to keep the sludge of the sewer, in the sewer, and not
adulterate the intimacies of Love with it? The woman may have been guilty of failures in
her scientific understanding and acknowledgment of what she had been involved with.
Perhaps she hadn't dealt wisely in keeping the sludge of the sewer out of the domain of

Love. But then, she hadn't been on trial for that. She couldn't have been on trial for that
since all the sludge was legally allowed in institutional marriage and still is.
With this thought I celebrated Steve's way of looking at the commandments of the
Mosaic Decalogue, as he saw them, as something greater than just passive demands, but
as active facets of Principle becoming alive in human consciousness, with unavoidable
outcomes that are designed to fulfill the law. Steve saw the directive of the Decalogue,
not to dishonor the bond that Love has forged, as being actually meaningless to a person
who embraces the Principle of Universal Life and Love. I began to realize that the
Principle of Universal Sovereignty is a part of it, and is likewise an active facet of
Principle and its manifestation, that are invariably enriching the human scene with the
greatest possible good, unfolding with the greatest possible integrity, while affording the
greatest possible protection, in an environment of the greatest possible freedom. I felt like
I was walking on air when I stepped into Ushi's bedroom.

I paused after the first step. I saw Ushi standing by the window looking out into
the still warm night. I saw her just like I had met her at the beach. I hesitated, so as not to
disturb the peace that was now added to the scene. I drank in the wonderful moment. But
with it came doubts. If only Sylvia and I had talked about these eventualities. But how
could we have ever imagined that such a thing could happen? How could anyone have
foreseen this? What I had held sacred as a taboo, had suddenly been set aside as a fantasy
of poverty. Erica, Helen, Ushi, and Steve had each in their own way turned my world
upside down and made it more real, and infinitely more beautiful.

As I took another step forward, I said to myself, that if all reality is an inseparable
whole, and I am a part of it, any denial of it is self-denial, and is ultimately a denial of the
unity of Love that binds us into one. I had never realized this before. But that's exactly
what I had done for much of my married life. For years I had hated myself for being
attracted to other women besides Sylvia. I had believed this attraction to be immoral, a
'black' trait of character, which I hadn't been able to shed no matter how hard I had tried.
It dawned on me now how lucky I was that I hadn't won this struggle; that I had
maintained enough honesty towards my deep inner feelings to prevent this destruction of
myself from becoming total and complete. I might have rendered myself dead to the heart
and soul of my own existence, had I won this fight. It would have been a form of suicide.
Now the threatened self-destruction has been put aside for a new horizon, for the validity
of a glowing self-loving that is a universal element of being in Love, which has a hold on
us that we cannot really avoid anyway, just as Steve had put it with his analogy of the
Principle of Universal Love, comparing it with the Principle of Universal Gravity.
I knew that I had always wanted to be loyal to Sylvia. I had always loved her, and
always would. But something greater than this small aspect was unfolding before me, and
before all of us, in that unfolding bright night. It was a loving built on bonds forged by
Love, on the higher level which Sylvia and I had both ignored before, which was now

unfolding on a level on which we all become more human, more spiritual, and more
richly endowed. The old 'law' suddenly became invalidated thereby, which says that an
additional love must be seen as poison? Steve was right. There is no valid law in the
Universe that decrees this 'poverty.'

It was amazing what was unfolding, and was unfolding evermore rapidly. More
and more of the Old World now simply vanished out of sight.
"And what about taking responsibility for causing no hurt to Sylvia?" I heard my
voice say from deep inside, as if it was protesting against my highest thoughts. "Don't do
this!" the voice said. "Be careful, this is not a hypothetical situation!" the voice cautioned.
"You can still back out!"
I brushed aside the notion. "I cannot paint Sylvia with the same brush with which
Erica had pictured her husband Fritz," I countered the voice from within.
"But will Sylvia be able to understand the imperatives of the higher Principle of
Universal Love and Sovereignty?" the voice argued back, as if in an attempt to keep the
Old World alive.
"If I can understand these principles and their imperatives, why shouldn't Sylvia be
able to?" I countered the voice. "I have always respected her intelligence, and her keen
insight into the deepest spiritual matters, even those that hardly anyone else could
comprehend. So, why should I not have the same respect now?"
"But what if this step is beyond her comprehension?" said the voice within. "You
are entering an unknown country with consequences that you cannot foresee."
"No, the unknown country is defined by Principle," I argued back. "Its imperatives
are known. They cannot be ignored without tragic consequences. If we ignore the
imperatives of any of the universal principles, then we will be hurt. The ignorance will
hurt us." I said this forcefully to myself in order to silence the voice. "It doesn't happen
the other way around!" I added.
"Oh, what do you really know about Love and its Principle that assures that your
actions cannot cause harm? Isn't honor all about assuring that no harm is ever done?" said
the voice within. It continued to argue. It said, "the sage says, I see a god in you, and the
god in me honors the god in you, even though there is but one God. Can you resolve that
puzzle that defines honor?"
I replied to the voice instantly. "The poet calls this universal God by the name of
Love, so that that I can say that Love unfolding in me, for our common humanity, honors
all reflections of Love, including those that envelop also Sylvia and everyone else, as
they are a part of our common humanity. This binds us to one-another. And as a scientist
I can call this awareness of Love, an awareness of Truth. By Truth we are bound to oneanother, as there is but one Truth. This means that I honor Sylvia's intellect, her

understanding, her beauty, and her awareness of the one Truth that demands our universal
recognition of it. I can love Sylvia in this fashion, and I do," I argued back against the
voice within. "I know this to be the Truth. I can see the reality of it in myself."
I said to myself that I see this one Truth expressed in Sylvia, and Ushi, and in all
the others in whom I see an echo of myself, of my own loving, an echo of the universal
deity of man, that brings us to light as Sublime human beings, a reality that we find also
in one-another.
"There is only this one Truth," I said to myself again.
"But sex isn't an element of this one Truth," the voice within argued back, and
continued to pester me. "Every holy person will tell you that sex is flesh. The flesh
doesn't promise anything, and it doesn't profit anything; why then would you dishonor
Sylvia for that?"
"The appreciation of the beauty of the human being, in all its vast dimensions,
from the infinitesimal to infinity, doesn't dishonor anything," I argued back. "To the
contrary, it honors all that is good, including the sexual element of our humanity. Sex is a
spiritual quality, and Spirit is Truth. Sex is a valid part of us. The beauty that we cherish
exists in us, before it is echoed in the object of our loving. Its bond unites us universally,
for the common humanity that we share. The flesh has no part in that. The flesh lacks the
intelligence to be sentient. That's why sex is not an aspect of the flesh, but a spiritual
aspect. Love is a spiritual element, born in universal Truth, from which no one is
excluded or exempted. Love unfolds with the gentle touch of Soul, in its intimacy, where
the Sublime is laying bare the heart of our humanity, including one’s whole self. This
forges the honorable bonds, born on the wings of Love, with a joy to honor, like 'brother
birds that soar and sing and on the same branch bend,' as an old hymn proclaims."

The nagging voice went silent after my strenuous rebuttal. The struggle was won. I
had felt a great urgency to stop the argumentative chattering from within, that impedes
the celebration of the heart. The moments before us were far too short, as they were, for
me to argue things out in scientific dialog. At this moment the peace of Helen's lateral
lattice of human hearts came into view. I saw us all being bound to one-another, laterally,
by strands of Love that seemed like strands of Light. Suddenly I understood what Steve
had been talking about all night. Steve had suggested that if sex is unfolding on the lateral
platform, where we stand side by side with each other as human beings, boundless on the
universal plane, our sexual sharing, and sexual intimacies, can then never contain a single
element that degrades the Light of Love, or diminishes it.
The reality of Helen's lateral lattice came to light that night, bright and clear,
illumined with the Principle of Universal Love that uplifts, purifies, protects, cherishes,
ennobles, and honors. The Principle of Universal Love came to light as an enabling
impetus for good, and not a barrier to deny sex. It would never deny it, but affirm that we
are a sexual species. It would uplift the sexual dimension beyond the limiting concept of

individual incompleteness in sex, of the type that requires a union to still a sexual want. It
became a demand to uplift sex to the point where it stands as a rich asset of our humanity
for enriching one-another with the kind of honor, integrity, and sublimity, with which
civilization as a whole becomes uplifted and enriched. With this unfolding realization,
lifting sex into the universal domain, the image of Helen's lateral lattice changed once
more. What I saw now was not a lattice of hearts anymore, linked with stands of light.
This image seemed too limited, too 'small' as a metaphor. The image now became raised
up to a new vista with much greater brightness. Each individual in this boundless
universal lattice appeared with the brightness of a sun.

When I looked at Ushi standing by the window that night, I beheld her like a
precious gem, that sparkled in my sight like a sun indeed. The vista seemed to indicate
that I had learned a step in celebrating the Sublime, or that I had at least taken a step
forward into celebrating what was unfolding before me. I marveled at how infinitely far
we had progressed that day together, away from what society has conjured up in order to
encumber itself with in the social domain. I saw in the brightness that was unfolding, a
greater sense of Love, as if it were an echo of that great smile that Helen told me she had
seen in her friend's face in hospital, after the 'victory' had been won that day. That smile
had seemed like a miracle to her, for a person coming out of a lengthy surgical procedure
just a few short hours earlier. But it hadn't been a miracle. It reflected the natural
outcome, when a scene of trial with cries for help, becomes flooded with Love and Light
and universal support. The brightness of that smile wouldn't have been possible
otherwise. Likewise, it shouldn't have been so natural, but it was that too. Now the same
kind of sparkle was unfolding anew in a new way, and underneath that sparkle lay the
same model, that in Helen's case had contributed to a healing. Indeed, it seemed to me
that I was caught up in a healing of myself.

I felt now free to move forward, I felt free and joyful with a sense of celebration. I
joined Ushi at the window. The small bedroom that we were in was fast becoming a
world of unceasing wonders, a world of 'miracles' unfolding that weren't miracles at all,
but were as natural as the sunshine, or the light when a match is lit in a darkened room.
This light reflected the sanity of Mind and Love, that had bought us both to this stage.
I also saw Sylvia in this boundless lateral lattice, bright with an intelligence that
was building a foundation in her own thinking for this boundless reality, that is
manifested in the Principle of Universal Love and Sovereignty. I felt that this grand
aspect of Principle, which once had uplifted humanity high enough to end eighty years of
war, back in the 17th Century, and had built a new stage for civilization, could be trusted
to also uplift the loving of one-another and establish a new stage for the unfolding of
Love in us. I rejoiced in the certainty of what we were celebrating, as it was opening the
door in my heart to a New Renaissance in my association with Sylvia. In this sense I
celebrated Ushi, Steve, and myself, without reservations, for the breakthrough we had

made together towards that New Renaissance. It seemed we were indeed already entering
the New World. And what a promise this New World was now laying before us!

With my clothes put aside, I felt an even greater sense of freedom, joy, and
celebration unfolding than I had thought possible. I felt enveloped with a totally secure
knowing that Ushi would never stand between Sylvia and me, or vise versa, but that this
new unfolding of Love, which had begun, and promised not to be stoppable anymore,
would grow and enrich all the old bonds too, even those of our long-standing marriage. It
would enrich it with a richer and fresher sense of the vitality of living, in which marriage
is not a dead end encumbered with boundaries, but is a seed kernel for the expanding
process of embracing humanity universally and laterally, uplifting civilization.

In this dreamlike feeling I felt a great peace that was at the same time infinitely
exciting. It enveloped us all.
Ushi and I remained at the window for a few moments after I joined her. She stood
in the dark, tall slender, beautiful. We began to embrace each other. She was the most
satisfying person to behold and to be with at this moment, and to embrace without a hurry
in an embrace that seemed to have no end. In Ushi, I was embracing so much of what I
had always treasured about human existence, though it was in many ways like it were a
reflection of an embrace of myself that I felt up welling. I saw it as something rich,
something that was being acknowledged, which I realized was being acknowledged by
both of us. It came to light as a multiply interlaced process of loving laced with joy, like a
spiritual symphony.

Oh what joy this was indeed, being there with her. I felt a joy that would have
made the air sparkle, had the bedroom lights not been turned off by then. I embraced her
and treasured her deeply as a wonderful, beautiful, gentle friend, and generous lover! I
almost cried in our embrace, and yet, there was no rage, no lust, no hurried emotion, only
a gentle appreciation, an appreciation of her and her generosity, reflecting the natural
generosity of Love. Here again my own words from the cafe came to mind, "to be
enveloped in Love."
Also Helen's words came to mind, and her concept of the universal kiss, and its
associated element of our peace. This was a night of joy unfolding in complete peace in
which the concept of the universal kiss was redefined with an even more beautiful
meaning than Helen had given it when she saw it as merely a theoretical abstract. Now it
was supported by the power of Steve's discoveries in Science.

A feeling of satisfaction came over me that night. It was drawn from the long
hours of our sharing ideas and of our being in Love, that those ideas had been focused on.
I was satisfied that these patient steps had made it possible for us to experience this total
embrace, an embrace that back at the beach had seemed so totally impossible even to
contemplate. The new unfolding embrace in its countless dimensions seemed fuller and
more beautiful than I would have imagined at the beach that such an embrace could
possibly be.

I was tempted to ask her at one point, if she was familiar with the music of Richard
Strauss, specifically the Rosen Cavalier. She must have been. This opera is one of the
finest tributes to the generosity of Love, ever produced. The opera had come to mind
once before. This had happened a long time ago in a strip bar, when a dancer had
embodied this quality of generosity in a rich measure. There had been a large stage at the
center of the bar, with seating all around it. The dancer at the time had been the most
generous towards her audience. One could see the satisfaction in people's faces, beaming
with smiles that she had caused so easily and so freely.

My night with Ushi was fast becoming a night of still greater satisfaction, by virtue
of her generosity in letting Love lead the way. Erica was right. There can be no pardon if
we fail to be in Love fully, because then we invariably cheat ourselves, and the resulting
tragedy remains a tragedy, until those failures are corrected.
I smiled, realizing that this was then. Ushi and I had moved forward into realms
that Erica hadn't dared to enter. In our Science-enabled daring, Love was now generously
allowed to take the stage on which we enrich one-another, bound by Love into one
borderless whole, in which the concept of I or Us had lost its conventional meaning. It
had no isolating meaning against the magic of the Truth of Love, and their beauty that
seemed to have no end.

"Oh, how rich our human world is in beautiful things, and in beautiful people,
too," I said to myself at one point.
I almost felt poor in the debt which I now owed to Ushi and Steve, for my
liberation that I had experienced with their help; a liberation from living with a closed off
mind! This evening, continuing all through the night, brought a healing of a lifetime of
self-doubt and self-condemnation to which I had unjustly sentenced myself. Their
openness to Love was restoring in its precious flow everything that had been denied for
decades. Oh, how I loved Ushi for being such a wonderful woman by whose loving and
generosity I was now receiving this amazing reprieve. Had I merely embraced her as a
friend, the struggle would have continued, but she allowed me, even urged me, to
embrace her as a lover, and as a woman, and this without reservation to as far as the

principle of respecting one-another's sovereignty allowed. Thus, she was nurturing me
gently on.

"Shouldn't Steve be with us?" I asked quietly at one point. "He shouldn't be ending
up short in this hour of celebration."
"And he isn't left short, Peter. This night is meant for us," she replied quietly. "Us
being together is the gift of his generosity, the gift of his soul. He is not being left out of
anything. He finds peace in his ability to let us be. His being in Love has many
dimensions. We don't know the half of them. I'm still discovering Steve after all these
years and find myself constantly amazed. I also think he is still discovering himself.
Besides, let's not disturb his sleeping. Listen to him gently snore as he follows his own
dreams."

The honesty in these moments of an evermore-unfolding joy had broken the spell
of my poverty. Ushi must have known that this would happen, and that it was needed.
Steve must have known this, too. Our being together that night was filled with a great
calm -- a kind of calm that I had not known to be possible, a peace of the Soul amidst the
joys of celebration. Those moments were rich.

The street lamps projected shadows of branches on the ceiling, dances of shadows
of a midsummer night's dream. Nothing was in any way ordinary. This night was so rich.
Nothing in the world; not the Ogarkov Plan, not nuclear rivalry, not communism, not
capitalism, or anything else, appeared in any way significant, compared to the great good
that was unfolding. Steve was right, Life demands that we live it completely, just as Love
demands that we are loving unreservedly in the highest sense possible, and envelop oneanother with the Light of the unfolding of Love, and the sparkle of the joy of it.
This kind of loving was unfolding till sleep came upon us. We were discovering in
each other the beauty that we found in our Soul. We found it reflected in one-another.
This was the jewel that we embraced in our sharing, an aspect of grace, of a great good,
something rare and precious.

Naturally, an atmosphere like that is not conducive to sleeping. I was immensely
grateful to be with her. I was grateful for her existing, and of Steve's existing, with me on
this planet. Helen's version of the flower garden came to mind many times in the context
of a song that I now remembered again: A grateful heart a garden is in which there's
always room, for every lovely God-like grace to come to perfect bloom. I loved the
magic of that realization, and the magic seemed true. But in the spell of this magic the

border to the world of slumber is easily crossed. Only this time the dreams that followed
in slumber had nothing to add.

Chapter 18 - Freshly Baked Buns
I woke the next morning to a gentle kiss, accompanied by the most beautiful smile
and the aroma of freshly brewed coffee. Steve was already up and dressed when we came
into the living room, arm in arm. He had breakfast ready. There were freshly baked buns
on the table, hot from the bakeshop, wrapped in a cloth, a whole basket full.
As we joined Steve at the table he stood up and closed the curtains the moment we
sat down. He blocked the morning sunshine that was streaming into the room through the
open window.
"What is that supposed to mean?" said Ushi with a smile.
Steve stood in front of the window, in front of the curtain to darken the room
further and grinned.
Ushi shook her head.
"No, no, you two should look at each other," Steve said, and began to laugh, "you
are both beaming like light bulbs. No, you are beaming like the sun. It's getting too bright
in here."
"Oh, you!" Ushi protested, "Please open the curtains again."
"OK, have it your way," said Steve, and opened the curtains again. "Still, I am
right," he said. "What happened last night was a breakthrough into the complex domain,
as Gauss would say. Life unfolding in the sphere of Love takes us into the complex
domain. No eye has ever seen Principle unfolding into Light. But it has, hasn't it? Did I
promise too much? What happened last night is of historic significance!"
Ushi punched him gently. "Don't make fun of this."
"I am totally serious," he said, and began to grin. "Your beaming faces are a part of
the proof of it."
"Sure, sure," said Ushi in reply, and laughed, then shook her head.
"Of course you are right," Steve replied. "I agree; we didn't get very far in proving
anything. Still, a huge breakthrough was made."

"Now I must confess something," said Steve moments later. "Something that I had
suspected would happen has indeed happened."
"And what's the answer to the puzzle?" I interjected.

"Aha!" said Steve and raised a finger. "Something extraordinary has happened.
"Be honest Peter in answering me. I suspect that the very thing that you might have
imagined to be paradise concerning sex, wasn't a big thing at all, once the focus had
shifted from the physical threshold, towards spiritual freedom. I suspect that by crossing
that threshold into the spiritual world, you experienced sex without slavery, a world
where the higher dimension brought to light a quality of sex that turned out to be brighter
than anything you had hoped for. That is what I had suspected would happen."
I said quietly, "thank you Steve."
"I didn't help you to fulfill your dream," said Steve. "Me doing that, would not
have been a gift to you. But I have helped you to fulfill a hope that you hadn't even hoped
for. For all your life you had remained stuck at the threshold. I merely gave you a gentle
nudge. That was enough to get you to step beyond the threshold. We all face those
thresholds. Science gets us to the threshold. But living in the lateral lattice is a process
that takes us beyond Science."
Steve turned a bit more towards me. "You had asked me a question last evening
over supper. You had asked, 'What is universal Love?' You may remember that I gave
you no answer then. It appears that the answer that you seek cannot be found in processes
of Science. The answer is found in the lateral lattice. You experienced the answer, rather
than me formulating it. We have talked about the subject all evening, till late into the
night," Steve continued. "The scientific talk was necessary. We have talked about Love in
terms of it being a universal principle that underlies civilization itself. We also
recognized it as the most essential aspect of Principle to build a New World on. In fact, it
came to light as the only possible platform we can have on which mankind can survive in
the nuclear age. The knowledge for building nuclear bombs will always be with us. Our
challenge is to build a world, in which this knowledge is inconsequential, and will always
remain inconsequential. The resulting world would have to be so rich that nobody would
ever think of using war to steal from one another. The nukes cannot be laid aside out of
fear. It doesn't work. Nobody has ever laid a weapon aside out of fear. This feat can only
be accomplished on the platform of an active peace that is anchored in Love. The
Principle of Universal Love appears to be the only possible foundation for that platform,
a platform for building a New World on in which we can survive in the nuclear age and
create a bright future for the whole of humanity. Science can get us to the threshold to it.
But to do it involves living the principles that Science brings to light. Healing is doing.
Civilization is doing. Leaving the fantasies of insanity far behind and stepping up to
living in the lateral lattice of universal humanity is a process of actually doing what
Science lays before us. This doing must unfold into living the principles that we see
reflected in the Universe."
"Can you be certain that the Principle of Universal Love can support this tall
platform for building a whole New World on?" said Ushi, speaking to Steve. "Sure, I
agree there is nothing else that offers any hope, and Peter says the same thing in many
different ways, but can we be sure that our assumption is truthful? We have taken one
step. Where is the proof that this is the model for saving the world? Can we really prove
that this model won't break down? Can we prove this even to ourselves?"

"I don't think we have such a proof," I said quietly. "We have an idea that this
might be so, but can we prove the idea to be truthful, so that we can build a whole New
World on it?" I shook my head.
"I don't think we can do this yet," said Ushi. "To universalize what we had
daringly accomplished after a full day of reasoning against the entire flood of insanity,
that we understood to be insanity, might be too risky to build a New World on. Rushing
into this, might open the gate to great dangers that could potentially be worse for society.
Maybe what is required, to build a New World on is not possible to achieve. It would
certainly be irresponsible to throw out a proposition and expect to have humanity take it
on faith, and establish a civilization on it, just on faith, even on faith in Science."
"That would never work," I interjected. "Nor would this be a valid scientific
approach. The footsteps to truth must be won individually, like those countless prior
footsteps of a climber that eventually make it possible for the climber to stand on the
peak of Mt. Everest. We stood on a similar peak last night. I think the model the world
needs, is the model for getting there. Once the model is established and the climbing is
secure, the resulting progress may be swift. It took a whole day with us working together
to explore the model. In addition, Steve had probably done exploratory work for decades
previously, and you probably too," I said to Ushi. "This seemed to have been enough to
bring me up with you to the mountaintop. But can this process be generalized?"
Ushi applauded and embraced me and rewarded me with a kiss.
"Peter is totally right," she said to Steve. "If we were to expect society, including
ourselves, to take anything on faith, we would be no better than Euler and Lagrange were
when they paraded before humanity advanced mathematical concepts that they couldn't
prove, except with magical numbers that they expected society to accept on faith, because
they hadn't bothered to develop the science fully. Peter is right, we mustn't fall into this
trap. The whole world may be stuck, but this is no excuse for us not aiding it to get out of
its trap. Science is understandable. Principles are knowable. Gauss proved that. That
means Truth can be experienced consciously. And yes, this can be generalized. Gauss is
the proof."
"The entire world is taking things on faith," said Steve quietly. "Nobody is
demanding any proof for anything. We live in the New Roman Pantheon of opinions
without proof. In this sea of insanity society has opened itself up to be spoon-fed with a
heavy diet of lies. The lies are now destroying civilization. We've got to get away from
accepting anything on faith. We are human beings. We don't have to stoop that low,
because we all have the capacity to discover universal principles and to develop the proof
of these principles in the domain of Science. We must therefore be able to develop proof
beyond the shadow of a doubt in a visible, tangible manner, just like the slave boy did in
Plato's Meno dialog, or as Gauss did in his refutation of Euler and Lagrange with his
proof of The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra developed in physical geometry."
Steve nodded, and smiled as he said this.

"Hold it!" I interrupted Steve. "What on Earth are you talking about? Who was
Euler and Lagrange and Meno, and what have they got to do with anything?"
"Forgive us," said Steve. "We talk like that quite often. It's academic kind of talk,
university stuff you know. The names mean something there."
"The names ring a bell, as if I heard them before, but I can't quite place them," I
said.
"In this case Helen probably mentioned them," said Steve. "She probably also
mentioned Albert Gerard who formulated the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, way
back in the early 1600s. Also she probably mentioned the Meno dialog in conjunction
with the doubling of the square. Did she tell you about her experiment in front of the
Railway station? She is a real fireball when it comes to taking action, especially when the
Principle of Universal Love comes into play. Then she becomes a dynamo."
I nodded, and smiled.
Steve began to laugh. "In spite of it all, Ushi is right," he said. "We have no
positive proof that our perception of the Principle of Universal Love is truthful. We have
experienced some aspects of it. We have taken courageous steps and assume that our
experiences prove the model. We have no rigorous proof for anything more than what our
personal experiences project. So let me ask you, Peter, is it possible to develop that
absolute and rigorous proof that is necessary? And I mean rigorous, irrefutable proof of
the truthfulness of what we have talked about yesterday, all through the evening and
night. Can we deliver the proof, like Gauss has proved The Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra that Albert Gerard had put on the table a hundred and seventy years earlier? No
one in the whole world had developed that proof before Gauss did. Now tell me, can we
achieve in the social, scientific, economic, and cultural domains, the same rigorous proof
that Gauss had delivered in the mathematical domain?"
I shook my head. "I think that may not be possible. On the other hand, we all have
experienced elements of that proof last night," I said to Steve. "You said yourself that we
have made a breakthrough of historic significance. I think our smiles were proof of
something. And Ushi is without a doubt a great pioneer in developing that proof."
"Oh yes, breakthroughs have been made," Steve replied in a thoughtful and slow
manner. "We have acted on the assumption that the Principle of Universal Love is one of
the fundamental principles of the Universe. We believe that our civilization is already
reflecting this principle to some degree. On this basis, the three of us have dared to
embrace this principle more fully. We stood up to be counted, and the results were
evidently tremendous. At least I think they were. Our beaming faces seem to prove that
there is something truthful about that idea. Just look at yourself. You are still all smiles,
beaming like a light bulb. We all are. I am smiling too, as you may have noticed. I have
dared to take a stand for the substance of our humanity. I have opened the gates to the
proposition that our humanity is defined by Love, that responding to Love enriches oneanother and thereby enriches our world. When it became plain to me that you two fell

deeply in Love with each other, I saw an opportunity to help us all to let our humanity
unfold in this sphere, in which we enrich one-another, as it has never been allowed
before. Oh yes, this enriched me too. I have been able to prove to myself that it is
possible for a person to step into the complex domain where universal principles define
the reality of our being. Such a commitment puts behind us many false age-old traditions
and axioms that are a concoction of barriers for which we have no proof that establishes
their validity, or ever had such proof. We can't find any foundation in Science for them,
or any scientific truthfulness, though we have lived with those barriers as traditions and
axioms for a very long time by now. Just because a certain axiom has been accepted for
thousands of years and by millions of people, doesn't prove the truthfulness of it. In such
cases the affected millions of people were all embracing the same fantasy that had ruled
them, and had done so for thousands of years. That's the notion that I have stepped away
from last night, as we all have, and have stepped to a higher perception of Love as
universal Principle rather than tradition. To my knowledge, this has never been done
before, consciously. What we done last night was a huge step in that respect. It was a
historic breakthrough-event. But what have we accomplished? We have torn down what
humanity has lived by. We have torn society's house down, even if it was but an empty
shell. But have we put anything concrete in its place? That's the important question. I
think we have begun to build up something that some day will replace the empty shell.
Yes, Peter, we have proven that we have begun to build. We have proven a tiny bit along
the line of coming to terms with the infinite Principle of Universal Love. It has made the
heavens sparkle, but in terms of a rigorous proof as Gauss delivered it, that the world can
build a new dwelling on, we have delivered no such proof. Maybe such proof is not
possible. It is said today that even Gauss didn't deliver that kind of absolute proof. That
kind of proof may exist only in the infinite domain, beyond the present leading edge of
our understanding in Science. If we open the door only with a faint understanding of
Science, we may not find any absolute proof at all, but merely find countless progressive
footsteps before us that remain yet to be taken. And so it will always be, because Science
is after all, an aspect of the vertical development model. In ancient times this ultimate
form of science, which might be called divine Science, used to be called, the Christ. Still,
Science enables us to be the 'climber' who climbs Mt. Everest, who is intensely sensitive
to every step he takes and to the environment he is in, and who indeed may yet slip and
fall."

Steve paused and took a sip of coffee. "This is where Gauss comes into the
picture," he said. "Gauss took a fundamental problem and became intensely sensitive to
the underlying and surrounding principles. I was told that he translated the entire
dimension, of the problem that no one before him could solve, into the visual domain,
where he could look at the whole geometry of it at once, and from a higher-level
perspective."
"That's like looking at the lateral lattice that brings to light the reality of our being,
that no one can see otherwise, but which is proved in healing," I interjected.

Steve nodded. "With this kind of process Gauss solved a problem that had stumped
the all the mathematicians in the world for seventeen decades. For all these decades the
best in the field have stumbled and fallen, because they simply had not yet learned to see
what only the mind can behold. They didn't recognize that there exists a domain above
Science, the lateral domain. I think we have begun to climb Mt. Everest. There may be as
many possible paths to the top, as there are solutions possible for proving the
Pythagorean Theorem. This is the reason why I had asked you those questions in my
office. We have visualized a few such paths in the social domain. We have visualized the
existence of two distinct models. We recognized a horizontal model, the model of the
lateral domain where the whole of humanity exists side by side in a lateral fashion on a
platform of absolute Principle that pertains not only to the Universe, but also to our
humanity, which we all share. We have called these, the aspects of universal Truth, Love,
Life, Mind, Soul, Spirit, and Principle. Mary defined them that way, and gave us with
them our divinity, as the tallest manifest of the Sublime in the Universe. We have
recognized the Principle of Universal Love to be native to the lateral domain, as a part of
it. We have recognized this domain to be lateral or horizontal by nature, because in the
absolute domain, Truth becomes synonymous with Life and Love, and so on. In the
lateral domain no hierarchical differentiation is possible. We have recognized, that at the
top level we are all 'married' to the same reality and the same universal humanity. Maybe
this tall recognition, and other breakthroughs like it, we ourselves, with the glow of our
experiences, are the only proof we can ever have. After all, the proof of the pudding
comes to light only in the lateral lattice. That sets Gauss ahead of the field, and so it sets
us ahead as well. Now we face the task to move forward on the same course in such a
manner that it inspires the world."
"But that's not an easy task to accept, right?" I interjected.
"Still we have to do it," said Steve. "I agree, in general terms that seems to be too
good to be true, to be even possible, and too esoteric to put one’s teeth in, but it is
possible. One step proves that it is possible. Now we need to consider that the absolute
domain, which is represented by the lateral model, represents the reality of our being. So
how do we get to see ourselves that way, in terms of absolute Truth, and understand
ourselves as we truly are as human beings? How do we develop the freedom that inspires
the whole world to do that? That is where the vertical model of Science comes into play,
Peter. We must wear the 'crown.' The crown of Science focuses the light of sanity. It
always comes down to that, to the basics."
"We have touched upon this model only briefly so far," said Ushi. "but we know
from what we have experienced that this is where the proof of the pudding begins to
develop. I suspect that we will find our absolute proof ultimately in living, not in Science.
Science helps us to live, but the proof lies above the crown of Science. Science gives us
access to it, and to reality. That is all that Science has ever done for humanity, and ever
will do. Every struggle in Science has been a struggle for discovering another aspect of
Truth and to translate it into living it."
"But that can be a dangerous way of reaching the top of Mt. Everest," I interjected.

"That is why we have to be sensitive to every universal principle, so that we won't
fall, or be swept off our feet by the storms, and by the impositions of small-minded
thinking," said Steve. "Isn't that what I said in the beginning? If a single universal
principle did not exist, or did not harmonize with Principle, the Universe would not exist.
It's as dangerous as that. If we throw away a single aspect of Principle, our civilization
becomes precarious indeed, and may cease to exist. That's scary, indeed. That is why we
have two vertical models with a double layer separation between them. If society insists
on living in the fantasy-world of insanity, like dreaming of the glory of empire and so
forth, society puts itself on the path to oblivion. Doing this should be scary. The lateral
domain is not scary. I think we have proved that last night."
"So I see no reason why we should not be climbing Mt. Everest?" I interjected. "It
seems to me we are infinitely more secure, even in the process of climbing, than being
trapped into fantasies of insanity. The imperial elite tells society that there is no proof of
the pudding, because it wants society to believe with its whole heart, that there is no
pudding. It says to those in the sewer, what you see is all you can get, because that's all
there is. It says to society you are nothing; you are helpless worms; you are so low that
you are actually ennobled by slavery. Aristotle has been saying this, and the whole of the
oligarchy, that society calls the aristocracy, has been repeating his blabbering for
millennia."
"Euler and Lagrange fit this pattern in respect to The Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra," said Steve. "They said essentially the same thing. Some say that they did so in
the service of their imperial masters to whom they were beholden, who have labeled
Science a satanic crime. They were like disciples of a crusade against Science. Gauss on
the other hand said that the pudding is real, and that one can find proof of it by living
with open eyes and a seeing mind. Plato said the same thing, and so did Socrates as we
read about it in Plato's Meno dialog. Socrates inspired a slave boy to prove the pudding to
himself. These pioneers developed the proof of the pudding. They developed the proof in
the natural scientific realization that unfolds in the complex domain, as Gauss called it, or
in the lateral domain as we call it. This is the domain of the higher-level recognition of
principles that no eye has ever seen, but which can be discerned in the mind, and be
understood, and be applied to enrich the world. That's what I call seeing reality in the
complex domain where the physical sense can only give us a hint of the greater, which
the mind then expands into it full grandeur. Gauss what at home in this domain that
called the complex domain."
"I know someone who referred to living in the complex domain a celebration of
the Profound Sacrament," I interjected.
"A celebration of the Profound Sacrament? Steve repeated, and paused for a
moment."
"That's the proof of the pudding," said Steve and began to grin. "Its the proof that
we developed last night. For the pioneers in Science the pudding is real. And so it is for
us. No further proof is required. Maybe this 'sacrament' is all that we will ever get. If that
is so, then we have already begun to establish that proof and to live with it. Apparently,

we took one giant step into that complex domain last night, individually in our own way,
and for our own individual needs, which evidently were all satisfied. For me, that's proof
enough that a step forward has been taken into a New World. It is profound, what has
happened. Yes, I like the term, Profound Sacrament, because humanity with its great
spiritual and mental quality is sacred."
"And thus, Peter, we go on to prove to ourselves that we are human beings," said
Ushi.
"All that I can say for sure in this stepping forward, is that the Principle of
Universal Love exists in the complex domain," said Steve. "To celebrate this is a
sacrament. The proof that we seek becomes accessible there by living it. We know that
the Principle of Universal Love exists, because the Universe exists, and we know that we
are a part of the Universe, because its Principle has already touched our life and enriched
it. I wouldn't want to step back from that. And why should anyone of us want to step
back, when we can move forward and prove the greater, by taking the lesser to a higher
level. I think nothing is ever proved on the lower level that corresponds with the imperial
vertical platform of fantasies of insanity. Everything that happened last night would have
been absolutely impossible there. The problems that would have arisen would have been
insurmountable. But we are human beings. We are not bound to the lowest concept of
everything. We can lift ourselves to the high levels of thinking where the Principle of the
Universe comes into view, ever brighter, and clearer. That is how we develop solutions
that are not possible on the lower levels, the levels where the problems are defined. We
can't overcome the problems on their home ground in the sewers of insanity. We can only
lift ourselves above that quagmire and step into the complex domain where ideas of
Principle and Truth take the place of emotions, barriers, and frustrations. At the higher
level, we find the gate to the domain of Love, and are enriched by its brilliance, and see
in it a distinctly human quality that is actually a reflection of the Sublime quality. Here is
our proof of the pudding. You have to climb up to it before you can taste its reality."
Steve raised his cup of coffee. "This calls for a celebration," he said solemnly. "We
have taken the first steps of climbing into the complex domain where we gained a
glimpse of something real. We've been touched by a spark of universal Love. We have
taken a baby step perhaps, but a step nonetheless. And with that tiny step, we have gone
further ahead than anyone I know of, has gone before us. That is where Love begins, and
the fairy-tale world ends."

"I can see now why Hobbes and his fascist followers tried to stomp out the very
name of Love," I said, while I snug a bun out of the basket, and started to butter it. "The
Hobbesian had to stomp out Love in the heart of society, in other to hide their own utter
ignorance, because Love can never be visualized within the imperial vertical fantasy of
insanity, much less be experienced there."
"Now that is something that I can fully agree with," said Ushi jokingly, and raised
her cup likewise.

"That's not enough to celebrate," said Steve. "Why would we celebrate that we
leave the crap behind where Love cannot be realized. Our joy is in seeing the real
landscape. Only what we are moving towards is what's worth celebrating, such as the
sparks of Love that we have experienced. Those sparks give me great hope that a bright
future is possible. In fact, they are already changing the world, including those sparks that
happened last night. What happened last night is changing the world."
"How is this possible?" I interjected. "We haven't stepped outside the apartment
yet."
"It's not just possible," said Steve. "It is powered by the Principle of the Universe.
The Principle of Universal Gravity causes all physical bodies to have a hold on one
another. For example, the Earth has a hold on the Moon. This determines its orbit.
Likewise, the Moon has a hold on the Earth. This hold determines the ocean tides. In the
same manner, the breakthroughs that we have made in this house have an effect all over
the world and vise versa. In a similar manner the period of Mary's revolutionary work
coincides historically with the greatest period of peace and prosperity that mankind has
had for half a millennium. We are evidently more deeply connected to one another in the
flow of Life, than we may think. We don't stand apart from the effects of the gravityprinciple that is an element of the Principle of Universal Love. It reflects universal Mind,
universal Soul, and so forth. All the elements of Principle that apply to the Universe, in
the physical sense, evidently also apply to us in the spiritual sense. The Universe operates
completely on the lateral plain. It always has, and so have we without being aware of it."
"The evidence suggests that we are all connected in the flow of Life," said Ushi.
"Separation appears to be possible only in the vertical domain, and between opposites,
such as separating sanity from insanity, since opposites cannot mingle. The evidence
suggests that in the lateral domain of universal Life, Soul, and Love, any true separation
is not possible, as there are no opposites there. In the lateral domain all is One. It appears
that though we are sovereign as individuals, we are never truly disconnected from one
another. Love doesn't seem to support separated modes of existence, but bridges all into
One. It appears that all of mankind is One in Principle. It makes no sense therefore to
react as if mankind was an enemy of itself, by design. Once this is recognized, that
mankind is not an enemy of itself by its design inherent in universal Intelligence, the
phenomenon of war will be recognized as just a state of confusion, as are all aspects of
empire. Empire is in its entirety the outcome of the confusion that is inherent in insanity."
"Knowing this enables us to uplift our world, and our civilization, including our
social existence, into the realm of sanity," said Steve. "I think we have made a good start
on that road."
Ushi agreed, and smiled. "Actually we might have done more," said Ushi. "We
have opened Pandora's Box. What we have experienced, is exactly what happens when
one opens Pandora's Box," she said; now grinning. "We have opened it. Now that it is
open, we have to deal with everything that insanity has put into it. We can't say, I don't
want to deal with this or that, like sexual division, or marriage division, or sex, and so
forth. And so we are committed to deal with all of them. It seems that the hardest tasks

that we tackle, as we move forward, will also win us the biggest price, because the higher
demands, when we face up to them, and meet them, bring the greatest breakthroughs that
unfold the brightest light in the landscape of Love."
Steve turned to me. "Remember, I have warned you to be careful before you open
Pandora's Box. As you may recall, Zeus gave the box to the beautiful and gifted first
woman of Greek mythology, named Pandora. As you may further recall, Zeus was not a
friend of mankind. Zeus gave her the box that contained all of the ills and the lies that
human beings plague themselves with. Then Zeus commanded that this box must never
be opened in order that the lies must never be recognized for what they are. Evidently,
Zeus wanted to keep the box closed so that the ills of mankind would never be dealt with.
In addition, Zeus, the master of empire, wanted Pandora to carry the blame for mankind's
tragedy as the keeper of the box. Nevertheless, as the legend goes, Pandora opened the
box contrary to Zeus' command, and so did we. Now we deal with what's in it, and as
Zeus feared, what we discover will ultimately defeat him, and all like him, and all forms
of empire together. Zeus is really just another name for empire, an ancient name for
empire. The result of advancing action in Science, of course, can't be anything less than
the total freedom of mankind."
Steve added that the whole of human society has to deal with this problem fully,
and scientifically, and honestly, as we have begun to do. "The task cannot be avoided," he
added. "The continuity and advance of civilization depends on it. However, Peter, the
Universe won't be cheated. We will make our breakthroughs, because that's the way the
Universe functions. It's a place of continuous creation. The process of making scientific
discoveries, is really a creative process. We draw ideas together in an intense process of
dealing with these ideas. In this intelligent process, a thought-object is born that is vastly
'bigger' than the sum of its parts. We see the same creative process happening throughout
the universe on a gargantuan scale. It reflects one of its basic models by which the
Universe exists. This process is happening in every galaxy in the star-forming region.
What happens there is a creative process that illustrates on the larger scale what is
involved in the creative process of making scientific discoveries. In the galaxy the
creative process is electrically powered. In science it is spiritually powered. At the center
of a galaxy, vast electric plasma currents converge. The double layer sheaths merge, and
break up, and become reorganized into smaller entities, and so, more and more energy is
converging, becoming concentrated. Eventually the double layer becomes so intense that
atoms are born. The protons and the highly energized electrons become so close that they
engage one-another in a more complex organized structure. The double layer becomes
spherical in this engagement, and an atom is born, the kind of stuff that the stars are made
of, and the planets, and the galaxies and so on. In this creative process, the stars simply
appear as out of nowhere. It is a simple process really. The plasma stream provides the
electrons and protons, and the energy that binds them into structures that are a 100,000
times bigger than the electrons and protons that form them. Once they are created, the
Universe holds these structures together in a self-contained high-energy protective
environment, in which the united particles maintain their double-layer electric
relationship without interference. What comes out of it is amazing, Peter. As I said, the
resulting atomic structures are typically 100,000 times larger in size than the dimension
of their parts. Now imagine, Peter, a baker taking a cup of flower and mixing in some

yeast to make the bread dough rise, before it is ready to be baked into buns. This happens
every day. Now imagine, the dough rising, and becoming 100,000 times as big than it
started out. The dough for a single bun would end up tall enough to stand among the
tallest mountains on earth. It would certainly dwarf the tallest mountain in the Alps.
That's the dynamism with which the atoms are created that the stars are made of. Of
course in an intensely energetic atmosphere, the protons and electrons also fuse together
into larger atoms, creating thereby all the numerous types of atoms that are possible. The
resulting atoms themselves merge into still larger molecular structures. This happens as a
secondary event in the same creative process. The molecules eventually merge into
crystalline structures, and so on. In an intensely creative process like this, entire stars and
their system of planets become 'assembled,' by which the galaxies expand, like the one
that we are a part of. Since our galaxy is said to contain between 200 and 400 billion
stars, and the oldest star is deemed to be 13 billion years old, we can assume that the
galactic engine assembles between 30 to 40 stars or complete solar systems a year. At this
rate of creation, possibly 3 complete solar systems are added to the galaxy each month,
depending on how actively the creative process unfolds at a given time."
"But can this really be called a creative process?" I interjected. "Isn't the starforming action merely an implementation step in a process of unfolding for which the
creative process laid out the pattern of Principle that comes to light in the unfolding? I
think when we speak of creation we speak of a complete idea to which all the
implementation aspects become subsumed. You said yourself that the phenomenon of
universal gravity doesn't appear to have a physical cause by which it exists, at least none
that the masters of science have been able to discover. Still, gravity exists, because as we
all know, without it the universe could not exist. Therefore, it exists. It appears to exist
purely as a product of Intention. Likewise, nobody knows what causes the electric force
to exist and to manifest itself in the manner it does or what causes the nuclear strong
force to exist that binds the quarks into protons, or what causes the quarks to exist in the
first place. Still, these all exist. Evidently a force of Intention causes them to exist. As
you said yourself, Steve, the masters of nuclear physics run into a brick wall in answering
these questions, by insisting that every physical phenomenon must have a physical cause.
They aim to build a model of the Universe, without the factor of Intelligence that is
reflected in the force of Intention. As you said, it is much more rational to assume that
universal gravity is a phenomenon of the force of Intention, just as is the electric force,
and the nuclear strong force, and the existence of quarks, and so on. If this is so, then the
process of creation involves a completeness of Intention that reflects itself downwards so
that the constructing elements become subsumed to the Intention, which they exist to
implement. The creative process is therefore opposite in nature to the process of
accretion. The physical features that you talked about in which objects are constructed
that are 100,000 times larger than their parts, is inconceivable as an outcome of accretion,
but appears natural as an element of a creative process that is powered by intelligent
Intention."
"Isn't that what we see reflected more and more in the human realm?" said Ushi.
"Look at the giant structures of the World Trade Towers in New York. Those weren't
built by accretion. They existed as an idea before the first steps were taken in
constructing them, and those steps were all subsumed to the requirements of the

intention. And we see the natural model reflected in them to a high degree. The structures
that were created are vastly larger than the sum of their parts, maybe not a 100,000 times
larger, but we are moving in this direction. Of course the real gain isn't in the physical
structure itself. The real gain is located in its utility. The utility appears to be the heart of
the intention of the creative process. Isn't that also what we see reflected in the Universe?
The stars of a galaxy aren't just created for their own end. They tend to be created as parts
of complex solar systems that are able to support life. And life itself appears to be not an
end in itself, but is subsumed to the larger Intention by which intelligent life is presently
the leading edge unfoldment on this planet in the form of human life. This means that the
entire structural arrangement of the physical Universe is subsumed from the beginning to
the creative intention, down to the intricately arranged constructions of the atoms that
enable molecular structures to exist that are essential to life."
"This means that the Universe was created, not accreted," I interjected.
"But with it having been intelligently created, the Universe has created itself a
boundless platform for evermore intelligent development. It has become a platform of
efficient models and efficient infrastructures, which we, as an element of intelligent life
are able to discover, to know, to understand, and to utilize. In fact, we are now able to
replicate the creative process ourselves. We are thereby able to create structures of our
own with a built-in utility that is limited only by our unfolding imagination."
Steve paused, reaching for the buns. "That's the kind of creative process that we
are involved in. Except, the creative process also unfolds purely mentally, and
scientifically, where it unfolds on a higher organizational level, while it reflects the
model of the Universe with the same kind of creative power. Accordingly, anything that
we create has the potential to be 100,000 times bigger than what we put into the process.
If we judge ourselves by this standard, I think it is fair to say that we have barely begun
to even touch our creative potential. And so I expect big things of us. I expect the kind of
creative advances that we can barely imagine as yet. For example, I expect us in the very
near future to assemble a floating railway bridge that connects the southern USA with
North Africa, stretching 7000 km across the Atlantic with a branch to Brazil, and
continuing from there to India, Indonesia, China, and Australia. We can do this. And we
will do this once we begin to acknowledge our creative potential. We could build these
bridges right now. They can be built out of basalt that we have vast quantities of, sitting
unused on the surface of our planet. We could use high temperature nuclear heat to melt
the basalt, which can then be cast into molds in automated processes. We could construct
anything with this implementation process of a creative idea. We could use it to built
bridge modules or modularly constructed free houses for everyone who may be in need of
a home. We have the technological capability and the manpower on hand right now to do
this. And we will do this some day soon, Peter, because the potential of the human being
needs to be developed, for which high-quality efficient housing is a requirement. Of
course, Africa also needs to be developed, for the realization of its potential for mankind.
The people there need this development. And we, the rest of mankind, need Africa fully
developed long before the next glaciation cycle begins. We are after all still in the
Pleistocene Ice Age, that the earth has been in for the last two million years already. And
so, in acknowledging this, I can see us doing far more than just developing Africa. I can

see us developing the entire world, which we have already begun. I can see us putting
agriculture into indoor facilities as a means for protecting our food resources in the
coming Ice Age environment, and I can see us doing this long before the full Ice Age
cooling begins. I can also see us developing the technology that enables us to tap into
galactic electric power-streams that power the sun, by which the resulting creative
process will give us access to the limitless electric power that powers the Universe. I see
us doing all of these things. This is not fantasy, Peter. What I expect us to do merely
reflects the dynamism of the model of creative development that the Universe has already
established. The potential that we have is built into the design of the Universe. And as I
said, we have this potential right now. There is nothing that we fundamentally need, that
we do not already have, to be able to do all of these things. On this basis I predict that
you, yourself, Peter, will become involved in all of these kinds of exciting happenings.
Mark my words, because this will happen. It is inevitable."
"Aren't you gentlemen forgetting something?" Ushi interjected. "Isn't there a
larger, universally creative Intention built into our own existence, as an intelligent
manifest of Life? We certainly cannot assume that we are alone in the Universe. It is
ridiculous to assume that we should be the only intelligent forms of Life in a Universe
that is teeming with trillions of galaxies that are containing hundreds of billions of solar
systems each. For all we know we may exist as contributing elements in a vast network
of creative intelligence, so that our creative development on this planet reflects itself in
the enriched development of the Universe as a whole. Why should the light-speed limit
that applies to the propagation of electric energy in physical space, also apply to the
propagation of the Intention of Intelligence, and its propagating reflection of intelligent
Life? We ourselves are likely the outcome of some advanced element of creative
Intention that is an unfolding element throughout the Universe, that we, after all, are a
part of. If this is so, then our own 'creative' self-discovery has barely begun to open up
our mental window to a resource that is infinitely greater than us."
Steve nodded and smiled. "Can you imagine what great winds of freedom will
sweep across the world, when mankind frees itself from the trap of the Big Bang theory
that conjures up a Universe without Intelligence?"
"This trap is a tightening noose, that society stuck its neck in," said Ushi. "The
noose began to be formed by Giammaria Ortes as a counter-pole to the developmentplatform of the U.S. Constitution. The noose was constructed to choke the creative idea.
Malthus tightened the noose. Charles Darwin tightened it further, followed by his cousin
Francis Galton, who applied it to the Eugenics genocide. Huxley, Wells, the Fabians, and
others, all had their hand in the game of forging the noose of imagining a Universe
without Intelligence. Their genocidal game is to project mankind as but a dumb animal
that exists basically without intelligence, and without a creative potential. Isn't the Big
Bang the continuation of the tightening of that noose, that throttles mankind down to such
a low state of self-perception, that empires are able to exist, which have no natural
foundation, but are disasters conjured up by insanity?"
"The Big Bang model that speaks of a Universe without Intelligence is the model
of empire," said Steve and laughed. "It is the self-portrait of empire, a world born in

chaos and devoid of intelligence. When it speaks of black holes in the universe, it speaks
of itself, since in the real Universe black holes do not exist. The essence of this feature of
empire was already understood more than two millennia ago. The Greek poet Aeschylus
displayed this feature in his play Prometheus Bound. The Olympian gods represent
empire. Prometheus represents Intelligence. He is punished by the Olympians for giving
fire to mankind in the form of the intelligent capacity to utilize the phenomenon of fire.
Prometheus, even in his tortured state, tortured by their arrogance, laughs at the
Olympians, who are but fake gods in their claim, because nothing can roll back the force
of Intention that unfolds in the creative processes of Universal Intelligence. With the
Olympians' fakery exposed, Prometheus is free."
Steve paused and smiled. "This pattern still applies, Peter," he added. "The more
we recognize of the creative process, that we are a part of and reflect in our being, the
more we can laugh at the masters of empire, whose folly is ultimately a doom upon
themselves. Unfortunately, as the moment of their doom unfolds, those of mankind who
in their cultivated blindness cling to the same emptiness will suffer the same doom.
Whoever denies mankind's reflection of Intelligence, will perish by the consequences of
the lack of its expression. But this doesn't alter the potential that we have, to utilize the
boundless resources that are laid before us. That is why I say that the bridge to Africa will
be built, and Africa will be developed to its inherent potential, and the world will be
developed in the same process. The resulting benefits in human wealth, from these simple
steps of implementation of the process of intelligent creation, will most likely be 100,000
times greater than whatever we put into the process in terms of human labor. This reflects
the model that we see operating throughout the Universe. It is only natural therefore, that
we apply the utility of this model, by virtue of us being living, intelligent members of the
Universe."
"Is it any wonder," said Ushi, "that the terms, God, and Good, are linguistically so
closely related, that in some languages they are referring to the same concept? And how
else could it be than that? It is inconceivable that the Intelligence of the Universe, or God,
should be anything, but good, by intention, because if the Intention of the Universe were
contrary to good, even in some respects, the Universe would have no foundation to stand
on, and therefore it wouldn't exist. Good is the quality of reality, the heart of Intention. If
we make this our platform in human living, life will be rich. If society fails in this, it
removes itself from the platform of the Universe. In this case it may vanish. This means
that God is not a dictator, or the servant of mankind, but is a choice of Principle that lays
a vast world of good before us."
"That's why I say, the floating bridge to Africa will be built," said Steve. "No man
can be so blind as not to recognize that we really don't have a choice in this matter, if we
want to live in this world, especially when this 'choice' for living comes with the potential
attached for a 100,000-fold increase in the creation of good."
"Human creativity then is really a reflective process that flows from establishing
an intelligent relationship with the Universe," said Ushi. "What we see there, pertains by
reflection to us also, in principle. And this is big. The Universe is immensely creative.
We move with it, as if standing at the leading edge. In some respect we are the leading

edge. We reflect the creative potential more profoundly than any other form of life on this
planet. We really don't have the option not to be creative. To pursue a non-creative
platform for living, such as without industries, science, infrastructures, and vast powersystems, would be synonymous with adulterating the design of the Universe. It would be
the grossest form of treason against the Universe we could commit, and self-denial of the
highest order. While the masters of empire cry out for this treason, and promote it at great
cost, they haven't succeeded, and will never succeed."
"Every excuse that we will hear directed against the building of the bridge between
the USA and Africa, will ring ever-shriller as a gross form of self-denial, so that the
opposition will come to naught," said Steve. "Self-violation is not something that we can
find a model for in the Universe. It stands in denial of it. It stands in denial of its
Constitution. The Constitution of the Universe is its Intention of Good. This is what we
have recognized with every discovery of physical principles. Once recognized, Principle
becomes imperative for us. Isn't that how a constitution works? One can't step away from
a recognized constitution. This can only happen when the recognition becomes blinded.
Once established, a society's Constitution is a statement of its self-recognition. It cannot
be scrapped. Of course society can commit treason against itself by letting go its attained
self-recognition. In the same sense a recognized Universal Constitution represents
society's recognition of the Principle of the Universe. Human creativity becomes its
expression to the degree to which the recognition is made. The ancient Egyptians built
the pyramids on this platform. For the biggest of these they piled up more than two
million stone blocks, all individually cut and carefully placed. They did it, because they
recognized that it could be done. They had recognized from smaller beginnings, that the
creative process had made them rich, so they did more of it. In comparison with building
the pyramids, our placing a floating bridge across the Atlantic would be like simple childplay, considering the automated production methods that we are now capable of. But we
say, oh that's too big a project. It can't be done, even if it is necessary for our future
survival. So who stands in grosser violation of the Constitution of the Universe, the
ancient Egyptians, or we? Some day we will correct that. Some day we will recognize
that we cannot step away from that already demonstrated dimension of the human
potential. One day we will find that building a bridge across the Atlantic, is but a small
thing in effort, which it is, but is at the same time a big thing in potential benefits,
resulting even from the process of building itself. Then, we will build bigger still, as we
recognize more and more of the Constitution of the Universe, and in the process become
evermore human."
Ushi interrupted Steve. "A poem comes to mind that someone put into universal
perspective: Eye-darkling sense arise, go hence, our God - reality - is Good, false foes false concepts - are our - worst and only - foes, Truth tatters those when understood." She
paused. "Creativity and healing are linked," she said. "We cannot heal without being
richly creative, and we cannot be richly creative without our creativity being a healing
element. The two are one."
"Are you saying that both are manifestations of unhindered movements of
thought?" I interjected.

"I think I am saying that," said Ushi. "This is also how I see time becoming
meaningless," she added. "Thought is the only element of our humanity that has no
inertia. In thought we can be wherever we want to be, or inversely, if we loose our
'vision' we find ourselves boxed in and find ourselves stuck for millennia, without any
movement at all. Here the Egyptians teach us a valuable lesson. For 140 years during the
brief span of the great pyramid building, seven giant pyramids were erected, two of then
nearly five hundred feet high. The last of these were built in just thirty years each. Over
two million stone blocks were cut for each of the big ones, weighing up to 15 tons each.
The blocks were transported to site, hoisted into place, and placed onto the structure in a
precise manner so that they would remain there forever. The ancient Egyptians didn't
know of course, what we know now, that such a feat is not possible without power tools,
diamond saws, electric cranes, railway infrastructures, and power systems. Thus, with
them not knowing that the feat could not be accomplished, they went ahead and did it,
and repeated it six times in a brief timeframe. Then something happened. The
circumcision happened. A petroglyph from a cave near the Nile, which is showing the
circumcision process, is from this timeframe. As if the light had been turned off, the
building process stopped. One final pyramid was built 240 years later, and a rather small
one at that. In this timeframe the collapse of Egypt had begun. Slavery had become the
new landscape. Now, in our modern world, we have vastly greater technological
capabilities than the Egyptians had -- we have the power tools, diamond saws, electric
cranes, railway infrastructures, and power systems, but we are so mentally circumcised
that we produce virtually nothing with them, or very little."
"Isn't that what I told you earlier?" said Steve to me. "The circumcision may have
cost mankind 4,500 years of cultural, scientific, and economic development. This tragedy
is probably the price that mankind had to pay for slavery."
"And what about us today?" said Ushi. "Slavery -- slavery to money -- is so big
now, that it has become impossible to even think of doing the little thing, as building a
floating basalt bridge across the Pacific to Africa. We've become so poor in our slaverydriven world that we convinced ourselves that this little thing cannot be done, and so we
won't even think of it."
"And that makes us even poorer," I added. "The Apollo Moon Landing project of
the 1960s gave America $14 back in side-benefits for ever dollar spent on the project.
The Apollo Project was likely the greatest wealth-creating project that America ever
had."
"In comparison with that 'trickle' in beneficial effects, the floating Basalt Bridge to
Africa would give us a wealth explosion in side benefits, beyond anything we can yet
imagine," said Steve. "Considering the efficiency of automated industrial production
methods, that we would develop for this project, we could produce high quality housing
as a sideline project, and produce the housing units at such a low cost, that we could give
them away to each other for free, in the same manner as highways are provided for free.
We could thereby end of homelessness forever, and end slum living by the same process,
and also end rent-slavery. If we did this little thing, a whole New World would be
ushered in for America and the world, the likes of which we haven't even dreamed of yet.

And even these secondary benefits, would have vastly greater side benefits again, that are
realized through advanced cultural, scientific, and technological development. And all
this, of course, would be but a mere fraction of the potential wealth creation, that society
is so readily sacrificing today at the altar of continued slavery."
"My point is," said Ushi, "that this tragedy can end as abruptly as it began. Sure,
we have lost 4,500 years of development, but this doesn't mean that we do not have the
capacity to get back on track almost instantly, and carry on, and become builders again,
and bigger builders than ever before. This too, has been done in the past, and it may have
been done in Egypt. It is generally believed that the great Sphinx near the Khafre
Pyramid was created together with that pyramid, as a single project. However, the deep
erosion pattern suggests that the Sphinx was carved out much earlier."
Ushi turned to me. "The Sphinx is a giant stone sculpture, the largest ever created.
It is carved in the shape of a lion that bears a man's head. The traditional headdress of the
pharaohs backs the head. The sculpture was carved on site out of 50-million-year-old
limestone deposits of varying hardness. And this is where the problem begins. The stone
of the body portion of the lion is deeply eroded. Weather erosion is being ruled out,
because the Sphinx was for most of its long existence buried under sand. Groundwater
erosion is also ruled out, since the water table is located much too deep below the
bedrock on which the Sphinx stands. The only solution to the puzzle that makes sense is
that the erosion was caused by the floodwaters of the great meltdown at the end of the
last Ice Age. Egypt is known to have been severely flooded in this timeframe. However,
for the flooding to have caused the erosion, the Sphinx must have been carved out of the
rock more than 12,000 years ago. Of course, as everybody knows, this wouldn't have
been possible so long ago. Fortunately, the ancients didn't have this 'knowledge' that we
have now, that such an achievement was impossible, thus the ancients went ahead and did
it. Thereby they may have started the great building trend in Egypt. The Sphinx is just a
'small' thing in comparison with the pyramids, Peter. It stands a mere 65 feet high, with
the great pyramid standing massively behind it reaching nearly five hundred feet into the
sky. But as 'small' as the Sphinx is, it seems to tell a significant story. It seems to suggest
that once the flooding receded and conditions were ripe again, the building in Egypt
continued as if the intervening 8,000 years hadn't altered anything, except perhaps that
the building projects quickly became larger. And maybe that is what human creativity is,
Peter. It appears to be an unfolding expression that isn't rooted in us, but which
increasingly manifest the creative quality of the Universe, where the model for our
creativity is located."
"It seems we can step into this flow any time we care to do so," said Steve.

Chapter 19 - The Bottom Line
"Have you ever lived in Egypt?" Steve asked me moments later.
I said that I hadn't.
"Then you haven't likely been touched by the Nile, that is so much a part of the
heart of Egypt's history, more than the pyramids, really," said Steve. "The pyramids
wouldn't exist without the Nile. The Nile drains a large part of the landmass of Africa.
During the rainy season its banks overflow and flood the surrounding areas with richly
fertile silt. The flooding formed the basis for a highly productive agriculture and
abundant wildlife. With food at hand in abundance, less effort was required in working
for a living, so that the people in Egypt's early epoch had time to spare for their mental
development. The mental development, in turn became the foundation for the Egyptian
civilization, and also for its collapse when the development was stopped, as imperial
insanity took over. The pyramids could not have been built without the Nile, which
enabled the mental development. The pyramids stand as a silent testament to remarkable
mathematical knowledge, astronomical discoveries, technological skills, and spiritual
purpose, all of which the early Egyptians had acquired. In this sense the pyramids are a
testament to the riches of the Nile that had opened the door to the early society's mental
development."
"What are you getting at?" I interrupted him.
"Slavery could not have built the pyramids," said Steve. "Human labor isn't a big
factor in the economy of the Universe. Neither is it in mankind's economy. That is why
slavery doesn't work, no matter how hard the rulers of the world try to make it work. The
wealth-creating power of society is its scientific and technological power that vastly
multiplies the power of human labor. Without mankind's scientific and technological
power, the floating bridge to Africa can never be build. And that is why it has not been
built. Society is presently denying its scientific and technological power, to the point of
vilifying it. "
"As I said, the rise of slavery ended the era of the great projects," Ushi interjected.
"The Nile may have enabled the building of the pyramids, but it did not build
them," said Steve. "The power of the human intellect did the building. The pyramids
therefore stand as a marriage monument that signifies the union of the recognized riches
of the Universe, and the recognized productive riches of the human being, and its creative
spirit. The pyramids are a testament of the natural bridge between the creative Spirit of
the Universe, and the creative spirit of mankind. The building of a bridge across the
Atlantic Ocean, that will link America and Africa, will be accomplished one day in the
same context, and for the same reason, though it remains blocked for now, until slavery is
abolished with all its derivatives attached. The abolition of slavery may be one of the
biggest challenges that mankind has ever faced. It is presently one of the greatest
challenges that I am aware off. The slavery challenge is greater than the challenge

presented by the near return of the Ice Age, which threatens the global devastation of
agriculture. The Ice Age challenge can be met with scientific and technological
development, but this remains blocked in a slavery-oriented world. This was the
Pharaoh's doom, just as it is now our doom. It appears that slavery began in Egypt when
the influx of foreigners, in the search for easy food, caused the need for military garrisons
to control the foreigners. The resulting 'defense' projects, became low-grade projects,
with little focus on Love. When this happens, the enslavement of people begins, and
society looses its precious humanity, whereby evermore of the vital factors become
blocked. In the modern world, these blocked factors are now threatening our food supply.
Africa, which could feed the entire world all by itself, has become a hellhole of misery
and starvation, and on this path a boiling caldron brewing new diseases. That's the
preparation we have made to face the coming Ice Age with."
"I see no efforts being made by anyone to meet the looming challenge," Ushi
interjected. "Slavery is increasing, starvation is increasing. America has joined the slave
masters of the world. It is committed to this course, at the expense of it killing its own
population with poverty. China is now fully on the path to being enslaved by the West, in
this new form of slavery, rather than being developed. India likewise, is being dragged
into this bottomless trap, as are Japan and Korea, with Europe lining up at the door
begging to become enslaved. The whip of the slave masters is no longer as visible, as it
once was. It is financial now, but it is just as cutting and just as destructive. And with
slavery on the rise, the circumcision is on the rise, being quietly promoted under the
cover of countless deceptions. The only thing that is not promoted is food production.
Food production is collapsing, and what remains of it is used as a profit mill. Global food
production could be doubled with ease, but the trend is in the opposite direction, leading
to the graveyards of starvation."
"Is this what we are fighting here?" I interjected.
"That's the bottom line, Peter, and what we find here is a tragedy," said Steve.
"Just tell me the name of anyone you know, who is standing in the hustings today,
fighting for the survival of mankind. The hustings are empty. The masters of money rule
the world unchallenged. Human life has become meaningless. The tune of the song is
now, depopulation, rather than the development of life. The song is about protecting
money, instead protecting the food supply. Calls are already being heard to burn food in
cars as fuel."
"With this attitude, how are we going to survive the coming Ice Age?" I
interjected.
"Precisely, Peter, how will we accomplish this feat, without becoming human
again?" said Steve. "Love and Life are one. If this isn't reflected in human living, we are
already dead. This is what we are fighting for. Love is our life. The two are interlocked
on all levels. If we love ourselves and one another in the truly Universal sense, we will
also love our world, and the plants that provide our nourishment, and provide
nourishment for the animals, that provide us the animal proteins that are vital elements in
human nourishment. The proteins that support our life have millions of different

structures, but they are all made up of only twenty basic amino acids, the only ones that
exist. Of these twenty, the human body constructs twelve by itself. The remaining eight
have to be brought in from the outside. They exist in complete balance in animal proteins.
These eight, that we must ingest with our food, are called the 'essentials, because we
really do need them. At the present time, we derive them as a contribution from the
animal world, including fish. If we don't bring them in from there, which is presently our
only source for them, our body will starve. If we stop ingesting them for a lengthy period,
the human body begins cannibalizing itself, starting with its muscles. If you ingest an
incomplete balance of the essential proteins, like one that contains only seven of the eight
essential amino acids in the diet, this diet will be far less useful for your nutrition, as an
essential element will then be missing. And this applies to all of us. No one is excepted.
This means that our love for life must be wide enough to include the protection of the
animal world from the ravishing of the coming new Ice Age, and include the protection
of their food resources."
"The present consensus is that this cannot be done," Ushi interrupted. "And so it
won't be done. The consensus is also strong that universal love in society is impossible.
On the strength of this knowledge we remain as isolated, divided, circumcised, and
enslaved, as we have been for the last 5,000 years. We say we can't move across the
barriers, so we don't move. We also say we can't face the coming Ice Age, and so we
refuse to even consider it. We have the power within us to create the resources we need.
The building of the pyramids proves that we have the capacity for achievements that
border on the miraculous. Why then do we convince ourselves that we can't do these little
things, as building the infrastructures for protecting our plants and animals, against the
return of the Ice Age that typically affects the entire planet, and affects plants
everywhere?"
"Living has become too expensive," said Steve and began to laugh. "Love has
become too impossible to even contemplate on any scale other than the smallest scale.
Even generosity and gratitude are fast fading away. We have stopped honoring animal
life as a foundation for our life. We treat the animals as badly as we treat one another.
Nevertheless, we need them all, and we need one-another. We can't live on vegetation
alone, nor can we live alone as an isolated people. While almost all vegetables provide
some of the essential amino acids, it is difficult to obtain from them all of the vital eight
in the needed balance. Animal protein, including fish, eggs, and milk provides all of them
in the correct proportions. That is why animal protein is the most efficient food for
human development, including our mental development. It may be possible in the future
with nutritional science to create a balanced vegetable diet that provides the same
nourishment as animal proteins. But for now, we are far from achieving that. Some of the
long-developed cultures, that are combining beans and maize for example, as the
Mexicans do, come out not too bad, but their diet still remains insufficient and requires
animal inputs. Those who practice extreme vegetarianism, and are refusing animal
proteins totally in their diet, are by this action suicidal. A pregnant woman in such a case
generally kills her baby by starvation. The balancing act to artificially create the full
combination of the essentials in a readily digestible form, is far too complex to
accomplish, even in today's advanced world, so that we do need the animals, and we do
need to eat them. The Egyptians were able to do this in rich measure. In this sense the

pyramids stand also as a tribute to the animals, and to the Intelligence that is reflected in
the Universe that has created this interrelated balance that we are a part of."
"Our world is in a mess, because we refuse to see ourselves as a part of this
balance," Ushi interjected. "We need each other, and we need to support each other just
as we need to support everything that we depend on. The Universe has given us all the
resources that we need to do that, and to pull the whole world up behind us?"
"And what is our point in saying that?" I interjected.
"The point is that the harmonizing partnership of all aspects of Life goes far deeper
than we yet imagine," said Steve. "This brings us back to the lateral lattice. All roads in
the Universe lead us to the lateral lattice. The point is that we have not really begun to see
ourselves as constituents of that lateral Universe, where no separation is possible or
happens in real terms. I think the deeper we get into the lateral domain, instead of merely
dancing around the edge, the more our world will change. Most of what we call
civilization is barely ten thousand years old, Peter. I think we still stumble as youngsters
do, who make their way exuberantly through the fields as they play. But as we play and
experiment, and as the experiments fail, such as empire and war, we tend to grow up. The
Universe is self-developing and we don't live outside of this model. We are a part of it.
Just as the Universe is expanding, we find ourselves expanding, and this with the same
intensity of creativity that we see manifested in the Universe itself. We find ourselves
existing on the same platform of Principle that operates the Universe. In terms of what we
develop with the resources we have at hand, we call ourselves creative, and become a
leading force, but as we do this, we only extend the pattern that we are a part of and
experience with them the rich dynamism of living."
"Spiritually we can be like the Nile," said Ushi, "a nourishing stream that flows
through the world rich with ideas and creative powers." She began to laugh. "It's true, we
are like the Nile," she added.

While we were talking along this line, Steve asked me if I knew in which century
humanity discovered that the Earth is a sphere.
I suggested that this fact was already known in 500 BC to the Pythagorean. "This
was common knowledge in the third century BC when the length of the circumference of
the Earth had been calculated quite accurately by Erastosthenes in Egypt, and the
Egyptians had set sail in the Third Century BC to circumnavigate the Earth, in order to
prove their calculations. For this the Egyptians had launched the first transoceanic
expedition ever undertaken. When Columbus reached the Caribbean at the end of the
15th Century, he came 1700 years too late to claim the honor."
Steve nodded. He explained that the Nile had made the Egyptians' progressive
development possible, just as Science makes today's developments possible and all future
developments. "In the early stages the Nile had eliminated one of mankind's major
developmental barriers," said Steve. Then he began to laugh and suggested that we had

addressed a somewhat different developmental barrier during the night, when by means
of our scientific efforts, another very-deep-seated human need was met. He conceded that
in our case the need had not been for easy access to food, but for the fulfillment of a
much-higher natural requirement for intelligent sexual beings. He suggested that the end
result in both cases might be the same, portending a richer and freer world. He suggested
that for as long as the human mind remains tied into knots, over unmet needs, or
unresolved paradoxes, which the prevailing social conventions aggravate, society won't
be free to soar to the height of perception that it is capable of, and embrace the infinite.
"Egypt eventually failed in this, by which it collapsed," he added. "We cannot afford such
a failure."
Steve asked us to compare our unfolding morning to our experience of the
morning before. Indeed, he was right. Much had already changed in this one single day
from morning to morning? The morning before had been interwoven with a lot of the
darkness of the ugly things in the world, such as war and the brutalities of empire that
made one ashamed to have witnessed, and had made one almost ashamed of mankind.
Now, one day later, the shame had been replaced with a deeply seated celebration of
being in Love with ourselves and with all that we are a part of, including one-another.
Indeed, Steve was right, our faces probably were as bright as a sun, reflecting the
brightness of what we had found in ourselves and in one-another.
"That's how we begin to transform the world," said Steve. He added a few
moments later that the deeper aspect of it will establish the platform that obsoletes
nuclear war, and all forms of war and brutality. Steve was evidently serious about this
goal, by saying that our episode from the night before illustrates an aspect of Principle
that is essential for the survival of civilization. He urged me never to forget this profound
day in my life that we had together, from morning to morning, and what came out of it.
"There are two types of social platforms in the world," he continued. "Both are
totally opposite in their nature. One is the oligarchic feudal platform, which divides and
isolates people from another. The other is the nation-state platform that builds civilization
as it brings people together by their common commitment to the Principle of the General
Welfare, as Franklin Roosevelt had set this platform up in the USA. One of these two
platforms, the feudal oligarchic one, is hardly worth to bear the name, human, because it
exists to steal from one-another and to smother one-another, which drags us deeper into
the mud than the lowest form of life. It literally extinguishes the human Soul. The other
platform exists to enrich society with the brightness of its humanity, and to enrich the
whole world in the process."
Steve explained to me in the style of a lecture that the institution of the nation-state
has been created out of the developments that came through the Golden Renaissance long
after the Pharaohs were history. He said, that the Golden Renaissance became one of the
greatest periods of cultural development of all times. He said that the development of the
Golden Renaissance had been inevitable, because its kind of development movement was
rooted in the achievements of the early Greek and Egyptian cultures, that will never loose
their humanist value for what they had achieved. He pointed out that the institution of the
nation-state that resulted from this development, wasn't something drawn out of a hat, but

reflects long discovered aspects of universal Principle that have been experienced in
uplifted civilizations. It is only now, that we begin to recognize that there exists a model
for it, which is anchored in the universe itself. "By aspects of Principle," said Steve, "the
nation-state is formed to increase the common wealth of all individuals of society, by
developing the common riches of our Universal humanity. The nation state is presently
the best platform, as it builds on the long-developed bonds of a people's common cultural
pursuits and achievements. This cultural bond, as a commitment to one another, like that
for the building of the pyramids, has the power to marshal the needed resources for largescale nuclear power development, which we must have as a stepping stone into the future,
especially the high temperature nuclear power capability that we need for implementing
the new basalt technologies with, that will change the world. In addition, we need
cooperative agreements between sovereign nations for the extended development of the
entire world that every nation depends on. On this foundation the intercontinental bridge
to Africa can become a reality, and with it, the development of both the Americas and of
Africa, can be brought to a level beyond what we can yet imagine, with Africa also
becoming connected in a big way with Europe, including Russia, and becoming
connected with a secondary bridge to India, Indonesia, Australia, and China, and so on."
"Now you are talking!" I interjected. "Your talk is like music playing. This
humanist movement will set us miles apart from the oligarchic aim, that is to steal
everything in sight. Of course the masters of empire will always steal whatever they
want, when society drops below its standard and permits itself to be sub-human. You are
right, in the modern nation-state economy, the self-development of society is achieved
with the development of its humanity. No other platform exists."
"It unfolds financially with state credits being issued for the development of
infrastructures, industries, culture, education, health care, scientific discoveries, and so
forth," said Steve. "In today's terms we call this platform a foundation for society's selfdevelopment on the Principle of the General Welfare, as you well know. At the pinnacle
of this line of development, at the highest level, the Principle of the General Welfare
becomes recognized as the Principle of Universal Love."

Ushi kept nodding her approval now and then. Mostly it was Steve, who took the
center stage.
"In real terms," said Steve, "this means that in forming advanced nation-states, the
people have made a pledge to each other. They pledged to protect and enrich oneanother's existence. We have made a similar pledge in this house to one-another," said
Steve. "But, have we really done anything revolutionary? I think we have done something
revolutionary by bringing this principle into the individual social domain. I also think that
with this revolutionary action, we have just opened the door a little. We have formed a
union on the platform of principles that had been on the plate of mankind for almost six
hundred years, such as the Principle of Universal Love, that have never been touched on
at the intimate level."

Steve also pointed out, that almost all of the nation-states in the world are made up
of people of numerous ethnic and religious backgrounds. "In a nation-state," he said,
"people are no longer trapped into their tiny ethnic enclaves, but have stepped across the
ethnic boundaries, to enrich one-another for the common good of the now larger society.
That is why the oligarchs play the ethnic trumpet, and play it loudly. They aim to rebuild
the old boundaries, and the small-minded isolation that has once existed. They do this in
an effort to defeat the nation-state principle, and the General Welfare Principle, even the
Principle of Universal Love that they fear the most. And so they aim to divide and isolate
mankind, even while they cry for a single world government as their final instrument for
a world-empire dictatorship that they are scheming to turn the whole world into. But we
won't let this happen," said Steve.
Steve pointed out, that the institution of the sovereign nation-state is presently the
most ideal platform for large-scale development. "It represents the two essential facets of
the Principle of Universal Sovereignty and Universal Love," he said. "On this basis the
sovereign nation-state includes in its structure the only valid platform for world
government that unfolds on the basis of sovereign nation-states bound in a cooperative
bond with one another. It reflects the principle of sovereignty; and it reflects Love as
Principle, in the form of principle-based cooperation in a community of principle.
Empire, in contrast, is a platform of fascist force. World government by fascist force does
not work. Fascist force is utterly destructive. It destroyed Egypt. It destroyed everyone
who touched it. The world's self-government in a community of principle made up of
cooperating nation states will not only work, as its foundation is anchored in the Universe
as a model, but it will become increasingly essential, in order to facilitate the needed
global development that mankind must achieve as a means for getting itself through the
coming Ice Age, that is already on the horizon."
"And that's what the imperials aim to prevent, with their globalization of stealing
and looting that is draining the life-blood out of the world," I interjected. "That's what
globalization means. Globalization means global imperial rule without barriers. It means
unbridled death, globally. The Earth is already a prison planet to a large degree. The next
step, that the masters of empire crow for, is depopulation. Don't we face enough of a
crisis, without us having to factor the coming Ice Age into this? Doesn't our adding the
Ice Age to the list, take the focus off the more critical immediate issues?"
"The coming Ice Age is the critical issue," said Steve. "We have the capacity to
built ourselves up to remain unaffected by it, but we won't even think of it, much less get
on with it. That makes it a critical issue. Everybody is afraid of global warming. People
are made to believe that if there is another Ice Age on the horizon, it is so far away, that it
is of no concern in the present. The opposite is true. The next Ice Age cycle is on the near
horizon. By us bringing the Ice Age into the current crisis, we won't take away an iota
from the immediate problem that we should already have some control over. We just put
it into perspective, because the Ice Age is a factor we have no control over, but which we
can protect ourselves from, if we get on with it."
Steve stopped, and laughed. "So, what kind of control are we talking about? Yes,
mankind has the potential to control the world, and its destiny, according to the Principle

of the Universe, but society doesn't utilize its potential. This means that the real control
that is needed, is an intelligent control of ourselves. In this context, we do have the
potential as human beings, to deal with the coming Ice Age. So, why is society refusing
to utilize its potential? If we don't, the Ice Age will come and overwhelm us. The Ice Age
will come with cyclical precision, as it has come for the last two million years. It has
been interspersed with warm periods that typically don't last more than 12,000 years. We
are in this kind of warm 'holiday' period right now. Statistically, the current interglacial
warm period has come to its end. The start of the next Ice Age glaciation cycle is about to
start. Some dream that it maybe still a thousand years away. Most others are concerned
that it be only a hundred years distant, or that the transition may have already begun. We
simply can't predict these long-term cycles more precisely. We only know with certainty
that these cycles have not failed even once to recur, for the last two million years. We
also know from historic ice core samples that the next glaciation cycle is on the near
horizon. We see massive evidence for that. In fact, we see lots of evidence that we might
be already in the transition period."
I raised my hand in protest.
Steve just waved me off. "You don't honestly expect to read about the coming Ice
Age in the newspapers, do you? The masters of empire won't allow a word about it to get
out to the public, because then, a new renaissance would be inevitable, that mankind
would create in preparing itself for the consequences of a rapidly cooling world. The
resulting renaissance would end the rule of empire forever. The masters won't allow this.
They don't allow anything that would spell the end of the rule of empire, and start a New
Age of Love."
Steve turned to Ushi abruptly. "You tell Peter why I'm saying this, he doesn't
believe me," he said.
"The evidence that Steve is referring to is amazing, but also scary and quite
unbelievable to people unfamiliar with the science, because it is so remote," said Ushi. "I
had the same problem with this, as you have. We know that the sunspot cycles are getting
weaker, but what does this mean? We know that the solar winds are slowing down and
are getting colder. They are loosing pressure and are getting less dense. But why is this
happening, and how will it affect us? We know that as the result of the slower and less
dense solar winds, the plasma heliosphere that is encapsulating the solar system is
shrinking. We know that the heliosphere protects us to a large measure from cosmic
background radiation that pervades the entire galaxy. The effect that we experience is that
now more cosmic radiation is reaching the Earth. It is affecting the troposphere where our
weather is created. When the troposphere becomes more ionized with increasing cosmic
radiation, it increases the cloud formation process. The secondary effect is, that it makes
the Earth cooler. The increased cloud formation also reduces the water vapor in the air,
and thereby reduces the greenhouse effect, because 97% of the greenhouse effect comes
from water vapor. With the moderating influence of the greenhouse effect, reduced, we
should expect to see hotter summers, and colder winters. We already see some trends in
this direction. Increased cloud formation reduces the water vapor in the atmosphere. With
more clouds in the sky and the greenhouse effect being reduced, the Earth is getting

increasingly cooler. That is what we are already experiencing at high altitudes that are
first affected by this trend. Steve is right, we may be seeing the beginning of the next Ice
Age cycle already. We don't want to see this of course, but something big is happening
that is cooling the Earth down. Of course we might also see something that won't amount
for too much, like the Little Ice Age, that we had in the 1600s. We had no sunspots for
decades, then."
"It is not possible to predict the day and the year when the major glaciation will
begin," said Steve. "These huge climate swings are caused by electric weather patterns
deep within the galaxy. They are not caused by anything we affect here on Earth. Nor are
they caused by the Sun, directly. They are caused by a change in the electric climate that
originates deep within the galaxy. Intensity-variations of the galactic electricity flow, has
a major effect on the processes of the Sun, on the solar system as a whole, and on the
climate on the Earth."
I raised my hand again.
Steve just waved me off. "There exist multiple weather patterns in the Universe,"
said Steve. "Like the Earth has its weather pattern, so does the solar system. As Ushi
indicated, the 'space weather' throughout the solar system is determined by the solar wind
that flows out of the Sun's corona, and to some degree by the solar flares that flow out of
the sunspots. This electric space-weather system that surrounds the Sun, extends to twice
the distance to Pluto. This is the heliosphere that Ushi spoke of. The solar 'space weather'
system is huge. But the Sun, that plays a role in this, isn't a self-sustaining nuclear fusion
furnace, as is commonly believed. As it is known at the leading edge of astrophysics,
enormous electric currents flow in the galactic plasma. These vast electric currents heat
the Sun's outer layer, called the photosphere. The Sun is literally heated from the outside,
rather than by a nuclear furnace inside of it. The enormous electric currents that are
flowing into the Sun, create a continuous shower of electric arcing across the entire
photosphere of the Sun, so that the Sun is thereby superheated at its surface, to about
5,800 degrees, which causes the blinding sunlight and its radiated heat. However, the
galactic electric currents that power the Sun, are affected by their own 'space weather'
patterns that are constantly changing. The changing electric 'weather' patterns cause the
long-term Ice Ages, their glaciation cycles, and also the lesser climate changes, like the
Little Ice Age in the 1600s, and the extremely warm period of the interglacial optimum
7000 years ago. This is all known and understood. It is front-line science. However,
virtually nobody gives a damn. Dreaming of global warming, which isn't happening
except in the realm of scientific fraud, is more comfortable. It lulls people to sleep."
"That doesn't make sense," I protested.
"It's hidden science," said Steve. "The masses aren't allowed to know or care. It is
disallowed science, Peter, but it is definitely real. Just as the Earth is only a tiny part of
our solar system," said Steve, "so is the solar system but a tiny part of the Milky Way
galaxy, that contains approximately 200-400 billion stars, which are likewise solar
systems that are all powered by electric currents. These vast currents flow in the arms of
the galaxy. If our galaxy could be seen as a whole from a distant vantage point in space,

our sun would appear as but a single, infinitesimally small dot, among the 400 billion
dots, that would all melt together into a gray haze, as we would see our galaxy then.
Nevertheless, in spite of this dense appearance our galaxy is an extremely empty space
that stretches out like a vast carpet of isolated stars that is spread out on a plane that's a
hundred thousand light years across and a thousand light years deep. In order to get a
sense of what this means, you have to see the solar system translated into its proper scale.
The stars that you see on a clear night are actually much smaller than they appear. They
appear big as the result of optical blooming. When drawn to scale, and put in such a
manner that the Sun would be represented by a tiny dot as one might make with a sharp
pencil, the entire solar system would cover a space three feet across. The Earth and all the
planets would be too small to be represented on this scale. They would be microscopic on
this scale. However, on this scale the closest solar system to our own would be located
more than four miles distant, and its sun would likewise be just another tiny dot. That is
how empty our galaxy is in terms of space between the stars and the planets. But as I
said, the Sun is radiantly interactive with its surrounding space, which is not empty space
at all. In this space large streams of electrically charged particles flow in vast galactic
plasma streams. Plasma can be likened to a type of 'soup' of free-flowing particles that
are not linked together into atoms or complete atoms. They are merely a 'soup' of the
basic building blocks that atoms are made of, but without them having been bound
together into stable atomic structures. It is a generally accepted scientific fact that
99.999% of all the mass in the Universe exists in this fluid state that is called plasma. The
atoms that make up the stars and planets are all in themselves rare exceptions to this
general state. Since in the plasma-state the various particles carry an electric charge, they
are perfectly able to carry electric currents. They are like electric conductors pervading
all space. They carry enormous electric currents. These are the currents that power the
galaxies, and within a galaxy, power the countless suns, one of which is our sun. But our
sun is just a mediocre sun. Other suns are up to a thousand times brighter, with
correspondingly larger 'space weather' systems surrounding them. These 'space weather'
systems, of course, affect the galactic currents. Now consider our galaxy that contains up
to 400 billion such individual 'space weather' patterns, and consider further that the entire
galaxy is in motion, wouldn't you expect large fluctuations to be happening in the electric
'space weather' environment? Of course you would. And this is exactly what we are
seeing. When the electric potential, by which the solar winds are accelerated to speeds of
several million kilometers per hour, is somewhat reduced, then the solar winds move at
slower pace and are less intense."
"We live in an electric universe," Ushi interjected.
"What else, other than electric interaction, would accelerate the electrically
charged particles flowing away from our sun, and power them up to speeds of millions of
kilometers an hour?" said Steve. "Gravity certainly won't speed them up, but would slow
them down. So it has to be electric interaction that does it."
"All of this diminishes when the prevailing electric potential is diminishing," said
Ushi. "Also with the diminishing potential there would be fewer sunspots occurring, as
sunspots result from electric overload conditions. Sunspots happen when the double layer
plasma sheath around the Sun raptures. Thereby a chunk of the photosphere explodes out

into space in the form of solar flares. We see the number of sunspots now declining. Also
as the solar winds are gradually slowing down, the heliosphere is getting smaller. Of
course we don't know everything yet about all of this. For example, we don't know
whether the current falling off in solar activity is the start of a new long term trend that
will start the next Ice Age cycle, or whether it is just a blob on the horizon that may give
us merely a mini Ice Age or something less, which may reverse itself before a mini Ice
Age begins. No one can predict what will happen on this scale, when the causes for the
climate are infinitely distant from Earth and no instrumentation exists to measure them.
We can only measure the secondary effects of those causes, and only those within the
solar system, and then relate them to what we see as their consequences on Earth."
"A blob on the horizon?" I repeated. "How long has this been going on? Shouldn't
the public be aware of that?"
"It started a few decades ago, Peter, but pray that what we see is just a blob,
because what we see is identical to the stuff that causes the big Ice Age cycles. And
believe me, you really would not want an Ice Age transition to be happening right now.
When the average global annual temperature drops by a whopping twenty degrees,
almost all agriculture will go to hell. The current effects are still far from that. They
haven't affected the Earth too much yet. However, we are seeing a change in solar flux
happening that we haven't seen for a long time. This means we might be in the transition
already, towards the next Ice Age, for all we know, or all we can know. Naturally, the
public should be aware of this. And that is precisely my point, Peter. We need to react to
this global change globally, and we need to treat it with the same urgency as if the big
transition was indeed happening, because what we see could be the beginning of it. The
bottom line is; we need to prepare our world for colder climates. For this we need to
activate Africa, as much as possible, for starters, and then built ourselves up to implement
indoor agriculture. That's a big economic task, Peter."
"Big is an understatement," I interjected.
Steve nodded and smiled. "All the world's agriculture is presently keyed to the
warm interglacial climate, that we enjoy. We are living in a holiday environment. We call
it the Holocene period. We get this kind of holiday every 100,000 years. The current
holiday is near its end. When this warm climate ends, outdoor agriculture ends. A few
places near the equator, primarily in Brazil and Africa, may still remain useful for openair agriculture. But in general, open-air agriculture comes to an end when the next Ice
Age glaciation cycle begins. Let's keep our fingers crossed that we get Africa fully
developed to tide us over during the transition period, while we develop the capability for
indoor agriculture. Since the various interlocked processes that cause the global cooling,
are interactively amplifying one-another, we can expect the transition period to be
relatively short. The bottom line is; we don't have much time left to waste."
Steve paused and looked at me with a piercing look, as if he was exploring my
very soul. "So, Peter, tell us," he broke the silence, "what does your sense of Love inspire
you to suggest that we should do in responding to this warning, that the Universe is
giving us in terms of reduced solar cycles? Should we wait and do nothing, assuming that

the big transition won't be happening for another thousand years? Or should we act with
the kind of urgency, as we would if the Ice Age was starting tomorrow? Before you
answer, Peter, remember that when the glaciation cycle begins and mankind is
unprepared for it, we will see a wave of death by starvation happening that is unequalled
in all history, which only a few percent of the present population will likely survive.
When the last Ice Age ended, the world population stood at one to ten million. That was
the whole of mankind that the largely frozen Earth had been able to support during the
last Ice Age. So you see Peter, the coming Ice Age is critically relevant as a factor for
exploring the dimension of universal Love, and our expression of it. In fact, the Ice Age
is supremely relevant here. Mankind currently has the scientific and technological
potential to prepare itself for the coming Ice Age cycle. Failing to do this would be
suicide. In such a case the tragic figure on the scene would be mankind as a whole, for
refusing to act as Love would require it to act. Unfortunately, this refusal to act, is the
pattern that we see everywhere right now. We see no reflection of Love in finance,
politics, or even in physical production. We only see war. It is utter insanity on mankind's
part not to prepare its world for the next Ice Age cycle, especially now that its deadly
sting can still be avoided. If it is not avoided, then it's game-over for the majority of
mankind. This one thing we can be sure of."
"Regardless of what you said, I don't see why are you are all of a sudden focussing
on this scare scenario, when the focus until now has been on the Principle of Universal
Love," I interjected. "You said in the beginning, that without the harmonizing Spirit of
the Intelligence of the Universe, which you call Love, the Universe would not exist. Now
you are saying that mankind is in mortal danger by the galactic processes of the
Universe."
"No, Peter, mankind is not in danger by the galactic processes. It is only in danger
of its own folly," said Steve. "The entire Universe is electrically interconnected, and not
just those countless worlds within the galaxies. There are vast plasma currents
interconnecting the clusters of galaxies, and the galaxies within them, just as we are
interconnected with one another individually as human beings. We can't walk away from
this all-embracing fact that is also reflected in our social makeup. With the Principle of
Universal Love, as we develop our world together, and for each other, we can beat the Ice
Age hands down. Only if we fail to utilize our design potential, will we die. We are a part
of the Universe, and have the capacity to live with its movements. I am bringing the Ice
Age up in the context of Love, because Love is the only impetus that can enable us to live
with the effects of an Ice Age, by our preparing us for it, before it happens. This aspect of
Love brings the future of mankind into the present. Of course, I couldn't focus on this
yesterday, because the foundation hadn't been built. It would have been too scary to
contemplate. If our being in Love with one another is deep enough that we embrace our
posterity with the same love that we have developed for one-another, then we become
open to the power that will impel us to let the future needs of mankind determine our
present actions. Then we will create a renaissance so immense that the Ice Age won't
mean anything, when it comes. Otherwise our species may become extinct. This
possibility exists, but it no longer exists in our heart. Mankind is currently the eight's
human species. All the prior species have become extinct, probably during one of the
many previous Ice Age cycles. Love is the key issue that will determine mankind's future

in the present age, and in the next Ice Age cycle to come. Our expressing Love will
determine whether mankind will have a future or not. And this scene, as far as I can tell,
is much less scary today than it was yesterday, or two days ago. We can now talk about
the solution rather than being scared to death by the challenge."
"Do we see any movement in that direction anywhere else?" I said to Steve.
"Today's society is a society of self-murderers by default," said Steve. "That is my
point, Peter. We see the coming Ice Age cycle on the horizon, but we do nothing. It will
likely take a hundred years to create the needed infrastructures for indoor agriculture. By
not starting the process of developing and building those critical infrastructures, the
current society is committing its future generation to death, if not itself. And this is the
current policy of intention, as far as I can tell. We simply don't know when the next Ice
Age cycle will start, but we can see it on the horizon. A society that doesn't care enough
to protect its future generation, is a dead society, Peter. Without Love we are dead. That's
what mankind's prospect adds up to in a world that is functionally turned upside down
into a theatre of fantasies of insanity, as we have it currently. In real terms, this means
that Love has to become universal, unconditional, uncensored, unfettered, and free. That
is the greatest need in the world right now. In this house we are responding in the best
way we can, and we have taken steps forward. We are bringing a new sense of Love onto
the scene, and in this new sense, Love is written in capital letters, as an aspect of
universal Principle -- the only active principle that we have available to emulate, to save
mankind from its current policy. I would say that this one step is already a giant step in
an otherwise parched world. The real platform for Life is Love, manifest in universal
living, in the lateral lattice, that should be our platform on the widest possible scale. This
is what we have committed ourselves to in this house, and this my friend now also
includes you."
I shook my head in surprise.
"Well, doesn't it include you?" said Steve. "Doesn't this community of
commitment include your heart and soul?"
"Oh it does," I said. "It also includes all human beings."
"This ultimate isn't manifest yet in the world's living, but for now the manifest
unites everyone in this house, because of what is already happening here. It makes you
too a member of this house," said Steve.
"This makes us all pioneers and the hope of the world," I said and began to laugh.
"Don't laugh," said Steve. "This is serious. Of course you are right. Living on a
platform of Universal Principle is the hope of mankind. Principle is the foundation of the
Universe. The Universe wouldn't exist without it, and neither will we exist without it,
much less as a civilization." Steve also pointed out that by the same token the oligarchic
feudal system cannot exist, other than as a puff of smoke. "It aims to exist as the opposite
of Love, but that's not possible," said Steve. "Empire certainly cannot exist in a
progressive self-developing society. The oligarchic system is not based on creating

riches. The Egyptians already discovered that almost 5000 years ago. The oligarchic
system is based on stealing from society, which is fascist insanity that no aspect of
Universal Principle supports."
"So, what's the bottom line?" I said and raised my hand, looking at both Steve and
Ushi. "You are both scientists, far more than I am. What's the bottom line?"

Steve seemed shocked. He didn't answer right away. "The bottom line reflects
certain degrees of uncertainty," said Steve. "Number One! There are things we can say
with absolute certainty. Those may be few, but we are certain of them. We are absolutely
certain, for example, that we cannot live without food. This is a critical factor. We are
nearly as certain that Love is a factor that is not hard to implement if we give ourselves
half a chance, because that is what we have all experienced last night, and also, that Love
meets the human need. That's a critical factor too.
"Number Two! We can say with a high degree of certainty that we are facing the
return of the Ice Age, since we have evidence for such cycles in the glacial records and
other evidence that tells us that these cycles have been going on for two million years
already. This is another critical factor that we cannot escape, but must deal with if we aim
to survive. We know also with a high degree of certainty that after two million years of
development, the human population on this planet amounted to no more than a few
million people -- ten million at the most -- at the end of the last Ice Age cycle. That's a
factor to be kept in mind.
"Number Three! We know with far less certainty when the return of the Ice Age is
likely to begin, because we can no longer trust science to be truthful. Science has been
recruited to lye for the moneybags of empire. Knowing this, our options for responding to
the deadly Ice Age challenge, become fewer. The most extreme overreaction on the side
of caution has become a necessity, because we simply cannot risk to fail. Gambling with
the future existence of mankind is not an option. We must act with the kind of urgency as
if the transition had already started, even if there exists only the remotest chance that this
might be the case.
"Number Four! We know with reasonable certainty the entire current worldfinancial and economic system is now in the process of disintegrating under the weight of
its ever-increasing world-engulfing thievery, slavery, cultural destruction, poverty,
starvation, terror, strangulation, profiteering, and so on. We also know that the resulting
physical collapse of civilization, if it is not halted and the entire system totally reversed,
will wipe out up to 80% of mankind, similar to the 14th Century tragedy in Europe.
"Number Five! We further know that a high probability exists that a nuclear or
biological war is unleashed that has the potential to wipe out all life on the planet. Until
the doomsday weapons have been removed, and been dismantled, the probability for this
tragedy remains high, while no end for the exposure is currently in sight. In fact, the

probability increases in the shadow of the world financial and economic collapse, as the
masters of empire are finding themselves increasing in a fight for their survival, hoping to
maintain their dying system. Such situations are typically met with war.
"Number Six! Less certain is the destructive potential of the mutilation of the
human system, by the now world-engulfing circumcision, that inhibits the healing of
mankind of all the other critical threats against its existence. We only know that history is
full of examples of tragedy arising from the circumcision, and related issues.
"These are the bottom-line issues, Peter. Anything else is insignificant. So, take
your pick by which of the six dangers you want to be killed. If you answer, none, then
ask yourself the question of how much money, effort, and commitment you are throwing
into the fight against each one of the six critical dangers -- and as you do, listen to your
answer. That's the bottom line, Peter. If you don't have a positive answer to all six, you
are suicidal and a hypocrite. So what is your answer?"
I had no answer to give. "There is no quick answer possible," I said.
"Then you better make it soon," said Steve, "because we don't have much time left.
The Ice Age transition might have already started that threatens to wipe out our food
supply. The rest can happen any day. The Pharaohs had only the smallest of the six issues
to consider, the circumcision issue, which they evidently invented themselves, and had
never faced as a global issue, but which nevertheless had festered thereafter in the
background, and may have been the critical contributor to the fall of Egypt as the longestrunning self-ruled kingdom on the planet. We, in contrast, face the same issue in
intensified form, while we face five additional and more deadly issues simultaneously,
with time fast running out for us on all fronts."
"But all isn't lost," said Ushi. "The insanity of empire will end when the
development of society's self-loving begins in earnest. The imperial vertical model of
fantasies of insanity, is a void without substance. It causes great dangers, but it is a void.
That's part of the bottom line too. This void will be seen for what it is, in the unfolding
world that is focused on scientific development, once it opens the gateway to Truth. The
fantasies of insanity cannot be maintained in the sunshine of Universal Love unfolding in
living universally. When this step of progress is made, it will inevitably mark the end of
mankind's darkest period that has been blackened for centuries, with the disease of
empire stoked like a furnace by a feudal oligarchy."
"Of course the disease will end then," said Steve. "It will end as abruptly as the
sunrise ends the night, but to this end we need to fight, and in this house the fight has
begun. I predict that mankind will respond to the coming Ice Age cycle in the necessary
manner, because we are after all human beings, and Love is a big aspect of our humanity.
While the oligarchy is presently at war with mankind, as it has been with any progressive
humanist force in history, especially with cultures living at the leading edge of scientific
development, the masters of empire can't avoid seeing the writing on the wall, that
numbers their remaining days. Empire will try to save itself by the only method it knows,

which is fascism, but this attempt will only speed up its inevitable demise that empire
cannot avoid. Let's add this to the bottom line."
"For us, all this means that we are living at the leading edge," I interjected, "and
that we must therefore in this critical period be more committed than they are. If the
scientific and technological development that began in Egypt, had continued
uninterrupted, mankind could have stood on the Moon in 800 A.D., and the coming Ice
Age would pose no challenge now. The economic and technological development would
have been so tremendous! Since this opportunity has been wasted, we want to be sure that
we make up in a hurry."
"We have to catch up with the development that should have been, but which has
been prevented with dreams of empires of insanity," said Steve. "For this we must shed
the millstone of regression that empire chokes society with. We must regard the task of
gaining our freedom, as an emergency project."
"We can do this by building up the platform of Love to a new stage of
renaissance," said Ushi. "What would hinder us to build this up into a Renaissance of the
Spirit of Love that is already lodged in our humanity, as we have all discovered? This
Renaissance would not allow an oligarchy a foothold, or any hold to latch onto, from
which to inject its poison to kill the human soul."
"We may be farther advanced with this than we think," said Steve. "Traditionally,
the oligarchy conditions society to play the role of a slave in a human zoo, where
everyone is locked up in cages of all sorts. No one in this house lives this way anymore.
Soul is freedom. We are already keener than the masters of empire will ever be, and we
have begun to out-stage them. The next step may be to uplift them as well, and envelop
them in Love, and upgrade them to become human beings with us together. Such a step,
too, would be in accord with the pattern we see established in the Universe. We should
add this potential also to the bottom line."

Steve poured us all a cup of coffee while he spoke. "What happened last night,"
said Steve when he finished, "reflects the only principle there is for a people's selfdevelopment, that enables one to step across the boundaries of ones most deeply
entrenched enclaves to enrich one-another's existence. On this action rests the survival of
civilization. But it has to be a scientific process. Without advancing scientific action,
humanity is doomed to collapse back into a New Dark Age, in which it may become
reduced to 10% of its present population, and to far less when the Ice Age cycle begins.
So be careful Peter, that's what the imperial oligarchy has already defined as its goal for
us all."
"But it won't happen, because we won't allow it to happen," I interjected. "We
won't allow it, because such a fate is not inevitable. The unfolding of the Sublime is
inevitable. We will cleanse the entire sewer. To some degree this is already happening.
America came out of World War II as the greatest military, economic, and financial

power on the planet, while large parts of the world lay in ruins. America saved the
empire, together with saving itself from Nazism."
"It was a tragedy what we did with this victory," I interjected. "With America's
help the old British Empire survived. It survived the war that it started. We should have
let the Empire collapse right at the start, and let it be defeated. But we couldn't do this,
could we? Not defeating Nazism would have been a worse doom. We needed everyone's
help to defeat the Nazi Empire that the British Empire had created. Roosevelt had
intended to correct after the war, what could not be done during the war. Roosevelt had
threatened the Empire with extinction in the postwar period. In order to prevent its
extinction, the Empire created for itself a conduit that it immediately used after
Roosevelt's death or assassination, to make America dance for the empire, like a trained
poodle. The channel of 'friendship,' which the empire set up to save itself with the power
of America, was immediately turned around to destroy America from within. The
Monroe Doctrine had previously been established to prevent this very thing from
happening, when America first became a world power. The President had been clear on
this point then, that America has no community of principle with the masters of empire.
In the postwar period, however, the new British-American conduit bypassed the Monroe
understanding, with disastrous results for America. The first result became known as the
Atlantic Alliance. Through this deadly conduit of Atlanticism, America became
transformed from being a world-developing power, into becoming a stooge in the service
of the old British Empire that always wanted to destroy America ever since it was
formed. Now, with the Atlantic Alliance established, the revived British Empire finally
had the kind of avenue open for it, that would facilitate America's self-destruction from
within, so that America no longer posed a threat to the empire. Pax Americana was the
watchword that came through this conduit, together with the hidden song that called for
the death of the republic. America had been an invincible force, before this wrecking
process began, and had been the moral leader of the world. But in serving its new role as
a stooge of empire, it was coerced to dominate, rule, and loot the world for its masters.
With this overturning, America was given the seeds for its self-destruction."
"What are you getting at?" I interjected.
"My point is that the lateral lattice cannot be violated," said Steve. "The Universe
is singular. One cannot live in two opposite worlds. One either lives in the real world or
in fantasyland. Sanity and insanity cannot mix. When a nation drifts into the fantasyland
of insanity, it is lost, and disintegrates. That is America's present experience. It came out
of World War II as the world-leader in the fight for sanity, and remained that until the
conduit to insanity was set up. Before that happened, it stood on three pillars:
unchallengeable military might, inexhaustible economic power, and the strongest
currency on the planet. With the conduit to insanity established, America was turned
upside down. From its high moral citadel America was coerced to ravish the world under
the flag of the empire's New World Order that was designed to build the long-desired
World Empire State that H. G. Wells had idealized as the universal subjugator and
enslaver of humanity. The New World Order madness began with America ravishing of
the Third World nations. It began with bending them to the will of the Empire, sometimes
with waging war on them to achieve that submission. However, the New World Order of

empire was standing in total denial of the Sublime in our humanity. On this path of
Universal denial, the New World Order quickly became an empty shell, an empire of
insanity and of impossible fantasies. Now the empire has no power left in itself and aims
to squeeze the last drop of blood out of a dying America, to save itself."
"In the service of empire, America has consumed the power it once had established
by building on the platform of the Sublime," interjected Ushi. "America consumed the
power it had gained under Roosevelt. That power was drained away to prop up an empire
that has no foundation to stand on, and has no legitimacy to exist. Over the space of just a
few decades, America had reduced itself in this service to being just a paper tiger in
fantasyland. Its fading military might was already exposed during the Vietnam War. It
came to light to be just a myth. In this war, a tiny, and rather poor nation, defeated the
supposedly greatest military power on the planet. America's economic might is now,
likewise, just a myth. America has demolished most of its own industries. What Hitler
would have never been able to do; America did to itself. On the road to reaping profits
from slavery, profits for feeding the sewer rats of empire, America demolished its
industries that had once made it a rich and prosperous nation. America now relies on
imports from slave-wage countries for what it no longer produces itself. And in like
manner, America's third great pillar, its dollar, is now dropping like a stone, on the way
to becoming worthless. And even while the collapse of the dollar is happening, the actual
value of the dollar is far less than what it is traded for. The USA is bankrupt, Peter. A
nation's currency reflects its productive capacity. For this reason, America's currency has
no greater value today, than the value of the economy of a bankrupt country. So you see,
Peter, the USA has no actual power left in any form. It has doomed itself once it
submitted itself to the Atlantic conduit, through which it was dominated by the old
British Empire that is now called the New World Order. America remains a world leader
only in the number of nuclear bombs that it wields. It still has the world's largest arsenal
of nuclear weapons, but this 'power' too, is meaningless, when it can only be used to
destroy the whole world, and America with it. What good is its great nuclear might, when
just a tiny fraction of its opponent's arsenal is sufficient to wipe the USA off the map?
America's nuclear weapons superiority is a meaningless concept. This means that
America has no actual superior force left of any kind in anything, Peter. It is a failed
state, a dying nation, a slave crawling at the feet of empire. That is the fate of a society
that deems itself to exist outside the lateral lattice. This means that America lives in the
fantasyland of insanity."
"This is my point too," said Steve to me. "Lets add this too, to the list of the
bottom line."
"I think the point is that one cannot cheat the Principle of the Universe," said Ushi.
"One can cheat oneself, but one cannot cheat Principle. The moment America accepted
the conduit of the Empire, and through it embraced fascism, which invariably threatens
the world, America cheated itself. By this, it became doomed. When fascism is embraced,
a deep insanity is embraced, by which a nation destroys itself. That is how the Universe
operates. It cleanses itself. If one drifts outside the framework of Principle, which powers
the Universe, what other fate would one expect than disintegration?"

"Of course this fate is easily cancelled and the path reversed, Peter," said Steve.
"There exists another triad to do this, a triad of sanity that can cause the necessary
reversal to the Sublime: the triad is, Truth, Soul, and Love. Truth will shut down the
watchword of empire, 'In Lies We Trust!' Truth will do this, because Truth is knowable in
the complex domain of our scientific humanity. The second pillar of this triad is Soul. In
the scientific sense, Soul is our mission. Soul is the creator of worlds of beauty and of all
that is good and grand. In Soul the present action brightens the future, as it brings us into
a deep intimacy with the whole of mankind and with all Life. Soul is our immortality,
Peter, and the root of our metaphysics as creators of ever new and more-efficient physical
processes. And our third pillar is Love. Love is reflected in our honesty with ourselves,
because all of the Sublime that is reflected in our humanity shines like a star and comes
to light in Love. That is what we open our heart to. That is where we find beauty and
sublimity becoming the light of our life. This is the landscape of Love. In a nutshell these
three, Truth, Soul, and Love, sum up the lateral lattice. That's what we have experienced
last night."
I looked at Ushi, at Steve. There was no doubt in my mind that Steve was serious
and was correct in his wonderful way.
Ushi said, that they had never talked about the Principle of Universal Love before,
much less in this context.
Steve said that he had pondered its imperative for some time, but had always felt
that the Principle of Universal Love could never be applied in this fashion at the
grassroots level. He said that we all demonstrated to ourselves that what at first seemed
impossible is indeed possible. He said that we had made a breakthrough together that was
urgently needed, and that this breakthrough has the potential to be self-perpetuating, and
uplifting the world. He predicted that our night together, and what it added to my
experience, widening the horizon, would never cause me to divorce my wife back home.
He predicted that my experience in Leipzig would inevitably enrich that marriage and
strengthen the honorable bond that Love has forged between us, and elevate it likewise
into something much more beautiful than it ever had been. "The larger unfolding of Love
cannot break an honorable bond that Love has forged. No aspect of Principle supports
that," said Steve. "Instead the unfolding of Love will make the old bonds richer and more
beautiful? Love is like a great light that enriches the Universe, and beautifies the Earth."
Steve turned to me. "Since I know with certainty that what happened last night will
enrich your life," he added, "let us celebrate it. What you allowed yourself to be a part of
is not a sign of a rotten character, Pete. It reflects a pioneering spirit that values the Truth
as something more vital than worn out conventions. The world needs people like us three.
I really mean this, Pete. When the present imperial world-order disintegrates, which
might destroy entire nations and their institutions of power, people like us will have to
stand at the forefront to minimize the chaos, or prevent it altogether, and pick up the
fallen pieces."
"Actually mankind cannot afford to let things drift that far off course," I
interjected. "The train to hell has to be stopped, before chaos becomes irreversible."

"You are right," said Steve. "Mankind cannot afford to let the USA go under. With
the return of the Ice Age on the horizon, mankind needs all the strong platforms its has
developed throughout history to face this existential challenge that no one has ever
mastered before. The whole world has to get together on this to win, bringing to it the
best it has. Anything less will be insufficient and be paramount to committing suicide."
"Love demands that we do this," said Ushi, and nodded while she spoke. "We have
to become the new leaders, Peter, because we, and that includes you too, with all of us,
have proven in all honesty to be qualified to take up the torch for enriching the world."
"People like me, you say?" I said quietly.
"Yes, Pete, the world needs beautiful souls that are honest enough to value the
Truth, no matter how great the challenge is, but it also needs you as a pioneer to set an
example for the nations. The nations must reach out across their borders and deal with
each other in a manner that enriches everyone around the world. Then, humanity will be
less inclined to follow the oligarchic demands and hack each other to pieces or stand
ready to drop atom bombs on one-another. Last night the New Age of Love was born,
Pete, the age of a commitment to Love. We must celebrate this momentous occasion."

Since the coffee had already been poured, Ushi uncovered the buns once more,
that Steve had bought. Steve covered them up again.
"We are not quite ready for the celebration," he said. He went up to his study again
and brought the old leather Bible down, the one he had asked me to read from, in the
night before. He handed the book to me. "Read the Second Book of Moses, Chapter
Twenty, verse fourteen. That's the verse about the marriage bond," he added. "Then
compare this to the perverted version in the next book, the Third Book of Moses - the
same chapter, but verse ten where it deals with the penalties for stepping across the
marriage boundary."
I started to read, "But Steve!" I said.
I was about to point out to him that we had gone through all of this the previous
night. Suddenly I noticed something we hadn't talked about.
"I think you have recognized the paradigm shift," Steve replied before I even
started to read. "I bet you hadn't seen this last night," he added.
I nodded slightly. "How could I have understood this then, the difference between
the marriage bond and the marriage boundary? That's the point that will save the world.
There is no valid boundary. What is important to the nations of the world is not their
boundary, but their bond with the whole of mankind. Boundaries divide. Bonds reflect
the lateral lattice where we live side by side, bound to each other by the light of Love and
the power of Principle. The gentle reality in the first version of the Decalogue focuses on
the bond. The cruel insanity centered on the boundaries and barriers, and penalties, enters

the scene as a perversion. Yes, both aspects are clearly reflected in the world. We
experienced that bond that the whole world could experience. The boundary is only
reflected in the oligarchic zoo, the royal zoo, in which the whole humanity is kept in
cages. The zoo stands in contrast with the freedom, that we have developed between us,
the freedom that reflects the bonds of Love."
"So, Peter, are you still struggling with that paradox?" Steve replied. "You were
puzzled last evening by the existence of a marriage bond without borders that shouldn't
be possible, but you have subsequently experienced it. Now you are faced with
something still larger and wider, but of the same type. Are you still puzzled, wondering
how this can be the actual reality in the world? You have experienced the very essence of
that universal bond already. It is boundless and ongoing in its still larger universal
unfolding. You have experienced a spark of it last night, when it kindled a light at the
very depth of your heart. You have experienced a spark of the reality of the universal
marriage of humanity, which is as deep and profound as anything is that is based on
Truth. Or can't you rationalize its universal unfolding yet, because the foundation on
which it rests has been pushed into the background in the world for thousands of years
and more? The whole world has experienced its isolation from reality, and experienced
the resulting tragedies in which millions of people have been killed. But this fantasyworld is ending, Peter. The fantasy-world of insanity is coming to a close. The social ice
age has passed, as far as I can see things. This beginning will reflect itself globally. You
will see huge changes in the world, because of what has been started here in this house.
The changes may not happen right away. They may take decades to unfold, but the first
and most difficult steps have been taken. Humanity as a whole will some day follow this
shift in focus, that we have started from the boundary to the bond."
"You make it all sound so simple," said Ushi to Steve, and smiled.
"Because it is simple," Steve defended himself. "We have generated the proof last
night, and I mean all three of us together. This shift has been set in motion. This much
has been proven. We are moving the world into a new direction. Also, what we have
proven is as effective as it is simple and beautiful. Of course it may take years to come to
full fruition, even decades for this to unfold scientifically, and the path may be beset with
agonies and failures, but the victory is in sight. A New Era is at hand."
"But we must also acknowledge that there is no inertia involved in mental
movements," said Ushi. "Mental movements can happen instantly. The flight of an idea
has no boundary and limit. The world can change in a day.
I had to grin. "Do you realize that we may be the only human beings on the planet,
who are saying this, and have experienced the essence of it at the same time?"
"Of course I realize this," Steve replied, and began to grin as I did. "Nevertheless,
what we have experienced cannot remain an isolated incident in time and space," he
added. "The movement is on towards the universal dimension of Love and of good, and
that gives us something tangible to celebrate, doesn't it? We have made a start. We have
moved beyond the breakout point. A movement has begun in the world."

"But can we really celebrate, with the still nagging question hanging in the air, of
how to heal the consequences of the circumcision that has darkened the life of several
billion people worldwide?" I interjected. "No war in history has left so many victims in
its wake, while so few efforts are being made to heal this scene of tragedy, a scene that
goes so deep that it affects in some way the whole world. Those three-quarter billion
victims, who had much of the sexual sensitivity surgically removed, have no means of
getting back what the masters of insanity have robbed them of. A major aspect that
should be a part of their living has become closed-off like a closed-off country, which
will always remain closed to them. No amount of healing can break that barrier, can it?"
"With the physical mutilation the victimized people have become dehumanized,"
Ushi agreed. "Historically, this was the point for doing it. The victims lost their natural
connection to one-another that is built into the biological platform of humanity. That's
still happening. In fact, the mutilation affects many other people in society who are
associated with the victims, and are victimized by them. I think the grand total adds up
into the billions of people. This means that billions of people have been added to the
ranks of slaves. So you are asking, how do we help the victims to free themselves? How
do we heal this scene, seeing that the biological mutilation is irreversible? Is such a
healing really possible? Do we have something to celebrate?" Ushi turned to Steve. "I
think you owe Peter a profound answer to that."
"How do we help the victims heal themselves?" I said and shook my head. "That's
quite a challenge."
Steve began to smile. "The answer to your question is easy, Peter. "The answer is,
there is no such thing as, them! You have asked an invalid question. The I or Us is one.
There is no, them! There is but one I or Us, not two isolated worlds. The universal
healing process begins with us, and it has already begun. Sure, what has been physically
cut off cannot be recovered. However, it is also a scientific fact that the physical biology
furnishes only a step in the chain of progression into the lateral reality, where all being
unfolds, where the harmonizing Spirit of the Universe cannot be removed, or be blocked,
or be denied. The full healing of the circumcision is therefore possible in Science, by
taking two steps at once. The natural biological setup prods us along to take one step,
urging us to recognize the Principle of the General Welfare as a necessary platform for
civilization. This works quite well on a natural basis. However, it involves also a slow
cultural process. Science, on the other hand, opens up a much more direct pathway. It
furnishes the same sense of close intimacy with one-another that the natural biology
encourages, and it provides a more secure basis for it. But most of all, it can take us
farther than what the natural biology inspires. After all, Life is spiritual. Living is a
spiritual process. The spiritual process is partially reflected in biological processes and
features, but it also takes us further than those. Since the outcome of it all is essentially
spiritual, the outcome is not really dependent on the biological functions, but is
dependent on spiritual functions that are immutable. If we become pioneers in developing
the spiritual steps on a scientific basis, we become pioneers of the third sex, of mankind's
advanced sex, of our spiritual sex, of the immutable sex. With that kind of development,
we revolutionize the world."

"I would say the process has already begun," said Ushi. "It is happening."
"But..." I interjected.
"No buts, Peter," said Ushi. "In the light of infinite Intelligence there is no night of
insanity possible. Infinite Mind cannot be unconscious and drift below its standard of
absolute sanity. Unconsciousness and insanity are not possible in the realm of infinite
Mind, or else the Universe would not exist. This defines also our world, even our human
world, and profoundly so."
Steve smiled again. "That's the assurance of good that you need to take home with
you, Peter," said Steve. "The reality is that this is already healing the world. It made your
experience here meaningful. If you take that home with you, your having been here
remains meaningful. Otherwise it might regress into nothing more than just a brief
holiday from insanity. But then it wouldn't furnish the necessary effects towards healing
the world that grow for evermore from their boundless basis, and thereby cause healing
without end."
Ushi grinned, and reached her hand out for a handshake. "On this path, the
unfolding glow of Love's full effulgence will now mark the footsteps of progress in your
life." She said this with our handshake still in progress. "What has happened here, and is
still happening, will never be lost to you if you take it home with you as a beginning. Isn't
that something profound? Isn't that something worth celebrating, continuously?"

Indeed, all of this was worth celebrating. They were both right on that.
Ushi uncovered the buns once more, as if to start the celebration in earnest, though
the aroma of freshly baked buns no longer filled the air. Nevertheless, the buns were still
slightly warm under their quilted covering.
"Heh, when, did you go shopping for these?" I asked Steve. "Did you go out this
morning before we got up?"
"How else can you get fresh buns," he replied, and laughed. "Well, they aren't
fresh anymore. Anyway, consider this to be my contribution for the celebration. By the
way, let me tell you, your Micra runs beautifully. I tried it out this morning."

Unfortunately, Steve's mentioning of the Micra, reminded me that I wasn't in
Leipzig on a social trip.
"What about the prisoner exchange?" I asked Ushi.
"How about Thursday at twelve o'clock? Would that suit you?" Ushi replied.

"That's fine," I said surprised. Was this all there was to it?
"Where shall we meet?" I asked.
"Why don't you meet in front of the Brandenburg Gate?" Steve suggested. "And I
mean on the eastern side of course. The West wants something from us, so it has to come
to our side to get it. That's expected. That's in the rules book, isn't it?" he said to me.
"And what does it say in your personal rules book?" I asked Steve.
"In my personal rules book there is no exchange required. If you want to enrich
one-another, and this builds trust, then you simply do it."
"That would never work in politics, Steve."
"Sure it would. In fact, it will work if you give yourself a chance to prove it. It
would even put you diplomats out of business, and free up your talents for more
productive engagements. And let me tell you, it would work better that way. Trust and
honor are the only diplomacy that really works. Today's diplomatic haggling is only
needed, because there is no trust, and even less honor in the world. Some day this
haggling will end. For now, of course, the haggling is king and rules the diplomatic
scene; your scene that is."
"I suppose, there's nothing in the official rules book," said Ushi, "which says we
can't conclude this ugly business with a handshake, although without a kiss."
"A simple handshake can sometimes say more," I suggested.
She agreed.
"Nor is there anything in the rules book which says that the bond of Love that is
now forged between us, must be severed at the moment that this business ends," I replied.
Steve laughed again. "Did you hear that?" he said to Ushi. Steve put his hand on
my shoulder. "My dear friend," he added with a grin, "you just acknowledged the fact
that you are indeed a member of this house and are involved in a double marriage, as it
were, and you didn't even complain that this is illogical. You came up with this
conclusion yourself. I am proud of you."
Ushi approved Steve's comment with a kiss for both of us, and a hug.
"Still, there is one more thing I meant to ask you," Ushi said to me afterwards.
"Tell me, why is Washington so eager to exchange a top-notch spy, like Klaus Huebner,
for a second rate fumbler, like Leroy? I'm sure you're aware that the two aren't in the
same league."
"Maybe your man is as worn out as a spy, as Leroy now is?" I suggested. "Besides,
those criteria are really quite inconsequential in the overall scheme. Maybe the West will

give you your man back as a double agent. So, be careful, please. Personally, I have this
gut feeling that Leroy has seen evidence of the strategic preparations in the East that have
apparently been going on for some time under the Ogarkov Plan. It might be that the
West wants Leroy back for that. This may be the reason why they send a greenhorn, like
me, to make the arrangements. By sending someone with a low profile, the whole
exchange is given a low profile too, so that nothing can go wrong by stirred up
suspicions."
"Why are you telling me this then?" Ushi asked surprised. "If things are as you
say, doesn't your telling me make you a traitor?"
"Why shouldn't I tell you what is already obvious?" I said to her. "As far as I see
things, whatever happens in this exchange is totally inconsequential to either government.
It doesn't really matter whether or not Leroy reports whatever it is he might know about
the preparation phase of the Ogarkov Plan. Should the situation ever arise for which such
knowledge may be critical, humanity is doomed no matter what. Then, nothing in the
world will save our existence, yours and mine. So, the way I see it, it doesn't matter
whether the USA receives the knowledge it seeks, or whether it does not. The only
persons in the world who will be affected by what happens regarding the exchange, are
Leroy and Klaus, personally. The rest is inconsequential."
Steve and Ushi both agreed with the assessment. So it was confirmed, that the
exchange would go ahead.
"If only Leroy knew what a senseless effort he has devoted his life to," said Ushi.
"Don't tell him that," I suggested, "this would destroy his pride and self-esteem. He
must come to this conclusion himself, if indeed, he ever will."

After our rather long-extended breakfast, Steve and Ushi both came downstairs to
the car with me to see me off. There, on the street, we said our good bye to one-another
with an embrace, a smile, and a kiss.

"Will we see each other again?" I asked Steve.
Steve grinned, "Of course we will. How can we avoid it? We, who dare to dance at
the pinnacle of the world will never be far away from each other. This keeps us close.
Just remember it is not what we get out of loving, that makes our life richer, but what we
pour into it from the riches of our humanity. There Love shines as a great light. The
loving that we honestly develop for ourselves as we recognize ourselves as human
beings, and which we thereby develop for each other in the same context, alone makes us
rich. And this cannot fail. Nor can it ever be taken from us."

He reached his hand out for a final handshake. "Not many people would agree with
us on this point," he added. "Who ever said to you, that it is only what we pour into our
loving, makes us richer, rather than what we seek from it? Do you know anyone who said
this to you?"
I shook my head.
"But it is inevitable, don't you think, as an aspect of the Truth? This is our bond.
Most people have their hearts focused on getting, and getting, and getting, but no joy is
found there of the type that we have experienced here. Once you have experienced that
joy, you will never be without it, Peter. That is why concert artists give encores. They
give their best for several hours in a concert, and out of the joy of giving they are moved
to make one final gesture to give more. It is, as if they are saying, this cannot end, and
this must not end. That's the nature of Love, Soul, and Truth, they cannot end, because
the Universe does not end. And so they will never stop enriching us if we are honest
enough with ourselves to embrace them."
"Now add something really profound," said Ushi to Steve.
"What more is there to say?" said Steve. "The omnipresence of Soul, the
omniscience of Truth, and the omnipotence of Love, as a single triad define the reality of
our being, and bring us into the lateral domain where their reality is coming to Light.
That's the top off the scale. That's our native playground. In this realm we will meet again
and again and remain at one. Remember this, my friend."
Ushi nodded. "But what is more profound than that?" she said to Steve.
Steve paused for a moment. While he was reaching his hand out to me once more,
Steve's face suddenly changed. His smile faded. His expression became more serious.
"You must remember that your life has indeed changed, my friend," he said. "From this
day on you can never return to the middle ground that Mary called the moral domain,
which is the boundary between two opposites, the boundary between the sanity that
unfolds in Science, and the insanity that is reflected in fantasies that are but empty voids
without Principle. The zero-level, the in-between state, may be termed the unconscious
state, where the majority of the world is presently fast asleep, and is in grave danger of
sliding to hell. Life is dynamic, Pete. Life never stops growing, and unfolding, and
progressing. You don't want to be at the zero-state anymore. Life is not a steady state
existence, like being asleep on middle ground. That's impossible for you now. And that's
healthy. A tree either grows, or when this stops growing, decays. That's life. You can't go
back to a position that you've outgrown. The middle ground is closed to you. But why
would you want to go back? The middle ground is lifeless and precarious. As I said
before, the middle ground is what Mary calls the 'moral' domain, whatever that means,
where nothing active towards any great good is happening. Indeed, that's what enables
wars, which are always hailed as moral and necessary. In the world the moral ground is
hailed as an ideal to strife for, because it is better than hell. In scientific terms, however,
it is the minimal starting point. It is the transitional ground in thinking that one will want
to get away from as fast as possible, to higher ground. I think we have stepped beyond

the middle ground. We are no longer scientifically infantile, or even asleep, far from it.
Anyone who falls asleep on middle ground is liable to slip quietly into the world of
insanity. That goes for individuals as for nations. That is what humanity is collapsing into
right now. We don't want to be there. It's hell being trapped in the lower vertical model,
the model of the fantasies of insanity, the model of war, of empire waging war against
civilization. This is the model of the sewer and of all that is destructive and fascist in
nature. Living there would destroy you. You want to be at the leading edge of Science,
where you are save and where the gateway opens to Truth. Of course, the leading edge is
dangerous too, it takes you into a new uncharted world, and you can slip there. Also, if
you crash the gate in leaps and bounds before you learn to walk in the New World, you
can get into a mess that can ruin your whole life. I think you will likely soon find this out,
because you will be tempted to crash the gate. You will invariably find, though, that in
this New World, the Science that you understand, becomes your security, because it is the
Science of Love, Soul, and Truth. And so I must say it again, and don't you ever forget
this, that the most basic element in the Universe, without which nothing would exist, is
Intelligence, and this Intelligence, which I call the great 'IS,' is Love, Soul, and Truth.
The all-harmonizing Spirit of Intelligence is Love. In Love we find Truth. And so, in
loving without bounds, we find ourselves in the intimacy of Soul, because the great 'IS' is
also the 'Us.' In loving, we celebrate Love; we celebrate one-another; we celebrate Truth;
and in so doing we celebrate the great 'IS' that we are a part of."
"That is why you can never be truly alone," said Ushi to me. "Of course you may
also find yourself often feeling quite alone at the leading edge of Science. When this
happens remember this day, Peter. Remember what happened here, because something
profound has happened here that even Steve has so far failed to acknowledge. That is
why I asked Steve to say something really profound. Steve has failed to acknowledge that
the key-element, the one vital element that enabled everything that happened last night,
had been the gently unfolding homosexual relationship that has developed between Steve
and you. It started when you met Steve in his office. You have both missed to recognize
this, because what we include into sex is too narrowly confined in the conventional sense.
You are two beautiful men in Love with each other, just as you both are in Love with me.
The peace of the world rests on the foundation of universal homosexual relationships and
the power for good that comes to light with it. We have begun to experience this power.
Without it, nothing would likely have happened last night."
Steve smiled and began to grin, and then nodded. He said that this is so, because
Science puts one in direct opposition to the whole world that is asleep on middle ground,
which society calls moral. Your living at the leading edge will pose huge challenges, my
friend," said Steve. "Don't let this discourage you, because it opens up a brighter horizon
than you ever dreamed of. The reality is that the human being is a scientific being,
without exception, and therefore a truthful being."
Steve turned to Ushi. "We need to encourage people to wake up to that fact.
Intelligence is expressed in Science, in the discovery of Truth."
He turned back to me. "The closer you come to the leading edge, the more
amazing life becomes as the kaleidoscope then turns with evermore bewildering speed.

Allow yourself to move with it and to bring others along. This opens the most exciting
world for you that you can be in, Peter. This never ends. This never becomes boring. This
never ceases to reward you. This never gives you a chance to fall asleep. This is the
manner in which your life has now changed. It has become a challenge that grips you,
and will never let you go. I can promise you this. Whenever you move forward with it
you will celebrate this unfolding more and more. It promises to become an inner
renaissance without end."

Steve said these last words with a firm handshake that eventually gave way to a
final embrace by all of us, of one-another, exchanging a few last kisses. In the resulting
bewilderment I got into the car and started to drive. We waved to each other as I drove
away. I waved vigorously as if we would never see each other again. Still, I appreciated
Steve's thoughts and gestures, and Ushi's outpouring loving, which I was sure I would
never forget. That outpouring of her loving was totally logical. Nevertheless, I also feared
that the great physical and political distance between our two countries seemed to make it
unlikely that we would ever meet again in person. This feeling soon increased into a
gnawing pain.

An hour later, after checking out of my motel by the highway, I was on the
autobahn again, driving north towards Berlin. The weather had turned windy by then. The
sky had become overcast. It reflected my feeling. The world was not as bright anymore.
Later, by the time I crossed the border that kept the two sectors of Germany apart, the sky
had become dark and the air outright cold. It was eerie how the weather matched the
mood I was in.

I checked into the newest hotel in West Berlin. Some said it was built with a
government subsidy in anticipation of Berlin becoming the capital again. This was
probably merely a rumor. The rumors might have surfaced, because the new place was an
outstanding hotel. But strangely, all of the pomp meant nothing to me anymore. I checked
in, and had a quick bite to eat there, and then I took a long stroll down Kurfuerstendamm.
There was a lot of laughter on the sidewalks. I found the laughter hollow, and the gaiety
plastic, against the superlatives I had just experienced. Everything seemed tinny and out
of proportion; the minefields, the tanks, the artificial living, when compared with Ushi's
smiles, Steve's understanding of Science, and this wonderful crazy beach, where so much
had been started that had culminated into a night of enveloping one-another in Love in a
sparkling of joy. All that now stood in stark contrast to the shallow laughter that seemed
to mock what I had experienced. That shallow laughter even mocked the military reality
that I had witnessed myself, of a nation divided by a failure of diplomacy, enforced with
the power of tanks and many tens of thousands of soldiers.

In the mood that I was in, I had no appetite for a fancy dinner when the time for
dinner came. A stop at McDonalds sufficed. I walked on from there. The East was still
too much on my mind.
How can anyone resolve such a puzzle as I had seen and experienced, of stark
contrasts: tanks, smiles, machine-guns, and boundless freedom? I had experienced them
all. Even the Ogarkov Plan was real up to that point. It was unfolding as an instrument
staged for destruction. The question of what was ultimately real weighed heavily on my
soul.

On the way back to the hotel at midnight, I stopped briefly at a bar for a nightcap. I
pitied the people there, businessmen in fine suits talking about revenue growth and
takeover options. They were blind fools. They were oblivious to the fact that the rug was
being pulled out from under their feet by their own actions.
In the far corner I noticed a group of young people, all of them drunk. They were
making obscene remarks about the struggles in America and its faltering Star Wars effort,
mocking the very ideals that had for so long protected their freedom. Could they imagine
the world without the humanist ideals that the USA had once embodied and its pioneers
had established as a new renaissance-platform for mankind? Could they imagine the
world without the USA existing in it as a leading edge nation that remained, in spite of its
many acts of folly, still a viable economic, technological, and scientific force? I
wondered how these arrogant drunks would react if the USA were to collapse, and the
Soviets would stand in the market square the next day and be calling the tune. Would
they still rant against the Soviets in like manner? If they did they wouldn't last long.
Would they fight the Soviets in the streets, like the Mujahideen did? Not likely. Those
who are drunk with baseless fantasies are functionally insane. Or would they have the
wisdom to step beyond politics, onto a platform of universal autonomy and cooperation
for the common good, where political concerns are secondary, where life makes its own
demands for its own reasons and its own rewards? For them to latch on to this possibility
seemed even more remote.
I shuddered when I realized that no one in the bar, except possibly the bartender,
who looked like a bright chap, would ever consider a political integration with the Soviet
Empire as an option. The rest were drunk with a false sense of security, living as pawns
in the New World Order Empire, whose instigators had created the Communist Empire in
the first place, as a means for destroying Russia, as some historians suggest. The people
in the bar seemed like a woman opening the door to an approaching rapist, expecting that
nothing would happen. I figured that someone like Steve would be able to handle
situations like these, but none of them would. Steve stood out against them like a giant.
They would have no defense. They would be raped. Or it could be worse. The Soviet
Union could disintegrate as Steve had alluded to, so that the West would take over this
still somewhat unspoiled country and loot its remaining riches, and then loot the rest of
the world. There would be no counter-balance then remaining in the West, against the
masters of empire driving their war forward, towards them becoming a World Empire,

which they have long coveted as a means for enslaving the entire world. Then those who
raved against the Americans today would have no protection at all and fare far worse. I
left the bar in disgust and went on.

Later that night, when I was already in bed and asleep, something precious and
magical was unfolding that seemed totally out of place. I awoke in the middle of the
night, and I wasn't dreaming this. The beautiful sense of Love from the night before
suddenly resurfaced. Even the sexual element of it did. A sexual arousal erupted that
lasted for hours. It didn't climax. It didn't fade. I could see Ushi before me; her face, her
smile, her gentle figure; I could feel her touch. Had she become imprinted in my mind?
Or had the threads of love become pathways for a spiritual communication that now
traversed the distance, crossed the land, and ignored the borders? I could feel her touch
and her arousing me all through the next day. Wherever I was, I felt her presence. I felt
her presence strongly, and beautifully, and satisfyingly.

Sadly, as the days passed, overshadowed by the life in the West, those deep issues
that had linked us in the East, became gray again and faded. The deep issues became
remote and evermore unrelated to the conventional life in the cold world of politics and
diplomacy, far from Love, as if Love had been banished by protocol, as it had been in the
days of Thomas Hobbes. Only on the day when I met Ushi again, as we had arranged, her
impact on me surged back again.

We met precisely at noon that day. This was our last official meeting. We both had
brought our man, each with a guard. To my great surprise I noticed Steve standing in the
background. He remained in the background and smiled and waved. We waved to each
other. I was amazed that he had come all the way to Berlin for this final farewell. It
probably hadn't been easy for him to cancel all his lectures for the day. In this sense, I felt
as flattered by Steve's gesture, just as I felt overwhelmed by seeing Ushi again. But with
it, the thought gently emerged that this is how the New World would be that we had
already begun to establish.

The occasion of the prisoner exchange was also the first time that I had actually
seen Leroy in person. I could identify him by pictures from the CIA file that I carried. No
doubt it was Leroy at Ushi's side. I gave the signal for the guards to swap the prisoners. I
had merely glanced at the East German spy, who stood beside me, still being held by his
guard. He was a heavy man with a face as cold as iron. Ushi was right; Leroy wasn't in
the same league with him by a long shot. Leroy was too human for that, in spite of all his
faults. Of course this is not what Ushi had meant when she made the comparison. I
glanced at my man, and nodded. I glanced at her, and then looked straight at her. I felt

she would agree with me on that count. Ushi didn't speak to the man, after the exchange
was made, the handcuffs were removed, and he was handed over into her care.

As we had agreed, the prisoner exchange was sealed with a handshake. Ushi had
been right. This would have been a poor place for a kiss. Still, she noticed that I longed to
seal this ending with a kiss. We smiled at each other. Then she looked away. Her hand
trembled before I reached for it. She said something as we shook hands, which the others
will probably never figure out. "Freedom is fidelity to yourself. Freedom begins with
your loving yourself, and is not found in an attachment to me or anyone, because there is
but one I or Us."
She added that the world is wide with opportunities for endless celebration, and is
full of beautiful people. "People are beautiful," she said. "Open your eyes and your heart
to them. Open them as wide as the horizons are on the seashores. Let this view beautify
your life in your garden of Love, and have a happy forever sacrament, Peter." She smiled
as she said this.
In the final moment, while the handcuffs were removed from the prisoners, she
grinned, and as if to defy convention, contrary to what had seemed rational just a minute
earlier, she kissed me -- we kissed gently and unhurriedly, and came away from it with a
great big smile. Rationality had changed. Our world had changed.
I was searching for a proper thing to say, but couldn't find the right words for such
an occasion. I said quietly, "thank you dearest." I don't know if she heard those last
words. She had already turned back by then. That's when I remembered Helen's censure.
"Dearest is an impossibility unless it is understood in the absolute sense." Evidently that
is how I saw Ushi now. "Thank you dearest," I repeated in a much louder tone.
She looked back. We waved to each other one final time before she receded in the
distance hand in hand with Steve, and with my ex-prisoner walking free at her side.

This joyous farewell proved Steve right once again. It was plain to see at this
moment that my appreciation for her had become a celebration, a celebration in the
Temple of Life by which this parting became the richest part of our fare well at the
Brandenburg Gate.
I suddenly realized too, that this celebration might never go away or loose its
richness, if I did care to keep it precious and protected from the flow of the world that
was after all infinitely distant from what we had shared. And so my world had changed
indeed, as Steve had predicted. While the light that we had celebrated in the Temple
together, might become hidden behind the cares of the world, I realized with joy that it
would never become lost again. This realization caused a beautiful feeling. I recognized
that the distance that would soon separate us across a vast ocean would never erase our
being in Love with each other, for the Love that 'IS,' is the same wherever we are. It is an

element of the Sublime that as Steve had said in so many ways, is reflected in our
humanity and in our world and is as natural to living as is the air that we breathe. As Ushi
had said, our loving might even find its reflection in the unfolding of new manifests of
Love in our unending flow of celebrating the Sublime in the Temple of the light of Love.
Thus Love itself had become the essence of her; a light that had illumined our last
moments and had filled our meeting with more than affection and caring. It had filled it
with a deeply honest expression of universal Love. This light had now become my light.
It had become implanted deep into the soul, to remain secure there, intermingling with
my own light of Love. In this light we would always be one.

Leroy apparently didn't notice what had gone on between us and had affected me
so deeply. Or he didn't let on. He was exuberant about his own experience of being free
from incarceration, and he had a perfect right to be that. After all, he was the
unquestioned hero of the hour. He was the cause of my being there in the first place.
The first thing, though, that he demanded as a free man in the Free World, was to
go bowling, which he later modified to seeing a burlesque show. He also had some words
to say about my Micra, in which I drove him to the hotel. He took a limousine the next
morning to the airport, in disgust. I guess he wanted to ride in style.
He was ordered to Key West for debriefing by Navy intelligence. I had to laugh at
the idea. What did the Navy imagine they could learn from him? I had to smile at the
senseless effort. Also Key West certainly wasn't the kind of town where Leroy would
love to be, after coming out of prison. Key West wasn't Vegas. It never would be.

For me, Leroy's departure marked the end of a bewildering mission. Humbled as
never before, I drove back to Bonn. I turned the Micra in, and boarded the bus to
Frankfurt without even checking in at the embassy. Five hours later I was on my way
back to Washington, DC. But while the plane was still in the air, new orders were written
for me too that sent me likewise to Key West for a joint de-briefing with Leroy. I had
graciously been given a few days to get there, enough time so that I could drive. My boss
knew that Sylvia didn't like flying.

As it turned out, Sylvia didn't want to come along anyway, in the heat of midsummer. So I set out on the journey alone.
In a way, I was looking forward to being alone on this trip to Key West. The
driving would give me time to think, time to put the pieces together that I had found in
East Germany. Only this was not to be. I had hardly left Pittsburgh when the next puzzle
emerged, named Heather.

Heather was so much different than Ushi, from a different world, with different
needs, and yet her effect on me was equally as powerful, but in a different way. Was this
what Ushi had meant when she said that the world is full of beautiful people? Ushi had
said, "Peter, open your eyes and your heart, as wide as the horizons on the seashores of
the world, and let their beauty beautify your life in your garden of Love."
It appears that Ushi was right. The light of our life, is Love. Heather reflected that
light. She reflected the same light that had enveloped Ushi and me just days earlier. In
this new, great, universal light of loving, I was gradually able to embrace Heather
unreservedly.

I shall never forget our first dinner together on the day I met Heather. This dinner
turned out to be a feast in more ways than one, at the Steak Loft in Elizabeth City. I felt
something that evening that I hadn't experienced before, either with Ushi or Sylvia, or
with anyone else. My time with Ushi had been a period of tremendous freedoms set in a
kaleidoscope of amazing superlatives. It certainly had left its mark. But its mark was just
another beginning. I had learned to feel and see things I hadn't looked for in the past.
Everything about East Germany seemed as if it had been unreal, though it was real. The
peace that I found at the beach in Leipzig, and later through Steve's approach to living,
and the wonderful freedom that I found with Ushi, were all as far out of proportion with
the conventional world as their country's huge defense effort was in the political sense,
though this defense effort safeguarded the country's tiny border that protected Steve and
Ushi's precious sanctuary. That sanctuary, too, was real.
The eastern kaleidoscope of superlatives that I had experienced, of course, wasn't a
part of my new situation with Heather. It wasn't anything like it by any stretch of the
imagination. It was different in form. Still it became enveloped in the same light. It
unfolded with a different kind of celebration in the Temple of the light of Love. It also
expressed the Sublime in its own way by which it was just as beautiful. And how could it
not be? The Love that enveloped Heather and I, was the same Love. It became 'our' Love
too. Nor would this expanding celebration likely ever end, as I began to recognize its
nature as Principle, by which it was destined to unfold anew in many different ways.
As expected, my being in Love with Heather became as rich and exciting and
bright, as the nature of Love is, and could possibly be.

Being with Heather had started out totally normal, except for the powerful way in
which she was touching me deep inside. And in this, too, Steve proved to be right. I shall
never forget Steve's last admonitions before I drove away in Leipzig, when he said that it
is our own loving that makes us rich. Nothing else matters. So it had been during my first
evening with Heather. Those riches that Erica and Helen had nurtured in my heart, and
later Ushi and Steve had brought out more fully, all came alive again with a new glow

that began to stand on its own ground, with its own substance, unaided, with Love
becoming reflected in its boundless ways.
From the moment that I had seen Heather that night in the lobby, before our dinner
at the Steak Loft, I had felt so proud just to be with her. As we left that night arm in arm I
felt as though I was a fairy tale prince going to a banquet with the loveliest princess of all
the lands. I felt so incredibly richly blessed. But as Steve had said, all this rich elation
was really the result of the unfolding of my being in Love with myself that was
overflowing into a loving for her, by my appreciation of the beauty of her beautiful
nature, the substance of which was anchored in our common universal Soul. It nourished
my appreciation of her smiles.

Somehow it didn't seem to matter to me that evening, how our day together would
end. I felt incredibly rich that evening at the Steak Loft, moment by moment. Actually, I
had convinced myself right from the start that she would more likely fall in Love with
Tony, the dashing, well-mannered gentleman, rather than with me. It hadn't dawned on
me until near the end of the evening, that she was moved by the same gentle feeling
towards me by which I was moved towards her. So it was, as Steve had said, that our own
loving, or own celebration of the light in the Temple for expressing the Sublime, had
made us rich in our own inner world, and thereby rich towards each other. The rest,
eventually, unfolded as a response from that.
Of course, I didn't realize this then in Elizabeth City. I wasn't aware that this new
being in Love was the natural continuation of an awakening that had begun with a spark
that Erica had lit up and Helen had nurtured and made brighter, and Ushi and Steve had
fully turned into a light. It took me a few days of waking up before I realized that my
feelings for Heather had logically grown out of the culmination of those complexities that
had opened up a horizon of great freedoms. The culmination became something great,
that I had been drawn into. In a sense it had been a gift, because it had developed over a
lifetime for Ushi and Steve, through Steve's research and Ushi's experiences. Their
accomplished work had uplifted my life almost explosively into a realm that had been
hard won by them. Their achievements of a lifetime had been handed to me compressed
into the timeframe of just two single days. Still I found their great gift uplifting my life in
the continuation of the same bewildering unfolding with which it all began.

The freedom that I felt in loving Heather gently unfolded from all that had gone on
before. It reflected to the last day what I had experienced in East Germany, behind the
Iron Curtain. Our being in Love together in this new setting, had become the continuation
of the turning of the kaleidoscope, though of a different sort. I wasn't surprised therefore
that its bewilderment turned out to be just as beautiful, never frightening. If Steve had
predicted this, I might have laughed.

Only much later, near the end of my trip to Key West, while returning home to the
conventional world, had the magic of Love suddenly dimmed, as it became
overshadowed by my marriage to Sylvia that appeared evermore ominous on the horizon,
the closer we came to Pittsburgh. It imposed an insurmountable impasse for both Heather
and I, no matter how daringly we had crossed the threshold into the New World where
the Old World is conspicuously absent. Nevertheless, the Old World had imposed its kind
of barrier that neither of us could deal with. Unfortunately, Steve was too far away to
help resolve the paradox this time.
Maybe I should have found a way to resolve the impasse. Certainly, Heather
couldn't have resolved it on her own. She was a fragile, delicate, beautiful person, who
had been hurt too many times. She was not the secure 'giants' that Steve and Ushi were.
Nevertheless, Heather was one of those rare people whose sensitivities towards life hadn't
grown dull with the pressures of great trials. However, this proved to be not enough to
meet the now greater and still unfolding challenge. She came into my life like the
Morning Star. But every star tends to fade in the heat of the day. Unfortunately, I hadn't
learned then to realize that a star is also a sun, which can never truly be lost. I loved that
analogy later and grew fond of the sparkle of its promise.

Obviously it is an understatement to say that I felt a great sadness at the day when
Heather left. My problem was that I lacked Steve's logic, his conviction, his dedication to
Principle, and his deeply established insight that had supported the freedom that I had
been privileged to experience there with him and Ushi as we lived quietly hidden out of
sight behind the Iron Curtain. I had experienced their achievements, not my own, which
had supported the freedom we had so easily established between us. They had carried me.
Now I was on my own. I had benefited from what they had created. Now I faced the task
of stepping deeper into the New World by the imperatives of my own insight, and
become the creator of my own New World, which still had to be built step by step.

Oh, indeed, Heather had no option open to her, except to leave on the very last
morning of our return trip from Key West. She chose to do this at the Sand Castle. She
must have sensed that there was something spiritually lacking between us that stood
between us as a barrier. Something vital wasn't on the horizon that would have kept us
together if we have had it in our grasp.
Maybe this missing element had already existed. It might have existed even then,
and had been within my grasp, if I had been alert enough to look for it. But as people say,
"Go hitch your wagon upon a star." I had found this to be bad advice, even self-defeating.
I had allowed Steve to be my star, and to move and guide me. It suddenly dawned on me
on the day Heather left, that I had to be that star myself and become my own sun. I
realized this bitterly on the day when the impasse arose. But regret always comes far too
late. Sure enough, one can ride on the coat tails of someone who has achieved great
things, as I had done, but this is not the pathway to freedom. It only gets one past the

front gate. I recognized that one can't move ahead, except with what one has been able to
create for oneself. Steve and Ushi had provided an exciting example of what can be
achieved, and had offered an insight into the principles that their achievements rested on,
but they could never spare me, or anyone else, the necessary footsteps by which alone the
achievements are wrought. I realized suddenly that I hadn't even begun to make a
concerted effort in that direction. I had demanded the fruits of advanced experiences for
which no basis yet existed in my own perception and scientific unfolding.

I now laugh at myself, when I consider the platform that my days with Heather had
been built on. There was nothing there that would have supported us through the coming
trials, if our paths had not parted as they did at the Sand Castle. The words that Ushi had
spoken at the Brandenburg Gate, didn't seem to fit then into this scene, so far apart had
been our two worlds in this regard.

I felt later, that Heather had been the more sensible of us two, if not the stronger
and wiser. We had come to an impasse, and somehow she had managed to pull herself
out of it. Our movement together at the leading edge had been tremendous, filled with all
the promising brightness of Life and Love. But we came to an impasse that is inevitable
when the resources have not been put in place for moving forward. I remembered, as
Steve had pointed out, that this is the challenge the whole of mankind is facing, with the
return of the Ice Age on the horizon, except for mankind the option doesn't exist to walk
away from the challenge on the last day. We can't simply leave the Earth. We have no
place to go to.
Maybe Heather and I had an excuse. Maybe we had lacked the time to develop the
needed resources. We only had a few days. On the other hand, the whole world hadn't
developed the inner resources in thousands of years that are needed to enable it to build
the infrastructures that it requires to exist in the coming Ice Age.

As the weeks and months passed, I admired Heather more and more, for her being
able to win her struggle by resorting to the only path that had remained open to her in her
situation, even if this path was ultimately insufficient in the larger context. But at least,
she had moved forward. I felt, in reading her letter years later that she had become freer
than she ever had been before. Maybe her freedom to do this might have had something
to do with the light of Love that had filled those few days that we had together. I felt, as
Steve had predicted about me, that she would likely never step back into that Old World
again that she had outgrown. Maybe, herein lies the hope of the world.

As the time passed the sadness that I had felt about her leaving me, became
displaced by a sense of joy for having met her at all. I felt more and more enriched by

her, and gratefully so, even by being grateful that she exists, and is a part of our world
and its challenges and its wonders. I realized, that I too wouldn't likely ever be stepping
back onto the small platform, the small world, where she, and people like her, would not
be welcome, and where people are not really satisfied for that reason. I felt, that in some
small way, Heather and I had helped each other to open our own portals to celebrating the
Sublime.

So, as time passed further, I began to see her evermore as the bright star in the
morning sky that precedes the rising sun. I realized that we would never be standing still
or be slipping backwards, but would reach out in our own way for the sunshine that is
reflected in all of us, which we would find more and more of, and find ways of moving
forward with. I felt that our meeting in time, as brief as it had been, had opened the gates
to a New Life for both of us, that no person or circumstance would ever close again.
With this realization emerged a great joy. I realized that I would always treasure
her now in that manner. She had appeared out of nowhere, a lone star that had
emblazoned the night, that neither of us had been able to deal with, to become the
Morning Star, a star that remains in the heavens heralding the coming day.

Postscript - 2009
In writing fiction, the real world and the fictional world become easily interwoven, so
that the real world appears fictional, and the fictional real, which actually happens
frequently in life. The problem that one encounters in exploring the future is that the
conventional yardsticks are of little use for such an exploration, as many of them are built
on perceptions that are not rooted in anything real. The only yardstick that one can trust,
is that defined by verifiable universal principles and by experiences when these principles
have been productively applied. On this path, much of what is deemed fact and fiction in
today's world, will likely become reversed as reality comes clearer into view. The novel
is designed to open the door to that.
For example, one incidence where fact and fiction appear reversed in the novel, is
found in the chapter, "The Ogarkov Plan." The Ogarkov Plan appears so impossibly
unlikely, as it is presented, that one would dismiss it as fictional. Nevertheless, it was
deadly real during the end phase of the Soviet era, in which the novel is located in the
historic context. The Ogarkov Plan was designed for winning a nuclear war against the
West. According to various reports, the preparations for implementing the plan, or
variations of it, were far advanced during the final years of the Soviet Union. The
collapse of the Soviet Union, therefore, might have saved our life.
Nuclear war seems fictional in today's age. What government would contemplate
plans that risk the destruction of several hundred million people in order to prop up a
dying political system? Unbelievable as such an exposure may seem, it was the reality of
the world when the series of novels was begun, and to some degree it continues to be so.
The precarious situation that we find ourselves in, in today's world, may likely remain
precarious for some time into the future, because the principles for the needed solutions
appear totally fictional in the light of today's conventions, while the forces that move us
closer towards an ever-greater crisis, appear almost unavoidable. That's the kind of
inversion of reality that shapes our world. This is also the kind of inversion that has so far
kept us from even contemplating viable solutions to our problems. Thus the problems
continue, as the fiction that is standing behind them, continues.
In this context the current world-financial crisis, housing crisis, unemployment crisis,
and so on, all fall into the category of a grand inversion of what is actually real in terms
of the nature and potential of the human being, and human society, which the novel
gently brings to light. Much of what has become a crisis in today's world had barely
begun to unfold at the time when the series of novels was started. The series grew larger
as the crisis expanded. The series became a series of twelve volumes over the course of
twenty years, while the trend in the real world appeared increasingly fictional in nature,
with reality drifting fast out of sight. "In Lies We Trust!" read the banners now, and not
only in the political arena. For this reason, the archaic term, lye, is being used to refer to
an intentional untruth, because the term 'lye' is also the name for a highly corrosive
chemical. Lies have an extremely corrosive effect in relationships all across the board,
from personal relationships to the relationships between nations, and also in the sciences.
In the shadow of the banners, "In Lies We Trust," one sees, for example, a growing

insistence in society to cling to long standing lies in perception that have created the great
crises that society suffers from, and is trying to solve without correcting the lies. Such a
process is by its very nature built on fiction.
One such fiction is, that wealth is being created for society by clever financial stealing
from one another, even as nothing is being produced in the process that increases the
actual wealth of society, and with it its creative and productive power.
Work on the series, ‘The Lodging for the Rose’, was begun during the height of the
Cold War era, when over 65,000 nuclear weapons hung over our head, and no
technological defenses existed against them. This insanity seems fictional now, but it was
real. This was also the time when the world-financial system began to disintegrate
evermore rapidly, even while the nuclear doomsday clock had been advanced to just
minutes before midnight. The series of novels was launched at this time to explore how
society can survive in the long run in a world brimming with indefensible monsterweapons, weapons that are used for terror, amidst a growing storm of financial and
economic insanity that became evermore centered on processes for looting the world in
countless monetarist games.
The series of novels was written hastily to counter this trend. It is still being updated
occasionally, as the collapse of sanity deepens, or as advanced healing breakthroughs are
being developed. While writing the series, it became apparent that a number of existential
threats emerged that are actually more severe than nuclear war, but which are largely
being covered up, and thereby being ignored.
The greatest of these threats, evidently, is the potentially near return of the Ice Age in
its long cycles that have been a regular feature on Earth for the last two million years,
occurring with near clockwork regularity. The world cries fiction here, singing the songs
of global warming instead, which in real terms is total fiction, and badly written fiction at
that, as the lies are shining through. But for now, in this case too, fact and fiction remain
reversed, including the fiction that mankind won't be affected when the resuming Ice Age
cycle disables most of the world's agriculture on which mankind's existence depends.
While society has it in its grasp to create the technological and economic infrastructures
that would enable it to face the coming Ice Age unharmed, with much of the global food
being produced in indoor facilities, today's trend takes it evermore distant from even
contemplating the building of such infrastructures, not to mention solving all those other
'little' problems along the way, like expanding war, global looting, and the ongoing
economic and social collapse.
What we see in the world today is often seen in fiction, where the nagging
fundamental problems are ignored in the pursuit of dreams, games of power, insane
perception, and so on, while the foundation for living in a human world, disintegrates.
The challenges that we face in this context are immense, even while society is
increasingly becoming a "little people" as the German poet Friedrich Schiller has put it.
One reader of the novel presented here, commented on the story of the novel, by pointing
out in respect to the challenges that the novel is posing, that the kinds of people that the
stories are about, do not actually exist on the planet. Here the individual reader is facing

the question of whether the quality in humanity is unattainable, and is thereby fictional,
which is required to secure its existence in the face of the increasing immense existential
threats, of which nuclear war and the impending return of the Ice Age, are but examples.
We face a challenge here that requires us to dig deep to the very heart of our
humanity, in order to find the strength to meet this challenge. Meeting this challenge
requires a daring and deeply intelligent commitment to the tallest principles and the
profoundest discoveries by the brightest minds in mankind's history, and in the present,
and to do this to a depth that would seem totally fictional, even while it has been proved
to be scientifically achievable in the light of what we have already demonstrated as our
inherent capability as human beings.
In the novel four aspects of science are drawn together, each drawn from their leading
edge.
The leading edge of nuclear physics, which is mentioned in the novel, has been drawn
from the discovery of the quarks that radically altered the face of nuclear physics. Next,
at the leading edge of astrophysics we find the Electric Cosmology coming to the
foreground that radically alters the way the Universe is perceived. It offers vast new
vistas into the physics that cause the large climate changes on Earth. The third leading
edge of science that is brought to the foreground in the novel, is found in economic
science. Here the research for the novels focused on the revolutionary work of over 40
years, by the world-renowned American economist and statesman, Lyndon H. LaRouche.
The fourth aspect of science in the novels, may be termed spiritual Science. This aspect is
drawn primarily from America's 19th and 20th Century leading scientist in this field, the
world renowned spiritual healer, Mary Baker Eddy, the New England woman who
pioneered the science of spiritual and scientific development to the point of what she
called her 'discovery' of the "divine Principle of scientific mental healing." Her
contribution to the advancement of mankind was also chosen, for reasons of her vast
pedagogical work in universal scientific and spiritual development, which remains
monumental in scope to the present day, even in comparison with the modern advances in
science, but which remains nevertheless largely hidden in obscurity.
In facing these advanced guards of science, the individual is facing the challenge to
determine in his own mind what is ultimately fiction and reality. And this challenge
needs to be met, because society needs the greatest resources it can lay its hands on, to
meet the challenges before it. The old ways are no longer possible. We can't say for
example, let's try nuclear war and see what happens, because the potential is great that we
won't survive the experiment. Nor can we afford to gamble that the next Ice Age cycle is
still a thousand years distant, since the resumption of the deep cooling, which is
statistically close, would wipe out most of the world's outdoor agriculture, and thereby
our food supply. We have past the point when such gambles can be tolerated, or be
survived. But this is what we are doing. The world has stood at the precipice of nuclear
war several times already, including in modern time, and escaped doom by the narrowest
margin. In other words, the security society feels, is fiction. This fiction stands in contrast
in the novel where the story is often apparently far-out fiction, but is actually taken from
real-life occurrences. Of course, the purpose in such cases is not to confuse the issues, but

to invoke questions in similar stories in the novel where one is likewise tempted to ask,
whether the presented breakthroughs are really achievable?"
One of the real stories that appear completely fictional in the novel, but which is not,
is the rape story that Erica tells in Chapter 4. The story is based on public testimony.
Another story of this type is the story of Helen's lateral lattice in the context of a process
of healing, which appears to be far-out fiction, but is in reality the story of an actual
experience of healing, though in a different setting of course.
In some areas of the novel, the boundary between fact and fiction blurs, as in the case
of the missing eleven verses of the eighth chapter of the Gospel of John, that have been
omitted from a modern edition of the Bible in order to protect the mythology of
institutional ownership-rights over human beings. Likewise, the Susanna story has been
removed by censorship from the historic Bible. In these cases, the reader may have an
inkling that the censorship is real, though a person would rather see it as fictional. The
fact is, that the censorship does exist. The very act of removing those verses from the
Bible (see the 1976 Oxford Study Edition ISBN 0-19-529710-5) without an explanation
given, seems to indicate that some deeply fundamental aspects are being touched on in
these verses that have the potential to threaten the power structure of the oligarchic and
imperial system. A similar reason appears to exist for the removal of the Susanna story
from the Bible (formerly Daniel 13).
Of course on the political and military front the most incredible occurrences do take
place almost daily. Those kinds of stories didn't need to be invented, they have happened,
such as Ursula's experiences in Afghanistan and in Nicaragua, which were taken from the
news media of the time. Also the political story surrounding the US National Security
Study Memorandum 200 (NSSM200) and its policy objective, did not need to be
invented, though it was classified at the time. Furthermore, the parts relating to
economics in the novel are also real, such as the story told by the drunken professor who
is incapable of understanding Love. Likewise, is the essence of the story of the two horse
ranchers drawn from reality, relating to the times of the late 1980s in which the novel is
situated, but also projected forward into our time.
In real terms society has already gone beyond the stage that the stories pertain to,
except for the one point, namely, that we still face the most urgent need to develop and
apply the Principle of Universal Love for solving the growing financial and economic
crisis, and the growing nuclear war threat against the rise of fascism in the world and its
terrorism. Nothing has changed on this front, only the dimensions of it have changed,
which have become larger.
The level of crisis that we face today has only been in its infancy twenty years ago
when my writing on the series of novels began. The dimension of the economic crisis, for
example, was initially only vaguely addressed in the novel, such as by the drunken
professor in Chapter 5. The scope of the crisis at the time was so 'minuscule' that even
this part of the novel appears fictional now, although the fundamentals that are touched
upon were real even then.

Against the background of the momentous developments that have occurred in the
flow of ever-greater insanity in the political, economic, and military arenas, a deep
reaching upgrading of the novel became necessary several times in order to include new
scientific dimensions that came to the forefront, which could serve as valuable resources
for the healing process that is now evermore required. To accommodate these new
developments in science, the stories related to Helen, Ursula, and Steve have been
rewritten in part and been expanded as required. The upgrading involved many long and
intensive processes, aimed at increasing the healing effect of the novel.
Nevertheless, the question remains at the end as the novel closes, of whether society
will ultimately meet the great challenges that are rapidly becoming critical. The answer is
that the series of novels was actually not designed to answer that question. The future is
not fixed. It is what we make it to be. The series was designed to explore possible
footsteps in facing the challenges and in overcoming them, and to present critical choices
against the background of the best available scientific traditions and achievements from
the brightest eras of our history as human beings. No one can foretell what comes out of
it. One can only present contributions towards meeting the challenges before us, and then
ask oneself, 'is this enough?'
The series of novels, ‘The Lodging for the Rose’, altogether comprises twelve
episodes. And still, the question remains unanswered: 'Is this enough?' And so the
question remains, how far can we go in exploring the great Principle of Universal Love,
which as nuclear physics points out, underlies the very existence of the Universe itself,
and our own existence? Thus the series is dedicated to enable the reader to face this
overriding question, and in the course of it, find great riches in individual living and in
enriching the world.
Rolf A. F. Witzsche

